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LETTER OF TRAN SMITTAL. . ‘ 

Se 

don. Gro. Raymer, 
3 President of Board of Regents. University of Wisconsin: 

Str:—I have the honor herewith of presenting to you Bulletin No, 4, Wisconsin Farmers’ Institutes. The Agricultural Institutes condueted under the auspices of our State University speak for themselves in this volume. They speak for the growing interest which the farmers themselves are taking in those things, which will elevate the standard of Wisconsin Agriculture to its true place among th» enterprises of our people, and give to the labor of the farm the standard of rank to which it is entitled in the world’s battle of labor and enterprise. 
That this is true is seen in the fact that the gems of practical thought with J which this volume abounds, are emanations from those who have forged their ideas upon the anvil of their own experience, and have voiced them in expression born of an enthusiasm worthy of their calling, and worthy of an imperishabia 

keeping. 

This volume is peculiarly the product of the farmers of Wisconsin —and as such I am pleased to Present it to you, that it may be sent out on its mission work. 
Respectfully yours, 

W. H. MORRISON, Sup’t. \ Madison, Wis., July 9, 1890, 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 
Se 

COLLEGES, 
College of Letters and Science, 

College of Agriculture, , ; ij ; 
College of Mechanics and Engineering, 

College of Law, 

School of Pharmacy. 

COURSES, 
Long Agricultural Course, 

Short Agricultural Course, 
Mechanical Engineering Course, 

Civil Engineering Course, 
: y iniieahiaithiees Mining and Metallurgical Engineering Courses, 

Electrical Engineering Course, 
Law Course, 

Pharmacy Course, 

Ancient Classical Course, 
Modern Classical Course, General Science Course, 

English Course, 

Civic-Historical Course, antecedent to Law and Journalism, 
Special Science Course, antecedent to Medicine, 

Special Courses for Normal School Graduates, 

\ BRANCHES OF STUDY. 

The University presents a very wide range of study, embracing one hundred and seventy-three subjects of study, known as sub-courses. Something of the {i extent and variety of these may be indicated by the following synopsis: Eleven languages are taught, viz.: Greek, Latin, Sanserit, Hebrew, German, Norse, 
French, Italian, Spanish, Anglo Saxon and English. In Mathematics there are 
twenty-one special courses. Under the Sciences there are a variety of courses in 
each of the following: Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Mineralogy, A Zoology, Botany, Bacteriology. In History there are nine courses; in Civios eight;
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in Mental Science there are twelve, embracing Psychology, Ethics, Aesthetics and 

Logic. There are six courses in Pedagogics, and courses in Military Drill, 

Hygiene, Sanitation and Music. 

‘ In Mechanics and Engineering:— Elementary Mechanics, Mechanics of Ma- 

terial, Mechanics of Machinery, Theory of Construction, Thermodynam- 

ics, Elementary Surveying, Railroad and Topographic Surveying, Geodesy,. 

Sanitary, Hydraulic, Railroad, Electrical, Mining and Metallurgical 

Engineering, Steam Engine, Hydraulic Motors, Hoisting Machinery, 

Theory and Constructioa of Locomotives, Railway Locomotives, Railway 

Location, Railway Equipment, Construction and Maintenance of Way,. 

Railroad Field Work. 

In Electricity :—Electrical Testing, Electrical Plants, Electrical Construction an@ 

various forms of drawing are given; also, shop work ia wood, iron, brass, 

both hand work and machine work, machine designing, construction and 

testing machines. 

, In Agriculture:— Various courses are given in agriculture: Animal Husbandry, 
Farm Management, Agricultural Chemistry, Veterinary Sciences, Agri- 

cultural Physics, Horticulture and Economic Entomology, ete. 

In Law:— Courses in Equity, Jurisprudence, Real Property, Constitutional Law, 

Wills, Contracts, Torts, Practice and Pleading, Law of Evidence, Corpo-- 

ratiorts, Domestic Relations, Admirality, Insurance, Estoppel, Partnership, 

Taxation, Criminal Laws, Common Carriers, Medical Jurisprudence, etc... 

In Pharmacy:— Courses in Practical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry,. 
Materia Medica, Pharmaceutical Botany, and Practical Laboratory- 

Work. 

_ General Facilities:—The Faculty embraces upwards of sixty instructors. The: 

: laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped, embracing the Chemi-. 

cal, Physical, Metallurgical, Mineralogical, Geological, Zoological, Botan-- 

ical, Civil and Mechanical Engineering, Agricultural and Pharmaceutical. 

Laboratories. Seminars for advanced study in History, Language, 

Literature, Mathematics, and other branches are being developed. 

The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the University, 

23,000 volumes; of the State Historical Society, 138,000 volumes; of the 

: ~  §State Law Department, 23,000 volumes; of the City, 11,000 volumes, 

besides special professional and technical libraries, making in all more 

than 200,000 volumes, thus affording very exceptional opportunities for 
reading and special research. 3 

i Por further information send for a catalogue, or address the President or the. 

head of the department concerning which information is desired.
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| SHORT COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 
ii The University of Wisconsin offers young men two courses of instruction in agriculture; first, a Short Course to accommodate these young men who desire to fi gain a better knowledge of the science of agriculture, but who can give but a | limited time to Preparation; and, second, a long course designed to meet the needs of all young men desiring the liberal and scientitic training essential to the best life on the farm, and to those who desire to become specialists in some {i department of agricultural science, 

THE SHORT COURSE, ae 
Sixty lectures, mainly devoted to Feeding and Breeding, by Prof. W. A. Henry. Sixty lectures on the Elements of Agricultural Chemistry, by Dr. 8. M. Bab- cock, 

j Sixty lectures in Horticulture and Economie Entomology, supplémented with i laboratory work, by Prof. F. S. Goff. 
Sixty lectures and laboratory exercises on Agricultural Physics and the Physical Features, Climate and Meteorology of Wisconsin and the United Siates, by 

Prof. F. H. King. 

Thirty-six lectures on the Anatomy of Domestic Animals, by Prof. V. T. Atkin- 
son, State Veterinarian. 

| A course of 120 hours in practical mechanics, by Sup’t C. I. King. This course el embraces work in the University Machine Shops, covering bench work in wood, | wood turning and blacksmithing. ; 

e A COURSE IN PRACTICAL DAIRYING. 
) This course is designed to give practical instruction in the manufacture of butter and cheese to those who are preparing themselves for the management of | private dairies, creameries and cheese factories. For its use a commodious dairy . house is thoroughly equipped with the most improved apparatus. A large laboratory is also provided, where practical instruction is given in the use of the lactometer, lactoscope, oil test, Short’s test, the Iowa Station test, the Babcock test and other methods of testing milk that are applicable to creameries, cheese : j factories and private dairies. 

, The facilities now provided to make the Short Coarse an intensely practical and ; profitable one for young farmers are very excellent. : 

i I
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A reading room and library are provided in which students will find the stand- 

ard works on agriculture, and files of seventy of the leading agricultural periodi- . 

cals, nine of which are from Europe. The lecture room is provided with am 

electric light, so that lantern slides illustrating the lectures may be used, 

The famous Auzoux life-sized model of the horse, which can be dissected to . 

: show the separate nerves, muscles, blood vessels and bones, will be used to illus- 

trate the lectures on anatomy. 

The course opens January 5th, 1891, and lasts twelve weeks. 

For particulars regarding the Short or Long Courses in Agriculture, address 

PROF. F. H. KING, Mapison, Wis. 

For particulars regarding other courses in the University, address Prestpent 7 

* T. C. Cuamexriin, whe will send you « catalogue giving full information as to . 

any course of study. 

) 
| 
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LAW PROVIDING FOR AGRICULTURAL 
INSTITUTES. 

(Original Enactment, Chapter 9, Laws of 188%.) 

CHAPTER 62, LAWS OF 1887. ‘ 

AN ACT Retatine ro AcricuururaL INSTITUTES, AND AMENDATORY OF CHAPTER 9, 
Laws or 1885. 

The people of the State of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assembly, do 
enact as follows: 

Szcrton 1. The board of regents of the state university is hereby authorized 
to hold institutes for the instruction of citizens of this state in the various 

| branches of agriculture. Such institutes shall be held at such times and at such 
Places as said board may direct. The said board shall make such rules and regu- 
lations as it may deem proper for organizing and cond ucting such institutes, and 
may employ an agent or agents to perform such work in connection therewith as 
they deem best. The course of instruction at such institutes shall be so arranged 
‘as to present to those in attendance the results of the most recent investigations 
in theoretical and practical agriculture. . 

| Sxcrion 2. For the purposes mentioned in the preceding section, the said 
| board may use such sum as it may deem proper, not exceeding the sum of twelve 

thousand dollars in any one year, from the general fund, and such amount is 
hereby annually appropriated for that purpose. 

\ Srction 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after ita publi- 
cation. 

Approved March 16, 1887. 

Manson, Wis., July 1, 1890, 
Hon. C. E. Estanroox, Madison, Wis.: 

Drar Srr:—It is my purpose to include in the forthcoming Bulletim some 
account of the life of the late Hon. Hiram Smith, and of his services to the 
farmers of the state of Wisconsin, and in connection with this subject it seems
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appropriate to have from you, as the author of the law providing for Farmers” 
Institutes, some account of its origin. Yours truly, ? 

W. H, Morrmon, Sup’t. 

Manisor, W1s., July 9, 2890. 
Hon. W. H. Morrison, Madison, Wis.: 
Dear Srr:—I am ia receipt of your note of the lst inst., relating to the origin 

of the Farmers’ Institutes in this state. I presume you want to know how I came 
' to think of the matter. I cannot tell exactly when the plan which was finally 

adopted became fully formulated in my own mind. It will perhaps best serve 
yeur purpose for me to state briefly the circumstances and conditions which sug- 
gested and preceded the drafting of the enactment in question. 

In the early part of October, 1884, I listened to a short address by the late 
Hon. Hiram Smith to the farmers of Manitowoc County, on the graunds of the 
Industrial Association near the city of Manitowoc. The address was very prac- 
tical, and one which any person of common intelligence could readily understand; 
and at the same time it was replete with information of the most valuable kind 
te the persons to whom it was addressed. It was in fact the summing up of years 
ef valuable experience and study, and was being given under the most adverse 
eircumstances, amid the noise and confusion of the fair ground. The first 
thought that occurred to me was, what a pity that the valuable experience of a 
successful life should be given out in such an unsatisfactory manner, and that no f 
effort should be made to preserve the knowledge thus gained. That ina few 
short years, at most, the speaker would be no more, and that the result of forty 
years of earnest labor and success would then be lost. It then occurred to me that 
I would endeavor to get up a meeting of farmers of our county at some future 

e time and invite Mr. Smith to address them under more favorable conditions. I 
had not considered this proposition long until it occurred to me that if such a 
meeting would be advantageous to the farmers of Manitowoc County it would be 
advantageous to the farmers of other counties in the state as well, and that if . 
such a work should be undertaken it should be extended throughout thestate. To 

i do this required some organization; thus one idea led to another until the whoie | 
as it became a law was distinctly outlined in my mind. 

This is as near as I can give the genesis of the law relating to Farmers’ Insti- 
tutes in this state; aud while Mr. Smith had nothing to do in devising the 
scheme, it was his address that set the train of thought in action which gave 
birth to the plan which we finally adopted. Asa matter of course, I had given 
the subject of education and agricultural education some thought prior to that 
time, and was familiar with the efforts in various localities to organize farmers’ 
eonventions and farmers’ clubs, and I was also familiar with the work being done 
by the Dairymen’s Association, Horticultural Society and other kindred
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organizations. These societies and organizations and the labor of many individ- 
uals, including Mr. Smith, undoubtedly served to prepare the way for the Insti- tutes. As soon as Mr, Smith’s attention was called to the subject of the proposed Institutes, he at once Tecognized the value and promise of good to come there- | from. He said: “It is just what we want,” and to his energy, skill and judgment @ great deal of the success which has been attained in the direction indicated is owing. To us who survive him, while keeping his memory reverently, it will be_ no small satisfaction that we were instrumental in devising ways and means by which the fruit of his experience was preserved to the people of our state. 

Yours truly, 

Cuszizs E Kstazzoox. 

} 

\ 4
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Hiram Smith was a strong man. He was strong in his judg- 
ment, strong in his will, strong in his friendship, strong in his 

hatred of sham and hypocrisy and singularly sincere and strong 
in his love for right reason. He placed many well formed and 
solid blocks in the foundation of Wisconsin’s agricultural pros- 
perity. He made his own fortune with his own hands and with 
amind untrained in the wisdom of the schools. He was self 
made but he did not worship his maker as is frequently charged, . 
against men of this class. His keen thought cut as clé 52 r. q 
through the follies of conceit as through the slush of bad l@gie ES ; 
He loved men and hated walking mummies as thoroughgiae ; 
any man on earth. His broad public spirit was his grari@est . 
characteristic. The great ambition of his later life seemedspo™. 
be to help his fellow farmers everywhere, to better fortunedigai(— 
happier lives. In his own life he had felt the burden of pov ey / 
and the burden of thoughtlessness. With his strong will he med: .. 
trodden them both under the feet of knowledge, and for ¥@ we 
he was a teacher of men, that they might profit by the less of Hie*. 
had taught himself. Maat 

No man knew better than he the hard side of thefarmer’s Bilis? 
ness as commonly followed, its grinding economies, its un@@ BS 

ing toil, its harrowing isolation, its often profitless labor§iipesey.. 
unbusiness-like methods. The farmers listened to him bec@yt gr.) 
they felt he was one of them. No cultured graduate of a col apa: 
could quite do what he did in stirring the dormant mental éner- _ 
gies of hisclass. No man denounced more mercilessly than he, 

the faults which he found there, and yet no man could have a 

stronger faith in the possibilities of the average farmer’s mind 

. when stirred to action, than he had. For ten years before his 

death he had been one of the leading authorities in the dairy 

world. His farm had been a practical experiment station, doing 
gratuitous and valuable work for every person who kept a cow. 

His work and his style of stating the ideas upon which it was 
' 

'
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| I based made him a correspondent eagerly sought by the leading 
agricultural journals of the United States. The State Dairy- 

| men’s Association of Wisconsin is one of his monuments. 
| I Through it he has reached nearly every farm in the state, toa 
| Hh] very large extent it is due to him that this organization has been 

kept steadily to its purpose, the education of farmers and the 
i upbuilding of a great materialinterest. His generous character 

has helped to keep it free from the poison of envy and the stu- 
f pidity of personal jealousy. His practical wisdom has made it a 

fountain of knowledge that has grown clearer and greater with 
hi each succeeding year. No person not a member of that associa- 

t tion can understand the ténderness and strength of that feeling 
in its ranks which will be ever loyal to the memory of Hiram 
Smith. He was a friend of young men. Age never numbed 

B uch of his sympathies. His mind never grew old. He 
j caged himself ina prison of memories. Asa regent of the 

rsity for twelve years he did a most effective work. 
ily he labored to build up the agricultural department and 

{ it worthy of the institution and of the state. He has 
[ most ably to bring our Experiment Station to its present 

4 ank. He lived long enough to see the first dairy school in 
nited States established under his direction. The Wiscon- 
rmers’ Institutes came as the outgrowth of his thought. To 
he gave a gratuitous and a splendid service, Thoroughly 

( e on an institute platform, with the voice and earnestness 
| orator and the clear cut thought of a practical man of af- 
| he brought truth and conviction to thousands of men who 
i d both. Hiram Smith was born February 19, 1817, in Tin- 

i Bucks county, Penn. He was married to Catharine A, 
\ er, March 20, 1845, and came to Sheboygan County July 

{ 4, 1847. He died at his home in Sheboygan Falls, May 15, 
1890, at the age of seventy-three. The friends whom he had 

{ loved in life and who loved him said the words of parting and— 
gently laid him to rest. He will be ever honored for he had 
“the love of wisdom and the wisdom of love.” 

H. C. ADAMS. 
! 

| 
2
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Morning Sessien--Tuesday, March 25. 

ARRANGEMENT OF THE STABLE AND 
METHODS OF TYING. 

. 
By L. H. ADAMS, Supt. Experiment Farm. 

Cleanliness. none have given such uniform success 

The prime requisite in dairying is|as the stanchion. There are oppon- 

cleanliness. + Without cleanliness in the | ents to the stanchion system of fasten- 

stable it is useless to go further, for no| ing cattle, but all things considered, I 

matter how perfect our knowledge is re-| know of nothing that we can replace the 

garding ‘the making of milk and the| stanchions with at the presentday. We 

handling of it, the setting of cream and | may get something that will supersede 

churning, if we fail in a dairy stable we! the stanchion before long, but in talk- 
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Cut Showing Floor and Watering Trough in Dairy Stable. 

are gone. Therefore it is well to com-|ing of these farm topics we must see | 
mence at the bottom and see that we| that we keep within the bounds of praec- 
get started right. 4 ticability. If we advise something thatis 

Stanchions. impracticable or beyond the reach of the 
We have had experience with several | average farmer it will do him no good, 

methods of tying at the station, but| and in this talk I shall endeavor tocom- 
2—Inet. 

: |
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i bine all the points of practicability, as|stanghioning heavy beef animals, but 
I near as I can. should prefer not to fasten them at all 

: Stable Floor. but to feed them loose. But remember 

i The floor that you see here represent-| I am talking now ofa stable and meth- 

| ‘ed on the diagram is essentially the same | ds of tying for dairy cattle. 
i as the one in use at the Experiment Sta-| This floor here is six feet wide, and we 

tion farm to-day, and has been for the | can drive right in with a team and wag- 
fl last three years. In putting this floor |0n and load the manure from the gut- 
i into our stable we took outa tight plank | ters on either side directly into the 

| floor with © four-inch drop behind the} wagon. This floor that the animal 
i cows; it was unsatisfactory. Our cows | Stands upon is about 54 inches wide; our 

i would get dirty in spite of a liberal | COWS are grade Jerseys principally. This 

i amount of bedding used under them. | watering trough is made of two planks: 
j i This matter of bedding is a point that |one 10inches wide and thé other 12, 

| we must spend some thought upon if we | Spiked together and the bottom of this 
f wish to cut down the expense of dairy-| trough is on a level with the floor on 

| ing. Now, do not understand me as| which the cattle stand. The trough has 

\ i being opposed to the use of bedding; it | an incline of one inch to every twenty 

| certainly is a wise thing to do, but on| feet which is sufficient to carry the wat- 

Al the majority of dairy farms, where all | er entering this end to the other; there 

nw the waste products are used, where noth- | is an outlet at the further end through 

iil ing goes to waste, this question of bed-| which the water runs after the cattle 

th ding is a serious matter; we do not all| have finished drinking. Feed is given 

} have it. Farmers who utilize their oat|to the animals in this same trough. 

{) crop, feed straw and all just the same as|The drop is 12 inches, from the slats 

i they would the timothy crop, and those | down to the bottom. Whatever urine is 

Mi who use the corn crop use the stalk and | on this floor goes right through and is 

lil all, so you can readily see there is not|taken up with an absorbent that is 

iH much material left with which to bed a} thrown between the joists that support 

i large herd of dairy cattle. this floor. The solid part of the excre™ 

i Now, with this floor you see repre-| ment is all left along in this drop. A 

i sented here there is no absolute neces-|cow in urinating will drop the water 

oh sity in using bedding for the sake of | further forward than she will the solid 

cleanliness. There has not been a fork-| part of the manure, so that in cleaning 

fal of straw litter of any kind put on| out itis not difficult if the manure is 

; | that floor in three year’s time; and there | out here. 

Vi is not atag of manure or manure lock Absorbents. : 

hl on the flank of one of the cattle. For an absorbent we use horse 

tl The objection to the stanchion is|manure. The horses stand over the 

{i the rigidity with which the cow is held|cows and the manure is pushed 

i i in one position, the cattle being unable | through a hole daily down into the base- 

bie to turn around to lic themselves; but| ment stable where the cows stand, and 

eh as every dairyman has it in his power| distributed along these gutters, and it 

fl to let his cattle out daily for exercise, | takes up the liquid nicely and keeps the 

{ Hi this objection is not so bad as one would | manure of the farm all together where 

it at first think. I would not advise it goes out. If, as I have explained, the 

: Hi 

i i 

i ; 
\ .
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urine passes through these slats, you can | top of the slats to the bottom of the 
readily see how the cow lies down ona| trench? 

dry floor. Ithink you will all agree} Mr. Apams—Itistwelve inches from 
with me that lying down in a damp] the top of the slats down here; the cow 
place is more objectionable than lying in | steps up eight inches. 

solid excrement. I would ratherseea| H.C. Txom—She never steps down 
cow lie in a pool of water, for in milking, | into the trench? : 

no matter how careful you are about} Mr. Apams—She never does; that is 

brushing, there will be a flavor that you | one objectionable feature that this floor 

cannot keep out of the milk. overcomes; this floor being two inches 
longer than the plank floor Coes away 

DISCUSSION. with the cow stepping back and stand- 
ing down here with her hind feet. 

C. P. Gooprica—Wouldn’t you prefer} 4 ©. Ta#om—Do you ever have cows 

to have your cows well bedded? calve in the stanchions? 

Mx. Apams—Yes, I would prefer to} yp Apams—No, sir; we always make 
» have the cows bedded, provided I have | q record of the date of service so that we 

the bedding, but, as I say, we utilize the always are warned and take the cow out 
waste product so closely that we do not| of the stanchions; we have a hospital or 

have it. ., .,| box stall in the same basement barn 
C. P. Goopricux—Don’t you think it] that our cows are transferred to for at 

adds to the comfort of the cow? least a week previous to calving. 

Mr. Apams—It does to a certain ex-| Joux Marcu—Does the cow always 

tent, undoubtedly. comply with the record of the time she 
C. P. Gooprics—Wouldn’t the plat-| sould calve? 

form be enough, so that you could dis- Mr. Apams—We have found that our 

pense with the use of slats, if you have| animals do not vary more than from 
plenty of bedding? five to six days, and rarely ever as much 

Mr. Apams—Straw will never take! as that. 

the place of slats at all. Cuas. BrtcHam—Of my cows one has 

C. P. Goopricn—If straw was used | calved three days less than nine months, 

on the slats the solid part of the manure | andsome have calved a few days over nine 

would not be trodden through, and | months and a half; now in such a case 
would dirty the cows up just as bad as| you would haveto keep the cow in the 

though there were no siats there? box stall something over two weeks. 

Mr. Apams—Not so badly, for the} Mr. Apams—Of course, in a normal 

reason that the urine would go down| condition a cow will not vary; but there 

through. But there is no necessity of the | are circumstances in which a cow will 

cow lying in either the solid part of the | calve before or after, most always be- 

excrementor the urine. The cow’s feet | fore. 

should stand about over that second| Gov. Hoarp—Do you allow your cows 
slat; that gives room enough for getting | to calve in the stanchions? . 

up and shifting position, without any| Mr. Apams—No, sir. 

extra exertion, and these slats aid the| Go. McKerrow—Mr. Adams, what 

cows in getting up. > do you consider the best location for a 

H. C. Txom—How far is it from the | dairy stable? 

> |
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Mr. Apams—The stable should be lo-| Supr. Morrrson—Don’t you think it 

cated on ground sufficiently elevated to} was a loss to use that lime? 

i carry off the outside water and tobe well| Mr. Apams—I don’t think we saved 

{ drained. We don’t want any more mud|anything by the use of the lime. I 

} around our stable than is absolutely un- | think that the addition of lime itself to 

i avoidable, and the stable should be built | the soil is an advantage, however. 

i with its long way east and west and on| Gov. Hoarp—That is true; but if you 

i the south side we should have just as| take manure and add lime to it,you will 

| t many windows as we can get in, to afford | fire-fang the manure. 

| light. Qursrrox—Would slacked lime fire- 
{ | Gro. Wyitz—Does this method save | fang the manure? 

| If all of the liquids of the manure? Gov. Hoarp—Yes; it is the chemical 

i i Mr. Apams—It does, with the use of | action of the lime upon the constituent 

i an absorbent as I have described. part of the manure, where all the am- 

: | Gov. Hoarp—What do you use as an|moniacal parts are thrown out. You 

HH] absorbent? know when you are slacking lime how 

a Mr. Apams—The manure from ‘ the} ammonia is disengaged and passes into f 

i horse stable. the air, and the action of lime by dissoly- 

Hi Gov. Hoarp—Do you use any land| ingin‘water upon the manure is destruct- 

i plaster in your stable? ive of the ammoniacal constituent of the 

t! Mr. Apams—We have used no land/ manure. It disengages it. Land plas- 

i plaster; we have used lime. ter is an absorbent of it; it becomes 

{t Gov. Hoarp—Why do you use lime? | sulphate of ammonia, passes from sul- 

I Mr. Apams—We use it to take away | phate of lime to sulphate of ammonis by 

{| the odor; it gives a sweet, pleasant smell | the absorbing of ammonia. 

} | to the stable. Supt. Morrison—Give us your experi- 

Gov. Hoarp—But lime isa disengag-| ence in reference to the matter of land 
ty ent of ammonia and land plaster is an | plaster? 

i absorbent of it. Gov. Hoarp—I was led to the use af 
| Mr. Apams—We get all the liquid} land plasterin stables from a study of 

i taken up in the horse manure. its chemical affinities; finding that 
H Gov. Hoarp—That is very true, but at} sulphate of lime had a powerful affinity 

a i the same time ammonia is a volatile gas| for ammonia, then I thought to myself 

il and if you use lime you will disengage|if it hasso powerful an affinity for 

ii the ammonia by the actionof the lime.| ammonia it ought to be valuable in 

yy Mr. Apams—I don’t want to be under-|the stable, where ammonia is being 

t ) stood as deprecating the use of land) thrown off. Ialso noticed in handling 

i. - plaster, there is no question but that it} horse manure, especially the bedding of 

| { is a valuable thing to use. We use the| a male horse, where the urine is thrown 

i lime because we have iton the farm| into the bedding under the horse, that 

{i more or less all the time in building} when you take up the bedding in the 

! operations. We had a lot left over that| morning it will often make your eyes 

| was slacked and we used it. If we were) smart and your nose sting, there is such 

; i to buy an absorbent there is nothing | a rise of ammonia in the air. Now that 7 

| i that would be so effectual as land plas"| ammonia is worth seventeen cents & 

ii) ter. pound at wholesale, and New Jersey pays 

Hi 
a | 
i 
Al
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three million dollars a year for the pur- | Fleming’s question by saying that the 

chase of manure for ammonia. Now, I | drop we took out of our floor previous to 

said to myself, ammonia is worth saving; | putting this one in was four inches. We 

it is worth saving by using sulphate of | were obliged to take it out owing to the 

lime in the stable. I bad a_| fact that the solid part of the manure in 

crowded stable of thorough- | 24 hours would pile up to such a height 

bred cattle, and a horse, and part of the | that they had got to lie down in it. We 

time two horses, and I wanted to make| increased the drop in another stable 

that stable as healthy as possible for|Where steers were being fed to eight 

those animals, and I knew the action of | inches and the same objection was en- 

the land plaster in absorbing those gas- countered there to a considerable ex- 

es; itis a powerful absorbent. If you tent. When we made up our minds to 

wish to try it step into a horse stable, replace the old floor in the present dairy 

and take a handful of land plaster and | stable we put in this 12-inch drop and 

sprinkle it on some horse manure, and | the cows never come in contact with the 

see how soon—in a second—it is gone. | manure and we find no objection to the , 

Go to a privy and no matter how rank it | 12-inch drop, because the cows can get 

may be, and sprinkle !and plaster on it, /on to the floor readily; once up on that 

and see how quickly it is absorbed. | floor there is no occasion to step down 

Therefore it was of use to me in pre-| until they go out of the stable and when 

serving the health of my animals and in| we let them out we loosen the cows at 

the retention of this valuable component, | one end of the stanchions and the cow 

worth 17 cents a pound at wholesale. 1| turns around and walks on this floorand 

purchased a barrel of land plaster at | walks off here; she doesn’t back off; she 

$1.60, and it lasted with nine animals | steps off. 

through the winter. I am confident it| T.J. Fiemine — Were those steers 

added to the manurial value of those| fastened with stanchions, where the 

animals that winter at least ten or twelve | drop was eight inches? ‘ 

dollars. It is most valuable, and I can-| Mr. Apams—They were fastened with ' 

not too strongly urge that it is a most|chains around their necks that played 

valuable and paying thing to do—the| up and down ona perpendicular pole, 

purchase of land plaster and the sprink-| T. J. Fueanc—I think that makes a 

ling of it night and morning in the | difference as to the height of the drop, 

stable. whether they are fastened with chains © 

Fermentation in the manure heap, if|or stanchions. Idon’t think you will 

too great, will produce fire-fang, which experience any trouble with milch cows j 

disengages elements that would be of with an eight-inch drop. : 

value; land plaster retains them upon Tos. Convey—Is a slanting floor in a 

the land. stable objectionable? 

T. J. Fummc—It seems to me that a} Mr. Apams—I can’t answer that ques- i 

cow going up on to that bed with no lit-| tion from experience. But when I could 

ter on it and constantly wet is liable to have a level floor that would answer | 

_slip. I raise that question because the | the purpose of a slanting floor I would i 

drop I have got is only seven inches and prefer that the cow stand on: the level j 

gives very good satisfaction. floor. ; 

Mz Apams—I would answer Mr.| Wetpon Van Krrx—By the use of 

; 
; 

{
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|! i this lime are you able to take away the] Mr. Apams—For the average dairy H odors of the stable entirely? animal, that does not weigh over seven 1 Mz. Apams—Not entirely. We have| to eight hundred to nine hundred H got to depend upon ventilators to a great pounds, where she may be let out daily a |) extent to carry off the foul odors of the| for exercise, I don’t consider it a bad | stable. practice to keep them in stanchions. 7 | Wetpon Van Kirx—What is the best| H. Roxsins—Do you consider it neces- Ht way to ventilate a stable? sary to the health of animals to lick | Mr. Apams— Undoubtedly the best | themselves? 
] way is by running chutes or shaftsof| Mr. Apams—That is undoubtedly a | it any size from a foot to two feet, that| very natural proceeding; how necessary | i may be utilized for throwing feed down | it is Iam unable to say. 

Hi at the same time; run these from the! Gov. Hoarp—Do you think it would i! top of the barn, where there is a free| bea good thing for you to be cramped il outlet,down to the basement of the up with your head and your neck be- { stable and down to within two feet of | tween two rigid bars, and when you lay i * the floor. down, obliged by nature to turn your f Joun Marcx—Would dry earth with | neck one way, and then be obliged by & little charcoal mixed be a good sub-| these scanchions to lie with your neck i] stitute for lime as an absorbent? We straight up and down? 
| all have plenty of soil and can storea| Mr. Apams—I will answer that ques- i little and have it dry and use it in that| tion like a Yankee usually does by ask- tit way. I find it good. 7 ing another. How can wefulfill the re- \ Mr. Apvams—It would undoubtedly. | quirements of cleanliness in any other i] Last fall we scraped up dust when it way than bythe use of the stanchion, , tH was extremely dry with us; we went ovt | without confining her so that she will it into the road and gathered up ten or| be able to raise herself asshe does natur- 

i twelve barrels of road dust and stored ally in the pasture, and to lie down nat- - iW it away and are using it now as an ab- urally—how will you do.this with the 5 Hii sorbent behind young calves. same outlay for room in the stable? If if H. Rossrys—What do you consider the you use box stalls you can’t get asmany i best system of tying to use in an ordin-| animals in a given space. I don’t say | ary cow stable? there are no disadvantages to the stan- ii + Mr. Avams—Thatis the kind of a|chion system, I don’t claim it is natural HH stable I am trying to talk about—an | for a cow to stand in astanchion. Is it i ordinary cow stable, and I think the| natural for her to bein astable at all? | present stanchion is the best system to| Was the cow ever intended fora stable? 4 4 use. | We have got to restrict her in some i Gov. Hoarp—Why do you like the|sense by any tie that we employ. The 
(t stanchion? question is, what is the best tie? One ii Mr. Apams—Because it will hold the | man will say this and another that. tall cow in the best manner and enable us| Gov. Hoarp—I want to ask how much Hi to keep her clean with the least trouble | space is allowed in your diagram for tF) and most satisfaction. each cow, from backbone to backbone? al Gov. Hoarp—Do you think ita com-| Mr. Apams—Four feet is ample. ti fortable thing for the cow? Gov. Hoarp—I have a system, if you 

: i 
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will come over to the Executive barn, about as rigid a manner as if he had put 

and I willshow you a stable where two them in the stanchion, and he hasn’t the 

cows are kept so clean that on the flanks | benefit of the advantages the stanchion 

of one whichis alittle white you will offers. 

scarcely find a stain, and I allow three} Gov. Hoarp—We haven’t said any- 

feet and a half of space. : thing yet about your watering trough. 

Mr. Apams—As I said four feet is} fp Apams—The watering trough is 

ample,and there are numerous stables made of two plank, one twelve inches 

where the space for cows in stanchions | ¥i49 and the other ten inches wide. The 

is not more than three feet. aus : 2 
trough inclines an inch to every twenty 

Gov. Hoarp—lt — gt that 88) foct. The water runs in through a 

the cow is a mother she oot, ; se pipe from the tank, which is about a 

handled with a constant regard for “er! toot above the level of this trough in the 

comfort, and that a rigid stanchion 18| barn, and runs the entire length of the 

the most es ovr thing a the | trough and the animals stand in the . 

world 7 and _— be at Hiss the COW, | stanchions and drink in a very satisfac- 

but not for the aa ae i a : tory manner, the weak and strong alike. 

Mr. Apams—Undoa ly the most) hey allhave to wait their turn. The 

comfortable way of handling cattle first cow will commence drinking and the 

would be for them to run loose; that is| 67. two or three will take up the entire 

the system that I should advocate if it quantity of water poured jako tie 

were a practicable one. I would allow trough, and when they get through it 

the animal perfect liberty. es will run down further, and I water the 

would require too much space and would’) entire row of cattle without running out 

necessitate this practice of dehorning as much as a pailful at the other end at 

toa considerable extent. It seems to| +1, time they get through. The water 

me, with our present knowledge, there |i. clean and nice, and it is warmed in : 

is nothing at the present time on the} +), tank before it comes in so we have 

average dairy farm, where there are no trouble with freezing pipes. 

from 25 to 50 animals kept, that will) 57 & myoy—A barn 40 feot wideand 
supersede the stanchion. I hope we ¢ : 

will have something better in the future. apnea — pesmi oe | 

meee va gre . ae peerwerd three feet each side, there is plenty of 

‘cag ~ eas ‘ a *! room for the cows; they can lie down 

He objects to the stanchion, and what i | 

. ~ | and can lick themselves at pleasure, and 

does he substitute for the stanchion? T believe the time is soon coming when 

He has a chain running the entire length the dairymen of the state will adopt 

of his stable just in front of his feed) | othod e 

manger, and he ties the cows to the : : : 

chain. She can’t turn her head to the C. P. Gooprich—What kind of a time 

rightor left to turn around and lick her- would you have when you wanted to 

self any more than she can in the stanch- | milk? 

ion, and in getting up or lying downthey| H. C. Taom—I would have the head 

are apt to get their heads over or under | of this platform a stanchion and would 

that chain; they are more liable to acci-| put them in that and milk them, and 

dent. He has confined his cows in just | would turn them loose after that.. 

i
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MANURE. 
‘ 

By H. C. THOM, Dairy and Food Commissioner, i 

i | Economy. No Waste. 
| | I won't talk onthe subject of manure| Now, if these stables are liberally bed- 

| | i from the standpoint of a man who has| ded, you will accumulate in six months, 
i a hundred cows. I will talk about where | from two and one-half to three feet of 

i aman hasa dozen or fifteen cows. I| manure, and it can be taken out after 
| i will start with a proposition that will | the crop is cut and distributed where it 

\ meet with objection. I deprecate the| should be distributed, upon the grass - 
i practice of throwing out manure every | land, and it is in the best possible condi~ 

| day. Idon’t believe when you take out| tion and you havesaved every ounce of 
i manure every day where bedding is used | liquid and you have saved every pound of 
Wy liberally that you get the greatest ad-|solids. There is nothing that has escap- 
HI vantage from that manure. I think that | ed; you have got it all. 

Hi manure to give the soil the greatest} Now, I have two barns, one 40x60 and 
iG benefit should be thoroughly rotted. | the other 24x48, in which cattle run all 
I, There is nothing in straw whenit goes|the season through, and when that 
i on to the field in an dnrotted state that | Manure is taken out and put upon grass 
| will give the soil much strength, but if| land upon half of afield, you can tell 
i you take straw from the stack and so| tha’ grass land just as far as you can see 

bi handle it that it becomes thoroughly | it the next year. The idea of putting 
i rotted it is of great advantage to the|™anure in heaps belongs’ to the dark 
i soil. Now, my idea in speaking of cows| ges. The idea of putting it ina yard 
t running loose was that the stable should | and letting it spread all over a yard is not 
| not be cleaned from the time the cows | economical. But if manure is taken intoa 

‘y goin tothe stable in the winter until | yard and there is something of a hollow 
i { they come out in the spring. That may | in theyard, or better still ahole made on 
i be opposed to your ideas of cleanliness | purpose, andthe manure is put into that 

! } but your ideas are wrong about that, | and so handled that it does nct tire-fang, 
Vi With a fair use of land plaster as an ab-|I believe that but very little of its 

ii (} sorbent, you can keep the stable just as | Value has been lost. 
ft free from bad odors as this room is at Fertility is Wealth. 
te) present. I have done that now fora| Everyone knows that the Germans 

{i number of winters. I wouldn’t use lime | are especially noted for their economy in 
: He for the reason, as has been stated, it isa| the handling of manure. One of our most 
bat dissipator of ammonia, and ammonia| successful farmers, Mr. Linse, of La 
i | is a fertilizer, and if you disengage the | Crosse, has a hole or pit dug in his yard, 
if ammonia you are losing fertilization, and it is stoned up and grouted on the 

if 
| 
i | 
MY
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bottom, and in the bottom is a round] Mr. Taom—I think it isa very small 

hole with a grating over it. The top of | percentage that is lost. ‘ 

it comes up four feet above the surface| #0. Wyire—In heaps in the fields I, 

and he drives right fo it, and all the mean? 

manure from his barn is put in there,| Mr. THom—It would be a dead loss to 

_ and there is a cover over it, and when he | ™6; I have tried it several times. 

comes to draw it out, he drives his team| TH0s. Convey—Does the storing of 

right in there and loads from the side. | manure in large heaps cause fermenta- 

He puts a pump down into the hole be- | tion? 

low the grating and pumps up the} Mr. Tuom—Yes. 

liquid, and he hasalong, tin spout which} THos. Convey—And you say fermen- 

he can swing around, and he covers the | tation does not increase the value? | 

top of the pile with the liquid that comes| Mr. Txom—Yees, sir. 

from the bottom; and Mr. Linse’s suc-| Hos. Convey—You store manure in ! 

cess in fertilizing his farm has become a | Sheds, do you? 
matter of comment all over the State} Mx. Taom—Yes, sir, I do. 
of Wisconsin. Taos. Convey—Do those statements 

There are many farmers in this state | #gree? rr 

who have straw stacks; some are burn- Mr. Toom—They do in practice; they 

ed; they are considered of no commer-| ™ay not in close theory. 

cial value. If they are correctly handled| _T#0s. Coxvey—Do you favor the use | 

and turned over two or three times in | Of land plaster? | 

such a manner as to wet down, you will Mr. Taom—I do. | 

find you will get a body of pretty fair Txos. Convey—Does it have an equal | 
manure out of it. effect on all kinds of soil? 7 

Mr. J. M. Smith, of Greea Bay, who Mr. Toom—I think not; Iam talking 

has produced the richest forty acres of about it in reference to the manure and 

land in Wisconsin, never thinks of dis-|2°t the soil. ) 

tributing manure directly upon land,| JOHN Marcu—Do you havea stairway | 

but places it in compost heaps and it is for your cows to getin and out of your | 

turned over and handled and at last car- | Stable? 

ried out on to the ground, and I believe Mr. Tuom—It doesn’t take very much 

that in this respect we can economize in of astairway for the cows to get up or 

the management of the farm. down three feet. An old German up to 

— Kewaunee says, It’s all bosh. I said, 

DISCUSSION. Have you tried it? No, he said, if you 

L. C. Apams—Does fermentation in| let your cows run in there all winter by 

manure increase the value of it? spring they will be way up by the ridge- 

Mr. Toom—It does not. pole. But it is not true. My cows have 

Gro. McKrrrow—Which are the more | never accumulated over three feet in a 

valuable, the liquids or the solids in the| winter. 

manure? J. M. Truz—Do you understand there 

Mr. Tuom—It is conceded by nearly|is always an escape of ammonia when 

every one that the liquids are. there is fermentation in a manure pile? 

Guo. Wyt1z—What per cent. is lost| Mr. THom—No, sir,I donot. . 

by piling manure in heaps? Gro. McKrrrow—If you have grass 

a
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IF, land to put this manure on wherein is |and eat from the manger which is on 
() the lossin hauling it out every day? a level with the feeding floor, and in the 

| i Mr. Tuom — Well, my experience has | spring, if there is three feet of manure 
H been in putting it on meadows, that I} in the stable, the cattle can still easily 

i have got a combination in the next cut- | eat from the manger. 
i ting that is not very desirable; there isa | Mr. Dowxinc—I have been compelled 
4 large amount of straw in it. to use an absorbent behind my cows 

- Gro. McKrrrow— What objection is | which has been rather costly to me—it 
| there to it on pastures? was burned clover. " 
| 4) Mr. Toom— Coarse manure cannot be} R. W. Dennis—What is the value per 

i distributed without loss to the pasture, | cow of the liquid droppings for a year? 
i it destroys some of the grass. Mr. Tuom—If you will consider the 

: Gov. Hoarp— Can you manure a pas-| whole manure worth $10, I should say 
Hi ture without having it offensive to the|that the liquid manure would equal 

\ cattle? about six of it. 

Mz. Trou —No, sir; but two or three) ©, 1 Baraax—What is the value of 
i ae ora oe < t to| manure from one cow through the year, 

aH BA pRIcH— Now, I wan’ 
! know when and under what conditions Tao ee loud 

ii you would apply manure to the land? eee OS SEE NTE OD 
iy Mr. Tuom— After it was rotted I oe #100 an acre should be wort: 

iH would put it on the meadow after hay if it is on land worth $10 an ore it is 
it cutting; I would never tbink of putting not worth so_much. 

I manure on ground and plowing it un- _ ORANGE Jupp—I have seen this prae- 
Hy der. tice of not removing the manure from 
ty C. I. BrraHam — Do you have to bed the building until spring in western 

if your cattle every day? New York with large herds of sheep, 
ti) Sik Bose — Nek always; if the cattle | Where the manure has been left until it 
iH are bedded every other day it is suffici- | 7ised to four or five feet in height, in a 
ii ent. A creature running in that man-| large ground cellar. But I do not think 
t ner never lies down on the same drop- | it is a good practice generally where we 

‘| pings twice. have not plenty of bedding. 
Hl C. I. Briczam — Do you feed in man-| I want to say a word in regard to the 
| gers? use of absorbents and ammonia. I was 

iI Mr. Toom —I do. very strongly of Gov. Hoard’s opinion 
\ C. I. Bricuam — How do you arrange | and theory after I had spent three years 

yy your mangers so your cattle can eat out | in a laboratory, but I have changed my 
hy of them towards spring? opinion a good deal since, and I think 
i Mr. Tuom—There is no floor in the} the experience of those who have tested 

{ 1 barn; this is the feeding floor, and the|it has changed. We may get a little 
i bottom of the manger is right here, | smell of ammonia from the manure, but 

t Hl about three feet high; then I run two] there is not much ammonia there. The 
Phy by fours and fasten them up at the top, | escape of ammonia doesnot amount toso 

{ t i and then across here I put another two| much afterall. No appreciable amount 
1 by four this way so, that leaves a square | of ammonia will escape so long as moist- 

; iW | hole for every animal to put its head in| ture is present; if the manure is kept 
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damp not enough ammonia to amount ed to sixteen loads of manure; the 

to anything will be lost. ground was so poor that it would hardly 

Goy. Hoarp—Where does it go when | produce a crop of potatoes. The land 

it fire-tangs? was planted to corn and the manure was 

Onance Jupp—Fire-fanging is lack of | put in there green. The land was plant- 

moisture. Land plaster is very good injed andthe manure was put on and 

certain places, but until we know by ex- dragged under. There was a barrel of 

periment where itis good, it is not really land plaster in this manure. The corn 

well to buy it. was planted the 9th day of May that very 

Gov. Hoarp—Do you meun to use on | dry severe season we had. The corn seem- 

land? ed to find sufficient land fat in that green 

Orance Jupp—Yes. It is not worth | manure so that it never stopped grow- 

its expense as an absorbent; 1 am quite | ing a moment, and I had stalks in sixty 

sure of that. Soil is much better. I| days’ time that weighed ten tons, cut 

have carried on some experiments in|even with the ground. I cut on that 

that line. We want plaster on some of | piece of ground, four tons 170 pounds of 

our soils, but it is far too expensive to | cured corn fodder, cut on the 15th day 

use as an ordinary absorbent. of August and weighed the 15th of 

J. M. Trvue—Don’t you believe that|November. On a corresponding piece 

land plaster has a tendency to fix the| of ground with manure that had no land 

ammonia in the manure? plaster in it I had a most signal failure. 

Orance Jupp—Not so much as sup-| Now, if with the same season, and the | 

posed. There isn’t a great deal of in-| same quality of manure and the same 

terchange of elements in changing the} quality of solid and the same kind of | 

sulphate of lime into the sulphate of|crop, I produced those diverse results, 

ammonia. Under proper conditions of | it wasto me a very significant experi- 

heat, etc., there may be—in a labora-| ence. : 

tory for instance. Irather object to the| Supr. Morrison — The question of 

governor's theory, except where you “watering” will now be taken up by Mr. 

want the land plaster on the land. Asa|'T. J. Fleming, of Watertown. | 

general observation, the plaster is far} Mr. Frexmxc — We will consider the | 

too expensive where it is not wanted| subject open for discussion at once. Are | 

outside of the manure. Simply dry| there any questions? | 

earth, rotted manure or burnt clover, or H. C. Taom— Would you heat water 

any material that you can throw in will| above 70 for cattle? 

do very well. Mr. Fremmsc—In winter I would 

Gov. Hoarp—We have got to be very | heat it higher if I had the facilities for 

careful in our experience meetings. We] heating. A 

must not pound one another over the| C. P. Gooprich—If you could give 

head because our experiences differ. I|cows water fresh from the well at, say 

have been making some experiments in| 48 degrees, would you think it would 

regard to the fertilizing values of manure | pay to heat water? 

from the use of land plaster. I will} Mn. Fremme—I don’t think it would 

give youone. I took seventy rods of| pay; I know it does from my own ex- 

ground, and used a barrel of land| perience. 

plaster, and with those cattle it amount-1 Geo. McKerrow — If they could drink 

i Re
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i this water at 48 degrees in the stable,]but I am obliged to water them only 
don’t you think it would be better than | once. 

i to have them drink it out doors? Mr. Runpte—What is a usual and 
i Mr. Fiuemme —I don’t think the ad-| cheap method of heating water? 

it vantage, if there is any, derived from| H.C. Taom—I have an ordinary cast- 

i watering stock in the stable will pay for | iron heater, running into the side of a 

ui the extra expense; heat the water out- | 25 barrel tank; it costs I think eleven or * 

f side and let your stock go and drink it. | twelve dollars. I use in that heater such 

} C. I. Bricuam— How are you going to/ drift stuff as may be found about the 

| i heat water for a herd of forty cattle? farm, sometimes cobs, sometimes short 
' Mr. Fiemivc—Go to the necessary | pieces of roots and soft coal, soft coal 

| i expense of putting in heat is the safest on account of sparks. 
C. I. Brrcnam—How much would it} L. C. Avams—Do you think it profit- 

ft take? able, Mr. Fleming, to warm water for 

| Mr. Fremrc—It differs; I can’t tell | animals fed for beef purposes? 

you how much a water tank costs; after} Mr. Fremmnc—I have never fed any 

making cheese I turn the steam in the| beef cattle and I don’t think Iam _pre- 

‘ boiler of my engine into the water tank, | pared to answer that question intelli- 

which gives me the necessary heat. | gently. 
i But if I had to put in thenecessariesfor} Supt. Morrtson—Does the purity of 

tH heating water I would be willing to do so. | the water have any influence on the qual- 

i C. I. BricHam—What would be the| ity of the milk? 
iH profit in one season of heating water? Mr. Fiemryc—I believe the purity of 

f Gov. Hoarp—It would cost you about ! the water from the milk standard is one 

i $50 for good apparatus and about e the most important elements which 

Hh cents per day for soft coal. enters into the production of milk. If 

i Mr. Firemmnc—I have had but a crude! we look at the office of water in the 

i way of experimenting with this ques- | manufacture of milk we come to the con- 

i tion. Up to three years ago I always | clusion readily, that water is one of the 

iH watered my cows with the cold water as | leading constituents. The water drank 

i it came from the well. When I got to| goes directly into the blood. Itis from 
H dairying as I thought I should I began | the blood the milk is manufactured or 
ty to heat the water to a temperature of'/elaborated. We find that the blood 
i ninety degrees and found that the cows | which circulates inthe mammary glands 
i yielded very nearly twenty percent. more | of a milch cow is almost like milk itself. 
ty when receiving this warm water than| In good milk we find that 87 per cent. 
¥| when receiving the cold water, all other | of itis water. When water constitutes 
at things being equal. I attributed this to|so large a per cent. of the milk, it is im- 

ty the warming of the water and to the] possible to say that acow may partake 

i facts that the cows drank more of it. of impure water, and yet say that the 

ene Supr. Morritson—Would you advise | milk can be pure? 
Hl offering cows water more than once a} H.C, Taom—Cows will drink impure 

ehel day? water rather than fresh. 

#} Mr. Friemmc—Had I the facilities} Mr. Fremmnc—That may be due to 

1 } without incurring extra expense I should | some disarrangement of the animal sys- 

ii} i water my cows twice a day in winter, | tem. 
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Gov. Hoarp—Isn’t it due to the tem-| tube from the nozzle of the tea-kettle 

perature? B and fastening it to the boiler. I believe 

Mr. Fremmc—f don’t think it is| very earnestly in this heating of water. 

always the temperature. We have| Svupr.Morrison—I was talking with 

sometimes seen brood sows consume the|one of the best dairymen we have 

after-birth. I believe there is some dis-|Mr. John Gould, and he said 

arrangement of the system which in-| that he put into his stable 

duces them to do so and I believe it is | last fall a galvanized iron tank, holding 

equally so with cows. I don’t think it|30 barrels, which cast him $19. He 

is worthy of consideration why it should | gives his cows water at 50 degrees; there 

beso. We should say, it will not be so.|is no warming whatever; it is run f 

We should not let our intelligence be| through underground pipes from the 

over-balanced by the instinct of the ani-| well, pumped directly from the well and 

mal. It is not good for us to drink im-| it runs into this tank, they receive the 

pure water; and what is not good for us| water at the same temperature as the 

is not good for the cow, as I believe. stable. 

Mr. Hurp—Can the gentleman get) Txos. Convey—Should an animal’s | 

any more cheese by using warm water | preference be taken as a guide to go by 

than he can by using cold? in watering cows, that is, as regards 

Mr. Fiemmnc—lI get an increase in the | warm or cold water? 

flow of milk, and I find that the milk Mr. Fremmc—I think not; you can 

is proportionately richer, and conse- educate them to drink warm water just 

quently I have a profit at the cheese vat | as well as cold; I have found as much 

as well as at the milk pail. difficulty in getting my cows to drink 

H. CG. Apams—Does the quantity of! cold water in the winter after they have 

food consumed by a cow bear any rela-| been on warm water, as it was to get 

tion to the amount of water she drinks? | them to drink warm water after they 

Mr. Fremmc—It does bear a rela-|had been on cold water. : 

tion to the amount of water, especially} Gov. Hoarp—There is a phase of this 

as regards theamouut of moisture in | question of warming water for milch 

that food; if a cow is kept upon dry for- | cows that men do not see, physiologi- 

age she will drink considerably more cally. There is not a real sensible wom- 

water than upon a greener or more suc-| an, a mother, in this community but 

culent food. A cow isnot on full feed | what would say to a mother nursing a 

anless she gets all the water she wants | baby, drink warm drink; that is the old, 

to drink. substantial judgment of every mother 

Oxance Jupp—The governor statedjin the world. Every mother will tell 

an apparatus for warming the water | you if you drink ice-cold water you dry 

would cost $50. That would scare the | up your milk. Now this applies to a 

great bulk of farmers from adopting | cow as well as to a woman; the lacteal 

that process. function is the same. The intelligent 

Gov. Hoarp—That would be the out- | human mother drinks warm drink; the 

side cost of any process. unintelligent human father forces a cow 

Onance Jupp—A large tea-kettle fit-| to drink cold drink and wants that she 

ted with a rubber tube will take off the | should give just as much milk. Youare 

chill of the water, simply running the| making merchandise out of the mam-
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‘I mary function of the cow. It is for|up above their normal temperature, 
i. your advantage to promote the flow of | there is danger. 

i At milk; a chil) operates upon the func-| H. Rossms—Would you give a cow 
| i tions of the mammary glands and has a_/| free access to cold water out of a tank 
| iH tendency to close them up, and stops the | after calving? 
i lacteal secretion. Mr. Fuemrnc—I wouldn’t give a cow 
i Pror. D. E. Garpyer—Is there a| free access to water until two or three 
| i danger of cows getting too much cold | days after calving. 
it hi water on a summer day? R. W. Dennis—Would you give them 
: it Mr. Fremmc—I think if they are| more water after calving than before? 
i i kept from water for a long length of} Mr. Fremmco—I would give them 
iy : i time on a warm day and become heated | drink sparingly. 

 * ——— 
| 

a 
the CARE OF THE COW AT THE TIME AND - 
| AFTER CALVING, 
) Surr. Morrtson—In the absence of | ask Mr. Goodrich his idea of the cause 
i ii ( Mr. H. C. Adams, to whom this subject | of the retention of the after-birth? 

i was assigned, Mr. C. P. Goodrich, of Ft.| Mr. Gooprica—I haven’t had a case 
| Atkinson, will introduce the topic. of that kind for I think five years. I 

it Mr. Gooprica—I suppose it is ex-| take good care of my cows and feed them 
il f pected that Ishall stand up here and you | well and they are not troubled that way. 
4 ask me some questions and see if you] Gro. McKerrow—Do you feed your 
A can’t get a little out of my brain that | cows heavily, for a month before calving, 

t | will do you some good. If you can you| we will say? 
are welcome to it; I haven’t got but lit-| Mr. Gooprica—I do not; Ifeed them 
tle out of it myself that has been any | but very little corn. 
good to me. J. M. Trvz—What is the special char- 

oH C. I. BricHam—How soon after calv- | acter of the feed that you feed for the 
: ing do you consider it necessary to milk| last month before calving? 

a cow dry? Mr. Goopricu—I feed good hay and 
BBY: Mr. Goopricn—I generally milk her | good corn fodder, and feed ensilage now; 

{ Ny partially dry as soon asI find her, but| and the grain part of it would be oats 
Bl t not entirely so. and bran, but not corn meal. 

bm ji C. I. Bricnam—lIs is good to feed the} H.C. Taom—Do you think that is an 
{ H by milk to the cow? infallible recipe for getting rid of the 
Hi i Mr. Gooprich—I really can’t say | after-birth? 
ern j whether it is or not; I have tried it'and| Mr. Gooprica—That wasn’t a recipe 
Bh the cow did well; I have withheld it and | for that at all, but I think good keeping 

t 7 the cow did well. helps. 
| ii at Wexpon Van Krrx—I would like to] J. M. Truz—Don’t you think there is 
eabl Gi : 
ui 
ie 

I 

i i f al
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a good deal in the character of the feed|do they give a good, rich, heavy cream 

that is fed during the last few weeks in| when you feed them on oats and bran? 

its effect upon the retention of the after-| Mr. Gooprica — What I said as to 

birth? oats and bran was before calving, but I 

Mr. Goopricu—I don’t know. will say that they will give just as rich 

Gov. Hoarp—Don’t you think that a milk fed on bran and oats, as on corn 

feverish condition of the cow tends to meal. 

the retention of the after-birth? R. W. Dennis—I have been feeding 

Mr. Goopricp—As I said to start about a half dozen cows this winter, on 

with, I haven’t had much experience | clover hay and bran and oats in equal 

with that trouble, but I used to, years | proportion to the clover they were fed, 

ago when I didn’t take so good care of | and the complaint was that there was no 

my gows as I do now; they were exposed | cream on the milk all winter. I had a 

to storms, and drank ice water, and, on quantity of fox-tail in my oats a number 

the whole, were not very well taken care | of years ago and I screened it out and 

of, and I occasionally had such a case| fed it with oats to my cows, and when I 

then. ;: fed that we got heavy cream; but after 

Gov. Hoarp—Do you know whether | that when the cows were fed bran with 

it is frequent or not for cows when on | oats they gave but little cream. 

pasture to have @ retention of the after-| Mr. Goopricu—I think I can see the 

birth? cause why a great many fail in feeding 

Mr. Geoprica—I don’t think itis very| bran. It is light stuff, and they have 

common. been feeding heavier feed; “they will 

Gov. Héanp—Is it as common as when | have oats and corn ground together and ’ 

fed on winter feed? feed a panful; but a panful of bran 

Mr. Gooprica—The cases that I used | isn’t worth as much; if you will feed 

to have were in the spring, in March and | just as much in weight of it you will 

April, when they were fed on dry feed. | have better success. 

Mr. Sroay—When should you take} R. W. Dennis—When I was feeding 

the calf from the cow? the fox-tail I used a third of the fox-tail e 

Mr. Goopricu—I think it is best to| and two-thirds of oats. 

let the calf run with the cow and suck] Gov. Hoarp—What do you mean by 

, the cow for two or three days, until the | fox-tail? : 

milk is good, for the reason that Ithink| BR. W. Devxis—It is a kind of stuff 

the other course is more likely to pro- that grows all over this part of the coun- 

duce milk fever. try, in the oats particularly, and very 

Mr. Stoan—You don’t milk the cow often in the corn, if it is neglected. 

dry the first time then in order to pre- Supr. Morrison—As a general thing 

vent milk fever? the poorer the farmer the more fox-tail 

Mr. Goopricu—That is an idea that I| you will find? 

have, that they are not as likely to have| R. W. Dennis—Yes. 

milk fever if the cow isn’t milked per- Mr. Goopricu—I can give you a sure 

fectly dry; it may be wrong. preventive of milk fever; you can starve 

R. W. Denxis—What is the simplest it out of them. You starve a cow & 

preventive of milk fever? And also you| month and she will never have any milk 

said you fed your cowson bran and oats; | fever, but if a cow is a good cow and
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i well taken care of I don’t know of any mation; three doses of aconite, with this 

i sure preventive. I have had several| treatment, has invariably succeeded 
i cases of milk fever. The first two cases|with me; I wouldn’t give the doses 

} i I had, the cows died; the next one the| nearer than an hour and a half apart. 
if | cow was ruined; since thenI have not| Supr. Morrison—We have had dis- 

iH f lost any. I use aconite, twenty drops, | cussions all over the state in reference 
t Mt of the strength made to use with ani-| to the retention of the after-birth, anda 
Mp i! mals. It is tincture of aconite such as|great many cures have been brought i i, they sell for stock. out. .The most reasonable one I have 

i Mr. Henpersuot—Do you think it is | heard was from an old dairyman the other 
i| j i injurious to a cow to eat her after-birth | day. He said sometimes this after-birth 

H t after calving? was retained and had to be takenaway 
| i i Mr. Gooprica—Where she has an op-}and he had to send for a vetermary 
iH | portunity to do it I allow her to do it, if| surgeon. He said if it ran above a day he 

ii | she wants to, and I don’t know of any|gave a fluid ounce of ergot in a quart 
} hurt it does. of warm water and that he followed with 
i T. J. Fueminc—Don’t you think it| glauber salts, and then about an hour 
ae will make the cow sick? after he would give about one pailful of 

i Mx. Goopricu—I have never known| warm water, and a tablespoonful of gin- iH it to. ger stirred in with about a quart of i" We Jno. Marcu—What is the best treat- middlings or bran; since he com- 
ie ment for a caked udder? menced that system of feeding the cow 
Wi Mr. Gooprice—Well, I don’t know of | he had never had a case where the aft- 

i anything you can do for it only to feed | er-birth was retained. 
I the cow very lightly, and keep the milk] Mr. Perry—If you feed cows eats, 
N out of it. the same as you do horses, for two or 
iH Go. McKrrrow—Is there any oint-| three weeks before they are expected to 
vi ment in use that is good for that? come in, the after-birth will not be re- | | Mr. Goopricn — I never have used| tained. In some cases it is pretty difi- 
itt any; I presume there is. cult to discharge the after-birth when | fl Mr. Stoan—I had a cow with a caked | it is retained. 

oe bag and I made a liniment of glycerine; J.M. Trus—The point made by the 
i and —— in equal parts, and rubbed it| gentleman is a good one. The sub- 

“Bl on externally. ject of prevention isa much more im- 
4 T. J. Fremmc—I have a simple and | portant one than how we may cure any- 

| effective remedy for caked udder. I use thing that is established in the shape of 
\ ‘i 20 drops of tincture of aconite, putting | disease. I think the question of feeding 

¢ i it on an ear of corn, which is the best in its relation to the retention of the i i \ way to get the cow to eat it; then I take| after-birth isone that should be care- f || about a half bushel of bran and put it fully considered. 
Au t into an old horse blanket and steam it! H.C. Txom—I don’t believe that any 
| i and then wrap it around the cow’s ud-|feed fed to the cow is an infallible 
ee der, over the abdomen and across the | recipe for getting rid of this after-birth. 
Ht e loins; I don’t know as that has any effect Every man who has got five or ten cows ill any more than retaining the heat, but | meets with this difficulty every year al- a | that has a tendency to extract the infla-| most. I believe it is the worst policy to ih 

HH \ i 
tag Hl | 
iH i
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allow an after-birth to follow the calf;that had the habit of retaining the 

by more than twelve hours. I don’t! after-birth? 

think the milk is fit to use for a long 

time, if retained longer than that. If on aii longer than’ = wae 

you feed your cows in the most intelli- i 

gent way yet you will have cases of the Taos. Conver—Don’t you think feed- 

retention of after-birth. I have seen| ing on cats, a laxative feed, will tend to 

cows as fat as hogs and as well kept as prevent the retention of after-birth? 

could be and that still retained the| H.C. Toom—Yes, I think that is true, 

after-birth; I have seen them in medium | but I don’t think it is well to lay it down 

condition and still retain it. The best | as being an infallible recipe for it. If a 

dairymen in the state have experience | man will oil his hand or wet it and go to 

with it. Itis a physical matter; the| the back part of the cow and insert his 

after-birth is retained by tissue. There} hand he will find this after-birth fasten- 

are buttons fastened into these little|ed to the uterus of the cow, and he can 

pockets and they are fastened with this tell, if he is atall delicate of touch, 

tissue, and I don’t believe ergot will whether it is tearing or coming off 

take it off. I believe acow will contract | naturally; it will drop away. If a cow 

the habit of retaining the after-birth.| retains her after-birth three or four 

It runs in a family, like a wooden leg|days it will take her three or four 

sometimes. months to get her milk back into good 

J. M. Truse—Would you keep a cow ' condition. 

FALLACIES IN BREEDING. 

By GEORGE W. WYLIE, Leeds. 

In the limited time at my disposal it be largely fallacious. But the particu- 

r is impossible to even briefly allude to lar fallacy that I wish to allude to at the 

the many fallacious ideas connected | present is that of breeding in and in. 

with the breeding of our domestic ani- Breeding In and In. 

mals. Such ideas as, controlling sex,the} Incestuoas breeding at the present 

influence of first impregnation, effect of | time is an entirely differeat thing from 

jmagination upon the color, aged sires | what it was in the days of the early im- 

bred to young dams, and young sires to| provers. They bred in and in to fix a 

aged dams. type and from animals of no previous 

The outward confirmation of the sire | affinity, while to-day we are using ani- 

and the constitution and disposition of | mals of the same general type and full 

the dam being imparted to the progeny, | of the same blood to begin with. - That 

and many others that might be men-| the early improvers by breeding in and 

tioned, are conceded by careful, intelli-| in took the quickest possible method of 

gent observers and practical breeders to | fixing types, and establishing breeds is 

3—Inst. | 

. 

|
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i probabably true. That by persistent | family of Shorthorns of such excellence 
i it selection without inbreeding the same | individuality, constitution, and sub- 
-p results might have been accomplished, | stance, that in comparison the inbred 

it \ is just as true, Wut it would have taken | weaklings on this side almost look as be- 
i longer time. The early improvers con- | longing to a different breed. 

H |. sidered inbreeding and the keeping} When Gen. Sherman siruck out on 
i 1 within certain prescribed limits of blood | his famous march to the sea, he made a 
i necessary to fix a type or establish a| departure hitherto unknown in modern 
Be breed. But when representatives of a| warfare; and when Amos Cruickshank 

il i breed have become so numerous that|left the beaten path before pursued, he 
yy there are different families and branch- | demonstrated to the world that inbreed- 

in! es of families, strains and sub-strains, | ing to obtain individual excellence is a 
a all belonging to one breed, the necessity | fallacy as far as Shorthorn cattle are 

Hi for inbreeding with that particular | concerned. 
' breed would seom to have ceased to} The result has been that there are no 

( exist. If all the excellence of any one} better selling cattle among Shorthorns at 
H breed were wrapped up in one family or | the present time than the Cruickshank’s, 
H strain, then perhaps, the necessity for}®0d that there are fewer advocates 
| inbreeding might for a time exist. But|0f inbreeding in the Shorthorn camp 
H this, I believe, is not the case with the| today than ever before. 

ie large majority of the breeds with which| Thereis perhaps no stronger argu- 
i i we have to deal to-day. ment against incestuous breeding than 
fi And any method of breeding that that found in the thoroughbred or nescegd 
i tends toward a weakening of the consti- | "'98 horse. He has been bred as a die- 
i tution, the transmission of disease, in-| tinct breed for over 150 years and in- 
i _tertility and barrenness, must be consid- breeding in his oe has always been 
} ered dangerous. An animal or a race of strongly opposed as it ota found when. 
i animals lacking in constitutional vigor ever tried = weaken his conpéiviaon ; | and substance, is like a house whose and impair his staying qualities. Here 

ii foundation is on sand. There is perhaps | ¥° have the purest, the most prepotent, 
| no class of breeders who have had more | !™Pressive and distinct race of all wee 
4 experience with inbreeding than the conanante —— Beppe eo ae par 

\ breeders of some strains of Shorthorn | °°* vee memuepianinenies tee aS 
cattle. For 30 or 40 years past a good breeding in any form. And today he is 
number of them have been working with superior to all other breeds in speed and 
some pet strain of this breed trying to ee. Eas Hl Breeder. 

Mi sone — ——— OY) ane man who above all others is held 
i ~~ . : up as a teacher to be followed by advo- 

{he Out-Crosses Preferable. cates of inbreeding is Thos. Bates. But 
ay While these men have been working] any one who will study the career of Mr. 
{i in this way, Amos Cruickshank, over on | Bates as a breeder will find that he was 

5 He it the bleak hillsides of Scotland, by a notstrongly in favor of in and in breed- 
pelt judicious system of out-crosses, with | ing, but was compelled to practice it in 
ii . only individual merit backed by a coi in early part of his career from the 
We pedigree to guide him, has produced a! force of circumstances—as at that time, 
a 

. hel 
{ i | 5 
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no where outside of his own herd could ; breeding methods practiced by trotting 

he find animals of sufficient merit, and | horse breeders are mainly of a different 

of the type wanted to infuse fresh blood | character from that practiced by incest- | 

into his stock. But when this method | uous breeders among cattle, for instance 
of breeding had been carried to such an|some of the sons and daughters of 

extent that ina single season 28 of the | Rysdick’s Hambletonian have been “out” 

calves died, supposedly from a lack of|fortwoor three generations and then 

constitutional vigor, Mr.’ Bates made a| the streams are brought together after 

radical change in his operations. He | being diluted with a large proportion of 

abandoned inbreeding and never return- | other blood; in very few cases have the 

edtoit. Andit was not until he had|extremely close methods advocated by 
done this that he began to win fame in| some cattle breeders been resorted to in 

the show yards of England. the trotting horse thus far. But this 

: Any one who will carefully analyze the | breed at present is largely formative and 

life work of Thos. Bates, will discover | it is, perhaps, too early to draw conelu- 
that any arguments that may be drawn | sions; if inbreeding is justifiable any- 

from his operations in favor of inbreed-| Where at the present time it isso with 
ing are not particularly convincing. the American trotting horse. The third 

and last class that I will mention may be 

arene — heer found among breeders of dairy cattle, 

At the present time we have three | some of whom are strong advocates of 
classes of men who advocate inbreeding. | inbreeding, and their teachings, if adopt- 
The firet class that I will allude to are| 44 by the masses are positively’ dan- 

theorists without much of any practical gerous. I have already said that consti- 
experience in this particular line, they| tution is of the first importance, the 
have what they know on this subject dairy cow may be an exception to this, 

| largely from books. And while I donot] put as tar as my personal observation | 
i wish to be considered as questioning the} ang experience goes she is the animal | 

| value of information derived from books, | above all others that should from the | 

| it.must, however, be conceded that as| nature of the demands made, havea 

regards this subject some practicalex-| robust constitution. The breeding of | 
| perience isnecessary to a thorough un- sire to daughter may be the best pos- 

derstanding of the situation. These} sible methods to fix a dairy type; but if 
| men can work no great amount) that method increases the dairy quali- | 

| of damage to any live stock industry,| ti9s and weakens the constitution what | 
| except so far as they may from the| have you gained. If it were possibie by 

| plausibility of their theories be able to| inbreeding to increase the dairy quali- 

| impress upon some new beginner the | ties and at thesame time increase the con- : 
necessity of inbreeding. stitution to enable the animal to back 

Breeding Trotting Horses. up those qualities, there would be some 

The second class may be found in the| reason for this kind of breeding. In 

ranks of those who are breeding the| these days of high pressure and push 
American trotting horse. With this|dairy animals must have constitution, 

class a few fast fliers have been produc-|and if there is any one principle of 

ed in about the proportion of one suc-| breeding that has been clearly demon- 

cess in one hundred failures, but the! strated it is that increased constitution 

= i
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| in any race of animals is not obtained | ments of that one man in fifty and will 

b by breeding in and in. practice incestuous breeding accord- 
i Lessen Constitution. ingly. 
AY i i Some of the most cautious advocates i k Forward. | of inbreeding advise that it two animals eee 3 

i Beas Advocates of this kind of breeding 
i have strong constitutions no harm can al ioclice beck ee 

* come from breeding them together. = ae Dee ward ale 

i i Yet they admit that to do so will lessen | ™* sn sgn naa oo and 
| constitution, but add quality to the pro- ——— bos ae jut condi- 
i geny. Quality today is not so scarce an ne _ ee seers = and 

{ Ff article as formerly, and experience would aaron’ condisicns: gai nares 

i i seem to teach thatit would be much eee sae oe ae — Z 

i qr safer to hold on to what constitution we i t Re al Soa si Ef a Y 
i may have, and reach out and add the mee. Uaproyes ee eee 

i - 2 would hardly be successful now. How 
; necessary quality by the infusion of is Yes then in the based thods 

i | fresh unrelated blood of equal or if pos- Bp ces ce ie - Fane the 
Fi sible greater merit. The advice of ad- hi race ditionn'ok: a ie ; 

iW i vocates of incestuous breeding is farther aoe 2 en ee 
idl | Sees “The world moves,” no one man 
i reaching in its effects than most of them ae mek OL men levee | comes 
I appear to think. Questioned closely s a 

} e - |of the best animals of strains 
i they usually admit that not one man in |. t Z ed breeds. Th 

it fifty has the necessary qualifications to See Wo vege hak Gamat > 

i make it asuccess. But the economical necensity ee to 
+ 2 Bose exist, and the breeder who seeks first 
i side of the question is quickly grasped ee s “ 

Hl constitution in the animals he breeds, 
i by the masses, and men who may be} a ha ail ctlier things “eaded Wiis 

i owners of but one pure bred animal will hi: 8 é sm od a 

| conclude that they possess the require- 

i} 

|| | 
PRINCIPLES OF BREEDING. 

qi By Gov. W. D. HOARD. 
Ni 

‘th | Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: I) ducing a good animal. Breeding is the 

iit think every farmer will admit with me | foundation; feeding is the finish, We 

{ Bi that it would be an advantage to him if | have, for instance, so poor alot of cowsin 

; i he was a good student of the principles} this state that they do not average 125 

tl of breeding our domestic animals. Now, | pounds of butter apiece for the year. 
filet we have, for instance, too low an aver-| Yet Mr. Goodrich has a herd of cows 
the age of domestic animais in this state. | that average over 300 pounds. How did 

it i) To what does thistrace? In my opinion | he bring his herd of cows to that aver- 
ii i! it traces to the lack of intelligent study | age? They produced one year 357 

| i onthe part of the average farmer in pro- ‘pounds of butter apiece. How did he 
of Hf 

a) 
7 i 
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get them to do this?) Why, he started|He said to a North Carolina farmer, 

right. He commenced by laying the | “What is the matter with the people? 
foundation of a butter cow. How? By} You don’t seem to look at my hogs at 

better breeding, by being intelligent in | all.” “Well I reckon not, sir,” said the 

the use of principles that lie at the bot-| North Carolina man. “What is the 

tom of all butter breeding. reason; don’t you want this kind of hogs 

Principles are the tools of the breeder. | down here?” “Well I reckon not, sir.” 

‘ He must understand how to use them.|“Why?” “Well we’uns want a kind of 

In.order to acquire understanding he| hog that will outrun a nigger.” If they 

must study, not only the work as it lies | don’t outrun the negro the man don’t 

in his own hands but the work and ex-| own the hog you know. 
perience of others. ~ With all our farm amimals there is a 

serious lack of the principles of breeding, 

Saas rae I want to call your attention to some 

: Another man has a sheep and the car- of the facts that show that very plainly, 

cass of that sheep would weigh say 70 The trotting horse men do not lack in a 
pounds. Isaw a lamb in Canada two study of how to produce a trotting horse, 
years ago eight weeks old that weighed | nor the draft horse men in the study of 

70 pounds. What is the difference be-| how to produce a draft horse; neither 
tween the two animals? One is a pro-|does the bird-dog breeder, or the fox 

duct of intelligence in breeding and|hound breeder, lack in study. Why? 
treatment, and the other a product of a} Because they hold steadily to the prin- 
lack of intelligence. Now, we have a| ciples that are in line with the animal’s 
low average of beef cattle, of dairy cat-| function. No fox hound breeder mixes 

tle, and of mutton sheep. We have a up his breed; he never goes to crossing 
better grade in hogs than in anything | with the mastiff, or the bull-dog, or the 
else. One reason for that is that there | shepherd dog, with the idea that he is 
is no other use that you can make of a going to get a good fox hound. Yet, the 

hog except tokill him. Greeley said the | average farmer in Wisconsin has no other 
Poorest use you could make of a man | igea to-day but to make hash of his 
was to hang him, but the best use you} preed. He crosses here and there and 
can make of a hogis tokill him. No | yerywhere. One man said at an insti- 
one ever heard of a general purpose hog, | tute, one day, that he had started with 
except down in North Carolina. There} Merinoes, and crossed with Cotswolds 
they produce a hog that T know from | and then crossed with Oxfordshires and 

experience will outrun a horse. I have} then he crossed with Shropshires, and 

run a horse after them, and the hog | sayshe, “My sheep ain’t worth anything.” 

would always keep a good healthy dis-| I was a good deal struck with the vigor 
tance of fresh air between himself and|of the man’s statement. He says, 

the horse, until he got tired andthen he|“They are neither worth anything for 
would dart into the woods out of the} wool norfor mutton.” That is one con- 

way of pursuit. Aman once went to} clusion I want to present to you. 
North Carolina with alot of Berkshire | The Necessity of Strong Lines in Breeding, 
hogs to exhibit them at the state fair. If I want to pull a bell at the top of 

He noticed that everybody was passing |a building and make it ring, I have g 

by and looking at the razor-back hogs. | rope. Supposing that rope was made up of 

/
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: astrong piece of rope one foot long, arot-|it in line. Men need not only 8 good 
f ten piece of cordage another foot and| specimen of the individual animal but 
ei the line up to the beil was broken in two| they need a long line of fathers and 
i and simply tied together so as to barely | mothers of the same line of characteris- 

i hang together, and that there was no tics, so that there is a constant agree- 
i straight, strong rope clear to the bell—I| ment and augmentution and enlarge- 

bi couldn't ring the bell, because if I laid| ment of the functions for which the 
‘} hold of it vigorously I would break the | breeding is done. 

i i rope. I couldn’t pull, for the result that Power of Assimilation. 
i i lies way back at the end of the Tope.| It is a well known fact today that if » 

a That illustrates line breeding. What is] Texas steer is given e quarter of a bushel 
it needed in Wisconsin to-day, is for farm- | of corn meal as his ration, and you take 
i i 4 @f8 to begin to study more particularly | a Shorthorn steer and feed him the same 
thf into the value of line breeding, breeding quantity, and you will get very differ- 
i te in line for what we need, and not break | ent results. Why? Because the power 
iH, j up that line by foolish crusses; we make | to assimilate food and produce meat has 

at hash if we do. You cannot make chopped | been bred into the Shorthorn and by a 
straw into a good strong band. Chop-| constant, slow process built up. The 

i ping up breeds produces the same result, | Texas steer has never been bred for any- 
} e thing except to get over the ground, and 
H Pre-potency. I know from experience that he can do 

He What is breeding based on? It is} that. I once had three hundred of them 
4 based on heredity. We use another | chase me two miles across a prairie, and 
, word, potency or pre-potency. Mr.| if a man is to be judged by the enthusi- 
i! Wylie spoke of inbreeding as establishing | asm of his following, I was the most 
\ potency. The Jew is the most wonder-| popular man ever seen in Texas. 
i fully in-bred man of all men on earth.| Now, there are certain principles that 
dy He has been in-bred from the very day|I want to bring out in order to show 

Hi he left the Egyptians. You may breed| that the farmer needs to study them. 
j him with any race on earth, cross him| Why? Because his money and his liv- 
i with any woman in the world and the| ing and his profit are in these animals, 
i i child will be a Jew, more than anything | and yet he seems to think that nobody 

Ty else. Now those are principles that ap-| but the breeder ought to study breed- 
i ply right here, just the same with|ing. Why, the farmer is the man 

animals as with men. What is the rea-|that is to make the money out of 
Vy f son of that? Because the Jew has es-|the farm in Grant county. It is the 
it tablished a type so potently and power- | average farmer that has to produce the 
tly fully that the moment the current of | animals of the county, not the breeder. 
| a his blood strikes the current of her| Therefore, the average farmer should be 
a blood the Jew current takes possession | just as wise in producing ‘a good animal 
1p of the other, and the result is a Jew.|asthe breeder. He should be a breeder. 

' i Now, that is a valuable thing to study Law of Heredity. 
A on; that is the meaning of pedigree.| Now, take dogs, for instance. They 

inl Some men sneer at pedigree, and say | are a favorite illustration of mine be 
be that it is worth nothing. Pedigree has | cause it isso clear on this question of 
; ti qi 8 long number of agreeing bloods behind | heredity. Take a setter and a fox hound; 
i i bs 
ey 

I | : 
} } ii 
may s ‘
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both have noses equally sharp. And yet | breed, I say the breed is in the corn 

hundreds of years back wise men-began crib,” one of those truths that are partly 

to breed one dog to smell birds alone, | true and yet not true. I said, “If your 

and the other to smell four-footed ani- words mean anything at all they mean 

malsalone, and so well have they suc- that you don’t pay any attention to 

ceeded that the setter dog’ is almost breed, but everything to feed.” “Yes,” 

oblivious to any other scent but the|he said, “that’s right.” “Very well,” 

scent of the bird. You may take him said I, “you are the man I have been 

out into the field to hunt birds and he hunting for for years. You have got # 

may run across a shousand fox tracks|short cut to success, and I 

but he does not know it, because he is | want to get it. It doesn’t make 

there to smell birds alone, as the trotter | any difference what the breed is; it is 

is there to trot and do nothing else but| all inthefeed?” “That’s it,” he said. 

trot; like the mutton sheep which is) «Very well,” said I, “do you remember 

there to produce mutton and nothing | that razor-back hog we had here thirty 

else but mutton, practically. That is the | or forty years ago?” “Oh, yes,” he said. 

object of his being. A fox hound will|«Now,” I asked, “how would you feed 

cross a thousand bird tracks and he does | that hog so as to make a Poland Chins 

not know it. It is not for lack of capac-| of him?” He looked a little staggered. 

ity to smell but because his heredity is| I added, “How would you feed a race 

notin that line. But the moment he| horse to make a draft horse out of it? 

strikes the fox-track, for which he was| How would you feed a Jersey cow to 

bred, for which he was born, that mo-| make a Hereford out of it?” “Well,” he re- 

ment he answers quickly; he has found | plied, “you may talk as much as you have 

that which he was bred to find. a mind to, but I believe just what I said.” 

in Now, I want to call attention to fool- | Now don’t you see, that too many of us 

ish policy the farmers of this wna So teachable. Wecome together on 

pursue. You do not find dog men act- | {hese questions and every man has his 

ing as foolishly as farmers. No boy fif- | own opinion, and would stick by that 

teen years old would ever undertake to/ potion as he would by his own wife, | 

go hunting foxes with a bird dog, or | though some men fail them very easily. ‘ 

birds with a fox hound, or either with a | Remember that breeding is a matter of 

bull-dog. And yet we have thousands | principle, it is not a matter of experi- 

and thousands of farmers in this state | ment. 

that are trying to make butter with beef The Law of Transmission. 

animals and trying to make beef with| Just the same as we take up arithme- t 

butter animals. The average production | tic to day and proceed to do a sum : 

of our cows is a disgrace to Wisconsin! in addition according to principle, and 

intelligence. I tell you, my friends, it is |doa sum in multiplication accord- 

not feeding so much to-day, as itisin-|ing to principle. You built this | 

telligent shaping of these animals fora|town hall here according to the 

yur pose. principles of architecture; every single | 

Breed vs. Feed. stick has been thought out and 

An old man jumped up one day in an|a principle applied. So it is | 

institute and says, “You may talk asj with our domestic animals. We will 

much as you have a mind to ahout | take for instance dairy cattle. Some of
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i Ai the opinions that our farmers have about | that he impresses himself upon his pro- 
| a dairy cattle stand right in the way of|geny. For instance, breed a native cow 

t Bi their success; for instance, that size is| with a thoroughbred Holstein bull; he 
Wi : essential in a dairy cow. Now, that is a|has had so many years of breeding in a 
\ Bi fallacy. You don’t send men to Wash- | distinct line that he invariably . marks 
We ington according to their size. You|the calves black and white. You may 
We don’t believe today that learning goes | examine the progeny of a thoroughbred 
Heh into a man’s head according to his size. | Holstein bull and I will guarantee that 
i ‘ If you do you have got some tremendous |! you will not find one calf ina thousand 
Hi t big fools and some very smart small men | that will not be black and white. What 
H a to oppose that notion. In the dairy cow|is it that we call “potency?” Why 

| i Hl a you are after a specific exhibition of tal-| doesn’t the native cow have it? Because 
iF ent and you need breeding to assist you | her heredity is all broken up. She can’t 
i i in that matter. Here isa bale of hay.|impartit. Take a thoroughbred Hol- 
He On one side comes a running horse, on| stein bull and a thoroughbred Jersey 

i the other side a draft horse, on’this side | cow and you will find there that potency 
4 4 a dairy cow and on that side a| wars with potency and you will securea 

aH ey beef animal. Now, there is just exactly | diversity there that you have not seen 
A one kind of feed, yet in one case it pro-|in he case where the cow was a 
1 a duces speed, quick, fast action,in an-| native and consequently of less potency. 
He other, slow, strong action, in another it 
i Bi produces butter and in another beef. A Dairy Cow. 
(| At another bale is fine wool sheep and| Suppose we want to produce a dairy 
Ht mutton sheep. You see the difference} cow. Let us start in by taking native if in the result. What is it that turns the | cattle and putting a thoroughbred sire 
| result off like a switch down these differ- | at the head, take an Ayrshire or a Hol- 
i ent tracks; what is it that takes the|stein. The Shorthorns today in the He ii same car and shoots it upon one track | west are not valuable for the dairy. We 

} i or another? It is breed. have some very fine milch cows among iH. them but let me ask you where you will 
Hi! A Thoroughbred Sire, go in the west for aShorthorn bull that | i What is breed based upon? Upon| will throw strongly and prepotently on hl; function, capacity, talent. How shall| the side of the dairy? In England you 
Bi we apply it? By a study of the different'| can find them and in the east you can Nh kinds of those talents, but the principles | find them. On the Wadsworth estate 
ai that govern their reproduction are alllin the Genessee Valley is a herd of 

} : alike. Now, one of these disadvantages |Shorihorns, started over 50 years ago 
i that we labor under us farmers, is, that| and they have been bred for milk un- 

hi we are not sufficiently educated up to|til today the males are potent in that 
i the idea of a thoroughbred sire. The line; they are not as profitable as beef 

a thoroughbred sire is a sire that has re-| animals, as those bred specially for beef, 
i ceived like a river a lot of streams from | As the beef potency increases the milk 
A ae the mountains on either side running | potency decreases. 
the into him to swell the potency of his} You want to raise the best kind of a 
ie blood, and that allin one line. A thor- dairy herd. This is what I would do. I 

ai } oughbred sire is so full of prepotency | would go among the farmers and select 

| | 
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the best native eows I could get. I]ence in feed wasn’t somuch but the * 
would want them to be of the dairy | difference in breed was very great. 

form, every one of them. If two cows Constitution. 
of equal merit were brought to me, and I will speak about this question of the 

a a rae see eo = navel as an indication of constitution. 

aa ca a aa red se aw | What is constitution? Tt is not hardi- 
, 5 

breeds very largely from her blood and Eee eee ee aay) wee bars 
not from her udder. Many a beefy cow ne as vos howe on 
has been afamous cow but she wouldn’t - ae — B com with © good ana , 
eer ehatway) Mec ich had’ a tion. The cow you want should be & 

celebrated Shorthorn grade cow and cow that can endure large dairy work— 

she had three heifer calves, but none of =e exposure—but take her iad and 

them were worth anything for the dairy. | °° “@™®° work in the dairy line. A.cow 
Agood many farmers have the idea ought to have constitution, but you 

ant a 4 cow individually will surely don’t want the mother to have hardi- 

breed.that way. She will not always. ness like the bullock. There is a most 

Many a beef cow gives plenty of milk important distinction between hardi- 

but hasn't a dairy tendency in her. ness and constitution. Constitution is 

Take a cow with a breeding tendency something that you can’t feed into men; 

towards dairy work. Then I would neither can you train it intothem. How 

couple her with a thoroughbred bull. a it into ge *” — 

Then I would take her heifer, if it was a ae : =. se ae es ae ce 
good one and of strong constitution, and om a ee ee 
oo that tiniterto has own father. “1 I have noticed some clerk from out of a ; 

would determine the constitution a good goueey areas oe the ranks some 
deal by mske-up ‘and by the develop- side of a burly-built fellow; I have seen 

ment of the navel, which I think is the pore a ~~ ae on. the — soy 

finest test inthe world of constitution; pi =a moe % aoeeee cs ae 

the strong muscular condition of the her, Meco stairs = . ' 

navel. By breeding that heifer to her cate eine cook Hele telioy ee 
own faiier I would get a three-quarter ee ce bees 2 
Pees ey Jersorioe Guaceeey cr Aye! seen hundreds of such instances, any old 
sie Gr Hélatain ” Grist Ge tac an soldier has. The difference was in con- 
ecalic gd: with: Aeon diag! The stitution, not in strength but in vitality 

would have so enhanced the potency of = _ereaa Bat -_ : * oe 

the sire’s breed in that heifer by that Se oe es quickly from fatigue; 
one in-cross as to make her almost as weaned ving asia j 

potent for the reproduction of that An Army Surgeon. ; | 

breed, asthough she were athorough-| The first I ever sawof this was in ' 

bred. These aresome of the principles | watching a regular army surgeon select j 

that I would use. By this process I|men forthe army. I saw him rejecta i 

have seen herds where the grandmother | man of splendid shape. I asked him 

was a 125 pound cow brought up so that | why he did so and he said: “The man 
the daughters and grand-daughters|has no constitution.” I asked how he : 

made 375 pounds of butter. The differ-|determined that? He said: “Look at |
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|. the navel.” I examined. Themanhada|born, that where the’ umbilical 
i flabby, irresolute expression of the belly|cord is weak and small, the child 
; aad thin at the navel, and the whole ex- | seems to have a low vitality; where it is 
i | pression of the abdomen indicated | short, thick and strong, that child comes 
\ | weakness. He would break down at the| into the world with a whoop, he ison 
fl | first exposure. I said, “Doctor, how do|deck; he is ready for whatever this 
a you explain it?” He answered: “Consti-| world has to give him, and he has vitai- 

ei tution is something that a man’s mother | ity right through. These are vital facts, 
La gives him.” I want you young men to|I havenever laid these facts before a 

j i | remember this because it is something | physician in my life that he didn’t say, 
Hea | which will be of use toyou in your| “I see it,” and has brought me agreeing 

1 i study of animals hereafter. Constitu-| and concurrent experiences on the mat- 
HB tion is something that the mother gives, | ter. I asked the army surgeon: “Have 

Pi Life is sustained through the umbili-| You ever applied this to animals.” He 
i a eal cord. The mother when carrying | teplied, “I have with horses and I never 
Hy the foetus supports the foetus entirely | knew it to fail.” I then took up the 
ei through that organ. The whole foetal | study in cows. : 
ei circulation is there; the combined cir-| Constitution does not mean talent for 

I i, culation of the mother and the feetus is | beef, or milk; it does not mean anything 
i through the navel. Now, if that channel | but ability to bearstrain. I took 3,000 dif- 
Hl ; is weak, small or contracted, it neces- | ferent cases and studied every one and in 

| E sarily imparts a weak condition of vital-| every instance where I have found the 
i BS ity to the foetus. If it is strong and | navel to have a firm, strong expression I 

bi fi full, and has a strong expression as you | found that to bea strong cow. I have 
AN fs put your hand upon it, it is a clear indi-| the data of that study to-day. I have 
ABE) cation that the mother has imparted a| not found any exception to it. 

AA i strong constitution to her young.| If there is anything of value to you im 
i ba Physicians will tell you that they | this talk, it is most respectfully amd 

a ae have noticed when children are| heartily submitted. 
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DAIRY SESSION. 

HOW TO MAKE A DAIRYMAN OUTOFTHE 
AVERAGE FARMER. 

By T. J. FLEMING. 

The average farmer with his average |duce milk in quality as well as quantity 

herd of cows in number and quality,|can be developed by food, care and 

with the average skill and dairy intel-| handling, just as the trotter is brought 

ligence, and average dairy manufactur-|to his greatest capacity to trot, by 

ing facilities, is a doubtful subject for | the judicious manner of feeding, caring, 

guccess, in the opinion of practical | handling and developing. Therefore, fel- 

dairymen. Yet, from such a combina- | low farmers, let us not discard our cows | 

tion as this have arisen the exponents of | on band, if the treatment of these ani- 

far-famed Wisconsin dairymen. And/| mals in the past has been of that char- 

what has been the system or line of| acter not calculated to develop. Nor 

action through which this reputation or | are we qualified to pass judgment ona 

success has been attained? cow’s possibilities after a week’s good | 

By looking over the fields of labor| treatment, because it takes a longer 

traveled by them, we will be materially | time to change her from an inferior to a 

aided in the rather necessary under-| profitable animal. And we should, if 

taking. she shows any susceptibility of im- 

Do we find them beginning dairying | provement in that time continue in the 

by disposing of all the cows on hand and | same direction until we have established 

replacing them with thoroughbreds? | her identity for or against profit. And | 

By no means, they did not begin that| when this is done, let us be as quick to 

way, nor do we find scarcely any| discard, if unprofitable, as to retain if 

of our thoroughly practical and success- | profitable. 

ful dairymen of to-day using that char-| Now, my friends, I am morally cer- 
acter of cow. What then! surely you|tain that the percentage of cows 
can’t mean the scrub cow? The term|in Wisconsin capable of yielding # 
scrub I don’t like, and believe it is often | profit under favorable circumstances, 

misplaced. It should be native cow|is much larger than estimated and 

and scrub owner, feeder and handler. far beyond the actual gumber pay- * 

We take an unwarranted stand when|ing profit, owing to the  injudi- 

we say our cows will not pay their keep, | cious and culpable treatment they are 

unless we have given them surroundings | receiving at the hands of their owners | 

and treatment under which only they | And while I am willing to concede the ) 

are capable of showing their possibilities. | advantages to be deriveC from the infu- 
Better Cows. fs of better blood into our dairy stock, | 

And I believe a cow’s capacity to pro-|1 do not believe that it is absolutely 

|
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fe necessary or the first essential for the | fore cooling when intended for cheese- Ff average farmer to rush into. making. But, why confine the treat- fii, improve Sear Genn ment to those two systems? Because I 
4 What then, should hedo? Instead ot | Dune Seam to be: the cay session 4 Hi milking his cows about seven months, one Eee 2 amoms for, She eee a milk them ten toeleven. Instead of turn- | "mer to follow. 
i ing cows to pasture May Ist, with the Winter Food and Care. 

i i i regularity of the change of seasons turn| A word about winter food and care, eat them when the grass has well covered This feature of dairying is neglected be- 
Ae the ground and attained a good height, | cause we have not brought ourselves to \ Hl | at which time it is capable of developing | realize the advantages and profits derived | i Bi permanent and rapid growth. While on | therefrom. 5 
iF Bh the other hand if we turn to pasture} We should remember that there is a while the plants are tender and spind-| nothing in the organic make-up of a cow, i Bh ling, having no avenues or channels | which prevents her from being a profit- iH 4 1 through which to draw support or plant | able milk, butter or cheese producer in i a t food, except its slender ‘roots penetrat- | winter any more than in summer, if we ' | & ing the cold, wet soil, the pasturing, will only give her summer surroundings. . He check this growth by biting short those | But bear in mind that success can only 
2 tender plants, and treading under foot! be attained by the average farmer who i wh even more than they consume. Bear puts intelligence, thought, study and 

Ha’ in mind that there is no known single | 365 days of the year into his business. 
i ; food which will put a cow at her best. 

| Add a Grain Ration. DISCUSSION. 
i} Even our best pastures in my ownex-| LL. H. Apams—Isn’t it a fact that the} 

{ perience, can be improved by feeding a| low yield of milk is the reason there is 
1H grain ration, and now, as grain is so |so httle profit found in the milk busi- 

on cheap, will we not give it a trial for the | ness? 
dei purpose of establishing an experiment?| TT. J. Fuemmnc—It is undoubtedly, and 

il Couple with this good feed and plenty | I think the cause of that low yield of 
Ha of it, free access to. good, pure water, | milk is largely owing to the poor care ay and salt, never losing sight of the fact given our animals. I would state in 

il that milk is materially influenced in corroboration of this, I have what you qe quality and quantity by the judicious or| would call scrubs, natives; four years 
ai injudicious use of these two milk produc- ago they would produce only 3,000 pounds fh ing elements. Then cultivate in your per cow. I have those identical cows in i . animals the principle of docility by your my herd to-day, with their offspring, of 

i fi kindness toethem, milk at regular in-| course. The past year, including old at tervals with clean, dry hands, quickly | cows, some past their eleventh year and 
é Nf strain and remove milk from contaminat- others in milk for the first time, and I 
| hi ing influences, aereate by dipping or have, through nothing more than judi- 
i Ay pouring while at its normal temperature | cious care, treatment and good food, Ht if intended for butter making, where the | raised the milk producing capacity of 
ill centrifugal process of creaming is used,| those cows to six thousand pounds of 
184) and especially should it be aereated be- | milk. Now, I don’t bring that up as any 

; all 

| 
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reflection on breeds, but simply to show | consequence of poor feeding, isn’t the 

that there is a great deal more in the | milk of poorer quality? 

cows we have upon our farms than is} T.J. Fremmc—I wouldn’t say it was 

commonly imagined; we have not given|of a poorer quality. Ifa reduction in 

them a good trigl. the flow of milk is brought about by 

Goy. Hoarp—Are you not in danger | starving instead of by drying the cow 

of leaving clear out of sight the distinc- | up, then I don’t think the milk would 

tive difference there is in cows; don’t | be richer. 

you think if you were to take a herd} Supr. Morrison—Do you think you 

head by head and test each cow, that you | can improve the quality of the milk by 

would find a great difference in those | the feed? 

cows? Mr. Fremmc—Yes, sir, I do. 

T. J. Fremrnc—Undoubtedly. Gov. Hoarp—Can you make a cow 

Gov, Hoarp—I have found by tests| that constitutionally gives poor milk, 

that, in one case, one good cow gave me | give good mille by giving good feed? 

more clear profit than fifteen scrubs; I} Mr. Friemine—I can improve upon 

was carrying fifteen scrubs to get less it. 

profit than I could get from this cow. Gov. Hoarp—Every cow is born with 

T. J. Fuemmnc—1 believe we have ar- her certain limit, a certain limit of per- 

rived at that time when many of us =e of butter fat per hundred 

forced into dairying. Are we going pounds of milk. Understand me clearly; 

to wait until we can raise a herd} one cow is born with a limit of say three 

of the offspring of thoroughbred ani- | per cent. of butter fat as a limit to a 

mals? We have got to start in with the | hundred pounds of milk; another cow is 

cows on hand. Ibelieve in putting at born with a four per cent. limit; another 

the head a registered animal; I don’t | with a five per cent., and another with a 

say that we should raise every calf of his six per cent. limit; that must be true or 

getting either, by any means. I think it | you would not have these differences in 

isa mistake to select calves simply on | COWS. These individual differences in 

the ground of the size of the dam. cows are individual differences of limit. 

Gro. Wyr1e—Can a man hope to make | A cow that has an undeveloped limit can 

a successful dairy farmer unless he reads | be developed by feeding; but the cow - 

dairy literature? that has gone to the extent of her limit 

~. J. Fuemme—I don’t think any | cannot be made to go a single ounce 

dairyman can be a successful dairyman further; that has been fairly well demon- 

who does not read dairy literature, who | strated by experience. 

does not read the experiences of those| Quxstiox—Do I understand you that 

men who are making dairying a success. | @ cow that has a three-pound limit as a 

Gro. Wircner—Is it not a fact that | net amount of butter fat in a hundred  * 

the cow that has the most generous feed pounds of milk cannot be made to in- / 

will make the most milk? crease that? 

|. J. Fueumnc—The milk of a strip-} Gov. Hoarp—If that is her limit. 

per I know is richer than of the same C. R. Beacu—Can she be starved so 

cow when on a full flow of milk. she won’t give it? z 

Geo. WaicHer—When Ispeak of their} Gov. Hoarp—Yes, sir. 

ru nning down in the quantity of milk in C. R. Beacs—When she has been | 

: 7 
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"starved you can turn around and in-jand she will continuaily give richer 
; 4 crease it, can’t you? milk, 

§ i) Gov. Hoarp—Yes, sir. HL. C. Tom—.o you know that when 

. Questiox—How do you know when | that cow of yours that gave 375 pounds 

fi, you have reached the limit? of butter in a year, that she was giving 
Bi Gov. Hoarp—When you can’t get a|alarger percentage of butter fat than 
E cow to make any more milk; she grows|that same cow when she gave 250 

Al fat and she won't giveyou any larger per | pounds a year? 
4 ie cent., then you may know you have| C. P. Gooprca—No,I don’t think I 

a struck her limit. do. 
: T. J. Fuzminc—I don’t think there} Gzo. Wuicuer—I know that if you 

| an: are many of our farmers who have been | take a herd of 40 cows and feed them on 
i feeding in a way to determine that limit, | hay and give them a generous feed of it, 

ie and that isa point I wish to impress|and they will make more cheese per 
le upon you. I do not wish to take issue | pound of milk, they will make a bigger 

i with Governor Hoard from a theoretical | yield than on lighter feed. 
it standpoint; but the fact that we have! L. H. Apams—To go back to the ques- 

fi not been feeding in a way to bring our) tion of improving our native cows which 

i animals up to that limit, is all the more | we left some time ago. It has occurred 

By reason why we should attempt to do so| to me that the rapidity with which we 
} hi \ hereafter; I think it is worthy the trial | progress in this direction toward better 

ih i of every farmer in this room. cows, is limited to a large extent by the 

{os Gov. Hoarp—Have you made any ex- cheese makers, and the fact that there 

| periment, Mr. Fleming, with the solids | is not a proper incentive among cheese 
\ in the milk of your herd to know, makers and farmers who sell milk for 

i whether you have doubled the amount | cheese purposes toward better methods 

| of cheese that they will produce? and better cows. 
BI ' T. J. Furminc—I have; that I know to! T. J. Fuemryc—There is an incentive, 

at acertainty. in my opinion, for the milk producer to 

: Gov. Hoarp—Have you made up the| produce good milk only when he is a 

a milk separately? patron of a co-operative factory or 

: ii - . J. temmnc—In the winter season|creamery. It is immaterial which. 

Hikes I have; I have a partition in the vat and | Although we have not many of these co_ 

i j make my own milk in one portion, and | operative factories at present, it will be 

[ i the other milk in the other portion. in a short time so that milk will be made 

ae C. P. Goopricn—You say they can be|up for exactly what it is worth; if 

We , developed to a certain limit, but the| there are four per cent. of butter fat in 

|), question is, where is that limit; it de-| the milk of A’s cows and only three per 
in gt pendson theegeof the cow. A cow at|cent. in that of B’s cows, they will be 

Ff four year old can be made to} paid accordingly. 
ie give more and better milk than at} L. H. Apams—Will it take so much 

f | q three year old, and at five can be} preaching then as now to elevate the 

y i i made still better. When do you reach | stundard of the cows? 

; ino that limit? I think she can be improv-| 1. J. Ftemrne—No, I think not. 

| Hi ed until she iseight years old by the} Gov. Hoarp—I have had some experi- : 

ithe right kind of feeding and development] ence with these different kinas of cows. 

f 
ie 

| i
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We made 12,000 tests in ourown creamery |in October and a pound of butter; now 5 

in one year and 1 tell you, my friends, | she does not put any additional richness 

there is a vast difference in cows. in that milk, so much as the fact 

We had milk brought there from one|that she has decreased the water; 

herd of cows which yielded only 2.61|there is a larger percentage of solids 

pounds of butter fat to a hundred/in the twenty-five pounds of 

pounds of milk; to be sure the man milk; but there is not a larger amount 

didn’t feed them well, but he corrected | per day. Suppose Morrison has a cow, 

their feed afterwards and fed them | Thom has one, you have one and Ihave 

well, but they were a low order of cows. | one; in June we bring fifty pounds of 

Now, if there was no difference in cows | milk apiece to the factory, and in the 

in constitution there would be no use in | fall we bring twenty-five poundsa day; - 

breeding; there would be no particular|the milk makes in June the same 

advantage in breeding cows if feeding | amount of butter that it did in the fall, 

made everything; but. we see that breed- | but the cow secreted no more solids per 

ing establishes a foundation and by wise | day than she did in June. 

feeding we help to enlarge that limit.| T. J. Fiemine—She did per hufdred 

But I know myself that we have had | poundsof milk. 

men bring us milk that contained near-| Gov. Hoarp—That is true. 

ly six pounds of butter fat in onehun-| Onancz Jupp—DoI understand Gov. 

dred pounds of milk, and we have had| Hoard to say that you get from 100 

other men bring us milk that contained | pounds in October as much butter as 

only three. Now, in that case one man’s | you do from 200 pounds in June? ' 

cows were earning nearly or quite) Gov. Hoarp—I have known cows that 

double what the other man’s cows were | would give just as much butter in Octo- i 

earning, and yet the division had to be | ber as in June, when they were giving f 

made on the pound. only half as much milkas they were in ' 

T. J. Fuemmvc—I don’t want to be|/June. _ 

critical, but we all concede that a strip-| ORANGE Jupp—Do you get as much 

per puts a larger quantity of solids into| butter from 100 pounds of milk in Octo- 

her milk than when she is in full tlow. | ber as you do from 200 pounds in June? f 

Gov. Hoarp—Do you mean per day?| Gon. Hoarp—Not always; but often ; 

T. J. Fuemmnc—Yes. we do, in certain herds. Oftentimes you ; 

Gov, Hoarp—No; a cow will give you | will find a man bringing milk in June i 

fifty pounds of milk a day in June and/|that double the amountof milk pro- 

ashe will give you a pound of butter; she [ne no more butter than half that 5 

will give you twenty-five poundsof milk | amount of milk in October. 

; 
; 
; 

%
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: HOW TO REAR A DAIRY HERD OF COWS. 
Wi 

i : By C. P. GOODRICB, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

; ft Some General Principles. not be as valuable for the dairy as those 

bt “Train up a child in the way he should | produced before. If this were not true, 
y go,” is certainly good advice for the how is it that we have such a great va- 

he i human family. It is just as sound ad- riety of types among our domestic ani- 

| i a vice to say, “‘train up a heifer calf in the mals that are all descended from one 

ee way she should go when she becomes a| Source? Food and care make changes 
A cow.” and create types; then breeding and feed- 

fy Now if she is intended for a dairy cow | ing perpetuate them. 
Ht she “‘should go’ first, ‘in the way” of| C- R. Beach once said, ‘‘Youfeeda com- 
He! consuming the best milk producing foods, |™0n cow like a Jersey and you will think 

We. and second, of converting these foods into | You have got a Jersey."" And he might 
Be the largest possible quantity of milk, rich | have added, you feed a Jersey as you would 
Wr in butter fat—the fat being the chief valu-|# beef animal, to produce the most fat, 
be: able part of milk. Then feed your calf just | #24, though you may not think you have 
We such foods in order to train her organs of | 80+ @ Shorthorn, you will turn her some- 
ie digestion and assimilation so that when she | What in that direction, or feed and treat 

We enters upon the real business of her life, | her #8 some men do a scrub, and soon all 
i she will be able to convert as much as pos- | YU Will have left of her will be her hide, 
| sible of these foods into rich milk. Feed! because she has not been ‘trained’ to 

i f your calf liberally so as to promote rapid | Stand hard fare and’ starvation. 
Ws | growth and development, but avoid feed-| A prominent Jersey breeder who, by the 

te ing so as to make her excessively fat. For |W8Y, hasasfinea herd of Jerseys as I 
Fs in this there is danger of forming a beef have ever seen in the state, was one day 

a tendency and habit, so that she will even|Showing me his cows. There was one 
it take on the beef form to a certain extent | Which, although she had the Jersey color 

th more than she otherwise would, and quite | #4 markings, had more of the form of a 
HH likely divert too much of her food into | beef animal, and was very fat. He said 

i the wrong channel for a dairyman when | she was one of the very best bred cows he 
Me she becomes a cow. had, and at one time was excelled by none 
i I believe if a dairy cow, which had been | in butter production; but one year she fail- 

ie: proved a good one, should from accident | ed to breed, and the manager of his herd 

ia or otherwise be dry for several months, | not understanding the situation dried her 
Ane and in the time become very fat, her use-|up. She was nearly a year without giving 

i | a fulness ‘as a dairy cow would be permanent- | milk, and in that time laid on a great 
. tal ly impaired, the habit of turning her food | amount of flesh. She had ever since been 

4 into fat would be, in a measure, fixed. | nearly worthless as a dairy cow, and he be- 
if And further, I believe that this change | lieved thatshe had permanently changed 

hh would extend to her progeny, so that the| her form. He still kept her for breeding 
| calves produced after the change would | purposes on account of her pedigree—the 

ie 

H 
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blood that was in her—thinking that her|Hi8 case was like this. He had lately 
progeny would be valuable. In this I fear bonght ee 80-acre farm and was $2,000 in 
iat be ie suialaken, “and that’ her pcopeny debt on it. His entire stock, besides his 
will in a measure partake of her character team, consisted of 6 young cows and 2 

as it now is. I once had a similar experi- yearling steers. He had enough good hay 
ence. My cow, which was an excellent to keep them through the winter, but no ~ 
butter cow, was dry several months, and grain that he could spare for ‘them. His 

being well fed in the time, accumulated a |°°WS Would come in in the spring. He 
great deal of flesh. I supposed that when wished to work into the dairy business: as 
she came in she would do better than ever | 8°07 88 possible, but he positively would 
on account of the extra flesh. I thought not run in debt another dollar. It occur- 

she could draw on it for butter, or, at red to me that I could do no better on this 

least not require'so much of her food to occasion than to take up his case and work 

support her, and could turn more of that | © the problem for him, and demonstrate 
cee adhe) Gat Gan: aniitaken. Ss how he or any other man similarly situated 

did very poorly that year, and has never could in a few years, reara good dairy herd 

yet come up to her old standard. of cows. My feelings are the more deeply 

These are some of the general princi- interested - this a becanse the time 
ples, briefly stated, which from known when I was in a like position is not so far 

fac andl ay awn Gheaeedion and eaiect | the past, that: I have not the thost vivid 

ence, I believe to be'true, and an adher- | election of it. 
dies to which will : . . Demonstration. 

dairy herd. es E First, sell the steers for whatever they 

ETE cust nok be infeerea tat: I pines s will bring. Sell the hay that it would 

Hsiivalse on breod, but tial I wish to| Sketo weep them Gill speing Wise 
teapliasine the fact that feed ‘and care cau | % >? money buy some fred, cumh vem 
work changes in any breed; that by these bran and oats. Begin : area 

means the common stock of the country feed each cow aanall ration; may 4 08 5 

can be greatly improved; also that the best [Seno oe = ne ee the coe 
breeds can be made torapidly deteriorate. clover Say os ee ee with comfogdes 

z Because an animal is a registered Jersey and <2", if you have it, to make: & sae 
or a Guernsey is not proof positive that he iety, until four day B after they come mee 
pede is x Good day’ aniaal.A poor Then, gradually increase the grain feed 

Jersey cow (and there are such) is worth tall each cow has = pounds day. 
no more than any other poor cow. ae = of milk from feeding the, “= 

grain will pay more tlran double price for 

A Poor Man. it. Raise all the heifer calves, and buy } 

At the close of an institute held in| @0vgh more to make as many calves as 
Jefferson the last of February, a man said | YU have cows. Go tosome dairyran who 

tome: “I have come a long way to attend | a8 been grading up to Jerseys for some ! 
this institute, hoping to learn something | Y€@™* and has yet left some—of course the 
that would help me, but I am disappoint- best—of his common cows. Their calves 
ed. The talk was good enough, but it| Will be half bloods, and he will sell them ’ 

takes money to do as theysay. Rich men| when he would not sell the higher grades. j 

can do it, but I can't. ‘I’m poor.” After | Such heifer calves from very superior cows . 
alittle further conversation I learned that| can be bought when afew days old for 

4—Inst. |
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| | about $3 each. Do this the second year] producing food; but some heavy milkers 

{ also; after that you will have calves | have the ability to turn almost any kind 

Wt enough of your own. Feed your calves| of food into milk. Such cows will bear 
whole milk, 12 to14poundsa day, till| more corn. Give them all the good early- 

ET ‘they are one week old. Then have it part | cut clover hay, corn fodéer, and straw they 
i | skimmed milk, till when the calf is four | will eat, giving as great a variety each day 

q weeks old it may be all skimmed milk, | as possible. In the summer, if they have 

Py | about 16 pounds. Have the milk warm to | good grass and plenty of it, that will do 
| ‘about blood heat. Have some good hay | very well, but! think it will pay even then 
; | always within their reach and after they | to feed a small ration of grain. 

zt are two weeks old, always have a box that} Now, this is in the direct line of rearing 
1 { they can reach, with bran and oats in it.|agood herd. By the treatment I have 
} 1d Feed them no corn meal. While they are | described you will develop and improve 

He having milk it is better, until they are at| your cows. They will, perhaps, produce 
We least {our months old, not to let them run|50 pounds more of butter each next year, 
Hi: | out to fresh grass, but have them in a yard | on the same kind of fare, than itis possible 
he where they can run for exercise, and| to get out of them this year; and the year 
ie IH where there is a cool clean stable where|after next you will get still more. The 

Bie! they can go to get out of the hot sun, and | more milk you manage to make a cow give, 
Hee away fromthe flies. It will pay to keep up | the more she can give as you develcp her 
| _ the milk feed till six months old. When | capacity to do so, until a certain limit is 
ii ti it comes cool weather next fall put them in | reached, and she willin a measure, trans- 
Hes stanchions nights. Feed them as great a|mitthese improved qualities to her pro- 
Hee | variety of hay and fodder during the win-| geny. 

WW a i ter as possible with 2 or 3 pounds of whole Test Your Cows. 
Hea oats and bran, or oats only, each day. I] Weigh the milk ofeach cow separately 

Ba advise putting them in stanchions while so | every day, or at least once a week for the 
dil 4 young soas to train or educate them to|year. Test it frequently to see what per 

mM ee I that mode of confinement, for, when they | cent. of butter it contains. At the end of 
| ‘| i come to be cows, there is where they will| the year foot up your figures, average your 

yee) be kept most of the time during the winter | per cent., and see what each cow has done. 
Hi | season. : If you have any cow that makes less than 
er Handle your heifers; treat them gently | 150 pounds the first year get rid of her, she 

: | He and kindly, and you will have no trouble| pays only for her feed and gives younoth- ~ 

Hes it breaking them to milk. ing for your work. With ne 
cf 2 have been advising, you ought to getfrom 

i i : Seat eee ee 200 to 250 pounds the first year, and con- 
i ‘it I think as good gam ration as you | siderable more the next year. 

i can get for cows in milk, is one-third! Have your heifers come in when they 
Ai bran, one-third ground oats and one-third] are two years old. Use a full blood Jersey 

i _ corn meal, all by weight, about 12 to 14) sire, the best you can get; one, if possible, 
f H Ba pounds toeach cow daily. Be guided as| that is five or six years old, that has 

TH ie to the quantity by the appetite of the cow, | daughters that have become cows, so that 

re and her ability to turn her food into milk. | you can better judge of his merits. Ihave 
it i ‘The corn is given to maintain the condi-| advised you to grade up with Jerseys. 

ai ; i tion of the cow. Itis not the best milk|Some other dairy breed, particularly the 

ah ee) 
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Guernseys, may be just as good. But I | outlined, I shall expect, if I visit your place i 
believe the Jersey will give as largeareturn | a dozen years or so hence, to find that 4 

for the food consumed as any other breed, | your mortgage has long been paid, and i 
and they being more plenty, youcan, no| the productiveness of your farm doubled. i 

doubt, grade up with them with less| Youwill be a happy, contented and pros. | 
trouble andexpense. Whenonce you have | perous man, with a pleasant family enjoy- y 

started with a breed, follow up that line, | ing the comforts of life. The grumbling i 
and don't mix breeds. Above all thing| and complaining disposition you manifest- | 
don’t try to raise the general purpose | €d when I saw you at Jefferson will have en- | 

cow. I tried hard to get her, and did get| tirely disappeared. You will have asplen- =| 
her, but she was profitable for no purpose, did herd of cows, for which you have the iy 

and that kind of foolishness cost me very| Steatest admiration, and in which _ jj 
dear. you take great pride, andin the rearing 

When your heifers come in, weigh and | f which ycu have taken immense pleasure, 

test their milk fora whole year, so that| “They will produce more than 300 pounds 

you can tell without any guess work, which of butter each a year,”’ you will proudly say, 
produces the most; and when you have any| You will have alarge and convenient barn 

to sell always let the poorest go. Let| With alarge silo, anda snug little house 
your standard be solely, the amount of | With pleasant surroundings. 
product, and count as nothing such im-| While you have been developing and ; 

material things as color or particular mark-| improving your cows, you have been de- 
ings, or fancied beauty of forms or feat-| veloping and improving yourself, by the 4 
ures, for they will not produce butter; and, | exercise of the thought, study and close at- 
after all, “handsome is that handsome | tention to business necessary to success. 4 
does.” You will be a more obliging neighbor, * 

Get a Uniform Herd. a kinder husband and father, and a bet- EI 

If it should happen that the daughters | ‘eT Christian in consequence of having = | 
of one particular cow—for Galeaes: the | aercanod She care, patience and kindness if 
brindle one—should average considerably necessary to rear a good dairy herd of P 
vetter than those of the others, she is the|©°”’* H 
cow to tie to, to be the source from DISCUSSION. : 
which shall, in time spring your whole| - aks 4 

herd. She may oe produce as much ——— How long would you 

* as some of your other cows, but she "i f 
Sapa ae doable got e00d blood “bask of her ; Mr. Goopricn—1I would keep them as fi 

: = long as they gave me a good profit. Ihave 3 

that shows in her deceendants, allof which |1,.4 them do well until they were 14or 15 | 
you should keep (except some poor ones if years old. Sometimes I do not keep them j 
there should happen to be any such) st thee asa peuta cla 
and in a few years your whole herd will oo ni Reg: a = 

= ‘ J. M. uE—What kind of grain 

beye-some ‘trong resemblance, with their would you give the heifers while devel pedigree all tracing back to “Old Brin." | one - 

Results. Mr. Goopricn—I would give the feed f 

And now, my dear friend, if you wish | that wou'd make them grow and come to 

to profit by the experience of others, and | maturity young, but not put on flesh; I 
will follow substantially the planI have| wouldn't fesd corn or timothy hay; it ?
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zi would be clover hay and oats or bran and | ought to have exercise to develop their 

i ensilage. 5 muscles, but after a cow comes to giving 

i Gxzo. Wyr1E—What constitutes a good | milk I am well satisfied they need but very 

iF “dairy cow? little exercise. I tried that a year ago last 
i), Mr. Gooprica—One that will make 300 | winter. I had one cow that had a notion 

| ayear. of milking herself. I kept her in the 
, Gxo. Wytre—Nothing less than that?| stanchion. She would be let out before 

i Mr. Goopricu—It might be; that ought | the rest twice a day; she would walk about 

Bi to be the standard; no man ought to be | 60 feet to the tank, and being alone would 

i, satisfied with less than that. walk right back and put her head in the 

Ht i Go. McKrrrow—How is he going to| stanchion. She wasn't out to exceed 10 

Hy find out whether he has a good dairy cow] or 15 minutes a day. 

i i; in his herd? J. H. Wise—I would like to ask at what 

b Mr. Goopricu—By testing her, weigh- | age a heifer should drop her first calf? 

i i ing her milk every other day or occasion-| Mr. Goopricu—I wouldn't want them 

we ally, and keeping a record of it. to have calves before they are 2 years 

Wie, Txos. Convey—How would you test it? | old. 

Be t Mr. Goopricu—Test it by setting the] H.C. Tuom—What effect would lack 

} Bi milk by itself. Take a day's milk and |of exercise have upon the offsprings ? 

We stir it into butter. That tells me what I} Mr. Gooprica—That cow had a fine, 

f 2 can get out of it. It may may not tell | large heifer calf in the spring. That is 

Hee what there is in it, but it tells what I can | the only one I ever kept confined so close- 

i i i get out of it. ly, and she is doing well this spring. 

wee G.C. Haxpre—Do you discard any of| Mx. Runpett—Which do you prefer to 
AW t your heifers in your dairy work, and if so, ;T18¢, spring or fall calves? 

| Si what per cent. ? Mr. Goopricu—Fall caives can be rais- 

Hee Mr. Gooprtcx—I sell off from my herd | ¢¢ with less trouble than spring calves. 

ir the increase and they are the poorest cows, | H. C. Tuom—If butter was the same 

Re that is about 30 per cent. of them go every | Pre the year round, would you encourage: 
ie year. having calves dropped in the spring or 

ai H. C. Taom—Who buys them? fall? 

i it Mr. Goopricu—Anybody that don't} Mr. Gooprtca—There would be very 

he know better. little difference now that I have a silo. I 

| 1] H. C. Taom—Your neighbors? think that if a cow comes in in February, 

tt Mr. Gooprrcu—They are sold and | and you have dry feed through the winter, 

ti a shipped to Chicago; the ones that the | you can get more out of her during the year 

fi i. stock-buyers want are the ones I don’t than you can to have her come in in the 

ae want to keep. fall, but with ensilage I am pretty well 

i A Mr. SxowpEn—Can you get scrub cat-| satisfied you can get just as much outof a 

ARE if ; tle and begin dairying with them succeas- | cow coming in in September or October as 

: | t al fully? out of one coming in at any other time. 

th 5 Mr. Goopricn—I think you can. Go. Wurcuer—lIsn't it more trouble 

1 Wenpon Van Krrx—How mzch im-| to feed her? 

ee portance do you attach to exercise ina| Mr. Gooprrcn—No; it is less work take 

|. dairy herd? ing the whole year through to have them 

He Mr. Gooprrcu—The calf and the heifer | come in in the fall. 

i,
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_ B.B.Brooxs—Do you warm the water | fair amount of milk than to keep a Jersey j 

for the cows? cow? 

Mr. Goopricu—I do. Mr. Goopricu.—That comes into the j 

R. B. Brooxs—Don’t you think it is| general purpose cow question. I don't be- it 

better to turn them out twice aday to | lieve any individual ever tried harder than 

drink? I did to get that cow. I couldn't be recon- 

Mr. Gooprtcu—I shouldn't object to | ciled to the Jersey. Mr. Curtis here knows | 

having the water in the barn. it. I thought I had got her once, I will 

Do you get sunshine in your stable? describe the cow. I bought a 2-year-old 

Mr. Goopricn—There are plenty of| heifer of the old style roan Durham of the 1 

windows that admit sufficient light on] wonderful milk family of that breed. She 1 

sunshiny days. ,| was a beautiful specimen—at least I it 

H. Rossrxs—How soon do you take | taought her so at that time. She had a very } 

the calf away from its mother? large fine udder, and when she got to 

Mr. Guoprrca—When it is three or| be four years old she used to give 60 ! 

four days old. pounds of milk a day when she was fresh, i 

Mr. SsowpeN—How much of an out-| Sometimes she gave more, and that was 

lay in cash would I have to make to dosuc- fairly good milk that would test four 

cessful dairying with a few cows? pounds to the hundred, so that she made § 

Mr. Goopricu—If you wanted to do it | nearly two and one-half pounds of butter } 

as cheaply as you could, it wouldn't be a| per day. When I sold her she brought | 

very large outlay. You needa tank and| $75. Now, that is as good a general pur- f 

five or six cans. I think you could fix up| pose cow as you can get. She started out | 

for setting your milk at a very small out-| with a good quantity of milk, but she F 

lay, $15 or $20. didn’t hold out with this quantity of milk, } 

Gzo. Warcner—I would like to know| but kept running down, and in seven 

what temperature you mean by warm and months she was practically dry. Iused to 

cold water for dairy stock. If spring water | strip her for a 1aonth longer. Well, by oc- 7 

came out of the ground smoking in winter | casionly weighing the milk and testing it, é 

time, would it bé necessary to warm such|I figured that she produced 256 pounds of re 

spring water? butter in a year. You see that is a pretty ti 

Mr. Gooprica—If I had water at 48 or| good cow. That is just the cow you are 8 

above the temperature of the earth, and| asking for, but I never made one cent of i 

cows would drink it at that tempera-| profit on her except when I tookin the $75. 

ture, I wouldn’t be to the trouble of warm- Her weight ran from 1,500 to 1,700; when Fi 

ing that water. in good condition, towards 1,700 pounds, i 

H. C. Trom—Wouldn’t you if the cows | She was two cows in one in size, and took # 

had to go 80 rods to getto the spring? nearly the feed of two small cows, 80 you # 

Mr. Goopricn—I wouldn't have them |see when you come to take that into con- if 

go 80 rods to the spring. Where water is| sideration, it was small doings. x 

pumped into atank, unless you havea/ Now, I will compare her with another & 

heater, the cows will have ice water all|cow. I had acow that weighed just 800 ¥ 

winter, which isn't best. pounds, half her size, and took just half ' 

Mr. Denn1s— Wouldn't it be more| the feed, perhaps a little more. She had 

profitable for the average farmer to have a| the dairy form, and that cow produced 256 4 

good, fair-sized cow that would give a| pounds, as near as I could figure, the same i
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TF) asthe big cow. The big cow took $25) The other cow was not a rich milker; I 
/ __-worth of feed more than the little cow, so I | think it took some 23 or 24 pounds of her 
» made $25 profit a year on the little cow and | milk to make a pound of butter. But the 
¥ milked her 12 years and sold her for $15, | little cow gave milk eleven months in the 
HH though I got $315 from her, and all I ever | year and the big cow only seven. = 

| got from the other was $75. The littlecow| J. H. Wise—Do cows that are fresh in 
i was worth $240 more to me than the big | the fall give as much milk in the year as 

z cow. You see I want to give the general- | those fresh in the spring? 
i! purpose cow all the advantage I can. I] Mr. Gooprrcu—I can get as much out 
Hi have an 800-pound cow that makes 120] of them with ensilage when they come 

| { pounds more than this one. She will make | in in the fall as when they come in in the 
: 375 pounds at least ina year. That cow | spring. 

i with the same way of figuring would make] Mr. Denx1s—Do you consider it any 
he me $500 more than I would make out of} more trouble to keep a beef cow witha 
| __ the big cow. full flow of milk with plenty of feed than a 
i a R. B. Brooxs—How do you think the | dairy cow? 

| two cows compared in regard tothe num-| Mr. Gooprica+When you undertake 
Hee ber of pounds of milk? Where I live a|to feed her to keep it up, she turns the 
Hy | man would get as much for 100 pounds! feed into beef instead of milk. I cannot 
1 FF { from one as from the other. make a beef cow give as much milk as I 
hee, Mr. Goopricu —The big cow gave some | can a dairy cow. 
HER more milk; it was just about average milk. 

Hi ‘| 
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We | BUTTER-MAKING ON THE FARM. 

Hib 

P| By THOMAS CONVEY. 
a 

fat 
‘ i i Conditions of Success. package contains different churnings, 
tq This depends on circumstances; where | Buttermaking on the farm, if conducted 
al afew cows are kept on a large or/in a business-like way, will certainly pay 

hes medium sized farm, where much other | 88 well, at past or present prices as sell- 
vie work has to be attended to, it hardly | ing milk to cheese factories, at sixty to 
ee pays to manufacture butter for the gen- | sixty-five cents per hundred, it being 

a eral market. A small quantity requires | contracted for that price the present 
The! almost as much time in manufacturing | season. If skimmilk is worth twenty 

f | i and marketing, and equally as much at- | cents per hundred, and I consider thisa 
Fone | tention as a larger quantity, and rarely | low estimate. If hauling milk costs the 

i sells as well, owing to the fact that each | patron another twenty cents per hun- : 
re package should contain butter of the|dred, and how much less does it cost 

; game quality, with regard to salting, | him where he delivers twice a day? If 
it i color, degree of freshness, etc., this be-| you allow anything for loss of fertility, 

i, ing more difficult to secure where a’ occasioned by selling milk off the farm, 

a ee 

1 

A aint
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and then deduct two per cent. of gross | tards creaming and should never be re- 

income which goes to factory owners, | sorted to in buttermaking. f 

this being the custom in southwestern| If the temperature should fall much 

Wisconsin, and you will have some diffi- | below the normal heat, when obtained 

culty in convincing the maker of good | from the cow, warm water may be added 

; butter of the advantages of selling milk | not toexceed 6 to 8 per cent. at a tem- 

and feeding whey. perature not to exceed 125°. t 

Quality Before Quantity. Skim the Milk Sweet. | 

The gathered cream butter factory, is| I prefer toskim cream when sweet, 4 

scarcely more popular, where the pro-| and if held it should be at a low tem- 
prietor determines the amount and| perature, to prevent ripening. In warm 

quality of cream, and the price he will| weather it is safer to put it in water 

pay, the latter depending on the price| where milk is kept, churn assoon as pos- | 

he receives. This, in turn depending on | sible as it gains nothing by age. When } 

the quality and quantity of foodgiven | you wish to ripen it, keep it inan atmos- «| 

. each cow, and the cleanliness, care, and | phere of about 60°, when it should ripen 

intelligence of each and every patron, | in about twelve hours. In winter time i 

creamgatherers and buttermakers. In | where held at a low temperature, it will 

the separator factories they run less risk | be necessary to raise the temperature of } 

of producing an inferior quality of but-| cream to 60° or even slightly above that j 

ter. The patron does the hauling, and | before trying to ripen. It may take i 

this system, though the least objection-| twenty-four hours to ripen in winter I 

able of the factory systems, will hardly | time, I prefer to churn when cream is ir 

become popular until milk is paid for! sjightly sour raising the temperature to 

according to quality not quantity; this |¢4° pefore starting to churn in cold 
being also an objection to the cheese| weather. In raising the temperature Be 

factory. Milk should be set as soon a8} pe careful not to over-heat any portion 
possible in cold water, in preference to/ of cream. Do not pour warm water in 

cold air, and in ice water, in preference it, but place vessel containing cream in By 

to cold spring, or well water. Yet good | arm water, and stir vigorously to se- | 

butter can be made from cream secured |. 79 uniformity of temperature. This | 

in any of the ways mentioned, provided | },,ing essential to uniformity of ripen- i 
the air or water has no objectionable ing, the latter being necessary to secure 

odors. The temperature should not be | the greatest degree of churnability. 34 
below 40° nor should it run above the 4 

normal temperature of spring or well General Directions, le 

water. When set in cold airit should} Cream prepared in this way should i 

be at a lower temperature than when set | churn in thirty to forty minutes. When a 

in water, the latter being the best con-! butter comes in small grains, stop lk 

~ ductor. The more rapid the cooling | churning, allow it tostand a few minutes e 

after being set, the more perfect the | that butter may rise to the top, draw off Bs 

creaming. Delay in setting milk always| buttermilk. Should butter come with i 

results in loss. Aeration of milk will| the buttermilk, you have not churned 

improve its keeping qualities, but re- enough, or your cream was over-ripe #
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i 
it and too thick, in the latter case add | provesthe flavor, increases the quantity 

i) weak brine or water, when .buttermilk | of the product and improves the keep- 

t is drawn off, wash butter three times, | ing qualities. As butter from dry feed 

HH using weak brine the first time and suffi-| melts at a higher temperature, mixed 
Hh cient water each time to float butter.| foods produce better flavor than any 

i The last washing should be nearly clear, | single food, and rich foods produce the 

i taking care to keep the butter in gran-| best flavors if they are of desired qual- 
i ular condition until buttermilk is washed |ity. Immature grass is injurious to 

He out and salt incorporated, working just|body and flavor, weeds, cabbage, etc., 

H) sufficient to secure an even distribution | will give objectionable flavors. Use 

ies i of salt or the color would not be uniform. | best grades of dairy salt, and do not 
| Ht i If you wish to salt in the churn use 114 |store where they will take up odor of 

i Es to 2 oz. of salt to each pound of butter, | kerosene, fish, etc. If churn or butter 
i 2 leaving sufficient moisture in the butter | Worker is inclined to get mouldy as they 

Hee i to dissolve the salt, and allowing it to|S0metimes do in damp warm weather, 
|) - * stand about one-half hour expressing | Clean thoroughly and rub on dry salt. 

| a i surplus moisture when packing. I pre- Packages, 

q ry i fere to weigh butter and salt at least} In preparing packages I prefer to 

ee one ounce to the pound, salting and! throw in salt and then scald, cover up 
Hee working on the butter worker and pack-| and the steam will make it pickle-tight. 
Hey ing immediately. Good butter contains 10| Use cold water to rinse and rub inside 
he to 12 per cent. of water, but it should | with dry salt. Never put poor butter in 
Wee show no trace of buttermilk. Avoid over- | fancy packages, ard when you can make 

HEY i working, or any plastering motions in| good butter you may very safely brand 
ea working butter, or finishing packing as it, there is no necessity of putting your 

ate they destroy the grain and keeping | name on it, but be sure you do not brand 

ihe qualities and give the butter a greasy | inferior goods, then it can be sold like a 

di Fi appearance. Butter color isa commer-| popular brand of baking powder, on its 

itt 2 cial necessity at least during a portion | merits. In finishing top of package use 

ie i of the year. It should be added to the | dairy cloth on top of butter, then make a 

ia! cream first before startiag to churn. paste of dairy salt and put it over cloth. 
Tae i Butter Granules. It will prevent top of butter from getting 

j a The grain of butter may be destroyed | over-heated and will also guard against 
i : by over-heating, or freezing, milk, cream | flavor of lid. Remember that good but- 
Be, or butter. They are not similarly affect-| ter must have perfect grain, high, fresh 

t fs ed by the same temperature. The flavor | flavor, desirable color and a sufficient 
te may be injured by milk, cream, or but-| amount of best quality of salt. That it 
ie ter being kept where it would come in| must be put up in clean, bright, pack- 
itt Fe contact with odors from cooking, smok- | ages of best quality and of a style the 
i 4 ing, decaying vegetables, bad water, etc. | market demands. ¢ 

HF Ma Aroma, DISCUSSION. 

Hae The flavor may also be affected by the| L. H. Apams—What is the objection, 
i | ‘1 quality of the food, grass in June pro- | Mr. Convey, to a lower temperature than 

j ' ducing a desirable flavor, but additional | 40 degrees in which the milk is set? 

i if feed may be given at any time asitim-' Mr. Convey—Because the milk con- 

la 
et 

rhe 
ny
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denses down to that temperature’ and sible for an ordinary dairyman to deter- 

after that it expands; condensation of | mine how much salt is retained, but in i 

gourse increases weight, and an increase selling butter I find that there is more id 

in weight increases the comparative | demand for more than an ounce than for ‘f 

difference between the butter fat and | less than an ounce. ; 

the milk serum. Gov. Hoarp—Of all the qualities in x 

C. I. Bricuam—I should like to ask if butter which do you estimate as the 4 

. cream will likely get sour standing only| most important in securing a good i 

twelve hours? price? 

Mr, Convey—In summer it will; in| Mr. Convey—Flavor. i 

winter twenty-four hours. Gov. Hoarp—I think you are right. f 

Svurr. Morrison—Can a pound of fin-| Now, how long can you retain the first [ 

ished butter be made to retain any more | fine flavor that stamps the value of but- | 

than a half ounce of salt? ter? : 

Mr. Convey—I think not; chemists! Mr. Convey—I would put the limit at 

state that that is the case and I believe | two weeks, and possibly less than that 

it to be so. time. I have always found long keep- 

Supr. Morrison—Is the other half} ing a failure. | 

ounce, if it is undissolved, of any benefit | Qurstron—Why set milk in ice water 4 

to the butter? if you have cold spring or well water? a 

Mr. Convey—I think not, except that} Mr. Convey—The colder the water, ; 

the stronger it tastes of the salt the| not getting below 40°, the more rapid Fe 

harder it is to detect decay in the but-}the creaming and the more thorough i 

ter. the creaming, and the quicker you can ii 

C. P. Gooprica—Why do you put in| skim. 
ie 

one ounce? Question—I have a spring that regis- | 

Mr. Convey—Because the market de- | ters 46°; would you prefer ice water to I: 

mands that. that? ts 

©. P. Gooprica—Does it retain that?| Mr. Convey—Not as far as the butter I's 

Mr. Convey—By having dissolved salt | is concerned. s 

in it, it will. L. H. Apams—What is the butter fla- i 

Mx. Gooprica—Does the market de-| vor, where does it come from? ts 

mand that? Mr. Convey—It comes from feed I fe 

Mr. Convey—Sometimes it does; I| think, breeding having very little to do 

have had more fault found with my | with it; that is you can’t produce a fine ti 

butter on that account than anything | flavored butter on poor feed. I think fs 

else. it rests entirely in the feed and the i 

C. P. Goopricu—Isn’t it a fact that | manner of handling. i 

the saturating brine makes the butter) Wetpon Van Kinc—I heard a gentle- i 

salt, and the more you work the butter | man say the other day that a person is i 

the less salt it will have in it? liable to injure the flavor of the butter by H 

Mr. Convey—That is so. breaking the grainin working. I would ' 

G. P. Gooprics—Doesn’t a portion of like to have Mr. Convey’s opinion about 

that ounce run out in the brine in work-| that? 1 

ing the butter? Mr. Convey—It would certainly de- 

Mr. Conver—Of course it is impos-!stroy the keeping qualities. q
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i Wexpon Van Krrk—Would it injure|you used to send to the West Side 

i the flavor at the time? Briggs house when I boarded there; how 
{ Mr. Convey—I think over-working or | did you make it? I said, We made it 
Ht over-washing will destroy the flavor. down in a dirt cellar, out of the milk of 
i C. P. Gooprica—Will the milk from | common cows, fed on marsh hay, with 
I two cows kept on the same feed be of | my swill barrel at one end of the milk 
I the same quality? rack andasoap barrel at the other. 

* Mr. Convey—I think if the cows are| Well, he said, it was good butter any- 
i healthy that it will; it will be just alike| way. What gave the quality to that 

At with regard to flavor. butter? The cows were farrow cows 
Bt C. P. Goopricu—That. is not my ex-| being fed with Indian meal to make 

| | } perience. What is your opinion, Gov. | beef of them. The quality of the feed 
te Hoard? does make the quality of the butter, and 

f i. Gov. Hoarp—I think there is an in-| the cow that is not with calf will make a 
He dividual difference there. great deal better flavored butter than a 

a C, R. Beacu—I don’t want to tell but | cow that is with calf. 3 
ie one story. Iwas in Chicago sometime| Gov. Hoarp—After a cow has got six 
i! ago and asked thesteward of the Palmer | months along in gestation, doesn’t the 
Wie | house, who had been buying the butter | flavor leave the butter? 
Ne I from a celebrated herd of Jerseys, what} C. R. Beacu—Certainly; if it has any- 

iH bf } kind of butter he got. Pretty good, he | thing like the flavor of the butter of a 
i Fi said. Buthesays,no suck butter as| new milch cow or farrow cow. 

Ber 
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ie TEMPERATURE IN BUTTER-MAKING. 

; i : By D. W. CURTIS, Secretary of Wisconsin Dairyman Association. ati 

Bt } Setting Milk Warm. portance of setting milk, while warm, 
; 4 The whole process of good butter- in water cold enough to throw up the 

j | making is governed almost entirely by | CTeam, is of a sufficient value to warrant 

bg temperature, from the time the milk is} @2Y One, whois inthe habit of doing 
if { drawn from the cow until the cream is this work when they have time, in mak- 
ite ripened and churned into butter. ing the test. The temperature of the 
i The milk when first drawn from the} Milk, together with the temperature of 
ns cow if immediately placed in cans and| the water in which it is placed, has 

/ Hi submerged in water standing at 45° to| Very much to do with the profits of the 
: the 50° all of the cream is thrown up be-| COW. 

bee tween milkings. If allowed to stand Care Will Give Success, 
i around until partially cold and then} It has been an inquiry of many why 
if: placed in water at 55° to 60°, the loss is | separators are taking the place of gath- 

i i at least from 5 to 10 percent. The im-|ered cream. The answer is one of tem- 

tad 

Ne 
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perature. The farming community, | ripening cream is that it must be fre- ! 

where the cream is gathered, are care-| quently stirred and come in contact with 

less and shiftless in many cases in tak-|the oxygen of the air to develop the ig 

ing care of the milk. The farmers do|aromaso much sought after in good 4 
not realize that the poorcare given to it,| butter. Cream which is allowed to ; 
comes out of their own profits. If the|ripen in all degrees of temperature it 
milk stands around for half an hour be-| bring different degrees of acidity, 4 
fore being placed in cans, and the wind, | and consequently the butter is affected 

and the boys, do not feel like pumping|by it. If the acidity in cream could be Ve 

fresh water into the tank, it is all{ascertained thesame as the tempera- x 

the same; the farmer never once think-| ture, by the use of the thermometer, I H 

ing that he is only beating the creamery | venture the assertion that there is not f 

man out of the quality and himself out|one butter maker in a hundred that 

of the quantity. Ifthis same milk had|could tell the acidity within ten de- 

been brought toa creamery where the | grees. 
86) tor is used, it must be brought to 

a Sicoseuioes of 70° to 75°, according to ee eae Be 

the season of the year; the butter maker| The Boyd process of ripening 
is careful that his separator runs at the | Cream is directly the reverse of all this, 4 

right speed, and the milk is just at the | and is wholly controlled by temperature. q 

right temperature to insure the best re-| Sweet skim milk (from fresh cows pre- i" 

sults. If the same care should be exer- | ferred) is taken and warmed up to a cer- 4 
cised in caring for the milk on the|tain degree and placed in a can with i 
farm, and the temperature looked after ! non-conducting wallsso that it shall not q 

as closely asthe butter maker is obliged | be affected by heat or cold, where it is i 
to look after it, to get the best results, allowed to remain from 18 to 24 hours. ‘ 

thetwo systems would vary but little. | It is then ready for use. This produces ee 

In fact, there are gathered cream cream-|@ perfect lactic fermentation. The 
eries that use the submerged system | cream is sweet, and is placed in a vat or i 
of setting milk that are paying|Can with non-conducting walls,so as Ly 

dividends quite as large as any cream-|2°t to be affected by the surrounding ls 
eries inthe country. The success of |temperature. Itis heated up to (68° or fl 
both methods is one largely of tempera- 70° and 1 or 2 per cent. of the lactic for- ls 

ture, for should this be neglected the re- =r added and thoroughly mixed 2 } 
sults would be largely against them. The vat is immediately closed air-tight i 

and left there from 18 to 24 hours. This [3 
Flavor Depends Upon Temperature, lactic ferment which has been added ry 

1n the ripening of cream temperature | commences to work through the entire i 
plays almost as important a part as it|mass of cream, and imparts to it the yy 
does in the creaming of milk. In open|same principle, and producing the i 
vats, cream ripens best at 60° or 62°.. If| chemical change necessary preparatory He 
itis below that, the chemical action|to churning. It is far better to supply ei 
takes place very slowly; if much above|the cream with the right kind of fer- iy 
that degree, it imparts anything but aj ment, that shall produce uniformity in , 
pleasant flavor to the butter. quality, than to have the cream seek its Bc 
The generally accepted theory ofjown agent for ripening, containing i
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/ many of the destructive elements which | it; note the temperature that gives the 
i go to destroy fine butter. best resu!ts; let cleanliness and temperat- 

| onipecacaro Maman eae ure be the controlling factors. See that 
| if the milk as soon as drawn from the cow q Tempering cream for churning must is placed in cans and summerged in cold 

| be governed very largely by the cream water. Skim the cream sweet, and keep 
i that is to be churned, and this knowl- it 80 by placing the can incold water, 
| edge must _be gained by the butter- until ready for ripening. Warm it to 
i maker who is doing the work. The rule the right temperature and furnish it 

A laid down in books, that 58° to 62: _ the with a ferment that shall give it the 
Hi) | right temperature to churn at, will not right degree of acidity in a given length 

| il hold good in all cases. A prominent of time, or let the cream furnish its Hi | creameryman once said: “I test my © a cies d tthe 
h butter-mill with Short’s test, and if I scaatdhins tomas gang oes 
i find any butter-fat remaining, I change cmon at diffamedt ne of the year 

1 ¢ ~ Papen rate ee See the temperature in churning that shall 
ab onchangihg the temperature until the give you granular butter and leave the 

ie | right degree is found that leaves the least trace of butter fat in the butter- 
We least butter-fat in the butter-milk.” till, “Wash all traccs of butiecaiike 

Wee This a _— — — from the butter, work it lightly ata 
iy 4 the work is one; a3 the cream ‘rom CXF | temperature of from 58 to 62 degrees. HEE, | ferent creameries and dairies will churn 

HEE “bl best at different temperatures. DISCUSSION. 
et Mistakes are often made in getting James SPENstEY—What do you mean 

i Hi the temperature of cream, bothin warm- by ripening? Le at : r 
te ae ipsa —e ae Mr. Curtis—I mean getting it of the ea) at the serum or watery pa: Pins a PSRs : 
ie | ed by heat and cold very quickly, while 08 acidity; getting it just right to 

Weed on the contrary the globules or fat in on Soeinciaee: Tedbcy that 
1 the cream are not so sensitive to the ‘tha eecacscheriabe sean ee 
ie different degrees of temperature. As Me Cons Noe Fae \ : = ppose you Wea the butter globules have time to absorb ee l 

di a the heat or cold, it is not infrequent aoe Sees Oe ve ae ae 
| f that the temperature is changed from James SPENstEY—Would it have as 
ha 5° to 8°. Should it rise that much and a ceualt? 

Ke i as] auest a= " e or Mr. Curtis—I don’t suppose so. 
ag frictionin churning. Team may Janse Seansiay— Woald tne tebe 

Ye" ; cooled very rapidly to the required tem- boas 

iW | i) perature, yet the butter will be soft, ie is a question thas 

| which clearly indicates that the butter ‘aodeene de « the th : 
ARES lobules were not sufficiently cooled be- | SOCtOTs Gisaetee on; the theory is nowa- 
; | et . i chieni saa days that we have all got to make sweet 

Th } HN ee ne ees cream butter; that is the latest fad in 
i General Rules. butter-making. 

ie The process of butter making may be| L. H. Apams—That raises one more 
i governed very largely by a few genera | question. If feed makes the flavor in 
} f rules: obtain a good themometer and use| butter, why are we objecting to sweet 

\ Hi hen i
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cream butter, as some of us doand some , ferment wants to be mixed through the i 

do not. Why do those who object to it | cream, the same as yeast works through 4 

lay it tothe cream being eburned sweet, | bread, and it gives the cream a nice, ‘a 

. if,as they claim, the flavor all comes Pleasant acidity, and when it is so treat- i 

from feeding. jed, 18 to 24 hours will produce thecream . 

Gov. Hoarp—You have the same/|ready forchurning, and will also doso { 

butter with just one difference—the every day in the year. But when you { 

acidity. tipen inopen vats or open cansI claim a 

C. R. Beacu—You will admit that| there isno man, not even a professional, | 

there is a tiavor in a rose leaf, will you|can tell within 10° or 20° what the 

not? but you will not get one-half of it | acidity of the cream is. They get very i i 

until it is bruised. close to it sometimes. Here are Mr. ie 

Gov. Hoarp—The acidity you think | Goodrich and Mr. Beach, they get their | 

brings it out? cream very nice, because they are care- . 

C. R. Bracu—Souring. ful of the temperature of their rooms 1 

James SpENsLEY—Would you recom- | and keep it pretty near the same all the i" 

mend churning sweet cream at the same |time. But generally people who ripen | 

temperature as you would sour? cream in that way can’t get withina 

Mr. Curris—I do not recommend | row of apple trees of the proper acidity if 

churning sweet cream. forchurning. Sometimes it is too sour ij 

James Spenstey—There is lots of | and sometimes not sour enough. \a 

cream churned sweet. Now would you| C. I. Brignam—What proportion of - 

eburn it at the same temperature? the ferment do you use? i 

Mr, Curtis—No, I suppose not. Mr. Curtis—From one to two per a 

Supr. Morrison—What would the|cent.; if I had a hundred gallons of i 

temperature be? cream I would use from one to two gal- ij 

Mr. Curtis—Anywhere along in the | lons of ferment. i : 

fifties—fifty to fifty-five degrees. 1} Supr. Morrison — We are very fortu- (i 

know nothing about it excepting what I | nate to-day in having with us Mr. C. R. | 

have read; I have never churned any. I | Beach, of Whitewater, who supplied the Ns 

believe down in Virginia, where they |Sherman House in Chicago for many iz 

have been making sweet cream butter | years, and who is called one of the best © i 

for the President, they churn the | butter-makers in the state; and also Mr. i 
cream at 55 degrees. Goodrich; and we have here a couple of 24 

Gov. Hoarp—That is English butter. | pages of formulated questions that will  : 

Tuos. Convey—What ferment do you | bring out a great many interesting sug- 5 

use and how would you produce it? gestions and also a great deal of expgri- ie 

Mr. Curris—I told you in the paper I} mental work and I would like to have if 

would produce it from sweet skimmed | Mr. Beach take the paper and read the 4 

milk; I would heat it up to 90°| questions and give his answers to them: et 

in awater bath and would allow it to| It will help us to make up a good Bul- ih 

stand from 18 to 24 hours; it then be-|Jetin and you will receive a great many 

comes lobbered milk. Take off the top | suggestions in this line. i 

of this and add one or two per cent. to C.R. Bracoe—“Please give a state- } 

the cream which has already been heat- | ment of your dairy, how many cows, how 3 

ed to 75°;shut the vat up tight. This| many poundsof butter sold, and what ¢ 

. ’ 
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' : it brought?” I have never kept! butter made upon a grass feed alone has : a dairy of cows continuously for|not quite the consistency that it has A a year. We make butter largely| with other feed. In damp or rainy Hi, in the winter and milk many more| weather we occasionally give twice a | fh, cows in the winter than we do in the| week a feed of dry hay. ; 

; summer. For the last three winters we| “How many pounds of butter do you 4 have been milking about thirty to| make per cow for a year?” I answered | thirty-five during the winter. I think | that before as nearly as I can. q MW last year the sale amounted to about 9,- “How loag do you keep cream before i: 000 pounds, which would be an average | churning in summer; also in the win- i of about 300 pounds to the cow. The| ter?” We churn every day in the sum- | i average price last year was 28 cents|mer. The milk is always sour with us Bi, and this year ending January, 1890,| when skimmed. In the summer when | i it was 21 cents. we churn every day there will be two ee “What doesit cost to keep cows?” skimmings; morning and night and if That question I will skip because it churning the next morning. In the ; } would be mere matter of inference. winter wechurn every other day and ie: “What is the ration?” We vary | have four skimmings. 
Hi it somewhat. This winter we have| «Do you wash your butter in the gran- hae fed twenty-five pounds of ensilage, ular form?” We do, 

i e 12 or 15 pounds of shock corn, and a| «Do you add salt to wash water?” ik ial little oats mixed, eight pounds of bran, Yes, always. Sometimes instead of He hi and probably five or six pounds of hay. | putting it into the water we throw salt eed, Our usual feed is about forty pounds of | right into the churn before adding the 
Ri a ensilage made from Yankee corn, ten water. 
PRY pounds of bran and what hay they will] Gov. Hoarp—Why do you add the f i eat at night; we don’t feed hay but once | galt? 

ie i) a day. C. R. Beaca—Well, because the high. Wears), “Do you feed the mill stuff wet or | toned dairymen say it is best. It tends if) dry?” Dry. to lower the temperature and brine is Hie “Do you run a winter dairy?” Yes.| heavier and floats the butter better. I i “How many pounds of milk for a| see the man from Oregon recommends Ae pound of butter?” Last winter it| the putting of salt into sweet cream. I Were would take about eighteen; this win-| sometimes put ina handful of salt in | ee ter we are so situated that we have adif-|the cream when I put it into the . a ferent class of cows (somewhat) and | churn. 
vit i it takes about twenty; day before yester-|_ “Would you advise coloring butter?” 

if fy da¥'I think it took just an even twenty, | I certainly would, because the market i i five pounds to the hundred. demands a high colored butter. | A “Do you groom your cows?” We do| “How many times do you work the ; i, not. butter andhow?” We work it but once. ; nie “Do yousummer feed with grain and | We wash it; salt it in the churn; revolve 
: Hi Pt what is its influence upon butter?” Welita few times; put it upon a butter | tee always summer feed cows when giving| worker and press the moisture out a) milk; we think it not only improves the slightly and put it in the tub; itis in the 
ABBE SS flavor of the butter but gives it solidity;| tub in less than half an hour after it 
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comes and it is not disturbed after] “Do you have any difficulty in drying | 4 

that. up yourcows?” None at all. Tie them i 

“How do you keep your stables free| to a post fora week and they will dry : 
from odor?” Only by ventilation. We} up all right. A man asked me for a hb 
have not used land plaster and I there-| receipt to dry up a cow and I told him ist 

fore cannot speak anything about that. | that. 

“Do you allow your help to misuse| “f{ave you ever had any difficulty with if 
cows?” Not if I know; I presume they | abortion in your herd?” I have hada ; 
sometimes do. great many cases of that. 4 

“What temperature do you keep your| “[s it contagious?” I don’t know. ; 
stables?” I cannot answer that ques-| “Did it continue in winter?” It did. ‘a 
tion definitely; we keep about forty head| “How much corn would you feed a tf 

ina stable seventy by thirty, and we|cow giving milk?” Five or six or seven ; 

ventilate the place, and such weather as| pounds would be the extent that I 
this we keep the windows open. I think | would everfeed it. If I couldn’t have 

fifty degrees is warm enough and some of | but one feed I would make it wheat bran, | 
the time it does not reach that. It never | without the corn. } 
freezes in the stable so as to stiffen ma-| “Is aton of bran worth as much to 

nure at all; we try to keep them com- feed as a ton of oats?” Perhaps not, \§ 

fortable. but a dollar’s worth of bran ordinarily is if 
“At what age do you have your cows| worth more. 3 

come in?” I buy my cows in milk gen-| “Would you thresh oats or feed them i 

erally. in the straw?” “Would you run them i 

“How long do you milk your cows be-| through a feed cutter?” 1 would feed i 

fore letting them go dry?” Too long al-|them in the straw and run througha if 

together. I think every cow ought to| feed cutter every time. | yl 
go dry two months every year. I often| “What is the best kind of hay to feed | 2 

milk my cows until Iam sorry I have| cows?” If I was feeding corn and corn- a 

milked them so long. I think ten|stalks I would prefer clover; June grass a 

months is long enough. hay I think is fully equal to it. is 

“How much more stock can you keep| Quest1on—Did you ever use millet? i 

on your farm than you did before you| CO. R. Beacn—I never did. ia 

commenced dairying?” I cannot answer| “Is well cured corn fodder with the if 

that question but I differ from many as | ears on and run through acutter as good | 

to the opinion that simple dairying im- | feed as corn ensilage?” It isnot. Ifa { 

proves the farm. You cannot retain the | man has not got a silo I would certainly i 4 

fertility of your farm if you stock it full | recommend running this corn through a 4 

of cows and send the milk to the factory | feed cutter, but it lacks softness; it is , 

and do not feed a grain ration. not as thoroughly digested, more corn <3 

“What sort of grasses do you prefer, | passes the cow, it is more work to pre- & 

mixed or straight?” I prefer mixed | pare it and is not as desirable. c 
grassand for cowsfor pastureI prefer| “How many pounds of butter should a ‘4 

grass that has never been disturbed; | cow make a year in order to make her ft 

I think it is better and richer in butter | profitable to her owner?” That would a 
fats, gives a better flavor and holds| depend on how much the butter sold for * 
it longer. and how much you fed the cow. You j i
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cannot fix any particular number of |on fat at the expense of quality of milk; 

it pounds; the more pounds of butter she |the effect of too much corn ration is 

It gives the better she pays. How low a| that it renders the milk too tallowy. 

i point you may go and still make a profit} Gov. Hoarp—I want to ask if it is not 

it you should not find out; you should | somewhat liable, if you feed a cow too 

| i find out how mazy pounds she can/|heavy acorn ration, to change her from 

Hi) make. a milking habit to a beefing habit, par- 

i “Is any special breed necessary to se- | ticularly a young heifer. 

ei cure a good butter cow?” We have| C.R. Beacn—I think so, andI thinka 

i breeds of cows in which a large|cow atany time when from any cause 

i percentage of them are better but-|she has begun to put on fat and shows 

| | ter cows than others; there are good|a laying on of beef, you cannot very 

F cows in all breeds and good cows in | well stop it; she has been wrongly treat- 

Ht f mixed breeds; but if I were going to/edin some way. 

} i take my chances [ would take gradeJer-| “How is it with oats?” There is noth- 

i seys or full bloods. ing better for butter or milk than oats, 
hi “Do you test your cows?” Occasion-| but the objection is it usually costs too 

WE ii ally. much, 

Ve i! “How?” By churning each cow’s| “How is branfor butter fats?” Bran 

} i cream separately. is one of the best and cheapest rations, 

He | “What variation do you find?” More | and if mixed with corn or oats it is al- 

ie a than I want to. most invaluable; we wouldn’t know what 
} A “Can you change the quality of the|to do with it. 

i q i milk by the feed?” Gov. Hoarp—Have you ever tried bar- 
j te That is what I claim you can do. I) ley? 
| tt claim that by feeding you can not] Mr. Beacn—Some years ago I did, 
We It only produce in her the habit of giving | but some way I had the impression that 

i 3 1 richer milk. You can’t take her to-day | the butter was drier and crumblier, that 

ee! and have the quality change tomorrow | it had neither the solidity nor the rich- 

a agreat deal. I met a man some time| ness of corn, nor the soft flexibility of 

i + | ago who said to me, why do you have| bran. (These are all matters of opinion 

i | such great faith in feeding bran; I fed | and not authority.) Brangives a flexi 

d - my cows half a ton in three days] bility in winter which is very desirable; 

| fi and I didn’t see any great change. But | it is very much superior to corn. With 

di you can, by continuous feeding, produce | bey and corn and oats, you make very 
lie i in cows not only the habit of giving milk, | rich and very solid and very high flavor- 

he but can increase the richness of the/|ed butter—it is most delicious. 

Sues milk simply by giving your cows good} C. P. Gooprics—Will the milk from 
WAL treatment under favorable conditions| cows having bran exclusively for their 

i i) and surroundings. Corn when fed to|grain ration be richer in butter fats 
Hi 1 f ii excess will decreae the milk. The effect | than it is where it is half corn? > 

Te of corn upon milk is to render the fats| Mr. Beacu—I can’t tell you, sir. 
| y solid or hard; to a certain extent that is} C. P. GooprtcH—I understand that it 

he) desirable, but an exclusive corn feed is| is not, but people generally think it is 

| Fe i not desirable, and if a cow is inclined to | better where they are fed corn. | 
Abb fat rather than to giving milk she takes | Mr. Beacs—Those of us who are mak- 

ae } Ape! 

i fe i
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ing butter for the profit aim to have | about ensilage, that the butter comes 
winter dairies, and there is one advant- sicker than it does on dry feed; it ) 
age in this the cow is not sofar gone; comes quicker than June butter. Wecan 

; in calf, and the flavor of the butter is | churn out the butter fat from the cream a 
not injured by her being in that condi-| and get a larger percentage from ensil- 
tion, we get therefore a better flavored | age. When we can get 15 or 20 tons of f 
butter from her grain feed, than we| corn ensilage to the acre that we know } 
would if she came in in the spring. is good we don’t want to dally with tur- 

Goy. Hoarp—The butter of a cow far|nips. I know that ensilage is good and 
along with calf is not worth as much in| can be cheaply produced and will give a a 
the market either. large amount of feed. Do you know 

Mr. Beacu—No, sir. We know that | that an acre of ensilage will more than 
it does not take half as much trouble to | furnish a cow rations for 365 days of the 
take care of cows in the winter as in the | year and have enough left to pay for the 
summer. We can afford to crowd them | bran she will eat. 
pretty strong in the winter. Gov. Hoarp—That is more than keep- 
“What effect has ensilage upon the| ing acow tothe acre. 

quality of milk?” My friend Goodrich} Mn. Beacu—I merely say that it will 
isa new convert, and he says it makes| give more than 365 days’ rations and j 
it better. I have been feeding it three| leave enough to buy the bran for her. i 
years and Ido not think it makes it} “If you desired to enrich your land E 
any worse. rapidly, what ration would supply the 

Gov. Hoarp—A gentleman back of | most fertility?” Wheat bran. 
me inquires if you have ever fed rye. Supr. Morrison—And clover hay. q 

Mr. Bzacu—I have never fed rye. Mr. Beacu—Yes, clover hay, but 4 
Mr. Wuicuer—It is miserable feed|wheat bran anyhow, and feed wheat . + 

for cows. bran in the summer for pasture. You 
“Do you feed roots?” I do not. will give back more fertility than you 
“Do you find any difference when you | take from it. You may pasture a field ¥ 

change from roots toensilage?” I can’t | indefinitely; feeding wheat bran rations % 
answer that. and they will grow better all the time. 

I have found that there is one thing 

———— Se 

MY DAIRY EXPERIENCE. 

By JAMES McPHERSON. 

A Farm Dairy. ed I could do better than patronize the 
My experience dates from about the | cheese factory,so built a milk-house, 4 

year of 1874, when I began keeping cows | bought a Cooley creamer and commenc- 
on a small scale, sending my milk to aj|ed making butter and shipping it to 
cheese factory. This paid fairly well for Chicago. I thought I was doing pretty 4 
awhile but, with high prices for making | well, and did make some money at it as 
and low prices for the cheese, I conclud-!the butter sold at very good prices. 

5—Inst.
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a About this time I read a report of some | milk back. The average price the but 
1 Hi noted dairyman’s herd, which had made | ter sold for was within a small fraction 

H; overs 300 pounds of butter per cow in a| of 25 cents per pound, deducting 4 cents i Year's time. I think this wasin 1980. I|for making, it netted me al conta 
i i got out my cash book and went to figur- | Three hundred pounds of butter at 21 

i ing. cents per pound amounts to just 
; } Must Do Better. $63.00. For fear that you may 
i T learned that, after allowing the|thinkas Idid about the 300 pound- i cows credit for 365 pounds of butter|yarn, I will say that I have no Jerseys 
i used in the family, they had only pro-|that are for sale. In my herd there 
Hh duced 156 pounds per cow for the year.| Were ten two-year-olds and ten three- 

| | T thought this too great a difference to years-olds, heifers which I figured in as 
i! be true. I thought the 300 pounds to| fifteen mature cows. While I do not 
i the cow man had stretched the truth give the whole credit for this increase in 
i into a pretty big yarn to advertise his | butter per cow, yet I believe a large 
i Jerseys. At this time I had in my herd| part of it is due to the infusion of Jer- 
id a half-blood Jersey cow, five years old. | sey blood in my herd. I feed better than 
i Ithought she was a pretty good cow, | I used to, and my cows are all fresh in 
Hi although I had several others that the fall of the year —two conditions 

eee would give a larger mess when fresh. I| which cannot fail to increase produc- 
i dl tested this cow about April 1st, 1880, | tion. 
ne : i The food she was having at the time No Use Kicking Against the Silo. 

ee was bran and tame hay, and from seven 
Had) milkings we churned seven poundsof| One year ago while in attendance; 
ia butter. This was an eye-opener to me,|at a Wisconsin Dairymen’s meeting at 

ra | and from that time I have used Jersey | Augusta, I sat on the anxious seat on 
‘tec siresin myherd. I found that beef | the silo question, but before the meeting 

i 4 a | cows were not the most profitable kind | adjourned 1 was fully converted and 
a for butter-making. determined to build measilo. Well, I 
Ua Tries a Creamery. built one and now the only fault I have 

Wee Three and a half years ago I com-|to find with it is, it is not half big 
bi menced taking my milk to the Fort|enough. I think a dairyman wants 

1 Atkinson creamery, and from March | about 12,000 pounds of ensilage per cow 
y af following to the next first of March | for the year, so as to bridge over any 

a I received in cash a little over|shortness of pasture or hay crop that 
lity $63.00 per head, receiving my ckim- ‘may occur in a dry season. 
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HOW HAVE OUR GREAT DAIRY COWS 
BEEN BRED? 

By T. L. HACKER. 

Most farmers think that the phenom-| It is not but fair to assume that these 
enal butter cows are accidents, not | records are true, and so, studying the 
knowing or thinking that, as a rule, they | pedigrees of some of these famous cows, 
inherit their butter capacity; some| we may find from whence and how their 
think it the immediate feeding and man- | great butter heredity comes. 
ipulation of the owner; others—don’t| Asa building toendure great strain or 
think at all—and these last discredit the | pressure, must be “builded upon 8 
large butter tests; still others there are, | rock,” so, must constitution and butter } 
intelligent breeders, who shrug their | heredity be the foundation of the great 
shoulders and wisely shake their heads | dairy cow; this being secured we must j 
and don’t believe a word of it—presum-| next look to the lines of breeding, inten- f 
ably, because they have not the|sifying the nature by inbreeding, yet, 
material, or having it, have not the| not carrying it so far as to result in 
patience or faculty to make the most of | constitutional weakness or passivity, al- E it. though there is very little danger, if the i 

To doubt the authenticity of most of | foundation animals are strong and vig- 
our butter tests, corroborated and | orous, as will be seen by the breeding of ’ 
vouched for, as they are, by men of un-|the cows Volie, and Purest. ' 
questioned integrity, men who in social Specimens of Close Breeding, 4 
and busjness circles stand in the fore-| St. Helier-45-was bred on the island of a 
most ranks, and whose word, no one| Jersey and was the result of forty years’ F 
would dare to question on any other inbreeding in unbroken family lines— 
subject, is utterly ridiculous, and as | he was imported, and was bred to cows, presuming as it would be for me to say, | in the manner indicated by this pedi- ; 
I do not believe the Holstein cows give | gree of Volie. | 
the quantity of milk their owners claim'| St. Helier and Blanche produced f 
—r to say, I doubt the statement of my |Tanthe, 16 Ibs. 10 oz.; St. Helier and ¥ 
neighbor, who says his Swigert will take | Ianthe, Pyrola, 18 ths. 6 oz.; St. Helier 4 
him to town and back in two hours, be- | and Pyrola, Oxole; St. Helier and Ibi, 7 
cause it takes my Percherons all day to Kalmia, 15Ibs. 8 oz.; St. Helier and 
make the same distance. Kalmia, Safrano, 17 Ibs. 8 0z.; Oxole and 

St. Helier. 
OZOI 0.0.00. 0006 St. Helier. . | te pce | jst . 18 Ds., 6 oz, MOON 5 eosin VOLIE........>.. 16 tbs., 10 oz. Blanche, g 18 tbe., 1 oz. 

i . { St. Helier. 
: Safrano.......... { {~ Helier. 

17 Be., 8 oz, Kalmia.... ..... 
15 ts., 8 oz. Ibi. 

i
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h| 3 
| Saturn, %, : A Tuplter, %.. | Ron” 166, 
a Imp. 
i | Mercury,432. 

i PUREST, { im = Bt ’ Alphea, 171.. Fi 

| i whe toa: = 
i 

| eas | (ee ere Try bere) Jupiter, 98. | ., 7 OZ. : .) { Jupiter, 80) T 02 Dae | A jo ae prety) | 
i} 5 uropa, 176... Satur 

| 15 bbs., 6 oz. ee Rhea, 166. 

a | 

| i Safrano, Volie, 18 Ibs.1 oz. There are} Every femalein this pedigree sinoe 

i thirty odd cows similarly bred and with | importation has made a butter record, 

a. similar results, a number of them sever-|and Mercury has twenty more daugh- 

fi al more removes with St. Helier as sire, | ters testing over 14 Ibs. 

‘ with even greater results, and allshow-| These animals had good, strong con- 
i ing good constitution. stitutions and transmit their good quali- 

Wigs In Purest, of the Alphea family, we | ties to their progeny. : 

eee have a little different form of inbreed-| These two examples are sufficient to 
Hie ing which has been. carried to a degree demonstrate the fact that the closest 

He seldom ventured on by breeders, and| inbreeding can be practiced without 
Heey which has been, so far, very successful. —- aoe —. 

ql Saturn and Rhea imported from pee a = ire 
yield. 

’ H Pe Jersey produced Alphea, 15Ibs. 8 oz.,and e paar 
if also Jupiter, who was bred to his full In the year 1850, the old Massachu- 

ft: sister Alphea and produced Europa,| setts Society for the improvement of 
i ify 1b bs. 6 oz.; Europa bred to her 51f€/ domestic animals, sent Mr. Thomas 

4 Jupiter, produced Leda, 14 tbs. Jupiter Motley to the Island of Jersey to pur- 

Rea and Alphea again produced Mercury; | chase the best dairy animals he could 
a Mercury and Leda, Phaedra, 19Ibs. 1202.5! find. He brought over the bull Colonel, 
of Mercury and Phaedra, Nymphae, 181s. | said to be out of the best cow on the 

tery 70z.; Mercury and Nymphae, Purest, | Island, and the cows Countess, 16 Ibs. 
i i 15 Ibs. 4 0z., as a two-year old. on grass only; Flora, 511 Ibs. inside of a 

ee 
ie D.Swivel- » 1 swivel- been 
Ape ler, Jr., ze Major,%.. - 
i %6..... {si {eats — 

1 "a 93 
| i Hi, ras en 

ie Jersey Belle | 3550." Nellie, Czar, 273. 
i of Scituate, Victor, BB... { Dove, Czar, 278. 
Hh Ws. 8550, 2. TBA)... { Deckeas ; 
Pe: . 

ai D.Swiyel- Cotendl, FR S| Jenny, ier, Jr., D.Swivel- Major,%.. 6. 

i es mega, | HS) ggg {Flomax | Cogan 
Hi = ‘a. canis . Zar, 
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year; Twilight, Jenny and Duchess, | intelligently tested by William Simpson, 
fhree excellent dairy animals. They |of New York, and thus far his experi- 
were bred together until the blood of | ments have been remarkably successful, f 
all these animals was united four times,/as shown by the heifer Purest, whose 
culminating in this great cow that yield- | pedigree you have seen. 
ed, when six years old, 705 Ibs. of butter} Eurotas, whose yearly butter record f 
in a year on light feed; the largest| exceeded that of Jersey Belle, is our 4 
ration of grain fed to her daring the | next example. 
winter of her year’s test was only two] ‘The dam of Eurotas was the mbred 7 

: quarts of bran daily. Two years later] 4iphea cow, Europa, the product of full } 
she made in one week 25 Ibs. with a| brother and sister. Eurotas was bred 
ration of two quarts each of cornmeal by R. M. Hoe, of New York, who, pos- 
and bran. sibly doubtful of the wisdom of further 

She had a perfect dairy form, full, inbreeding, sent to England for the 
Placid, intelligent eyes, a clean, thor-| young bull Rioter 2d, sired by Philip 
oughbred appearance, thin, long neck, | Dauncey’s Rioter; he was bred to Eu- 
sharp withers, capacious body, high|;ropa and produced the great Burotas 
rump, thin incurving thighs, an enor-|that made 778 pounds of butter and 
mous udder, measuring when fresh, five dropped a strong, healthy calf within ' 
feet three inches, perfect teats and a year. a4 
navel remarkable for its development— This cow inherited her butter qualities 
sheis considered thewmost perfect model | trom, both sire and dam. 4 
of a dairy cow. A Great Jersey Breeder. ¥ 
What a grand opportunity to establish} Mr. Dauncey was unquestionably the 5 

8 family of almost perfect dairy animals | most successful Jersey breeder of his < 
by breeding Jersey Belle to her own kin, day. Judging from results he wasa* 
was lost by the foolish prejudice against | master hand at the business, for nearly 4 
inbreeding, so that her wonderful but-| half a century he bred for large butter 4 
ter heredity was dissipated and in a yield, strong constitution and solid : 
large measure, lost. colors, and here let me say, during all that i; The dairy interest is to be congratu-|time he went only once outside of 's 
lated that breeders are now more en- | his herd for a sire, and only retained him , 
lightened and their efforts more direct- | until he secured a bull calf out of the ¥ ed to holding together good blood lines, | desired cow, to take his place, which a 
intensifying and strengthening the good | shows that outcrossing was no part of } 
restilts already attained. his plan. So firmly did he fix these de~ q 
It is still a mooted question, whether | sired points in his stock that breeders R 

close breeding can be carried on in-| atthe present time, resort to his straing 7 
definitely without constitutional deter-| to secure these most desirable points. fi 
foration; this is being thoroughly and| Thisis a marked illustration of the ¥ 

c Rioter, 24.......... { Bloter. t 
eee | ema 2 ¢ BLP need Saturn. f. Alphea ............ Rhea. bY,
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HT Rioter. 

1a Stoke P. Fogrioter = Rioter. i Stoke Pogis, 3d.. { z oa ay eee Rite | 
i Marjoram. 

a MOELAMEERY Victor Hi Imp. 
| i r ie Buffer....... pas eae ae of Windsor, 

bb f St. L ae es ee ly 0! sees Victor Eugo, 
| Camelia of 8.1.4 MAMA | Pein, Kenge 

| i] *"*") Hebe of St. L { Victor Hugo, Imp. 
i “*** | Portia, Imp. 

great benefit conferred upon all interest- | sires in the Jersey breed. He was bred . 

H edin dairying, by the skillful breeder,|on the Island of Jersey, and imported 
i who devotes his time and ability to es-|in 1868, by S. S. Stephens, who used 

. tablish certain characteristics he may |him fora number of years and subse- 
: have in view. quently he became the property of a 

4 Selection the Basis of Success. gentleman in Kenosha. Victor Hugo 

ci We may learn much by a close study | was as remarkable for his high spirit, 
iar «soft the pedigrees of his noted animals; | as for the superiority of his descendants 

it is evident from these, that he had Belin the dairy, which are noted for their 

special formula, but combined those ani-| excellent fore udders and strong consti- 
ee mals which would intensify nd) tution, and these peculiarities are as 
|} Strengthen the points desired, regard-| strongly developed in the Rioter or 
Weey less of kinship. Stoke Pogis family,’ being almost abnor- 
Hite St. Lambert Family. mally deveioped in the great St. Lam- 

th We will next examine the breeding of | pert cows. ; 

at Mary Anne of St. Lambert, whose! rere are about thirty cows similar 
WE _Weekly and yearly record exceeded that | in breeding to Mary Anne, averaging 20 
; Fh of Eurotas, being 36 pounds in a week, | pounds per week. 
dies and 867 for the year. : We will now take the queen of the 

| ig IT have carried out the pedigree of | dairy, Landseer’s Fancy, a cow that has 
He 4 Stoke Pogis 3d, to the third remove, to given the largest authentic yearly butter 

it show that the sires of these two cows | test, ; 
f ( are descendants of Dauncey’s Rioter,| he test began January 26, 1885, 

| a; Eurotas being a grand-daughter, and the | when past twelve years, and was finished 
Hie grand-sire of Mary Anne being an 1n-| January 26, 1886, making 111 pounds, 

in BS: bred grand-son of the same Rioter. 1514 ounces in thirty days, 206 pounds, 

het Lolly of St. Lambert, the dam of|9 ounces in sixty days, 302 pounds, 15 ime 2 : iB Mary Anne, traces three times to Victor | ounces in ninety days and 936 pounds, 

iL =, Hugo, who has demonstrated that |14%{ ounces in a year. She dropped a 

|i s he was one of the most potent butter ‘healthy calf June 29, 1885, about the 

{eae 
ihe: On Island of Jer- 

ae é Landseer, 831.... { sey. 

ee LANDSEER'S ee ee Splendid, 2, Imp. 
ait | srt 4 . Gen. %.... el FANCY, ib... Gowen «...4 n. Scott, amie 

e Palestine, 26, Imp. oe 
i Young Fancy, 97.. hy st reese 

ing ‘an eens ne nt = Fancy, 9, Imp, 
ee 

Hey 
i 
ee 

i i
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middle of the test, and was again 5 DISCUSSION. 

Sept. 29, 1885, so she carried a calf dur-| Txos. Convey—I would like to ask Mr. 

ing nine months of the year’s test. Her | Hacker if the best cows there have not x 

usual feed was four quarts of corn hearts | had the largest number of outcrosses? 
and two quarts of bran. Mr. Hacxer—I remarked before that 

we have no knowledge of the breeding 

ae | of those two animals. 
The ratio of milk to butter was 5 7-11 Gro. McKrrrow—Hasn’t inbreeding 

pounds of milk toone of butter; 2%¢| .quced the size of the Jersey? 

quarts of milk made a pound of buiter. Mr. Hacker—The Jersey is a small 

The dam of Landseer’s Fancy was in-| cow, that is a fact; but I am not satis- 
bred to Splendid 2d, whose daughters] fied that the cause lies in inbreeding 
were not generally tested except for| for this reason, there are two islands 
quality of milk, some of them produc-| side by side in the British Channel; the 
ing a pound of butter from less than} Guernsey hasbeen as much inbred as 
four quartsof milk, when fed the or-| the Jersey and yet she is a large cow; I 
dinary rations of that day. Splendid | think she willaverage the size of our 
was doubtless the richest bull ever im-| native cows, if not larger. Iam of the 1 

ported, and his quality is fully demon-| opinion tnat the small size of the Jersey 
strated in Landseer’s Fancy, and many | is occasioned more by precocious fecun-  - 
other noted cows. dity or early maturity. As a rule she 

Imported Dazzel and Fancy, were| drops a calf when she is two years old, 

noted for remarkable richness,so this| and from that time she neglects herself 
queen of cows was produced by a union | and throws nearly all that she consumes 
of animals whose strongest characteris- | into the udder. 

tic was quality not quantity, which was} Gro. McKerrow—Landseer’s Fancy 
intensified in her, and, her performance | and Eurotas are better cows than their 
as a butter producer, considering the | dams and grand-dams; now why are they 
small quantity of milk given by her, has] petter? Is it not from the fact of the 
astonished the dairy world and provoked | outcross? j 

no end of comment as to itscorrectness.| Mr. Hacken—Judging from results 

For the week ending July 22 the milk} they are better, but [ am hardly pre- 

weighed 152!¢ pounds which made 2914 | pared to attribute it to the outcross, 
pounds of butter, a fraction over 5/That might be the case. J have a theory 

pounds of milk to a pound of butter. about that and I will give it to you. I Q 

This is one of the most striking re-| believe that inbreeding intensifies the 

sults of intelligent effort in breeding for | nature; I believe that it devolops the 4 
a specific purpose, what wonderful cows | nervous temperament, and I am of the 

may be obtained by uniting animals} opinion that it makes the animal more 
having the same qualities in a superla-| delicate. 

tive degree. When we see how freely! Gro. Wyi1e—Isn’t it pretty generally 

the animal kingdom responds to the| conceded that, outside ot breeding Jer- 
will of man it seems asif nothing was | seys, the tendency of breeding in and in 
impossible of accomplishment to him | is to weaken the constitution, and that 
who persistently and intelligently works|the tendency is towards disease and 
for it. barrenness in animals bred in that way?
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i 
{ Mr. Hacxer—I could only answer | mers to inbreed im the manner that you 

| ‘ae that outside of the Jerseys from read- | have mentioned? 
ing. Mr. Hacker—I would not. Not to 

i Gxo. Wy1ze—Isn’t it so with the Jer- | that extent. ; 
| | seys? R. B. Brooxs—What is the effect of 

| i Mr. Hacker—No, sir, inbreeding does | breeding from immature sires? 
‘ not produce barrenness. We have noth-| Mp, Hacxer—Immature sires will not 

| ing to indicate it at all. This idea that | ag certainly transmit their good quali- 
Dn inbreeding causes barrenness is caused | ties as mature sires. 

| by the inbreeding of Shorthorns. But Geo. Wyt1e—Why would you not have 
; they have a different temperament and | farmers inbreed? 

| I inbreeding will not produce the same| Mr. Hacker—Because it is not likely 
| results on them. A rule that will apply|that they will read an animal as 

to Shorthorns and beef animals or to a thoroughly as a breeder will; they will 
| hog will not apply to a dairy animal. not see the defects and consequently it 

W. H. Corz—In raising dairy animals | Will not be as safe. 
a what feed do you think best calculated} Gzo. Wyz1e—It wouldn’t be safe to 

Wee to develop their dairy qualities, and do| tell a farmer that he could not see the 
} you think it a disadvantage to give them | defects of an animal as well as you can 

We ; "milk after three or four months old? Mr. Hacker—I thought I knew 
He ' Mr. Hacker—I have fed mostly |somethink about Jerseys a great many 

Wiki | ground oats to young animals. I never years before I did know anything about 
be allow them to lay on flesh, for it has the subject. 

H 3 been my experience that allowing a Joun Marca—Should a cow be fed 
ee | heifer to do so, ruins her for a first-class grain before calving? Oats for in- 

Hiei i dairy or breeding cow. So far as feed-| stance. 
1 th ing milk is concerned, I think it better] Mr. Hacker— From the time thats 

ee to feed milk until five or six months| cow is dried off I would feed her lightly 
he old. on non-carbonaceous feed, until about a 

{ a4 ? H.C. THom—Do you ever feed dairy | week before time and from that time I 
ia calves whole oats. would give, in addition to her regular 

[the Mr. Hacxer—I generally do feed feed, a little ration of oil meal. 
Mt if whole oats; they are better. Wetpon Van Krrx—How long should 

} { cL “anigapetton ee any sai Of | a dairy cow go dry? 
at pampering a cow? Danger o! ‘ng; Mr. Hacker—That depends alto- 
Hh “stg se of — 60 causing them gether on the dairy cow. There are 

ie: my neue their ruggedness a 4 some dairy cows that it will injure to go 
He Mr. Hacker—My experience is that dry at all, butasa rule a Jersey cow 

EE 8 cow should be pampered from the! will do better by having four weeks’ rest 
i ef ! time she comes in until she dies. than she will if milked throughout the 
i Hy : _ Geo. Wyt1e—Would you advise far- gonson, . 
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EVENING SESSION. 

IS IT NECESSARILY HARD TIMES FOR 
GOOD FARMERS? 

By OC. R. BEACH, Whitewater. 

¥ Do We Receive Fair Returns, national, legislate mainly in the inter- 
“The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our! est of large capitalists—that the inter- 

stars, but in ourselves, that we are un-| ests of the farmers are almost entirely 
derlings!” ignored, save that now and then a few q 

Ishall not, in the short time allotted | crumbs are thrown to them, to save or 
me, attempt anything like a full and| to win votes. ‘ 
philosophical discussion of this question,} Jf all this and much more that is 4 
but shall confine myself to a very limit-| preached were true, and I believed it, I 
ed inquiry as to whether the farmers of | would quit farming and engage in some 
Wisconsin get a just proportion of the! other occupation; for I should carry F 
world's wealth they are helping to| about with me a feeling of degradation, 
create, or in other words, are we as|a want of self-respect, did I belong toa , 
farmers receiving fair returns for capital | class that was not in every sense the 

invested and labor performed and if| peers of any otherclass. No mancando 
not why not? And whose fault is it? his best in any business in which he q 

This isa question of facts and not/| thinks the odds are against him. { 
theory. But it is not true. 

<n ee Pleasant Homes, Fine Farms and Good 
There are those who claim to believe Stock. : 

that the farmers are a much abused! Go where you will throughout the 
class—that all the rest of the world] state, you will find hundreds and thous- 
have conspired together to rob them of ands of men the owners and cul- 
their hard-earned dollars—that virtually | ivators of highly improved farms, 1 
they are the slaves of capital. equipped with all the modern appliances 

That the banks, the railroads, the! of improved farming. Stocked with 
manufacturers, the merchants and the good cattle, housed in spacious and 
middle men, are taking the lion’s share comfortable barns, the farmers them- 
of the accumulations of labor, leaving selves living in almost palatial homes, 

tothe farmer only a bare pittance to| furnished with soft carpets, elegant fur- 
supply his most pressing wants, and to| niture, well filled libraries, music to 
pay taxes. charm the ear and paintings to please 

That the government both state and| the eye and delight the fancy.
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ee They drive fine horses, and ride in| of Wisconsin allow me to refer to Wal- 

fine carriages and wear good clothes. worth county, where I reside. This 

| Should you ask them bow they came | county hasa population in round num- 

| | by all this wealth, and they will almost | bers of 28,000. The assessed valuation 

to a man tell you that they came to this |of the whole property of the county in 

state poor, and all that you see about | 1888 was $15,552,005, if this assessment 

i them is the honest product of legitimate | was made upon the basis of 60 cents on a 

farming; that aside from what you see| dollar the real value of the property 

ie about them, they have raised and edu-| would be $25,920,000 or $925 for every 
cated children, helped the boys to money | man, woman, and child in the county. 
to start in business, given marriage por-| But there are 19,000 residing on farms 

| tions to the girls, helped to build roads, | to 9,000 residing in cities and villages, 
school-houses, churches and public| and figuring upon the same basis, the 

buildings, contributed to the support of |property of these 19,000 on farms is 

religion and the countless benevolent | equal to $1,025 to each individual as 

; objects whose aim is to make the world | against $716 foreach of the remaining 

q better. 9,000 who live in cities and villages. 

eh No Depression in Good Farming. The farmers of Walworth county cer- 

Hee ‘A business that has enabled these|‘ainly have their share of the wealth 

Noe men to accomplish such results in spite|that has been accumulated. As com- 
RE of governmental disfavor, of legalized | pared with their neighbors, their prop- 

EER frauds, of crushing monopolies and un- erty may have been assessed relatively 
Hf i holy combinations in the form of trusts, | higher, but it was not assessed for more 

| + must of itself be good business. You|than it was worth. Only last week I 
Whe may go into any city or village in the | took dinner with a farmer past middle 

1 i} : state with from two to five thousand in-| life and I asked him this question that 
si] habitants, say Platteville if you please, | bas been given me to answer: 

We if can fifteen or twenty of the business| Is it necessarily hard times for good 
1 a men in that place buy ovt an equal num-_| farmers? ; i 
iP ber of the best farms in the surround-| His reply was, it may be a little close 

{ ‘ ing county? I think not. for some, but not more so than for men 

eee Do you hear of one farmer failing |!" other branches of business. 
| Hy: where you here of ten merchants or Farming Does Pay. 
i ; manufacturers making assignments? Do| Farming, said he, is the surest and 
i 7 you know of asingle instance where a| best business in the world, and if I was 

vi i temperate and industrious man who/|to live my life over again I would be a 
Ps has run in debt for a farm? I care not, if| farmer. This man commenced for him- 

a it be for the whole purchase money, | self with nothingand by running in debt 

i i” that has had it sold from under him un-| for land. Fourteen years ago he was 

i : less from unforeseen misfortune? I|the owner of a farm that sold for $12,- 
i i have lived in the state for more than|000. While looking fora more desirable 
| | ee thirty years and I have never known | location, he made a few successful spec- 

om such an instance. ulative ventures on a board of trade, 
iB Walworth County. the result was that before he stopped, 
a, As a further illustration of the favor-| he lost all that he was worth save a few 

As able pecuniary condition of the farmers! hundred dollars. But without whining, 

Fi 
Mi Hee 
Kea . é ui al
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he and a grown-up son, for the next five | Wisconsin soil shall be owned by others 
years worked other peoples’ land on | than those who cultivate it. 
shares, for the .ast seven years they| At a farmers’ meeting held at La 
have worked lands for which they have | Crosse last month this question was dis- 
been in debt for alarge share of the| cussed at some length. A Mr. Harris 
purchase money. Today they could sell| thought that a majority of good farm- y 
and be worth $12,000 to $15,000, all the | ers were making 7 per cent. on their in- 
fruit of farming. Has not farming been |vestment. Mr. Hanchett said he could 
good business for them? make his farm pay 10 to 12 per cent. 

Result of German Economy, Henry Richmond kept a set of books 

Across the fields from my home lives | and knows just what his farm has paid, 

aGermanwho some dozen years ago|and said that it was more than 6 per 

was working by the month. He married | cent. and that he had bank checks to ; 

and worked his employer’s farm for|show for the money. 

seven or eight years. Two years ago he} Notfarfrom me lives a man who 

. bought the farm where he now resides )owns and works a farm of 120 acres of 
for $8,000, and had money to pay half | about an average of farms in fertility. 

down and own his tools, teams and} While hemakesthe production of milk j 

stock enough for the farm, and in avery!a leading business he can hardly be 

few years will own the farm clear, which | called a specialist. His cows are of no 

with the working capital will be worth | particular breed and while they are well. 

$10,000. kept they are not crowded. He raises 
Imight multiply such instances by|some calves to keep his dairy good, 

the hundreds but time will not permit. | raises one or more colts each year, sells 
Good Farming Pays. some graip and now and then a beef. 

Bat what per cent. do farms in Wis- I have his statement of his farming 

consin pay on their “selling value?” for 1889; this statement, though not very 

There are so few farmers that keep a minute, is sufficiently so to get at ap- 

debit and credit account with their farms | PToximate result: 
that it is somewhat difficult to obtain | miik from 22 cows taken to factory...... $852 68 

sufficient data to answer only with ap" |figge So ca 
proximate certainity. | Cows sold, whose piace is supplied by 

oe - MOUMNE Sot one wose ans escaacce 
But it is much larger than is generally | Thirty bushels of wheat... 2222222222) 24 00 

claimed, and fully equal to the average of | One three year-old Colt. en) 168 
business ventures. I have inquired of | Beef.... ... .. ...2......2eseeeeeeeeeee 30 00 

OND GA ROR 5a ses s0stoccst. wecebe 45 00 
several men, some of whom rent farms ———_ 

on shares, and others that receive money isabel Ge 8c en oe S 

_ Tent, and they will range from 4 to 7 and Fes oftols fice ep, tacking “4g 
8 per cent. Bran purchased... recraticenes «ices th aan 

But the object of this paper is not to | °°? — eae cjoonss ia 
so much determine the rental value of | Stock and tools 2j800 5 $10.00 at Tper et. S 

good farms, but rather what returns OND 5 oe ities oanss osscespncas see SE oe 
may reasonably be expected from lands | Use of home; fuel, ‘provisions raised ‘on 
well managed by ‘the owners. ee ned sar Demat ties 
For I pray God the time may never | Sch0Ol.....sssessssessseeeseeesserseses 400 00 

come when any considerable part of $815 68
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} This $815.68 will more than pay the|price. Itis better than railroad stock. 
| q owner and his wife for their work and | Mr. Blackstone, president of the Chicago 

i) that of his son who helped, milk and|& Alton railroad is my authority for 
t made himself generally useful. I have| saying that of 650 railroads companies 

ee not given this statement because there | in the United States, only 83 paid divid- 
| is anything remarkable about it, but|ends to stockholders in 1888, Of these 
| rather because there is not. This man/only nine paid 10 per cent., seven, 8 per 
1 a ‘has done no better than very many are | cent., fourteen, 7 per cent., twenty-four, 

i doing, and no better than any of us| 6 per cent., and the remaining nineteen 
i could do. Ifthere are common farmers | paid from 1 to 4 per cent. 
q with ordinary methods who can realize} That the entire railway stock in the 

H 7 per cent. on land valued at $60 country paid only 62-100 of one per cent. 
: peracre, it is certainly fairly good busi-| in 18§8 with an increase of: traffic of 
i ness. more than 14 per cent., the divisible 
q The Necessity of Keeping Farm Accounts. profits were reduced 1234 per cent. 
i The trouble with the most of us is| Real Estate Better Than Railroad Stock. 

| 4 that we do not know anything about Of sixty-two railroads in Illinois forty- 
j what our farms do pay. And even if nine paid no dividends and thirty-six did H. we do make estimates there are MADY | not receive money to pay expenses. We q items that we fail to credit to the farm You will say that much of this stock 

ey that properly and justly belong toi, i wes watered but itis not to be presumed 4 / Let = engees & rie with a family that there was six parts water to one of 
Had, of six persons, wanting a home, a value. The railroad commissioner of Te oor pacha atiged amr yee (PEER aemret 

ie end, wishin three — = Fae state could be duplicated for $16,000 
town at $70 per acre, with good buildings, per mile but admits that on that valua- 

3 , pete ot Sher: house fee Sane tion they have not earned seven Wats would be worth $150, fuel from the farm per cent. I think then that I may safe- 

th Ki $50, the milk, the butter, the poi rk, the ly say that capital in farming pays as a eee And the poultry, together withthe) = cat tat ee See with 
Pe pares ee phe See = capital in manufacturing though it may 

Hone Sse ate fom neewey work | pay ten per cent. or twenty per cent. on i on farm, $50, making $400. Almost six * 2 
Wee rcent. on the whole investment. But = Severimens, 10 for:iany pote the Ht fe: Pe! ill say, they form no part of article manufatured ceases to be in de- 
IRE | aoe ie : t th oj tana mand or the price reduced by successful 

i { if ca onentacaa t ie nie = 6: call competition the protits may entirely dis- 
jem . iid a # ois a . es on appear and the stock become worth- 
ee if they ha — less. A bank's stock may pay twelve 
1 The Farm a Good Investment, per cent., but the security of the invest- 

. 1 Money in a farm at 5 per cent. is as| ment rests solely on the sagacity and 
Hae well invested as money loaned at7 per|integrity of those who manage it. I 
i H if cext., for one does not need to be look-| have a friend that owned stock in an te ing for new places to invest, and then|eastern bank that was worth 130 

i there is always a reasonable prospect |cents on a dollar, but in two years the 
t c that land well located will advance in! stock was worthless and the stockhold- 

ee 

Ha I 
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ers were assessed 100 cents on a dollar|rather than higher. That by the rapid 4 

to pay losses. extension of railroads and steam navi- 

The reason that a farmer can not | gation the ends of the world are brought 

hope to make a million dollars out of his | together that space has been almost an- | 

business, is because it can not be carried | nihilated. 

on profitably only within narrow limits;/ That the invention and almost uni- ! 
within that limit it may pay a better | versal use of the self-binder and steam : 
per cent. than a business that yields @/thresher, together with numberless ap- a 
million dollars of revenue. pliances for increasing the production 

The Secret of Large Gains. of food materials with lessened labor, | 

Phil Armour in his statement before | together with opening up of vast areas 
the United States senate committee inet new territory of virgin soil and 
reference to the pressed beef trusts, unsurpassed fertility, on the continent 

claimed that his average profits on 340,- in Australia and in Asia has resulted in 

649 head of cattle stamped and sold in|” over-supply of the markets of the 

the pressed beef trade in 1888 was orly world with wheat, and to some extent 

$1.22 per head, asum less than Hiram with meat, and the prices are, and will : 

Smith realized on a single tub of butter, | continue so low, that in all the older 
or Theo. Louis on a hundred-pound pig countries they can be produced only at : 

—yet he made ahalf amillionof dollars. | # !ss. 
The real danger from great combina- Tne American Farmer not Alone. 

tions of capital is not that they will in-| That farming in Great Britain has be- 
crease the cost of production, but rather | C°™® unprofitable, that during the last | 

that from economical combinations, of | twenty years the shrinkage of value in 

money, machinery and labor on large |="gland and Wales alone of farming ) 
scales, competition in asmall way wil] |Jands and capital used in cultivating 

be destroyed, and so large numbers who them will amount to $5,000,000,000, 
would otherwise be independent pro- That the price of farming landsin New - 

ducers, masters of their own business, England, and New York have depreciat- 

must either seek new fields of labor, or ed nearly one-half, and that even here 

become the hired employes, and so the |!” Wisconsin many of our farm products 

servants of great monopolists, The |&° begging fora market at prices below 
Standard oil trust, the greatest mo- | their costof production. | 
nopoly in the country, makes oil cheaper | B¥iness Methods and Cheaper Production. 
pellus than deaiee To all this and much more than can 

be said in this line I will only answer 

Cause of Low Prices. that the tendency in all departments of : 
But to come back to our subject. | human industry is towards cheaper pro- 

While it may be generally admitted | duction, and that the farmer must keep | 

that farming in the past has been fairly | step in the changing order of things or 

remunerative there is a wide-spread feel- | get left. Is there any reason why we as 

ing that the present low prices of farm| farmers should be able to buy a self- 

products is but the natural results of | binder, a lumber wagon,a covered car- 

causes that have jong been at work and | riage, a shovel, a pitchfork or a hoe, a 

are still working, and that there are| pound of sugar, a yard of factory cloth : 

more reasons to expect lower prices! forhalf the price of twenty years ago
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i without a corresponding reduction in| on farms well adapted to grass and corn, 

the price of what we have to sell? with good butter cows winter dairying 

Hi What is the object of a department of | —and a silo—a return of 10 per cent. on 

agriculture, of experimental stations, of }$100 per acre, would not be ex- 

i, approprations forscientificinvestigation |traordinary, provided the requisite 
i as to economical methods of producing | amount of skill and intelligence was ap- 

. crops, of feeding tests to determine how | plied. Such dairymen are not complain- 

to get the best results from a given | ing of hard times. 

i amount of feed? 

I Of appropriations for farmers’ insti- Profitable Industries. 

tute if all these are only toresultin| A twin industry in connection with 
i putting more money into the farmers’| dairying is the making of pork. An 

pockets and not at the same time lessen | acre of clover pasture in connection with 
: the cost of food to the consumers? dairy slops and wheat shorts, supple- 

i Old Ways, Poor Crops—Unprofitable Cows | mented with corn and fed to well-bred 
t eae. hogs, even though sold at $3.50 per hun 
; But can the Wisconsin farmers at pres- dred, will pay more than the interest on 

ent prices get pay for his labor and fair), hundred dollars per acre, provided 

! interest on his capital invested? That! always that the requisite amount of skill 
depends upon how he farms, and in be employed. With our clover, corn and 

what shape he sells his products. If he/ dairies, we can beat an exclusive corn 
follows old ways and manages so as to country in making cheap pork. 

raise only poor crops sells hay, straw,); Nostate in the Union is superior to 
corn, oats and barley, lean cattle and | Wisconsin for raising good horses. It 

} hogs, ill-bred horses and poor butter, | is not an unusual occurrence for a well- 
I answer, no. bred, good sired draft colt to sell for 
But if he farms intelligently so as to! $150 to $200; in raising such colts 

make every acre produce a fairly good | there is always profit, and so with good 
crop and feeds it on the farm without | driving horses—but more than half of 

waste in such a way that it goes to| 1s who raise such hofges, still continue 
market as a finished product of the high-|}to raise those that have to be sold 

: est quality, I unhesitatingly answer, | for less than a hundred dollars if sold at 
yes. all. 

It may be that Wisconsin cannotcom-| The raising of mutton sheep and early 
pete in wheat growing with the North-|lJambs for market, when intelligently 
west, and it is fortunate that she can | pursued, can be made to give profitable 

not, or with the Southwest in raising | returns. 

cattle; but in products that require in-| Dairying, pork making, horse raising, 

telligence and skill, the ddds will be in| mutton and lambs for market, summer 
her favor. In the production of butter | feeding, steers with grain on pasture— 

and cheese we can hold our own 48 | any and all of these can be made to give 
against the world. large and sure returns. 

I have shown you a case where an or- | The conditions are that we make our 
dinary patron of a cheese factory real- | products of the very best quality. That 

ized more than per cent. on sixty dollars | we study our business and then put the 

per acre, even at last year’s prices—but best that is in us, into it; fail we so
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many of us—I might say all of us, in so | could double our profits if every animal 

many ways, in doing as well as we know | on the farm was of the higher type of 

that the wonder is not that our farms| its kind. 4 

pay so poorly but that they pay so well. More Thinking and Less Muscle. 4 
Yieid, an Important Factor. If we have failed in any particular it | 

Do any of you realize how far wecome|is not because we have not worked 
short of making our farms produce what | enough, but rather because we have 
they might? Only last season in the| worked too much, and thought too little. 
state of South Carolina ona poor worn-/ In the past, muscle has been the prime 
out soil, an acre of land was made to/|factorin production. In the future it 

produce 255 bushels of shelled corn, and | must be skill, clear thinking, and wise 4 

24 tons of fodder. planning, if the scales are to indicatea 

A woman in New York raised a crop | balance on the side of profit, and they 

of potatoes that yielded at the rate of| will if we dothe right kind of thinking. 

1,061 bushel per acre. I do not say that | We cheat ourselves in so many ways it is 

we ought to beat these records, but they | no wonder that we think everybody is 
show how far we come short of knowing | cheating us. 
the possibilities of production. How| ‘The way to reform the world is to re- 
much we lose in failing to save in the|form ourselves. The way to make the i 
the best possible manner what our| world respect and honor us is for us to 
farms have produced. How much we| respect and honor our calling—making _ 
lose in failing to feed in such combina-|it what it should be, the most useful, 
tions, and in such a way and atsuch | the most honorable and the most profit- 
times as will give the best results. And | able in the whole range of human activ- 
more than all, how the best of us’ ities. 

FOOD ADULTERATION. 

‘ BY H. OC. THOM, Dairy and Food Commissioner. 

Cheaper Food, could not control the cost price. As is 
Unconsciously the nation has drifted | ysual in these matters the demand was ; 

into a partial recogzition of fraud by a dictated and urged by the apparent and 

tacit permission to certain manufactur-| alleged need rather than by mature 
ers to conduct a business not strictly in judgment. 

accord with honest principles. Manu- Fraud! Fraud! 

facturers and merchants are not alone} The inherent honesty of our people 

at fault in this matter of compounding | when besieged by popular voice and as- 

food stuffs so that the original is de-| sailed by the clamor of thousands often 

. graded and chéapened. A cry has come,| wavers and sometimes falls. The result 

from the people for cheaper food, not | is that the table of the banker, like the 

fully understanding that the demand 'table of the wage worker, is burdened
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i with fraud which represents the cunning | age. Health inspectors are tirelessly 

| i . of the serpent in the garden, and the|tramping through garbage alleys and 
: seething compound in the witches’ ket- | miasmatic districts. Contagion is fought 
i tle. Nothing seems beyond the inven-| with science. Midnight processions 

tive genius of the imitator. The russet | glide silently by the homes where disease 
hh color is blazoned upon the yellow or-| has found no foothold. Glandered horses 

| i ange. Briny drops and butter texture; are shot and burned to ashes. Pest 
{ it and flavor appear in oleomargarine to| houses are a public necessity. Every 

i the utter consternation of the honest | township, every village, every city, have 
H herdsman and the patient cow. New| watchmen to guard the health of their 
i Orleans molasses springs as readily from | people. At any costthis must be done. 

| i corn as from cane. Jellies are as readily | Every house has a family physician. 
1a expressed in December, in the back | Every oneis living a life of sacrifice that 

ih room of a canning establishment, as from | his general health may be better. This 
i the red cheeked plum in July. Meal|man denies himself coffee, that man 

ih passes for pepper, turnips for horse |shakes his head with asigh at the prof- 
radish, chicory for coffee, red pepper for | fered cigar, and another swears off on 

ae ginger, plaster Paris for cream tartar, |his.morning dram. Why, every morning 
| i and alum for baking powder. Beer | we say, “How are you?” meaning, what 

glass washings ferment to cider vinegar | is the condition of your bealth. What 
Wig quicker than from the penciled Tallman | is this thing we guard so jealously, that 
Wag Sweet. Even smoked halibut is sliced | we are so anxious about, that we spend 
Hee! fromthe ham of a dead sturgeon. Need| wealth so lavishly for? It is life. Aye, 
i Tt the list be continued? We are a patient | health is life. With loss of health comes 
Hy i and long-suffering people. Are we not | loss of temper, with loss of temper comes 

a becoming a race of short lived people as joss of content. Feeble brains and an 
Lie well? Is it strange that wails rise to| infirm body make a good match, and 
i a Heaven fromthe dentist’s chair, and} go halting round the track of life to- 
fee that the fires go out in the engines of | gether. _ 
ie our bodies, and that our stomachs put |, Adulteration. 

} ¥ li on their night-caps and fall asleep to | Despite all the precautions taken, mod- 
! wake in aland where the necromancer |lern civilization is threatened by an insid- 
hi is unknown? ious foe which enters every home; a foe 

We i; Our Resources. born of the greed of gain, a foe whose 
i| Ri Wisconsin isa broad and fertile state name is a household word, so common, 

hat capable of producing more than enough | that, like the tick of the old clock, we 
aM to keep in comfort her two million peo-|fheed it never. We are all its victims. 

I t E ple. To our native born have been add- |(Its name is Food Adulteration. 
te ed representatives of all earth’s nations,| Until recently no protection has been 

| 1 i contributing to our prosperity with their | given society against the use of a great 
Hi hi: industry, frugality and intelligence. Our | number of substances, furnished by un- 
Mas i people have made homes of comfort and | scrupulous dealers, although investiga- 
We elegance. Wisconsin legislation has | tion has shown them to be pernicious to 
bea equipped health departments with | general health. I quote Dr. Beckwith of 

" i, license and authority. Millions are an- | fhe Ohio Board of Health: “The use of 
j s) nually expended in sewerage and drain- | alum, for instance, in bread making is a 

i 
Weel 
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common practice in this country and{ pounds. In 1889—sales, foreign cheese, 

Europe. We will admit that no symp- | 394,000 pounds; state cheese, 1,456,000 

tom of poison is evident from a single} pounds. 

small dose of alum, but it is a well Let Us Have Pure Goods. 
known fact among medical men and ; 
scientists, that in large doses it acts as This radical change was brought 
an irritant poison, and that it has, in about by enforcement of the law relat- 

numerous well authenticated cases, pro- | '"& to the handling of pure goods. tt - 
duced death. the aim of every state to protect the in- 

terests of her people. Four or five mil- 
Health and Safety. lion pounds of oleomargarine are used 

“Tt remains for this enterprising age to | annually in Wisconsin. This means the 

raise the subject to a destructive svience. | product of 30,000 cows. It means that 

In the matter of teas, coffees, spices, | 6,000 farms are deprived of profit and 

syrups, sugars and other articles in daily | fertility that would naturally come from 

use, short crops or sweeping changes in | 30,000 cows. It means that 30,000 heif- 

import duties do not trouble the con-|ers remain unborn or are killed at 

sumer in the least. The beneficent man-| birth. It means over a million dollars _ J 

ipulators of these goods take the import handled by manufacturers outside the ~ 

and bring the supply up to the demand |state instead of farmers within 

in their own ware-houses.” Laws are;our state who help bear the 

very stringent upon this subject inj burden of taxation. No man can / 

Europe, particularly in France and Ger-| live in a business sense and place 

many. America, which has but recently | his butter in competition with tallow 

passed laws regarding the matter, has/ and cotton seed oil, so manipulated that 

been in a good position to catch the| it requires anexpert chemist to detect 

spurious goods from the old world which | the difference between the compound 

they could not sell athome. My friends,| and dairy butter. Itis not clear that 

we refused to take tea from a foreign| we should prohibit the manufacture of 
port once upon a time; are we not as in-|any mixture that is not injurious to 
dependent now as then? health, but we should strip oleomargar- 

Wisconsin contrary to her usual cus-| ine of its power and that can only be 
tom did not lead the van to reform in| done by obliging manufacturers to make 

stamping the fraud of adulteration as | it look like itself and not like butter. 4 

amenable to the criminal code. New| Butter has worked all these years to 
York, New Jersey, Ohio, Minnesota, | make for itself a marketand a demand. f 
Towa and other states have taken great | Now that they are established it should 

strides in this direction. New York in- | not be robbed by an imitation. The at- 
stituted 265 cases last year and collected | tack has but just begun. “No corner of 
nearly $9,000 in fines. Thirty-five per| the state is too remote for its presence. 

cent. of milk tested in the state of Min-| No table so humble, no dining room so 

nesota in 1887, was below grade. Only|grand, no lumber camp so rough, that 
216 per cent. of milk tested in the same | oleomargarine, with its mellow name, 

. districts in 1889 was below grade. In 1888 | will not walk upon and into, witha de- 
sales of foreign cheese in Minneapolis | ceitful bow and brazen smile, with the 

was 727,000 pounds; state cheese, 582,000 | claim that its name is butter. 

6—Inst.
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i 
i Our Dairy Resources, men who first conceived the Dairy and 

‘ia 600,000 cows, patient and gentle, graze | Food Commission saw clearly the finger 
a upon Wisconsin pastures. $18,000,000|board which marked the road along 

: B are invested in them by Wisconsin herds-| Which unscrupulous gain was hurrying 
a men. Are we to allow aChicago cor-}men. A halt wascalled. The moment- 

6S poration to drive our tiocks from the|um of the crowd is great. We had 
iv i fields and force men into business they | looked too long at the hustling proces- 

ie are not fitted to by birth or training?| sion with sleepy eyes. Noman heeded 

a It is not justice. It is against all ideas| the cry, but the voice is imperative and 

i -of right. The day is near at hand when|must be obeyed. The department is i 
H public sentiment will demand recogni-|simply one of enforcement. The state 

; tion. Noman or company of men have | has no use for laws that are not admin- 

A the right to stand in the light of a} istered. 

Ai great and common interest. Shall the ‘An Honest Business Usurped. 

. ow people and the legislature of Wisconsin A business that bas displaced 85 per 

show themselves more friendly to a legiti a ee 

i Chicago fraud than they are to a Wis- cent. of legitimate production requires 
i ae . time to check. No state department can 
i consin industry? The legislature of F 2 - ie 

i i 1889 said “No.” The honest consumer a uimoes ey me ee 
q ; says “No.” We need more perfect laws hearty co-operation ofits citizens. I ap- 

Hea on this question and I believe the senti- _ bg oes oe ipa 
i ment of the state will be found solidly nen eee bt ee 

i iy in favor of their enactment. The bone | VY a former ae we . oe 

We 5 and sinew which has made Wisconsin a as recs Sas ats a mca 

i peer among her sister states will crush the destroyer of human life. 
Whe Sc Auilant interests to earth. Wis To most of us it matters little whether 

ae [2 gee ee en We| seath ensues froma large dose of poiso! 
i i A consider that the welfare, the content- t du lati a es ae oy 

i ae ment and the prosperity of our nation | °° ia ° ae as ait = hi - Ara 
ihe i depend upon the health and profitable = Bee aie nar - Ser: 

4 a industry of its people, these benefac- ees fae Si ei 

Fi i tions should be protected by decisive bpnqnanans tare Cea A ei eur 
7 action and energetic discipline. of butter at 16 cents per pound, which is 

a ee ae $8,000,000. Wisconsin produces 40 
4 Adulteration—Poison. ais Tee 8 ee Biait ths taties dio’ betore they, reach |e" Soe ee, ee 

Nee thi f three years. Many undoubt- pound, which i 95.a000) fe ie 
i i a eal . ied i shatr 43m v seats duct of butter and cheese sells for $11,- 

at eae : ¥ Braves PY! 500,000. Eleven million two hundred 
Pp adulterated milk. Righteous indigna- a 
a : : thousand dollars of the farmers’ money 

5) tion should put a man in stocks who|. * 
a +1, | is trembling before the onset of fraud. 
He. would dole out a thin excuse for milk 

Je . ._ | One-eighth of the total butter product 
nib to the puny child whose mother is}~ .. 1 ine to-d a 

Ae too ili and weak to supply it proper is displaced by oleomsrgarine ays am 

AI ti i fi nourishment. The greed of gain warps the fight has but just begun. 

EWE men’s souls. A day of judgment is Results of Dishonesty. 
’ tod close at hand, anda righteous Father| Two weeks since a circular came to my 

Ee: will hold them to strict account and de- | hands in which the name of Wisconsin 

e: mand full measure. The little band of! was held up in shame before the whole 

i | Hi 

a 
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world because she put into the markets|them—a few hundred dollars—to the 
of the world fraud cheese. The Consul | state, the loss of millions, and the gain 

of America in England writes Secretary |of a tarnished name. Busy Chicago * 

Blaine that Liverpool docks are covered | commission men were seen the other day i 

with spurious cheese from Ohio, Illinois, | scraping “Wisconsin” from the cheese — 

and Wisconsin. Committees were ap-| boxes so that the word would not spoil 

pointed to investigate and I was obliged|asale. Men who bring this about are i 
to write the chairman that a few men,| unworthy the name of men. Honest ‘ 

and I was obliged to add, some of them | men stand ready to cheer Wisconsin to 

farmers, were willing that the fair name} the echo. In my judgment they stand 

of Wisconsin should be trailed through | ready to throttle a fraud that threatens j 

the mire of dishonesty and infamy for | to lessen their loyalty. Fi 

the sake of a few paltry dollars. To ' 

A FEW PLAIN THOUGHTS ON THE PRES- 
ENT AGRICULTURAL DEPRESSION. 4 

By Gov. W. D. HOARD. 4 

Lapres aNnD GenTLEMEN:—The world] great solvent of all our difficulties, ; 

is full of doctors and whenever there | What iscommon gense? It is the widest q 
appears a patient the aforesaid doctors | understanding possible of the relation of 
have any number of diagnoses to offer common things and our relation, if you r 

for the cause of the disease and pre-| please, thereto. We are surrounded by 

scriptions for itscure. Agriculture is at ja complete environment of common § 
: present in a somewhat depressed condi-| things. As a consequence the best 5s 

tion. The profits of it have been lessen-| wisdom that we can get and the most of : 

ed. You have listened this evening to a| it concerning the laws that govern these 4 

very clean-cut and philosophical essay! things will be very much toour own 

from one of the most practical farmers| profit. . 

and best thinkers in Wisconsin, Mr.| A great many peuple in this country : 

Charles R. Beach, who gives you from| are looking up into the air for the solu- ¥ 
his standpoint as an intelligent farmer,| tion of every difficulty. They are pray- < 
some good thinking upon this matter-| ing toa god in the distance and never to 

No matter what may be the conditions| the Maker who is close by them. That * 

that attend men and their effort, all| is in a certain sense as true today of the ‘ 
solution of difficulty must first come | agricultural mind as it is of everything g 

from the standpoint of thought. Human | else. I notice that a thousand farmers f 

thought is like a calcium light directed | are directing their eyes to Washington q 

’ upon the facts to disclose their propor-|for relief from agricultural depression, ; 

tions, their relations and our relations| where one is looking to his own effort and f 

thereto. Common sense must be the his own understanding for that solution, } 

i
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4 Millions Lost. F Misdirected Effort, 
1 { 7 zi In Wisconsin we produce about 50,- 
} Now it has struck me that there is @!999,909 pounds. of butter; 10,000,000 
_* . reversion of intelligence in this matter, | pounds sold last year as near as can be es- 

i and I have a few facts to offer you. 1| timated foran average of about 23 cents @ 
| have but little faith in legislation taking | pound; 40,000,000 sold for an average of 

} hold of agriculture and effecting much | ghout 13 cents a pound. Do you know 

i if any relief; I believe that what ails the| of any earthly power but tbe farmer 
} farmer is what ails me in my business,| himself that can change this poor 13 
j which is partially that of agriculture, | pent butter to 23 cent butter? 

} telating to the manufacture of agricul- H : Competi inst the World. 
} tural products, and that is this: that if I oor eee ese 
1 ; We have shipped as high as 226,000.- 
i do not obey the laws of success, if my O00 bashale. Sek. bX Mncli 

{ efforts are misdirected, I must pay for it enc eee es 
‘ 2 .__| wheat and flour in one year. Now we 

j and there is no hope for me in any legis- ting 100,000,000 bushels. England 

‘ lation or in any effort of my neighbor. epee to” e fe 
i ; ny took and now takes, all of our surplus 

1 Therefore the question of misdirected z ‘thi hi 

effort isa pertinent one to Wisconsin wheat. copte quighss os os 
agriculture today. Are we engaged in reached an English export of 118,000,000 

By as é bushels. India last year supplied Eng- misdirected. effort, are we wasting our : 
; q | land with 54,000,000 bushels. Mark how 

{ resources, are we earning to waste an lla time Beas peaked’ a é It 

not to save? This will be the scope Se Di citeodianciee: 
} A decrease of 78 per cent. in the cost of 

of what I have to say. ‘ i r 
1 t jute bagging has made the India export 

; Armour & Co. lay down one ‘class of | |. .cible. India shipsall of her wheat 
. beef in Cleveland for five and one-half in bags, and a decrease in the cost of the 

cents a pound, by the carcass, and jute bagging made it possible to dump 
; another class or grade at eleven cents. 54,000,000 bushels of her wheat into the - 

. Yet ten ofthe first grade are produced | naw of English consumption. Austrian- 
to one of the latter. Can congress pass Hungary gave England 18,000,000 

any law that will make five cent beef sell | pushels last year. The Argentine Re- 

{ for eleven cents? If the law cannot public sent 9,000,000 bushels. All 

. change this state of affairs, who but the these nations have taken the English 

i farmer must change it? market away from the American farmer 

| Over-Production of Inferior Products. paket epee mui os ft se 

In 1880 we had 35,000,000 of cattle; in| only country that buys wheat and these 

1839 we had 57,000,000; our population | oytside countries being willing to lay 
has increased 13 per cent. but our beef| wheat down in Liverpool at one dollar, 
cattle have increased 62 per cent., if} the Englishman will not pay us any 

these figures are correct. But the in-| more than what he can buy of other 
crease is largely in the inferior grades | folks for. He has never yet been known 
where there is no profit in production. | ¢, sacrifice himself in behalf of any other 
Who makes these unprofitable cattle country. 

| but the farmer? we any state or! 4 bushel of wheat in Madison is worth 
national law change him over to a good | 75 cents. It costs 21 cents to lay that 

farmer? down in Liverpool; wastage is 2 cents, 

i 
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insurance, commissions and elevator Teo Much Crade Thought and Crude Effort, 

charges are 5cents; add this to the} What is it that a man has to sell? 4 

original 72 cents and you have one dol-| Skill. If he does not sell skill, he sells 

lar. Wheat was selling last week in| to kill. Now, here isa thought which | 

Liverpool at $1.02 a bushel, and yet|I wish were elaborated until it swelled 

5 Wisconsin farmers are preparing to sow | to the size of our necessity. The trouble 

more wheat. In 1882 English farmers | with Wisconsin farmers, very largely, is 

raised four million acres of wheat, but|a lack of the sale of skill. Men are { 

this outside competition h+s so reduced | putting crude thought and crude effort 

that acreage that in 1889 it was only|into the production of farm products 

two and three-quarter million acres.|and contenting themselves with that 

English wheat sells this year in Eng-| condition, thus selling crudeness and 

land at the Exeter market at 90 cents a| not skill. 5 

bushel. Russia has today a surplus over 

the foreign demand of 18,000,000 bushels Lack of Skill. 
of wheat. Were it not for the duty of} Anillustration: The town of Water- 

20 cents a bushel, Russia would unload | town is twelve miles from the town of 

her surplus in the American market.|Koshkonong in Jefferson county. The 
town of Watertown has the best land, 

Our National Crop. . : F 
cet aad everything to its hand in the way 

We raised in 1889, 72,000,000 acres of Corn | of markets, as nicely as it could ask. In 
producing two billion one hundred and 1885 it produced 83,000 pounds of bute 

fifty-six million bushels. England and tar, which, because there was neal 

the continent only want — hundred used in the production, sold at an aver- 

eition bushels, | laying = bil- age of twelve cents and eight mills per 

nen =e milion bushels in our pound. The town of Koshkonong, 

hands. Fifty million acres of corm |+ ive miles distant, produced that year, 
fodder ere about the same as wast 124,000 pounds of butter, which, by vir- 

ed. One acre of corn and fodder =e tue of the use of better skill, sold 

Bilo will feed & steer a year. In Ohio for twenty-one cents and eight 
on high priced land it cost $12.25 an} ning per pound, an increase of § 

acre to raise and silo one acre of corn, nine cents a pound. What the town 

allowing three dollars as interest on the | o¢ Koshkonong got the farmers of 

aut oe Those fifty million acres! Watertown could have had. But no, 
of corn if theyhad been handled econom- | they refused to pay the price of success; 

acelly, oe eee eee they paid no attention to skill. Now, 

ieee cable On the contrary one-| wnat was the amount that they lost? 
half of the feeding value of those fifty Mind you, they had produced the but- 

million acres was thrown away. Do you ter, they incurred all the expense of 

think the ranchman could compete with . 
: c | producing good butter. They had 

ee ~ ee beet ug gone to the expense of producing 83,000 

you fairly and resolutely determined pounds of butter and they lost 9 
that you would take advantage of what} oonts a pound. It amounted to $7,470 

you annually waste, and so establish | 5, 3.71 for every man, woman and child 

profit where loss now exists? in the town, or once and a half more 

than all their taxes. There wasn’t @
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| i farmer in that town but would have | ing, in places, at the rate of twenty-five 

i been willing to have gone from home to} miles an hour. One goes gliding along 
4} Watertown a dozen times to save his|easily and swiftly when suddenly the ; 

; | taxes. Yet for the lack of a little intel-| river dashes over the brow of a hill and at 

i ligent judgment and understanding | the rate, as I said, of twenty-five miles 

1 put into the manufacture of that 83,000/an hour—you are precipitated down 
| 1| pounds of butser the result was as you} with a swiftness that appalls you. You 

| Hy see it. Is there any legislation on earth | see a rock rising as high as this build- 

| i that can save to those farmers the loss| ing in the midst of the stream, and you 

i that they have imposed on themselves? |say to yourself, “It cannot be in human 

| | i The Farmers’ Jnstitute. fate that we shall escape that rock.” 
| \ For this reason we gather in the Far-| You see yourself borne swiftly toward 

i mers’ Institute. Forthisreason do we/it. You are about to commend 
' agitate this question, hoping|your soul to your Maker; you look 

i thereby that we may fertilize our judg-|inquiringly into the eyes and faces 

i ment and that thought, study and intel-|}of those Indians to see if you 

# ligence shall guide and control ourdestin-|can trace your destiny there. Not 

: } ies. What do they mean? They mean|a muscle moves, not an _ indication 

ae hope and encouragement to the farmer,|of what they know and can do. But 

i they mean hope and encouragement to | just at the right moment, as you reach 
it his family, they mean no additional|the point of the reflex action of the 

Hee burden but additional liberation. I] water against the rock, a skillful turn of 

| a. have seen so many instances of it. I| the paddle—not an unskillful one—and 
| i b have seen so many men who have been | your danger is over and you dash by to 
Wie leavened by the use of a little thought, | meet another, and so on, for forty miles 
Wie. taking hold of their destiny and thereby | down the river, you find yourself con- 
! tt | weaving for themselves a condition of | stantly committed to the education and 
io prosperity, and doing it within the| skill of those simplesonsof the forest. 

He humble purview of a little farm, that I] What have they done? They have 
1 a believe more than ever that “knowledge | studied out principles which will guide 
i is power.” I believe, to-day, that the|them and which will bring them protec- 
A plain simple truth with us is that, if|tion. They have studied the forces of 

iH | we work out our salvation, we must do|nature. It is education in the highest 

i i | it not only with fear and trembling, but | sense of that word, itis education in the 

He Hy! we must do it with a clear perception | highest reach of the thought, It is by 
a that knowledge and skill is to be our| becoming masters of those forces that 

a saviour. These are the true solvents;| we make nature serve us as she should 
ie here is the philosopher's stone. Educa-| serve us. She never serves any one with- 

i iq ih tion is to be for us the final solvent. out skill. Therefore in our struggles, 

ita: What Is Education? in all of our gettings, let us get under- 
Ni an Passing down the River Nipigon, standing; let us learn that we must sell 

iM | way on the north side of lake Superior, | skill; that for every particle of our pro- 
1 I had an idea forced upon me of the| duct that goes out crudely, that much is 
it value of education. I was in the hands | marked with the stamp of loss; that we 

Heras of two Indians ina birch barkcanoe,the | must in these days become skillful 
i} i. river full of rocks and with rapids flow- | farmers. 

Mihe 
He 
a
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EGE o eas) neal the cheese dollar and 16 cents more 
= . than the butter dollar, in the simple 

Here is an illustration of the value of | cost of transportation. But says the 
understanding. A dollar’s worth of| farmer, “the railroads charge me too 

wheat sent to Liverpool will cost, as you} much on this wheat dollar.” They may— 
see, in the neighborhood of 21 cents. | they willif they can. But let us look at it 
Yet there are thousands of farmers who}, moment. To carry $2,000 worth 

persist in subjecting that dollar’s|of wheat in the old standard 
worth of hard work to that very |cars will require six cars. To 
condition. Here are two silver dollars; carry $2,000 worth of cheese will re- 

this is the wheat dollar in my right|quire one car—82,000 worth of butter 
hand; this is a cheese dollar in the left.| half acar. Can a railroad company, 

There are a hundred cents in each one, | pyild, equip, man and runsix cars for the 
nomore and no less. That wheat dollar price of one car, or for the price of a half 

pays a tax of twenty-one cents to get it-|car? It is preposterous to think so, and, 
self to the consumer; that cheese dollar] therefore, if we compel the railroads to 

pays a tax of seven cents; if it be butter | carry bulky products for us, we must 

it pays five. Now, my friends, here | bear the punishment that that folly 
is one of the illustrations of the neces-| brings. 

sity of every farmer concentrating his} These are economic questions, but 

product, reducing the crude product, | they reach down to the roots of our be- 

that is, concentrating values and reduc-|ing. They take hold of our destiny, and 

ing bulk. You see there are but a hun-|I submit them as “A Few Plain 

dred cents in each dollar, and yet the} Thoughts Upon the Causes of Our Pres- 

wheat dollar pays 14 cents more than | ent Agricultural Depression.”
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' SAVING AND APPLICATION OF MANURE. 
ii 
ii By JOHN M. TRUE, Baraboo. 
Hy 

| ii Supr. Morrison—I am very sorry) with reference to the best methods, es- 

iW that we have not a larger attendance to| pecially of the application of manures to 
tei: listen to the papers and discussions that’ the different soils, still there is ground 

i we are going to bring before you today, | that is common to all parts of the state 
t i upon the same line nearly that we had | and to all methods that is worthy of our 

L yesterday; but there is one consolation, ! consideration. 

{ it —we are not working for this audience Save the Liquid as Well as the Solids. 
f i] ' alone; we are working for an audience of Wh i ize that it 

A) | over a hundred thousand that our bulle- ee COS OS es f | ry 1, | has come to be an accepted fact thatthe 
ee tin will reach, and consequently we will} ) | ia A 2 

Hy Bi do just as good work as if the hall was liquids in connection with the droppings 

Hie 4) Saad of our live stock are equal at least in fer- 
ie ; aoe % 2 

) if In the absence of the governor the ee Y ne’ §p the solids, the —— 
a | subject of the “Saving and Application ran ere fe. tall i = 

4 i ei of Manure” will be introduced by Mr. ce ete a os at oe 
4 1 John M. True, who will give you a short Seat Pe ne Me tee fi i! eto the sabjeols to oped ap the gens this subject with the simple statement 

| Hy) i cai re that a sufficient amount of bedding or 
ie bas absorbents of some kind should be used 

| ae Saving and Application of Manure, by/| in the stable in order that there may be 
i Hon. J. M. True. no waste in this direction. Passing 

A It is always embarrassing to ap-|from that to the handling of manure 
eta pear in the position of substitute | after this, I have to say that I have no 

We Ht. for another speaker; it is especially un-|doubt that under favorable crcum- 
i Ht fortunate when one is called upon to] stances, the greatest saving of fertilizing 

ea speak upon atopic that has been as-| qualities of manure is obtained where 
th signed to such a speaker as Gov. Hoard, | they are drawn directly from the stable 

i ial and this embarrassment is not very much | and applied to the land; but still there 

i i relieved when we, consider the import-| is a question yet that seems to me is not 

i if ; ance of the topic that I am called upon, | fully settled, with reference to the per- 

He upon the moment, to present to you. centage of loss that may occur under 
ie | In my opinion the saving and applica- | certain conditions, depth of snow, roll- 
ou tion of manures upon the farms in Wis-|ing surfaces of fields to which the 

i consin represents one of the greatest | manures are applied, that render this 

a leakages that our attention is called to; | uncertain whether this may be accepted 
He and while we may not be able to agree|as an infallible rule upon all of our 

1 | Ha: | (as we doubtless shall not, at this time), | farms. 

ha 
Hi 
i i 
iN i iy: i
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Our Experience. flow through the barn-yard, or by being 

I propose this morning to speak es-| placed, as represented in the picture be-, 

pecially of my own methods with. refer-| fore us, under the eaves of the building 

ence to this matter, allowing other gentle- | where the drippings from the roo‘ fall 

men who entertain different views to|upon it, washing out the fertilizing 

present the other side of the question. I) qualities of the manure, from which 

have not been accustomed to draw the | place they are conveyed into little pools 

manure from my stables directly upon | that either dry up or are evaporated oF 

the field. Neither has it been a custom | allowed to flow off into the pools in the 

with me to remove the wanure from|yard, where the fertility is wasted. : 

my sheds to the fields and apply it to | Then, locate the piles of manure where 

the soil in the spring of the year. I| they will be free from contact with the 

find that I am too busy. in the spring of | drippings from the stable, and free from 

the year at putting in my crops to stop the little rivulets that sometimes may 

and apply the manure to the soil, and | flow across the yard. I am accustomed 
indeed it has been a question in my | in starting the foundation for a manure 

mind, during the past few dry seasons, | pile to lay 1t out with the regularity that 

whether those farmers that have made a|I would a straw stack. I suggest that 

practice of drawing green manure from | the top surface should be flat. My farm 

their stables and yards and plowing it|stock is largely horses, and you know 

under, have received any great benefit |that manure from the horse stable is 

from such application of the manure. | much more liable to fire-fang, as we say, 

Briefly, then, Iam accustomed to piling, | aod become injured from this source 

with considerable care, the manure as it|than any other manure that we have 

comes from my stables, and retaining it | around our stables: 

until the next fall before it is applied to A Compost Heap. ; 

the land. Iaim to use agreat deal of} Keep the manure piles flat on top; 

care in the location of these piles and | spread the amount that is wheeled or 
the manner in which they are construct-| drawn from the stables daily, evenly 

edand handled. It has come to bea| over the surface, upon which the stock 
fact accepted by all that the great loss) are allowed to run as they will, and 
to manure occurs by leaching. there is no danger of fire-fanging. I t 

As was drawn out incidentally in the| think it isa good plan to mix the man- 

discussion yesterday, there is doubtless | ure from the cow and horses table in one 

much less loss in the escape of gases) pile. There is a luck of that fermenta- ; 
from manure, even when undergoing fer-| tion in one case, which is necessary to ‘ 

mentation, than is genegally supposed. | produce good results, while the tendency q 
Not every offensive odor that is found| toward too active fermentation of the . 

around a manure pile represents escap-| other kind, has a tendency to make : 

ing fertility. both kinds of manure better for the } 

Loss by Leaching. land. I think if the manure pile is ; 

The great loss that occurs to/arranged in the manner I have ‘ 

to manures before applied to the soil is| spoken of that there is very little loss : 

from leaching, through being spread out | from leaching. Talking with a gentle- j 

loosely over the yard, coming in contact|man here a few minutes ago : 

with those little rills that are allowed to'I was struck by an __ illustration 

i 
F
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i of this point; he stated that it has been | clay soil, where the mechanical effect of 
| | “necessary in his experience, while draw- plowing under manure is wanted, this 

‘hy ing manure from his stable and piling it | rule may not apply. I think it applies 
i i up in great piles, to even throw water|in greater force, perhaps, than to the 

‘ on them to prevent them from heating | soil I spoke of, when the land you wish 
| | oe to too great adegree. If this is the | to manure is of a sandy nature. 
| i case it is not tobe supposed that there — 
in will be a sufficient amount of rainfall DISCUSSION. 
in from the clouds to injure the manure} W.H. Cors—On soil like yours what 
| from leaching. crop do you like to put manure on im- 

| i peed panes mediately after? 
/ } Just a word as to the application of J. M. Truz—I apply amaroadiiately ier 

i manure to the soil. I am aware that ce corn crop; ard sometimes apply os 
with the diversity of soils represented by winter wheat as a surface dressing. 

! the farmers in this audience, we cannot wast about pastures and 
i lay down any general rule alike applic- 

F ii able to all—sand, stiff clay and black an a as Seer 
i loam will require different applications after haying ely 

1 it of manure to get the best results. My R.B. Brooxs—len’t there danger of 
it i soil isa black loam soil, with a clay sub- taking it up the following season with 
i Bi} soil. I want to say that, in my experi- the hay? 

H f. eeh 2 Heel 3 get much better romney Truz—Not if the manure has be- ie i crops and in the staying qualities of the come as well rotted as it will be, if it ia 
Hep land, by a surface application of ma- 2 

fi Et nure. Let this manure be applied in handled in the way I suggest. | : cl : R..B. Brooxs—Do you ever plow as i the fall of the year, either to the a 

ieee meadow after the hay crop has been Mr. Tauz—Not ; 
begs | cut, or, if upon landI wish to’crop the ee ee f i 1 e ing year—aa is navally the caso J. 8. Jones—Have you ever noticed 

a —with the corn field—I first plow and | *28t in extremely dry seasons, when the 
| ; i then spread the manure evenly over the soi tee waa 

iF ai s 
} fe ij furrows, directly from: the wagon. * removed, whether there was a tendency 
1 Wasteful Method. to draw the sun and to thus injure the 
RPA ;) f ; Iwish to speak against a method, | grass? 
1 wasteful both of labor and fertility, that] Mx. Truz—I will state that I have 
WE: a seems to prevail in a good many parts of | never noticed %t. 
PRE: i the state, of drawing the manure to the} J. S. Jones—It has been my experi- 
ee of field and piling it in neat little piles to| ence that it operates in that way. 
ae be spread in the future over the surface.} R, B. Brooxs—With such dry falls as 
ie It seems to me the manure can be| we have been having, don’t you think 
i 5 spread directly from the, wagon, and /| there is waste in applying manure as you 
(a ; then, if it leaches, the leaching is just | suggest? 

| | where we want it,in orderto prepare} Mr. Truz—I am aware that the idea 
1 ti : the soil forthe crop we propose to put|suggested is a common one. The 

Hie i upon it. Iam aware that with a stiffl manure presents a shriveled appearance 
Wie: 
He: Hh Hed, 
ne sire bathe ®
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and looks as though it might be of less that it had rotted in the least during 

value, but when the rains fall again the | the entire summer. | 

same fertilizing qualities may beleached| J. S. Jones—Don’t you think the | 

out. manure has atendency to hold moist- i 

Oxance Jupp—In your corn ground, | ure? 

don’t you plow in the spring at all? Mr. Truz—It would seem to have { 

Mr. Truz—No; when I apply manure} theoretically, but when turned into a i 

in the fall, I find that I can get better! dry soil it doesn’t seem to practically. i 

satisfaction by using a disk harrow in} W.H.Corts—I think coarse manure i 

the spring. plowed under has a tendency to retain 

C. P. Gooprics—Do you think it a| moisture. A good many times we have H 

good plan to apply the manure to the| a good hard rain in the spring and then | 

pasture? it isdry the rest of the season. If we | 
Mr. Trve—I cannot speak from ex-|can get the manure plowed down and 

perience. wet it will retain the moisture, | 
©.P. Goopricx—I apply more that| H.C. Taom—Ifyou don’t get it wet | 

way than any other. It is true that for }¥°U can’t get corn enough off of forty 
a few weeks the stock will not crop the | tes to keep a steer. 

grass very close, but they have the rest} ©- R.. Bracu—A neighbor of mine 
of the field to feed on, and after two or| Plowed under a crop of rye and the crop | 
three rains they will feed that off. I|}of corn was almost a failure; the rye 

; draw it out when I have opportunity in | dried out and the corn was not nearly as { 

the'summer time. It not only furnishes | 00d as it was on the field next adjoining, i 
more feed, but it makes a stiffer sod to; Wing to the coarse rye being plowed i} 
turn under. under. x ss if 

Mr. Truz—How deep would you break oe: Gooprica—I had a little experi- i 

that god, Mr. Goodrich? ence with corn two years ago. I put a 

the coarse manure on in the spring and } 
0. P. Gooprrca—I wouldn’t . plow plowed it under, it dried out so I pretty g 

more than three inches deep. _ | much lost the corn crop, andI am not { | 
J. 8. Jones—Where the manure is} sure but Ipretty much lost the manure. 

coarse and not fit to puton the meadow, Mr. Truz—If this soil is thoroughly | 
but fit to put on where you want corn,| wet down six inches deep in the spring I 
by plowing about’ three inches and a| there will be sufficient moisture in the soil 
half deep, I think in a dry season, the | as not to need manure to tide over the } 
corn roots going down under the sod in-| dry season, and manure would be un- 
to this manure of a coarse nature, has @| necessary, and under those circum- t 
tendency to hold the moisture and I) stances it would give better results to 5} 
think is beneficial to the corn crop. apply it to the surface. : | 

Mr. Trvs—I want to say that two} R. B. Brooxs—I would like to ask : : 

years ago it was very dry, and I know of | what time that rye was turned under? 
places where manure was plowed under| H.C. Tuom—I would say that Roop | 
then and when they plowed theland up| county had a peculiar experience of this H 

afterward. that manure was plowed up|kind two years ago. They raise large 
im just about the same condition as it| quantities of tobacce in tist conmvand 
was when plowed under. I didn’t see|a good xany put in rye ‘2at they may
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i turn it under. They did it this year,)plant is the very best way to apply i | which was a very dry year andI didn’t manure, and I have no doubt that it is | i See an acre of tobacco that grew on that | best to apply green manure. | i! kind of land. They plowed some of itas| Guo. Van Hovuren—I spread the ma- ; Hi deep as eight inches, throwing this! nure on top. It is sometimes difficult to | heavy crop of rye under and planted the spread it just where you want it. I | it tobacco on that seed bed; the result was ‘spread it between the corn rows, ne that this rye which was turned into the | sometimes before the corn islaid by, and | i} bottom of the furrow effectually re- | sometimes after, and then afterward a tained almost all the moisture that was|spread the manure. In southwestern | i below it and it was unable to come up | Iowa in the last three or four years we | | i through to the surface and the result | have found that manure plowed under i was that that earth above the rye was|has in many instances been a positive | i absolutely dry and powdery, and they | damage, while as a top dressingit has al- | f e got no returns. The same year I plant- | ways given beneficial results. 
Hic ed twenty-six acres of corn that was Vorce—With us the old style way of i heavily manured and I turned the plowing manure under has been alto- | i manure under and there wasn’t corn gether abandoned; we apply it either to q | enough to swear by. I planted another | meadows or to pastures or spread it on Ht i field of corn that wasn’t manured at all, | top; in general there is more applied to Hie |. and that bore a heavy crop. meadows than in any other way; as tae | Mr. France—Had it been a dry sea-| the manure is accumulated during the i By)! son how much good would that manure, winter it is immediately hauled out on He i have done on top? the meadow and spread. \ Ta! H. C. Tuom—The more manure on| ‘Tuos, Coxvey—I prefer to haul out We H top the better, for it would answer the directly from the barn. I know that 

a same purpose that the rye did at the| about fifty per cent. of the manure hed Hh. bottom of the furrow, it wouldretain the|in this country is allowed to go 1 : i! moisture; turning a stone over a little to waste, if it is allowed to remain around Hi y } piece of earth is the best thing in the| barns and in yards. The style of allow- hPa ty world to keep the earth moist. ing it to remain in compost heaps is | ie C. R. Beacu—Had that rye been on| better than allowing it to lie under | it the surface of the ground would it have | sheds or in yards where it is allowed to WE ‘i furnished a mulch that would have kept | leach away. There is less loss in ap- i iH the ground moist? plying manure of the right quality to Ree ti H. C. Txom—It is my opinion that it| the soil and it isa saving of labor. You 
{ ‘, i would. have more time to handle it in the win- 

He Querstiox—How about top dressing? | ter time, and itis tnore convenient to | ie C. R. Beacs—I knew a man who put| haul it then. I run my cattle in sheds 
1 | H " i a shovelful of manure on the top of each | and haul the manure directly from those 
i 5 hill of corn and all summer he was dig-}to the field—that is, of my young Wee ging to get his corn hill. stock. The dairy stock are kept in the d is ff Vorce—I have tried it with good re-|barn where there are water tight ra sults. manure gutters, and everything goes 
f il C. R.—Beacu—I think that manure| directly to the field. I prefer to top ie on the top of land that you are going to| dress early fall plowing for corn ground, Hie: 
Hie 
Ha 
HH fF 
A i Fe ieee ia ae
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but cultivate the manure in well in the hauling manure on the plowed lands i 
spring; I would prefer to have it in}would be very hard on the teams in BY 
good condition, of course, not having | this country; they would sink in a good ah 

too much straw in it, but yet I have|deal, and it would also make ditches ia 
failed to see any damage done toa crop | Where the water would accumulate and Ta 
by top-dressing with manure, as has} wash away the soil. I don’t think it of % 
been stated. Of course, if you are care-| matters so much whether we get the a 
less in cultivating, and don’t have it|Dbenefitof the manure the first year or ae 
well mixed up with the soil, there is a | not; we will get it sometime; get it on iy 
disadvantage in handling it in this way, | the land and we will get the benefit of t 
as it dries out; but with thorough culti- | it sometime. 
vation, I have not been able to find any-| ©. G. Henpy— A few years ago I had f 
thing that gives better satisfaction | two objects in view with reference to a ; 
than to apply the manure directly to | picce of ground—I wanted to kill some i 
the field and spread it as hauled. The | quack grass that was in it, and I wanted ‘ 
main loss in handling manure is by | to get'a crop of corn, and the question 
leaching. All manures must be inj; was, how I should accomplish both. I 
liquid form to be available as plant food, | plowed the ground in the fall and then lm 
and the leaching should take place in| again in the spring. [ prepared the Ey 
the field in preference to barn-yards and | land and put in my corn and went right ! 
about the stables. I have applied ma-|to work with two teams and threo 
nure to pastures with decided advant- | wagons and manured six acres. Some 
age. Cows will not crop the grass so|of it was well rotted manure, and I sup- f 
closely; they do not relish it so wellas|posed when I started I had enough 
where it is not applied, but the pasture|well rotted manure to put over the 
will yield double the amount of| whole piece, but Ifound I hadn't and if 
feed and will stand a greater amount of |8° I applied green manure. I would 
drouth. The effects of manure are not | ever apply green manure in that way 
as apparent ina dry season asin a wet} again. With the well rotted manure I 1 
one, of course, because the fertilizing | had good results; where that wasI had { 
qualities of the manure are not leached |good corn. Where the green manur3 {i 
outso much, but they remain in the|was,I hadn’t so good corn. I had a i 
soil, however, and when we havea wet |fair crop of corn and succeeded in H 
season then the effect will be apparent | killing the quack grass. ia 
on the soil. T. J. Van Marre—I have a barn 50x + 
Orance Jupp—I want to call atten-|70, which sits upon a basement nine feet es 

tion to the value of concentratad ma-|high. A gangway passes through the ie i 
nure upon hilled crops and those in drills, | middle of this barn. Above and on one Z id = { 
more immediately around the grow-| side of this gangway we have room for Ms i 
ing plants. I have advocated for years} twelve horses and five or six cows that es! 
the importance of growing corn, for in-| we milk during the winter. The stock eg ei 
stance, of concentrating a little well pre-| cattle are kept belowin the basement. a 
pared manure on the hill. ‘) All the manure made above drops into es 
Mr. Runpex—Our usual method here | the basement and is allowed to remain t LA 

is to haul out the manure before plow-| there until the fall of the year when it ies 
ing in the fall. It seems to me that'is hauled out. There is no leaching nor B 

Re 

Hac
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| no drying out by the sun, and where we | manure found behind each row of cat- 
i put the manure we find that one load | tle is thrown to the center of the alley- | orone ton of it is worth two or three| way and permitted to pile and accumu- i! tons preserved as Mr. True stated, | late there for about three days. I should 
i where it is piled up in piles and allowed | have stated, however, that I always use 5 

to lie during the summer exposed to the | a sprinkling of land plaster and horse 
i rain and sun. Usually, if we can, we|stable manure, which makes a combina- 
; putour manure on the meadow; we|tion adequate to absorb the liquids, 
i have experienced the best resultsin that especially the ammonia, the greatest 

way, because the tendency of manure is| element of fertility to be found in the 
t downward, and the nearer you can get manure, having a chemical value of i it to the surface the better. 17 cents per pound. 
i James SpensLey—My farm is aheavy| There is one pointin this system of 
y stiff clay soil. I have obtained the best handling manure which has not been 
! results by hauling the manure out all] brought before this convention and I : the time just as fast as it has accumu-|think it should be. All who feed to 
# lated, spreading it over the ground that| their animals acorn ration, and I be- 
; I intended to plow in the spring. I! lieve all farmers should and must do 80, 

plow as shallow as possible, cultivating | if they would have profit, will find that 
j the ground and getting a nice seed bed,|there is a portion of undigested 
: plant the corn and we have splendid re-|corn ration in this manurial de- 

} sults. Of course, I agree with all the | posit. It it is hauled  direct- 
gentlemen, that all thé manure must be | ly to the field you are losing the feeding 

i saved, both liquids and solids; it is| value of that undigested portion. In 
necessary to have it in that condition. | order to govern against that I permit 

: But the difference is in the soil. What|my stock hogs to go into the barn 
is the best method in one section is not| basement while the animals are 
the best method in another. AsI said|out getting their drink, and T find 
before, mine is a stiff clay soil, and the|they are most diligent workers, going 
application of the manure in the way I| through the manure piled there and 
have suggested makes a fine, rich, mel-| taking out every portion of the undi- 

; low seed-bed for the seed to grow in. gested corn ration, and I then feel satis- 
T. J. Fuemmne—I think the gentle-| fied that that corn feed has either been 

man’s head is level. I, like all the gen-| converted into milk by the cow or pork 
tlemen who have preceded me, am of the} by the hog. I have all of the liquids 
opinion that the manurial products of | combined with the solids, and as chem- 
our animalsis a very important subject. | ists tell us that the liquids of the ma- 
I think it is the ground work of our | nure represent about 70 per cent of its 
success infarming. Some of the gentle-| fertilizing value, I believe that it 
men [cannot agree with, but a couple | behooves all of us to handle this manure 
of them I doagree with. My practice | so as to get this liquid portion as well 
for four years in handling manure has|as the solid on to that portion of the 
been this: There is an alleyway be-|farm which, in our judgment, requires 
tween my cattle, eleven feet in width; as} it most. As Mr. Convey told you it is 
my stock are driven out daily about | the cheapest time to put the manure up- 
eleven o'clock to get their drink, thelon the land. The help which I must
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have upon my farm is able to do the|says, will take one-third less time; the 1 

regular routine work and put this ma-| land is in better condition to scatter it 

nure upon thefarm without materially | over than in the winter; the manure is 

affecting the other work. It is a very |not two-thirds, or perhaps more than i 

pleasant fact for any farmer when spring | one-half as much in quantity and it is in ; 

comes upon him to know that tho ma_| the best possible condition. Then again i 
nure has been spread evenly over the| there are two-thirdsof the farmers of 1a 

field he wants to put it upon. It is all | this state that don’t do their plowing in i 

right possibly for those men who claim | the fall, and if they don’t do their plow- 

they pat it over until fall, but I am| ing in the fall, there isn’t a place to put 

speaking of a great mass of people who| the manure if they haul it every day in 

don’t do that way, but whosimply let it|the winter, unless they put it on the 
accumulate in the barn-yard every win-| pasture, and no man can stand on a i 
ter, and are then forced to draw it out} wagon and intelligently distribute that “ 
upon the farm at a time when time is}manure upon the pasture as it comes 

especially valuable. The land is soft|from the stable inthe winter time. A 

andthe manure can’t be put upon it|/mancan go to work with his teams in 

without cutting the land up, labor is|the fall and distribute this manure a j 

valuable and it makes a combination | good deal easier. if” 

against the farmer that should be care-| Mr. 'Trus—Before the closing of this 

fully guarded against. By keeping|discussion I want to say that I think 

that manure in the barn until fall you | there is a disposition on the part of some 

have lost the fertilizing value of it dur-| speakers, as there is in every new thing 

ing the season. I continue this haul-|thatseems to be suddenly popularized, 

ing out of manure until the first of| to give too much importance, by giving 

April, when I intend the land for corn, | credit for loss of tod much fertility by 

as is usually my practice. Ifind itnot|leaching. What I want to get at is the ; 

profitable to continue hauling directly|remark made by Mr. Van Matre that : 

to this field laterthan the first of April, | one load of manure housed as he sug- ; 

but up to that time I find the manure/gests is worth; a half dozen stored in 

has sufficient time to leach and form a| heaps asI suggested. That being the - 1 
good mulch upon the soil. case, the results must be remarkable on ij 

H. C. Taom—I would like to ask three | his land. I grant that upon the average- i 

or four questions on this subject. If a|farm this would apply, but I do claim i 

man has got forty head of young stock | that if the manure is carefully piled, as +] 

and they are running in a barn and the | I suggested in my leading remarks, the x 

manure is left there until spring, as Mr. | loss from leaching is very inconsiderable. i 
Van Matre has said, I can’t see that he} Another pointisthe advantage that we 8h 

has lost any liquid; I can’t see that he|derive from the rotting of the ee 

has lost any solids; I can’t see but that/manure before it is applied to ss 

he is in the best possible condition to|the soil. Recent experiments bs 

distribute the manure upon the land.|made in Michigan show that this j 

I can’t see that it costs as much to haul|is much more considerable than we are ; 4 

it then as it does in the winter time. I| inclined to give credit for. I do believe Ee 

can’t see but that’ manure in the fall, | that perhaps there is a compromise be- a 

when carried out as Mr. Van Matre| tween the positions assumed here, by ie 

te. 

UB 
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! building sheds in which the manure Jnext year I have a splendid crop of i. may be stored when taken from the timothy. I have about 40 acres and it | stables; in this way the danger of leach- | takes me just about four years to get 
if ing is avoided and weare able to retain | around. : 

| oa the manure until it is well rotted. L. H. Apams—Is it a fact that we can | il Tuos. Convry—I would like to’ ask follow either of the extremes we have | i i Mr. Thom if he would recommend stor-| heard here? Here is Mr. Thom feeding | i ing manure on a dairy farm? for beef principally, and there is no LM H. C. Tuom—Yes. question that Mr. Thom is all right in } id J. S. Jones—You said that you hauled | the position ke has taken in regard to | i the manure on land you wished to put feeding for beef; but here is a dairyman a corn on; do you haul it on sod land and | with 30, or 40 or 50 cows, who has got | Hi plow in the fall? to have his affairs arranged so as to get 4 T. J. Fiemmc—On sod which had|along with as little bedding as pos- | i been pastured before, and invariably |sible. Then there is this question of 
| get a good crop. I believe the practical|/how to apply the manure. The 
ns question for most farmers, who are not|great objection is the coarseness of [ peculiarly circumstanced, as Mr. Thom|the manure, how to handle it and | i and myself are, is, shall we haul direct|get the fertility out of the manure { i to the field versus storing in the barnyard. | without the coarse part. Wedon’t care ae If such men do not haul directly to the | for the coarse part. Now if the ques- ibe |) field what are they going to do? They | tion hinges upon getting all there is in 1 HI are going to cart it out and let it lay in]/the manure, ithas occurred to me we i } the barnyard. I say to such farmers | have left one point in the discussion. 1s a they should, even if obliged to hitch up!Why cannot farmers, at a little ex- 

W4 ul every second day, draw that manure to| pense, save the liquid part of the ma- 
ae the field and spread it, rather than to|nure by itself? That represents from 

i a H let it lie in the barnyard. sixty to seventy per cent. of the entire 
12 ae H. Rossrns—I let my stock run out| fertility of the manure. Why not save 
age | in the barn-yard to the clover stack,| it by itself, and then you have got it in 

iF if: and the straw strck, letting the|a way that you can apply it to any crop, 
| tt, hogs and cows run together, and|to corn or whatever crop you choose, 

let them make all the manure they | and the roots will take it at once; apply Hotes can until after haying and harvesting; I| it on the meadow and there is nothing i Hi don’t touch the manure until I get| therefor the hay rake to take up later i i through harvest; then I haul the|on. Wonderful results are reported from ras) manure and spread it and at the same| the use of liquid manure in the manner at) time put one team to plowing; I plow] suggested. This liquid manure can be a very shallow. Then in the spring I put| saved easily by having acistern running We my disk harrow on to the land and pul-| underneath the floor of the stable, which Bt a verize it just as fine as I can and plant| cistern is cemented so as to retain the 
Hbeae | it to corn, and the next yearI putit to| the fluid. Let the stable floor have an } { oats and seed it down to clover and| inch taken out of it back of the cows, . | Pr at timothy, about half and half; I have a| and let it also have an incline of half an i He splendid crop of oats, and the next year | inch, sufficient to drain the liquid ma- Hi i I have a splendid crop of clover, andthe | nure down into the cistern, where it 

es 
He: i 
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may remain until the next spring; then it |lions of dollars, but it runs away so ‘ 
may be pumped from the cistern into a quietly that we do not notice it. i 
tank on a wagon, and may be taken out| The only crops that pay are large i H 
on to the meadow or wherever it is want- crops and are produced by having the Ft 4 
ed and the flow regulated by | land rich and thorough tillage. This is i 4 
some such an arrangement as is| secured by plowing under growing crops oe 
used on a sprinkling cart, and/or the direct application of barnyard a 
the liquid allowed to flow out upon | manure. ey 
a board and to spread upon the ground. Ordinarilly, commercial fertilizers are a : 

* Liquid manure can be applied in that | out of the question; the most profitable , 
way cheaper because it is condensed, way is to manufacture on the farm by Y 
and you can take out more fertilizing keeping live stock. There is a great 1 
value in one load of liquid manure than | difference in the value of manure. Straw 

in a half a dozen loads of common ma-| manure and manure made by using 
nure. Why not save that manure in| bran or oil meal are very different. If 
the most perfect manner possible? the food is rich the manure will be rich 

Supt. Morrison—I think that every! and vice versa. hie 
man is confronted with this problem| The elements that are lacking dr apt tf 
upon his own farm, and I think that the | to be lackinz are nitrogen, phosophoric J 
first thing he ought to make up his | acid and potash, and which we wish to = 

mind to save and to utilize all of the | supply. 
manure that he possibly can. That is| Different food contains these ele 
the first thing that I would recommend. | ments in different proportions. A ton i 
But you see you are surrounded by so | of bran after you have fed it and extract- 
many different conditions. Here is Mr. | ed the feed value is:worth 80 per cent. of i 
Thom feeding almost entirely for beef; | its cost for manure. You can afford to ig 
here is Mr. Fleming running a winter | feed largely of bran. 
dairy; and here is another man who has| Malt sprouts is also a profitable feed | 
only got five or six cows; so that all of | and is very rich in elements of fertility, \ sal 
their conditions are dissimilar, and it| and best fed in connection with wheat, sy 
appears tome that the only thing I| bran, corn meal, etc. i 
would attempt to do would be to save} After you havesecured the manure the i 
that manure so that I could utilize it to| question of applying to secure the great- - 
the best advantage. I am very con-| est returns, don’t let the manure heat i : 
fident that there is a great waste in this | and become fire-fanged, as the most ex- ie 
respect in the state of Wisconsin; it would | pensive element, nitrogen, has evaporat- te 
appall usif we knew theextent of the|ed. Valuable elements can also be re 
waste; it would more than pay our taxes, | washed out. The liquid as well as the i if 
far more. Occasionally we come across | solid parts of the manure is the most Res 
a farmer who regrets that our state ex-| valuable, but to receive the greatest i a 
pends $12,000 for farm institutes, but| value they should be combined. How wed 

that is nothing but a drop in the|shall wesave the liquid? will depend ie 
bucket to the amount wasted in| largely upon your surroundings. Use a 
the handling of manure. I haven’t any | straw as an absorbent, or any absorbent te i 
doubt that upon the farms of Wisconsin | that is most convenient. In the ap- tee 

we are losing twenty-five or thirty mil- | plication the best way is to draw directly } 7 

7—1NsT. ine . 
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| a: from the stable and apply upon the] Theowner of poor stock must visit 
| Hi land; if not convenient let it accumulate | his neighbor and learn of him, and note 
| he it in the stable, it appears slovenly, but, I| the difference. Of two men on lands 
| he | believe, it will retain all the elements of | originally identical one is thriving, the 
i) fertility that it possesses, Make the | other says “farming don’t pay.” Pros- 
| 3 } manure and utilize it by getting it out| perous farmers adopt systematic meth- ; 

| | 1) on the land and not waste its valuable|ods. Our best thinkers are getting the 
i i properties by heating, evaporation or| most profit. Attend the farm institute 

i jeaching. and question the most successful. Take 
mt The present depression in agriculture, | courage. The world must be fed, and 
a low prices, etc., will teach us some| mouths are rapidly multiplying, while 

: mM valuable lessons. It is the little econ-|the acres cannot increase. The depres- 
i. | omies we must look after. The little|sion of farm property cannot last. Be 
| a! leaks and wastes that run away with the | hopeful, economize, improve, stop all 

} me small profits. Different economies | the wastes. Different economies make 

: i make all the difference. all the difference. 

fe ‘ 
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ie 
Wie. SILO EXPERIENCE. 
| 
it 5 By L. H. ADAMS. 

| b Supt. Morrison—The next question | not have failed to notice that the in” 
f F \) that we are going to present to you is|quirieson silo topics are taking a new 
| Mat one of vital importance, that is the silo| direction. Itis not so much, Does it 
} 4 question. This subject will be intro-| pay to build a silo, as it is, How can we 
i i duced by Mr. L. H. Adams, the super-| perfect the silo and get still better re- 

at intendent of the Experimental farm. sults? Ican see we are making a great 
\ iW L. H. Apams—Mr. Chairman, Ladies | deal of progress, but we have got very 

eae and Gentlemen: This very new and yet|much to learn yet on this question. 
i 4 old question of the silo once more. It| ‘There is a great deal about the fermen- 
i fe seems to be getting old to me, and yet I | tationin the silo that we do not under- 
H f have been wondering why it is that we | stand, and it will probably be sometime 
Ae: ‘| have got to prove, and reprove, and talk | before we do, but we know enough about 5 

| te and preach about thesilo and the merits | it already to enable us to preserve our 
: e I of it, when we have such men as Hiram |corn crop in a way that we cannot do 

Hj | Smith, C. R. Beach and Mr. Goodrich | by any other means. 
| 4 who have used the silo, stand up before| I shall quoteafew experiments toyou, 

be t you and tell you their experience and|showing what ensilage will do when 
TR what it hasdone for them. And yet| compared with dry fodder. One of our 
i gis: we have got to pound away as we have|experiments lasted forty-two days. 

i} 4 to do on so many farm topics. We fed sweet corn ensilage against 
Hi} i Aclose and intelligent observer can-|the same kind of dry fodder. 

ie 
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Four thousand nine hundred and sixty] Hight steers were divided into two lots an 

pounds of ensilage produced 1,688 pounds | of four each and were fed for 36 days. i HS 
of milk, which made sixty-two pounds | The first lot were given 7,898 pounds of it i 
and three ounces of butter; 1,227 pounds | ensilage in all; it was mixed B. & W. ma 
of fodder produced 1,487 pounds of milk, | and a flint variety of corn; that is, they i ¥ 
which made fifty-eight pounds eleven | were fed 55 pounds each daily and they i aH 
ounces of butter; excess in favor of en-| gained one and one-half pounds daily: i i 
silage, 201 pounds of milk and three| The other lot of cattle ate 3,502 pounds i td 
pounds eight ounces of butter. of ensilage, which was nearly 25 pounds ap! 

Another experiment with B. & W. | each daily, together with 1414 pounds of 4 
ensilage corn we fed for a period of|shelled corn, six and three-fourths i 
twenty-eight days; 3,600 pounds pro-| pounds of bran, and gained three and i 
duced 1,100 pounds of milk, which|seven-tenths pounds each daily. Four | 
made forty-four pounds ten ounces of | hogs ran with the steers getting the i 
butter; 820 pounds of fodder produced | corn, and by feeding 92 pounds addi- } 
1,113 pounds of milk, which made for-| tional to them they made a gain of 100 ' 
ty-four pounds nine ounces of butter, pounds. | bie 
excess in favor of fodder thirteen Therefore, to make 100 pounds of gain rt 
pounds of milk, and in favor of ensilage, | from ensilage we have 3,558 pounds of P 
one ounce of butter. ensilage at $2.50 per ton, $4.44. To pro- ee! 

In another trial where whole ensilage | duce 100 pounds of gain of steers and " : ‘ 
was fed against whole fodder—I mean | 100 pounds of gain with hogs, required “yy 
by this, corn that was taken from the | 669 pounds of grain at $15 per ton, and i i 
field and laid into the silo without pass-| 654 pounds of ensilage at $2.50 per ton, or 
ing it through a feed cutter—of B.| or a total of $5.82. he 
& W. variety, 2,298 pounds of} If we allow thatan acre of land will i: ; 
ensilage produced 694 pounds of milk, | produce 25,000 pounds of wilted ensilage, ee 

? which made thirty pounds four ounces | such as was used in these experiments, ey 
of butter; and 887 pounds of fodder since 3,558 pounds made 100 pounds of 
produced 715 pounds of milk, which | gain with the first lotof steers, an acre fe oi 
made twenty-seven pounds and fifteen | of ensilage will give over 700 pounds of \ 2 
ounces of butter; excess in favor of fod-| gain. So much for experiments regard- hs 
der twenty-one pounds of milk; in favor | ing ensilage and dry fodder. eB. 
ensilage, two pounds five ouncesof but-| Now what other advantages does the “te 

ter. silo offer over the old method of curing i 
Ensilage comes the nearest to taking | fodder and stacking it, or leaving it in t if 

the place of green grass in the winter| the field, as is the ordinary practice. Hes 
time of any feed we can give our cows,|The first great advantage is this—the ies 
and as you are well aware that the but-| silo enables you to take the green crop ae 
ter comes quicker and nicer in the sum-|and preserve it one year the same iia 
mer time, when the cows are on pasture, | as another. Can you do that when you | le i 
than in the winter when they are on dry | undertake to cure your corn? When ioe 
feed, you can understand the effect that|fodder is stacked there is a loss ea 
the ensilage has upon the cows. equal to that which takes place in the Hi cee 

Let us consider the ensilage question | silo. Last fall we took a shock of corn a * 
in connection with beef production.| cured in an excellent manner, and after { | j 

ci 
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| | ; | taking a small sample of it for| or rather the droppings of two cows for 
| oa chemical analysis, we. wrapped the|twelve hours. Then I washed ‘the 
} i i remainder up in a sheet, so that it| grain outof the excrement thoroughly, 

im could by no possibility be mistaken, and|and remember that if there was any 
| i i we put that shock in the center of a|error it was on the other side, it was 

1 i stack, where it was uot exposed at all,|rather in favor of my not getting as 

- and where it remained for fve months,| much corn out of the manure, than of 

) i We took it out a short time ago and cut| getting all of it, for in washing it there 

{ { it all up and took another sample for| was agood deal that washed off and we 

a chemical analysis and found that the|couldn’t recover it. But I found that 
KS loss of feeding matier in that shock was/| one cow in twenty-four hours was void- 

| i 22.6 per cent., while we only allow|ing that quantity (exhibiting can) of 

eh | about 10 to15 per cent. loss in the silo,| corn, that is the one that was being fed 

ie Another Saving. dry fodder, and the one being fed ensilage 

| mM Another advantage that the silo offers Se _ oe oe 

ie over the ordinary process of curing fodder a ee 
ae : fed to the cow kept upon dry fodder 

‘ isin the lessened cost of taking care of the < . 

| fp crop and getting it to our animals. How | “5 Rene vets ae ee ee |: docs i 2 : 2 of the grain was undigested when fed 
ie loes it do this? First, by cutting off ance 

Wie | the expense of husking the corn. It po cir 

ty bi | will cost you an eighth of the expense of Advantages. 4 
itt + acorn crop tu husk it alone. By putting} Now, farmers, it is time that we were 

|! ig the corn into the silo you do away with | coming down to sober, practical sense in 

ae the expense of grinding, which will cost | regard to this silo. There is nothing 

| i another eighth. There is a quarter of} gained by claiming all creation for the 
Pe the corn crop for those two features,|silo. It has enough of merit to com- ~ 

! ct ( } that you can cut off and itis this lop-} mend it to the thoughtful consideration 

\ i ping off of the square corners that we|of the beef feeder andthe dairyman, ~ 

i { have been turning so long that the silo| without making extravagant claims for 

\ | offers its greatest advantages. it, and the advantages that it possess are 

Wee One more advantage of the silo is that | substantially what I have told you, noth- 

‘ it offers you a succulent food for your|ing more and nothing less. You do not 

i 4 cattle in the winter time, and gives you | take out all of the feeding value that 
HH fe better results as a consequence, you put in your silo. Why? Because 

} 4 Perhaps you doubt my _ statement|it is burned up, destroyed by the heat 

HB when I say that ensilage will take the|thatis generated inthe silo. We are 
f! place of a grinder. I have made a few/| learning to reduce this heat. We at one 

Hite , observations in this respect which I|time thought it was necessary, but we 

t if wish to relate to you. On the Experi-|are learning to reduce it as fast as pos- 

qe ment farm, some cows were fed ensil-| sible, and my last impressions and ideas 
| ie age and othersdry fodder, I noticed | in regard to the preservation of ensilage 

Tata that there was not nearly as much corn | are that we have got to go back partially 

| i i in the excrement behind the cows being | over the ground that we passed in our 
Hii ae fed ensilage as in that behind the cows|rapid change from over-weighting to 
Hh : : being feddry fodder. Isaved droppings | non-weighting. I think we have got to 

Ha eh for twenty-four hours behind the cows,'take an intermediate position. We 
| Bey 

+ , 
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imow that when we first started out we an inch, and across the ends of the silo ae 

weighted heavily and excluded the air,| also; then take nail kegs or barrels and Ht 
and then one man reported good results | fill them with earth and set them on i 9 

without weighting and over we went to| these planks so as to compress it as ae 

non-weighting; but it is the exclusion of | rapidly as possible. The latest experi- fi: i 

the air in the silo that preserves the| ments in this silo question are to this i ‘ 

fodder, and the more air we keep out the| effect, that the only advantage of heat- if bel 

more perfect the preservation. ing in the silois in aiding to exclude - kd 

the air. When the mass begins to bie 
ee heat up you at once begin to see it set- 4 

Igive it out asmy last impression that tle down and pack, and when it isunder- id 
s little weighting is necessary, and that going the settling process the air is go- t 

that is the proper thing todo in our silos. | ing out of it, and the more that we can \ 

It may be donein this way: take a plank | hasten that settling and the tighter we 1 

and lay it alongside of the wall, not tight | can get it, the more air it will expel Load 

up to the wall but off a half an inch or |'and the better ensilage it will be. Ri 
Te! 

P| 
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SILO EXPERIENCE. ic 
Wi + 

By WELDON VAN KIRE. ip 

A General Success. Who Need Silos? Pe 

In a winter’s intercourse with the far-| The discussions of the subject at the i 

mers of Wisconsin, we have failed to| institutes we have attended, while not 1 2 H 

find the man, who having built and | marked by that enthusiasm so often i ax 

filled a silo, has said he regretted the} aroused by the early advocates, has yet es 

move. Occasionally the man has put|shown a degree of satisfaction on the es 

in an appearance who has chosen to| part of men of experience and of inquis- he! 

champion dry feed as a better ration |itiveness on the part of others, that  < 

than ensilage, upon the ground thatit|denotes a possibility of extensive silo GC 

is a more natural food for winter. That} building for the future. After three Te 

it can be preserved cheaper. That there} years of personal experience and after i 

is lessloss, ete. But it is anoticeable| having had an opportunity of hearing oe 

fact that allsuch persons are without|the ideas of scores of men of more ee 

experience upon which to base their|or less extended experince, we have ea 

conclusions. True, not all bave reported | arrived at the conclusion that no farm- if i 

entire success. Some have made par-|er has any use for the silo who ordinar- li + 

tial failures from one cause, and some ily has more fodder than he can dispose i M 

from another, but all have seemed con-| of to advantage with the stock that he fa 

fident'of their ability to trace the cause| keeps; who always has hay to sell | 

of their trouble to some mistake that|and straw to be trampled under foot eg 

may easily be avoided in the future. | and who thinks corn stalks are not le 
: Bok 

me 
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I worth cutting, and allows them to/at his disposal and wishes to build in the ; stand in the field and turns the cattle | most durable manner possible and at the ; in for a few days after husking; whose |same time secure the very best possible 
j Cows habitualy dry up in the fall and|results in the preservation of his sil- 
i! ; Temain so until spring, spending their | age we would say, build of masonry. 
; days rustling around the yardsand their} This may seem like heresy to persons i nights tied in cold stables. who have kept posted regarding the 
} The Silo, Success and Fertility, teachings upon this subject of the past 

a On the other hand we believe that the | £¢¥ FEO but to such as think - are man who realizes the necessity of ex- possible to preserve the best quality of i; tensive stock raising in order to main- silage in astone or brick silo we would 
} tain the fertility of his farm will find in |TeCommenda visit to the farm of Mr. | the silo one of the most potent agencies |J- W- Hays, of Alderly, or Mr. Schra- { for the accomplishment of his end. He | ‘er; of Hartford. i i 

who provides for his stock warm stables | At either place will be shown silos of and wishes to produce milk in winter | this sortby the owners who enthusiasti- 
i whenjit is worth most, or who wants a| lly recommend the plan. a Mr. Schra- } succulent ration for fattening steers, for der’s we found an article of‘ensilage that 
i young cattle, or even for sheep or horses | £0T quality has not been surpassed by 

during the long months when stock are |®Y of the numerous good samples it 
H otherwise obliged to live entirely upon has been our good fortune to anepecs 
fl dry and more or less indigestible food, As a matter of course these gentlemen 

; will we believe appreciate ensilage. Nor have taken the precaution to prevent | is its use necessarily confined to winter; frost from penetrating the. walls by 

i each of the past two springs we have boarding up the outside in such @ ' had alittle remaining that has been very | W@Y 88 to form a = sighinegtts Rie satisfactorily fed the following August | Walls of — Se — ully 
i This year we expect to have left about built and plaster = vee ame | : are also the bottoms of the pits. The t one-fourth of our entire lot of silage wa ‘, : 5 : only objection we are able to find with which will goa long way toward piec- xy eee 3 this method of building is the expense. ' ing out short pastures next summer, : > As nearly as we could ascertain the cost and will obviate the necessity of cutting " a of construction was about three dollars | any of pext year’s crop for soiling : z - per ton—and cost with the most of us purposes before it reaches a desirable ‘ stage of maturity. eutsa big figure. Undoubtedly where 

sufficient depth is attainable one pit is 
What to Build of. better than two or more. 

To the man of limited means who must| We consider depth desirable, first be- 
| build cheaply or not at all we would still | cause the silage settles more solidly and 

recommend the silo built of lumber. | enables us to store a greater quantity in 
} Wherever it may be built in the bay of |a given space, and second, there isa 

a barn the material of its construction | smaller percentage of the whole dam- 
ought not to cost over fifty cents per ton | aged by exposure at the top. 
of its storage capacity. The expense of| In silosless than 25 or 30 feet deep we 
our own was a trifle less than that| prefer the partition, not from any bene- 
amount. To the man who has capital! fit to the silage to be derived from fill-
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ing first a few feet intoone pit and then|per acre upon which to expend our f 

afew into the other, but because we | strength in harvesting, but how many 4 Y 

dislike to have so large a surface expos-| tons of mature corn with plenty of well q 

ed while feeding out. We prefer feed- | developed ears can be produced with just BF 

ing from the top, taking care to keep| moisture enough remaining in it to pro- we 

the surface level rather than to cut it|duce the desired results. 4 i 

down in sections, or feed from a slanting —— ‘oe 

surface, for by the latter method, unless DISCUSSION. 5 ie 

the building be long and shallow, alarg-| Questiox—I would like to ask Mr. ‘ie 

er surface will be exposed than by the | Van Kirk what he covers his silo with? i 

former method. Mr. Van Kirx—With green grass this ; 

The variety of corn that may best be| year. The results were better than with f 

depended upon is still and may perhaps | anything else we have tried, although i 

remain a somewhat unsettled question. | the grass was not as green as we like i 

So much depends upon soil and cli- | to have it. i 

mate that a kind suited to one locality| J. S. Jonzs—Were the corners square i 

might not prove good in another. What- | or round? 

ever proves most satisfactory asacrop| Mr. Van Kirx—Oursare square, but I ae 

to be harvested in the ordinary way | should prefer to have them round. ba 

will, we think, make the best silage crop.|_ J.S. Jones—How would you round ! 

About one-half of our last summer’s | them in a house already built? 

make was of mammoth sweet corn,and| Mr. Van. Kizx—About the only thing 

while it is not as sweet silage as we wish | that can be done is to bevel the edge of {i ; 

it was, yet it certainly is richer than | of a plank and nail it in the corner and 4 

that made from the B. & W. corn. We) fill in the space behind with sawdust or hee 

have not found it necessary to feed so | clay or something of that kind. .e 

much of it, nor so much grain with it! 0.8. Jones—Would you build them tee 

as with the B. & W. above or in the ground? , ie 

Figuring the weight at 40 pounds per! Mr. Van Krrx—Above ground, : 

cubic foot in the silo, we find thatthe| Quesrioy—How do you fill them, ‘ 

B. & W. with us yielded 16 tons per! rapidly or slowly? 

acre and the sweet corn 12 tons. We von Van Kirk—Just as rapidly fs. 

Woeestimate that we have fed 10 per | as possible. Ss 

cent. more of the large than of the small| J. S, Jones—After putting in ensilage } . 

kind and about 10 per cent. more of| slowly have you ever found out that it i 

grain with it. And asthe grain is the | was moldy? hs 

more expensive part of our ration we| Weupon Van Kirx—The first two ihe 

consider this something of an item. years that we filled the silo we supposed Be) 

We believe that it may be possible to | it was imperatively necessary to fill it hee 

harvest the remarkable yields, that have | slowly, and insome instances we allowed Ie , 

sometimes been reported, of 30 or 40 tons | it to remain three and even four days, Lies) 

per acre by a system of thick plant- until it reached atemperature of 125 * | 7 

ing and cutting while immature, but | degrees before putting in any more, and ee 

we do not consider it profitable. The| wedid find moldon the surface to some tear 3 

question with us is not how many tons | extent; we have lately put it in just as tes i 

of green sour silage we can produce | fast as possible with better results. It é i | si 

i Re 
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| was more moldy in the corners than any | stable, could a silo be built say, in the 
} other place. upper part by the barn, and feed through 

; G. C. Henpy—I would like to ask if ala drive-way in the stable; if you had a silo 
! round silo wouldn’t be better? built in the bank could you feed right 
hie Wexpon Van Kirx—I think so; that | out of the side of the silo, say, by having 

is mere theory, however. a door into the silo leading immediately 
James Spenstey—Wouldn’t a stone |intothe gangway of the stable? 

silo dojust as well under ground asen-| Mr. Van Krrx—I think that isa very 
Hy tirely above ground? good plan. Our silo is 24 feet deep with 
t Wexpon Van Krrx—Cortainly, as far | 400r from top to bottom, through which 
; i} as the preservation of the ensilage is con- | We Pitch the ensilage. 

cerned, but you can elevate it into the} 0. S. Jones—What kind of material 
| silo cheaper than you can elevate it | Would you recommend a person to build 
rit out. a silo of, stone, brick or lumber? 

i James Seenstey—Suppose it was on| Mr. Van Kirx—I stated in my paper 
. the hillside? that ffone hasthe means, and wishes to 

Mr. Van Ktrk—Then that would be a} build a most durable one, I would re- 
good plan. The stone wall as far as it | commend a stone or brick silo, witha 
was banked on the outside by dirt! protection on the outside in some way, 
wouldn’t need to be protected in any making a dead-air space, thus giving 
other way, but wherever the stone wall protection against frost. For the man 

| had been exposed above ground there | who must build cheaply I would recom- 
has been damage to the ensilage next to | mend the silo of lumber, two courses of 
the wall. boards, with tar paper between, which 

G. C. Henpy—I would like to ask | will give very good results as I can testi- 
how you take out ensilage in using it fy from experience. 
without damage to it? T.J. Van Marre—I would like to ask 
Mr. Van Kirk—We feed from the|if there is any advantage in siloing 

surface and we throw off a layer each| clover over the plan of cutting it and 
day and we don’t find itis damaged to storing it for hay? 
any extent by being exposed for one or} Mr. Van Krrx—Thére is, but we have 
two days. We do not cover after. re-| got much to learn about clover, and it 
moving a layer. We find when we com-| jis well that this question was brought 
mence feeding again that it is destroyed up. We put in clover last year in the 
just as far down as the air penetrates it. | silo and it made excellent ensilage; we 

W. H. Core—I would like to inquire put it in this year and it didn’t keep so 
if it is best to put partitions through| well. I think this was the cause of it: 
the silo, provided it is of large capacity? | It is more difficuit ‘to exclude the air 

Mr. Van Kirk—That would depend | when a silo is filled with, clover than it 
entirely upon the depth. I recommend | is when filled with cut corn. It doesn’t 
partitions in shallow silos that contain a | pack so closely and to overcome that we 
large amount of ensilage, because you | will have to put the clover ina little 
readily see a large surface would be ex-| greener in my estimation; say when it 
posed, and it is desirable to have just as|is in full bloom, then weight it a little 
small a surface as possible. heavier than we would corn and let it 

° Mr. Runvew — In an underground | settle. One of the great advantages is
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in being able to preserve our clover]and the year before I cut it a quarter. “4 " 

crop in a way we are not able to other-}I think you can get a little more into the Fis 

wise. Good clover hay is one of the|silo by cutting it fine. I have filled rap- , 

best feeds, and poor clover hay is one of | idly and have filled slowly, with no mater- Ha 
the worst. ial difference in results. I have come to He] 

H. C. Txom— Would you recommend | the conclusion, however, from my past VEE 

running clover through a feed cutter? | experience, that the coming system for i Hiei 

Mr. Van Kirx—I don’t. I should/ filling the silo is to fill it as quickly as i? 

keep it spread evenly as it goes into the | possible, being careful, however, as to Sia 

silo, so that the settling is the same all maturity of the corn. In order to main- i 

over. Don’t pile it up at one end and /jtain this maturity through the whole J 

have that weighted down and the other | period of filling, I plant two varieties of i 

end way up. I try to keep it spread | corn; first, Yellow Flint, and second, the { 

evenly and pack it on the sides and| Yellow Dent. I fill from the Yellow { 

weight it pretty heavily after you get} Flint first and from the Yellow Dent i 

through. afterwards, as there is little difference t 

W. H. Corz—Would you allow clover; in maturity. In this way you are able } 

to wilt any after cutting? to fill the silo with corn in very nearly C 

Mr. Van Krrx—I shouldn’t object to| the same stage of maturity. Cover the i 

having it wilt from two to five hours; | silo as quick as filled. } 

you would get that much wilting the| As your silo is filled the top portion of ; 

best you could do. the ensilage will heat most quickly, not , 

Mr. Fremmyc—I will simply give you | only from the heat which it itself gen- i 

my experience. I have operated asilo| erates but from the heat arising from am 

for four years with good success. The} below. I have covered my silo the last Ren! 

first year I filled half of my silo with|two years with wild grass, that di 

Southern corn, and the other half with|has bad considerable moisture in 4 _ 

another variety of corn. I was dissatis-|it. It was not cut until it was wanted fe, 

fied with the Southern corn, and what I| to cover the silo. Iputon about 12 in- | 

saw then and have observed since, has| ches of it,as much as there was room py 

led me to believe that the Southern va-| for in my silo, couldn’t reach up into a ; 

rieties of corn have no business in my |-the gable, and I found it made a per- § ; 

locality for the silo. My silo is con-|fectly hermetical covering. There was » 

structed of wood at a cost of 70 cents! positively no loss when I removed it; no ee 

per ton of storing capacity. I cut my| weight was used more than that. 1do mo? 

corn as it is about to dent, passing | not think hay would give the same re- re 

from the milk stage to maturity, or|sults. It must be sufficiently wet in iad 

when the lower leaves on the stalk show | covering to follow the ensilage as it set- iA 

abrownish color. At that time I believe | tles and to follow close tothe wall. I ? 

that all the food there is going to be in | found that the animals partook greedily et 

the plant is in it, and as I propose to use | of the hay with which the ensilage was ee 

the whole plant I-don’t care whether|covered. The doors are in sections (Er ; 

it is centralized in the ear or distributed | from the ground to the top; we took out -. tat 

through the whole. Irun it through a/the top section and raked off the top i rh 

feed cutter and cut it into one-half inch| evenly; we take off in the morning yea 
strips. The past year I cut ita half| what we purpose to feed in the evening, ts } 

Re 
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! * and what we purpose to feed in the | down and he did the work himself, and | morning we take off in the evening. it didn’t cost him anything. That cost . 1K Mr. Gooprica—I will confine my re-| just whatever was put into it. I built i marks to just one point. I commenced | what they call a 200-ton silo, that is, there i to study the silo in the year 1876. I saw|are about 8,000 cubic feet in it, but you } the first silo that was built west of the | can’t get 200 tons into it by any ordinary Fi Allegheny mountains, and I saw the|human power, even if 40 cubic feet will j first ensilage taken out of it, the idea | make a ton; it has got to settle. It hi struck me then, How will that effect probably holds 160 tons. lt cost me { the butter? I asked that question for {$240 to build it. Ican give the items i thirteen years before I could answer it'| for all of it. The lumber bill was some- i Every man that had asilo said it didn’t thing like $175 at Ft. Atkinson. The | hurt the milk, and every man that didn’t $240, at 160 tons capacity, would make it have one said it spoiled it. ButI found | the cost $1.50 per ton. I might per- H out as soon as my butter made from the | haps have built it a little cheaper, and I | ensilage began to get into the Chicago| built it perhaps stronger than neces- market, the commission men voluntarily | sary. 
wrote to me, and said: The flavor of| Supr, Morrison—What size is it? 4 your butter is splendid, and I was able| ©, P. Goopricu—It is 36 feet long by F to raise the price two cents a pound in | 17 feet wide, outside measure, and 16 t a very short time. That satisfied me; | feet deep; I have no partition in it. 
that is what I am after; it makes no| L. H. Apams—Your silo is an outside | difference whether anybody that sits at silo, isn’t it? 
my table can eat it or not. Now, there! ©. P. Gooprica—Yes, it is built prac- 
has been butter injured by feeding en- tically detached from the barn; that is silage, there is no question about that.| the cost of the separate silo. 
You feed damaged, rotten, bad-smelling} L. H. Apams—The cost that Mr. Van ensilage, and you will get damaged, rot-| Kirk gave was for a silo in the barn. 
ten milk. Some men have told me it T. L. Hacker —My experience with ( didn’t make any difference, but I have the silo has been for only three years. 

' turned away from them, for they don't} 1 had a barn in which there was an old know anything about it. You feed good. bay; I took out the flooring and put up ensilage and it makes better flavored | the joists, 2x10. The full height of the ‘ butter than can be made from dry feed. bay was about fifteen feet. The first Tnot only know it, but the customers year I put in B. & W. corn. I put it in Chicago know it, and that is the point | in a little too green. I cut it about half T am after. an inch in length and elevated it into 
‘There is one other point as to the cost the silo, but I did not, as was the custom ofasilo. Men are sometimes misled at that time, weight it any. I simply by being told that a silo can be built leveled it off and threw on a little straw . very cheap, for 15 or 20 or60 cents a ton. | that I happened to have, to gather the He has not counted in his own work moisture as it was evaporated. That when he comes to tell you about that, | ensilage was not satisfactory tome. It One man told me it hadn’t cost him didn’t give as good results as I had had anything but for the nails. He had the|the two years previot:. in cured corn 

lumber in a tobacco shed that he took fodder, which I had planted, the B. &
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W. corn, and cut it as I fed it, into] I was going to remark about the cured if 
strips about half an inch in length. | fodder that I have thisyear. Every bit i 

Th a f th: has bee! te th ere was less loss in the manger with | of that corn has n eaten up, ere 

the fodder corn than with the ensilage, | hasn’t been a particle waste, even the ‘iiee 

although there was not much loss with | stalks. I haven't fed it to dairy cows i i 
the ensilage. The ensilage was too sour. | but I have fed it to youngstock and the Bt ie 

I attributed it to a lack of maturity.| other cattle that I was not milking, and oa 

The next year I planted the Dent corn| they have certainly made very good 4 

and the B. & W. corn. This time I cut | use of it and have done very well on it; 1 i 

it in two-inch lengths. The silo was|have not fed the cattle a particle of | 
filled half full of Dent corn, cut from | grain this winter and they are looking 
the milk stage to the glazing stage, and | well. 

then I filled up with the B. & W.corn,} yO, Tuom—Two or three kinds of 
and for some reason or other there WAS | corn are not necessary to put ina silo. 

considerable spoiled ensilage with the|Qne is enough. The place for asilo is ' 
last; it was too sour tosuit me, although | in the barn. ‘The cost to me of building 
my cattle seemed to like it and did very a gio that holds 250 tons, is $112.60. If 
well on it. : you haven’t anything else to cover with, © Bf 
The last lear it was Dent corn and I} cover with straw, run it through a ma- } 

put itin whole; I let it get beyond the| chine and weight it. More damage is | 

milk stage, and it was fairly glazed, and | gone to cattle by over-feeding silage than oe 
the kernels were like dough. I cut it| we suppose; 45 pounds is enough fora i 

with one of these seer take reapers | cow, and 50 pounds is enough for a two ae 
and put it in whole and it has been 4) or three year old steer. Exclusive feed- j 
failure — as being good ensilage is | ing of silage will taint the milk. The he 
concerned. kind of corn to put in a silo, in my opin- = 

fem, Mometsox—Wasn’t it t00 r¥,) ion, is the kind of cora which will pro- | igy 
s duce the largest stalk that will get ripe. oP 

: 7 de nae ie up and aotusl-| +2 we could raise a kind of corn that bad | 
ly dried out, there wasn’ta particle of Ay: ie 

iature in that silo to top to bot.| 20°87 2 it, it would answer the pur- ! 

258 ee ee “| pose of dairymen, I am sure, and I know os 

Question—What did you cover it it would those of beef producers. The = 
with? function of a silo is to take the place of - 

T. L. Hacker—I covered with green | pasturage, which we get in summer, - 
marsh grass; I put on about two feet of |in the winter time. There is more ' * 
settled grass; there was room above | danger of losing silage from putting it ae 
the silo so I could pile it up, so I put|in too late than from any other one Ha 
in two feet of settled green grass. cause. Itwill dry from top to bottom ~ 1 

Qurstion—How did you build that|if putin too late. If silage is put intoo 
silo? green it will inevitably turn sour, and | 

T. L. Hacker—I put on the inside| we don’t want it. " 

good stock boards; then I covered it} ©. R,Bzacu—I have used ensilage 
with black felt; and then I put good/three years. Ihave used the Yollow ea 
common stock boards over that; my bill| Flint and Yankee corn planted with a | ry 
I think was $53, not counting the labor | horse planter, in hills twice as thick as ie ; 

of myself and hired men. I ordinarily plant Dent corn, about eigh- i i 

ime 

n3 
4 
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1 teen inches apart. We cultivate it,|to think theirown time’ is worth any- 

| hand-hoe the rows, and in this way|thing. I have an estimate here of the 

I raised 130 bushels to the acre this year. | cost of putting ensilagein a silo, which 
i We cut it with a reaper and lay it off in| estimate was given tome by Mr. Foster, 
1 bundles. We use twodrays to pick it| deputy railroad commissioner; he had to 

| ; up, run it througha cutter which we | hire it all done and consequently he had 

| run with a one horse power, and in that | an account of it, and I think that you 

| i way four men putin an acre and a half | will be very much interested in it. Itis 

Bh aday. I feed it exclusively to cows. We | as follows: 

ij cut it an inch anda halflong. Mr. COST OF ENSILAGE. 

F Adams was down there and said our| 4» pstimate of Raising, and Putting 
i, corn would yield about fifteen or sixteen} nto the Silo an Acre of Ensilage 

| tons to the acre. We find no bad results} Qopn, 

F from feeding it. We feed it in connec- 
ft tion with bran and hay, about forty Roatia ont naa, sexeetnes 98) eats: ot 
fi pounds a day of it, with ten or twelve |° MAMUF.-------+-00.seerereseeesreeseeees $3.0 
i pounds of bran, and upon it the cows | Plowing, dragging, and seeding one acre.. 8 00 

i fresh in milk will give a poundof butter | Cultivating one acre six times............. 800 
aday for 200 days. We like it and don’t | cutting up one acre of corn, and laying in 
know how we could do without it. On EEE etc 

f a farm of seventy acres we have winter- 
} ed for three winters forty cows. This Labor of two men, at the cutting machine. 8 00 

Ei year we shall have thirty tons of hay | For use of machine, and carrier, and power 
left over. Under this system we can| torunthecarrier.................-..... 300 

harvest an acre of corn cheaper than by | Hauling one acre of corn to the silo....... 300 
; any other possible process. The corn is 

: thoroughly digested, the cows like it Total cost of raising, and putting into silo 
and give large quantities of milk, the 

butter isgood and everything satisfac- ae CR ER ere eee 
} tory. An acre farmed as here suggested, would pro- 

| J.S. Jonzs—I have a silo 16 by 30| duce 16 tons—making an average cost per ton—of 
feet. I filled it this last season, and in | ensilage $1.25. \ 

taking out the ensilage I find a great) sixtonsof this ensilage would farnish cow 
i deal of it got moldy in patches. In|, 

filling it I went according s the direc- oe ee en eae 
tions of some man who had built a silo, | P° {9% The cost Would be -..+4--.-----. $7 80 

He said to keep the outside sloping; | Te Ponds of hay per day—2,400 pounds, 
tramp the outside and never mind the; 4 $5.00 perton..........00..ss0-seereee 6 00 

middle. I did so, and in filling it I didn’t | One ton of bran—for the 240 days......... 10 00 

pay any nego to = — —e T| pasturage for four months.........0.... 800 
straightened it out on the top, an en 

I tried to make it level, and I think that Recon tae Cee tome meres (one anet Y- oa 
in most of the places the mold was the RB 
consequence of the ensilage not being | Tots! cost of keeping cow for one year.... $36 50 
kept solid in the center. That kind of feed should make 350 pounds of 

Supr. Morrison—Farmers never seem | putter. 

| 
| ‘i 

.
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So you see at the end he is going to fig-| H.C. Taom—Thoseare the two reason a } 
ure out a good margin. There you bare | was trying to get to; the one that it ay 

the total cost of putting in an acre of | wastoo wet and theother that it wastoo =| 
ensilage corn and also the cost of keep-| dry. eel 
ing a cow ayear by a business man. Supr. Morrison —I would advise “ao 

H.C. Txom—There are two reasons|any contemplating building a silo a ; 

why it will mold in the middle of the|to visit some man who has one q | 

silo in patches. I think the main rea-|and who has been successful with it. i 

son is because you put some corn in} You will find lots of them all through “| 

when it was wet on the outside. the state, and if you go and visit them, a 

J.S. Jones—No, sir, it was not; I|then you can make up your mind wheth- a 
think it was because it was dry on the | er to build asilo or not. / 
outside. : i 

a 
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SWINE SESSION. 

| HOW TO BREED AND FATTEN SWINE. 
: By GEORGE WYLIE. 
: 

“ No System. for swine to be bred too far in certain . Many farmers go into swine raising | directions to get the greatest amount of without distinct or well defined plans as | profit out of them. When hogs are 4 tothe object to be finally attained. | bred for mere fancy points and finish, a With them numbers is of the first im-|and constitution is lost sight of portance, when in reality the point to be they soon cease to be profitable as- ; reached should be the greatest profit | similatorsof food, notwithstanding the in the shortest time, which means the| fact that they may have gilt-edged 3 hog that can make the most pork on the ancestry and themselves be on record ; least food. in the respective herd book to which It follows then, that the assimilative|they belong. On the other hand there capacity of the swine fed, is of the first | is a point onthe side of coarseness be- : importance, and it goes without saying, | yond which the hog becomes a hard that by proper selection and cultivation | feeder. 
the assimilative capacity may be main- The Profitable Hog. ; tained or largely increased; but can also} Slab sided, coarse boned hozs that will 4 be lost in less than a single generation | not fatten under two years of age are by careless feeding and improper mapn-| not desirable, “but the general tendency agement, no matter how high a point | of the times is more toward breeding it may have reached. too fine than too coarse” Coarse hogs Strong powers of assimilation are|can be improved in the direction of fine- never found in swine that are lack-|ness easier than fine hogs can be ing in constitutional vigor and sub- brought up to coarseness. At a point stance. In breedirg swine there is a| between these two extremes can be point on the side of fineness and finish | found our profitablehog. I will not say beyond which it is not profitable to go. | that this point is midway between these s A hog that at maturity cannot from the two,as in my judgment the farmer or fineness of its breeding be made to breeder is safer in finding that point a weigh much over 300 pounds will not be | little nearer the side of coarseness than a profitable feeder even up to six months over the line toward fineness. “Once of age. A hog that at maturity weighs having a herd of swine with constitution, ; 500 pounds with other things being | size, and bone, breed as near as possible equal will be amore profitable feeder | to a profitable conformation;” the far- when young. | mer will find no small amount of There is such a thing as people being | thought and study necessary to main- “governed too much,” and it is possible | tain them at that point; “when the herd
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begins to show weakness at any particu-| selections with that type in view. The we 

lar point” the next infusion of fresh | nearer the stock approaches the typical it 

blcod should be strong in that direction. | representatives of the breed you are bit 

But guard against sacrificing one point | working with, the more difficult will the ia 

of merit to obtain another. Hold on to| selection of the right kind of a sire be- a 

what excellence you may have with one | come. ea 

hand while reaching out with the other Careful Feeding. tel 

to add more excellence to it. In the} tp order to obtain the best results all ar 
mere study of keeping the differ- | around, pigs should be taught to eat as gy 
ent profitable points of the animal well early in life as possible. In some cases 

a te —— and size i8| this will be when they are about two ] 
frequently lost sight of, and the herd weeks of age. The time of teaching 

mpkenelow hs pains of the greatent them toeat will vary. The size of the q i 
profit before the owner is aware of it-| jitter in some cases, and in others the Be 

Infusion of New Blood. amount of milk given by the dam, will pk. 

Again, while’ the owner may be adding | govern it. Teaching them to eat is best f 

from time to time what he considers | accomplished by placing a small trough 

suficient bone and substance to main-| out of reach of the dam end supplying iT 
tain the herd ata profitable standard, | it with warm sweet skim milk and soaked } 
if he feeds largely on corn he will find |corn. When the pigs have fairly got to 

the general substance of the herd grow- | eating be careful to increase the feed ; 

ing less and less, and instead of study- | a8 gradually as the pig's power of assimi- 4 
ing out the cause he is liable to conclude | lation increases. And right here care } 

that this particular breed has become | should be exercised in feeding the dam; | 

too fine for profit and he will try aj avoid getting her “off” her feed. There a 
cross or a mixture of something|is nothing so well adapted to make fem: 

else. | And with this resolution, | young pigs grow as their dam’s milk, B 
qualities that have cost breeders | and while feeding the pigs liberally the = 
years of patient work are cast aside and | sow should be fed all she will eat’of the - | 

lost, for with the infusion of blood from | food best calculated to make her give py 

another breed, the whole concern drops| large quantities of milk. Good shorts j ‘ 

back to first conditions. When by a} mixed with bran, or the shorts alone , 

judicious infusion of new blood from the| made into aslop and soaked between , 

same breed and achange to food of a| feeds, accompanied by a few ears of corn C 

protein nature theherd in ashort time|makea good milk-giving ration. The ry 

might have been bred back from the| sow is first fed al! the slop she will eat bi 4 

danger line and placed on a profitable} up clean, and then fed the corn. Ifyou bh : 

basis. Itake it for granted that itis|can follow the corn with a supply of ee 

unnecessary to go into any argument as| skim milk, you will be getting nearer ig 

to the necessity of using pure bred sires | perfection. There are other combinations ta 

of the breed that you propose to stand | of feed equally as good as this, and if ice 
by. The beginner who expects to breed | you can make an occasional change all oe 
for pork only may start with such sows the better. But when pigs are very Hee 
as he may have at hand, but he should | young, sudden changes of food for the wi 
fix a well defined type in his mind to-|dam should be avoided, or if made fe i 
ward which to breed, and always make must be made with care, as such Me 

eas 

eo 
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: changes are liable to have an injurious Hogology. 
effect on the pigs. Good feeding is regular feeding and Damaged Grain. giving the hogs all they will eat without Musty or mouldy corn, or in fact dam- | losing their appetites. Todo this suc- ; aged grain of any kind should never be | cessfully the feeder must study closély fed to a brood sow or her pigs. The| the capacity of the swine being fed. A right kind of feed, a sensible feeder, a | feeder who leans over the fence, appar- good brood sow with a well-bred litter | ently ina brown study, while the hogs F of pigs 6 to 10 weeks old, make a com- are eating, and then quietly throws over bination for the production of pork that another shovelful of corn or pours in ; 1s very near the highest possible limit | another pailful of slop, is getting better of profit, a combination that will come | pay for his time than the feeder who, as near keeping even with the big four, day after day, throws the same amount as any legislative enactment. of feed at the hogs, but has no time to A Well Balanced Ration. waste studying “hogology.” / While pigs of this age are being rapid- = ly grown, care must be exercised that —— = they are receiving food of the prop-| The value of different foods, as dem- ! er kind tomake bone and muscle suffi- | onstrated by chemical analysis, are not : cient to carry them. If fed too heavily | always borne out in practice. The di- . on corn at this age they will get weak gestive and assimilative capacity of the across the loins, the hind feet will animal to which the food is fed cannot draw up closely together and frequent-| be determined by the chemist, and on ' ly the pig will be unable to rise| these depend in a great measure the without help. When you find one! results obtained by feeding. Consider- | or two of your pigs in this way it isa/able more feed will be found necessary danger signal and tells you plainly you | for the maintenance ration of 100 pounds are feeding too much corn, and a change | of “shark” than 100 pounds of straight to a tation containing more protein| Poland China or Berkshire. The small should be made atonce. The object for | pig that consumed a pailful of rich the first four or five months should be to slop tothe surprise and disgust of his grow bone and muscle of sufficient | owner, who when the pail was empty strength to carry the fat put on by corn | jammed the pig into it and swore that later on. It is understood, of course, | the pig didn’t begin to fill the pail, was . that the brood sow and pigs are having | taking pretty near 100 per cent. of the the run of a good pasture of some kind. | food consumed fora maintenance ration- q Clover will supply the most feed to the|If you desire to know how much the acre, but blue grass is good, and even | food of support amounts to ina pig young timothy is not to be despised. | that you propose to sell at 200 pounds After the pig has reached five months| weight, we will suppose that he reaches of age the ration of corn can be in-| that weight in 200 days. As he in- creased, but not too heavily at first. If | creases from nothing to 200 pounds theh the profit isin the first 250 pounds, the | 100 pounds is his average weight for the quicker you can get your pig to that | entire time. And the amount of food weight the better after getting on the | per day that will hold him at 100 pounds corn ration. without losing or gaining will be the
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Discussion. 67 He 

average food of support per day forthe} Mr. Wvy1re—Well, that is a large ate 
entire 200 days. question. The amount that may be ji ie 

It is about time farmers were begin- | made varies with different animals. We i: 
ning to realize that greater profits are | sometimes hear of 17 or 18 pounds being Ae 
made from feeding young animals than | made, and other cases of 14 pounds per : iH 
from feeding old ones. That no one| bushel, but I don’t think the average Be 
food is as good as a combination of foods. | amount made throughout Wisconsin to- es 
“That good blood will tell.” That good | day will exceed 8 pounds. In fact, I be 
common sense is just as essential to suc-| know more men that are producing pork pe 
cess in swine raising asin any other busi- | at 6 pounds and less, tran I do who are ' Bax 
ness. producing ten and twelve to the bushel. 4 

DISCUSSION. J. C. Marrix—To what do you at- 

Mr. Runpte—What do you consider | tribute this? | 
a satisfactory, cheap and practicable} Mn. Wrt1e—It is to a difference in i 
ration? ‘ the animals that are being fed; this rep- § 
Mr. Wyiie—Well, if you are running} resents the difference between good, 

adairy, and have lots of milk going to| well-bred hogs and hogs with no breed- 
waste, milk would be as good as any-| ing at all. c 
thing in that case. If you are not a| Mr. Jounson — In fattening hogs i 
dariyman, shorts will do as well; oats} would you confine them in a close pen - 
are one of the best feeds in the world. | vr let them run in a yard? a 
Joun Marcn—At what age would you} Mr. Wytre—I would never confine a | 

preferto have your sires for best ser_| pigin a close pen. { 

vice? Geo. McKerrow—Would you feed | — 
Mr. Wrt1e—Yearlings, two-year-olds, ! corn enticely atany time, even in the 4 - ; 

and three-year-olds. fattening period, to get the best results? - 

Joun Marca—At what age or weight| Mr. Wyte —No, sir, not exclusively z 
can you make pork the most profitable? | although you can feed it more then. It fe 

Mr. Wyi1z—Well, in a well-bred pig| is the cheapest food in the world, and i e| 
that is grown right and fed right there | they will probably stand more of it then a 

is no time in the pig’s life that he will] than at any time. By of 

make any more pork than between} Supr. Morrrson—Do you advise cook- if - 
eight weeks and three months of age, or | ing the feed for hogs? i 

perhaps up to four; it will varyin dif-| Mr. Wytim— Not exclusively; it has -: 

ferent individuals. been pretty thoroughly demonstrated we 

Twos. Convey—You mean if fed corn? | that there is positive loss in feeding ioe 

Mr. Wriie—Yes. hogs exclusively on cooked food. iek 

J. M. True—For how long a time| H. P. Runpex—Is there really any ad- - 4 # 

would you feed them corn to finish them | vantage in feeding cooked feed at all? A @ 

for market? Mr. Wyxie — Yes; you can feed three a 

Mr. Wxi1e—Well, as soon as you be-| or four meals a week of cooked feed, or eel 
gin to feed corn largely, you want to get | perhaps more, with beneficial results; be oe 
them to finish up as quickly as possible | pigs like a change, a variety in their a 

on the corn. feed, and it is mainly to supply that iF i 

J.C. Marrms—How many pounds of | change that I feed cooked feed. otal 
pork do you make from a bushel of corn?| R. B. Brooxs—Do you feed roots? e : 

8—Inst. ae 
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4 Me. Wrire—I do—mangel wurzel. him take exercise; drive him around if 
! ‘T. L. Hacker—At what time do you | you can’t do any better. 
: ‘advise turning off a pig; at what weight?| Joun Marce—What is the profit of 

Mr. Wri1e—Well, it has been pretty | °atrying pigs over winter for the early 
well demonstrated that the largest profit | market? 
has been in the first 200 or 250 pounds;| Mr. Wytm—I have known lots of 
when a pig gets up to that weight, if}™men to make money carrying over to 
you can by any manner or means do so, | September and August. 

q turn him off and put the feed into an-| JouN Marca — Wouldn’t skimmed 
: other pig. Better let him go. milk be a valuable article of food dur- 
1 Mz. Hearp— Have you ever tried| ing winter? 

peas? Mr. Wyure—I think it would. You 
Mr. Wyi1e—Yes, and they are a very | are fighting aginst weather then; you 

fine feed. I think in this country they|have got that to contend with, and as 
i are better than corn. : pigs are generally wiatered ian Wiscon- 

T. L. Hackes—Do you thresh them|sin they don’t pay for the feed they 
and grind them? consume. I believe it possible, though, 

Mr. Wri —No, sir; I turn the pigs| to winter them at a profit. 
: in and let them harvest them. C. I. Bricnam—At what age do you 

T. J. Fuemmnc — At what age would| Sell brood sows? ; 
you change from abone and muscle pro-| Mz. Wrz — Thave kept them till 

3 ducing food toa fat producing one on| ight years old. Ithink four years is 
pigs intended for pork? old enough. 

. T. J. Fremme—Isn’t a September : Mr. Wr11e—Four to five months’ old. t : 
“ ‘arrow pig the most profitable for a 

‘ Joun Marcu—At what time of the} ~. ‘ 
. _| winter dairymen to keep? 

= Ss Fon, prcter $0) have! soa Mr. Wyure—I am not adairyman. If 
ae you have got milk it alters the case en- 
Mr. Wyt1e—Generally not before the tirely; you can keep pigs profitably 

165th of April; there is a mistaken idea| whenever you have milk, and if you can 
as to early pigs; a young pig is a very! shelter them it is all right. A dairy- 
delicate animal; he needs warm air and man can generally keep turning off pigs 
sunshine, and you do not always have every three or four months. 

them in March and early April. Pigs} [J Frewmc—I want to make a 
that come when there is snow on the point here, being a dairyman myself, that 
ground can’t get out on the ground and I think itis possible to keep just that 
they are kept in a small pen, and the] ind ofa pig, that is, a September far- 
result is they show their proclivities for | pow pig, instead of afull grown one. 

fattening up and sleeping, and the first | The point I think is worthy of consid- 
thing you know, when they are about! eration from a dairyman’s standpoint. 
four weeks old, they die with the] Mp, Wyr1e—Well, there may be some- 
thumps. thing in what you say from a dairyman’s 

. Joun Marcu—Isn’t there any cure for standpoint, but on zeneral principles, 
the thumps? from any other standpoint, I would say 

Mr. Wyi1z—The only cure is to put| no, If I werea dairyman I would never 
in plenty of dirt in the pen and make | faq my pigs whey.
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a 
©. P. Gooprrcs—Don’t you think a} want to claim that soaking thecorn adds a 

little milk in connection will add to the | anything to it at all, but you feeds 1 
value of the corn? young pig dry, hard corn and you will fs 

Mr. Wyi1z—Yes; it not only adds to| very soon cloy that pig of that kind of A 
the value of the corn, but it increases | feed, his teeth get sore and he will not 4 

the value of the milk. eat; now if you soak the corn it makes He 

C. P. Goopricae—I will read the re-| it more easy of assimilation, and the pig et 

sult of a test I made a fewyears ago. I]is always anxious for it; the pig will ae, 

bad some pigs that averaged 125 pounds | never leave any soaked corn. ea | 

each. Idivided them up to experi-| C. I. Briganam—How long do you soak fe 

ment with. Feeding corn alone, one| it? 

bushel made ten pounds of gain; feed-| Mr. Wyzie—Usvally not more than 

ing milk alone, 100 pounds of skimmed| twenty-four hours. The quality of 

milk made five pounds of gain; 1t made | corn differs a little in regard to that; it 

just half as much gain asa bushel of| should be soaked until soft, but not al- 
corn; and feeding separately a bushel of | lowed to sour or anything of that kind. 

corn and 100 pounds of skimmed milk} Wxxpon Van Kirx—Would you soak 

and they will make together fifteen | rye? ir 
pounds of gain; but when fed in connec-} Mr. Wrx1e—I never feed soaked rye; m% 

tion it made eighteen pounds of gain,|1 usually grind rye because it makes © 

which made twelve pounds of gain for|such splendid slop; rye is one of the Y 
the corn and six for the milk. Fed sep-|feeds I think it best to grind for very 

arately with hogs at four cents per| young pigs. i 
pound it made corn worth forty centsa| W.H.Cote—Can you tell me how to 

bushel and milk twenty centsa hundred; | pick out a hog with a good quality of 

fed together corn was worth forty-eight | bone, one that will carry the most pork? i 

cents a bushel and milk twenty-four] Mrz. Wyri~1e—The general appearance ty 

cents a hundred. of the animal indicates the quality of ‘ 3 

Questioy—At what age should a pig} the bone a good deal; now, you don’t ice 
be weaned? want too coarse a bone, and you don’t if 

Gro. Wrt1z—I would say a pig should | want a bone that is too soft and spongy; i’ 

never be weaned. If you feed your pigs | you want a good bone but you don’t want’ ; 

in a proper manner scarcely any of | too much of it, and you don’t want too - 

them will suck at ten weeks old. fineabone. - F ‘ 
Supr. Morrison—How do you feed} Joun Marc How do you judge of hg 

these summer pigs? what may be termed the essentials of a ae 
Gzo. Wytiz—I feed them all they | good hog; just give us the essentials and iz { 

will eat. the non-essentials? , 4 A 

Supt. Morrison—In what way? Mr. Wrtre—One of the first things to ey 
Mr. Wyiie—I feed them shorts and | go by in a pig is his head; if he is lying a 

skimmed milk and a certain amount of | down and I don’t like his head I never ee 
corn. ‘ stirhim up; never look any further as | 

J. M. TruE—Dry, hard corn? Whenever you finda pig that is nar- ee 

Mr. Wruie—No, sir; soaked corn,|row between the eyes and has a long, rit 

People make a great mistake in feeding | sharp nose, you always find a hog that a 3 

young pigs dry corn. Now, I don’t| is never satisfied with what you give it, i 

- 5 iy
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ne 
ti and it is always looking around the fence | feed there is. If you are feeding in that 
ee) | for a chance to get out. way you would find this objection to 

Ee Mr. Jounson—You stated that breed-| that, you couldn’t get them to eat very 

ae ing stock should be over one year old,| much of the clover hay, and there is 

iP from one to four; don’t you think it pos- | too much of the potatoes. ‘ 

Fi | i gible to be successful with breeding] Mr. Sanpon—I don’t feed mine in 

ae stock less than one year old. that way, but I wanted to know if that 

| | Mr. Wyxie — Perhaps on the sire’s| was a good way. 

ia side, yes; on the dam’s side, no. The Mr. Wy1ie—I have had the best re- 

me sow should be at least one year old when | sults for a ration made up thus: One- 

el ! 1 she has her first pig. third oats, one-third shorts, and a third 

eee Mr. Jennzss—Don’t you think a hog} corn. 

| ; f should be slopped all the while? C. I. BricHam—How are the oats and 

) | \4 Mr. Wyx1e—Yes, it should have a cer- | corn fed; in what way? 

} i at tain amount of slop. Mr. Wytie—I never feed whole grain 

me Mr. Jenness — Well, do you think| of any kind to hogs in a trough, because 

| | there would be profit in wintering| they bolt their feed. I feed the slops at 

| 1 shoats over, and clovering them, and | noon, warm, and feed the corn at night. 

{ t slopping them? J. M. Truz—Couldn’t there be a feed 

Hae Mr. Wyre — Yes; it would depend |of potatoes given each day to advan- 

hel largely on the market, however, in re-| tage? 

| q gard to that. There isa point that far-| Answer —Yes, sir; in addition to 
HI iF q mers do not study closely enough, and | this ration I feed my hogs three or four 

W ee that is the markets. If you will study | meals of mangel wurzels every week; I 

q fe the markets for the last twelve years, |don’t feed them, however, for any fat- 

1 Hi: you will find that it has usually been tening qualities that they may possess, 

het better during the months of July and|or anything of that kind, but to keep 

| ‘ August than any other time of the year. the system in good order. 

is ae Mr. Sanpox—I would like to ask Mr.| T.J. Fiemmve—Were those potatoes 

i sf Wylie as to the relation of clover hay and | raw or cooked? 

He raw potatoes in the winter, givingthem; Mr. WyLie— I think it would pay if 

i if threefeeds a day and with slops. In| fed raw. 

i it the morning I would give them a ration Mr. Sanpon—In the morning I give 

} i of clover hay with slops, such as|my hogs a ration of oats. At noon I 

Hane, © milk and house washing; at dinnerI|give them their clover hay with their 

| ¢ would give them a ration of oats, and milk and slop and give a feed of bran 

yl { ii at night I would giye them their pota-| and shorts mixed; at night I give them 

ae toes; is that a good ration? their potatoes and corn. 

: i Mr. Wyiie— Well, I shouldn’t call it} Mr. Wytre—That is a good ration. 

AN i the right kind of ration, but you can| T.J. Fiemmc—Anything better than 

H fF make the hogs live on that; it isn’t a] milk and corn for a hog? 

NE proper combination at all. Mr. Wyize—That is an awful good 

t : ie J. M. Truz—What does it lack, Mr. | ration. 

Hi iF Wylie? T. L. Hacker—I would like to inquire 

if * Mr. Wyxre—It lacks a little corn to| how you feed clover hay? 

Hirai) begin with, and corn is the cheapest Mg. Wriiz—I do not feed cloverhay 

| 
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to any alarming extent. I found that it] Questron— What breeds of hogs do a Me 

was not very filling. you consider best for the average farm- ie 

Mr. Sanpon—I first put the clover | er? } i 

hay into a trough and thenI takemy| Mr. Wyt1e—The breed that pars out ‘Hap 

shorts and feed and sprinkle over it be- | the best. 4 i 

fore I pour my slops on top of it, and| J.C. Marrmy—What breed is that? ‘i 

they eat it all and make a good ration| Mr. Wyz1e—Ishall have to ask you BY 

out of it. My hay is cut very fine. to come up and see me. wes 
in 
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EXPERIMENTS IN PIG FEEDING. Pr 

By L. H. ADAMS. _ 
; Be 

Mr. Apams—Whenever there is a|©XPeriments as to the relative merits of 

hog discussion on there is a tendency to | C07 meal versus other feeds, and I am 4 

levity, but I don’t know why it is. It going to give you some of our results. - 
geems to me that there is no animal| We are charged sometimes with being = 

that we keep on the farm that has done | 8° intensely scientific that we can’t come! eh 
more to lift the mortgages that have down to the practical on the farm. q i 

weighted the farms down than our hogs. | Now Ihave endeavored here to draw just bg 

Not only that, but there are many valu-| 88 practical conclusions as it is possible is 
able lessons in breeding that can be|to draw and yet keep on the safe side, Bis 
obtained from swine, without wasting a| On the farm we are often compelled to He 
life to find out the points that you are | do not as we would like but as circum- a5 

after. stances force us to do, It matters not a 

Z * how thoroughly we may be posted on f 
Station Experiments, & 

= 5 the science of stock feeding, it some- 3 

Now we have been conducting some | times becomes necessary for us to make tea 

ee 
q 
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| | | t the most of feeds we have on hand, even j neglect of a few fundamental principles 
ip at the risk of feeding an unbalanced ra-| in breeding and feeding can only result 
' tion. Therefore, I will confine my re-| in disaster in the long run. 
oe marks to a few vital considerations that Breeding Animals, 

ae) | | every farmer who raises hogs is obliged It i aos tae F 
mi to contend with, and shall endeavor to is is xety, tmporsant, there ~ 2 
ve show when and under what circum-|*¥!°° ey ee fe Sheree 

| stances a feeder may or may not depart eet amma eecee oot ne 
ti from a strict observance of scientific ed oe papa. = 

ib ‘ ‘ ‘ : - 
Wi, | _. te =— = yr bes strong limbs, that are calculated to hold 

| : | ee aS et wens eee up weight, should be chosen. When a / j itrous results. : 7 4 Hl sow has given evidence of possessing the 

/ Hi Corn to Pork. desirable qualifications of a brood ani- 
ae In swine husbandry we have the great | mal keep her. Don’t make the mistake 
} | Ht} problem before us of how best to convert | of breeding from immature stock. 

ti Hy our great corn crop into pork, for that An Experiment. 
} : , nt | crop has not only formed the almost ex- After the selection of breeding stock 

eee elusive ration of our hogs in the past, but] ) 1. been faade tis cae Peden see 

fF t is bound to be so in the future, for there} 5) onid ever keep before us is, to encour- 
j { i. is no grain that wecan raise with the age the development of bone and mus- 
Hate same outlay that will bear any compari’ | cle rather than fat, by the use of such 
hem! — with corn for the en feeds as clover, peas, shorts, oats and 
Heh building up of fat, and as we dairy waste. Don’t pave the way to 
: De stand and look upon a bunch of broad | failure in swine husbandry, by fceding 
1 an backed, thick joweled hogs, we are in-| corn to the brood sows, and then have to 
I ti clined to regard with contempt the| fuss and worry every spring with a lot 
| H ei statement that corn is an unnatural or| of weak, puny pigs, that are predispos- 

H : unhealthy diet. ed to weakness and disease. And, in, 
He | Constitution First, order to impress the truth and import- 
H i But we should not forget that fat often | ance of what I have been saying upop 

i it covers a multitude of defects, and, I will | your minds, I will relate the life history 
Tae add, that some of our horse breeders of | of a litter of pigs that we raised at the 

NRE today have no more—if as much—rea-| Experiment Station farm last year. The 
He son to forget this fact than the swine | pigs, seven of them were born May 24th, 

We breeder has. It is life, energy, sub-| and weighed 18% pounds the day they 
ME i stance, great powers of endurance, and| were born. The mother of the litter 

| 14 capacity for resisting disease; in short,|was a cross-bred Poland China and 
| ' constitution, that we want, more espe-| Berkshire, twenty months old at the 
1 ; ib cially in the horse, but also, to a greater | time the pigs were born, this being her 

HE extent than we now have, in our great | second litter of pigs. She was a strong, 
| HY: American hog. In the mad rush and |rugged animal, and a good mother. The 
ae scramble among breeders to develop| pigs gained 302 pounds 5 ounces during 

i ii ponderous frames, the truth should not | the first seventy days with their mother, 
i | a be lost sight of that the scales do not | which shows conclusively that the litter 

Wii tell the whole story, and that continued | was all right to start with. ‘The sire of i! 
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a 

these pigs was a full blooded Poland Chi-| and then kil) them and study the effect t ig 

na, bred by, and purchased of, Mr. Geo, | of the feed upon the carcasses and vis- Bhs 

Wylie. The mother, while sucking the|cera of the different lots. Thirteen ree 

pigs, was confined in a large, roomy pen» weeks from the time the experiment Hes 

with an earth floor, and she had constant commenced, the pigs that received iW 

access to a small outdoor yard. Her nothing but corn meal had reached the Hai 

feed, and also that of the litter, when | limit of their power of endurance; it was i 

they got old enough to take an extra with difficulty that they got to the a 

nourishment, consisted of corn-meal and | trough; they were dwarfed in size, but te 

skim-milk, in the proportion of three excessively fat, and their appetites were al 

pounds of milk to one pound of corn- failing daily. The pigs in the other two 

meal. The pigs were allowed to remain lots could undoubtedly have gone on a 

with their mother seventy days; they | few weeks longer, by reason of the min- 
were then separated, and from that eral matter they got from the ashes j 

time on were destined to receive nothing | nd bone meal, which, to acertain de- é 

but corn-meal. Here we have a litter | Tee supplied the elements of food lack- 

of seven pigs, born right, and fed more | ing in corn, but so necessary to a rhe 

ratiovally than the average farmer feeds | healthy and symmetrical development f 

his sows and litters, all thrifty and promis- of allfarm animals. Fearing that one a 

_ ing at the age of seventy days, and weigh- of the pigs, fed exclusively on corn t 

ing 321 pounds. Now, mark the changes | meal, would .die, 1 was thought best 

that take place during the following 140 to kill them all at the same time in 

days. For the first seven . weeks after order that the different lots might be 

weaning, the litter was kept together, ! compared with one another. 

but fed entirely on corn-meal and water- Results. 

Instead of going on and increasing the] ,ftor killing, the thigh bone,fromthe Bea 
anity soap Shey onan’ to in Ppropor-| jam of each pig, was dissected and test- ee 

— pigs a, ee capacity for) 44 forits breaking strength. In the case "tee 
taking and assimilating more food, we fthe pigs that received ana Bost a “4 

find it is just the reverse, for the seven S Poe ee ss 
x ; i meal, it was found that the average 3 

pigs only gained 148 pounds during the| ,oscure required to break the bones a : 

seven weeks, or 6.9 ounces each, daily. was 407 Ibs. The bones of the pigs get- fs 

een eee oe ting wood ashes snapped at a strain of Bee 

At this time it was decided to} 340 tbs.; the bones of the pigs that re- =o 

select six of the most even pigs out of| ceived nothing but corn meal gave out 3 

the litter, divide them into three lots of} at a pressure of 306 Ibs. After get-° 14 

two each, and feed all of them| ting the breaking strength of the bone, is 

on corn meal with what salt they | they were burned by the chemist, in order Lae 

wanted and rain water to drink,|to tind how much mineral matter they pe 

but to give one lot wood ashes) contained. It was found that the bones of i 

and another lot ground bone meal, in| the pigs fed upon bone meal contained qa 

addition to corn meal; the third lot was} 109 grams of ash; the bones of those fed Mt > 

to receive nothing but corn meal and} wocd ashes had 99 grams, while the i 

water. The purpose of the experiment | bonesof those fed corn meal exclusively ie 

was to feed them as long as they could| had but 89 grams. It will be seen at he 

bear up under that kind of a ration, once that the strength of bone was just pe 
¥ ee 

i 
ate Rh 

ii i
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i i about in proportion to the amount of | important to the breeder, for if the pig 

ih AW mineral matter it contained. The odd|at this tender age lacks strength and 

ie i : pig that was left after the six had been | energy to assert and maintain its rights, 

ie i ; selected for the experiment was turned | it will soon be brushed aside and out- 
| ij I out into the barn-yard with others, | stripped by its mates, and the loss thus 

H Ft ‘ where it got a variety of feed; it went|caused can never again» be made up. 

ne | on, and developed into a fine, large ani-| Unless a man is especially equiped for 
lg f mal. The only evidence he gave of hav-| the raising of early March and April 
hy | ing received too much corn at some| pigs, he had better not undertake it, 

| Hy stage of his life was a little soreness in | for close confinement in a pen that is 
me the limbs; it was very evident that the | always more or lessdamp, and lack of 

| i bones were not strong enough to sup-|exercise, will prove fatal conditions to 
H i port the weight placed upon them. It} many, andstart others on a squealing 
| f* is proper to add that all of the pigs on | career for their lives. 

; | this experiment had an outdoor yard in 
be i which to exercise; the yard was floored, Set Sneeerties: 
ae ii | however, to prevent the pigs from get- Have the pigs come the latter part of 
1 a | ing anything other than what was|May or the first of June; and you 
je j weighed out to them. Now, think of it,| Will find that it is easier and cheap- 
1 starting with a thrifty, healthy litter of |" to battle with the cold at the 

eke pigs at the age of seventy days, it only | latter end of a ‘Dig’s life, than 
ee took twenty weeks of exclusive corn | it is at the first. Provide the sows in 

i q feeding to reduce those pigs to a condi- the fall with dry and comfortable quart- 

Heh | tion of utter helplessness. For the last | °TS» Where they will have constant ac- 
ie 1 two or three weeks of the experiment, | 08S to the barnyard; they will then take 
i ie | the pigs on corn meal alone did not gain | °7° of were that might otherwise 
haat anything at all. be wasted in the manure. In case the 
i ' sows were in a yard where steers were 

| 2 eens Tere being heavily fed with corn, the sows 
PB Now, it seems to me that this ex-/should be taken out for they would 
| | | periment demonstrates clearly the} then get too much heating food, and 
Nae necessity of first getting our pigs|that is not what they want. They 
ie) well born; second, the importance| should have a sufficient allowance of 
We of providing the pigs with a variety of cats, shorts, roots, and such slops as the 

He muscle and bone forming food for the! farm affords; fed sweet, and not in the 
: 4 - first three or four months of their lives, | highly fermented condition it sometimes 

Wie or until they have been enabled tostore|js, to keep them in a thriving 
Te up enough mineral matter within| condition, not fat. In the spring 

We their bodies to permit of a fulland| turn the sows in a clover pasture, if pos- 
} / i 7 normal development of the bone and | sible, and sow a field of oats and peas, 

THE frame, while you are engaged in the| for the sows and litters later on. The 
| ti forcing process with corn, and nothing|sows should be accustomed to being 
Th but corn, in the middle or latter end of | yarded every night, and then, as farrow- 

i ie - the pig’s life. The first week of a pig’s ing time approaches, they will natural- 

ap life is the most critical and trying period | ly resort to their pens, which should be 
TH of its existence, as it is also the most! provided with a narrow shelf or fender 
AMPs 
| j 

HE 
ee. ee
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around the inside of the walls, and8or|few minutes ago,I wish to say that I fe 

10 inches from the floor, to prevent the | think there is a great difference in the mo 

mother from ying on her young. A/cbaracter of the bone. I donot think ie 

trough should be provided, where noth-| that a great big, rough bone is what we { Ane 

ing butthe litters can get to it, andif|want. Now, in breaking the bones of HW f 

there is any skimmed milk to be had | these pigs I found that the largest were rel 

on the farm, it should be warmed to 90° | not always the strongest, but sometimes Pes 

or 95°, a little shorts or corn-meal stirred | a bone would bend long before it would ae 

into it, and the pigs taught to drink | break; and seem very flexible. ita 

just as soon as possible. As soon as I| Svpr. Moxrison—I should like to ask, qe 

can get a pig to taking a little extra] after pigs have been confined to a corn 

feed in this manner,I feel that I am diet for three months, if there is any 

well on the way to success. The feed | use in feeding to make bone and muscle? 

should be increased as fast as the litters Mr. Apams—It is possible that you can 

will take it, and the question of weaning | Testore partially but never to their s 

them willsettle itself without any inter- | normal condition after a pig has been ’ 

ruption of their progress. And now/0n corn for three months of his life. ss 

with a strong, healthy, thriving pig to J. H. Wisr—Can a fatting hog be fed i” 

start with, we have got a shoat that we as profitably on corn meal exclusively ! j : 

can force along on a field of peas, and|as he canon that with something else Ft 

top off with corn at any time during the with it? = 

following winter or spring without any} Mr. Apams—It is better with milk. cr 

ill effects resulting from the exclusive; C. P. Gooprics — How much corn i 

use of corn, and with profit to the feed-| will a hog of 150 pound weight consume if 

er. Or, tostateit in anothor way, the|in a day? ie 

time to make preparation for a profit-| Mr. Apams — From ten to twelve f 2 = 

able hog is before he is born, for I firm- | pounds aday. ni ; 

ly believe that there is more in the] H. Rossrys—What will be the gain? 44 ze 

proper care and feeding of the sows, and| Mr. Apams—Five to seven pounds of ee 

having a pig that is born right, healthy» | corn meal should make a pound of pork if p> 

and thriving tostart with, than any ra-|ona mature hog. i se 

tion we can give them at the latter end Question—Do you meana hog that { A <i} 

of their lives, I care not whether it is| has been fed all he can eat up to matur- ig 

balanced or unbalanced. ity? Za 

ee Mr. Apams—Yes, and then put upon eR 

DISCUSSION. corn meal and forced. ieee 

W.H.Core—Don’t you think that| Txos. Convey—Do you advise feeding By . 

you have set that a little too far down; | corn meal alone for fatting hogs? + foal 

don’t you think the middle of Aprilor| Mr. Apams—I do not. + 

the first of May would suit us better? Gro. Wyr1e—You can’t make a fat i FA 

Mr. Apams—If we could have them | hog gain two pounds a day? ae 

just exactly when we wanted them the| Mr. Apams—I can a lean hog, a hog aie 

first of May would be a very satisfactory | fed on nitrogenous foods, such as clov- (ei i 

time. er, shorts, etc., enough to keep him gain- fe 

In regard to this question as to the | ing. 1 5 

quality of the bone, put to Mr. Wyliea! Gzo. Wyxre—At present prices would H {
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Be you consider it profitable to grind feed?| highest price in the market and have 
i Ma. Avams—No, sir, I wouldn’t grind | the most valuable pork. 
| Hi} feed for hogs; I would prefer shelled] Gro. Wytre—Are you not mistaken 
} Bhi” corn rather than to grind it. as tothe age? Isn’t it rather under 
ve Quzstion—Do you cli’m peas won’t| eight months than over eight months? 
} fatten hogs? Mr. Apams—A fifty pound pig will 
) a Mr. Apams—They will, when you turn | gain more with less feed than a hundred 
ie |, them in where they can get all they| pound one, and it increases as it gets 
Hs, { want in a soft succulent condition, but | heavier. 
| i Idon’t know whether the pork willbe} J. M. Trur—Ifa pig has reached a 

ie k of as high value. weight of 150 pounds, at say five months 
mir” T. L. Hacker—I am inclined to differ | of age, without corn coming largely into 

| q on that point. I think the nicest pork| its diet, at what time would you begin 
| | i that can possibly be grown is from | increasing the feed of corn, in order to 

me peas, oats and milk; I think it is equal | have him mature at 250 pounds at about 
' to fowl. eight or nine months, as you have sug- 
| Mr. Apams—Mr. Hacker introduced | gested? 

| ie two or three other feeds in connection Mr. Avams—If you donot desire to 
ae with peas. My answer was in regard to/market your hog until he weighs 250 
i peas alone. pounds, you don’t want to commence 

Mh T. J. Van Marre—I wish Mr. Adams | feeding corn when he is five or six 
wae would describe tous what he under-| months old; don’t feed it to him heavily 
His. stands by a mature hog and when he /or exclusively until the last eight or nine 

i i | would begin to feed corn to finish off? | weeks before you get ready to sell him. 
ay i Supr. Morrison—Maturity is an un-| But let corn form an increasing ratio 

i | | fortunate phrase to use. from five or six months up to within 
We Mz. Avams—That question of matur- | eight weeks of the time you want to let 

ee ity will depend on the breeds, one breed | him go, and then make it all corn, if you 
4 i 1 will mature quicker than another. will. 

aes i J.M. Truz—If you aimed to grow| Go. McKerrow—How much should 
aa be Pigs toa weight of 250 pounds before}a good, well-bred pig gainevery day 

i , | selling them, at what stage of growth | from the time he is born until he is put 
l | f would you commence to ripen them for|on the market? 
i ' the market? Gzo. Wyire—A pound a day is avery 

| | Mr. Apvams—I should aim to get pigs | good gain. 
1 14) to the market at the ageof from eight Go. McKrrrow— Then how old 

| i months toa year old. The most pro-}ought an average hog ought to be when 

Ae fitable feeding is done in that period, | he weighs 250 pounds? 
i { and if the pig is fed as I urge it should} Geo. Wyrre—Two hundred and fifty 
Tae be the first three or four months of its | days, but you can do a great deal better 
a existence, with the proper kind of food | than that. 
{ t so as to get that frame to growing and| Gro. McKrrrow—How much better? 

if My | developing properly, you can with corn| Go. Wyime—I have had pige weigh 
“Rea then, along at the eighth to the tenth | 200 pounds at six months. 

eee months of that pig’s life, lay ona suffi-} Supr. Morrison—At what age can a 
hi oy | cient amount of fat to command the| pig be turned off most profitably? 

: 
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Geo, Wyrre—I think at about seven | of pork is that in which the fat is all ; H iy 

months; twelve months is too long. the way through it, marbled, as it is of § 

7. J. Van Marre—Isn’t it afact that | called; itis that that makes the juicy, BY 8 

inthe Chicago market well matured palatable article so much desired, and a (ae 

hogs bring a larger price per pound|you can’t put it there with anything but (aaa 

than lighter hogs? carbonaceous food, like corn. ie 

Gxo. Wxtie—Sometimes it is and| T. L. Hacksr—Now, Ihave just kill- Hes 

sometimes it is not, and it is as often in ed five young shoats, weighing probably ae 

favor of the light hogs asin favor of 180 pounds each; they were raised on ie 

the heavy ones. oats and peas ground and they were not ie 

Onancx Jupp—You will find there is a/ finished off, but the pork is finished off; Mi 

class of nice shoats, 190 pounds and| it is just the kind of pork we can eat 

downwards that sell at the same prices| with a good deal of, relish. I think if I 

as heavy weights; the highest price is had finished off those pigs with corn d 
paid for large shoats, 150 to 180 pounds, they would have been too fat. I am not 

and then you strike up above 300, from speaking of pigs for the market now, ti 

300 to 350; from 200 to250 pounds do not but for family use. 

sell as high. Orance Jupp—We used to fat a great i ‘ 

G.C. Henpy—Many of us when fat-| many hogs; they were kept on clover in re 

ting a hog for our own use would like to| the summer, and mast, of which there i 

have them weigh 250 pounds, but we} was plenty, and then finished off on corn, th 

‘would like to have alittle more lean|and we had the pork, the lean and the =. 

meat? fat. ; 

L. H. Apams—You will have plenty of] T.L. Hacker—For the last three P= 

lean meat if you bring the hog up on| years Ihave sowed three bushels of } | 

dairy slops, clover, peas, and finish it off | peas and oats to the acre, half and half, Hi - 
with corn. and I have reaped them and thrashed i o 

Taos. Convey—Has exercise anything | them just the same as I do oats, and for iy 

to do? dairy anmals [have them ground; for Wi 

L. H. Apams—It has something to do | pigs and young stock I feed them wholes op 

with it in this respect, that you can’t|and the result is exceedingly satistac- & 
hope for a normal development without! tory. Every dairyman will admit that = 

proper exercise. oats and ground cornis a first class f 

T. L. Hacker—In preparing a hog for | feed but it is not equal to oats and peas. if 

your own family use, why finish off} W.H. Core—How many bushels do £ 

with corn? Why not be satisfied with a} you get to the acre? 7” 

nice lean piece of pork? T. L, Hacker—Last year I got forty to 

L. H. Apams—Because the highest | bushels. ah 

quality of beef and the highest quality eo 
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i HOW CAN WE MAKE PORK AT LOW COST. f i 
i By THOMAS CONVEY. ti 

| The Best and Cheapest Ration. feeding milk to hog ons grass in the iH Ifasked, which is the cheapest hog | absence of a grain ration, is not to be i food we can produce? I would unhesit- recommended, while young pigs do not 4 atingly say, clover. If asked, which is derive much benefit from pastures ex- ; the best single food? I would answer, | cept through the exercise and contact } corn. But in the combination of these | with the soil, and yet when the { two foods lies the security of the pork | weather is suitable it is the safest place fi producer. You may say this necessitates | to keep them, as old pens with their ua- A exclusive summer feeding, not necessar- healthy surroundings, and bad atmos- ily clover hay, and clover ensilage, now | phere, are particularly injurious to } forms part of aration for hogs in many young pigs. Winter feeding should be i portions of the state and is giving the | avoided as much as possible, especially i! best of satisfaction, especially where fed | the practice of keeping what are termed fi to mature stock, kept for breeding pur-| store hogs, when not kept for breeding f poses, and some parties reporting that purposes. 
they have kept brood sows on good Early Pigs. 
clover hay each receiving two pounds Early pigs, like early lambs and chick- 

| : tas — aon os penne to th ens afford the best chance for profitable / ay the latter fed without prepara 10D | feeding, they are capable of utilizing : of any kind, while this style of feeding grain when it comes, and by liberal grai : is practiced quite extensively in the east- feeding, can be got in constitution to 
ern part of the state, and by the sell on the early fall market. The risk | very ae ot aoe Yet I can| (+ losing winter pigs will prevent this . a ay " - ty uae eee but practice from becoming general. Some | Pe oy oe Gal eee advocate having pigs come in speak from experience in feeding grain h 1 . h th | lover pasture, and I prefer corn, and| ‘2@ fall, carrying them over to the pep cas sot, «g| June and July markets. But the men can honestly say, it is one of the best, if z > th hes tohcoetd k who raise two litters a year from mature — 1 . = ae oe ee re = sows, Claim this to be the way to pro- Bae ow oot, Bo le te tie man8e | ance pork at the least cost, also that so few farmers avail themselves of its 2 avant Keaneekt a: rk can ‘hey get the best prices. I have always = ee bl B Da 2 rae ae preferred raising one litter a year, never | ae re ee oo ti ae cual ts i ce weaning the pigs, but I have my doubts ration, i not be profitably produced on an all about its being the most profitable way. 

grass ration, but the person who h: Not Corn Alone. 
never tried feeding alimited amount o} In recommending corn and clover I grain to thrifty hogsona good clove] would not meinem a. as pasture would be surprised at the re-| no food comes amiss with the hog, and his sults. The practice of many feeders of|diet should consist of cheap rations, y
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when possible. But one. thing should | feeding animals for meat production it f a 

not be lost sight of, and that is he|/it is just the same as in the production ae 

should make a reasonable amount of | of the butter cow or the trotting horses Hi 

daily gain, for that represents the pro- The animal having the greatest capac- ae 

fit. And in the absence of it, there must | ity to acomplish the object for which it ae 

be a daily loss, as the pig gains nothing is kept affords the greatest profit. 4 tt? 

by age if he does not increase ia weight, — 4 i bi 

on the contrary, he gets out of constitu- DISCUSSION. 4 re 

tion, and this naturally interferes with| Mr. Jenntyes—Would you feed corn ha 

profitable feeding thereafter. So the | with your clover? 3h 

daily loss is not represented by the daily Tuos. Convey—Yes; if I wanted them | 

amount of food consumed. to produce the greatest growth I would } 

Ignorance, or neglect of this principle | feed about one-third the ration. WW 

is the source of more loss than anything| Mr. J) ENNINGS—What if you should | 

else connected with feeding, and makes | feed more? ; 

our meat products cost from 25 to50 per} Txos. Conver—Well, they would cost i 

cent. more than it should; without either | you more. $ » 

pleasure or profit toany one, or anything} Mr. West—I would like to ask Mr. } re 

concerned. The greatest possible|Convey whether in feeding skimmed } ; 

daily income of weight, may not rep- milk to pigsin the summer he has to ice 

resent the greatest possible profit. We | warm it? Se 

must consider the cost ofa food asvell| Mr. Convey—It is better to warm it i : 

as its nutfitive value. Therefore, anall|in the summer time for very young : 

grain ration will not bear comparison | pigs. ie 

with a mixed grain and grass ration,| 1. H. Apams—What is a good gainon * 

Pork made in this way is ata mini-| clover? i 

mum expenditure of labor, and thereis| Mr. Coxvey—I always strive to get ty 

the least possible loss of fertility, this, |one pound per day and usually get it. I ‘aay 

of course, refers to pasturing, and pork |have had as high asone and one-fifth cs ; 

made in this way does not incur the ex- pounds per day; if you work more on fom 

traexpense of keeping up animal heat | grass and less on corn of course you may Of + 

during cold weather. gain something less than that. a 

Roots and Squash in Winter. J. M. Trve—Have you had any ex- , : 

In fall or winter we should strive to perience in feeding peas to hogs? a pe 

supplement or supersede a grass ration Mr. Convey—Yes, I have raised peas r 

with roots, potatoes, squash, pumpkins, and oats, as Mr. Hacker states, and it is $3 

cabbage, apples, or any of these. Some a very fine feed to balance up with corn. A i 

of them are better cooked and mixed|I think it is cheaper than bran and i. 

with meal, they should be fed in con- shorts. I produced this last year 46 ¥a 

nection with grain, and in cold weather bushels to the acre, and the year pre- Ee 

Jess of this class of foods are needed, | vious I produced 40 bushels to the acre. ie 
but they should never be entirely dis- | There is one objection to it, and that is i I 

pensed with, variety in food promotes | that it will go down on rich land. i at 

digestion and improves the appetite,| H. P. Runpre—I would like toask if ia! 

and the more an animal can assimilate, |the peas and oats ripen at about the a 

the greater the profits in feeding, but in same time? ¥ : 

i 

a 
ah ca i j Hi
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! Mr. Convry—Yes; I sow the late factit has more nutritive value than H variety, but I believe any variety could | clover. 
i I be used. I drill them in with adrill. I] Mr. Jennincs—Have you ever fed sow the White Russian oats. I prefer | ground barley? 
i the common field peas to the green} Mr. Convey—I have in connection | peas. with other feed. 
i T. L. Hacker—I was going to say that} R. B. Brooxs—In feeding my hogs by sowing the oats I have no diffi-| last summer, having no corn, I fed i culty in the crop going down. I use the| shorts and part of the time bran; they 

small pea. How do you cut the peas? | were running on good clover pasture. 
Mr. Convey—With a binder and bind | Do you think it would be cheaper to them up. buy corn? 
J. H. Wise—In what proportion do} Mr. Coxvey—I think it would have 

you mix them to sow? been cheaper feed if they were running ! Mr. Convey—A bushel and a half of | on clover. 
. peas and a bushel of oats. Querstion—How do you manage to { Geo. McKrrrow—Do you ever use thresh peas without splitting them? | charcoal in feeding hogs, and in what Mr. Convey—You don’t need to run } does its value consist? the cylinder close, and you won’t split 

Mr. Coxvey—I feed charcoal and many of them; splitting them won’t in- ; ashes to hogs in winter time, by leaving | jure them for feeding. 
it where the hogs can get access to it Joy Marcu—It they will take out 
without having it exposed to the| the concave and put in a board the peas weather. won’t be split: 

W. H. Core—Do you always keep salt} Mr. Convey—You don’t thresh oats where the hogs can get it? in that way though? 
Mr. Convey—I don’t feed it; they get] gupr, Morrison—What do you think it in the milk from the dairy. of the comparative value of a bushel of 
Querstiox—Do you depend on corn to corn fed in June or July, with hogs ona 

finish off with? good clover pasture, as compared with 
Mr. Convey—I depend on a balanced feeding a bushel of corn, with the tem- 

ration; I find a balanced ration will perature twenty degrees below zero, as 
produce the greatest amount of daily | farmers usually do? 

gain. Mr. Convey—It is worth from three 
J. H. Wisr—Have you ever tried to! to five times as much. 

feed rye to hogs? Gro McKrrrow—At what age and at 
Mr. Convey—Buta very little; it is an | about what weight do you prefer to turn 

excellent food but should be ground. off hogs for the most profit? 
Quzstioy—What use do you make of| Mr. Convey—About six months old, 

your pea straw? and at a weight of from 200 to 250 
Mr. Convey—It goes in the oat straw| pounds, 

and the cattle eat it equally as well; in
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PROFITABLE PORK MAKING. ae 
tel 

By EH. M. SNOW, Waterloo, Wis. i 

‘Shiftless Management. Better Care, Better Results. ie 

Several years ago having occasion to} It occurred to me, that if the hog Mite 

travel somewhat, my attention was call-|had been cared for as the cow if 

ed to the manner in which the hogin-|had been, why should we not rea- 

dustry was managed by farmers gener-|sonably expect as much better results 

ally. It seemed to consist in allowing|from him. Acting upon this idea, I 4 

the young animals of any and all breeds | proceeded to build a pen, consisting of 

to shirk for themselves until they were|an alley four feet wide with feeding i 

16 or 18 months old, when they were en- | room on one side ten feet wide, and pens 

closed ina pen from one to two rods | 6x12 feet wide on the other side, with a f 

: square with ground for a floor; their | space 10x12 for the purpose of preparing + | 

’ shelter, if any,was a few poles laid | food, which should be placed in the i 

across the corner of the pen, with a|troughs while the feeding room was refi 

forkful of straw or hay placed on them | empty, after which the door is opened ne 

which the first wind caused to disap-| and the pigs enter at once, and all have 4 

pear, and it was very seldom if ever re-| an equal chance as there is an sbund- . 

placed. The rains that came softened |anceof room. The side pens are used = 

the floor until the mud was from six to|for temporary purposes only, as the hs 

ten inches deep, upon which corn was| stock is expected to sleep out side the ry 

poured without stint. The soft feed | pens in sheds prepared for that purpose. ey 

was lifted over the fence and poured|The sides of the alley is composed of i =, 

down among them, hoping that some| swinging partitions, for the purpose of . r 

portion of it might possibly reach the| depositing food in the troughs and en- a 

trough below, and he was regarded as an| trance to the pens. When we desire to & : 

important factor in removing the mort-| handle our pigs we turn them into the a 

gage upon the farm, and notwithstand-| alley and by having a board little less Be: 

ing such rough treatment, he fulfilled! than four feet long and about three feet e ; 

the expectations remarkably well. wide, we are able to sort out and handle pt i 

The time was, when the cow was|themaswe desire. We would like to 7H 

wintered around a straw stack, receiving | have a lane from the feeding pen, 11 ' 3 

an occasional feed of hay, and water | feet wide and long enough to accommo- fa 

after the same manner, if convenient to | date as many one-half acre fields of clov- 4 

the keeper; but later she was placed in| er as we have brood sows, so that each F : 

quarters where the wind and frost were | litter of pigs may be by themselves for itt 

strangers, and the water she drank was|twoor three weeks, or until they are iy 

warm toadegree of assimilation, and|strong enough to protect themselves a 

witb this treatment she soon became |from robbery by those that are older; & i 

one of the leading industries of the| after which time two or three litters ie 

land. may be turned together according to the ae 

3 ; i e ne 

a
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i capacity of the feeding pen. My method | they weighed 260 tbs. each. Their main of feeding isto place the food in the food was shorts for the first. few months i troughs and then opena twelve foot after which, oats were added and pump- i gate around far enough to ‘close up the | kins also, through their season, but all * | lane leaving an open walk from the that time I fed just corn enough to make { clover field to the pen; after they are | them as fat as I desired and no more. | done eating they are returned to the Clover, Corn and Pork, ; Place from whence they were taken, the Great care should be used that they 
| gate is closed, the process repeated un- they do not become too fat, for their til all have been fed. aha ._ |Srowth. In 1884, I feda bunch of fifty i This method of handling is very satis- hogs which had been run on grass through 

factory, enabling the keeper to feed| th, summer, until late in September, each pig what he desires him to have. when I turned them into a field of clover, i Salt, Sulphur and Ashes, new seeding, about one foot high and 
I prepared a box about three feet each nicely in blossom. The corn fed was fit- 1 Way, open on one side with an inclined| teen earseach per day. The gain as i board reaching from the top, to within | to growth and fatness, was perfectly 1 three inches of the bottom, and the satisfactory, the meat was free from ! same distance from the backside with a|that oily softness that we sometimes Cover on top, in which I keep a mixture | find and seemed to beexactly what we of salt, sulphur and ashes. It is always | wanted for home consumption. I have dry and accessible to the hogs from the | produced just as good results by cook- open side. But notwithstanding this| ing pumpkins toa pulp and thickening Precaution, I met with a strange experi-| with corn meal, about one-half bushel of ence. A few pigs seemed to be weak|meal to one barrel of pumpkins, and across the back as though they were|would say here, that while we may strained, nearly losing the use of their|give exact proportions of rations on hind parts, with a sunken appearance | general principles, the judgment and loss of appetite as well. I select-|of the master must determine ed two of the worst cases and put them|for himself, from what he has in one of the small clover fields and| in hand, what is best for his particular prepared a powder of charcoal, sulphur, | charge. If the hogs are increasing in and salt, mixed with milk. The result|size, without taking on a sufficient was that they soon recovered from this quantity of fat, the ration of corn is not attack, took their places in the herd and | sufficient and must be increased. On 

were allright. Whenever I discovered | the other hand, if they take on fat too , auy of the above described symptoms, | rapidly for their growth, the corn food I mixed salt and ashes with the food, {must be diminished. j P which I finally adopted as part of a : Cleanliness Necessary, 
necessary ration, after which time those| T know of a lot of pigs that were win- symptoms disappeared entirely. Last | tered in one corner of a barn basement r year I raised and fed twenty high grade| which was warm; their nests were corn- Polands which weighed 200 Ibs. (alive) at | stalks that were cleaned out of mangers, six and one-half months old, two of | after being fed to stock, and this was which I continued to feed until they | nearly or quite the only lot of pigs that were eight months old, at which time escaped the cholera scourge in that
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neighborhood, thus showing how im- Selection, es 

portant it isthat they should be kept At the age of four months I selected RES 

dry, clean and warm. I have lost quite|asow for breeding purposes from the av 

a large percentage of pigs, when I had | lot of twenty mentioned above and plac- aes 

the brood sows sleep on a plank floor | ed her with two registered sows, all re- i : 

through the winter, but since placing | ceiving the same care from: that. time ee 

them in sheds, I have been fairly suc-|on until seven months of age, when the i 

cessful. I have never beenable to satis-| grade weighed 150 pounds, while the 7 be) 

fy myself why these things are so, but|registered ones weighed 200 pounds “i 

accept it as afact, and govern myself each. SoI should try to get the best i: a 

accordingly. I have never had any|stock possible. A sow that rears pigs i he 

trouble with mothers eating their | with bursts should be excluded from the } 

young, except in one instance, she was breeding pen. When the farmers can t 

enclosed in asmall pen (6x10), in cold| with certainty produce the kind of pork { 

weather, fed with house slops and corn,|as described above, I believe that j 

and I could afterward see that some-|the home consumption will be ‘ 

thing was lacking in the food she ate. | largely increased, because the intrinsic 4 

Sinks at Haceewing: value is there and I think that should Rew 

be the object sought for by every 1 a} 

I would recommend the pigs to be drop- | feeder in theland. it 

i i : ; te 
ped in bead while ee mothers areon| Jy the absence of milk, as with them ae 

grass, at which time the weather is ex- in Nebraska, they must use flax seed, i=. 

pected to be moderately warm and they | soaked in warm ae until it jellies; | 

are supplied with all the requirements| this chould be mixed with the food in 
of perfect health. The pigs should be| .uficient quantity to produce a result ts 

fed forten months, when they ought to| which experience alone will show to be 4 

mreigh 500 pounds'epcl: os be ready for| desirable. (It is just as good for colts.) ze | 

the March market which five out of| Jf ground oats are any cheaper than i 

Suis soncemive yoore the highest mar- |.» orts, give them a fair trial. But I would * 7 

ket price was paid and seven out of the | not grind the corn but keep it for to bal- pe 

saidtwelve years the highest market! ance the other feed. Mix the shorts or- - 

price was paid in September; but high | ground oats with warm water to the be 

feeding is not conisdered entirely safe| consistency of deep setting cream and he 

in hot weather. The time was 1875 to| add the jelly, or oil-cake meal in small to} 

and including 1886. { would breed from | quantities for three or four months, at £ 

mature stock, retaining superior animals | the same time give them a clover run. x 4 

until their usefulness was ended, be- ae 

cause I believe the pigs to be stronger bs 

and better able to resist disease. nif . 

9—Insr. ey 
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ii DEERFOOT FARM PORK PRODUCTS. 
Te : 
Hei By JAMES CHEESMAN, Southboro, Mass. 

eb 
nee The starting of this farm was the pur- {Joseph Burnett, Hon. Edward Burnett, 

De, | chase of a country home by Mr. Joseph | Mr. Robert Burnett and Mrs. Gardner, 
| I ti Burnett. He is a native of Southboro|several cottages for the employes, be- 

Ne! a and having been successful in business | sides the barns and other 
| ue in Boston, desired to establish his sum- Farm Buildings. 

| A er home there, and accordingly pur-| ‘The farm buildings are somewhat scat- 
oe chased this farm. The farm was run a3|toreq as the business developed from 

V4 é A City Man’s Country Place, small beginnings, and new buildings were 

et until 1871, when Mr. Edward Burnett | @dded as was necessary. The barns are all 
: : graduated from Harvard and enlarged serviceable and have nothing about 

| | the scope of the farm operations, bring-| them different from what any common 

ie? ing it into prominence as a business en- | aro may have. 
} terprise. He was so successful in this} The buildings are grouped together for 
i that the word Deerfoot, as a trade mark | €ase of supervision and for the purpose 

ne | for butter and pork products, is known |°f convenience in the use of power 
ee over nearly the whole country, and|andsystem. The dairy is at the end 

ei the demand for them is more than the|®earest the foreground and the pork 
; : farm as such can supply. business at the other so that no unpleas- 

ee) The Deerfoot business is divided into | ant odors from the hogs can effect the 
eee) three distinct departments or heads.| butter. The boiler and steam engine is 

ii | ch” First, the farming proper; second, the | in the centre, with the office and labor- 
HES creamery or dairy business; and third,|atory over head. 

ee the pork business. Each of these : - The Farm 
i charge of a competent foreman an‘ : . * ae ae is devoted to making milk and raising 

ve Pear ae coment 0 Se pete pigs. The neat stock includes about 80 
} Size of Farm. head of Jerseys, Guernseys and their 

The farm comprises about 300 acres,|gtades. The herd is led by two A. J. 
i) a little less than one-half of which is un-| C. C. bulls, one sired by Eurotas Victor 

Wi * der cultivation, raising hay and other | Hugo 15,689, and having considerable 

eee. fodder for the stock. The rest of the|Eurotas blood in his veins. The other, 

i farm is rough, stony and in some places} Hillsboro, was sired by Lord Darlington 

ee covered with undergrowth of sprouts. | 7,285; in addition to having a consider- 
4 | Some three or four acres per year are re-| able amount of Darlington blood, he is 

; claimed and added to the arable portion | also descended from the Duke of Argyle 
a) i of the farm. and Morjoram families. The farm is 
ie The farm is situated at four corners of | now milking 53 cows,the balance being 
i the town’s highways, about a mile anda} young animals. Everything about the 

eae half west of Southboro station. On it} barnsis the ideal of neatness; the stables 
! are located the family residences of Mr.|are continually sprinkled with plaster 

| mou eal 
W i | } i
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and other absorbents. Much hay is cut, | thing is neat and clean about the prem-- he 

and this is a prominent article of feed, | ises. The pork products are so well an \ 

with corn meal, gluten meal and linseed | known and so popular that they are we 

meal. shipped all over the country, to Mon- i ie | 

Ensilage is being used now for the| tana, New Orleans and St. Louis, Chi- | Hi 

first season, a new silo 32x20 feet having | cago, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Boston, Fun | 

been constructed during the last sum-| Philadelphia, Baltimore and other ane 

mer. places. rr i 

The number of pigs kept on the place When the hog troubles appeared a few i 

varies, but it is intended to raise about | years ago it was deemed prudent to re- aie 

300 per year at the least, and we hope duce the number raised on the farm to b 

by greater economy in the waste pro- within a hundred and to exercise extra . 

ducts of the dairy to increase the num-| care in our selections to avoid suspicion 

ber. The pigs are fed largely on the of disease. Sa 

skimmed milk and butter milk from the| Since then we have not fed so many on 1 

dairy, and are also used to help in re-|the place, but have induced a greater. . 

claiming the rough land. They are| number of farmers to make porkforus ‘| 

pastured on sections enclosed with | within ten miles of the farm. Our ob- ret 

movable fences, so that their runs can | ject is to induce those we buy milk from { 

be readily changed. They are service- to take back their own skim at 5 cents net 

. able in turning over the soil, while| per can of 18 pounds, or 271¢ cents per = 

adding to its fertility. 100 pounds, and compound this with i 

The Pork Business equal weights of bran and corn meal, ut 
using not less than ten pounds daily of (an 

ee ee ae ena _ the milk and a suitable quantity of the o uF 

i 3 " | mixture of the bran and corn meal to pena 
by its buyers from the best dairy dis- pole Ane erveied as of pi a 

A ; : : g demands of pigs. i 

= in New England and ship iba d Generally we have tried to follow the er 
alive to Deerfoot farm for final feeding teachings of Dr. Goessmann’s experi- Say 

and butchering. The most prominent ments by choosing the highly nitrogen- * 

of the well known products of this de- ous feeds for their high manurial values, 4 re 

eas eee Dr. Goessmann’s food valuation of te 
which are known the country over. But fodder articles per ton: XE 

a large’ business is also done in fancy | 5S 
bacon, lard, and in small 15, 25 and 50 ¢ 2, a 
pound tubs of family pork. Pig’s feet 8 28] ¢ | wf if ae 

are put up in glass jars, and some of 2 132 & z t 4 

the sausages are put up in two-pound 2\s & lz A bey 

packages, and some of the sausage Foaderarticles. | | | | Vote, BE 

meat is also put in two-pound packages | (omar iro] 1:39 2a] sols f | 
in parchment paper. This building is| Wheat middiings| 2.00] 10.75) 9.25] 22.82) 2.78 i 

sind equipped with machinery for dong | tet eta | sti] al | aa 4 
work expeditiously, with rooms for | Linseen oe <a oo _ as 3.2 fo 

butchering, cutting, making the saus- | Timothy..........| 12:00] 5.50] 6.50] 12:0] 2.18 a 

ages, filling and chilling, packing them, | Sor""jecs.""..7:| 8:00 135] a's] 41:] oat 4 
trying the lard, smoking the bacon, and | Ssh 7°) 30) So) Ce] in Sa 
everything else that is needed. Every- i i 

i 

4 
ha 
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” “The above estimation of value is based | I suppose a paper from Deerfoot farm is 

i on 41-3 cents per pound for digestible | considered by some, a little more spicy 

; fat, digestible nitrogenous matter, 4 1-3] than some good hard headed pig-men 

{ cents per pound, and non-nitrogenous | in Wisconsin would offer. I want to 

9-10 cents per pound. swap. The New England States want 

This year weshall usea little Cleveland|to borrow the governor and Uncle 
1 lindseed meal for pigs under 100 Ibs.| Hiram Smith to teach us how to breed 

weight, after that we shall abandon lin-|@ business cow, and Prof. Henry and 
seed, leave out the bran when the pigs | Theodore Lewis how to make healthy, 

attain a weight of 150 pounds carrying | sensible, nice eating pork. 

them through to 200to 210 Ibs. On a| The lesson we all have to learn is 1 

i mixture of skim milk and corn meal,| more faith inthe few acres near our 

. and what they can pick up oa their| barns, to concentrate capital in fewer 

limited ranges on the rough land. We|cowsand pigs. To grind out less muscle 

aim to produce lean meat by giving|on chores, do more thinking, use the 

food of aclose nutritive ratio, and free| scales every day, carry our pencils and 

exercise on sheltered land. In summer | note books all the time, and to know 

we use movable pens rather than sta-| what every quart of grain costs, the cost 

tionary buildings. In the fall we group|of every bit of clover, corn, milk and 

the pigs together under the three barns | pork raised on the farm. 

where they have free range in lots of| Hoard, Morrison and Smith cannot - 

fifty to exercise on the long litter from | save us if we do not learn our individu- 

the stable and the peat moss which we are | al duty and do it. With such manhood 
now using in combination with plaster, | and educational facilities to the square 
as an absorbent. The gross cost of food | mile as you have in Wisconsin every far- 

and labor for one pound of pork|mer ought to be an expert in cows and 
with us at eastern. prices of pork. Make more bone and muscle for the 

skim milk and grain figures from 5) Pigs and you will always get enough lard. 

to 5! cents live weight. We estimate | Never keep pigs longer than six to eight 

the profit of pork making on the|months old. Lean pigs, cleanliness and 

value of the manurial residues of feed. |g00d faith have made our business and 

This is one of the hardest lessons we | the same qualifications keep it together. 

have to teach the people who grow pork The Dairy Department 
for us. They don’t realize that corn meal | ygeg all the milk made upon the farm, 

is the most expensive thing we buy and | and also such of the milk of the adjoin- 

that bran and linseed meal are the | ing farms as comes up to the Deerfoot A 
cheapest. If I tried in Wisconsin I|gtandard. The milk of 1,000 cows is 

should grow plenty of clover, barley and used daily. The farm runs a car from 

oat fodder and cut these up and mix | Southboro to Boston every day, on which 
them with corn ensilage, bran and skim- | is sent much milk as well as cream, but- 

milk. Distance lends enchantment, and | ter and pork products. ,
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PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE CONDITIONS pg | 

OF THE HORSE MARKET. “tea 

By JOHN M. TRUE, Baraboo, Wis. y 

The Best Will Always Sell. sold more readily, and at more un‘form i 

Few markets are uniformerly good. | prices than horses. All kinds have had i 

Periods of general depression pass|a market value. Good horses have sold | 

over the country during which all com-|high, wile poor ones have paid well H 

modities suffer to a certain extent in| enough to encourage the scrub and low- be 

their market value. grade producer to continue his work. | UB 

At other times dullness of market is| Horse breeding has had its boom, and y 

noticeable with some given product, |colts are found in nearly every farm es 

while others of a similar character even, | yard. ' 

are hot affected. In the last mention-| Oftheentire horse product now in rf 

ed case irregularities of prices may be|the hands of the Wisconsin farmer I vf 

almost always traced to the undesirable | estimate forty per cent. to be osten- ta 

character of the commodity, or an|sibly roadster breeding, of an actual or - . 

overproduction, or oftener perhaps to a| prospective weight of less than 1,100 bs., ed 

combination of these causes, since over- | and of no special merit in styleof move- Bu 

production usually depresses the price|ment; thirty per cent. of light or low 1 # . 

of the poor product, without seriously | grade draft-breeding, weighing actually thew 

affecting that of the better. or prospectively less than 1,300 tbs. and re 

The farmer’s market seems to be|of draft and semi-draft formation and oa 

more at the mercy of circumstances|movement twenty per ‘cent of draft . — 

than any other, partially on account of | breeding weighing, or to weigh upward o 

the varied character and quality of what | of 1,300 Ibs. and ten per cent of roadster | ‘ 

he produces, and also from a failure or breeding and possessing meritorious ° 

inability to make any studied observa- qualities of style, speed or sufficient size 1% rn 

tion of the law of supply and demand. | to make desirable carriaze horses. Ve 

Booms sweep over our agricultural in- Good Horses Pay. ot 

terests, and we thoughtlessly rush from Horses are said to be low; indeed t } 

cue eaieepsine to another regardless of there is no sale for certain grades. It is Rag : 

the well established fact that such| ..r4to assume that 50 per cent. ofour =| | 

a must lead to a reaction that .jtire product represents this unsaleable eae 1 

will be fatal to the interests of many | dings, I hear of no complaint of no =) 

bungling or thoughtless zealot. market, cr low prices from handlers of a H 

The Horse Product. good roadster-red carriage horses, or =| 
For years no product of the farm has| large, smooth, well-formed draft horses. He 3 | 

\ ia 
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{ T have been criticised in the past, for horses at satisfactory prices now, and 
t placing so much stress upon size asa always will find a good market. 

Special consideration for the roadster Intelligent Breeding. 

| Rovio Toor dese nonin |Tasathing nthe character ot the Se Porn atei a fini h; butdo beli present horse market that seems sug- 
| ty mei a aa = te gestive of radical changes in the future. ( that with this combination, little import- We are no more going to return to the 

) ince need be attached to speed. It horses of twenty-five years ago, than we makes little difference in value whether | a76 to other styles and methods of those 
the horses trot in three minutes or four) days. The American people do not minutes, while the difference in price progress that way. The coming trotter 
between 1,100 pound and 1,200 pound must fly, above 2:30 cuts no figure now: 
horses of equal style and finish is Not many of us will raise phenomenal quite appreciable. trotters. Good roadsters and coachers Increased weight also seems to be re- weighing 1,200 pounds and upwards 
quired by the draft horse market; 1,500] will be among the best paying live stock pounds being considered light enough products of the next ten years, and in- 
for the big horse. But the market no telligent, widea-wake horse-farmers can 
longer pays a premium for flat feet, raise them. We shall always want lots 
puffy or curby hocks and heads the size of good draft horses, and the best paying ofasalt barrel. Indeed, it is getting type will never be lighter or poorer than quite sharp in its discriminations against the market standard of today. The 
these features that have been quite com- draft horse is the product of good breed- 
mon with draft horses—quality is as de- ing and feeding. His production is 

The Horse That Sells. within the reach of all farmers who un- 
sirable in a draft, as in a road horse. derstand these requirements; and the With 50 per cent. of our product un-| income from good work here will repre- 

saleable, upon our hands, shall we still | 5°2¢ se anh clear profit as for any breed horses? No! and Yes! Weshould | ther line of farm work. 
not breed in a way to add to the non- The Scrub Must Go. 
marketable product. If through penuri-| Circumstances have conspired against 
ousness, ignorance, or prejudice, we still:| the scrub, and he must go. Over-pro- 
insist upon perpetuating the little mon-| duction has unmasked him, and without 
grel or the low-grade nondescript, if we|a buyer or friend he is plainly seen in 
breed at ail, give up the work. There | his undesirableness. The farmer who 
isno present or prospective market for| raises horses for the market hereafter, 
you. Butifyou wish to raise horses as| willin common with hisbrotherfarmers 
& business, can see the value of a dollar | who raise other products at a profit, 
when well invested, as well as when in| find that he will succeed in proportion 
your fingers; like a good horse and know | to the skill and intelligence he puts into 
him when you see him, and are willing | his work. Competition wiil not soon be 
to admit that buyers who will pay long very sharp “up at the top,” and the 
prices, and represent markets, know as | nearer he approaches that enviable posi- 
well as you what is the best horse to| tion, the greaterdegree of success he 
raise—such men as you sell all their may hope to attain.
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THE BREEDING OF DRAFT HORSES. ie 

By ALEXANDER GALBRAITH, Janesville, Wis. : P 1 

An Important Industry. dispute that this improvement in draft oe 

Few departments of agricultural in-| horses has been a source of benefit and 1a ti 

dustry of this great country are more| profit to the whole country. a a 

important than that of draft horse| Itis doubtless true that in certain a 

breeding, and none have been more uni-| sections of the country there may be too ; i 

formly profitable during recent years. many draft stallions, and consequently i 

Croakers or prophets of evil, and also | the terms of service are so reduced as i 

some of those interested in light horses, | to make the business unprofitable to the q 

have sought to belittle the business, as- stallioneer, but after all this is an evil 

serting that it was much overdone—that | which ultimately rectifies itself. What i 

far too many heavy horses were being is neededis a more thorough distribu- + 

raised, and that a reaction was bound to | tion and also better horses. There are et 

set in. yet many counties in some of the Middle ati 

Judging from the sayings of these and Western States, not excepting Wis- | a 

wiseacres this reaction should now be|consin, where not a single pure bred 1s 

long past due, and yet what do we find|draft stallion can be found, and ‘S 

today? Why, the demaad for first-class | others where the people are only be- i, 

geldings or mares of suitable age, weigh-| ginning to recognize the necessity of x 

ing from 1,400 pounds upwards, is still | raising heavy horses, and appreciate the ao 

in excess of the supply, and the prices | benefits to be derived therefrom. { - 5a 

commanded by such horses have always Fewer Losses By Blemishes. vam 

been eminently satisfactory and _ profit- One great advantage which the draft Bay 

able. Notwithstanding the general de- horse breeder has over the breeder, of ee 

pression which prevails all over: this road horses is that he has fewer sacri- ‘ _ 

continent, and the almost ruinous) ¢... to make Se aooount’: tiemislion on es 

prices going for cattle, hogs and all imperfections. Ifa road horse or car- se 

kinds of grain and other farm products, riage horse has a deformity however As 

it is a fact patent to all interested that slight, or happens to throw out a pale = 

good grade dratt horses have maintained curb or spavin or even a splint or gets cut < 

their value much better than anything|,, the barbed wire—or as friend Me- Ais: 

else. In fact, they are about the only | Kinney used to call it, “That barbar- a 

commodity on whieh, = farmer is al- ous wire”—it invariably detracts great- i i 

lowed to set his own price. ly from his selling value. Not so with nel 

Quality and Size. the draft horse—very little allowance Et 

The quality andsize of the average having to be made for a small blemish ie 

draft horse in this country today com-|onhim. This enables the draft horse i! H 

pared with that of 10to 15 years ago breeder to get a better average price on ‘ #4 i 

show a wonderful advancement—an ad-| his sales. Idon’t wish to speak dis- if i 

yancement which may be considered paragingly of light horses—they occupy $38 ; 

phenomenal—and I think nobody willla very.prominent andimportant part in ie a i 

oe 
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i the horse breeding of America, but as|of colts that will yield him an excellent i an illustration of my argument I will] return and find a ready market at all 
iy suppose a farmer raises six trotting bred | times at good paying prices. In order 
H or roadster colts and the same number | to do so successfully, however, a greater 
i of draft colts annually. The firstnamed, | amount of scientific knowledge of the 
i, as everyone knows, require considerable | art of mating and familiarity with blood 
i , more care and attention, and an extra| lines is necessary, and above all things 
if expenditure of time and money in| the mares must be especially adapted to 

jj fitting them forthe market. Out of the| the purpose, being themselves well bred, 
| six colts raised he sells perhaps two of | of good size, form, action and disposition 
; them for $200 each, other two for $150| and thoroughly sound. Of course such 
\ each, and two, which in all probability are | mares are not too plentiful and always 
i more or less blemished or inferior, | command especially good prices. ! bring $100 each. This, I think, is a very A Good Dam Necessary. 

liberal estimate, and leaves anaverage| This question of the dam proves a 
i price of $150 per head. Ihave not taken; stumbling block in the path of progress 

any account of the chance there always|madeby the average breeder of all kinds 
i is of producing a fast trotter. While| of stock, and it should be borne in 

such chance always exists, and doubtless | mind that no animal of any great excel- 
lends a fascination to the business, the | lence has been the produce of a poor 

t experience of at least nine-tenths of] mother. Farmers should as far as they breeders generally is disappointing, and | possibly can sell off their worst stocks 
it is scarcely worth while making any | but retain their best brood mares and 

| kind of reckoning where the chances try to increase the number of them as 
are so extremely small. opportunity offers, In breeding hig 

A Better Average. mares the farmer should always patron- The six draft colts may reasonably be | ize the best stallion within his reach. 
expected to bring an average of $200/A few dollars extra for acolt is money 
each, or $50 per head more than the| Well invested when you get the best 
roadster colts, and if allowance is made | there isin the market, and remember 
for the early age at which they become | that the board bill of a scrub is as bigh 
marketable, the small expenditure nec- | 88 that of the thoroughbred. 
essary to fit them for the market (as Pure-bred Stallions Pay. 
they need very little breaking, and ab-| The Farmers’ Review of Chicago, after solutely no training) and the greater|a very exhaustive investigation of the immunity from blemishes of all kinds, subject published last year, arrived at 
I think that farmers and breeders gen-| the fact that throughout the middle and 
erally will agree with me that there western states the average price paid 
is a difference of at least $50 to $75 on the producer of grade draft horses, that 
each colt in favor of the draft horse. I is, horses sired by imported or pure-bred do not mean to say that there is no profit | stallions was $167. The same report in raising light horses. On the contrary | showed that the average price for horses Iam satisfied that with the proper kind got by grade and scrub sires was only of mares, bred to good sized, well-round- $:7. These figures are indisputable and ed and well-bred trotting or coaching | ought to teach farmers generally a whole- stallions the farmers can raise a class some lesson, although I rather think it
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18 not necessary to apply the argument to | prices, and the demand more than equals Be 

the farmers of Rock county. The day|the supply, it is surely wise policy for a 

has long since gone by for profitable | farmers to raise them, no matter what Pe 

breeding from anything short of the | their individual tastes may be. ths 

best sires that can be got, in any depart- ‘The Best Will Always Pay. i 

ment of live stock. ‘Another tn ‘ i fen 
i portant question which ts) 

a itis my — * aie will naturally occur to men’s minds is ans 

I Soyer of this subject too nee whether the present demand is likely to bs 

er antidipate ere vate questions !jast, and what the prospects are for tab 

which may probably beasked. farmers selling to advantage the colts “i 

The Horse That Pays. they are now raising. The best author- 

First—Is the high grade draft horse | ities agree that the number of horses 

the ideal farmers’ horse? Every farmer | used up and worn out on the streets of 

must reply from his own experience: | all the large cities is so enormous that, 

Many doubtless consider him the best | at the present rate of breeding, many 

horse for general purposes in the world, | years must elapse before the market can : 

while others might prefer a lighter and | possibly become glutted with surplus bes 

swifter moving horse for farm work, and | stock, or that good draft horses will fail : 

for long distance traveling. I am of|to bring a remunerative price. You will es 

opinion that the ideal general purpose observe that I qualify that statement by ba 

horse, or horse suited for all kinds of saying good draft horses. There will 

work, is something approaching an im-| always be a surplus of the poorer kinds a 

possibility, and that time will show the | on which there is no profit to the raiser eH 

folly of attempting to breed for such. | nor credit to the handler of them, but cE 

Draft horses are not trotters nor buggy |if farmers will only stick to their best me 

horses, and never can become such with- brood mares, or if they have no good pos 

out spoiling their valuable draft proper- | ones try to get a few and breed them to a 

ties, andso with road horses. To make | the best draft stallion within their reach ps 

them pull heavy loads simply unfits|—if they do this consistently, and use or- ms 

them for the special work for which |dinary judgment and care in this busi- Eee 

they are adapted. So long as grade/ness, they can hardly fail to make a - : 

draft horses are suitable for farm work, | success of, and profit from, the breeding a 

command a ready sale at good, paying| of draft horses. ; 
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A WORD ABOUT COACH HORSES. 
| 

By A. O. FOX, Oregon, Wis. 

i Horse Breeding. . __ | Tidicule his choice, are themselves away ! The business of horse breeding in| short of the standard. Like the old | Wisconsin is in its formative period. | mareot Bobby Burn’s “they are relicts of . Within ten years vast blocks of money the past, they’re old has beens, they’re a r have been invested in the business; until be dil’d wie the spavie in their heads.’ 
today the horses of our state are assessed As a tribute to the memory of this 

| for more money than all the cattle and | abominable class of men, well may we sheep and hogs taken together. join in the sentiment of Junius, in his . The time has come when we no longer celebrated letter to the Duke of Grafton, can afford to breed promiscuously; great that “we owe it to the bounties of Prov. 
deliberation must be had in the manage- idence that the deepest depravity of the 
ment of this vast property, if it is to heart is sometimes strangely united 

. mean a future continuous, financial with great confusion of the intellect.” 
success for the farmers of our state at tees Draft Horse vs. Trotter. 
The problem of selection, is the one of} For the past twenty five years the all, which we must now study, and upon | American horse breeders have been bent 

our comprehension of which, must de- upon the production of two extremes, the pend our future success as breeders. heavy weight draft horse and our most 
The bright sunshine of intelligent | wonderful American horse product, the thought, must pour its grateful rays! light weight, low-striding trotter. These through the dense fog of our stable at-| both have their useful spheres, but in mosphere. The day is gone forever,| the madand indiscriminate rush for their when the farmer can stoop to listen to acquisition, there has been produced in 

the senseless harangue of the cross-|the one extreme too many big, lifeless, roads “hoss-man,” who, bloated with his | flat-footed, soft-jointed bullocks, with own ignorance, pompously seek to extoll | jegs full of coarse hair, of little utility the qualities of his own stock, by’ and very short-lived; and in the other malisciously ranning down the stock] extreme we have too many short-necked, and character of his neighbor. narrow-chested, nervous little trotters, The Breeder, Must Read and Study. whose ability to trot is only demon- 
The farmer of today, who would be a| strated after the expenditure of a snug 

breeder, must read and study, and know | little sum of money, and which, if they for himself the lines of breeding best | cannot trot, and trot fast, are of very 
adapted to his purpose, and to be able | little use to the farmer who had raised 
todiscover at a glance, whether ‘the |them, and must be kept at further ex- 
horse is bred as he requires. He must | pense, until they can be marketed as 
be able to accept or reject upon his own | roadsters at about six years of age. I 
judgment, and to know that the class of | am well aware that I am on dangerous 
men who stay back in the old ruts and|ground in thus expressing myself, but I
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am certain that the majority of con-|the very best, for in this class of horses Ve 

servative breeders will endorse my state- | above all others, where fine knee and iy 

ment, that the breeding of the typical | hock action is required, there must bea tine 

trotting horse for profit, is a very hazard- | first-class set of feet to sustain it. A 

ous business for the general farmer to} In producing this class of horses, an 

embark in, except he be unusually well| where shall we find the best material? ted 

posted in pedigrees and possessed of | If it were not for the lack of the element ie 

considerable spare capital, a cool head | of size and its early maturity, I should ee 

and unerring judgment. (Bear in mind | believe that we should find better re- head 

my exceptions.) sults in careful selections among the ee 

: Coaching Horses. largest families of the American stand- ij tag 

Progressive breeders have begun to ard trotting-bred horse than from any i 

realize these two dilemmas and they other source. : he 

are casting about for the material, with| | The American Trotting-Bred Horse, : | 

which to establish a class that shall} We find among the American trotting- fe: 

combine to a great extent, the utility of | bred horses some with high class pedi- i . 

both kinds, without some of their ob-| gress, that combine a strong standard Hist 

jectionable features; that will meet the | inheritance with the further attributes ee 

popular demand for coaching horses, | of size, style and color with sufficient of if . 

and that will at the same time perform | the right sort of action; but upon in- tee 

their full share of farm labor from the | quiry about the individual we find his ‘s P 

time they are three or four years old, un- | qualities not common to his family, and =e 

til sold off the farm. that he does not impart his size and ee 

In offering to the farmers anything | style to his get. iP 

digressing fromthe common draft horse,| There are a few instances where our Ress 

there is one important element which | best bred American trotting sires have es 

this horse must possess to a great degree | been celebrated for their size and style Me 

in common withthe draft horse, or he|oftheir get. Notably among these are Pen, 

will not be acceptable, that is, early ma-| Edwin Forrest 49, Mambrino Patchen toa 

turity. The farmer who lives in the | 58, Harnson Chief 3841, and Indian Chief | 

great corn belt on lands worth from $40 | 832. The Kentucky Hylanders have al- ae 

to $75 per acre, cannot wait five or six|so produced many fine carriage horses: i a: 

years for his horse toreach aremuner-| Undoubtedly among the get of these U ‘ 

ative age, and pay taxes and interest on | horses and their descendants are to be Ba: 

the investment. Hishorse must begin at | found as fine specimens of coachers as’ . 

three or four years of age to perform | are attainable, butthere are so few of aay 

the labor of the farm; he must at that|of them that if al! were put together, oa 

age have attained suficient size and sub- they would not equip more than two or Kea 

stance to meet the wants of the general | three breeding establishments, and they a 

public. He should at four years old | are not, therefore, as a class, within the fe 

stand 16 to 161% hands high and weigh|reach of ‘most of our farmers. It is 4 

in plain flesh 1,250 to 1,350 pounds. He worthy of notice that in looking at the ih 

should have a smooth, well-matured | breeding of these named horses, we finda to 

body; strong, clean limbs, with plenty of | very strong impregnation of thorough- if 

bone; and not a sign of coarse hair about | bred blood, especially on their dam’s - 

the limbs or feet. The feet must be of sides. This coupled with the fact that i. 
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! the best coachers produced in Europe, | coupled strong in the loins to a long, 
| sre strongly of thoroughbred origin,|smooth hip. His tail should come out 

: may be of value to us in making our|well up and float gracefully behind 
; selections. when in motion. Heshould havea good 
i The Dam. depth of girth, and a well sprung barrel. 

i The mares which we have within our His limbs and feet should be abeuane - 
a reach to breed coachers from, are lacking sound, not too long peewee me a 

| more in sizeand bone than in any other fe Ds Sao eae a ee — 
quality. Trotting-bred mares can be shat he may have his feet well pee: a 

| found in nearly all sections with fair him, * and ae SS are 
style and action, but they are too small His action should be high, bold sad . 

i and fine in the bone. It isfair to as-|®4re, and with sufficient speed a0 
sume that in breeeing’ for coachers the off from eight to twelve miles = setae 
majority of breeders will use this class | With ease = RENO: ee! iopae ae: ‘ 
of mares because they are the most com- should bespirited and intelligent. 
mon and easily obtained, and as a rule The American Trotter. 
the graded draft mare will not be found If, in making this selection, we can 
to possess the ability to reproduce suf-| find a predominance of these qualities, 
ficient style and action. Few can afford in ahigh-bred American trotter, with 

| to import or buy the imported mares. |the ability to reproduce them, I believe 
When they can be found there|we have the best to be had. 
are no better mares for coach If, on the other hand, we are to look 
horse breeding, than our largest trotting | abroad, among the European breeds of 
bred mares, but they are scarce and are|coachers for our sire, we must keep 

t now held in such high esteem, that they } clear of the thick-chopped, meaty-hock- 
are quite as high priced as the best im- | ed, drafty sort, and look sharp for high 

1. ported mares. quality with purity of action. Many of 
The Stallion. the imported horses offered us are very 

In selecting our sire, therefore, for unevenly baisnoed in or sction sud crossing upon these medium sized mares | 2% 20% level. They may lift themselves 
we must look sharply for plenty of size oe a Sons, and sppeer yee woes 
and an abundance of broad, clean bone. | 2?’ proaching, se when — shely hind 
He must at 4 years old stand 16 to 161g oe ae we ee ie iio ' hands high, and weigh in plain flesh 1,300 | °Wi28ing of the hind parts entirely out 
to 1,450 pounds. His color must be clear a = =o ee ewan ana 
and rich and without bad marks. His Sse gee Bes — — os 
shoulders should slope gracefully back, = . SS bute ee bend- 
and he should stand well up in the ane oe —— mete, tes ie 
withers. He should carry a lengthy, in meny't where a ee ae in the 
well-arched eck surmounted by a ee ot perdi 
cleanly-chiseled head free from meat. | ~" 
Heshould havea clear, full, expressive The French Coacher. 
eye and the visage of a thoroughbred.| Among the several breeds of import- 
His back should be of medium length, | ed coach horses offered us, I believe the 
not too much inclined to arch, and|French coacher tobe the best adapted
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to our needs. He matures very early in- | kind of feed with which to mature our q 

to alarge horse, and while possessing colts, so as to assist in the development +h 4 | 

wonderful substance and - bone, he still | of a large active horse with clean, strong ii 

has preserved the high finish of his thor- bone, and well muscled throughout. If ie 

oughbred ancestors, and his action when | we may hope to avoid the meaty, life- foley { 

in motion is the most perfect and most | less, soft-jointed, round boned sort; if la i 

evenly balanced of any of the imported | we may expect to develop the bones if se I 

breeds. and muscles of our horses to the greatest eh 

The question as to whether the French strength and soundness, we must see to ‘Ey } 

coacher will reproduce himself on our | it tbat our colt’s food is of the bone and {| Ee 

mares, cannot yet be said to have been muscle-forming sort. ee 

fully demonstrated; but it is rapidly The recent experiment made in hog eh 

reaching that ‘point. Many who have feeding by our Prof. Henry, of Wiscon- lems 

been making this cross for the past sev- | sin, by which he shows the wonderful > 

eral years are highly pleased, and care- effect of nitrogenous foods upon the i 

ful observers who have been watching strength and quality of the bones, and Ie 

the results, are now beginning to put the amount of muscular tissues, is a i 

their money into it, in a manner which timely admonition to the western farm- =4 f : 

shows their convictions. ers, that if we wish to grow valuable es 

A Bone and Muscle Ration. horses, it must be done with less corn, "ae 

But whatever sire we use, 1 be-|and more of such foods as will givea i. 

lieve there is still another important | uniform and even development, that at = 

element, the full recognition of which is | four years old will produce a strong tan 

essential to our success; namely, the! sound, whole horse. te 
a 
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CAN THE WISCONSIN FARMER PROFITA- r 

BLY BREED ROADSTER HORSES? 3 
s 

By JOHN L, MITCHELL, President of State Agricultural Society. , r 
? 

If Mr. Morrison had consulted me| been for mea matter of recreation, ex en 

about the soundness of a certain horse, | ercise and health and not of pecuniary 00 ; 

my opinion would have had weight, be-| profit. I have never overhauled my ee | 

cause I deal daily with horse infirmities. | horse accounts for fear that the balance ve 

A moot point in pedigree, also would have would be on the wrong side and there- Ee 74 

found me fairly well informed. But the | by mar the pleasures of the pursuit. Mr. ta 

economic question—“Can the Wisconsin Morrison’s query, however, has led me ey: 

farmer profitably breed roadsters?”—I/ to a little horse introspection. If not wag 

am at a loss to answer with authority. | tedious I will give some figures. Dur- an 

Recreation Exercise and Profit, ing the last three years I have sold for ‘ ‘ 

Horse raising and horse driving have | cash (no trades nor ballooned prices), 18 a | 
Yad 
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ef 
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head of trotting bred animals,as fol-| roadsters at a profit. But to do so, he 
lows: Four aged mares at total of | must give the business close personal 
$2,700; 4 four-year-olds, at $4,750; 1 attention—neglect and preventable ac- 

| three-year-old at $1,750; 3 two-year-olds | cidents soon ruin the business. Above 
| at $1,350; 4 yearlings at $740, and two| all must he havea liking for the pur- 

weanlings at $1,100, making, the all told, | suit, a natural gift in that direction. 
$12,390, an average of $688 perhead. Eight| Wisconsin winters are longer than in 

| of these animals were purchases which, | more southernly states, where horses 
on trial, I thought it advisable to dis-|can be pastured to advantage. But to 
pose of. The remaining ten were of my | counter balance this we have cheaper 

; own breeding. The average age of |féed and a more healthful air. The 
these last, at the time they were sold, neighboring state of Michigan is situat- 
was 1}¢ years and they brought an aver- | ed very much as we are in the matter 

age of $124 per head. With the excep-|of climate and market. Should Mr. tion of an aged mare and 3 four-year- Morrison ask a Michigan farmer the 
olds they had never worn harness, They question which he has put to me, he 
were sold on their pedigree and individ- would be answered in the affirmative, 
ual promise solely. without hesitation. The production of 

On their face such prices look profit- trotting horses isa great industry in able. On the expense side, I find that I Michigan—one that pays handsomely. 
paid $850 in stud fees for these ten ani-| J jg true, buyers do not flock to Wis- 
mals. I carry thirty head of horses, consin as they do to Kentucky, with 
more or less. They cost me in board over-fat purses in search of would-be 
and wages for the men, in oats, hay and world-beaters. Still, we have a steady 
straw, shoeing, harness, in round num-| remunerative market for sound, endur- bers $3,000, or $100 per head per year, ing, speedy roadsters. The supply is far Then there is interest on a hundred! from being up to the demand. 

, acres of land used for pasturage; inter- Richard Richards, 
est on money invested in stock and ibcensia teens F 
buildings. After figuring this all up I = pacers mung rie 
find that my colts at 1g years stand me strated by the late Richard Richards, of 
in $300 apiece, leaving $124 to the good. Racine. He settled in that county, at 
Something should be donated for death, anearly day. He had little, or no cap- disabling accidents and veterination iD} ital. His horse beginning was small. 

brood mares. Aliowing = Shia T still His foundation of stock cost him hun- find myself. ahead in the breeding Ven-| a -eds where others expended thousands, 
ture, with all the fun, fresh air and the B a fanaa Z ut he wasagenius in his way. Through 
pleasures of hope thrown in. the breeding of trotters he accumulated 

Roadsters at a Profit. a snug fortune and achieved a national 
With me, extravagant sums have been reputation. His methods are in- 

paid for brood stock, little attention has| structive. To mate with the 
been paid to economy in management] common run of mares, he started witha 
and no especial effort has been made to| horse called Bellfounder—a horse of 
advance sales, or obtain high prices. | size, finish and action, to Messenger and 
Having this in view, Iam convinced|Ziomed. To breed to Bellfounder’s 
that the farmer of Wisconsin can raise daughters he went to Kentucky and
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bought Swigert, by Alexander’s Norman, | manufacturer perishes and leaves no Mt 

dam by Mambrino Chief. Swigert prov-| trace behind. But the horse breeder 4 ¥ 

‘ ed to be a remarkably successful sire. | builds for alltime. Let him therefore, ai 

He has been of great value to this state | devote himself to the creation of a type ¢ i 

and the whole northwest. To put the|of horses possessing beauty, action, at 

finishing touch, Mr. Richards purchased | soundness and good sense, so that to the ort 

aninbred Hambletonian, Alden Gold-|remotest generation, they may carry a 

smith. In blood lines, Mr. Richards|their owners with pleasure and safety ae 

did not follow the fashion—he kept a lit- | to the end of the road. ae 

tle ahead of it. He was prophetic. But} Supr. Morrison — The title of the Ea 

he was never blinded by a pedigree. He| next paper is, “Wasteful Management of gt 

insisted upon having a horse as well.| Farms and Lazy Acres, the Cause of & 

Him he selected with unerring eyes. Hard Times in Farming.” 

The Purse-Winner—A Will o’ the Wisp. This paper was prepared by Hon. : 

While I am confident that on the| Hiram Smith, who had hoped until re- te 

cheap and fertile lands of Wisconsin and | cently to be present, but on account of iS 

in its salubrious climate, roadsters can | illness is prevented. a 

be raised profitably, I do not advise More to Regent Smith than any other =e 

the farmer to try his hand at producing | "40 are the farmers of Wisconsin in- « 

thetrack trotter. He will waste his|debted, not only for the Experiment cae 

midnight oil in dog-earring the 2:30 list. | Station and its efficient work, but also 
The purse-winner is a will o’ the wisp the Farmers’ Institute. Months before Mm 

which he will capture only in his dreams’ | 40 institute had been held, they were “3 

There is not one in a hundred of the| Patiently outlined by him and with con- ~ 

standard-bred trotters that shows| fidence in the intelligence and enter- = 

enough natural speed to warrant the| prise of our farmers, he felt that they wif 

costly experiment of track development, | would be successful, and from the rich- ra 

of those that do, not one in a hundred | ness and fullness of his experience he pe 

ever earns his oats in actual races. The | has always been willing to give the best pe 

prices paid for the Axtells and the Sun-|he had to advance the agricultural in- Fs 
ols are dazzling, the thousand of fail-|terests of the state. Mr. H.C. Thom =%& : 

ures are lost in obscurity. will read the paper. rn 

, The Wisconsin farmer need not face | H.C. Txom—It will probably never Bh 

the financial result” of the breeding of|be my lot to again stand as the repre- = f 

fine horses, providing he applies himself | sentative of a man who hasa reputation - Le ; 

faithfully to the business. The horse | such as Hiram Smith has earned in ' A 

breeder's calling is a high one. Let him | Wisconsin, and it does me much honor ah 
bring to it not only his intelligence, but | to even read a paper that he has pre- ta 

his conscience. The handiwork of the! pared. oH 
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WASTEFUL MANAGEMENT OF FARMS 
. AND LAZY ACRES, THE CAUSE OF 

: HARD TIMES IN FARMING. 
By HON. HIRAM SMITH, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. 

} Leaks and Wastes. penses of the family, a man in this con- ; 
; Mismanagement in dairy farming and | dition is not apt to have much nonsense 
} | unproductive acres, is the procuring cause | in his questions, or answers. The man 
i ; of most of the wide-spread depression | says to himself, I have eighty acres of 

, now 60 loudly complained of, by the| land and I have never been able to keep 
great majority of dairymen in this and|more than fifteen cows, and these 

! other localities. The annual waste of | cows average about $30 per head, total 
H fodder on the large majority of farms is receipts $450, and I have to pay one 
i often equal to the amount utilized. Mr. | hired man eight months, his wages and 

Horace E. Stockbridge, director of} board cost not loss than $150, leaving but 
| the Experiment Station of the state of | $300 to pay taxes, farm machinery, re- 
! Indiana, says in Bulletin No. 29, that| pairs and board and clothe the family. I | “careful inquiry and observation ex-| tell you, that my wife and I work more 
} tending over the entire state, forces the | hours and for less wages than any min- 

inevitable conclusion that as much nu-| ers or operatives that ever struck for 
i triment in the form of fodder is wasted higher wages. Again this man says to 

every year as actually finds its way into himself, I have this farm, and have al- the digestive systems of the farm ani- ways worked at farming and don’t know 
; mals of the state.” Let us pause and| any other business, what shall I do? The consider for a moment the deep signifi- capital I have invested in the farm don’t , cance of this statement if it is true. It bring me in anything. I don’t even get 

is very easy for the careless and un- good wages for my work, and nothing 
thinking farmer to dispose of the un-| for the hard work of my wife, not even welcome charge, by saying I don’t be-| good clothes, no recreation and but little lieve it is true, but the careful and ob- reading matter for the family, I know it 
serving dairyman has no question of its|is hard and the question for me is: Is entire truth, many intelligent dairymen | this condition of things a positive neces- 
know from their own bitter experience sity? Iknow that some farmers keep 
that the statement is a very mild one. more cows than I do, they keep double 

Criticise Thyself. the number on the same number of 
Many farmers are very ready to ask | #¢tes, and I have heard that some dairy- 

questions of others and this is all right, | en keep forty cows oneighty acres, but but real progress begins when we ask | don’t believe that, but if I could only 
questions of ourselves, when a man be- | Keep twenty-five cows, it would bring gins to talk to himself in earnest, made | in $400 more than I now get and that 
more earnest, when total receipts from would want only one more milker, and 
the farm, are less than the legitimate ex-! my wife really needs a good hired girl,
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and that would make all the milkers we | tion of the possible sucess of his new de- a | 

would want. parture, he raises ten heifer calves, = a 

corn proves a large crop; and by the id 
Se {0f January he finds he can sell $20000 

The as on 00 pewreee, pet worth of hay and still have plenty of a 
na egemiaes ae heres pArna avs fodder; with the $200.00 from the sale of ae | 

ci te expntat itd l/h in baye fe cory thi oe | ea d afford i = thie! “asain De milking twenty cows the first year after ag fi 

ea ee Eveah ie aoe conversion toimproved methods of farms ‘ia 
= a a the ae ing. Thesecond year his ten heifers ji i 

SoA 2 are in milk and he is milking thirty 
ee ee ne, pod head, and he plants twenty acres of 

ae i achena Ge oll aasal EO and plows up ten acres of his old . 

Be Hd to pay Now Ihave a pasture, and sows to winter rye, clover. 

= 3 giechan that this large fodder and millet for soifing, when pasture is 

ill =e fittee bain short, Sey Sern up the flow of 
corn will produce n, twenty, | milk so that his thirty cows average a ¢ 
thirty and sometimes forty tons to/ production of forty-five dollars each, 
the acre. Now I don't®believe a| raising the total receipts of the farm to aod 

word about thirty and forty tons|$130. 0 oes 
bones ee, tas omer ae This is a true history of Rundieds of sR 

raise twelve tons. It is said by many dairymen in the state, who have had the i 
dairymen that a cow will eat about | sense to change the old methods of past- <n 
fifty pounds of green corn or ensilage per | ure grass for summer, and mainly hay sek, 
day, co I see by this that an acre of corn for winter. What isthe conclusion of ¢ ~ Pg 

A dseee chy pid ine tons will | (he Whole matter? It is this, in place set fodder if it only pi uces nine ns Wii! | of nothing as net receipts under the old & 
winter two cows, and if it will produce | method, he now has $350.00 at least, his Ree 

Se 08 son taee Sete, par eee AS Soe ors aeotiog ae oe ie: 
will winter three cows. Now I have) | -oduction, he has raised his wife from } ms 
made up my mind in talking to myself-|g mere drudge, to her rightful pre- sve 
that I will send off and get a sack of bo a well —- good loo } wae 

agreeable companion, he has kept one ~ ‘ 
L seed ae ee a eee ~ more boy and girl on the farm, he | by 

at will plant ten acres. Iwill try it|is more self reliant, more independent, | los 
any way. The relation of this imagin-|a bigger vers better man. Istherea } lp ; 
ary case may seem to some a trivial af-|man present that ever knew a man that Pe 

. pl . raised good fodder crops, carefully pre- Mb dni ot ype days ont |Srieenee et te oe - | 8 without waste, that was a poor : 
out the country, it is the most important | man? One thing the timid or inexper- ae 

step the man has ever taken in his farm | ienced dairyman should | not forget. if 
: That if the skim milk or whey from fif- “ii 

life, and becomes a meen, after!teen cows, will raise calves or pork Sau 
years, as the turning point from penury | enough to buy the bran and oil meal for eh, 
to prosperity. fifteen cows, then any increased num- ‘08 

ber of cows, thirty, fifty or one hundred a 
On the Up-Grade. will a ae same thing, cultivation and 8 

; bseq’ it | enriching lazy acres, and the cultivation j 
h Now — ee ee a preservation and final utilization of the of 
ems Planted the | fodder crops, is the keynote to success- Ea 

ten acres of fodder corn, and in anticipa- | ful farming. a 
10—Inst. — 

a
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| BEEF SESSION. 

Surr. Morrison—This is probably the | politics in a farmers’ institute, any more 

last opportunity I shall have this winter | than in a Sabbath school. They are in- 

» of saying a word in justification of the | tended to train thefarmers of the state 

f Farmers’ Institutes. I find that there | in such a way that they will be able to 

f are many farmers scattered through | stand upon their feet and express their 

every county who seem to be prejudiced | views in reference to farming matters, 

against the Institutes. Why, bless; and just the moment they become men 

i your hearts; itis the development of|endowed with thought they become 

f ‘your special vocation. Every farmer | God-like, and then they will avail them- 

in the state should be proud of this| selves of the privileges and rights that 
awakening, and if it does not come up| belong to them. Consequently I don’t 
to their ideas of Institute work, if it| wart the farmers of the state to throw 
does not deal with the practical ques- | stones at the work, but take hold of it 
tions that confront them every day upon | and make it what it should be, and when 
the farm, they are the very ones that|wecome to have athousand institutes 

} ought to take hold and make it what it|scattered over Wisconsin, and perhaps 
’ should be. Itseems to me aman has not | @ dozen or more in this county, and the 
f got to have much forecast to look into|farmerscome together and pool their 
: the future and see that unless a work of | experience, then farming will become a 
: this kind is fostered and encouraged, the | profession and we will be proud that we 

farmer is going to be nothing but a|are farmers. 
laborer and in time nothing but a serf| The first topic that we will intro- 
and peasant. If the farmers of Wiscon-| duce 1s not on the programme, but will 

; sin do not themselves wish to elevate|be presented by Mr. J. M. Smith, } 
. their business and vocation, the busi-|President of the State Horticultural 

ness men and professional men certainly | Society. He is going to tell you how he 
will not help them to do so. I have| produced 1,736 bushels of potatoes on 
been upon a farm nearly all the days of | four acres of ground. 

my life, and all the hopeand prideI| J. M.Smrra—BeforeI read my paper 
have is in the farm, and I would like to|1 wish to say a word in endorsement of 
see the farmers of the state of Wiscon- | what our friend Morrison has said. We 
sin think so much of their business and {all of us know what he is and know the 
become so well posted in it that they,| work that he has been doing, and some- 7 
would be proud of it, proud to say that | times when I read in some of my agricul- 
they are farmers, and throw into it all|tural papers how the farmers are op- 
the efforts, ail the study, all the atten- pressed it makes me tired;it makes me 
tion possible, and then it is going to rise | sick and out of patience. Whose fault 
right along with them. but our own is itthat we are dumb. We 
| I want you to remember there is nolon’t understand our business. We
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ae 
don’t do what we might do; we don’t do |of his own land. I don’t believe there u 

what we ought to do; we don’tdo what/|is an ownerofa ten-acre piece of land bd 

we can do; and these institutes are for | inWisconsin that knows the actual value ae 
the purpose of making us helpful to one | or worth or possibilities of his land, the ‘i «| 

another, and the man who writes or talks | worth that can be brought out of those es kia 

against them, it seems to me, is hurting| acres for himself, and for his fam- ef 

himself agreat deal more than he is hurt-|ily and for his friends. And that is am | 
ing anybody else. If we only work togeth-| what the institutes are for, to teach us oa 
er we can make our lands worth a great |to work them better and to make more % 

deal more by learning the value of our|out of them for ourselves. | ‘ 
land. There is no man knows the value ‘ 

{ 
1 ‘ 
1 
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POTATO EXPERIENCE. ha 

By J. M. SMITH, Pres. of Wis. State Horticultural Society. ‘2 

How He Produced 1,736 Bushels From) and warked by our county surveyor, i A 

Hour Acres at a Profit of $355.77. The four plats were all treated exactly ia 
For a good many years past my crops | alike, with the exception of the fertiliz~ ae 

of potatoes have, as a rule, been very | erg, ‘Sea 
good. Foranumber of years I have 1am 
been very anxious to test the different oe ee , eee 
kinds of potato fertilizers that have been} A strict and careful account was kept ™ : 
advertised at the sast, and see how they|on the different dates at which the 1 om 

compared with those I have used for| work was done, and of the expenses of 1 ea 
these many years on my own place. Last| the work. They are as follows: April se 
spring, when the American Agricultur-| 23—the land was in first-rate condition int 

ist offered its own and the manufactur-| to work, and we commenced plowing it | ge 
ers’ premiums for the best acre of po-| about eight inches deep, and finished Fa i 

tatoes, I concluded to make the long de-| April 26. -The land was all thoroughly ie 
sired trial and watch the results. Select-| surface-drained and most of it thorough- “38 
ing four acrosof land suitable for the pur- | ly under-drained. Commenced harrow- ha 

poss, for convenience’s sake, I designat- | ing April 26 and finished April 29. After zee 
ed them plats No.1, No.2, No.3and No.4.| the land was plowed, and before any a i 
They lay side by side. Soil is as nearly | harrowing was done it was manured as é A 

uniform a nature as can be found, and is| follows: Plat No. 1 had twenty loads of £ i 
a dark, sandy loam, with yellow, sandy | composted manure spread upon it. The an 

subsoil. It was originally a fairly good | loads contained about hala cord each. i 
: soil and has been manured heavily every | Plat No.2 had eighty bushels, heaping : 4 

year for a number of years past. It has| measure, of unleached wood ashes. No. + ta 
alsohad numerous crops taken from it.|3 had 1,500 pounds of the Bowker per- Bq 

Each plat was measured off and staked! fect potato fortilizer spread upon it, i a 
Ve 

a
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ij Plat No.4 had 1,500 pounds of the Mapes | vation they received. It was intended 
potato fertilizer. All was thoroughly |to go through them once more, but 

| harrowed in. very soon after the second cultivation a 
The Kind to Plant. shower came, accompanied by a severe 

{ How-came the very ithportant ques- wind, which spread the tops over the 

tion of what variety should be planted. |St°¥4 8 completely thet I feared do- 
In competing for a premium, will it be |'"& more harm thar good by any further 
best to select some of those tremendous cultivation, and they received no more. 

growers and yielders, but which are hot Level Cultivation, 

» in reality merchantable, some of them| The last time they were cultivated the 

; in fact of no value except for feed to|shovel was put on the cultivator, and a 

} ' stock, and not much there, or in prefer-| very slight furrow, possibly two inches . 

\ ence some good and salable variety, and | deep, was made between the rows. Ex- 
| try to obtain a large yield of fine and | cept that, there wasno hilling done, and 

merchantale potatoes? I chose the lat-|in this case no earth was thrown against 

ter course, and planted the entire four | the plants, and only a very little thrown 

acres with the Early Ohio. The land|towards them. June 25 poisoned the 

was marked off in rows thirty inches | Colorado beetles with Paris green and 

apart, and the potatoes were planted in| water, using but a teaspoonful of the 

drills, one piece in a place, about twelve| poison to one ten-quart pail full of 

inches apart. The seed had been cut to} water. July 5 to 12 poisoned them 

from one to two eyes, except at the seed | again. July 25 found afew more beetles 

ends, where there were sometines three|and poisoned them. The above con- 

or four eyes upon a piece. The seed was | cludes the labor of growing the crop. 
of my own growing. I have for some|Wecommenced digging the potatoes 

ten to twelve years been selecting the | Sept. 9 and finished Sept. 16. 
finest specimens of this variety for plant- Cost of Crop, 
ing, with excellent results, and did not} piowing the four acres.............2.--+0. $780 
vary my practice in this case. MRI od Se isndhschon-omasnberantea eC 

t Forty bushels Early Ohio potatoes....... 20 00 

Ament af Seem. Cutting the same.........0000. ceeeeseeees 6 BO 
Goinmenced planting Marl end fa-| 28 ee 

i ished May 4. ee sseabnin aahelae: ak GEEVOFOP 000 sccccccceccccescceccescce 100 y 

x tivating and hoeing..................-. 18% 
| ed after being cut, and the average was | Opening drains after rain................. 200 

10 bushels 1 pound per acre. About the | Paris green.............ss0eeeeeeeereneeee 5 00 
same amount of seed was used upon Putting on the #ame............--+++--++++ 9 87 

each acre, and was planted about three ee Se aie 
inchesdeep. May 27 the potatoes be- ee 

gan toshow sprouts through the ground, | Total..............00-eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees $188 92 
and they were well harrowed. Juno15| ‘This includes the cost of the crop with 

the potatoes were cultivated and hoed.|the exception of the manures, and 

June 25 they were cultivated and hoed- | amounts to $34.73 per acre. Now let us 
In both casés the hoeing consisted in | add the cost of the fertilizers: 

merely destroying the weeds in the Cost of Fertilizers, 
* rows, that could not be killed with the | pist xo, 1, 20 loads of compost manure st 

cultivator. The above is all the culti-! $1.25 per 10ad......sssee-sscccscesseree $3
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Cost of ealtivation.....ssssssveernssseee & | have for the sake of brevity thrown 

‘Total cost of the acre...........+--++-++ $59 73 | out the fractions of bushels, but the ag- ce 

Plat No. 2, 80 bushels of unbleachedashes. $7 00 gregate varies only ten pounds from the i 

Cost of cultivation..............c2+--+0++ 94 73/ exact weight, as weighed out and sworn ae 

ht hc oa. qua ©? by Upright and disinterested s9eatT ily 
Plat No. 3, fertilized with 1,500 pounds of who had charge of digging, picking up 8 

Bowker potato fertilizer.............-+-+ $3000]and weighing the entire crop. The #4 

Cost of cultivation... sseteseeecseneenerse 948 price given is a little less than that ac a i] 

Total ....ccccscesssvessesseeceeeeeseeeee $64 73| tually received, and all are sold exceps fe 

Plat No. 4,received 1,500 pounds of the 200 bushels that Ihad saved for seed, Bat 

Mapes’s potato fertilizer...........---- $80 | They were large and smooth, even in 

Cost of cultivation........+++++-+++--++---__ 8473) size, and in every way desirable for the ' 

Total.........ccssececseseeseseees + sees $6473) market, and there was no trouble in 

Cost of the crop a they lay in covered getting a few cents per bushel me 

Splish acca nh goin for them than the regular market price, 

You will probably think this a pretty The Best Will Pay. 

heavy expense to incur in growing pota-| Now whatare the lessons to be learn- 

toes, viz., an average of $57.73 per acre,!ed from the above statement? The 

but we will now see about the receipts:|average yield of potatoes in the ye 

Receipts of Crop. Northwestern states does not exceed 100 ak 

Plat No. 1 yielded 384 bushels of mer- bushels per acre, and in the Southern <4 

chantable potatoes, worth 35 cents per statesis much less than that; but it will “* 

Ee ie ee ae ee ee 
Total CoaE...........0sorsenceserencecssenes UO TS only 100 bushels per acre I should have 8 

Leaving a balance Of .........sss+esseee e+ $76 86 run heavily in debt, Two hundews: i 

Plat No. 2 yielded 434 bushels merchant- bushels per acre would have paid ex- oa 
able and 21 bushels small potatoes, total, penses, interest on land and taxes; Jj 

455 bushels (same price)............ .--+ $154 00 though it would have left very little, if aud 

Deduct cost........csscseseceeeeeeeeeess 4178] anything, for profit. But with over 400 sale 

——| bushels of beautiful merchantable po- mr 
Balance ..,....scececeeecee cevseeeeceees SUZ MW tatoes per acre that would, and did bring a 

Plat No. 8 yielded 482 bushels merchant- more than the market price, the balance "4 
eee . gus 4o| W000 the right side is certainly a nice gt : 

Dedact COff cco nverm ccc, 475] ONC. The season was hardly an ordinacy ra 
____| one. It was very wet fora time, the latter a , 

Balance ......cse--cececeeeeeeseeeeees-es- $88 67! part of May and early in June, and after aK i 

Plat No. 4 yielded 402 bushels merchant- that it was very dry. Some of the pota- ae 

able potatoes and 2) small ones, total 422 toes were seriously injured by the dry # 
Score mg ee ae agra “2 weather. ‘Those that were fertilized i 

Deduct cO8t...-esevrseseeeneeseerrreenees O78) Vth aches stood the dry weather best, aM 

Balance .........:+-esssereceseseceeeeee § 77 97| aNd as it has been seen, yielded a little # 

Balance on plat No.8 .......:ss0ese+--. 88 67| the most of any, and gave by far the 7h 

Balance on plat No.2......ssssses00----. 11227| largest profit of any of the fertilizers = 
Balance on plat No. 1........ssseeeeeeeeeee 76 86 used. a3 

ca slinss onesbih Mcibewinn 5s QU ee } 

‘Total yield, 1,786 bushels, At least, one of the lessons should be te a4 

if 

a 
i
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i Save every bushel of ashes that can be| inthe future. Then let us all, instead 
| made, and then buy all that are to be|of constantly trying to increase our 

had at a reasonable price. Some of your jnumber cf acres increase the yields 
readers may say: “Our land is not rich per acre, and, by so doing, I firmly 

| enough forsuch crops, and we can- {believe we shall make more money, i not make it so without ee have more comfortable homes and be of 
i ourselves.” Now, fellow cultivators, | more service both to our neighbors and 
} Please listen for a moment. Five| to our country. 
i years ago last spring I purchased a 

i large part of the land upon which this are et 
crop of potatoes was grown. It was néw DISCUSSION. 

l t land, and covered with stumps and| Supr. Morrison—How was it possible 
» ‘brush. for you to receive that price for potatoes, 

r Therengh Preseration. when potato growers at Waupaca were 

We dug out both stumps and brush so receiving only 20 cents for potatoes? 
! completely that one good team of horses I Saag ata eg tke = = 
| plowed the entire piece without once|~ ™®% ai eet = Be - 
| striking a root or stump that held them having a large acquaintance as I did all 
| up. We planted the piece with pota- sagheg a eo ae a 

toes. The season was a fair one, but we : : States, and among others to Peter Hen- harvested less than 100 bushels of mer- ig 
; chantable potatoes per acre. Five years ede 5 — = ad on 

later we harvested over 400 bushels per made to him, wrote to me as soon as he 

Bees Maton better cana Tete ated oeprc ilies aud atite ee eat ee : millions of acres of land in these North- a oar load at the price you offered Ge 
western states that are capable of grow- Henderson, and I sent him a carloa a 

ing just as large crops as here reported. anda cmcinad to a commission firm in They will not do it next season, because Now York city; I told them the deeb 
thesoil is not at present sufficiently ferti- : - 
lized, neither is it in first-rate condition, isha pares ibeceen ad woe bfind any 3 A ., | potatoes but what were just what I rep- i but, my friends, vou can begin to put it resented them ‘to be, perfectly sound 

x in better condition next season, and keep pure and good in every way, and they 

Y will picid eo aa ae = na an Be, brought me considerably over 35 cents; 

ad either es - elsewhere. In they. eek piaehers sents above se 
short, to me it is only a repetition of the — soapy, beesien they wees 
old, old story. Supr. Morrison—The point I wish to 

Poor Crops Will Not Pay, make for the report is that it is one thing 
Moderate and indifferent crops do not | to raise a big crop and another thing to 

pay and cannot be made to pay. They | market it. 
have not paid for a number of years| J. C. MartiIn—Do you regard that asa 
past and I can see no prospect of their| reliablemarket that you put those po- 
paying any better in years to come.| tatoes on, or is it a sort of special mar- 
Very large crops have pa‘din the past,| ket? Is it onaccount of your reputa- 
They will pay yet. They promise to pay! tion as a horticulturist or on account of
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merit in your goods that you can secure] Mr. Surra—I can’t answer that; I i 

these good prices? ‘ intended to have gone over them for Hi ; 

Mr. Surra— My reputation would | the sake of stirring up the ground a in 

amount to very little if I sent a poor ar- little more and keeping it a little looser; ih 

ticle on the market. I study up the|I don’t know whether it wouldhave _ i } 

markets of the country and if there is a added to the crop or not. : i 

deficiency in any part of the country I Question—I would like to ask the ia 

find it out; I find out the rates of freight; | variety of the crop? ‘sia! 

I find out some good reliable dealers} Mr. Smrra—Early Ohio. r 4 = 

there in that line; if I don’t know them Taos. Convey—What importance do fat 

I find out who they are; and whether| you attach to the use of good seed? en 

they are in Kansas or in New York or} Mr. Smira—A great deal of import- sai 

New OfMeans or somewhere else, and I ‘ance. 
i 

don’t know why farmers generally can’t| James Jackson—Do you bank your ne 

do the same thing. ‘potatoes? “ i 

J. C.Marrin—You dodge the middle} Mr. Smrra—No, sir; they were not aN 

man? hilled. — 

Mr. Smira.—Yes, I get just as near to| James Jackson—Do you believe in ‘S 

the consumer as I can. open cultivation, or would you have hill- ing 

Wexvon Van Kirx—How do you get | ed those potatoes, provided the weather ' 

the reliable dealer? had been proper? +m 

Mr. Surru-One way is to go to| Mr. Smrra—I would not have hilled “ ; 

Bradstreet’s, and if I don’t know any | them. i 

other way I goto the reports and find| James Jackson—I have found that the 2 

out some man dealing in such or such a| pototoes I hilled were far superior to the ¢ 

business, and write to them, but general- | ones I didn’t hill. Of course I used none i 

ly I know somebody, somewhere in that |of the fertilizers; only the barn-yard is " 

neighborhood that I can write to and | manure. seme d 

say, “Hunt up some good reliable man Mr. Surrn — How deep do you plant lie i 

and let me know about them,” but if I) them? wa a 

don’t know of any one there, Igo to} James Jackson—I believe about three in } 

Bradstreet’s. inches under the surface. . 

C. R. Beach—Do you use leached| Mr. Smrra — How deep was the land Se 

ashes or unleached. plowed? Ne 

Mr. Smrra—Unleached. James Jackson—Probably eight inches ant 

c Question—The gentleman stated in | deep. . Ca 

his paper that a rain storm came prior| Mr. Surra—What kind of soil is it? S 

to the time that he intended to culti-| James Jackson—Clay sub-soil. ee 

vate the potatoes last, so that he could| Mr. Sarra—I find that the largest he 

not cultivate them, on account of|crop that I have ever known of was ih 

spreading the tops. I would like to ask | grown by flat cultivation. This was not, is 

if you think the cultivation, if you had| quite flat; we put on the shovel the last Bau 

got it performed before the storm, would | time through them and made the furrow ee 

have done those potatoes any harm, or | two or three inches deep, and threw the a 

would have done them good in the ag- earth toward the potatoes, but no earth aM 

gregate of the crop? went to the tops, so it left the ground a oe 

i 
i 
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little sloping toward the Potatoes anda] Hi Rozers — Would you use land ; heavo rain would have run in toward | plaster if you couldn’t get the ashes? i them. 
Mr. Smrra—I have not used plaster i A. O. Hinman — How far apart were! on my land for many years. i the rows? 
A. O. Fox—I would like to ask if you | Mr. Surra — They were thirty inches | have ever found that Paris gteen some- {| apart and the pieces about twelve inches | times injures the plants? . &8part in the row. Mk. Surre—It wil] injure and destroy | C. I. Bricuam— Might not hilling be| any plant if you make the water too of advantage in a wet season? strong of it; I made my first use of it a Mr. Smrra—I think it would in a dry | good many years ago, and I So | Season, particularly if not thoroughly | thing I put it on to; potatoes will bear yt drained; my land was thorougly drained. | it stronger than most any other plant r } James Jackson — Isn't hilling of ad-| that I have ever used it upon. vantage in a dry Season; doesn’t it help} J. M. Trve—I am anxious to know, : to hold the moisture in? Mr. Smith, whether you think that t Mr. Smira—No, I don’t think so. wood ashes would be found equally bene- James Jackson—Doesn’t the constant | ficial upon all kinds of soil? For in- cultivating of the soil in a dry season | stance upon the black loam soil like the tend to hold the moisture more than let- | one described by Mr. Jackson? ting the soil lie still? Mr. Smrra—I don’t know about that; Mr. Smrru—Yes, it does a great deal | with me it is a remarkable fertilizer; we 

| more; you can almost get clear of any | consider it better with Potatoes than any 
ordinary drouth by constant cultiva- compost heap manure, which we consid- 

tion. 
er the best manure, Besides, nothing James Jackson—In those potatoes a that I have ever used or seen used ig ours, those that we didn’t hoe, there equal to ashes asa protection in time of Were some weeds that came among | drouth. them, more than in the potatoes hoed| J. M. Trve—And isn’t it a fact that by hand; now was that the cultivation | moisture is especially necessary? j that made the extra crop, the extra] Mr, Sarra—Yes, sir, hoeing, or was it the weeds that made} ©. Pp. Goovrica—I wish to get some i the poor potatoes? information about the time to dig po- 

' Me. Smrra—Very likely both; I don’t tatoes. Now, these early potatoes plant- | believe in weeds? ed early will ripen early, the last of Au- EL. P. Runpte—Are you troubled with gust or first of September, now if you Potato bugs, and if so what is your rem- want to keep those potatoes over, what edy? 
time would you dig them, as soon as 

Mr. Smrra—Yes, we are troubled with they ripen or leave them in the ground? potato bugs; we go over them with Mr. Sarra—) would dig them as soon Paris green and water; put in about| gs they were thoroughly ripe. half a tablespoonful of Paris green toa C. P. Gooprica—How would you take pailful of water and put it in a sprink-| care of them in the warm weather? ling pot and just sprinkle them over;/ Mr. Surra—Put them in heaps of any- We can destroy them very readily in| where from 25 to 30 or 40 bushels on top that way. 
of the ground, and Cover them over
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with alittle straw, and then a couple| and believe it was a very good fertiliz- a 
of inches of earth, just enough to keep | er for the potato also. ae 

the rain out, and leave an opening in| J. §. Jones—What do you mean, Mr. ae 

the top to let the moist air out, or for! Smith, by the ground being under- i) 

ventilation, leave them there until the| drained? a 

ground begins to freeze in the late fall} Mr. Smrrs—It was under-drained ti 

and then put them in the cellar, and in| with tile. a 

that mavner I have never failed keep} J.D. Jonzs—I would like to know ith | 

them nicely. how you would apply commercial fertil- a 

R. D. Sretey—Do you reject the | izers to potatoes? 7 

small potatoes in preparing for market? Mr. Surra—By putting them on the ’ } 

Mr. Smrra—Yes, sir; throw out the|top of the ground after plowing and 

small potatoes. harrow them in; all fertilizers are put 

R. D. Seetey—Do you approve of | on in the same manner and harrowed in | 

planting small potatoes. after plowing. isnt 

"Mr. Smrra—No, sir. Gro. McKerrow—I would like to ask i ; 

R.D. Srerey—What disposition do| Mr. Smith if he thinks it advisable to ie 

‘ you make of your small potatoes? plant whole = and do you get better i 
A ° ; | results from it t 

er Sones eee = eee ame an Mr.Smrra—The experiments at our a 
© hogs mixed with other things. : ‘ i 

3S Gece Rien sou enkdiod thal state station and in New York have tes 
yo at Balas . t 

ae ak han iat “ceerinien ae shown a slight increase after planting ea 

me aio it is doubtful whether 
large potatoes when used as seed? — peed, Ut . * fs i. Sa} 

. jit is enough to justify us in planting ‘sm 

Mr. Swurra—I think you wouldn’t no-' whole seed in potatoes like the Early tema 
‘ tice the effect in a year but the inevit- Ohio, or any of those where you can get bh j 

able effect would be to ultimately ryin large pieces having a single eye. ‘ 

the crop. I have practiced for anumber of years ‘meme 

James Jackson—In answer to Mr./cutting potatoes in a certain way; if i, 

True’s question as to the ashes as a fer-| you take a potato and cut it into slices | soa 

tilizer on our soil I would state that I|and hold it up to the light, if itis a a ; 

have been hauling ashes for anum-|good healthy potato you will see some- + 

ber of years onto this piece of land| thing apparently like roots ranning from oh 

where we had these potatoes. We had | the eye down toward the stem end. Now i“ ; 
about a fourth of an acre of potatoes] our scientific men tell us that they are - 

and we raised probably about 80 or 90| the feeders of the sprout when it first Bhd 

bushels, which I considered quite acrop, | starts. I have taken that for granted na 
from a fourth of an acre, and Iattributed| and have cut them toward the stem ed 

the success to the use of the ashes asa|end. If the eyes are close together we +H i 

fertilizer largely, of course I used some| cut two eyes on a piece, and toward the aa 

stable manure besides. In regard to|stem end there are often three or four i) 

potato bugs I would state that we have|eyes on a piece. That is the way we ae 

azine white establishment at Mineral] cut our potatoes and we have been uni- ait 

Point close to our place, and I got some|formly successful. I don’t think we i 
of the zine white to kill the potato| have had a crop of potatoes in our home i i 7 

beetle, and it killed them effectually, ! garden for a good many years, but what 4% 
i A 

a rs
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i would have run, if allowed to ripen, | timothy sod; it doesn’t decay quickly 
i and where they have been allowed to|enough; I have tried it two or three 
i ripen we feel sure of three hundred | times but have never made it what I 
i bushels to the acre, and we should| would call success. 
; hardly be satisfied if they didn’t go as} G.C. Henpy—Can you hope for suc- 
| high as that. cess in raising a crop of potatoes after 
i J. M. Trur—Is it advisable to put po-| corn? 

tatoes in a cellar where there is no light,! Mr. Smrra—Yes, sir; I do it frequent- 
| during the latter part of August or the| ly. 

first of September. C. P. Gooprica—What do you think 
Mr. Surra—I should prefer to pit| of the practice that some follow of leav- 

H them outside, from the fact that they | ing the potatoes inthe ground and not 
t are more exposed to the air in the cel-| digging them until they are afraid it 

lar, and the quality of the potatoes| will freeze up? 
t might be affected in the cellar. Mr. Surru—lI think it is a poor prac- 
i Mr. France—Is there any danger of | tice. 

| getting too much ashes on the land? R. D. Sezrey—In your flat culturedo «+ 
f Mr. Smrra—It is possible to get too| you find any trouble with the sun burn- 

much ashes on, but I think there is not| ing the potatoes, which we sometimes 
1 much danger of it. That reminds me| have with us? 2 

of one of my neighbors who wasin my| Mr. Smrra—Our ground is as mellow 
garden when I was putting on ashes. | as a bed of ashes for nine or ten inches 
He said, Smith, do you like ashes for a| deep, and very few potatoes stick out 
manure? I said, of course I do or I| and get sun-burnt, occasionally one; on 
wouldn’t spend so much time and money | a heavy clay soil I don’t know but I 
forthem. He said, I put them on my| would hill them some. 
garden two inches thick on top and} W. H. Core—After you have got a 
nothing has ever grown there since, I piege of ground in good condition for 
told him there wouldn’t probably any-| potatoes, what success do you have in 
thing grow there for some years to| raising them year after year on the same 

: come. ground? 
Supr. Morrison—When you store! Mr. Smrra—I don’t raise them year 

your potatoes eventually in the cellar|after year upon the same ground; I 
' do you have them covered over or do| change the ground but not the seed. 

you exclude the light? R. D. Sretzy—I would like to ask the 
' Mr. Surra— My cellar is a very dark | gentleman how he prepares the ground, 

one; if it was a light one I should have | and how he covers them, what imple- . 
the potatoes covered over. ment he uses? 

G. C. Henpy—I would like to put an} Mr. Smrra—Theground is harrowed 
acre of potatoes in this spring in sod,|and made just as smooth as fora flower 
yet unbroken; how shall I proceed with | bed; we then have a marker that is 
it with the hope of getting a good crop? | made just like the old fashioned wooden 
It is timothy mostly, and possibly some | hay-rake about twelve feet long, with 
blue grass. something put on to draw it by, and the 

Mr. Smrrn—l never succeeded in get- | teeth reach back nine or ten inches; the 
ting a first class crop of potatoes from|head is full of holes and the pins are
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loose in the holes, and they can be put{as fast as three pickers can pick them ine 

in and set for six.to twelve inches or | up. ‘af 

three feet or anything we like, and we| Supr. Morrtson—We have held in- : i 

put this thing on the ground and mark/|stitutes in some of the counties this ‘att 

the rows thirty inches apart. Then in| winter, such as Waupaca and Waushara eth 

planting we give a man a hoe and a boy | and Chippewa counties, where they are un 

a basket of potatoes, and they go and|raisinga great many potatoes. Up in 1a 

commence at the end of the row; the| Waupaca county I found men who “e 

man strikes his hoe in and draws back | raise forty, fifty and sixty acres of po- Hany 

the dirt; the boy drops ina piece of|tatoes. There they use machinery tai 

potato; the man steps forward about | largely, for the planting and digging of ve 

twélve inches and draw back the dirt| potatoes. We found one man in Chip- ri 
and throws it into the hole made before; | pewa county who said it cost him just F 

s0 every stroke of the hoe makes a place| seven cents and a few mills a bushel to | 

for a potato and covers one,and in this|raise his potatoes. He Fad got the i 

way the planting can be done very fast. | thing figured down so close that it cost ; 
The four acres cost me $10 for marking|himless than eight cents to raisea a 

it off, planting the seed, etc. bushel of potatoes. He raised some- Hoy 

Gero. McKerrow—What crop. would | thing like ten thousand bushels on forty 11 

you prefer to follow with potatoes for| acres, but off from his ten thousand tae 
the best result? bushels he didn’t make as much as Mr. ait 

Mr. Sxrrx—Well, a crop of potatoes | Smith did from his four acres of pota- A . 

leaves the land in splendid condition | toes. He said he woald give any man ‘as 
- foralmost any crop; if I was growing | $200 to take the crop off from his hands ‘ ae 

wheat Ishould try wheat. and pay the bills. That is a notable bi 

Gxo. McKrrrow—What crop would illustration where a man went on hap- iP a 

you have precede your potato crop? hazard and raised forty acres of pota- ‘SSe 

Mr. Surra—Well, we are not particu- | toes and didn’t know where he was go- on 9 
lar about that, we follow corn very fre-|ing to putthem. Those potatoes were vem 
quently. picked up, large and small ones all to- ie 

Supr. Morrrsox—How about clover | Sether, and the first car that went to ia 

pod? Chicago were unmarketable. The all- sz 
Mr. Surru—I should not hesitate to|Tound farmer must produce a large o 

put potatoes on to it. crop, offer it in the best condition, and iD 

©. P. Goopricz—How do you dig| know where to send it. rhe 
your potatoes? Mr. Smrra— That car of potatoes oi, 

Mr. Surra—We dig them with asix-|¥bere I used the ashes cost me only ve 
tined manure fork, just go in and throw | #bout eight conts per bushel. f 

* them out; two men will throw them out at 
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| BREEDING AND FEEDING FOR BEEF. 
ETER KEM, Manager of W. H. Jacobs’ Premium Herd of { - ae Short-horns, Madison, Wis. 

! Selection of Sires. In Making Your Section 
One of the most essential points | You should pay great attention to 

the breeding for a beef animal isin the the handling of the animal. You 
selection of sires to be used in your| must get the mellow, soft touch. 
herd. Isometimes think it is of more Do not get too thin a hide as they 

i} vital importance to the successful breed- are apt to be tender and not stand 
er and feeder than good feeding itself. | our winters well. Nor must you get too 

} It is impossible to feed a steer success-| thick g hide, as [ have never csen one 
fully or profitably if sired by a scrub/ that was a good feeder. Get a medium 
sire. Itis just as necessary to have| one, with agood coat of thick, mossy hair, 
good breeding in a steer to make him| that when you take hold of it it feels as 
feed profitably as it is to have breeding | soft as velvet. Getasire with a good. 
in a thoroughbred horse to make him strong head on him, as they are sure to 
run in front ortostay the distance re-| be the most impressive breeders, with a 
quired of him to wia his race, or in | good heavy jaw showing the ability to 

, trotter to make him trot to the front.|crush an ear of corn. Get him witha 
Itis an established fact that in all do- good broad back, full over the crops and 5 
mesticated animals, the longer you can | over the Joins, as that is where the more 
get them bred in a line tracing directly | valuable and high priced meats are. 
through animals that have been of more | Thick through the heart, wide between 
than average merit as producers of the | the fore legs and standing square on 
special product which they have been them, showing plenty of constitution, 
bred for, the more pronounced they will | short on his legs, as you never haveseen 
be in producing offspring, having their] long legged animal of any kind or 
good qualities if properly mated. breed that would put his feed to good 

These being facts you must be very} account; well let down in his flank, 
particular in your selection of asire. Do showing his ability to carry a good din- 

} not use a grade—not even if heis fifteen-| ner. Get one well filled up in the neck 
i sixteenths pure blood. While he may|vyeins, and well let down in the twist 

be a good individual, the fraction of | with a middling straight hind leg, so 
scrub in him is very liable to show it- that if he isfed to a great weight, he 
self in his produce. Select pure bred| will not be so apt to break down on his i 
sires of known lineage, known to have| legs, with agood, mild disposition, and come down through families that were you have my word for it, that you will 
great beef producers. There are plenty | have a sire that will get good calves if 
of them to be found, especially amongst | properly mated, that will put on flesh the beef breeds, either Shorthorns, Poll- | rapidly and mature at an early age if ed Angus or Herefords or perhaps some properly fed and cared for. Never mind 
of the other breeds, who lay claim to be| what color he is as it is not the color of 
great beef producers, but do not appear | an animal that tells you how much good 
to be very successful in proving it. meat you can put under his hide at the
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least possible expense. In purchasing be the time of year to commence ‘ e 

do not purchase some over-fed brute that | breeding. Much would depend on your yap 

has not been given exercise or properly | buildings and stable accommodation, ig 

fed. Nor above everything else do not | and the number of cows you have. If ian 

buy some half starved animal that per- only afew cows and your stabling is van 

haps has not had any more exercise than | good, you cannot be far wrong in breeding i" 

the well-fed one, and in all probability | any time of the year; but if you havea {in 

has eaten more feed, but through the | large number of cows and your stabling ae 

ignorance and indifference of his owner | suited to your wants, I would breed to tie 

or feeder, has never either been fed | have calves dropped in the fall. We s 

regularly or fed a properly balanced ra- have at present something over one a | 

tion, and expect him to prove as good a | hundred cows. like our calves to come a 

sire as one that has been properly taken |in September, October or November : | 

care of. 
and have them come as near the same re 

age as possible, as the more even you get : | 

Care of Sire. them as to age and size the better they eee 

After you have secured and tried a will feed together and the better they nd 

sire feed him well; feed and water him| will sell when you get to market with: ae 

regularly; give him plenty of exercise.|them. My reasons for having them i. ; 

Never forget that he is half your herd, | come in the fall are, we can take better aR 

as every calf you get should look more| care of them in winter than in summer. ag 

like the sire than the dam. Especially | You can secure good help cheaper. You { 

would this be the case if your females] have your cows tied up and if anything ‘ j 

were grades. Havingsecured asire that | goes wrong with them you have them ‘gi! 

pleases you, keep the best lot of cows} where you can take care of them. IfI 

you can afford. If you start with scrub | wished to be successful in raising and | 

cows, get away from there just as fast as | feeding prime young breef, good enough ‘om 

youcan. Grade up, keep none but the] to top Chicagomarket when from 24 to i} 

best of your heifer calves for breeding|30 months old,I would let the calves iad 

purposes. Better feed a less number sfick and let them havea coweach. I ‘o, 

and better ones. There is very little) wouldnot attempt putting two calves on se 

excuse for any man who is making 4 one cow unless in cases of an accident ‘* : 

business of breeding and feeding for} with the dam, or perhaps you might Pt 

beef alone, breeding any scrub cows.| want her to supply your home with weal 

You can get pure bred cows, especially | milk and butter. I would much prefer 

amongst the Shorthorns, with what is| raising one good steer calf to raising two = 

termed among someof the advanced| poor ones. I would let calves suck ne 

breeders, ashaving unfashionable pedi-| three times a day, dividing the twenty- q 

grees and the Herefords so cheap that the | four hours as to time as nearly equal as it 

wide-awake breeder and feeder of steers | convenient. Castrate when two weeks ‘ HI 

cannot afford to fool away-his time feed-| ojd, and when a month old start and . 

ing a steer that does not give a good ac-| give them a little ground feed with some i) 

count of the feed given him. sliced roots, a good ration for calves is mt 

* Time of Breeding. 2-34 crushed oats and 1-3d corn meal and i 

Having selected a sire and cows the wheat bran, with what roots and hay 

next important point to consider would | they willeat. You must be very care- Bi 

. 
4
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| ful in keeping a cow’s udder well milk- | And you also have had your cows in the 
edout. They must be inspected and yards when you could attend to their 

milked out after each time the calf sucks, breeding, and not have to chase all over vt or at least twice each day. Because if|the pasture after an excited cow, asis 
your cow should happen to lie down | often the case when you want her. You 
and get a teat dirty, the calf will| would have your cow dry and in calf 
not take hold of it, unless washed clean. | when turned out, and she would have a | Keep calves away from cows except | good opportunity to recuperate and be 
when sucking, and always have plenty of|in good flesh before calving time, and 

ia clean water where calves can get a|all through the months when flies are so 
ey plentiful supply, as they will drink a annoying. Yourcows would ‘have 
S little quite often. Have your calves | nothing to do but stand around under 
WA kept in a yard where they can get plenty | the shade of a tree, or ia the water up 

of exercise in fine weather. Keep your|to their kneas, chew their cud and | stallsor basements well bedded with fight the flies, gaining strength to pro- 
straw, well lighted, with plenty of ven-| duce another lusty calf while you could j tilation and not too crowded, rather ! set out on the porch and fan yourself in have them divided in small numbers. your easy chair, or go to town and talk ' Care of the Calf, politics if you could find nothing better 

I am often asked why I let the calves | to doon the farm. _Wean your calves : suck and would it not be better to milk | when about six months of age when you 
the cow and feed the calf, my answer is, | would find it quite necessary to give 
no, it would not. A man can let out one your cows considerable attention in get- 
hundred calves and let them suck easier ting them dry, much depends on whether 
and quicker than he can milk two|you wish to develop their milking 
cows, especially if one of them does not qualities to any great extent, we some- care much about being milked, and | times milk them until well along to hay- another reason is, you cannot raise as ing another calf. 
good a calf by feeding it the milk as you Keep the Calf Growing. 
can by letting it take it in the natural way. Well, having weaned the calve Not so many chances of the calf taking | you never should allow it to lose any 
too little or too much if it helps itself, of its calf fat, always keep your steer 1} And a better reason than either is I am a growing. I believe it pays to feed a 

M feeding to get beef that will bring the grain ration from the time your calfis a } top price of the market while the man | month old until he is shipped to market, 
. Who trys to raise calves on skimmed | whether on grass or not, I do not mean to 

milk, and wind isfeeding for the bot-| keep them on full feed. But keep them 
tom price and the two prices are a con-| growing fast, as all steers should be 

siderable distance apart one not quite so | marketed when from twenty-four 
profitable as the other. to thirty monthsof age and should 

Fall Calves, weigh at twenty-four months in the 
Another point in favor of fail calves is, | vicinity of 1,500. I believe the most 

you have your calves weaned, and your/profitable time to finish yeur cat- 
"cows dried off if you did not see fit to|tle for market is summer as they, 

keep on milking them, when they could | if properly fed will put on flesh rapid- 
easily be kept apart and turned to grass.! ly while on grass. Andif you have been
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using the right kind of a sire, one that | beef. And it is still done in all the i 

has the qualities necessary to insure you markets over there where our beef is ie 

anearly maturing steer, you will have| handled. Now, this would not be so if ue 

them ripe enough to top the market }we kept a better class of cattle and fed ie 

when two years old. The time has gone and matured them as we should. Ihave _ a 

past when the breeder and feeder with|heard it claimed our cattle lost flesh ae 

brains keeps his steers until they are going across the water. This is not so, z 4 

three or fouryears old. The time was:/|as they put on flesh every day they are ai 

and not long ago either, when prizes aboard ship if they encounter no storm u 

were given for four and five year old|or very rough weather. A few men q 

steers at Chicago fat stock show. The| have nearly controlled the export trade 1 

board having control over that great|of the past. A friend of mine, who ex- 4 | 

show have given notice toall intending | ports from 75 to 100 cars a month, went - 

exhibitors that this will be the last year | to Boston a few weeks ago to make a | 

they willgive any prizes for three-year- | contract for space to ship cattle, and 

old steers, showing that they are not go-| was informed by two different steamship 

ing to encourage the feeding of any cat-| companies that when the contract he ia 

tle that do not mature early. bad ran out, they could not ship any + 

more cattle for him for six months, as ; 

Ration ieee ee all the available space on all their an 

The markets for selling cattle have| teamers was under contract for that ‘Sa 

been somewhat depressed for some |jength of time to two men from Chi- | 

years past, but it looks now as if We| cago. Exporters have made large sums . = 

had reached the turning point, and that of money in the last year, but the time a | 

those who have been steadily breeding is not far off when that great trade | 

. and importing their herds, using none| ij) not be controlled by so few men. | 
but the best sires to be produced, feed- ; 

ing judiciously, would reap a reward English Capital. 

‘ that would be quite satisfactory tothem,| Thereis too much English capital leok- ut 

as mich so, perhaps, as any other stock | ing for an investment in this country to ! 

kept on the farm or any other line of | allow it. I always feel ashamed when - ’ 

farming. There has been an immense|at the stock yards at Chicago, and see i 

number of cattle exported in the last| the class of steers unloaded from rail- ; 

year, and the feeder of good steers has| roads coming from Wisconsin. It al- jf 

made money, and there would still be a| ways looks to me as if we were feeding ' 

better price paid for steers if we raised | for the bottom price instead of the top | 

better ones. The English people are|one. Now, to the farmer who is located a 

much more a beef-eating people than we | especially quite a distance from town, I i} 

are, and they will pay a good price for | believe if he understands his business | 

the best beef. While in England a few | and uses his brains and gives it his at- in 

years ago I saw American and Canadian | tention, there is more money to be made Li 

beef hanging in the markets, both in|in breeding and feeding cattle for beef f 

Liverpool, Bristol and London, along | than can be done by handling them for fy 

with beef bred and fed in England,|-ny other product. You can keep up i 

marked from a penny to three pence | he fertility of your farm and do it with i 

per pound cheaper than the English! less labor and with more real pleasure 4 

' : 
: 4
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i than by any other style of farming I cago for five cents a Pound. How many ! know of. Pounds of corn will it take to make a : ee pound of beef, or how many pounds of F DISCUSSION. corn do you feed a good healthy steer ly Gro. McKzrrow—I would like to ask every 24 hours? i if Mr. Wakem approves of srindingfeed| Mr. Waxem—I don’t know, the cheap- for steers, 
er corn is the more profit there would be Mr, Wakem—The profits of grinding | in feeding it to steers that sell for five it would depend upon whether you have cents; but there are very few of our got hogs following or not; if you have | Wisconsin steers that bring five cents got hogs following I don’t believe it} @ pound, more bring two and a half, be- } pays to grind the feed, especially where | cause they are a class of steers bred i you have to hire your help. from scrub sires, half starved until they i Txos. Convey—Does it pay to cut and | are 18 months old, and then fed whole i . feed shock corn to steers? corn and turned off before they are half Mr. Waxem—We think it does. fat. As to how many pounds of beef Tos. Convey—Does it pay to shell it | you get from a certain quantity of corn, i or husk it? 

that comes under tha subject matter of Mr. Waxem—A great deal would de-| the paper following mine, and I do not . pend on the age of the steers; if a year | wish to trespass upon that subject. old I think it would pay to husk it. C. R. Beace—What is the value of en- Tos. Convey—Does it pay to cut it| silage for beef production? up with a feed cutter? Mr. Wakem—I have had no experi- c Mr. Waxem—Three years ago we were | ence with ensilage. Instead of feeding feeding 20 to 30 cattle, and we had to ensilage, we are feeding rutabagas to hire all our help, and we cut all our corn | our young stock and cows, and with as for both our cows and for steer feeding. | much satisfaction as anything on the s Icame to the conclusion then that it | farm. 
didn’t pay on account of the amountof J. M.Truzs—AsI understand your pa- help it took to run it through the feed per, you recognize the importanee of j cutter. We have not followed it since. the constant growth of the young ani- One reason for not doing so is perhaps | mal. Now, what grain feed would you because feed has been cheap, hay has| feed a calf while it is having milk from . been so cheap with us. the dam at the same time? i i Txos. Convey—Does it pay to feed; Mr. Waxem—I give a ration of two- yj bran and shorts with corn in fattening | thirds oats and one-third corn meal and Bteers? 

bran with roots, and what hay they Mr. Waxem—I haye very little con-| would want. This is for young calves fidence in feeding shorts. I have always | until about the time they are weaned. I fed a great deal of bran, perhaps more| think the best calves I ever raised were than anybody in the state. I think that | fed on shelled corn and oats and a little bran is one of our most valuable feeds in| bran. I Suppose that roots take the regulating grain. place in a great measure of ensilage, James Jackson—How are you going to} C. P. Gooprica—I understood you to make money in making beef on -thirty | say that it didn’t pay to milk a Short- cent corn, and selling the beef in Chi- | horn cow; was I tight?
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Mr. Waxem—You understood some- | hundred, and he got an average of $75 af 

thing that I didn’t say. apiece for them. He said he made more 7 

©. P. Goopricn—I will ask you the|money on those than he hadon any ae 
question, if you do think it does? others, and intended to practice fatting 8 

Mr. Waxem—Some of them do. Ijin that way in the future. Bt 

have seen Short-horn cows that give| C. R. Beacs— What pasture grass do ‘4 

more milk than, any Jersey that ever | you prefer for summer grazing of steers? ‘ 
stood on earth. Twoyears ago we hada| Mr. Waxem—I would rather have " 

tbree-year-old heifer, and she was con- blue grass than any other grass that I . a 

sidered a beef animal, and before she | know of for fattening steers on. # 

was three yearsold she weighed 1,9001bs.| G. C. Henpy—I rather infer from the P 

and shortly after having her calf we| paper that he allows the calves to go to 
milked from her twice a day twelve | the cows, or the cows to the calves and 
quarts besides what she gave to her|take their milk twice a day; now I 

calf. The cow was shortly after sold to | would like to know what convenient ar- 

go to South America. rangement he has for following out that an 

C. P. Goopricn—I have a statement | plan? . 

of one that I had that gave sixty| Mr. Waxem—Until the calves are two & 

pounds of milk a day, a Shorthorn cow, | or three weeks old they are kept with ; ® 

and I never made a cent of profit out|their mothers. After that the cows are aa 

of it. Have you made a practice of| tied in a large stable holding seventy J 

turning off yearling beef, twelve to| or eighty stanchions, and the calves are . 

fourteen months old? kept in box stalls by themselves, a cer- i. 

° Mr. Waxem—No, not as a general | tain number in each stall. They are all i 

practice. The time of turning off beef|turned out together, and after going a 

depends largely on whether you have|once or twice they will soon find where * Rea 

raised your steer from calves, or whether|their mothers are, and will go there d 

you have bought them from parties who| themselves; their mothers are tied in ss : 

have not taken proper care of them, and | the same place every day, and we have ea 

perhaps have had no breeding that would | no trouble in getting them to go there. : 

insure you early maturity; in that case| Sometimes there will be a calf or two ont 
Ido not believe it would pay to turn| that doesn’t get enough milk from one 2S 
them off young. cow and will steal around a little, but res 

C. P. Goopricn—I want to tell you a|not often. As soon as they are done : 

little incident that I learned from a|sucking they are allowed to run ina i 

Short-horn breeder in Iowa, Mr. Wylie, of | yard where they will have water, and ee 

Castania. I sawhim I think in 1884|kept there until they go into the stalls ae 

and he told me what he did the year be- | again. al 

fore. He turned off acarload of year-| Mr. Dennis—Do you think the cow cae 

lings, probably fourteen or fifteen will pay with the raising of the calf 4 

months old; he had crowded them, as is | alone? et 

his practice, all their lives,made them| Mr. Waxem—If we didn’t think it “| 

grow as fast as he could. This was an|paid we wouldn’t keep the cows; we ; 

experiment; he had never sold under would go out of the business. a 

two years before; he sent a carload and J. H. Wise—I would like to know what i 

got $7.50 a hundred; they averaged ten | he calls an unfashionable pedigree? Op 

1i—Iner. ay
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i Mr. Waxem—I suppose that most |so good; the development lies entirely 
everybody has heard that there is an un- | with the man handling them. 

: fashionable cross in Short-horn cattle. R. D. Szetey—Have you had any ex- 
| In 1817 a gentleman by the name of perience in feeding green corn in fatten- 

Sanders went to England and imported | ing cattle; the best results I have exper- 
\ Some cows and a bull or two. The peo- | ienced I obtained while feeding green 
, plethat he bought them from had not | corn. . 

Kept a proper record of them.| Mr. Waxem—I have not had much 
i They were registered by Mr. Allen at| ©¥Perience in that. 3 

Buffalo in the herd books in this coun-| | B. D. Seerey—This year my pasture 
, try, but as Short-horn cattle became | became short and I didn’t like to sell my 

more numerous those traciag back to | °#ttle,as they were hardly fat enough, 
; this importation have been called by a and I started cutting corn and feeding 

vertain class of people unfashionable. | it, and I noticed they began to gain im- 
, There was also one bull, Red Rose by mediately, and on that feed I think I 
Fy Earnestie, that was used by Mr. Bedford| had the best results I ever had with 

that didnot havea record in the old| fattening cattlein a dry time. They 
country, though he had one in this | brought four vents on the market. 
country. Iknowa man in Wisconsin,| JAMES Jackson—I would ask Mr. 
some of whose cattle come of cattle | Seeley how long he fed these cattle green 
bred by Henry Clay, of Kentucky, and Sa Sumrar—Tfodthem six -weoks 
he said that his word wassufficient with- ae athe averaged: wheniE aold’ sta 

: out a pedigree; that was the way with 1500: ne h ae wintered the prev- 
the English breeders, their word was ince wintae on hay without any grain 

allthat was necessary, but people are ration at all,and were turned out into 
paying a great deal more attention to the pasture untill the drouth came on 
Pedigree now than formerly. ‘ and the pasture became short, and I 

: J. M. Trur — These unfashionable then started in and fed them for six lines are called Seventeens, are they weeks on this corn, and they did re- 
not? 2 

Mr. Waxem—Yes, and others are call- wmetce mags Pe a 
ed the Earnestie cross; some of the best was getting a little too ripe. 
animals today trace to those animals. J.M. Truz—The age of the steers, 

R. D. Seevey—Are they not good Mr. Seeley? : 

beef producers? R. D. Seerer—They were three years Mr. Waxem—They are some of the old last spring. . 
= best producers known. They have] Jaygs Jackson—Was this four cents 

perhaps been followed a little further the market price or at home? 
X for show cattle; some of the best cattle R. D. Szeney—They brought four 

I have seen are straight Seventeens. cents in Chicago and it was a good price 
James Jackson—Are not the Seven- at the time. 

teens generally good dairy cows? James Jackson—What month did you 
Mr. Waxem—So much depends on| market them in? 

the manner in which Short-horn cattle! R. D. Sretzy—They were marketed 
have been handled that while some are | some time in October, I don’t remember 
very good dairy animals, others are not | the exact date. 

6
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James Jacxson—I finish my steers on | the market, and there was considerable if 

grass; that is as far as I take them, and| talk among stockmen about these cat- fia 

then I take them to market. My ex-| tle. Istruck the boy that sold then— 1 
perience has been since I have quit feed- | they were Illinois cattle and of course I te 

ing corn that I come out on deck a lit-| was interested in how he had made a 

tle every time; but when Ifed corn I al-| them, how he had bought them and vie 
ways get & little behind. what they had cost him. Lasked this =~ 

Mr. Waxem—I suppose the persons| boy to give me the figures on those iy 

who bought your cattle took them to/steers, and what his profit had been. a 

southern Illinois and fatted them on| “Profit!” he said, “Good land! if I had i i . 

corn and broughtthem back and got a/ fed a thousand like I have fed them, 1t i 
bigger price. would have taken a national bank to aT 

James Jackson—The gentleman is| have paid my debt.” He was in Illinois te 

mistaken as to these cattle being ship-| and fed 25 cent corn; I am in Wisconsin ! 

ped into southern Illinois and fatted | and must feed 30 cent corn. The Illi- { 
they were shipped east for the eastern! nois climate is a better climate for fat- { 
market and I got four cents a pound for| tening stock than Wisconsin, and if he ‘ 
them. They were not fed grain but|couldn’t make a profit with as good a | 

were kept on the pasture. J work it so} lot of animals as he had, I claim that I i 

that I am never short of pasture. They | have no business trying to feed or select ie 

weighed just twelve hundred pounds| stock against him. { 

and were all three-year-old steers; they} Joun H. Wise—We made an experi. | : 

topped the market for grass fed cattle, | ment by weighing both steers and feed on { 

and the man that bought them bought|a Fairbanks scales, which lasted from Se 

them for corn-fed cattle. Jan. 12th to March 3d, or 50 days; dur- ii 
Mr. Waxem — It is very seldom you| ing this period the 17 steers ate 20,638 + 

strike such a man there. pounds of grain, about one-third oats, 1 

James Jackson—I would like to know | and two-thirds shelled corn, this grain } 

if Mr. Seeley can give any definite proof| with alittle hay madea gain of 2,210 . 

that he got what his corn was worth a| pounds, figuring the grain at half a cent i 

bushel by feeding it to those cattle? per poundit cost us a trifle less than 4% j 
R. D. Szztey—I judged by my eye| cents per pound of gain, or per pound 

and I would just as soon trust it as a| of beef. | : 

eescale. I could tell every day that they| I figure that the droppings the hogs i 

were gaining, could see that their hair|get will easily pay for the hay, and { 

was getting glossy and nice. the manure for the work. : | 

Mr. Joxzs—I think weighing cattle} C. R. Braco —How much did the he 
is no criterion anyway; you might make | steers weigh? if 

them thirsty and then have them drink} Mr. Wiss—About 1,350 when we com- | 

and make them gain ten poundsaday. | menced. at 
James Jackson—I would state in re-} James Jackson—What was the corn i 

gard to making these cattle better, mak-| worth a bushel that you fed those ql 
ing them five cent cattle, that the day I) steers? A 
was in Chicago with these cattle, in} Mr. Wise—Well, we bought a good i 
1889, the first five cent cattle crossed the | deal of the corn for 281 cents a bushel. # 
scales, and it was considered a boom in| James Jackson—Did you have the a5 

& 

hs 
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} corn hauled to youor did you haul it] H. Rossmvs—Let me give you an ac 

! yourself? count of an experiment of mine. I had 
| Mr. Wisr -We hauled it from the| three steers which I weighed on October 
t cars, a distance of about a mile or so. 7th; one weighed 1,190 pounds; one 

| James Jackson—How many pounds | weighed 1,290 pounds and one weighed 

! of corn do you say you fed each | 1.335 pounds. They were weighed again 
: steer a day? ; on November 12th, after feeding them for 

Me. Wise— T didn’t me how much thirty-five days, and then weighed re- 
| we feda day, it is only a test in the spectively 1,340 pounds, 1,390 pounds and 

total. The test lasted from January 1,490 pounds, which gave-sn' average 

¥ 12th to March 34, or fifty daye, and gain of four pounds per day for every 
ie during this period the VW steers ate 20,- steer. My boy carried on a similar ex- 
| 638 pounds of corn, which with the hay periment at thesame time and his steers 

fed, gave a gain of 2,210 pounds. made a gain of five pounds a day for 
b ere was the cost of | thirty-six days, but it cost him @ little 

se figured it at half a centa pices mipawent Yodo te. 
pound. Supr. Morrison—I will call on Mr. 

James Jackson—What was the beef| True tosummarize what has been said 

worth that you put on to those cattle? | in reference to this topic. 

Mr. Wise—I got four cents apound| J.M. Trve—I feel that this is an im- 
for them. portant subject, and it would not be 

: J. C. Marrin—We have tried a little | dealing justly with it if it was dismised 

. experiment at our place, though I never | in the present condition of this discus- 

i expected to repeat it in public. I have|sion. While for the past few years the 

some young boys and in order to encour-| production of beef in the state of Wis- 

age them I made them the following | consin has been up-hill business, I think 

offer. Ihad bought some cattle at a| that we begin tosee light ahead at the 

sale for two cents a pound, and I gave| present time and to recognize the fact 

the boys two each on the condition that | that within the coming few years, if our 

they should pay me one dollar a hun-| beef cattle are well bred and well fed, 

dred for ground feed. They were to.| we may expect as good results from this 

weigh the cattle once a week. The| enterprise asfrom any other. But it 

boys kept an accurate record in which | does seem to me that there is danger in 
; they set down the temperature, the| the manner in which this discussion has 

average gain per week, the amount of| been carried on of losing sight of the 
food they bought, using their own judg-| vital principles than must maintain 

ment as to the ration they fed. I cau-} themselves as the under current in the 

tioned them to feed carefully and to see! production of good work. Wherever, in 

that what they fed was eaten up clean-| this state or elsewhere, beef is to be 

They fed the grain at that price, one} produced in the future at a profit, these 

dollar a hundred. Isold the cattle at| cardinal principles must be observed. 

three cents and ahalf a pound. The|¢he steer must be well bred and he 
boys made a profit of nearly twenty-| must be well fed from the time of his 

nine dollar after paying me the price of| birth until heis putupon the market: 

the cattle when bought and a dollar a| The idea that any animal, horse, or cow 

hundred for the feed. or steer, is to kept upon a Wisconsin
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farm for a portion of its life, and allow-| versation with the Iowa gentleman, i 

ed to stand still or togo backwards, isa} He said: How long do you expect to tit 

thing of the past. If there is to be any feed these steers? He said he would ihe 

profit made in the future in this business | feed them until about the latter part of it 4 

itis to be by keeping the animal grow- May and he would then bring them i 

ing continuously, and I hope we will not back to Chicago. He had to buy his Hh 

lose sight of this fact in connection with | grain dnd he didn’t own an acre of land; * * 

this industry, where, equally with any | he had to buy everything that was fed Wy 

other, these facts are important. and he would sell those steers at four i 

Supr. Morrisox—There is a gentle-| and a half and five cents a pound. Now iH 

man in Clark county by the name of| you can see where he was going to make 4 

Burpee who buys up cattle all over the | his money; he was going to make about i} 

county and sends them to the Chicago} two andahalf and in some cases three ii 

market. He said that two years ago he| cents on not only the original weight, t 

took down two carloads for which he| but he was going to put enough on to ' 

had paid one and a half and one and | the steers to pay for feeding them. Mr, i 

three quarters and as high as two cents) Burpee said that opened his eyes. ‘ 

apound in Clark county. They were! He came home and commenced feeding a 

soldat the stock yards and he noticed | and marketing his steers the same as t ‘ 

that the gentleman that bought the | the old Iowa feeder, and he was making ; 

steers was an old feeder, and he made |a success in producing beef. Such sug- ike 

out to get acquainted with him and | gestions as these thrown outin the in- i 

learned that he was from southern | stitutes give us some idea of what we { 

Towa. This gentleman took those steers | can do in the production of beef, in the ee 

out into Iowa. Mr. Burpee gave| way of making money in the business. i 

at the Neillsville Institute his con- Ne 
md 
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CAN BEEF BE PRODUCED IN WISCONSIN [&; 

AT A PROFIT? 

By H. C. THOM, Dairy and Food Commissioner. a 

One Could Say No. try which touches every man who has fh ‘ 

And be seated with objections from reared a male calf or lugged a soup bone a 

few, if any, feeders, while the phiz|from market. An industry which ex- a 

of the dairyman would beam with | tends throughout every state and ter- Ae 

complacency. Feeders can ill afford ritory and effects every man’s house- " 

to let affairs, which so interest them | hold, unless it is sanctified throughousb = 

go by default because there is no|the whole year to Lent. Flesh always ee 

man brave enough (barring Senator | has amarket. Someone is bound to i 

Vest), to champion an industry to which | furnish it to our millions. Feeders have 4 

civilization owes so much. An indus-! sworn a mighty swear that they could 4 

‘ a 

>
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| not afford to continue the business. | for us and only one; thatis skill. Skil} | 
| Many have given up in dispair. They|in breeding; skill in feeding. Any 

are going to try the cow. They don't | leather head can have a calf or buy one. 
| know how she is made, let alone how] It's directly in his line of business. He 
| to milk her. Herdsmen of the west| can keep him alive if the weather is pro- 

have quit their calling; some of them pitious or he carefully reads Sergeant 
_@ &rerobbing stage coaches. It may pay | Rhodes’ reports to know which way the 
. 8 little better but it takes more courage |wind blows. A machinest commands 

to hold up adriver than it does to tie| better wages than the ditch digger and 
upasteer. We arealittle down in the| works no harder with hishands. There 
mouth in this section. A catch calf|is not half the competition in brains 

ii that runs with its mother the first year} that there isin brawn. Wood must be 
i and the next two with grass, straw and | hewn but less money secures that result 
i} water don’t kindle the Chicago stock | than it does to fashion the mind in the 
i yards with enthusiasm. school room or souls from the pulpit. 
H The Scrub Has Been Looking Good Stock and Economical Feeding. 
| For its place for many years. At] The trouble with the cattle business; last “’tis found, thank God”; ’tis at at present is not so much the low prices | 

the bottom of the mrket  report.| they bring as it is the kind of cattle 
Those Breeders ana Feeders that are thrown on the market. Good 

¥ Who think, begin to see how railroads oat is bringing better than $5 per 
. affect theirtrade. The circle of com- undred to-day, while Cee: cattle are petition has been enlarging very changing hands at from $175 to $2.50. 

i rapidiy for a number of years. Chi-| Beef can be made on ‘Wisconsin farms eae! the center! with Ja ‘cou: at $4 per hundred at afair profit. Lower 
ference 200 miles away meant the|PTices than $3.25 are Tuinous to most 
only competition. Kansas City dress-| feeders. As near as I can estimate beet 
ed beef is now laid down on our) 40 be produced at about $3 per hundred. 
cari before it gets quite cold. In| That this can be done can be figured as 
talking with a conductor on the Bur-| absolutely as that butter can be pro- 
lington road some few weeks since he | duced at 133¢ cents per pound, or that 
stated that the week before he ran from | Calico can be manufactured for 3 cents 
St. Paul to Chicago ahead of an express | Per yard. Three conditions are essen- 

_ | with a train load of cattle. It costs but | tial in order that meat can be produced 
little more to ship beef from Kansas | at this figure. First, good stock; second, 
City than it does from Madison. Do you | economical feeding and handling; third, 

| wonder that the business does not pay | early maturity. In some respects cattle 
if we make poorer cattle here than in| are like men. The lean and hungry 
Kansas? Our only protection in the |ones, although great consumers, are \past has been that but few were in the| rarely fat ones. Your attention is re- 
{business and that it cost so much and | spectfully called to the president of this 
. long to bring cattle from dis-| association. It makes some men tired 

tant points. to carry around what they eat; others 
| These safety guards have all been|of closer build and more quiet consci- 
knocked down. There is one salvation |ences are content with what they get
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and ruminate over the cud of the eternal | periments at our Wisconsin station gives if 

fitness of things and grow fat. The | ample data to clinch the statement that aa 

racer is the result of long years of care- the quicker the maturity the greater the an 

ful breeding. The bullock, although sie That feeders complain is not to Z | te 

greater bulk, represents just as much | be wondered at. The stock yards evi- wi 

skill as the courser. There is a strong dence criminal bungling. Matched a 

pentiment in many minds against in-|clear flooring is worth more than cull if i 

breeding. In a broad sense the tide}lumber. A poor ax helve finds a cus- oe 

may set the right way, many of us un-| tomer only ina plug chopper who splits Va 

doubtedly need training to know just | kindling wood for his wife at the back } 

what todo. It might be well to say door and does that little under protest. Uh 

here, however, that the Short-horn | Yet Mr. Jones, of Dane county, sendsa | 

breed was best developed and per-| steer to Chicago that makes the average it 

fected in the hands of a man who | Texan stare, and kick betause he does { 

brought this about by the severest prac-| not get top market. The steer is not to ! 

tice of inbreeding. The animals grew blame, O, no! “Jones made him and he 

under his careful eye in grace and | pays the freight.” Jones would not ex- it 

beauty. Desirable points were strength-| pect a big price for poor eggs but he 

ened and developed; weak ones were does for poor meat. Experience is not ig 

eliminated and destroyed. quite so ere in a latter business. * 

‘An abiding faith that skill would ov he “goes broke” Jones will wake i 

in brought about the grandest results, | “*" 
i= 

ec ncaa of the man immortal, ‘ Animal aents tee 
i ! 2 

and left a race of cattle that lovers of| Itis all folly totalk of going out of the Rt 

graceful lines and colors will fall down stock business. Itis the true founda, 

and worship, for verily they were gold- tion of rotation. Without stock, farms 1g 

en calves whose mothers would sniff at would rapidly deplete in fertility. Wis- i 

the sacredcow. The feeding and handl- | consin farmers have had a bitter ex- ‘aad 

ing can be best brought out in the dis- | perience and won't be caught again. to 

cussion perhaps, because I can then call takes as much time and costs as much (y, 

to my aid men of greater age and experi- | Money to restore a lost fertility as it ie * 

ence. My experience has given me does to clear and break the original 1 . 

radical ideas on these matters; they may homestead. I would suggest that the | [ij 

not be progressive, surely they are hon- general market might be improved it iia 

est more attention could be given byour , 

r foreign consulates to this great industry. ae 

Early Maturity. With much regret I am constrained to ng 

The question of maturity next de- | say that few of them know or care how a 

mands attention. Three and four year much could be done in this direction. iad 

old cattle are unprofitable. Thirty | Nothing but flimsy excuses stand in the q 

monthsis an extreme age to turn off. | way of heavy exportation. Many of the wy 

The first 600 pounds is cheapest. I so-called rulings are in direct violation i 

know of a five-year-old steer that was/ of existing treaties. MM 

kept 365 days eating as many pounds a The thousands who are in the busi- i 

grain and hay as when four years old | ness of beef production, the millions of Ht 

and gained never pound. Feeding ex- | money invested, should demand recog. i 
MF 
ig 
i 
aod 

by 
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nition and a channel paved to good | ished witha sleek coat, with a good dis- | foreign markets. That herdsmen may | tribution of muscle and fat will bring i not become discouraged, I beg to call| more money, more content and smooth i attention to the fact that we are grow-| more wrinkles and keep back more gray ; ing faster in our demands than we are hairs than all the petulant fault finding } in skill in breeding and feeding. It is|that ever rose to heaven. “The eye of | but a few short years since steers were | the master makes the animal.” Keep i changing hands at $12per head when|the old saying in mind. Bind your two yearsold. Just such cattle as we| fortune to the Short-horn. They have think ought to bring $5 per hundred. | had a glorious past, they are steady in What right have we to ask this? This| the present, and the future is full to right. That we wish to ride ina car- repletion of bright promise. “"Tis a r { riage. A wdgon used to answer. Wheat, | popular fallacy that because a thorough- 
| 50 We say, can’t be raised for 75 cents a| bred costs a large sum that he will ri bushel. My father used to raise it for| thrive and fatten on ragweed and water. 25 cents and haul it to Milwaukee with a| Profit comes to no man by shirking a team and kept up a cheerful whistle responsibility and labor. Give the ani- 

: and raised a lusty boy with a good appe-| mal care, treathim kindly, and shelter tite. Ab, yes, luxuries of those days are | him and feed him, then will he grow un- | necessities now. We are fighting the|der the master’s eyes and conform to battle of life against greater odds. | the measure of an ideal. Out of all Our wants are growing faster than| this labor and love will spring a result 
means for supplying them and we kick | that will be a credit and an honor to all 
the Big Four, the steer, the market, | these years of line beeding, to the men 
and scold our wife because things are | who have fashioned the Short-horn, by a awry. long term of study, to bea thing of The Eye of the Master Makes the Animal. | beauty and profit forever. 

A good animal well matured and fin- 

a ee ——— eee 

_ FUTURE PROSPECTS AS TO THE PRICE OF 
BEEF. 

By MR. GEORGE WHICHER. 

The Beef Question. booms are past I fail to see it in exactly 
Tt is said that beef cattle are higher | that light. Let us examine the ques- by 80 cents per hundred than one year) tion and see what conclusions we can ago—and many predict $1 a hundred | deduce from the experience of the past. higher in the next 12 months. This | It is true we of the great central north-% would be something of a boom in the west, have been reduced toa minimum general market for cattlein two years, | of prices below the cost of production, and asI sincerely believe the day of | owing, I think, in a great measure, to
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over-production and free grass on the | ers—that in the same localities to-day, if 

western ranges,I claim has been the | won’t bring over 17 or 18 to feeders of iv 

main cause of this over-production | the same grade of cattle. te 

and low prices. I, of course, ignore the Sheep Husbandry Booming. He 

ery of monopoly of Big Four, and only Sh t th k ti i 

wish there were more of them to get ee e a ow — i 

away with the surplus—for surplus it is, were hardly recognized, while today @ if 

re : carload of fat wethers or lambs are i 

view it in any light we please—too many f 

| cattle for the demand. worth more than a car of cattle. | 

Wool appears to be no criterion of the 

The Cause. value of sheep, but it is the demand for. il 

In the last ten or twelve years, asthe| mutton. The lambs with the little 

extensive system of transcontinental wool on them that would hardly amount 

railways opened up the mountains and to twenty-five cents a head, are selling i 

southwestern ranges, even to the Pacific | in Chicago markets today for $6.85 to $7 ! 

coast, the then existing high prices per hundred. 1 i 

stimulated over-production on the| Really, if the sheep produced no wool « 

ranges. Cattle compames were formed, | at all, we would save very near the 5 

which with free pasturage created an | Present price for mutton purposes. And ; 

over-supply, and as we of the produc- right here is a point before we pass, _ " 

tive lands of the interior basin of the | desire to call your attention to. That — ' 

central northwestern states kept right there is an independent demand for the 7 

on producing, and we know we have to| Various lines of meats, that a plenty or ® 

keep up our lands to the requisite tilth over-supply or cheapness of others can- i 

of production—it has created an excess | not control. Some one might say if * 

of beef cattle and a consequent low | beef and mutton were both cheap, @ ig 

‘ price. Eight years ago this winter I was | mutton will never see six or seven cents ‘-. 

in Texas and attended many cattle con-| again; cheap pork or beef will take its a 

ventions asa newspaper correspondent. | place. And we might say now: why "i 

The cattle boom then was near the| do they pay $6 and $6.50 live weight for ie 

crest of the wave and many ranchmen | fat wethers, 7 cents for fat lambs live sim 

were selling their cattle ranches, herds weight? Why don’t they supply their t 

and brands, because, said they, these | place with those splendid 4 and 444 cent I 

prices cannot continue, and yet the boom paraded steers. Our answer is, there 7 

went on for two years thereafter, and | would be ademand for a certain amount 

some of these conservative cow men, as| of muttomif the price went up to 10 ' 

they call them in the southwest, re-in- cents apound live weight. And the ay 

vested in their well sold plants at a high- | same rule applies to beef or hog product. ! i 

er price to afterward lose all. I saw cat- I mean, of course, for fresh or block i 

tle in the Kansas City stock yards in| meats. Cured product is always more if 

April, 1882, selling from $6.85 per hun. | even in price. Yet we could not think i 

dred to $7.25, that in Chicago to-day |of making any of those high priced i 

would not bring over from $4 to $4.75, | products a speciality, if we did we would i 

but a little over one-half. I saw corn|get left. The men making money in » 

selling in eastern Nebraska—Cass and | booms of any product on the market i 

* Lancaster counties, at 60 cents to feed-| that comes up suddenly, are those who # 
a 
Be 

i
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invested when the price was way down,) The dynasty of these cattle kings were 

} and when they touch fancy prices they | short lived ones. They could ship a few 
clean up the last head of stuff on hand. | loads occasionally to keep up appear- 
The men who fish for clams at high] ances, but the day of judgment must 

water generally go out with the tide. come eventually. 

t As Dean Swift expresses it in the 
re ones. South Sea Bubble: 

Now, as to this cattle problem, should iio’ dahon vikiig trons the was 

we of upper Mississippi and Missouri Can soar with moistened wings on high, 
valley, say we can’t raise cattle at this The moisture dried, they sink again, 

‘| price, and go out of the business, it And dip their fins again to fly.” 

‘| would be a virtual surrender ofthe busi-| Yes, we sympathize with you western 
th ness ta the range and Texas producers, fellows that wanted to inclose the whole 

we can’t afford to do it. Let us keep| earth with barb wire. 
iH hammering away, it hurts, but itisa| The Swan Brothers first began and 

battle with the range and Texas pro-| they soon had plentyof company. Like 
ducer. we have seen pictures of herds of buffa- 

We are in the condition of Asop’s | loes driven to a precipice by Indians, the 
fable of the fox in the brambles. It is| first goes under and the herd follow to 
true, said the fox, that the brambles|snow him under; so, in conclusion, I 

hurt my poor tender hide, but then| will say I wan’t to see no boom at pres- 
I’m wearing out the hounds who are| ent in cattle—I don’t believe there will 
seeking my life. Yes, keep on a while|be—but just a sufficient stiffening of 
longer, my friends, it 1s tough, it is hard,| prices that we may wean the rank fel- 
but with our cheap beef we are bank-| lows out a little easier. . 
Tupting cattle trusts on the ranges and| We particularly felicitate you on your 
inthe southwest. They went in on a'cheap fencing and fine grass; but be- 
big thing, free grass, cheap fence. Let hold, we will mock at your calamities, 
us make our pastures big enough, said | we will bewail you when your fear com- 
they, that a pound of barb wire will|eth and keep right on raising cattle 

fence an acre. Four or five cents an| cheaper than you can; so don’t be dis- 

acre for pasturage, why those prairie| appointed, but keep right on pegging 
, gtangers can never compete with us.|and hammering away, we'll fetch them 

But their calculations didn’t fill out.| after awhile. 

Seca
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CAN THE MERINO BE PROFITABLY MAIN- ia 

TAINED ON WISCONSIN FARMS? Wl 

By W. H. COLE, Waterloo, Wis. ‘i 

Inra state situated as Wisconsin is our, it with energy and perseverance. While | 

present and future prosperity depends | he who has a good market near his if 

largely upon our animal industries. Theg home, and has conveniences for it, can ga 

average farmer living isolated from] make money raising early lambs from i 

cities, or villages, who depends upon the mutton breeds, if he puts a proper { ; 

grain raising to the exclusion of animal amount of brains into his business. ag 

husbandry, will sooner or later, come to! Sheep—Fertility— Wealth. 1 

_ And ae ae = — = = But for one who wishes to keep sheep ‘Hm 

8 ith Se 7 S FE ae ca soe in large numbers, or the common farmer ‘ 

wee pee oS ee ee Of | who wishes to keep a good flock of sheep it 

tastes and surroundings, there is room ‘je 2 : iw 
3 aU Atos work his straw and roughage intoa Aaa 

for all, without danger of jostling or ae ae a sent 
vi h oth Maas calla condition to keep up the fertility of his le 

ai ae role aes gee nd the pell-mell'tarm, I believe there has no animal Bg 
rushing from one industry to another,| |; vn 

= paid better for the past twenty-five ae 

that has characterized us as a people, : i 

a aS s years than the Merino sheep. In speak- at 

simply because it is paying better at the |; s z ‘et 
nt ti : ing of their working down roughage, I aR) 

ee | do not wish to be understood as confin- s ‘ 

“Make up Your Mind and Then go Ahead.” | ing them exclusively to such feed. The a 

Experience has taught us, that by the flock-master that does not keep his flock ae 

time we get established in our new un-| ina good thrifty condition, does not * 1 a 

dertaking, the one we have just left is| reap the profit from them which he iia 

paying better. And we have been to an | otherwise might. ad 

expense (and often a large one) in chang- And the one who breeds for heaviest : t 

iug. Besides a knowledge ofa business fleece on the the smallest carcass is not ri } 

is capital in stock, and the man who| up to the times. I have always made A 

knows the wants of an animal and has | size aspecialty; and for the last ten or fif- i Hi 

the conveniences for supplying them, can | teen years, I would accept for breeding a 

often come out successful, through a| purposes none but a large, broad-backed oe 

term of low prices by cheapening pro-| sheep, with a long staple of wool. Such ha Hi 

duction; while one unacquainted with | sheep as these pay well, both in mutton ha i 

the business will fail. So I would advise | and wool; and that such sheep when a 
one who has a knowledge of the dairy | ripe, do not go begging in markets is at- if i 

business and conveniences for it, tojpush | tested by the fact that I have sold three a 

ee 

a 
Me 

if
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carloads within the last ten years pro- {that when you put it into practice there 
nounced by Chicago salesmen as good as | are no animals better calculated to re- 
the best. I feed from one to three car-| vive and sustain the fertility of a farm 
loads each year. Andon one occasion | than a flock of well-kept sheep. 

they sold fifty cents higher than any-| We hear people say: “That man is 
thing else on the market that day. And | lucky; he always manages to have good 
this year, while in the central part of|crops, or be always has butter to sell 
the state attending an institute, I got a| when it is high, a fat flock of sheep to 

: telegram from our home buyer that he | drive off when they bring a good price.” 
would give me five dollars a hundred|All things being equal, the farmer is 
for my sheep. So elated was I with the | lucky that has a fertile farm, and is gen- 

t prospect of selling something these dull | erous enough to keep a sufficient num- 
times without running after the buyer, I [ee of thrifty animals to retain its fer- 
sent back word that he might have | tility. In other words, that farmer is 
them. lucky who is not continually trying to 

The question as to whether sles something for nothing. 
sheep can be profitably maintained on Care of the Flock. 
Wisconsin farms is answered by the One:word as to the mode of catacdia 

| fact that there are hundreds of farms ghesp, Do Wok tara oe pre os oe . 
scattered through this state devoted to scat SR A J oa ” a 
grain raising that keep but little stock, bak P 1 ss =e oe ae ei 

| that could raise more grain than they 2 wo ee aueren Toe are now raising, and keep one hundred with each acre of your sowed grain, and 
| Merino sheep in good condition on each |?" the fall when the feed gets . good Baier cod. start turn your sheep on that which you 

do not wish to mow. It helps to keep 
Paths of Gold. up the fertility of the soil, keeps in This is no idle speculation. I have| check most all kinds of noxious weeds given this problem practical tests nine and fits your sheep nicely for winter 

years ago this spring. I bought an feed. 

eighty-acre farm which had produced] Jf you have a large flock, do not let 
but few paying crops for a number of your lambs run with their mothers until years previous. The first year that I winter, but separate them when 
worked it it did not pay expenses, as I four or five months old, and turn was obliged to work it in the condition | them on good succulent pasture 

' it then was. In the fall I ran afence|and if it is in connection with your through the center, turned one-half into| corn field so they can ran through P pasture, emptied my sheep stables on| and crop off the weed seeds, this will be 
the other half and continued to crop it, | all the better. But do not confine them 
and have had bountiful crops ever since. to acorn field, and as feed gets scarce 
Four years ago this spring I bought al and dry, bring them into their winter 160-acre farm that had but little stock quarters at night, and feed them; thus . kept on it from the time it was entered introducing them to to their winter feed from the government until I got it. I by degrees. Ina word, put the same 
treated it as I did the first one as nearly | time, care and thought into your busi- 
as possible and with like results. I ness, that the lawyers, doctors and mer- 
know from experience and observation | chants have to put into theirs. You
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will not then have tosay that any fool flock of sheep what kind of feed would ea 

can bea farmer. But rather if a boy| you use? i | 

has not business capacity enough to| Mr. Core—If I was confined to one é 

make a farmer, he had better study one| thing I would rather have clover than (Re 

of the professions. any other one thing. IfI was confined it 
to one kind of grain, I would rather | 

ee have oats. But in my practice I ¢ 

DISCUSSION. feed a little straw and a little corn i 
H. Rosers—Whatis your preventive | stalks, and a little hay,each thing at a a 

of dogs killing sheep? stated time each day. i } 

Mr. Core—The first sheep I ever own-| G80. WuicuEr—I was told by agentle- i i 

ed was killed by a dog and I never had| man that he had the best results when 

one killed since. I bell my sheep with | feeding cut up corn. i : 

large heavy bells. The dogs don’t like| Mr.Core—I have fed thata great i 

to make too much noise when in mis-| many times. Sheep like to run their 4 

chief and these bells enable us to hear| nosesinto the husks and root out the ea 

the disturbance in time to get to the|corn. They will eat it better than when bot! i 

sheep and either drive off or kill the| it is husked and thrown on the ground. 7 

dog. Dogs have been among my sheep Question—How about sheaf oats? ie i 

once or twice but generally got out be-| Mr. Cone—I guess they areas good a v8 

fore I got there. feed as can be fed. me 

Supr. Morrison—Can Merinos be| J.M.True—Isn’t there a great deal iad 

kept in larger flocks than the mutton of waste in feeding sheaf oats? aa 9) 

breeds? . Mr. Cone—lf you feed them all they Be 

Mr. Core—Yes, I guess there is no| will eat, they won’t eat much of your wf 

dispute on that point. straw. § ae 

Supr. Morrison—Have you had any| Go. Waicner—Would you have them ed 

experience with crossing with any of the | have access to water continually? a 7 

Downs? Mr. Core—At all times, if possible, & y 

Mr. Cour—Some little experience. If| though they will do well without water, Ba 

I was going tocrossI would continually | if they have good succulent food. But my 

cross in one direction. This urdertaking | there is no condition under which they ; 

to cross first with the fine wools and then | will do as well without water as with it. 5 

with the coarse wools, trying to get all| They will live with snow, but it isn’t as ms 

the virtues wrapped up in one hide can | well as to have water where they can get P 

never be done either in man or beast. right at it. I have water right in my on 

J. M. Trve—How large a flock do you | sheep stables where they can run right 4 

think can be profitably kept in one en-/| to it. pe i 

closure during the summer? Wexpon Van Kirx—How many pounds a a t 

Mr. Corz—I believe the fewer you|of wool ought a well-bred flock of i dq i 

keep together the better. Idon’t know | Merinos to average? oa 

how many you could keep together if| Mr. Core—A good flock of Merinos | 

you hada sufficiently large pasture. But | ought to average eight pounds of good aa 1 

afew animnls do better together than | clean washed wool. | 

agreat many together. Wexpon Van Kirk—Do you advise omy 

Gro. WHicHER—If you were feeding a | washing? a4 bi 

a 
‘ a 

es a
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Mr. Corz—I don’t advise it, ohly that | lamb and do well by it. A coarse woo - } it pays. For the good of the sheep I | sheep will do fairly well by them if you would advise not to wash. feed them well. 
Gro. McKerrow—I would like to ask Supr. Morrison—What is the com- Mr. Cole if he has a flock of pure-bred | parative value of the mutton from the American Merinos or high grades? Merino or from the Downs? 
Mr. Corz—When you get up into the} Mr.Corz—In my opinion the South- sixty-fourths and one hundred and| down is the best mutton sheep there is, . twenty-eights we call them pretty high | because they marble their meat the ! grades, and we have got them right | best. The very poorest sheep that I there in the town, that have sheared | ever butchered was a Cotswold, because H) from seven to nine pounds. As to mut-|they don’t marble their meat, Short ton sheep, if you are going to keep a| Wool sheep are more apt to marble their : sheep until it is three or four years old,}meat than long wools. The Merino i there isn’t a mutton sheep in the world | sheep, in my judgment, if well cared } that will compare with the Merino, but | for, is equal to any other sheep except } if you are going to sell them when they | the Southdown. 

are six or eight months old the Merino Here is one point that has not been won’t touch some of the other mutton | touched upon yet. Men that keep breeds. Men in our vicinity have gone sheep are troubled with ticks. If you into raising the mutton breeds and, | are troubled with ticks get some tobacco without exception, it has been a failure. | stems. There is a kind of poison con- They wanted to huddle them up and | nected with those stems that will kill keep them on the same food as Merinos, | the tick as quick as anything I ever and they gaunted up so that it would | tried. Set up a kettle and dip the lambs make a man homesick to look at them; | in the wash and in four hours you won’t and the better you fill the Merinos the | find a tick. 
better they will fill your pockets, Ican| The man who keeps Merino sheep is guarantee that. in danger of trouble from foot-rot. They A. O. Fox—There is one feature that | are more subject to that disease than we have not touched upon yet, which is | any other stock I ever handled. I have quite important. I would like to ask cured it in my own flock and in in my what Mr. Cole finds to be the aver-| brother’s and in my neighbor’s. Imade age percentage of increase in his lamb a trough out of 2x6 stuff, twelve feet flock for the Merinos. long, and fixed sides up to it so the Mr. Corz—There is a point where the sheep couldn't get out, and on one cor- P mutton breeds are way ahead of the| ner of this trough Iran a piece of gas- Merinos. Ifa man has gota hundred | pipe which was connected with a tobae- Merino ewes, and keeps them the way | co pail outside, in which blue vitriol men generally keep them, and he gets 75| was poured as strong as it would dis- per cent. lambs, he does well. I have|solve. I Poured it into the pail and it P had as high as 75 lambs and never lost | would come through the &as-pipe into one but that is a very uncommon thing. | the trough. I pared the sheep’s feet off Another point I keep in view is to breed closely, and then ran them through this from ewes that don’t raise twins. A| trough, with the blue vitriol in the bot- Morino sheep will only bring up one!tom. You can have five or sixin the
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trough at once; and if you are thorough |now and I have got my increase cn sd | 

in never letting them step upon ground band. i , 

afterwards that they were on before this} C. P. Gooprice—What is that in- ¢ 

process, and clean out your stables at | crease worth? ie 

this time, and if you watch your sheep} Mr. Corz—My increase and shearing ty 

closely afterward, you will find this des- | produced some $850. ni 

ease can be cured. Keep some of this| Question—What will it cost to keep i 

preparation in a bottle and if you see a| these sheep? 4 Hn 

lamb with foot-rot, out with the bottle] Mr. Core—I estimate that I can keep i 

and apply the preparation. about eight sheep where I can keep one 4 i 

Gro. McKrrzow—Wouldn’t it be bet-|cow. I think that the feed I feed one j i 

ter to repeat this same process, after ten | cow will keep eight sheep well—it will t 

days or two weeks? feed more sheep if you feed your cow iW 

Mr. Core—I had 200 that I ran| well. a 

through in this way, and only 7 came| Gero. McKerrow—You want to re- : 

around for a second treatment. member that you keep the cows in the 1 

Joux Marcp—How long do you have} back-yard. Is that hardly a fair com- oi 

to keep them off the ground they have| parison? 2 

traveled on when diseased? Mr.Cors—Ikeep my sheep in the ed 

Mr. Corz—I ran them through about |front-yard. Ihave one I keep fora § i 

thistime of year. They got this foot-|lawn-mower. 8 ‘4 

rot in the winter time and then they; C. P.Goopricu—It used to cost me ie ‘ 

went on to the pasture. My brother let | $40 a year to keep a cow. If your sheep ie ty 

his go back onto his pasture again in| cost you inthe ratio you mention, they as tel! 

the spring, but had no bad results. would cost five dollars a year or the 200 my : i 

J. C. Martms—How do you induce| would cost you $1,000. te iF 

lambs to eat grain at weaning time? Mr. Corz—There is a difference in od 

Mx. Corz—If I don’t want to turn in-| keeping cows. I keep my cows for ten & a) 

to acorn field I put some of my old tame | or twelve dollars apiece. There is an in- $ i } 1 

ewes with my lambs, and I have a direct profit from sheep, that is way ‘' i 

trough and put alittle grain in there. ahead of anything from any other ani- og 

You don’t want to put ina great deal, a|mal—it helps to keep up your farms gl 

handful is better than a quart, and keep|n an eighty-acre farm you can keep ‘s 

increasing little by littleand very soon | two or three hundred sheep and raise as : 

they will get a notion of eating. Inever| much grain as by not keeping them. a . 

turn them into the corn field exclusive-| There is where you make your profit. * 

ly. Pror. W. H. Caanpter—I do not : } i 

©. P. Gooprica—I want to find out think I can add anything to this discus- fA ; 

something of the profits of sheep rais-| sion. I have never been a very success- if i i 

ing. Can you give a statement of how|fulsheep man myself, and yet there is es} 

much you can make ona flock of sheep | no branch of farming industry that has a 

in a year? interested me more than sheep hus- oan 

Mr. Corz—I have about 200 sheep. I|bandry, and I have watched with a a \ 

sheared this last year 187sheep. My in-| great deal of interest and no little at. 4 

come from those sheep was something! tention the efforts of men who have de- id i 

over $700. I have got my sheep on hand | voted their intelligence and their per- 4 4 ip 

| 
ie 
ae
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t sistent efforts to this branch of labor. I| kept near that number of neat cattle; learned this in my observations: While | that would have been impossible. This i I was laboring seven days‘in the week to sheep industry has insured him and oth- just get a living raising wheat, my |erslike him a living. He is not at all i neighbor was doing the same thing in| a shining example of this. The neigh- | raising wheat and sheep and he had no bors, I suppose, could tell many better more helpthan I had, and at the end of | stories about that then I have about the yearhe had the profits of thein-/sheep. But I see his sheep have in- crease of his flock, the profits of his|sured him an income right along, year shearing, and the profits through the | after year, without very great variation, year of an occasional addition to his|andso I conclude that there must be table without a money expenditure. | something in this sheep industry. i Now that I have observed all the way| Supt. Morrison wishes me to narrate through, I do not see where the expense | my early experience in sheep raising. comes in very greatly in the keeping of | When I first went upon a farm of wild afew sheep on the farm. It certainly | land in Wisconsin in the fifties, I had to H does not come in the way of personal | learn everything by hard knocks, and I care. It does come in the way of using | am happy to say I learned a great deal. some of this land. I had about 15 or 20 large bodied, | Ihave watched the operation of my | coarse-wooled sheep. I had only about son-in-law in this direction with much 40 acres fenced in, and the sheep ran interest during the past few years. Now, | out on the Prairie, where they were a this last year was not a very prosper-|source of trouble to everybody except ous year among the farmers in our part myself. I got sick of the complaints of of the state, the central part of the state,/my neighbors, and went to one of my owing tothe drouth. But that young! neighbors who was apparently a man had a flock of 200 sheep on _his | shiftless sort of man. I said to him, farm of 240 acres. Some of his land is|My friend, I want to trade my sheep tow and unfit for cultivation, and is not| for your cow. It was a good looking even tile drained, it has mere surface-|cow. He said, I will give you that draining. Itisavery poor pasture for | cow for your sheep. I said all right, and cows and but a very few cows could be | drove the cow home. This was in the keptin there, but his 300 sheep have oc-| spring early and in afew weeks my man cupied that 80 acres of land as a rule, had cleaned out the refuse in the cellar ; He told me this year that the income | and the cow got out of the barn and ate from that flock of sheep was just about | the refuse ‘and swelled up and died. My one thousand dollars; that is his wool and neighbor turned his sheep out on the his sheep that he sold at a ready mar-| prairie and time went on, he paying no ket at home for mutton, and his flock is | attention to his sheep apparently, until just as good as it was a year ago. To|in two or three years that man hada my certain knowledge he has not paid | flock of 300 sheep worth a thousand out $50 to get this extra income of a dollars in cash. I thought he had the thousand dollars. He has of Course | better of the bargain. This is one of used that part of his farm for that pur- | the things I learned, pose, but the tract of land wouldn’t have
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Bust SHEEP FOR WISCONSIN. 161} 

WHAT KIND OF SHEEP ARE BEST ADAPTED ie 
TO WISCONSIN? i 

By A. O. FOX, Oregon, Wis. . aie 

Ifit would be consistent with the title Mutton and Wool. & 
to my subject, I should like to have In other words we must have a com- A 

spent a good part of the fifteen minutes | bination sheep, through which we can ig 

allotted me, in showing some of the afford to market our best foods in the e 
many advantages which sheep husban-| form of mutton and wool. a 
dry has over other branches of stock] How shall we go to work to produce o 

raising. this combination sheep is a question & i 
Sheep as Conservers of Fertility. upon which many good sheep breeders 2 ; 

The wonderful adaptability of sheep| will differ, each leaning towards the Sie 

as recuperators of worn lands, spreading | particular breed with which he has of F 
their rich top dressing, fine and evenly | been most successful, influenced, per- af 

over the growing grass with no other) haps, by local conditions. 4 

labor than that of the flock while = But we must throw away all old no- we 

ly grazing; and simultaneously adding} tions which cannot be logically support- a fe 

to our visible supply of mutton and ed under present conditions. We must a 

wool; the small expense of maintaining | be alive to the forces with which we ia af 

fences for sheep; light labor and expense have to deal, the changes that are ws Eh 

of caring for large numbers; and the| affecting our markets, we must produce i af 

semi-annual interest received from the | what the consumers want, and for which ai p 
capital invested; these are points upon|the best prices obtain in the open a 7 

which I would like to dwell but to which | markets. ig 

I can only now allude. We must look for the animal which is ae 

The proposition which we are to dis-| the best adapted to meeting these wants Ng 
cuss is what kind of sheep are best|on a minimum of investments, and hay- s | 
adapted to Wisconsin? To answer this/ing found such animal, we must stand a 
itseems to me the questions for us to! by him, whether he be “our hobby” Re | . 
solve are: how can we market our feeds | sort, our daddie's, orsomebody’s else. mat | 

in the form of sheep products,in the| Nowadays, the tremendous energy of “Sy! 

shortest possible time, with a minimum | our people, the wonderful development j i 
of freights and other expenses; how/|of trade, the great rapidity with which i | 

shall we develop the wool and mutton | ideas are executed, all lead to one great ‘in 

bearing qualities to such anextent as| focal point, quick maturity. oe 

will put on the back of each sheep, the} Thefour or five year old steers are a 

greatest amount of the highest priced | gone forever, as also the twenty months g Vy 

wool, that can be grown upon the car-|store hog; that sheep must go too, Va 

cass which will mature the earliest into| which cannot be properly fitted into = 

deep heavy mutton, of the highest qual- deep, rich, nicely marbled mutton, at ~ +i 

ity and flavor, and in the most compact eight to twenty months of age, 1 | 

orm for economic shipment? The common sheep stock of the north- 5 I 

12—Iner. q ' 
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west, from which we mitist select our; Merino ewe is no better breed than 4 
breeding ewes are nearly all of Merino | sow with a short neck and deep, heavy 

origin, some nearly pure and others |jowl. A good brood ewe should be of 
graded more or less with the various | proper proportions, plenty of length 

larger breeds. and depth, and good breadth over the 

A Cross for Profit, loins, not leggy, and yet not chucky, 
For crossing purposes upon these ewes, small thin ear, strong head, and a nice 

" to start with, I am in favor of using | °¢@% feminine countenance; she should - 
blocky, deep-set, high-bred rams of some | C@™Y nice, clean coat of close, even 

of the recognized Down breeds, notably lustrous, fibre. 
the Shropshire, Oxford, Southdown and What Kind of a Ram? 

| Hampshire, my preference being in the} The ram should be the embodiment 
| order named. By the Down cross, espe-|of compact substance, and strong mas- 

cially the Shrop cross, we at once add |culinity, a head so strong and masculine 

> trom 35 to 70 per cent. toour average in- | as to be almost coarse, with a large, full 

crease in lambs over the average of the| determined eye. He should be near the 

~Merino flocks, there are few flocks of | ground, heavy in heart, broad and close 

‘Merinos that will average 90 lambs to} coupled in the back and loins and must 

the 100 ewes. be particularly well carried out in the 

I heard one of our leading Wisconsin|hip and flanks with a good, straight 

sheep breeders state at our recent agri-|hind leg. His body, head, belly and 

cultural convention two weeks ago, that | legs should be well covered with a good 

his ewes averaged last season 75 per|close coat of even texture, but not too 

cent. of lambs. This corroborates my | fine in fibre for a ram. 

own experience with the same breed} With this sort of a ram and the ewes 

during a period of several years before | as above described, under good manage- 

we began using the Down ram for cross-| ment we are in a fair way to breed first 

ing. After the first cross of the Shrop-| class mutton sheep, which at the same 

shire the percentage will raise at once | time producing a coat of medium wool, 

to 100, and the subsequent crosses, if | second to none, valuable at once for the 

judiciously made, will bring it up to 130] splendid protection which it furnishes 

and frequently higher, to 150 per cent. the sheep, its high combing merits and 

with a corresponding increased ability | light shrinkage in the hands of the 

on the part of the ewes to furnish | manufacturers, its freedom from noils 

plenty of milk for twins, and to grow | in the weaving, and the popularity and 

them in every way equal to single lambs. durability of the manufactured goods. 

This one item of the increased lamb But to decide this question of wool 

product is very considerable and is in| let us investigate what kind of wool had 

itself sufficient to make the profit of a] we better grow, for what sort is there 

flock. the strongest demand, where does it 

Selecting the Ewes. come from, and how many will be able 

to supply it? 
In selecting our ewes to start a flock, 

they ought to be of good depth and well An Object Lesson. : 

sprung at the loins, with neck not too] In order to present to you the facts on 

short, a thick-necked or chucky-chopped | this wool question in an acceptable light
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af 
and to avoid dryv statistics, and political ) The next sample is termed “three- : 

color, Ihave prepared this little case of eighths-blood medium,” price 27c. to 7 i 

wool samples from which we may easily | 50c., itisa little finer in texture than the - 1a 

see the relative value of each kind, their | “quarter-blood-combing-wool. ‘ 
prices in the market, and the manner in} It might be found in a flock bred the et 

which each kind may be grown by the| the same way as the preceding or by s 
farmer. Shropshire-Leicester cross which pro- 8 

In order to obtain an accurate basis duce an elegant staple like this sample. f 
upon which to place my classification, I) Hore isa nice illustration of what se e 
wrote to Mr. J. C. Hill, wool merchant of | jection may do in a flock. : fi 

192 Kenzie St., Chicago, requesting “a Here is asample of pure Shropshire & 
to send mea sample of each kind of wool | of eight months*growth, which almost ex- « 
as classified on the Chicago market, at-| actly matches the Chicago sample of 3- | 
taching to such sample its classified | blood medium. It is four inches long, fine af 
name according to the grade of wool to/ in fibre, bright and lustrous. The next is 2a 
which it belonged, and its then Chicago | “half-blood Delane,” price 27¢. to 30c., € : 
market price. : thatis a still finer fibre than the 3¢-blood eu t 

These wool samples, their names and| medium. There is alittle more Merino ” ee 
their Chicago value are all placed in the | to this without the gum. While very a a 
right hand column. In the left hand| fine and silky its shrinkage is consider- ‘ 
column opposite each of these Chicago| ably less.* The corresponding Shrop- oH 

samples I have placed other names of|shire-Merino cross of seven months’ bart 

like quality, selected by myself. Under | growth; it is three and one-half inches g | 
each sample of this lot I have printed a) long, very fine in fibre, lustrous and oily, sa ; 

history of how the sheep was bred that} and has not the heavy yolk of the pure oe 
grew it. Under this again are samples| Merino. This is avery profitable kind ait 
of the manufactured goods, showing the! of wool to raise. The next sample iss Si } 
kind of products that each kind of wool} “Fine Merino,” price 20c. to 25c., and I do a | 

enters most largely into. not consider ita fair sample of Merino a ‘ 
This wool is all’ unwashed and the| wool. It is as far as fibre is concerned, py) 

prices are for the unwashed article. | but itis hardly long enough to be class- S f 
Now we will examine these Chicago| ed asagood sample. It has the char- } 
samples, this first sample is classified as| acteristic heavy gum of the Merino. & ; 

carpet and braid wool, the pricesix-| It is readily seen here that there is Rag 
teen cents to twenty cents. great difference in the market value of By . 

It is undoubtedly a fair sample of | these various grades of wool in favor of { 

Cotswold as you will see by the corres-| the fine, close, lustrous medium staples it 
ponding sample. The next sample is} three to four inchesin length, the differ- i ) 
called “Quarter block combing,” price| ence amounts to between five and four- ° ip 
24c. to 26c., this goes to make cashmeres | teen cents per pound in favor of the - 

and tweeds. Thesampleto match this| medium wool. ae 
‘is a Shropshire-Cotswold-cross breed,| Now in regard to the amount of our ie 
the sample is of seven months’ growth. | supply of this high priced medium wool, 

It was grown by one of my patrons in} I find by the reference to the statistics ‘7 

Towa and sentto me with a history of | of Lynch, of New York,and Bond, of # 
the sheep from which he clipped it.| Boston, that we are producing about % 

2 : 

f 
\ 
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thirty millions pounds of the medium | quired by our tributary cities—Chicago, 
wool annually and that we are import-| Milwaukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis— 

H ing annually under the head of this|and on the backs of these very same 
medium wool over thirty million pounds | sheep to grow the other thirty million 

| of this same class. e pounds of medium wool that will com- 
Hi Then under the heads of cheaper | mand almost any reasonable price we 

grades of wool, quite a good deal of this| might ask, just as soon as we can learn 
t medium wool is imported to escape | to grow it intelligently, to do it up hon- 

heavy duty. estly after shearing, and to place it upon 
We are not Keeping Sheep Enough. the market in an attractive form and a 

| Under these circumstances, with such | PUSiness-like manner, all plainly eee 
, & premium paid upon the wool, we are ed, Wi arranted Double X Wisconsin 
i not producing half that our mills de-| Medium. 
i mand, and this in the face of a much 

bh greater demand for the kind of clothing DISCUSSION. 
| that medium wool makes. H. Rossrns—What would you cross 

Now friends, why don’t we here in| with the Leicester full-blood to make 
Wisconsin put in the necessary medium | the best mutton and wool sheep? 
wool sheep and grow that other thirty} Mr.Fox—I think with any of the 
odd million pounds of medium wool, in-| recognized Down breeds; any animal 
stead of obliging our manufacturers to| which was selected from among the 
import it at over forty per cent. duty? | recognized Down breeds would give you 
Where on earth are there finer hillside | good results. I know that to be a fact. 

sheep walks, all over this beautiful|As to my own individual preference, I 
state? Where finer water privileges, | prefer the Shropshire, for this reason, 
where better facilities for feeding and | he is neither the smallest nor the larg- 

marketing? est; he is medium in size, andis wonder- 
. Yet look at our state statistics: Wis- fully hardy, as has been shown by their ° 
consin owns but a paltry 700,000 sheep, being kept in thousands in England, 
while low and sandy Indiana bobs up| where sheep are subject to tuberculosis, 
with a million and a half, Michigan | I believe that in making any cross the 
two and one-half millions, and Qhio over | sire should be of a compact, strong con- 
four million sheep. Also note the prices | stitution. 
that these last two states get for their} H. Rossrys—How would the Cotswold 
best medium wool. do? 
Where does Wisconsin wool stand asa! Mr. Fox—I can answer that question 

class in the open market? It is a fact|no better than to quote the report made 
that the choicest of mutton and the|by the commission appointed by the 
highest priced wool can be produced on|Chamber of Agriculture, of Great 
one and the same sheep. We can util-| Britain; some five years ago to investi- 
ize our feeds to the very best advantage, | gate as to the various breeds of sheep. 
growing two of the highest-priced pro-| That commission reported, after having 
ducts. We have it within ourselves,| traveled over various districts, examin- 
here in Wisconsin, to supply the great- ing sheep and testing a great many on 
est amount of all the fancy mutton re-| the block. Theirreport to sum it up in
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short metre, was, the best mutton sheep] Mr. Fox—I think that in order to get . 

they declared to be the Southdown, the | anywhere we have got to have an ob- ‘ 

next best the Oxfordshire, then the | jective point before we start, and there- | ¥ 

Hampshire, the Border Leicester next, |fore if I was to cross in breeding for | 

Lincoln next, and, last of all, the Cots-| improvement, I would like to lay out a 

wold. Now, that is the best answer I | line of action and stick right toit. In | i 

can give for that. this subject we have under discussion ' if 

Supr. Morrison—In the southeastern | that of grading up the common stock, I ] 

portion of the state we have a great|should prefer taking any of the Down 

many of the Spanish Merino grades;| breeds and stick right to that breed, & : 

what cross would you recommend upon! until you have got just what you want, «, 

those flocks? | This running all over for sires from one =f 

Mr. Fox—I would recommend the/| breed to another makes hash, and it is 3 | 
use of Shropshire or Oxfordshire rams/ worse than boarding-house hash. ; 4 

on those ewes. Mr. McCroup— What would Shrop- i 
H. Rozsrs—I crossed first the South- | shire sheep average apiece? a a 

down and then the Lincoln with the| Mr. Fox—I have had a flock of Shrop- 5 

Leicester. I crossed witn the South- | shires for the last fifteen years, and they a @ 
down and then with the Lincoln on to| never averaged less than seven pounds : 
that. a unwashed. That includes the yearling 2 i 

Gzo. McKerrow—Did that make sheep, that is lambs carried over, as well se 

pretty good hash? as the brood ewes. In order to produce ae rp 
H. Ropsixs—Their wool averaged six| a heavy growth of wool it requires heavy z ti 

or seven pounds and they were splendid | feeding. That the Shropshire is a good caf ; 

mutton. : wool grower is amply shown by the even- 2 
__ W. H. Cour—Would you advise cross- | nocs with which he grows his wool. 5 : 
ing for mutton or would you breed right a8 

along in one direction? ab ) 
au 
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BEST METHODS OF BREEDING, FEEDING 
AND MARKETING MUTTON SHEEP. 

By GEORGE McKERROW, Sussex, Wis. 

This subject has been pretty well| Oxford, and I therefore have a prefer- 

traveled over. You will pardon me|ence myself for the Oxford for early 

if I re-travel some of the ground. First, | lamb production. If further back from 

i let us take up the subject of breeding | the market, necessitating the putting 

i mutton sheep. I will say, first, that the | of lambs on the market at from eight to 

breeder of mutton sheep should breed|tem months or from six to twelve 

: for the best and should be satisfied with | months, I might say that then there ~ 
} nothing short of getting the best. By | would be little choice between the three 

this I mean to breed for a class of animals | breeds, Oxford, Shropshire or South- 

that have in them the traits of early down. 

Laren = at the = An Experiment, 

Repetiie ot tation, 90 Gist hey can eae Last yearI weighed the meat from 

the food consumed to the’ best. advant- the three breeds; the Oxford lambs gave 
age, thereby giving us the largest pro- an average of 118 pounds each; they 

fits. were born in March and weighed in 

The Mutton Sheep. August; the Shropshire lambs averaged 

Now, I agree with my friend Fox, | 100g pounds each, and the Southdown 

that in the Down breeds, as they are | lambs averaged 101 and1-3 pounds each, 

called, we have the breeds that we must | This shows you that the Oxford makes 

look to at present time, for the produc- | the most rapid growth, which is the rea- 
tion of this high class product, an early |son why I should choose tbat breed as 

maturing sheep. He has mentioned the | an early lamb’producer. This matter of 

different breeds.I would, having experi-|early maturity in these Down sheep is 

mented with them all, for early lamb/somewhat questioned by the breeders of 

production, choose one of the larger/other classes of sheep. The reasons 

breeds, the Oxford’or Hampshire. It is} that I have for naming the Down as the 
claimed for the Hampshires that the! producer of the best quality of mutton 

mothersare the best milkers and will|are that in looking over the dressed 

produce the heaviest weight lambs at | carcasses at the fat stock shows in Chi- 
anearly age. But that breed lacks the | cago for the last three or four years, I 
form that we like tosee in a good mut: |have noticed that the Down carcasses 
ton sheep. They are the most rangy of| were covered on the outside with lean 

any of the Down breeds, standing higher, ; meat, and when the meat was cut 

not being as well formedor as well de-| through they showed the marbled meat 

veloped in those places where we find the | that is so highly prized by mutton eaters 

high priced meat, the loins, chops and/|of this and all other countries; while 

rounds. They are coarser, have coarser | other breeds, particularly the long wool 
bones and have longer necks than the! breeds, bunch the fat upon the carcass;
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upon some of their carcasses you will [fox well in the fall, keeping up an even tH 

find large bunches of fat upon the rump j growth and development; the moment } 

as large as your fist and larger, without | that we allow a flock to run back in con- i 

any outside covering of lean meat. We} dition, the wool stops growing, they be- 
find in the Chicago markets right in the| gin to lose mutton, the digestive organg Ba 
yards that the carefully bred Downs/begin to get out of condition, and ‘7 

bring the best prices. though we may feed the flock highly 4 | 

The Downs Topped the Market. after that through the winter, they will 

A carload of Oxford and Shrop- nob recover from the bad effect of star- 

shire lambs shipped from our coun- ae in the ae ee spring = the te, 

ty in the month of December ene ts ov : = a mistake s 
topped the Chicago market the day | ‘778 them out upon the grass again, ie 

and again we lose in mutton and wool * ee they were there at $6 ahundred. Those : E a ee 
and in the lamb crop, and in the growth | . lambs averaged 97 pounds each and de! 

7 a and development of the lambs after- we 
netted the shipper $5.73 per head. On : . ae 

= wards. When this flock is shorn and } 
the 19th day of March last I noticed a i 

= the secondary product of sheep breed- : 
sale in the Drover’s Journal of 194 grade}. . t 
isorahies lamba evorame” 106 pounds. ing is offered to the buyer and he draws a 

ee ee = po out staples from the different fleeces and Ml 

= pclae ee stretches them between his thumb and ~ ee 
which topped the market for that week. Sispees ‘ey Gorill pack) otusssing fale tr - 

} bie aia einen the sheep was starved and the wool ae 
Now, if we are going into the mutton | stopped growing, and we must take from TS 

business it will be almost impossible for| two to four cents a pound less for the “ Ht 
the average farmer to buy a good-sized | woo] than the neighbor who has fed his li 
flock of pure-breds of these different | gock well and evenly through the year. BY j 
breeds, as they are selling at large] The manufacturer is not to blame; be ey | 
prices. But by the selection of a g00d| cannot make good goods out of rotten Pi 
flock of large, roomy, grade ewes, from | wool; the feeder is to blame. ie | 
two to five years old, and theselection| A breeding flock should never be | 

of a pure-bred sire of any of the breeds | made very fat, but should be kept plump a 
that we have mentioned, the farmer can| and round. Many Merino breeders ‘eal 

start in and produce gilt-edged mutton. | when they have begun to make mutton its 
The thing he must do is to hang up be-| sheep have made a mistake in this a 
fore him the motto of early develop-| direction. When a Merino sheep is in 7 
ment. It takes young pork to bring the | g4oq condition it doesn’t show it like a f | 
fancy price and the lamb to top the| mutton sheep does. It doesn’t natural- qt 
sheep market. The earlierthat youcan|;, have that rotundity of form, i 
put the lamb upon the market the and the man who has bred Mer- x i 

greater are the profits compared with|ino, ig satisfied if his mutton if i 
the food that he has consumed. flock looks as well or a little better than +a : 

Care of the Flock. his Merinos did, not takinginto con- 4 

The sheep requires but little care, but | sideration the fact that they are round- i 

that must be given at the right time or|er and should show better than the i i 

you will find loss resulting from the lack | Merinos. Men who have tried Merinos ¥ 

of it. We should begin to feed the! are very apt to feed too light andto be q 

i
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is Satisfied with too low a conditiom of | est and best rations, but if we are going hi the flock. to make a gilt-edged article of first-class I Special Care of the Lambs, mutton then we must use in this con- i When the lambs are born special care | ection, succulent foods and more ni- i should be taken to force them along in| tTogenous foods, their growth. As I said before, the Cornell University Experiment, . \ mothers should be well fed, fed upon} I will quote in this connection an ex- Hi Succulent foods, milk producing foods, | periment made at Cornell University in 80 that they will be ready to give the|the state of New York, during the young lamb a good supply of nourish-| Winter of 1878-9, A few common lambs ment. Then when the young lamb is| Were bought at the station in the month old enough to take extra food a part. of | Of November, and they were very com- i the pen should be partitioned off with a| mon lambs, only weighing from 36 to 50 |. sliding gate; we make ours of six inch | pounds each. They were shorn in No- fence: boards, running up and down| vember and put into the trial experi- } eight inches apart. We let this ro on the 25th day of that month. Hy and keep it clean and the small lambs} One lot was fed a nitrogenous ration, )__willsoon learn togo in there. Then I composed of clover hay and bran and put in a trough standing up about six | cotton seed meal, with a few roots to f inches above the ground, with a rail to keep them healthy. The other lot were prevent the lambs from getting into the | fed a carbonaceous or fat-forming ration; , trough. Into this trough I put some composed of timothy hay and corn, with i grain—) prefer ground oats, and the|a@ few roots. Six months later the re- lambs will soon learn to eat and will do| sults of the experiment were summed | Uncommonly well. They don’t eat aj/up. The lambs fed on the nitrogenous | great deal but what they do eat they | food had produced mutton at a cost of | turn into a good price for your grain, | $6.03 per hundred, while those fed upon . Continue this feeding, feed the mothers | the carbonaceous food had produced and the lambs very well, until there is a| mutton at a cost of $7.59, showing a bal- good bed of grass, and then they may go| ance in favor of the nitrogenous foods to grass, and then if you have got a mix-| of $1.56. Remember that these were ed pasture on high land, by which I | young and growing lambs and needed mean access to clover, timothy and wild | more of the muscle and bone-forming grasses, blue grass, white clover, ete.,| elements than older sheep would have and plenty of water, your flock will get | needed. 

along very well, but if there isa short-| Then in regard to the advance of suc- age of pasture, continue the grain feed-|culent foods another experiment was ing of the lambs. In this way you can | carried on at the same Place and same force along a lot of well-bred lambs so| time. One lot of lambs were fed upon that at five months old they will average | hay and grain, having as much as they from 80 to 100 pounds each, and will] would eat up clean, and a ration of bring you in the Chicago market at roots; while another lot was fed upon least $6 per hundred. the same kind of hay and grain, having The question of foods is often brought | as much as they would eat up clean, but up. In fattening sheep that are ma-| without the roots. It was found in tured, corn comes in as one of the cheap- | summing up at the close of the experi-
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ment that those lambs that were fed) hundred. He says, we can’t get near the # 

Toots had eaten twenty cents worth of | amount we would like to get. He said ia 
roots; they had also consumed fifteen | there was no fear of over-stocking the 

cents worth more of hay and grain than | market with this kind of mutton. i , 

the other lot, but the lambs that were Seuss Dewwbacks, ed 

fed the roots had produced $1.17 worth eee : Be 5 Hi 

of mutton more, than the lot not fed| Butit is not all plain sailing in the vig 
* yoots. In other words, an outlay of thirty- | Sheep business any more than in any } 

five cents brought back $1.17. It is a|°ther business. There are the parasites t 
recognized fact that we cannot produce such as the liver worms and lung worms 

gilt-edged mutton without the use of| ' —— with. A very good re- iy, 
these succulent foods. The English-|°!P® for dealing with ticks is the - ‘s, 
man appreciates that fact, and they un- ei by _ Cole, that is, dipping in a 
derstand it over in Canada full well,| ‘bacco water. As to parasites I have Hig 
where there are some of the best sheep found that by keeping salt, with a fourth + " 
feeders in this country. There are men toatenth of sulphur in it, in troughs ig) 7 
in Canada who make a practice of rais- where the sheep can get at it, that I i 
ing gilt-edged mutton and sending it =. — ween a — uh Es 
across the line, paying the twenty per ae : or eens the flock in good ne 
cent. duty, and still selling it in our large | C°°dition, but I have noticed that pare i 
cities at a large profit. Now, if farmers ate met seems while my neigh- fe ‘ 
up here in Wisconsin, in the same lati- bors <shms trouble with their sheep ue 
tude as Canada, where we can grow the T haven’t had any. Sometimes in the al 
same classes of food that they grow fall of the year, after weaning the lambs, . ae 

there would turn our attention to pro- ce ryt = HE 
ducing gilt-edged mutton and put it si a as She lam 3 tae 
upon the market, we could have some| #°cK will begin to scour, and the best - 4g 
of that money now going across the line ee . have a for that is one ai 
into Canada brought here into Wiscon- — our mixed with the grain ra- wt 

sin. S ss a 

The question is sometimes raised as to e The oo are made from put- by ‘4 j 
whether we would not glut the market | "8 Young sheep on the market. You aia if we all wont to producing first-class get from a dollar to two dollars a hun- ‘sabe 

mutton. I have no fear of us all going dred more than for aged sheep, and you baghed 
into it, but to show you there is no fear oo —. = xen a the young an 
of glutting the market with this kind of sheep than you can on the old ones, at 

meat J will state that in the fall of 1888 per 
“YT stayed four or five hours with the DISCUSSION. it 
buyer of a Boston dressed meat house,} J. M. Smrra—At what price would | 
who was buying up the surplus at the| gilt-edged beef have to be sold to secure | 
Chicago stock show; I asked him this| equal profits with gilt-edged mutton or at 
question: How many of those sheep| lamb? ae | 
such as you have got here could you] Mr. McKerrow--I claim that I can ‘if 
buy in a week? He said, I would buy | produce a hundred-pound lamb, not tak- 1 
4,000 of them at the same price, if I| ing the wool into consideration at all, f 
could get them. The price was $7 a! but simply the meat, as cheaply asI can oe 

i 
Ae
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E Produce beef on*the fifteen-hundred j age do you have the ewes drop their 
pound steer. first lamb? 

f Supr. Morrtson—Whatis the best ra-| Mr. McKerrow—Attwo years. 
i tion for breeding ewes? : Txos. Convey—Is there much mis- 

Mr. McKerrow—The best ration for chief done by exposing sheep to cold 
: breeding ewes with me I think is clover] ‘ins and damp quarters? 
i hay twice a day, straw, as much as they Mr. McKervow--I believe T have lost . 

want to pick over in the yard the third|®S™uch in my flock by a cold rain be- time and a ration composed of equal fore I knew enough to house them, as 
parts of bran, oats and corn. If I am|1 have gained by a month’s feeding 

»| short of clover hay and have to reduce| #tterward. 
| the amount of clover hay fed and feed]. SUP?- Morrisox—Have TOG. Shy ere. 
‘some timothy or corn fodder, then I take | *™ of registration? 
_ out the corn almost or entirely; and I} Ms. McKerrow —Yes, we place a 

give a ration of roots. private ear-tag in the ear of the lamb. 
J.D. Jonzs—I would like to know it | 1 2#ve 4 regular record with pages and 

the Oxford Downs are considered the|°!4™ns. In me first column sg placed best mutton. the name of the sire and dam, with their ! sues ear-tag numbers and the record num- Mr. McKexrow—That question is a! bers of their record inthe acknowledged | hard one to answer; so far as the mutton! record of the Shropshire association’s 
| quality is concerned the Southdown I} record, the Oxford record, the South- 
| Guess is recognized as the best, but its| down record, where most of my sheep are size is somewhat against it in popular] recorded. Then when an animal is born _ favor. Then the Shropshire comes be-| he ig given an ear-tag, and his ear-tag 
_ tween the Southdown and Oxford, the| number is placed in the proper column, 
_ Oxford being somewhat larger, and its] or if twins two numbers are placed 

friends think tbat it is a better producer there; then when placed in the breeding 
of the early Jamb, as I stated in the be-| flock they are placed on the proper page, 

ginning. and so on. 
H. Rozains—It is very easy to get rid! Ww, H. Coum—How old are the lambs 

of mutton lambs, but how do you get| when you put the tags in? 
rid of old sheep? Ms. McKerrow — We have to put ~ 

Mr. McKrerrow—The ewes we wish| them in when the lambs ate about two 
' tocull out of our flock we find no diffi- | weeks old, and it requires special care 

culty in getting rid of; we cull them out,|/then to sort them out and see that 
sometimes fatten on the grass, Some-| the ewes have their own lamba. . 
times late in the fall and sometimes] w, q. Cone—Do you have any trouble 
later in the winter, and we have no| with the ear-tag working down into the 
trouble in getting from $4.50 to $6. ear of the sheep? 

Supr. Morrison—To what age do you| Mr. McKerrow—I do not; I. have 
find it profitable to keep the ewes? had them torn out. 6 

Mr. McKrrrow—The mutton breed-| Tos. Conver—Will a sheep eat when 
ing ewehas her most profitable time| it is dark? 
between 2 and 5 years old. Mr. McKerrow—Well, I believe it is 
Wexpon Van Kirx—At how early an|a pretty poor time for them to eat. They
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should not be fed earlier in the morn-| Mr. O’Ner1—How much does it cost { 

ing than sunrise and.they should be fed | to produce mutton? ee | 

in the afternoon so as to have them Mr. Kerrow—A flock of sheep get @ cH 
through eating by shortly after sundown part of their living on the farm without | 

or about sundown. _— = st ; = —. — ate 

Q : ; rough the stubble fields r harv i 

‘ ee you think they feed and good scavengers and browsers, and [1 

considerable in the pasture before sun-| |. tof their feed fi the weed ] 

rise in the morning? aie pe ce canes 
and bush that they meet in their way, é 

Mr. McKerrow—But I am speaking | so that it is pretty hard to figure, unless : 

of feeding in the winter. we make experiments. © s, 

*, =i 
* i 
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_ EARLY LAMB RAISING. by 
By R. 0. JUDSON, Farmington, Minn. ‘ 

A Promise. First, I secure after shearing the larg- ‘| ! Z 

In an unguarded moment I promised | est and best high grade ewes that I can ‘ae 

. towrite you a paper on the subject of | pick up. Iget them from one year up to Hi | 

raising early lambs for market. Now,|four, dip them all so as to kill al "i 
if there is anything I dislike it is to pre-| ticks and parasites, tar their noses on ac- HL | 

pare a paper upon any subject, but asT| count of the fly and turn them into good oe i 

have promised I will endeavor to keep| pasture. Keep them thrifty until Au- ‘, 

my word. gust, when I have anew pasture to let M 

T shall not give you the history of my|them run in, get them upto the yard i 

ups and downs in sheep raising in Min-| nights and give them a little grain, in- | 

nesota for fifteen years, and I shall not| creasing the allowance until by the Ae | 

speak upon the merits of the different | tenth day Iam feeding a good winter i, 1 

breeds, all of which, or rather the most ! allowance (the grain I feed being oats). ‘ a 

of them, I have my private opinion. This will soon bring the ewe around for tg 

Irealized a few years ago that there |service. July Ist I put up the bucks I a 

was agood market for early spring lambs | intend to use in the barn away from all ; 

in St. Paul, and that the large hotel! noise of the bleat of the sheep. I com- i | 
clubs and restaurants were getting their | mence with asmall grain ration and all qt 

early spring lambs from Chicago and| of the good clover hay he will eat, in- i it 

paying agood round price for the same, | creasing the ration of grain until each M 

and I resolved to furnish that mutton, | eats his pint of oats three times per day, ae 

or at eee ofit. . and at time of service Ihave a good Ae 

Keep Posted Up. igorou is vigor wi i a 

soil tte hh octctduisl crete ona amar ea : 
on the subject and made my owa or-| chrough with their feed I turn one of the if 
periments and here they are ina nut-| rams in with the flock and allow him ta # 
shell. : f 

: 

A 
"
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_ ®Berve only one ewe when he is taken|in my yards with the thermometer 15 
back into bis pen in the barn and an-| below zero. Out of 83 lambs dropped in 

_ other is broughtout if more than one the yard with the thermometer below 
_ eweistobe served. In the morning the | zero, I only lost three and two of them 

Service is repeated and again at’ night | were twins. 
_ and the same pains is taken until all of| I found out to nty sorrow that keep- 

the ewes are served, keeping record of | ing ewes shut up in warm pens during 
_ each ewe served. After all ewes are| lambing I lost 40 per cent. of my lambs 

safe with lamb the grain feed is gradu-| and not upfrequently a few old ones. 
ally withdrawn and they are kept on Care of Lambs, & 

_ Tass until latein the fall when I com- After my lambs are old enough to be- mence feeding bran and feed bran up to gin to eat grain by themselves, I make 
» » the day, and for two or three days after a little pen adjoining the one where 

each lamb is dropped, when I commence the mothers are kept, and cut a 
feeding oats with the bran, feeding as i8 /hole through large enough to let the 

__ mecessary to furnish a full flow of milk- lamb through and feed them ground 
Clover Hay. corn, oats, bran and oil-cake, and give 

: Ifeed my clover hay (which by the| them all they will eat upto the day they » Way is the only hay fit for sheep),| go to the block. I market my lambs 
on the ground in the yard. I have one-| dressed in St Paul, and get 20 cents 

_ halfacre yard enclosed with a good] per pound: dressed from March 15 to 
board fence, and straw, hay and corn-| May 15, Of course I have them dressed _ stalks in stacks built against the fence’ nicely, well trimmed and sewed up in 
except the north end where my shed is. | good cotton cloth. My object is getting _ Myobject isto shut off absolutely all! them to the market in first-class shape, wind, which is what kills the young | as itis almost impossible to sell any _ lambs. I feed my sheep next to the} dressed meat or poultry that is bloody fence all around the yard, putting the} ang dirty, and placed in the market in a hay up against the fence. By feeding|slip-shod manner. I commence ship- 
this way you require the sheep to travel ping my lambs when they will dress 
backward and forward, in fact a sheep in ! 39 to 35 pounds. Now, right here let 
eating hay this way hardly stops|me advise all who intend to butcher long in a place, and as I want my sheep | jambs, to butcher them as soon as taken  toget plenty of exercise, they get it by | from their mothers, asa lamb will bleat hustling for their hay; and right here I himself poor in a day. There is much 
will say that I think plenty of exercise, | more that might be said in lamb raising, salt, with sulphur and bran, is just what aisoin selecting the ewes, diseases that 
asheep needs. The bran keeps their sheep are proae to run across, and trust 
bowels open, and hardly a sheep treated | some day that I may meet with you 
this way is feverish during lambing. I] and then we can compare notes. I will 
have discarded all warm barns for lamb-| close this by saying that the high-grade 
ing, and, I prefer the open yard provid-! Cotswold ewe and the Shropshire ramis ed, of course, it is not storming. oe like, and the nearer full-blood course I want the yard protected from | Cotswold ewes youget the better. 
winds. The best lambs I had, dropped a
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SMALL FRUIT GROWING UPON THE FARM. |} 

By J. M. SMITH, President Wis. State Horticultural Society. 4 4 | 
8) 

Strawberries as Cheap as Potatoes. of strawberries, raspberries, blackber- ‘ @ 

I do not appear before you this even-| ries, currants or grapes. an 

ing for the purpose of selling you trees} Another thing to be remembered ig _ i 

or plants. I firmly believe that nearly that any manure that will make cornor * ,j/ } 

every farmer in the state, can, and| potatoes grow will make the above | ; ; 

ought to have a full supply of smal) named fruits grow. Astothe amount © a 

fruits for the entire year. My object is|of land needed to furnish a supply for | 

to try to convince you of that fact, and | your families, it is safe tosay thatevery 

then give you a few directions as to the | square rod of land devoted to strawber- , 

best varieties, methods of cultivation, ries, and fairly well cared for, will give § (ji) 

etc. Ishall not tell you that you can| you at least one bushel of nice berries, , i!) 

raise a bushel of strawberries as cheaply | Raspberries and blackberries will yield © i 4 

as you can a bushel of potatoes, as I do about two-thirds as much as strawber- |) 

not believe that you can do so. Neither | ries; currants should yield at least four ae 

shall I tell you that you can raise 500 or| quarts to the bush, and grapes at the u 

600 bushels to the acre, as I do not be-|rate of at least three tons per acre. iy 

lieve that either. I shall not tell you| These are all very moderate yields, and | 

any unreasonable stories of any kind, so} you may easily estimate from them ‘_ i 

please give me your attention for a short the amount of land you will require to te | : 

time and I will try to convince you that | furnish a generous supply for your fam- . f 

you will add very much to the value, as ily. * a 

well as to the comfort and happiness of The Strawberry. ‘ } 

your homes upon your farms, by having] We will speak first of the strawberry. , 
a full supply of desirable small fruits. | It is well to manure the land for this . % 

Let it be remembered that although | fruit, even if it is in good condition. It , 

we cannot yet boast of a general and| should also be so well drained that no } 

complete success in growing apples and| water can stand upon the beds. In * 

pears, there is no state in the Union, that | short, put it in as good condition as you f ti 

can show a finer record in the yield of| would if you expected to raise on it 100 ij 

small fruits per acre than can Wisconsin. | bushels of shelled corn or 250 bushels Us 

What then about soils? I prefer ajof potatoes per acre. As to varieties ae 

rather damp, sandy loam, but if this is| most desirable to set, I will say, if the j 

not to be had, let it be remembered, that | Wilson does as well in your vicinity as 3 

any land that will grow a good crop of | it does about Green Bay, I truly believe 1 

corn or potatoes, will growa fair crop! that you will get more fruit from it than 

y Hl
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from any other strawberry plant in ex- | covering if it has no foul seeds to grow 
_— it _ a perfect _—— and | and choke the plants in the spring. 

needs no other near it as a fertilizer. 
Next to the Wilson with me comes the If ae ee ee ee is 
Manchester, and the Crescent. These nd it better, and I believe quite -as 
last two named are both pistillates, and cheap, to set anew bed every spring, as 
need some perfect flowering variety the weeds and grass will come up and sinong’ them in order thas they may do | #0897 you in the old bed; and even if 

their best, or even fairly well. I have|¥°U succeed in keeping them down for 
used the Wilson as a fertilizer by set- pee eee 7 een seca age Eig? abot ons third \of the’ plantetot as fine nor the yield as large as the first 
ike ‘vactety. = In selecting plants for setting I 

Go Stow Upon Noveltis sais eh Aye wate Sea As to giving any advice in regard to sure to have young and thrifty 
to the hosts of new varieties, I will only | plants of the last season’s growth, and 
say thatin my opinion, the slower you| go not set any others even if tines are 
go upon them the better it will be for| ven toyou. Leave the vinalieag wk in 
your purse, and also for your peace) the spring, until all danger of hard of mind. Let the professional grow- freezing is past, and the young leav ers test them thoroughly, and when| are beginning to start. When Thee tol. 
any really good variety is produced, the! lowed this plan, [have ngver once had i 
public will soon be made acquained with | the fruit damaged by late frosts. It 
the fact, and you willbe less likely to] will be two or three days late in a n- 
waste both your time and money. If] ing put the crop is almost meine 
you decide to set Wilson, and wish, as/ after taking off the covering I put as you probably will, to cultivate with 4! dressing of fine manure, or what I lik horse, mark the rows not less than three| better, wood ashes, at oe rate of half ; feet apart, and then set the plants 12 or] pushel to the square rod, keep down thi 15 inches apart in the rows. In setting weeds, and in June and fray pick a fine 
be sure to press the earth firmly about | ron of this queen of all the acai fruits. the roots of the plants, and if the weath-| By following these few rules, I have 

+ ris dry, givethem a thorough water-| not failed to have at least a pa: fn cro ing. Ifyou set the Crescent, the War-|;, twenty-five years. The yielie. : : 
field No. 2, or any other of these very | have as arule, been much lar, - aa 
strong growers, make the rows four feet the amount I have named = ae 
apart, and set the plants 18 inches apart reach of nearly or quite ever: tavatee 2 
in the rows. Keep down al! weeds and the state. : ee 
grass by cultivation, and go through 

them when in bloom and clip off all the Raspberries, 
blossoms so as to throw the entire] Give them the same kind ofsoil as the 
growth into the plant during the whole | strawberries, and the same kind of prep- 
of the first season. After the ground is|aration. For varieties I have never 
frozen in the fall go over them with| tried any that I like as well as the fol- 
marsh hay and cover sufficiently to | lowing: The Marlboro for the first early 
hide all the leaves, and leave them un-| red; and the Cuthbert for the late red; 
tilspring. Straw is equally good for! the first named is with me a large and
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beautiful berry, and begins to ripen Ket taken from in the fall. Then putona — ie 

fore the strawberries aregone, I believe | dressing of manure or ashes and culti- - 

cwe have never failed to have them both | vate well and thoroughly. All weeds 

upon the table at the same time since and grass that grow in the rows must, { 

the Marlboro came into bearing, though | of courss, be destroyed with the hoe, ee 

we do not consider them quite equal to| You will not get a full crop the second i] 

the Cuthbert in quality. The Cuth-| season, as you will of strawberries, but if 

bert is a large late berry excel-| you will get some nice fruit. As soon { 

lent in quality and very productive. | a8 you are done picking the fruit, go i 

Among the blackcaps the Souhegan is through and cut out all the canes, a8 

nearly as early as the Marlboro, a good raspberry and blackberry canes never 

bearer, and of good quality; the Gregg is| bear but one season; also, cut out the $ 

a large late berry, and with me an ex- weak ones of the new growth, leaving i 

cellent bearer of fine fruit. Ifyou wish a| only a sufficient number to haveagood =. ff 

few yellow ones take the Golden Queen. | Crop of fruit the following season. ie 

The above named will give a good sup- | After this is done we go through with @ a 

ply of choice fruit from the beginning pair of large shears and cut off the a 4 

to the end of the raspberry season. In| tops, leaving them about four feet high. “I ri 

setting, the ground should be furrowed, Iam not sure that this is the best ©  j) 

making the rows not less than seven | known way of trimming the bushes, but > 

feet apart; then set the plants two feet it isa very cheap and easy way,and I, a 

apart in the rows, press the earth firmly | set large crops of fruit while practicing 

around the roots and water, if the it. The red varieties propagate bysuck-  _, a 

weather is dry. I always grow some | &TS, and will always give you many more Eek | 

other crop between the rows the first|than are needed, which surplus mustof | 4) 

season. course be destroyed the same as any ig ; 

other weeds. The blackcaps do not © li 

Exgtet ty corns: sucker, but propagate from the tips of ‘aM 

In the fall, and before the ground|theirbranches. Should you need new ‘8 

freezes, they should be laid down|sets, go among them in August and ‘al 

and covered with earth. In covering,| bend over some of the branches of the 4 if 

if we wish to lay the plants towards the| strong thrifty canes, and throw suffi- | yo 

west one man takes a hoe or a common |cient earth upon the tips to hold them { 

four-tined potato fork, and digs out some | in place, when they will take root, and : | 

cof the earth upon the west side of the| the following spring will furnish you i ‘ 

plant; then another follows and bends | with nice plants for setting new beds, * ‘a 

the plant over towards the west until it | My oldest bed of Cuthberts, some seven | i 

lies nearly flat upon the ground; another | or eight years old, never promised better ‘- 

follows and throws a shovelful of earth|than this spring. The cultivation of a 

upon the tips of the plants to hold them | blackberries isso similar to that of the } i 

in place, after which they are covered | raspberry, that I need not repeat what I i 5 

about one inch in depth. When danger | have said. They need the same winter = ¢ 

from freezing is over in the spring, they | protection, and given in the same way, ue 

are uncovered and raised up as near|and if well cared for will last longer i 

their natural position as convenient and | than the raspberries. During the last 1 

the earth is again replaced where it was five or six years, a great deal has been i | 

i 
i ‘
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: said and printed in praise of the dew- Currants. 
r berry, or in other words, the running} The currant isa northern fruit, and 

blackberry. Ihave been spending some | absolutely refuses to do its best in a 
time and money upon them for a num-| gouthern climate. There is no fruit 
ber of years past, and if 1 had received grown with us, that will bear as much 
one dollar per quart for all the berries neglect, and sti!l have asmall amount of 
that we have picked from them,1 should | fruit as the currant. Neither is there 
still besome money out of pocket. I any that will respond more quickly to 
have already dug up a portion of them, | first-rate care and cultivation than this and the balance of them will soon fol-| fruit. It is the only one of our garden 
low unless they do very much better | fruits that will endure our most severe 
than they have done. winters, and come out in the spring ' eon without a damaged bud. It is more 

than thirty years sinceI set the first 
The cultivation of grapes is so easy. currant bushes in thisstate, I have never that I will say but very little upon the given them any winter protection, and 

subject. We set the vines eight feet apart have never yet seen a bud damaged by each way. They are trained upon a cold. We set the bushes six feet apart 
trellis, posts being set about 12 feet] ach way, manure heavily, cultivate apart, and smooth wires stretched upon thoroughly and always secure a heavy 
them. crop. - 
We trim them in the fall, cutting the For table use, it is doubtful if there branches of the main canes back to two are any better varieties than the old 

or three buds each. We then lay them red and white Dutch. For other pur- 
down and then cover them with earth poses, my wife thinksshe has never used 
one to two inches deep and leave them any that were equal tothe Prince Albert 
until we think danger from frost is past. and the Long Bunch Holland. They 
The Concord has long been the grape are much larger than the last named, 
for the masses, and is still more general- | and with meyield a much larger crop. 
ly cultivated than any other variety. We let from four to eight canes grow in 
Sometimes the season in the northern astool, and after they have borne a few 
portion of our state is too short for it to years we cut them out and allow the 
do its best. With me the Moore’s Early, strong young canes to take their place. 
Worden, and the Massasoit are all In this manner they may be kept in full from one week to ten days earlier than bearing for many years, 
the Concord, and the two last named q 
are, in my opinion, much better in qual- ‘To Destroy the Currant Worm 
ity. I would not advise any one in this We use White Hellebore, putting 
state to plant any grape that is later| about half a tablespoonful into a 
than the Concord in ripening, as there] ten - quart pail of water, and then 
are a number of good varleties that I have | sprinkle on a sufficient quantity to fairly 
not named, that I believe to be not only | wet the leaves. Its use will not injure 
earlier, but better in quality, though! the fruit or those who use itin any man- 
have not yet tested them sufliciently on | nor. 
my grounds tospeak confidently of their! We trim the bushes any time in the fall merits. after theleaves have fallen from them. I-
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havein this brief manner given a few,added to our homes, is only known to cH 

rules which if followed to a reasonable | those who have had a bountiful supply q 

extent, and then supplemented by the of them all. If among the many thous- t 

_. good sense of our farmers and their | ands who will doubtless read the Bulle- ea 

wives, will,as I believe, enable forty-nine | tin report of this closing institute, there ee 

out of every fifty of them, to have a full| area few who will make a faithful and 

supply of allof these delicious fruits, persevering effort to follow out the | ‘i 

not only during their season of ripening’ recommendations here given to supply 1 

but also canned, or otherwise preserved | themselves with small fruits,I shall . | 

during the entire year. The comforts feel that my efforts in preparing these 

and the happiness that may thus be remarks have not been in vain. ‘ 4 

wh 

———— 4 
ta 
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THE GOOD FARMER AND THE POOR FAR. | i 
: 

ce 

MER--A CONTRAST. id 
i 

By MRS. J. A. CLARK. ne 

I propose by a few instances and ex-| pen, and when a hog gets out, his wife ay | 

amples to make a contrast between the | and two oldest girls chase him around if 5 

good farmer and the poor farmer, and | the garden till he gets hungry and goes i, " if 

to show by their works their utterly | into the pen for lunch; for the good 4 aft 

different ways of doing things. farmer keeps no dog. The poor farmer if rd 

Care of Tools. has no pig pen, and when his ae 

The good farmer takes care of his pigs get out of the yard, he sets ae 

tools. After haying you will see him his three dogs on them and the dogs «Ee 

take his scythe and his rakes up to the bite their ears off and make them bald- « oe 

top of the hay mow, so as to have them headed, and the boys mock them as “a 

in a safe out of the way place, and fast-|they go by in the road, and the bears ihe 

ten them up under the ridge pole. Next | come down out of the woods and eat up , } 

summer the scythe falls down on his| those boys, as in old English time. “] 

head and cuts a slice off of one of his “Early to Bed and Early to Rise.” ‘a 

ears, and when he wants the rakes, he Is the good farmer’s motto, and he turns 2 

has to knock them down with clubs. ; out ofhis warm couch at five o'clock in i 

The poor farmer leaves his scythe in a the coldest winter morning, and then a 

tree, and a man steals it, and he hangs sits over the stove till daylight, by which % i 

his rakes on a fence and his wife gets | time the hired man is up ready to help do i 

them to rake the door yard with, and | the chores. The poor farmer lies in bed i i 

By the first of October, there won’t be a| till eighto’clock, while his wife gets up a 

tooth left in any of them. and builds the fire and starts the boys i. 

Good, Convenient Buildings. off to milk. Look at the difference in ¥ 

The good farmer may be known by their stock. See the noble grace with if 

his buildings. he has a three-story pig | which the good farmer’s horse carries | 

13—Insr. 

s 
i
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4 that excellent man to church where he} While all the paper the poor farmer 
1 hitches him in the shed and when that | takes is a paper of tobacco and he never 

spirited animal hears the soprano sing a| gete any office. The good farmer reads 
! solo, he thinks it is an engine whistle|and improves his mind, he is posted on 

iq and kicks a $200 buggy to pieces, and | all the new theories of government and 
nearly breaks up the meeting. Now| tries to make his neighbors know all 
mark the contrast. You will see the poor | about it. He goes tothe Grange and 

} farmer's horse hitched to a post in front | asks leave to read oneof Henry George’s 
of asaloon, and the wind blows through | nine-column articles. While he reads, 

him till the tears roll down his face and|the women grangers all whisper, and 

; the people going by, pity him. About| talk so muchscandal about their out- 
? ten o’clock in the evening he shakes off|side neighbors, that war wages from 
i his bridle and goes home, opens the | that time forth in that community; while 

corn crib door and eats in peaceand/the male members go to sleep with 
} quiet till mid-night, when the poor far-|their mouths open and the flies crawl 

ij mer comes home and sits up the rest of | down their throats and tickle them, and 
} the night doctoring him for the colic. make them smile in their sleep. The 

| Look at All the Surroundings of the Two|good farmer thinks he is interesting 
t Classes. them and like Tennyson’s brook “ runs 
| Take the wood piles for instance. | on and on forever.” 

The good farmer's pile will be) Butthe poor farmer, he goes down 
straight and square and ten feet high | and plays cards and pool for his amuse- 

; all around. He will send his small boy | ment and the only mark he makes in 
' out after an armful of wood and the| this world isa chalk mark, showing that 
; pile will tumble over on tohim, and they | he owes fifty cents to the saloon keeper. 
' won't find that boy until the next sum-/ The good farmer reads the papers. He 
; mer. The poor farmer’s pile will be|consults the monthly reports and 
[ scattered around in lots over the front|the statistics of the agricultural 

yard and the boys will bring it in and|pureau. He finds out that there is 
; lay it loose around the stove. When he/to bea war in Europe, and he knows 

comes home at night he will fall over it| that wheat will be $1.25 a bushel by next 
in the dark, and make a very big noise spring, 80 he goes to Chicago and buys 
and wake up his wifé. Just then the|5,000 bushels and puts up $500 as mar- 
clock will strike two and he will have to} gin and when wheat does go up three 
explain to her how they have been ini-| cents, he feels mighty good, and figures 
tiating a man into the lodge and she| what he will do with the $2,000 he will 
will wonder how the Mason's hall can | make onthis deal. And then it slumps 
hold so many as they have been taking | and the marginis gone. When they ask 
in lately, and how her husband can eat! iim to put up more, he concludes that 
so many nasty cloves. this wheat speculation is all a gambling 

A Politician, of Course. business, and he will never have any 
The good farmer takes an interestin|thing more to do withit. The poor 

politics, he subscribes for the weekly | farmer takes no paper, and when the 
paper, published at his county seat, and | Bohemian oat man comes along offering 
finally runs for justice of peace on the| to sell him oats at $10 a bushel and take 
temperance ticket and gets two votes. | all he raises at the same price, he buys
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ten bushels and gives his note for them. | freight train and partly on foot, and : 

He puts the oats on the barn floor and / tells his wife that those agricultural 

the hogs get in and rip open the bags, | meetings are the best thing he has run i 

what they do not eatthe hens do, and /|on to yet, and what he has learned wily i 

he don’t have one of those oats to sow| be worth more than $300 to him when t 

next spring. By and by the man comes | he comes to put in his crops. | 

along with ahundred dollar note and| [take one glance at the respective {yf 

the poor farmer has to put his farm in | families and then close. Let me compare 

his wife’s name, and give his brother-in- | the children. The good farmer has good i 

law achattel mortgage on his stock to} children. His boy is neat and well behav- 

avoid paying it. ed, and is not out in the road “sassing” tt 

Spe ee ea eee folks as they go by; no, beis in the house i 

The good farmer attends the far- lenraing Sao coe i if 

mer’s institute—the Pomoaa Grange| When the circus comes round, though = ' 

or the annual meeting of the state | he looks anxiously at the bills—he = 

agricultural society. He goes to could not be a boy and notdo that—yet =| 

that and attends the Governor's recep- | he recognizes the folly and vanity of Ps 

tions and finds him a first rate fellow | Such shows, and his parents not _approv- f 

and will vote for him every time he runs. | ing of them, he stays quietly at home ' 

He is present at all the meetings of while the procession marches by,content 

the State Agricultural society and | With the promise thatif he is a good 

hears such learned farmers as Jack| boy and works well the balance ofthe 
Hinton and Mrs. Dr. Severance | Season, they will take him in the fallto 

and gets his mind full of ideas the cemetery to see his grandfather's ij) 

and when he goes home and meets a|8Tave- 3 4 { i 

neighbor he talks tariff to him and We all know the poor farmer’s boy— | i 

talks and talks until all the dogs in town | there is generally sixor eight of them. an 

howl before he goes within a half mileof;He is always in ‘the middle of the 

them. road and sasses you as you go by, and a 

The poor man also has heard of the | you are lucky if he does not heave arock = “a 

agricultural society meetings and thinks | at you. When the circus comes round he = sf 

he will go to them and see if he cannot | crawls under the side of the tent and “al 

improve alittle. But on his way up|comes up under the manager’s eye, and ™ 

town he steps into asaloon to get a/the old baboon reaches out and pullsout =| 

glass of beer and becomes interested in|the most of his hair. But he doesn’t 1 

a game of pinocle in which he soon takes |cry out or make a noise though he { } 

a hand, and then more beer and then | can’t wear his hat for nearly two weeks q H 

pinocle and then again more beer, until | after the show is gone. ; Hi 

toward night he gets noisy and a man| The good farmer's daughter is beauti- } 4 

strikes him and a big policeman arrests | ful and accomplished. Her education j Ht 

5 him and puts him in the cooler over | has been attended to. Shecan crochet i 

night. and make tatting. You never see her F d 

The next morning the judge fines him | idle. All the chairs in her father’s house a 

all the money he hasin his pocket, and | are decorated with’ tidies from her fair + 

ho makes his way home partly on the| hands. q Hl 

(| 
Ba 
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She can make worsted flowersand paint | her revenge on mankind by doctoring 

after the manner of the Grecian and the | them. 
Orientals and knit open work stockings} I have given you now examples of 

| and has a hundred other accomplish-|the good and poor farmer. There was 

ments that I donotcall to mind. If} once a negro preacher who held faith in 

she does not always get married the| these words: 
' only reason isthatthere is no one in the| “Brethren,” said he, “there are two 

| community good enough for her. Ifshe| paths; the broad and the narrow path 
wished she could have the pick of them | that leads to destruction; the straight 
—so her mother says. and the crooked path which leads to 

| The poor farmer’s daughter has none| damnation. Which will you take?” 
: of these accomplishments. She cannot| “In that case,” answered one of the 

) even draw in rugs. She has to help her | congregation, “dis nigger will take to 
mother to make up for the faults of her| the woods.” 

_ father. In the summer she doesthe| As Capt. Cuttle would say, the moral 

house work and in winter teaches school. | of this story lies in the application of it. 

Finally she studies medicine and takes 

SOME HELPS TO HOME MAKING. 

By MRS. J. M. SMITH. 

A Good Garden. fort of a family, to say nothing of the 

Many really good farmers declare that | pleasure to be enjoyed, than any other 

they cannot afford to have strawberries | acre on the farm. Only get the boys 

and other small fruits, except as an oc-|and girls interested in the care of a 

casional luxury. Well, if they are to be berry patch, and let them have a good 

boaght and paid for with the price of oats | supply for one year, and they will not 

at 15 or 18 cents per bushel, and other | be likely ever to forego the luxury after- 

things in proportion, of course he can- wards. 

not afford it. Yet the very small area| Inspiteof all the poetry written about 

of land necessary to produce plenty of |the happiness and beauty of life on a 

small fruits for an average family would | farm, the fact still remains that there 

not he missed from the amount of grain | are plenty of hardships for both farm- 

produced on the farm. He may say he|ers and their wives, and there is no 

has no time to plant or cultivate it; in| danger of there being too much pains 

fact, I know many farmers who seem to| taken to bring beauty or pleasure, into 

think their time would be as good as|or around their homes. 

wasted in planting and caring for a Earnest Young Men and Women. : 
vegetable garden; while, in fact, a single| The most valuable outcome of profit- 

acre in small fruits-and vegetables of | able and successful farm life is realized 

desirable varieties, well cared for, will|in the strong and earnest young men 

do more to promote the health and com-|and women there trained up to build ;
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future homes, either on the farm or|after year with very little expense. Of 

elsewhere; for not all ought to be ex-| course the list may be enlarged indefi- 

pected to remain on the farm. nitely, as taste and means permit. i 

Our country would soon find itself} But we must have a few of the many t 

short of capable men to manage its busi- | beautiful annuals, of which Iwould pus 
ness affairs, and to fill places of public | first, pansies, with their infinite variety i 
trust, if all the boys should stay on the |of colors and markings. I have often 4 

farm. Then let farmers make the most |heard children compare them to baby = 
of themselves and of their homes, there- | faces, and I think the comparison very 
by treasuring up for their children | apt. q 

pleasant memories to help them when { 

they go forth to try their skill in home Br eee ff 
building for themselves. Then while| The seeds should be sown very early, ij 
you see to it that your homes are well |i2 hot-beds if possible, but if there isno _ 

supplied with plenty of small fruits, |hot-bed a cold frame is, I think, much I 
there is still another side to be look-| better than a box in the house, as the fj 
ed at. plants are likely to be stronger and ‘ i 

Man Cannot Live by Bread Alone. whic tee ae pieces of — b 
. - which any woman who can use a | 

Hes — ee cea - — mer can nail together at the corners) will 4 ; 

alone;” and might we not add, neither ee oe eae = should tat erg nh 
by fruit and vegetables! There is,in my eae ie as t is eae = and | i us 
opinion, no way in which so much pleas- : ae eae ae a2 me sf ia 

ure can be provided for a family, for so laced Over tis'f ‘his ithe ae ee 

‘mall an outlay of money, as by having P 5 See tee 4 . '§ } i 

fragrant and beautiful flowers around - ee pee a withous j i 
chica, danger from frost; but if not, a pieceot «| 

What shall we have, then? First on preg Coron, Cire, Will Soe f ) 

the list I would place roses, the queen Eee one oo sconkaly olf 

of all the flowers. I can never forget see Shee ee to keep it prop- 1 

the roses that grew around the home of < x in place, snd. it will Koop oft qui | 
my childhood. Weenjoyed them while| > °NarP ‘ost. Make the rows from four 
fresh, and when they began to fade we = foes em art, in which sow | 

gathered the leaves and scattered them Rae suusel ae ( prefer the gram a 
in our drawers and trunks among the t fe ee — ——- candye ct 

clothing, and enjoyed their perfume un- ae ea is oa a - ae = } 

til the roses came again. Then the li- ite all ae a oe ae | 
lacs and peonies, which yielded their! 124 you can get) better “plants Gann 
beauty year by year, with but very little Iantine the sacda where the & 4 

cost or care, were the delight of our i bl 8 - rote eee | 
childish hearts. D loom; you will also have many more i 

The perennial phlox in variety are Stes pina, as they may be grown Te 
mary aaiabatoey: taleean the reenanis aad quite thickly in the rows, then you will i, 

gives long tencceesicn obs soul. 1 also have the advantage of having but a oy! 

speak first of the perennials, because a 7° a ‘woods i 

when once established they remain year ms on sid ilies i 

$ q
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faster than the plants that we are so|strong plants. All this may seem to be 

anxiously looking for. agreat deals of pains to take for a few 

flower plants, but if you really love and 
Careot Pianta. care for the flowers, it will be only a 

When the young plants are large | pleasant change from your indoor cares. 

enough to be clearly seen, carefully} I forgot to put on the list of seeds the 

loosen up the earth between the rows,|Sweet peas and mignionette, which 
| and sprinkle with water when needed. combined seem to be the very perfection 
_ Then when the weather is warm enough | of sweetness. One friend used to have 

for thrifty out-door growth, have the}what she called her glory-bed, which 
ground where you wish them to bloom | consisted of a good clump of sweet peas, 
 earefully prepared, and transplant the | Surrounded by a border of mignionette. 

young seedlings into permanent beds.|Then near her kitchen door she had a 

/ Ifyou cannot have a hot-bed, I would|bed of bright portulaccas where she 
not try to grow verbenas plants, as they | could see them as she passed out and in. 

_ may be had from any florist for a trifi- |She said their beauty rested her when 
ing cost. I have mentioned but a few|weary. I do not think our Good Father 

varieties of annuals, but every one may |over all would have sprinkled bright 
enlarge the list according to their own | flowers so plentifully everywhere, if He 

taste, or according to the time and la-| had not intended us to enjoy them. 
bor that they may be willing to give to} Them let us each bring all the bright- 

their care. A few plants well cared for, | ness and beauty possible into our homes; 
will afford much more satisfaction than | they will help in educating and develop- 
many more if they are neglected. The|ing the characters of the children who 

ten weeks stocks and sweet alyssum, I | are sent to us to cheer and brighten our 

always plant ina shallow box set up|lives. Inthe short time allowed me I 

quite off from the ground, as if planted | have only been able to offer a few hints 

in the seed bed, the small black fleas|and suggestions, if they should prove 
will eat them up as soon as they come | any help or comfort to some tired or dis- 

through the ground; while if grown in|couraged farmer’s wife or daughter, I 

raised boxes, I never fail to get good, !shall be content.
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THE COMING FARMER. ee 

By HON. J. M. TRUE, Baraboo, Wis. eS 

It is not my intention, or wish even, | homes mark the advance of our Ameri- ' 

picture to you a man of physical, | can genius and civilization. ie 

mental and moral perfection as the typi- The Log Cabia of the Past. i i 

cal farmer of the future. Neither will|/ The rude cabin of the early settler f i 
I attempt to please you with highly | now stands obscurely in the shadow of hee 
colored sketches of the beauties and| the modern cottage as a reminder of the : § 
joys of farm life, the superlative grand-j days of small beginnings. Commodious ij / 
uer of the farmer’s vocation, or the| barns and stables indicate the channels i 

mental and moral excellencies supposed | into which, or through which, thrift and ® : 

to naturally cluster around the tilller of | enterprise have led the prosperous pos- 1 

the soil. sessor. “Old Brindle” has passed away q Py 
at much is truthfully said that re-| with the primitive quarters erected for 4 i j 

flects credit upon’ the farm as the place| her comfort, while in the new stables aia 
from which strength and purity is|the better bred and more aristocratic 2 

drawn to replenish the vitiated currents | Short-horn, Holstein, Jersey or Guernsey ad ' 

of business, intellectual and social|/are found. Poor “old Brindle!” what cht 

thought and action, I am pleased to ad-| might you have accomplished had you $e 
mit. been quartered in this model stable, fed 5 i a 

That the present position of the best|a ration of ensilage, clover hay, wheat iF 

class of our American farmers is a de-| bran and oil meal, and drank warm water. 5 “ie 

sirable one, I gladly claim. They need} Old “Doll” and “Dobbin” plowed the cell 4 
envy noone. But that the condition of | fields, cultivated and gathered the crops, ae 

alarge part of those living upon our| drew the grain many a weary mile to i 

farms is vastly inferior to what it should | market, and then hitched to the same if 

be, and might be, I am also forced to|and only vehicle on Sundays, briskly taba 
confess. jogged to the country church. Now the ea 

To consider briefly some things that| general-purpose horse is unpopular. Bea. 

p the average farmer of to-day from | The muscular Clyde or Percheron furn- Rae! 

being what the more successful coming | ishes the motive power upon the farm, a 

farmer must be is the object of this | while the dashing roadster, in a nickle- ae 

paper. There are many farmers before | plated harness, at a three-minute gait, 

me this evening whose active experience | draws the top buggy, in which the farm- 

extends backward over a period of forty |er’s son sits and manipulates the lines. la 
| or fifty years. The wonderful changes | This new horse is not a church-goer. He ty i 
| that have taken place within that time but not in that direction. y ' 

in connection with agriculture alone + che farm Tmaplements of our boyhood, A 
are hardly realized by you even,so grad-| when muscular developments’ had a : (| 5 

ually has the work of progress been ac-| practical meaning, have given way to ‘ t 

— Where wide stretches of | improvements that lightened labor and ae 

ive forest and prairie then met your | made it possible for a boy to‘do the work ke } 
view, cultivated fields and pleasant] of ten men. Bit 

: i 
aM 
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t Modern Improvements, Get Out of the Old Ruts. 
The wives and daughters of to-day; We cannot believe that the spirit! 

know little of the peculiar household | Of progress that has so signally blessed 
i cares of their grandmothers. The cook-| the American people in the past will 
} ing range, the washing machine and | fail to continue its beneficent work; but 
i clothes wringers, the sewing and knit-|to expect that the coming fifty years 
t ting machines, factories for the manu-| Will be as prolific of invention, scientific: 

) facture of dairy products, illuminating achievement, and intellectual advance-; 

i oils, and many other lightners of toil | @ent as the past fifty has been, requires 
have come to farmers’ homes within my | 4temarkable degree of faith in the un- 

recollection. 8 

| Our mothers, fifty years ago, content- jf Farmers, as a class, are perhaps the 
H edly and well performed their household ™0St difficult to lead out of old, long} _, 
i duties, without the advantages of these | ttaveled ruts, and into a trial even of 

; modern improvements, and knew little | that which is radically aew. 
of that modern necessary evil—hired girls.| _Fhey do not contribute largely to that 

They were mistresses of their homes, changeful, restless element, that would 
and a conscionsness of their independ- keep society in “aconstant ferment, and 
ence and natural resources contributed | Te2der the foundations of government, 

; largely to that strength of character we | °V9% Uncertain. 
80 gladly ascribe to them. If they are more persistently loyal to 

The favored children of to-day seem | Political and religious antecedents, than 
to be born to a degree of intellectual | °St other classes, they are also slow to 

and scientific advancement, that- it | Tcognize those lines of thought and ac-} 
would have taken ten years of applica-| tion that lead up to the better methods 
tion in the schools, for their grandpar- and conditions in their own particular in- 

ents to acquire, while our social and edu-| *eTests. fs i 

cational advantages as completely over- These pecularities are largely attribut- 
shadow those of the past, as do improve- able to the isolated character of their 

\ ments in any other given direction. lives, toa failure to mingle in society, to 
Asthe modern school building with | ert their individuality, and to oon- 

its appliances and apparatus is superior sult with the more successful and intel- 

to the old log school-house, with its rude | ligent of their own class,about mutual 
benches and bare walls; so the methods interests. oy 
and breadth of educational thought dit.| Their narrow view of life leads them | | ~~ 
fer widely from the past. to harbor feelings of distrust and jeal- 

An early acquaintance with good |°USY Of those around them, especially 
books, music, proper games and recrea- | the more successful of neighbors engag- 
tions, in our homes are comparatively ed in the same occupation as them- 

new, but strong influences in moulding | Selves; while better methods, better 
character, and nurturing that most | business habits and better education are 

sacred sentiment—a love of home. regarded as delusions. 
We repeat,— the favored farmer’s Intelligence and Prosperity. 

home to-day is one of the pleasantest in| If the average farmer of the near 
the land. Shall this condition hecome| future can be brought to the general 
generally applicable to the class? , plane of thrift and intelligence, now oc-
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cupied by the best representatives of/ ment of his interests, and only will he I 

| the calling, this will be one of the greati| prosper as they are fostered. i 

social and political events of the cen-| The common school is coming to be it 

tury. more and more an institution peculiar ie 

To accomplish this the coming farmer toourrural districts, and the general } | 

ust be intelligent in his work; he tendency of advanced pupils from these, lt } 

ust recognize the fact that to bea to seek better instruction in our village eS | 

uecessful farmer he must be a success- | #24 city high schools has in itself an if 
business man. No other occupation element of danger to the common dis- ie 

for closer discernment and intelli- | ttict school. i 

nt action. The wide-awake farmer is| Let not the intelligence and wealth of ed 

t only a producer, but a manufactur- the country neglect the educational in- i ; 

ler. He must therefore understand the| terests of the masses, because better in- iH 

nature of soils, the value and influence struction is available to their favored ! . 

of fertilizers, and the laws that govern | S908 and daughters. if 

plant growth. He must be familiar with| The farm will continue to be the best are 

the principles of the breeding of farm|place in which to rear strong brainy (i i f 

stock, the general form, characteristics |men, and pure noble-minded women, i i 

and adaptation of the various breeds of | and though these may not remain on the i‘ 

' the animals he handles. He must have | farm, but as in the past go out to give 

an intelligent idea of the profits he | strength and character to business, intel- ig 

should derive from the enterprise in | lectual and social circles in our crowded fh 

{ which he engages. He must have well cities, in the future those who leave the} ~ oid | 

defined ideas of the values and effects| farm will in no sense be superior to those ft 

of feeds, that when combined they may | Who remain behind. 1 ti 
produce required results. He will be a An Interest in Public Matters. 4 ft 

buyer and seller, and as such should| The farmer in politics! Yes, he has i 

cultivate a ready and correct judgment. | had his special province here. He has ‘all 

He should study the markets from a| been a vofer. Whenever political defeat ae 

consideration of the question of supply | overtakes a party at a given election it as 

and demand, in order to buy and sell at | is charged up to a failure to vote on the ae 
a profit. Instead of being controlled by | part of the farmers. gee 

circumstances, let him aim to be in po-| The coming farmer will vote oftener. ‘ty 

sition to use them for his advancement.| He will vote at the caucus, and asa | 

If the successful merchant deserves the | result more farmers will vote at county at 

title of business man, the successful | and district conventions, and for these 

farmer should have equal claim to the | more farmers will be found deciding up- td 

[ distinction. The coming farmer will be|on candidates for higher. official posi- i 

‘an active man in public affairs. tions. BE 

Iam finding fault with the present i 

a condition of things, only to say that the a 
Educational, social and political re-|trouble lies with the farmer him- Bia: | 

I form must receive a strong support | self, in failing to intelligently and active- 4 | 

( from the farmer. ly participate in movements that define a 

| Such reforms are an absolute neces- | lines of action and nominate candidates. 

[ sity to the maintenance and advance-| This need not produce class parties or 4 

| i ts
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! class legislation, but will lead existing | tion to generation in an unbroken line of 

parties to recognize general interests,| ancestry. It shall become to him his 

and the necessity of the support of the | bank in which he may deposit accumula- 
well posted independent rural voter. tions of beauty, fertility, and comfort, 

CER AE SS SE and from which may be drawn elements 

i of wealth and happiness for years to 
The farmer of the future will believe | come. 

more strongly in himself and his voca-| When inthe future our vast eountry 

tion. He will recognize that no social, | has been developed; when a largely in- 

intellectual or political barriers are | creased and ever increasing population 
raised before him because of his occupa-! shall demand that our agricultural re- 

\! tion, but that in common with other | sources be taxed to their utmost; when 

classes he will pass for what he is worth, | thrift and enterprise shall become neces- 
| but no more. sary adjuncts to insure success; no place 

He will, we trust, develop a stronger | will be left for the average farmer of to- 
i attachment to his farm, which will] day, and he will unconsciously give way 

cause it to be handed down from genera- | to the more successful coming farmer. 
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WILD FLOWERS. The humble-born Daisy, to Lynocence dear, i 

BY WERDEN REYNOLDS. The grees FRANKNESS, and Fern the Sr1n- Hi es 

[Read at the Green Bay Institute, March 45.) ; 3 at 

The Wild Flowers, the Wild Flowers, uncul- 'Tis Meee ae wild ones—most dear t 

tured and true; é ater ea 

From nature’s own garden—of nature’s own Earth’s loveliest symbols of joys in the skies. i 

oe Yes, gather them all from the loved of my | oe 
No hot-bed distortions, nor monstrous forms een: i | 

Minit Wil ee 
’Tis thus that I love flowers as God makes = ~ cones of sympathy, friendship u a 

‘them grow. And wreathe their sweet symbols—with Ivy vig 

And thus do I love, too, affections of heart, entwine i 

Up-welling spontaneous, untrammeled by! 4 garland of fragrance for memory’s shrine. a i 

art— a 

Tlove them all true, unaffected, sincere, th ‘ 

Like the beautiful Wild Flowers that God a 

ae wee “GATHER UP THE FRAG- ie 
Then, gather life’s Wild Flowers from young MENTS THAT NOTHING 4 oh: 

and from old— ” ‘ay 
Those grown in true hearts—the pearls and MAY BE LOST. if } 

the gold— . i ‘tall 
Bind up a sweet nose-gay to cheer life’s lone By Davin F. Sayre, Fulton, Wis. Ae 

anes [Read at Janesville I . 2-28. “gl 
Mementos of dear ones in language of flow- = paisa — a. ee a} | 

ere. On the third day of this present Wf 

The Hawthorne of Hors, the Constant| February, three weeks ago, one of my i 

Blue-Bell, neighbors took six head of cattle to his 

The Pure drooping Lily that blooms in the| nearest market and sold them fora ah 
dell; fraction less than two cents per pound. i, | 

Pee and Myrtle, so Mopzst and| 41, ther neighbor sold on the same day a 
a and in the same market stall fed heifers, +) 

i ti d ai 
ant ee EMA Sree | etal tad during the entire winter, at two ie 

cents per pound. Oats in the same Wy 
The Indian Jasmine ATTACHMENT TO YOU, | market are sold at 20 cents and corn at | 

_— — Smerricrry, Bittersweet | 55 cents, We know that cattle cannot Ki i 
be raised for $2 per hundred, and a fair ee 

Oran; Cuaste, of so delicate ’ uy 
om a il is reckoning will make oats cost, I think, | 

‘And emblems of Virruz the Snow Ball and| 21 cents, raised on land worth $40 per a 
Mint. acre,and at9 per cent. interest, and i | 

. i 
a | 
5 ! 
i)
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corn under like circumstances will cost |can treat the residues on our farms te 
1644 cents. bring about like result? After weshall 
What are we farmers to do? Will| have cut our hay, or reaped our harvests 

this state of things bring about the|or gathered our fruits, is there any resi- 
happy time when the farmer can lift up | due, using which, we can lessen the costs 
his head and feel that he is even with|of producing these crops? This ques- 
the rest of the world? Many farmers, | tion brings me to the point to which I 
and I am not sure that we here are not | Wish to call your attention for a little 
among them, say “appeal to congress or | time—the residues on the farm. 
the legislature.” But I can see no rea- Nature's Fertilizers, 

| eehedeneansd verre pong ~ It is but a little time since we came 
into Wisconsin, we find thi openit has right to be favored by legislation, | thocg ie cig i ee 

although it is done to our hurt. into farms, covered by acarpet of green 

Save the Residues. verdure, not one bare spot in sight 
F grass and flowers, flowers and grass, and What shall be done? Some two so it had been all the ages before. Na- 

{ years ago, I was sitting in a railroad car ture, and when I say nature,I mean 
. by the side of John Gould, that man the God of nature, nature has been fer 

who came from Ohio to teach our wives tilizing these lands for us by the con 
how to make butter, that man, who, I tinued yearly growth, and yearly decay 
think, can show as much good sense in ¢ of vegetation, the snows of winter, and 

H butter talk as any man whoever came) the yerdure of summer, alike protecting 
into our state. Well, he and I were] ang enriching the soil. We came and 
talking about the great Standard Oil began our work, turning up the fur- 
company, ‘whose iron pipes, conveying | rows and casting in the wheat. Not one : 
the crude petroleum from the oil wells year, not two years, but year in and year 
to the city of Cleveland, ran under a out, until we had taken from the soil in 
part of John Gould’s farm. He told me| g good degree, the elements which 
that when the oil first came pouring| made wheat raising profitable, then 
into Cleveland, it was refined there, and|the soil refused to answer our 
the refuse, a black, filthy liquid, was calls, and we were forced to give 
turned into huge vats in the ground up wheat. Isn't that your experi 

and burned, covering the city with a|ence? Is not that the experience of all 
! great, black, impenetrable smoke. All| Rock county? Think for a moment 

this was lost. Aftera little it was dis-| what we had been doing; taking the 
covered that this refuse, treated by cer- wheat, the grain, which was perfectly 
tain chemical substances, would yield legitimate, what did we do with the 
naptha and benzine enough to pay for | straw, the residue, the great bulk of the 
the whole cost of refining. There was crop which came off the land? 

still a residue, a refuse, which went to Sell the Grain and Burn the Straw. 
waste, until some one discovered init} How many of you pioneers can hold 
parafine and aniline dyes, and these more | up your heads, and with .a good com- 
than paid for the entire expense of refin- | science say “we returned it in its best 
ing. form to the soil from which it came, te 

Is there any way by which we farmers ! help reproduce a new crop.” Oh, the
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blazing fires of the straw stacks on the | they leave the great, thick stalks on the 
prairies of Rock county during the fif-| ground uneaten, to be drawn out for 4 

ties and sixties. I don’t want to throw | manure in thespring, thestalksin whose Q 

astone at a neighbor’s glass house, but'| cells is stored up the sugar which those a 

you may fling one at me, and if I wince | cattle ought to have. ‘ 

at the blow, I'll bear it as best I can. ‘ . 

One of the many reasons why wheat has Better Methods. Bed 
fallen from 30 bushels per acre to 10| There isa better way. A great many 

bushels or nothing, is because of this | of you have found it, but some have not. f 
foolish waste of this residue, the straw. |A few days since I had occasion to call a 

Within afew weeks I have seen loads|upon a neighbor, a young farmer, a i i 

of straw going from the farms to a neigh” | bright, hard-working man. I found him +) ae 
boring village for sale. It may have|on his barn floor with his hired man 

been right under the circumstances, but | cutting up his corn stalks, handed down t 

it was apart of the blood, and next|tohim from his tobacco shed, where at 
year’s crop will suffer from the loss of it.; they had been housed and cured from ae 

To return to the text, the straw is one of | the rains and snows of winter. I looked ' r / 
the residues, one of the “fragments, tu| atthe stalks, bright, soft, unbleached | ee 

be gathered up that nothing be lost.” and greenish, worth at least 33 per cent. i 

From wheat raising we were driven by | more than if he had stacked them out By 

our own short sightedness in a good de- | of doors; and then the gain in cutting— if 

gree, to raising corn, a change for the | well, you must go to Prof. Henry if you g 
better for two reasons, first, corn| would know the full per cent. in gain. i i 

means hogs and cattle, and second, corn | I thought, as I looked at him, my dear a 

means a less severe drain upon the fer-| young farmer, you are learning early in | 

tility of the soil. But in all these years| your farm life what we old pioneers He | 

succeeding wheat raising, what was our | learned only by hard rubs; and I thought, ‘ 

corn but a crop of grain, so many bush-| too, that that was the best use I had 1 I 

els of ears totheacre? How many years | ever seen a tobacco shed put to. I speak H ‘ | 

did it take us to find out that in every | of this, not as anything new to you, but ie 
crop of corn there were two crops—| something new to him. a 

thecrop of ears and the crop of corn} QThis method is a great advance in / | | 

stalks. Have we really learned it yet? | husbanding this residue, yet, I think, if ee 

How many of us really think that thecorn | you will take my experience for so much, ea 

fodder is nearly if not quite, as valuable | that the cheapest, handiest, easiest and 3H 

as the cropsof ears? Thesaving of this | altogether the most satisfactory way of if ) 

residue, the working it up for all that | caring for corn stalks is by means of the eet 

it is worth, calls for the earnest atten-|silo. I think, with the corn crib and ia 

tion of every farmer. On a cold morn-| the silo, we can well nigh gather up the ; 

ing out of a snow covered stack, to dig| fragments of the corn crops and little ie} 

out the fodder for the morning’s feed,| be lost. The point I wish to make is, 

the but of every bundle frozen fast, this |'that good farming—successful farming ie 

is no light task, and if the boy shirks|—demands that you save, not the ears oe 

the work, and the cattle low for more, I|only, but the stalks as well, in the ' 
am scarcely surprised. But even at the | brightest, most savory way for the stock | 

best, although the cattle get plenty, | which eats them. i / 

ft
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In a late popular novel the author] hogs and pens, would have satisfied you 

severely inveighs against the doctrines | that he did not get more than six pounds 

of a certain religious denomination, | for a bushel, eighteen cents for hiscorn; 

! doctrines, which that denomination, in twenty-one cents residue lost, or at any 

common with others, used to hold fifty | rate not saved when he ought to have 
years ago. In answer to this one of the| saved it. Justone year ago, Feburary 
critics of the novelist remarks that she|12, 1889, I weighed eighteen shotes to 

has used her powder in “cannonading| feed, the average was 174 Ibs. During 

dead tomb stones.” You may think, | twenty-two days I made them gain one 

that in recalling to your minds the| and three-tenths pounds each day. The 
1 wastefulness of farmers in regard to the | next twenty-one days they gained one 

i residues of straw and corn fodder, that | and four-tenths pounds each day. The 

Tam aiming “at dead tomb stones.” But | next six days, I threw off all limits to my 

Ihave noticed in the acres of corn| feed, I fed them aswill of ground feed, 

stocks standing uncut in the fields to-|(corn, barley and oats), wet up with 

day that there is constant evidence | boiling water, all they would drink. I 

that there are plenty of farmers who | fed them the same ground feed, dry, all 

need hot shot thrown at them for this| they would eat,as a relish, I gave them 

very wastefulness. ear corn plentifully, but not so they left 

The Golden Grain. any over. All this in aclean house, 

Another question I would like to ask, — rea ~~ and co the < _ 

this corn, this golden grain, which comes nn aa aa a eee fe: 

to us with, comparatively, so little work, mre i ne ee 
. ; is SEARS pounds for six days, and that, too, not- 

this grain which isso handy on the farm, |* . ; ‘ 
xe 2 withstanding the shrinkage of a five and 

have we learned how to use it in a way x 
2 ‘ * one-half miles haul to market. Each 

that will bring the best results, in a way g 5a ; 
eet. hog made me in gain sixty-one cents in 

that will give the most beef, the most ea 
‘ those six days, Isold at $4.35 a hundrad, 

pork? About Christmas day I was called 
Will you tell me why I did not make the 

upon tolookat some pens of hogs, be- i % 
F same gain in those days before? 

longing to a well-to-do farmer, one who Sa 
zs Through lack ofskill in feeding I lost 

earned his money by hard work. There 
: . |part of the benefit of thatcorn crop. 

were some twenty-five or thirty hogs in z . 
" You have all of you had a like experi- 

three pens. They were fed by shoveling ly all of h + weinked 
. : hi ar by the scoop- ence, only al of you ave not weilg ss 

ate ars tcs ” . eo th A itin the scalesasI did. It is attention 

28 Gone ae ts ° ae It ei to these minor details by which “we 
ae Dt Sees tees See gather up tho fragments that nothing 

en corn were ‘lying there utterly unfit be lost” 

for any animal to touch, yet these hogs 

were fattening for the market. By care-|’ Skill in Feeding. 

ful, cleanly feeding that farmer could! This question of feeding is, I think, 

have made a bushel of corn make him | the least understood of the many prob- 

thirteen pounds of pork; thirteen pounds |lems of successful farming. There is 

of pork at that time was worth thirty’}many a good farmer,I mean raiser of 

nine cents’ (three cents a pound). He/| crops, who is a very poor feeder. Many 

would have sold his corn for thirty-nine | a mother, intelligent in many things, 

cents per bushel. One glance at ths' ruins the physical constitution of her
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child from unintelligent feeding. The | shine, drinking in the rains of heaven, f 

great abundance of our corn crops makes and allowing those rains to filter through " 

us heedless in answering the question | the ground to the subsoil beneath. Na- ‘ 

whether we get the best possible result | ture had kept on the surface all the 7 

from agiven quantity of corn. I once|time avast mat of foliage and root- mf 

bought some growing shoates at9 cents|lets, as a sponge, to catch and hea 

per pound, paid $120 for them. Kept hold the fertilizing elements of the " 

them 43 days, including the day I pur-|Tains, and to keep them just ia 

chased and the day of sale, sold them at | Where the growing crops needed them ea 

74g cents. In those 43 days I made the most. We changed nature’s law fa 

them weigh me out $240.50, just double | one-half of the year. Permit me to use (J 

the price 1 gave for them and 50 cents | an illustration which Ihave used many i. 

over. Iwas so much pleased that I times before. Take a cylinder, hollow i j 

bought some more, heavier, more rangy 1 foot in diameter and 3 feet long, drive i i 

ones. Kept them six months and over, down in the soil of your farm so that {4 i 

lost money on them. The same corn the top shall be even with the surface. 4 f 

kept growing harder during the summer | Lift itnow, soil and all and, set it ona ft} 

and the teeth kept getting more tender,|table. Take some water surcharged B® 

until they would eat only what would | with the richest fertilizing elements of ig 

keep them alive. Why didn’t I have/| your yards, and pour it into the cylinder. q 

thought enough, in time, to change their | At first you will notice that the water, a 

whole corn for ground feed. Ah, how |asit tricklesfrom beneath, will be clear 13 

much residue I wasted on these gaunt | and bright, the fertilizers are left in the 3 

hogs. But corn in the crib was plenty, | soil, and the water runs away clear. But. ‘ae 

if they didn’t eat when it was given|if you continue the pouring in a little aa 

to them, it was their own fault. When I} while you will see that the water, as it ‘ HE 

wanted to turn them into money, they | runs away, is just as turbid and yellow ' 

were gaunt still,and I was the loser. [as when you poured it in, showing ‘4 i 

Nature Conserves Fertility. that now the fertilizers are carried ‘ 

There is another point to which I|down withthe water, and lost to the a 

wish to call your attention. In the be-| surface where your plants are growing. ae 

ginning of this paper I spoke of our / This, it seems to me, is the process on Bhs | 

finding these prairies and woodlands | our farms when they are left uncovered ie 

covered with a carpet of verdure, grass| by agrowingcrop. Idon’t think I am § “ 

and herbs and flowers the whole season | firing at “dead tomb stones” now. Here ‘g Ay 

through. That was Nature's process, are vast stores of fertilizers carried down x ' 

never to leave the ground uncovered: | by rain too deep for the rootlets of our 4 t 

never sear or bare. Then we came and | growing plants to get them easily. Can i | 

broke up the sod,and sowed the wheat.|we remedy this? Can we save this ii 

You and I well remember with what de-| residue in partor in whole? In part, a 

light we watched the crop of growing | without doubt, you do remedy it, when a | 

grain, during those three or four months | you sow clover and timothy with your ‘ | | 

before we reaped it. After the crop|grain. That mat of clover, I am well # 

was cut off, during August and Septem-/| nigh boyish again in my enthusiasm, 4 Dh 

ber, and October and November what?| whenever I see it. But in your corn a | 

That bare field lay yellow in the sun-! crop, cannot we imitate nature, by sow- Bit j a 

of 
be
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ing among the corn some grain, like rye,| work a burden. I said nothing, but 
the last time we cultivate the crop, and|kept up a dreadful thinking all the 
let it grow during the trying monthsof} while. When next churning day came 

fall. By so doing we shall profit by |I churned as usual, I had never handled 

three residues, first, we shall have a/a pound of butter in my life except to ‘ 

growing plant to help keep the enrich-| eat it, but I had heard John Gould’s story 

ing elements of the rain near the sur-|of butter-making, and had told it again 

face where we need them; second, we|and again in the household. As I fin- 

shall have a good fall feed for sheep|ished, I took off the churn lid, and by 

and cattle; third, by plowing under this | that time the queen was by my side. I 

green mass in the spring we have this | kindly told her that she had nothing to 

| easily decomposing crop for a manure. |do with that churn or butter. She re- 

Are not these residues worth saving? |monstrated—some queens, you know, 

Are not these some of the “fragments to|can remonstrate—I was firm; I took 

be gathered up that nothing belost?” | John Gould’s method, washed the but- 

To speak of the residues of the farm,|ter in the churn as nicely as a man 

in the form of manures, the when and|could, salted it, had a butter pail 

how to care for them, the when and how|}on hand already soaked and salt- 

| to apply them to the land, these topics}ed, and then IT began to take 

could hardly be discussed in a paper by | up the butter and pack it into the pail. 

itself. Your patience would forbid me|Then the remonstrances began afresh. 

to enter upon them. “No one will eat that butter, it isn’t 

Success in Butter-Making. worked, there may be specks in it, they 
But one point 1 want to touch upon| Will throw it away, let me do it”; but 

before I close. I never approach the do- | the king was firm, the butter was pack- 
main of a woman except with reverence. | ed into the pail by his own hand, and in 

But let me tell you of a little scene | a little while it was on its way to Chica- 

which occurred some two years since. I| 0, with a letter telling the whole mat- 
came into the house one day and found | ter, and ending with, “You can throw it 

the queen of the household working | away, or pay me what you see fit.” 

butter; don’t smile, there is many a| Inadayor twoa letter came back 

queen in Wisconsin who works butter. I| saying, “it’s such butter as we cannot 

looked at her and saw at once that she| buy for less than 30 cents; we cannot 

was tired out. “Oh,” she exclaimed, “I | afford that, but will give you 25cents if 

had rather do a day’s washing than | you can supply us.” Butter was bring- 
work this hard butter,” and then she| ing, say 12 cents in the village. You 

drew the ladle through the golden but-| can surmise that that queen has never 

ter with all the strength she could get| worked any butter since, in that old 

from her elbows. She patted it, she | fashioned way. 

smoothed it, she dug it again with the| Moral 1—The queen has aright, by 
ladle, then rolled it over and worked it|reason of her queenship, her woman- '. 

again, and so on for half an hour. I| hood, to have the king’s shoulders put 

stood and looked at her until she was| under the burdens too heavy for her to 

done. Her face, this face of a queen, | bear. 
was red and heated; her arms fell list-| Moral 2—The energies of many a 
less in her lap, her energy gone and her/ woman have been wasted on work which
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she had been taught was necessary, but | fun, an appreciation of what each one is, 

which was entirely useless. The ents giving in to innocent indulgen- 4 

sary cares and duties are wearing enough, |cies, by cherishing a grateful, : 

without adding any unnecessary ones. | thankful, rejoicing heart yourself, and i 

We owe it to ourselves, to our homes, to|letting the over-flow of that grate- § 

skillfully direct the work so as to|ful heart surround each one in your 7 

avoid all undue tension of the nerves, | home. 4 
all wasting of the nerve force. ‘Wists Aus Wie Pipen ona sual 

The Farm Homes Give Industry, Thrift 
aud @haaaiok. I don’t mean the county paper ‘ 

‘ merely, that is absolutely necessary, 

Nees es oe ge Bay a = but the publications of art and liter- 
yours, strong, manly and stalwart, the ture. What bool are in the library? i 

world before him. You have used his | Books of farming and feeding; all right, i 
best physical and mental energies dur- don’t forget them. But remember that j 

ing the season, to make that season a | ‘the boy's best book on farming and feed- We 
success. Ho has worked, if not willing-|im& is out of doors, that he has been P| 
ly, at least faithfully to the end. You| Teading it for twelve hours a day for 300 ge 
and I have, many a time, looked on and = ae _ panei eae iB 
have seen with joy and pride, those je RUCBES, FOF VATIenICS e, if 

youthful muscles and vigorous brains books of eee of history, travels, a 

producing with the machinery of todays | S°™° books of biography, some novels, ay 
results which were beyond our reach 25 anything good, to draw blood to the i 

or 30 years ago. What in your estima- brain, while the tired muscle rests. I pe 

tion is the end of a farmer’s boy’s life? “~ light books, too, so long as they are if 

To get the greatest amount of work out bright and good. Your girl or your boy, | 

of him, as you would out of that horse after working, say ten hours through an 
you prize so highly? the day, is not to be caught and held by Af 

a heavy book of sermons or history. If it 

pant Deedes, Detar, he can be held by singing, let him sing. | 

Drudge, all day long in the field, and in | The old-time singing school did as much ee 

the house a listless weariness, which | good often as an old-time sermon. { 

never catches or holds a smile, or getsa| The sense of the matter is, the ener- 4 

glimpse of commendation for the work | gies of the household, of father, mother, 

done? In your house, are breakfast,|son, daughter, are strengthened, enliv- < 

and dinner, and supper dull, still meals | ened, made healthy, by driving the farm i 

merely to satisfy hunger? Across the|out of the house while you are within, i 
table there, has that weuried mother of | by winning a smile from the mother, by 4 q 

the household, that daughter, too, as| the radiance of your own face, by drop- ii 

well as the son, had their burdens light- | ping a little money into the deft hands b 

ened by any fun, any frolic, any story | of your daughter to beautify your home, ff 

you could have told? and has any ray of| by teaching your son that goodness, a 

sunshine come to them through you? | cheerfulness, intelligence, manliness, in- i 

Oh, how the taxed energies of your| dependence and hard work will make : Mi 

household, yes, and your own weariness,|the home of any farmer in Wisconsin a 

too, could be relieved by a smile, a bit of | the “palace of a king.” ‘ 

14—Inst. ae 

‘et 

i
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| OUR HIGHWAY LAWS AND | tained by intercourse,” and of all inven- 

| COUNTRY HIGHWAYS. ie the alphabet and printing press 

i excepted, those inventions which 

By D. E. McGrntey, Secretary Ozaukee | abridge distance have done the most 

Agricultural Society. for civilization. Every improvement of 

[Read at Cedarburg Institute, March 13-14.] the meansof locomotion benefits man- 
The Farmers’ Institute. kind morally and intellectually as well 2 

\ The farmers’ institute is, without | a5 materially, and not only facilitates 

jdoubt, a valuable adjunct to the educa- theinterchange of the various produc- 

tional system of our progressive young tions of nature and art, but tends to re- 

{state, and as a school of the farmer | move natural and provincial antipathies, ’ 

promises to do all that its most enthusi- | and to bind together all branches of the 

Jastic supporters expected of it. | great human family. 

It teaches thefarmer numerous things} How often do we hear farmers dis- 

that will improve his standing financial- | cussing the financial situation, declaim” 

ly, politically and socially; but, thus far | ing loudly against “corners” in the mar- 

it has said too little to him on a’ ques-| ket, denouncing monopolies or demand- 

. tion which is of vital importance to | ing reform in every branch of our gov- 

be every live farmer, and that is: the con- | ernment, seemingly forgetting that they 

struction and maintenance of good/themselvesarea part of this govern- 

wagon roads, ment, that they are much to blame for 

The farmer may garner a most bounti- | the short-comings of our laws, and that 

ful harvest, and yet fail to realize a pro- | right hereat home many of them make 

fit thereon, owing to the fact that the | bad laws worse by shirking their duty 

bad condition of the highways prevents |in regard to them. Where is the intel- 

him from marketing it to advantage. ligent, thinking farmer who has given the ; 

{In these days of small margins the | subject the proper thought, can deny the 

\farmer, in order to make his vocation a| fact that the highways of Wisconsin are 

lucrative one, must learn to watch the | in a deplorable conditions, and that there 

markets closely, and sell the produets of is great need of reform in the manner of 

is farm when the prices are the best: | collecting and expending our highway 
| - order to do this he should have high- | taxes? 

ways that, no matter whetheritbe March| We are told that our highway laws 

or September, June or December, will | ate patterned after those in vogue in the 

always be in good condition for the | feudal days, when, as one of their vari- 

transportation of heavy loads. ous duties, the tenants were obliged to 

Geek Wighwaye: build and repair the highways. Wher. T 

“Of all the economic questions affect-| ever it originated, our present manner 

ing the welfare of the farmer and every | (itis unworthy of the uame system) of 

good citizen; there is none of greater | constructing and maintaining highways 

importance than the construction and | is common to a large majority of the is 

maintenance of good highways, over | states of our Union, and is a disgrace to 

which they may pass to and fro in their | our thrifty nation and the intelligence 

- commercial and social relations with one | of the nineteenth century. 

another.” Some of the European countries, 

“The world,” we are told, “is main-| France, England and Scotland among
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the number, are now blessed with fine | Nation, that it is to-day wrestling with ti 
highways of which they are justly proud; | the inefficient highway laws that were ) 
but history tells us England was cursed | discarded by England over a hundred yy 
with roads, the counterparts of which | years ago? Should not Brother Jona- j 
are so common in the United States to- | than cease boasting of his greatness un- ha 
day. Ittellsus thatit was about the/til he can have highways as good, at | ' 
year 1760, that the people of England | least, as his neighbors across the water? ‘ | 
began the agitation which eventually | Over one hundred and fourteen years va 
forced her to repeal her defective high- ; ago he rebelled against England’s unjust | |) 
way laws, and to enact the system which | laws, and yet when he came to set upa a 
to-day is her pride. At that time Eng- | government of hisown, he adopted some | 
land’s highway laws were similar to those | of her worst statues, among them the i . 
now in forcein the country districts of | highway laws by which he is still op- qe 
Wisconsin. The peasantry were requir- | pressed. ae 
ed to give six days’ gratuitous labor on| Here in Wisconsin we have the coun- ; | 
the highways each year, and if that was | ty and town method of road control, the i Py 
not sufficient a cash assessment was | laying out, opening and repairing of q f 
levied to hire labor. highways and bridges being inthe hands my 

Their roads became so bad that the| of the county and town boards of sup- , 
markets were actually inaccessible dur- | ervisors. The town board divides the 
ing certain months of the year; and at |town into what is called “road dis- ff 
times the fruits of the earth rotted | tricts.” In each road district is an over- A 
in one place, while at another but a few | seer of highways, who has charge ofthe _ i 
miles away, the supply fell far short of | roads and bridges in his district, and i 
the demand, transportation was so dif- | whom the law intended should be under dit 

ficult. the control of the town board, and dl { 
To remedy those evils, new laws were | Should be held responsible for the con- lt 

passed, but each law affected only par- dition of the roads under his care; but ~ Ma 
ticular parishes, and between 1760 and|i2 most towns the last two provisions an 
1773 no less than 452 highway laws were | 8% Practically null and void, owing to Hh 
enacted without making a material | the fact that the town board does not iy 
change. Finally a general law was en- | T@quire the overseer to qualify as such Hh 
acted providing for a uniform system of officer. Ww 
collecting all taxes in money, and for| The overseer is chosen by the electors wa 
constructing and repairing the highway | fhis district. Ifa vacancy occurs in i | 
throughout the kingdom, and from that | the office the town board fills it by ap- 4 4 
time the highways of England steadily | Pointment, and in ninety-nine cases out iy 
improved, until to-day a person can ride | Of every hundred, the overseer lacks the | 
from one end to the other of that coun- | technical skill and special knowledge of i 
try, over a uniform system of scientific. | 70#4-building that such an officer should 4 F 
ally built Macadaman Telford roads. | POSSe8s. ta 

At the annual town meeting the rate e 
Our System, A Farce. of the highway tax to be “worked out” q rf 

3 2 during the ensuing year is fixed by the 
Is not the fact very discreditable to | voters present, and many a voter makes i | our inventive and enterprising Yankee it his special business to be “present,” in i 

i i iq 
‘ g Fs
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_ order to work and vote for low taxes, be}on or near them. ‘The first heavy rain 
the consequences what they may. The | that comes tyrns those “improvements” 

I voter from the clay district wants a four- | into guagmires, and in the latter part of 
_ millor five-mill tax to put the roads in| June the farmer who is obliged to use 

8 possible condition, but his neighbor | the highways can be seen picking his 

| from the sandy district, which has plenty | way slowly along, while the wheels of 
; of gravel handy, says that the roads in | his conveyance go down, down through 

his part of the town are “good enough,”| the “improvements” until they reach 

; and that he thinks that a one-mill tax | soil that has not been disturbed by the 
would be sufficient. Sometimes a divi- | “road-makers.” 

‘| sion of the house is needed to decide} July’s hot sun drys the artificial quag- 

the question, but generally it is decided | mires, and soon deep ruts and high 

: by acclamation, when the low-tax men|hubs or hummocks are formed, over 

are sure to shout long and lustily, while | which itis dangerous to ride in a light 
a feeble response comes from their op-| vehicle, and exceedingly trying in any 

y ponents, and dozens of voters stand | kind of a conveyance. 
* around in disinterested attitudes, never! A railroad company has men con- 

opening their mouths, and a low rate is| stantly on its tracks, keeping them in 
_ fixed. thorough repair, but the wagon road has 

The law says that two-thirds of this| po one to care for it,—no mud-hole is 

tax shall be expended before the first drained, no rut is filled, no hummock is 

_ day of July. During the last days of | jeyeled, and when another June comes 
May and the first part of June, the over- | ground the road is generally ina wretch- 
seer, having received the “warrant” from | oq cordition. 
the town board, calls out the men, boys 

and teams of his district, and for a few Who Is to Blame? 
days does his best to make the roads} Nothing dauated the overseer again 

worse if anything than they had previ-| orders out his crew, and hauling gravel, 
ously been. Thus, after we have wal-| which costs fifty cents to a dollar a load 
lowed through the mud all spring, and| py the time itreaches the spot, dumps 

just when the roads are getting dry and | it into the mud-holes and ruts, and thus 
| passable, they are attacked by unskilled | jeyels up between the hummocks, still 

. crews under incompetent bosses, and are neglecting to properly grade or drain. 

| plowed and dug up and filled with! Asa consequence new ruts and hubs 
loose earth and stones, while drainage is | soon appear; and thus the waste of la- 
generally neglected or ignored. bor and money continues year after A 

The Macadam Road, year with little or no improvement. 3 

As Macadam says: “The whole| Nor is the overseer entirely to blame 

science of road-making consists in fur-| for this squandering of the public funds, 
nishing a solid, dry path on the natural | The law allows eath man $1.50 for each 

soil, and then keeping it dry by a water- | day’s work of eight hours; fifty cents a > 

proof covering of stone which should form | day for each wagon or plow, one dollar a 
a hardened, smooth surface fort ranspor-| day for each yoke of oxen, and $1.50a 
tation;” but our overseers usually man-|day for each span of horses he may 

age to build road-beds which will soak} furnish, agreeable to the requirements 
in and retain about all the water that falls|of the overseer. Thus a man with a
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span of horses and wagon can earn $3.50 | roads; but has the name of being a town 

for each eight hours’ work on the high-| whose public affairsare managed in @ i 

ways, when $2.25 or $2.50 is the current | very economical manner. It was organ- 

wages, laboring ten, twelve and four-|1zed in 1848, in six miles square, its uy 

teen hours a day at any other work. surface is principally high and rolling, : 
One would naturally suppose that such | and it has an abundance of gravel which i 

lile-al wages would induce the tax-|is purchased on very reasonable terms. 

payer to do his best to honestly earn|I found that during the last six years 

them, but it is an undeniable and | tbat town had expended $17,700 on its |) 

shameful fact that the cases are numer- | highways, or an average of $2,950 annual- 

ous where the tax-payer endeavors to do| ly. Of that sum over $600 was annually / 
as little as possible during the time he is | collected and expended in cagh, $185 # 

‘required to spend at road work, and | year being paid for plank and spike for 
thus cheats himself and the public in| small culverts, two-thirds of which were 

general. He is sure not to arrive on the| Unnecessary. If thistown, which can 
ground until his more honest neighbor | boast of its economy, squanderssomany jf 
has worked a quarter or half an hour. | hundreds of dollars yearly, how many r | 
Then he will have long stories to tell and | thousands must be wasted by an extray- da | 
must always cease work while he tells| agant townina like period? 
them. Again, he has his pipe to fill, an| If that town has collected $17,700 “147 
undertaking that usually takes up a| Wholly in cash, and hadexpended itina ‘Jy 
good deal of his time, and hefinds num-| systematic manner under competent (7 
erous other excuses for shirking his | Commissioners, it could have construct- | | 
duty. Every little while he will stop, | ¢d at least eighteen miles of well drain- | 
look up at the sun and wonder what | ed, well graded gravel road, or, better | 
time it can be, and is often heard assur- | Still, twelve miles of macadamized road, ie 
ing his neighbor that they have already | besides keeping its other highways, in @ | 
worked over time. If he is ordered to| passable condition. Ap 

bring a team, with wagon and “dump| One Hundred Years Behind the Times. if 
boards,” with which to haul =< he] After acentury of failure, is it not + 

oe atte “side-boards' and nO/about time to try achange? That is i 
‘end-boards,” sure to avoid using @| what the intelligent men of this coun- jf | 

shovel to assist in filling his loads, and| try are now asking; and the question of 4 
equally sure to avoid moving his team adopting a better highway system is be- ' 

out of a slow walk during the whole ing agitated all over the Union. New “| 

eight hours. York, Pennsylvaina, Massachusetta, fi 
: Nor are the Taxes Ohio, Maryland, and Missouri have each 

Thus “worked” the only ones that|made changes in their highway laws i 

we have to pay for the mainte-| during the last year or two; but “that He 

mence of poorhigiways. Speci2l tax-| the reform may be thoroughand perma- 

es are levied, payable in cash, and|nent there must be harmony in legisla- ae 

are expended on highways and bridges/|tion and unity in aim and purpose,"—— 
as the town board directs. While pre-| good, uniform system must be adopted i 

paring this paper, I examined the high- | throughout the Union. 1 iF 

way records of acertain town in thisstate.| Before railroads became so numerous Br 

It is a town which isnot noted forgood!some of the states built what were HH 

I tp 
. : i i
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known as “state roads.” These roads | he recommends will not act as a charm 
i were paid fer out of the state funds, | and instantly remove the ills. “Habit 

and ran from one great market centre | often becomes a second nature, and it 
to another, back and forth across the|is only by the positive pressure of evil 

| state, forming a network of highways | that we are driven to reform.” 
that were far superior to the other roads,| But, farmers of Wisconsin, it is to 

| and that were powerful factors in the| your interest to work for this reform. 
development of the resources of the|Don’t say: “Let us wait to see what 
commonwealth? other states will do.” The Badger state 

The Times Require Better System seldom, if ever, waits for others to lead. 
i It has been suggested that that sys- She endeavors to obey the command ex- 

|! tem should, in a measure, be revived. pressed in her motto; and if you will en- 
That all highway taxes should be col- ter this struggle with a determination to, 

: lected in money. That the state should | Wi for the right, our state will, in this, ‘ 
; build and maintain the main roads—at|®S ™ other great undertakings, move 

least one or two in each county; the steadily and gradually forward. 
+ work to be done under the direction of eae 

acompetent civil engineer, who should HOW CAN OUR NOXIOUS 
Hj be a state officer and should have con- 
4 trol of all state highways and bridges. WEED LAW BE MADE 

Each town should have a commisioner MOST EFFICIENT IN 
or superintendent of highways, specially 

. fitted for the office, who should have the ITS PROTECTION 
supervision and control of all highway OF OUR FARMS? 

i work ordered by the town board. ae 4 
All bridges costing $1,000 or more By Dr. R. J. Witcox. 

should be built by the state. Often we| Read at River Falls Institute, December 2-3.) 
find a town through which one or two Canada Thistles. 
large streams wind in such a manneras| The Canada thistle is a weed which - 
to necessitate the erection of a number | seems to have demanded legislative en- 

| of large and expensive bridges. Such|actment to protect the farmers of the 
iy bridges are of great benefit to the pub-} states from its inroads for nearly one 

lic in general, and it is unwise and un-| hundred years. In the meantime, while 
/ just to tax one town the whole cost of | state after state has adopted laws for its 

their construction and maintenance. suppression, year after year it has moy- 
It has been truthfully said that “he | ed steadily, silently, and resistlessly for- 

who seeks to change a long and estab-j ward, in its western march. 
lished custom, is likely tobe the most} More than twenty-seven years ago our 
unpopular of men,” for a time at least. | state enacted a law to suppress it. This 
He will be disliked by the timid and | law, amended from time to time, with its 
lazy, who fear the dangers and troubles | stringent provisions, stands today as a 
ofa change; he will be fought by those | bulwark to protect our farmers from its 3 
who are satisfied with the old though | occupation of our soil. Coming stealth- 
evil way, and he will receive little sup-| ily, none can tell when nor how, it finds 
port from men who are consciousof the | a lodgment in our richest soil, and un- 
existing evils, because the remedies that! thought of and unseen, it secures a foot- 

} .
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hold on the farm, and isseldom revealed | twenty per cent. Ten per cent. meansa 

tillit appears, not as a single plant, but|loss of six hundred thousand dollars, 

as an armed host, and he is above the/| the result of slackness and indifference, l 

average farmer in wisdom, who, consid-|becaue this pest has not yet come to Hea 

ering the best mode of attack, isable to| your farm, that you know of. tea 

subdue and exterminate it, and avoid A Geek tan, | 

| multiplying the pest with plow, cultiva-| We have an excellent law, but it ’ 

tor and harrow. needs wise judgment on the part of the 
That this most noxious of weeds is| commissioner — vigilance, unflinching i 

with us to stay, is no longer a question. | perseverance and thorough co-operation 

In the counties of Pierce and St. Croix | among our farmers to make it efficient. 
it has established its foothold on more} Many obstacles stand in the-way of its 

than one hundred farms, which we can} enforcement. In the first place, there is 4 

locate, and from these points, as centers | g too general ignorance of its importance ad 
of dissemination, it will in a very few| and of its requirements. We doubt, if a 

years find ahome throughout the length | majority of the towns listen toits perusal 1 
and breadth of this great valley. at the annual town meeting, as ~ i 

When we listen to the experience of | the law directs, or if they hear it, con- H 

some of our Irish friends who tellus|sider it of so much personal interest il 

that oftentimes in Ireland before they | that it need be enforced. " 

could harvest their grain they were| A Live, Practical Weed Commissioner. 

obliged togo with thick protection for} Again, the chairman ie appoints Be 

their hands and expend from twenty to| the commissioner, is not always wise in Mt 

thirty days’ labor in pulling up and car-| his choice. Its duties are often dele- Hy 
rying off the thistlesfrom one acre of | gated tothe overseers of highways—a ay 

grain, one may perhaps catch a glimpse] pjan tried for many years under our i 

of the cost of our crops in a time com-/ former statutes and found inefficient in 1 
ing, too soon, unless unremitting vigil-| its results. Wy 

ance and ceaseless effort by the co-opera-}_ Again, the weed commissioner often f t 
= tion of all our farmersenable ustostamp | thinks his whole duty done when he fi H 

out and subdue this foe where it is. serves the notices required, and the ig- it] 

When we increase the labor and ex-| norance or indifference of the farmers of } 

pense of producing our crops without aj his town, never suggests aay liability of Hy 
corresponding increase in the amount|afine on him for neglect of duty— qi) 
and value of the crop, we depreciate the | though some of the noxious weeds are if 

value of our farms. over-running every farm subject to his i 
_ In someportions of our state farms are | inspection. 9 

found which have already depreciated| Again, it is often difficult to learn ri 

from thirty to fifty per cent. in ther| where the noxious weeds are located, Re 
cash value, because of Canada thistles. | except as their presence is disclosed by f 

The farms of Pierce and St. Croix | their abundance—and then the task of i 

counties represent an invested capital | destroying or removing,seems too for- He 

of more than six millions of dollars. |midable for any immediate accomplish- " 
Permit these farms to become infested | ment. 4 
with these thistles and how soon will| Again, it sometimes happens that the i | 

they depreciate in value five, ten, or even ' officers of one town are vigilant in their qe 

i 

i 
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compliance with the law, while a neigh- {in boy-fashion, cutting the stalks so far | boring town neglects its duties in this | above the ground that many branches respect. It then becomes the duty of | with their crop of blooms and seeds are each and every farmer to whom this unharmed, an occurrence happening in i knowledge may come, to follow up this | several instances under our own observa- neglect, even if the fine is necessary. |tion the past summer among some of AY The law is ample in its provisions and | the best—certainly among some of our its enforcement should be a matter of in- largest farmers. 
terest with all. But leaving these minor points which Again, a mistaken economy often | are easily remedied by the farmers when * ; causes the chairman to restrict the they understand the situation, let us hy watchfulness and care of the commis- consider the best way to exterminate the Ht i sioner so that he fails to accomplish and | various weeds named in the law. This Ht finish the work committed to his hands. | has been discussed by Prof. Goff, in Bul- : This becomes especially apparent some- | /etin No. 20 of the State Experiment Sta- times in the case of lands owned by non- tion, and to which we shall recur very Hi residents. The law requires the oc- freely in these remarks. 
cupant to prevent the noxious weeds Noxious Weeds, ti from ceding. In the practical working 

i ofthe ‘aw the tenant is sustained in The burdock (Lappa officinalis), is a claiming he occupies only the land he| biennial plant, that is, it reaches matur- tills. The fence corners, the roadsides, ity at the end of two years from the seed 
the waste places, where many of the] and dies. If the stalks are cut when in noxious weeds find a safe retreat, are not full bloom below the crown it will give . in his occupancy, and therefore if at-| no further trouble. 
tended to at all, must be under the su- Thecockle bur, clot bur (Xanthium pervision of the commissioner. Strumarium) is rapidly gaining a general In one town we can name, three patch- | foothold in this vicinity. It is anan- es of Canada thistles for the past three | nual and if faithfully followed with cul- ‘ years have grown, bloomed, and sown| tivation is easily kept in subjection. i their seeds unmolested. Again, the free-| But while it seems at home in almost dom of action of the commissioner is re-| any soil, itis especially luxuriant on our i stricted by the very general impression | dry runs, and is evidently spreading, by } prevalent, that the time to reach these | the water conveying and planting the f weeds most effectually, is when the|seeds along their borders from which it seeds are nearest being fully ripened. | invades the farms. 

i Consequently, many deem the commis-| Sour dock, yellow dock and curled ‘ sioner intruding, trespassing on per-| dock (Rumex crispus) is spreading very 
sonal rights, over officious, if he, seeing | fast in this section. Itis a deep root- the ripening crop, insists on their des ing perennial plant, and if pulled and truction before they are ripe. thrown on the surface will perish, but Again, the farmer crowded with his| will retain foralong time vitality eriough work in haying, sends the boys to des.| to grow, if it becomes covered witha troy the thistles. They report having | little earth. It is very abundant in done so. He rests easily, but inspec-| many portions of our country and tion shows the work imperfectly done, | threatens much permanent annoyance, 

z 4 settee
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The ox-eye daisy, white daisy or white | back and forth a great deal will kill them, i | 

weed (Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum) | but this treatment will not extermin- ea 
is reported from four towns in Pierce | ate them, for in land I have had in past- / 

and two towns in St. Croix counties. | ure eight years, and seen no thistle for ee 

Summer fallowing or devoting it to a| five years, when plowed, I find roots of | : 
hoed crop is the plan recommended by | the thistle in some places, and these Jet 
Prof. Goff. will send up stems and blossoms as soon ; / 

The snap dragon, also called by some|®S the land is cultivated. A heavy a 
toad flax, butter and eggs, (Lin-|8Towth of clover seems to smother them ee 
aria vulgaris) is one of our very out the best ofanything I have tried, i 

noxious weeds when once it obtains pos-| but it is hard to get_a good catch of aha 
session of the soil. It monopolizes the clover on land badly infested with these . 

ground, is very aggressive, and is diffi- weeds. I have sown clover with oats on 

cult to exterminate. Prof. Goff recom- | 2° Piece of ground two years in succes- 
mends summer fallowing as the only sion and failed to get a catch of clover, j 

effectual treatment. It has a footing in | this year I sowed the land to buck- 
several towns about us and is proving | Wheat, plowed that in when in bloom and A 

more than a match for a single season’s |then fall sowed rye. I thought that ad 
summer fallow. Perhaps repeated plowing the land in Juneand then im- , 

plowing while summer fallowing would mediately sowing the buckwheat which Fs 
subdue it. is a rapid and rank grower would be if 

The sow thistle (Souchus arvensis) is a| better than summer fallowing, then ; 
perennial plant nearly or quite as difficult | Plowing under this crop I thought would i i 
to destroy when established in our soil |Smother the thistle roots to a consider- Ie 

as the Canada thistle. It is reported in able extent and the rye sown this fall i r 

several towns near us and resists all| Would get astartahead of any thistle al 

ordinary means of treatment. A friend|that might be left, and so keep them it 
who has been contending with it for down, this is not yet proven, however. I ap 

several years, thus speaks of his experi- have killed some small patches by cover- uf i 

ence with it. He says: I have tried to| ing with half rotten straw to a depth of 4 

subdue the sow thistle by thorough cul- | 8ixten or eighteen inches. we 
tivation with corn, this will keep them Canada Thistle. iH 

from seeding if thoroughly cultivated,| The Canada thistle remains for our “4 

but the root stocks are loosened and | consideration, and an examination of m 
scattered and the following year the|the experiments cited by Prof. Goff A 

weeds are more numerous than before.|may aid us in solving the difficulties fo 
The same is true of summer plowing, | which surround the question of exterm- Ma 

as far as my experience goes. I have tried | inating the weed. Some of our friends it 
it to some extent, but with little suc-| tell us that they have no fear of Canada ie 

cess. I have tried pulling them, but! thistles. They have had large experi- hg 

this only puts them back a little more | ence with them and can kill them every Mi 

than cutting, as the fine roots break off | time—in the meanwhile we can point to hi 

in the ground and send up new ‘stems.| numerous patches established from five He 

Seeding to grass and pasturing will! to fifteen years, treated with watchful Bi 

check their growth and prevent spread- | care every year to some of the means t 

ing and in parts where the stock travel' which are so sure to exterminate, and ie 

ey
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every year has seen the patch spreading | Wherever the soil is of a depth per- 
i! till the single plant of ten years ago now | mitting the root to be reached and ef- 
i occupies a quarter to one-half acre, and | fected in its whole extent by the plow, 
i of all the patches not one in fifty has | hoe, fire or salt, the thistle may be de- 

yet been exterminated. Why this dis- stroyed by these means. 
crepancy in statement and fact? The! In all bottom grounds where the roots { experiments in New York, of Ambrose i descend deep and the soil permits access ft Stevens in 1841 to 1845, referred to by of air, neither the plow, hoe, fire nor 
Prof. Goff, explain this: Three soils ,Salt will destroy the thistle — here the 
were tried: Ist, a strong clay loam inter- | grasses will be found the best destroy- 

ii) mixed with slate. The thistles here es Whatever limits the thorough 
it were killed by plowing nine inches deep | application of the means of destruction 

i in April and repeating till September in| iq) proportionately ‘diminish success. 
avery dry season. They did not sur- Hence, in many locations it will be 
vive the third plowing. found difficult ever to eradicate them, 

The second soil was shallow upper soil, | the plow will not reach the roots, and 
vegetable mould, alluvial deposit and its roots will not grow thick enough to 
clay resting on hard pan. Three tests!smother them. Sheep, salt and the 

i were made on this soil—fire heating the|scythe will have to follow them 
ground to hard pan, fire and salt, a plat| with ever watchful vigilance. ‘One of 
soaked to the hard pan three times with | our friends in an adjoining town says 
strong brine. All these tests were com-| he has destroyed them on his farm after 

‘ pletely successful—the thistles were de-| two or three years of faithful labor by 
‘ stroyed in each case. destroying, every ten days or two weeks 

The third soil was a rich alluvial bot- during the growing season, every shoot 
tom; the roots penetrated three feet deep. | or leaf which appeared above ground. 
Here plowing deeply six times from| Col. Dill, of Prescott, tells me he has 
April to August only made the thistles| made a very thorough test of kerosene 
more vigorous than before. This plat | the past summer, but without success. 
the next year was planted to corn May| Prof. Goff truly says that the past 
2d, and plowed and hoed in June, July sixty years have added remarkably lit- 

: August, and hoed in September, but in| tle to our knowledge’ as to the best 
j October the thistles were more vigorous | means of extirpating this plant. 
i than ever. Salt and fire were equally| Such being the nature of it, already 

ineffectual on this soil. Red top grass|established in one hundred and forty 
sward was tried, and wherever the grass | farms in Pierce and St. Croix counties 

{ became established it choked out the | of which we know, and with twelve towns 
thistles. Timothy and clover on bottom | in the two counties not heard from, but 
lands failed. The last named soil in| with a reasonable presumption they are 
many respects would fairly represent | more or less infected, is it not time that 
the average soil of this portion of the|the farmers of this valley should be 
St. Croix valley where we find the| awake to the coming of this pest, and 
thistles. His conclusions are worthy of| very much in earnest in destroying it 
our careful study. Whatever will effec-| where established? 
tually exclude the plant from light and| The question at once recurs, how far 
air will destroy it. will the faithful enforcement of this law 

;
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be sustained by the farmers. No com-| let itlay for fouror five years that land ] 

missioner can carry out the require-| is enriched for alltime, that is wrong, i 

ments of the law against the opposition | and shows a lack of knowledge as to the I 

and example of a very few of the lead-| intelligent use of the plant. Clover 4 

ing farmers of his town. Very quickly|shouldnever be left down longer than q | 

would he find his footsteps watched and | the second year. eat 
he be told ke was partial, afraid to dis- aii tamciel cas muda coe ia 
turb the well-to-do farmer and quick to My shiatlicd its’ tiene clove wea ii 
molest the poor, over-worked man of ere i 
eee emia” Sere Apalabo- an small grain, and when the crops are Mh 

honest pride among al] our farmers to so ee ee naw ao =e se 
as with the exception of corn land, is green | 

enforce the law for themselves, avoiding| . c ' 
Geiss $4: tha’ qusmitmionar to with clover, it protects the _—re the 

visit their premises on account of any of = fit Cen we sree ? fae ae ; 

the weeds named in thislaw. Many think ~ ; He aE PEI z / 

the law well enough when applied to sow every spring and plow up a portion 

thistles, but of little benefit when applied | °°F7 Pee en) aaa i 
to the other weeds it includes. Can the ; tis Dern ee i va 
commissioner do his duty and discrimin- | ™°" * @Ver SOW more than six quar i 

ate between the weeds mentioned when = have had a splendid stand from 

he sees them permitted to grow unmo- rom i ie j 
lested. These are some of the questions Land p Se e ae — ye 
for you to consider and aid the honest clover can not . ig! s pesca 2 i 

efforts of a faithful officer instead of op- ed. We oo by ate es = ie hie 
posing or treating with indifference his subject, ee eee ere oo ai 
endeavors. Intelligence and experience decaying generates nae se pes be- i 

“ : comes vaporized at legrees, and con- 4 

a = oom = ee ee sequently lost to the soil, but by the de- a 
ments of this law in the best way and in f the texiperatnes cette Geen i 

the meantime patience and earnest co- | Cr°#S? 0° the temperature 7 a 
ration will make the law of value to Diets, the smumeeis Snes ae ere ict diakactadne to moisture brought down by dews and oa 

selon . ay: rain, the plaster being mixed with the ay 
Tye: surface of the land acts to hold and in- Hy 

CLOVER. corporate it with the soil, whereby it be- fs 
ea comes fixed as plant food. wy 

By C. H. Everert, Beloit, Wis. tin Fertility. ; uf Ey : —— i" 
Clover is King. I had a piece of land anumber of i 

Of all plants raised on the farm the | years ago that had become so depleated hi 

clovers are the most valuable. Clover is | it did not pay for cultivation, | sowed it a 

the only crop we can raise that will | to rye, and the next spring in March I tig 
yield a direct profit, and at the same | seeded to clover on a lightsnow at the j | 

time enrich the land; it furnishes at one | rate of six quarts per acre. When that Ne 
and the same time, the best hay crop,|rye came off that yielded, by the way, ie 
and the best manure crop. ten bushels per acre, I found a nice ie 

But some farmers seem to think if | growth of clover, by not pasturing it in i 

they seed a piece of land in clover and| the fall, the following spring it was all Vi 
! 

u 
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| alive. The first of May I sowed 100] are nothing more than good cotton cloth ' pounds of land plaster to the acre, by | tear them off one yard. square and hem ih the 15th of June I hada heavy growth | the rough edge, tie a stout cord to each i for that soil. I commenced cutting on | corner, fasten the cord tu a smooth stick ! that date, cut it all down and let it lie; | ten inches long, these are used to fasten { in a few days the second crop made its| them down, such vaps, if taken care of | : appearance, came right up through and | will last many years, and they are al- t Srew very rapidly, when ready to cut for| most water-proof when drawn tight, and 
fF seed I used the old-fashioned reaper j will pay for themselves in one year in 

leaving it in windrows. J obtained from quality of hay. As soon as clover begins 
that ten-acre piece thirty bushels of clean | to look red all over the field, it is time ¥ seed that sold for five dollars a busbel.|to commence cutting. Many farmers ¢ Ithen took the plow with sod jointer|make the mistake of waiting until the * attached, and turned it over, plowing | heads begin to turn brown, and before 4 under the first cutting, the next year | they are through cutting is very ripe, } that land produced seventy bushels of every change after the blossom is full i shelled corn to the acre. Now how do| isto mature seed, and the stalk is con- } we acount for the increased productive- stantly changing to a woody, hard sub- : ness of that field in twoyears. I reason | stance that is indigestible and worth- } it out in this way. The long clover roots | less. 

: reach down into the soil absorbing fer- The mower should be started in the 
tilizing influences that are beyond the morning as soon as the dew is off, but 
reach of ordinary vegetation, bringing never before, cut what you think will ' them tothe surface, and as I said before make 150 cocks, see that none is left in 
the ammonia brought down by moisture bunches at corners or other places, it 
is caught and retained by the plaster should all have the sun for 3 or 4 hours, the whole when plowed under is secured if the weather is favorable; by one 
for the soil and held as food for the suc- o’clock or a little later it is ready to rake 
ceeding crops, and by plowing under as} 454 cock up, it should not be put in I did, the first growth of partially rotted great, large piles, but as the hay is 
clover, it hada tendency to loosen the green, it can be put into nice piles of 
soil and make it more porous. But were medium size, the caps should be put on. 
Ito redeem an impoverished soil agains | ang pinned down by sticking the wooden - I would cut the first crop for hay, then pin wellinto the hay. The next day 
sow plaster again and turn under second | repeat the operation, and soon until the 
crop when in blossom. Clover, when end of the fifth day when you have got properly cured, makes the finest kind of | 600 or more caps covering as many piles 
hay for all kinds of stock. of hay; on the morning of the sixth day, Curing Clover—Hay Caps. if the weather is fair, the first 150 caps We all know that to obtain the best | should be taken off and the hay opened, possible results, clover should be cured | by nine o'clock or when you have finish- in the cock, but to do this successfully | ed cutting for the day, it is ready to go the first requisite is the hay cap, forthe|in and the caps may be used again, average farmer with 10 to 15 or 20 acres|80 after the first five days you 
of clover, five or six hundred will be|¢an cut and draw every day until done, 
sufficient, they cost $5 per hundred and | your hay will not get wet nor will it all 

\\
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dry up in the sun, but it will come out | understanding, an introduction by letter i 

of the mow in March bright and green, | to the honey bee, associated with the fl 

and every head and leaf is saved. Hay | history of man through all the ages of i 

put up in this way stops drying up and|the past, giving to Israel’s promised i a 

sweats in the cock, and will not heat in | country the descriptive title of ie 

the mow. “ A Land Flowing With Milk and Honey.” tae 

By the best possible results obtained| Bee-keeping has become an important aa 

by all other methods, one-third, andjnational industry, there being 300,000 i 

many times one-half, of the feeding | bee-keepers in the United States, with ileal 

yalue is lost, and it is poor economy in| an estimated annual production of 50,- ie 

my judgment to raise 20 acres of clover|000 tons of honey. Our own county a 

to get the feeding value of 15, besides|is not behind its neighboring counties y 

the handling, carting, storing, etc., of | in utilizing this very important channel 7 

the five acres, only to cart it back on to| of pleasure and profit which adds much tea 

the land in shape of poor manure. Ten | to our national wealth. hl 

acres of clover hay, cured as every farm-| The habits of the bee have been care- 

er can and ought to cure it, is worth more | fully studied by fearned and scientific i 

than twenty acres of the coarse, woody, | men in ancient as well as modern times, fe 

nuwholesome stuff we find everywhere in | developing the fact that in all the annals i 

abundance. Cut what you can handle | of natural history nothing is found more ne 

and make first-class hay of, and plow | interesting and wonderful than the in- wt 

under the rest. Invest a few dollars in | ternal affairs of abee hive. Anaverage =< H 
hay caps and be convinced. colony contains 30,000 inhabitants, tH 

composed of a queen or mother bee, sev- hi F, 

eral hundred drones or males, and work- ip 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE | ers of undeveloped gender, the mass of i ¢ 

BEE AT HOME. the colony, the government of which is j 

not monarchical, as many suppose, but i iP 

By Rev. James Bary, Oxrorp, Wis. | purely democratic, which fact should a 

eet produce political affinity. The queen, ee 

[Read at Westfield Institute, January 23-%.] | the only perfect female, seems to have Hf / 

Permit me to open before you an aver- | allotted to her as sole duty the deposit- i} 

age swarm of bees for a five minutes in-| ing of eggs in brood cells, prepared by vi 
spection, that we who prize the product | the workers. From 100 to nearly, if not Ti) 

may become better acquainted with the | quite, 2,000 are deposited daily, accord- fi : 

producers or mavufacturers, which may|ing to the season and weather. She ie 

be turned greatly to our advantage. can be readily distinguished from them oe 

Isee even now alarm clouding many | by ber size which is much larger. She it 

brows while you look suspiciously|certainly is the center of attraction hi 

around to see a real hive brought forth | among her people, who bestow upon her Ui 

with vivid recollections of some past ex-| the great attractions and affections. if 

periences in which you and the ‘hive| She possesses a sting but never uses it ae 

suddenly parted company exchanging a| excepting in combat with a rival queen. is 

long to be remembered smart for a| Never goes abroad after her bridal tour ‘se 

sting. excepting with a colony swarming, and i 

Our hive will be but pictured to the! retains her vigor about three years. te 
a 

ee 
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| Drones, gentlemen of leisure, differ |10 days when they nearly fill the cell 
much from the queen in appearance, | refuse to eat and are sealed over. 
are less active, have no sting, no probo-| Around themselves they spin a silken 

, sis for gathering honey, no basket for | sock changed from larva into a perfect 
pollen, no socks for the secretion of wax | bee coming forth in about 20 days from y 
which the workers have. In the latter hatching,and 4 days later go forth as 

. part of summer they are usually looked | master workmen wearing out their He 

. upon as unnecessary and burdensome /|lives during busy season in about six 
members of society and are put to| weeks. 
death. Queen cells can readily be distinguish- 

ed from other cells, much resembling an 
| The Workers. acorn cup and are placed in the comb 

Workers are the sole laborers, bringing | vertical instead of horizontal in outer 
} into the hive four substances out of | edge of comb. 

which is produced all things necessary) Young queen bees are fed with royal 
for the construction of the hive, raising | food and come to perfection a few days 
the young, etc. Ist. Toney nectar of | sooner than the others. With this brief 
flowers extracted by a kind of probosis, | insight into the hive among its busy in- 
stored in honey sacks and carried to| mates another five minutes would give 
hive. This honey has to be prepared |an outline of their culture drawn from 
by mixing with it formic acid secreted | my own personal observation and ex- 

in the bees’ jaws and mixed with honey | perience. 
by vigorous stirring. 2nd. Pollen dust A Blessing to All. 
is used to feed young bees and cap over| ‘That every farmer and fruit grower is 
their cells as it is porous and very much benefited by a few bees in the neighbor- 

cheaper. 3d. Propolis or bee glue ob-| hood is now a wellestablished fact, They 
tained from the willow, poplar and other perform an important service by fertiliz- 
trees used to cement cracks and crevices ing the blossoms of fruit-bearing trees 
and asstays to strengthen cells. 4th.| and seed-bearing plants, mixing the pol- 
Water to give drink totheir babes and | jen with the stigma of the flowers when 
mix with their food. Wax or bee tal-| in search of honey. 
low is not gathered like the other ma-| Therefore, although the manipula- 
terial, but secreted under littie scales | tions of the apiary differ materially 
underneath the abdomen. When wax-| from the farmer and horticulturist each 
making, they eat honey and hang to- | so contributes to the welfareof the other 
gether in clusters while the operation | that harmony and good will can but 6 
proceeds, causing their owners often to|exist. Let noone entertain the belief 
judge them wrongfully, thinking them] that any one can be a successful bee- 
idle, The queen begins to lay as soon| keeper or that they can be kept profit- 
as pollen can be secured from blossoms, | ably in all localities. A natural inclina- 
which is mixed with honey and water | tion or aptness for the business which ’ 
partly digested by the bee and laid in| ean and must be developed by personal 
the cells with the eggs to feed the| application as thorough and _persever- 
larvaas soon as hatched. In about 3 ing as that required in any of the great 
days the larva hatch a tiny worm with-| branches of industry is necessary, and 
out legs. They are fed until about 9 or| yet although but few have the faculties, 

\ ‘ 3
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/ time, means to become thorough apiar- | about 2,000 tbs of salable section honey 

j ians there are few who may not aspire to | besides more than doubling the colony, 

j ordinary proficiency which shall yield | yet I think the Italian is the general 1 

; them a generons remuneration for labor | favorite. Bees do not work for nothing ' 

expended. specially would I recom-|and board themselves, so pasture is i 

mend apiculture to adults of either sex | necessary, consisting in this county of | 

in search of health who would find light | basswood or linden and buckwheat. Two ) i 
out-door employment with genial men-| of which must be in sufficient abundance t 

tal exercise better thana medical course | Within three miles to meet their de- I 

of treatment, with profits instead of mands. The old box hive must be laid 5 

doctor bills as their share of the enter-| aside with the’sickle and hand loom as f 

prise. Many farmers, too, whose ambi- curiosities of antiquity and some ap- j 

tion survive their ability to do genera] proved moveable frame hive with supers , 

field labor or oversight, might lengthen | #04 sections used. My experience with ea 

out their days profitably with afew bees. | the Simplicity Langstroth and Wiscon- Hee 

All necessary information can be secur- | Sin is that either is desirable, although I 

ed by reading ABC of Bee Cultnre,|rather prefer the Wisconsin. Super hy} 

by A. I. Root, Medina, O., together with honey in one pound sections are better au 

some standard bee journal, such as in the ordinary apiary extracting, many 

Gleanings in Bee Culture, by the above yield greater returns but require far i 

named author, and the American Bee | more time and skil] with a less general 

Journal, published by Thos. G. Newman market. Wintering in a dry cellar with i 

& Son, Chicago, Ill, who also issues|@ Uniform temperature of 45° is my i 

the Honey Almanac which reveals the choice. Take them out when willowand te , 

fact that in the culinary art honey can | soft maple are in blossom. i fe 
be used instead of sugar in almost every | Put on supers as soon as clover blos- t i 
kind of cooking, is pleasant to the pal- | 80ms appear. Feed weak colonies with if 

ate and healthful tothe stomach. An|honey or syrup made of coffee “CO” | 

excellent article on the hygienic advan-| sugar. Take honey to market crated in ‘fl 

tage of honey over all other sweets has | g00d shape so that the maker’s nameis a iW 

been given tothe public by Dr. J. W.| guarantee that allis as represented and 4 

Vance, of Madison, while from Mr. Tefft, | all will realize the fact that we, too, live i f 

good authority, we quote: “Itis atrae|in a “land flowing with milk and Hey 

brain and nerve food. It gives refresh-| honey.” DD ae 

ment and nutriment to mental and Se f f 

physical energies, new life to the weak HOME EDUCATION. he f 

and debiltated, relieves nervousness, im- ae oe 

proves the appetite, tones the system,” By Auice Batx Looms. Fi : 

oe [Read at the Lone Rock Institute January 2-8] I 
Apiarians have their favorite breed foe pearing hag ty elerw ogame os i ! 

the same as other stockmen, so that —Porr. | 

with beginners either the Italian, Cy- The Comnion People. He a 

prian, Syrian, Holy-Land or the brown | Common minds like common people | : 

German bee will sufficiently answer.|are the rule upon this earth of ours. i 

Last season from 30 colonies of the Ger-| Abraham Lincoln once said that he ie 

man, or common black bee, I received | thought “the Lord must have specially if] | 
tree 

: 
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loved the common people, for he made} tions. How necessary then that each 
so many of them.” Now, because he| childish inquiry should be truthfully 
has made so many of them, it stands us | answered, and that each act it witnesses 
in hand—“we common people with com-| should bear the stamp of genuine in- 
mon minds’—to see that we make the|tegrity. For the seed of dishonesty 
most of our opportunities of securing the | once sown, the eaztent of its fruition can 
best education or the proper develop-|not be computed. A carelessness in 
ment of all the faculties of the mind. | business relations, a neglect of the small- 
Our schools and colleges are doing a| er affairs of life to the indiscriminating 
great work, but their efforts must be might convey an impression of dishon- 
premised and supplemented by the edu- | esty, and as discrimination is largely a 
cation of thebome to obtain the best matter of cultivation, we cannot ex- 
results. Education begins with con- pect children to possess it in 
sciousness. From this time on, the/any great degree. Therefore, even 

t formation of mind and consequently/a seeming carelessness should be 
| character are greatly the result of in-| avoided and each adjustment of affairs, 

vironment. Rarely do we see a beauti-| however small, should be made with 
ful characrer rise lily-like from the mud such nice precision of justice as to leave 
and slime of social mire—rather are they | no room for misconstruction. When we 
the fruit of careful tending and prun-|have given integrity for the basie prin- 
ing. The education which marks a char- ciple of a character, we havea sure 
acter for integrity must be received un- foundation, and whatever the superstruc- 
der the parental roof. And no act, how-| ture may be it cannot fail to possess 
aversmall, but contributes its share to| moral beauty. 
the making or marring of it. The law of self-preservation which na- 

The little toddler just becoming initi-| ture has planted so strongly in all or- 
ated in the mysteries of falling and | ganisms reaches its highest development 
catching itself, accomplishing the first, | in man in what we denominate the busi- 
but failing in the second act, is perfect- | ness faculty. And it is the province of 
ly capable of understanding that it was parents tosee that its principles are 
not the “naughty floor” that was to properly regarded—teaching by precept 
blame for the bump received. But how | and example. 
mapy mothers in giving their sym- Industry and Economy, 

pashy to the ae vial pee the The proper sphere of the business penne ty Boor,” and strike sh) toe chuck: | oe ule ant ee anise Tee ae 
me baby,” thus giviug the first lesson abnormal development and therefore in untruthfulness and teaching the child should be restrained—for the man whose 
to shirk the responsibility of its own intellect, love for his family and man- 
acts. Sympathy should always be given, | king are swallowed up in business, is in- it is one of the divine attributes of hu- deed a pitiable object. Forhim the sun 
manity, but never at the expense of ab- never shines nor the flowers bloom, he : solute truthfulness. * views nature only with an eye to what | All Eyes and Ears. she can produce for him—he is dead in 

Figuratively speaking, a child is all | all that makes life worth the living. 
. eyes and ears, and the impressionable But, that care for future which provides 

mind retains all of their communica-| for the physical and intellectual com- 
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| torts, which is marked by industry and ' defective social system entails. But it is 
economy is the proper function of the | is our duty to make the most of our op- % bd 
business faculty. portunities and to makeour opportuni- © | 

In the household of the farmer especi- | ties, when within the bounds of possibil- i by 
ally the practice of these virtues isa | ity. | f 

necessity. The profits of the farm are} Amusements should be directed into ie 
cot large and if obligations are met intellectual channels when time is a i if 
promptly as demanded by good _busi- eee ‘Na 

— method — strict ~— as well, Galtaes an bee a i i 

Gpcloumgete or what in Com! ‘The daily conversations of the family He 
mon parlance is called “style”—unless con a a . : a) 

° may consist in the discussion ‘of intel- Fi 
we close the avenues of culture to meet | z 7 a 

i lectual topics—history—its connection eat 
the demand, andl todo this is to condemn x 2 i 

3 sais with the affairs of to-day. The schemes Mig 
our hetter selves to inanition and thus is 

= of government for the betterment of If 
deprive us of the purest enjoyment of . : = i 

. . |mankind. Biography, the debt of grati- i 
which human beings are capable. For + 4 fat oe i hi les 

the pleasures of the senses and the; mde. we owe. to Ree Oe i | 
=e 4 have made our existence in our present p 

zratitication of pride are not to be com- ible, thei a iT 

pared to the pure delight of intellectual state possible, their emulation in all tae 
and spiritual activity that our added advantages render con- # i 

es een ; sistent. Philosophy, its relation to our —- |} 
eisepe BOE KE and ee lives and literature with its pen pictures : 

ne — in a business Tee of beauty andlove. Its dark characters i pl 

Be : — ful ee hig! °F | that have failed to shadow forth the ie 

culties be not stunted or lost in their) aivinity that dwells within them, and = | 
activity: In the pening of education it met the reward that is meted to such vie 
is well to bearin co that the abnormal and others who have lived the higher ath 

development of our faculty means & cor- | ideal jife placing self a willing sacrifice | 
responding latency of Se _ |upon the altar of truth—all of these 4) i 

sen —- eee - intelioet things as annexes to the well selected 4 é 

eo fee en © | and regular evening readings are fruit- ath 
long days of manual labor astupify the| +) topics of conversation i 

mind and deaden all desires but those - ? fi : 

that are distinctly physical. But with Know, Thyeelf. ‘i i if 

the coming of winter thestress slackens| There is growth and development in we 

and a disposition for amusement ap- their assimilation, not only intellectual, ‘ 

pears. but moral and spirtual as well. “With r 

‘Tho love of play is one of the proper- | Wider view come loftier goal.” It has | i 

ties of animal life and we do not look for| been said that “books are the grind- fi 

the exemption of the human animal. |stone upon which we sharpen our intel- st 

But we do look for something more. lectual weapons,” and it would not have i 

There exists a widsly prevalent dis-| been far out of the way to have added ig 

ease which could be properly named | moral weapons. We do not expect a i 

Intellectual Laziness, It is ina great| nice ethical perception in the African it Fi 

meusure, no doubt, the natural sequence | savage, but fill him with the contents of Fy 

of the too great physical activity which | good pure books and wehave a Fred i 

the law of self-preservation under our| Douglas. A miraculous metamorphosis! i 

15—Lsst. Co 
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No, simply an illustration of the potency | ists; but when the flag symbolizes jus- 

of environment. Nature furnishes us| tice and equality, homage is spontane- 

* no miracles, all is the result of “law and|ous and does not require cultivation. 

beauteous order.” We can not be too careful that: homage 

“Yet I doubt not through the ages one increasing | to the nation’s. flag and patriotism be 
purpose runs, not confounded. It is the privilege of 

And tie thoughts of men are widened with the| the ynite upon which this government 
process of the suns.” 

: : rests to say what the flag shall symbol- 

it is man’s high prerogative endowed ize-—whether it shall be partisanship 
with reason and volition by an infinite|,, the dictates of a pure patriot- 

wisdom, to co-operate with that law. | ign, 

5 Todevelop his own mentality and to . 

j aid others to the extent of his ability is Aim at a High Ideal. 

i | a duty that the quickened conscience| ‘The home is the nursery of high ideals, 
| ean not fail to recognize, for the hoard-| great ends cannot be attained without 
+} ing of a truth, whether through fear of |them. A thing must first livein thought 

ostracism or till such time as it shall|pefore it can be shaped forth to the 

! become valuable among menis acrime| world. The steamboat first existed an 

against the universal law of evolution, | igo) in the mind of Robert Fulton be- 

the intelligent co-operation with which | tore it sailed up the Hudson. 

is the ultimate destiny of man. The ideal citizen has an abiding sense 
Love of Country. of his responsibility. He realizes that 

The subject of patriotism is at pres: | it is his business to know for himself, 

ent occupying the thoughts of some of | and to rely on his own judgment, for it 
our people to a considerable extent. is impossible to tell how far self-interest 

Perhaps the dearth of it in public places | may influence the judgment of others, 

has aroused the people to the necessity |Goethe said: “Think for yourselves, 

of its cultivation. As a result of this |even though you may think wrong.” 

awakening we have the nation’s flagin} The ideal citizen judges measures and 

our school room as a means of its incul-|men at the bar of conscience, and he 

cation. Patriotism is one of the higher | does not give conscience a vacation when 

virtues, but its roots lie deeper than he goes to the polls in the exercise of 

mere respect forasymbol. Patriotism|the chief duty of citizenship.’ The 
means love of country; it means a love | ideal statesman is one whois capable of 

so deep and broad that the nation’s | anticipating the needs of the goverened, 

highest good is a chief consideration; it| whois abovea bribe in any form, who 

means a broadening of the family circle | realizes that the true function of gov- 

until it extends to the country’s farther- | ernment is the protection of citizens in 

most limits. the exercise of their natural rights, and 

Patriotism never can be construed to| that to do more breeds injustice. He 

mean respect for.a symbol which is a| realizes that governments derive their 
shield for injustice. There was atime|just powers from the consent of the 

when our flag protected chattel slavery. | governed, and that the “governed” are 

Then its flauncing folds were synony-| not all the male sex. 

mous of injustice and outrage to those} The ideal being of whatever calling is 

) pure sou:ed patriots, the early abolition- | one who adds to professional excellence 

! 
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the exemplification of the golden rule | Such old sons as “you can’t teach an old A 

in his intercourse with his fellows. dog new tricks,” should in white house x ie 

My chapter on the lessons of the home | parlance, be consigned to“‘inocuousdes- 
would not be complete if I omitted po-|uetude.” These oft-quoted lines of is 
liteness. Some one is responsible for| Longfellow seem to fit nicely right i 
this comparison: “Politeness is like an | here: Hie | 
air cushion; there may be nothing in it, It is too late! Ah, nothing istoo late i H 
but it eases the jolts of the world Till the tired heart shall cease to palpitate, i i 

wonderfully.” And I would have widanite ie iohia ae oo ‘t | 

every one a Chesterfield, with the} Bore off the prize of verse from his compeers, ee 
genuine kindly feeling which is the When each had numbered more than four 1 ‘ 
prompter of true politeness. Even score years. ny 
the empty forms are active agents in And Theophrastus at four score and ten / i 

harmonizing the little discords which pocmac dbs caaberat ee | 

are liable to occur in the home circle, At sixty wrote the Canterbury Tales. Ha 

and are therefore worthy of cul- Goethe at Weemer, toiling to the last Ne 
tivation; for the discords once Completed Faust when eighty years were past dq Ag 

harmonized, the farms will not re neta ace ae "] 
long remain empty. It might be flow rf i 
charged that I have omitted the main Into the active regions of our lives ie 

feature of the home education should I} Where little else than life itself survives. : i a 

fail to speak of religion. But integrity] — por age is opportunity no less ie 
of character and the strict observation Than growth itself, though in another dress, io 
of moral precepts are the foundation And as the evening twilight fades away, th 2 

principles of religion. That higher de- "Tile ey Se Aliod with ‘since Saehipio waaay 7 ae 

velopment in which the soul takes — ik i 

cognizance of its relation to the infinite TOBACCO CULTURE. | i 

and co-operates with it is an attainment * ‘ A 

which is the natural sequence of the Ex bac Ken ‘i | 

self-abnegation which a higher sense of 3 A 

duty entails. The subtilities of theol- [Read at Stoughton Institute, January 2-8.) te i 

< should have me piece % eae This is a subject that is out of the i e 
tion of a child. Give him a strong : a : hee 

general line of discussion at the Farm- ‘aa 

character and matured reason and pe ers’ Institutes of the state, but to hold Vy i 

will try all things and prove all things an institute here at Stoughton without i i i 
and come out the stronger for the con- this branch of farming on the program, ‘i 

flict. to ignore a branch of farming that is so La 

Have a Teachable Spirit. general in this vicin‘ty, was undoubtedly iy i 

People of advanced and middle age| considered unwise by the authorities, le i 

are too apt to think it too late in life for| Although the use of tobacvo is consider- ve 

them to do anything in the educational | ed by all decent people as a vile and +f 5) 

line and leave the younger members of | nasty habit, and justly so, nevertheless i , 

the family to work out their own salva-| we farmers of this part of the state are oe 

tion. perfectly willing to furnish all such oe 

Home education should be co-operat-| foolish people with the weed, provided, i 

ive, each member contributing his share. ' however, as long as there is a profitable oF 

F 

tH 
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demand for the product, but of course|use. However, it pays the grower to 

i atthe same time pitying the young dude | use it, as it enables the grower to get 

struggling to form the habit, as well as| earlier plants, and earlier plants means 

the older slaves to the use of the weed. | earlier tobacco, and early tobacco is 

Idoubtif the southeast part of Dane | usually the best in this locality. 

county today would have shown the 

well cultivated farms, the fine buildings Preparing the Ground. 

and the general prosperity of the farm-| My tobacco field ison the edge of a 

ing community of this section, if the] prairie, consequently my experience 

growing of this vile stuff had never been | will not hold good on clay or a hard soil, 

f engaged in, but in its place had spent|but on mellow land. My experience 

t i their energiesentirely to the progenerat- | teaches me, that on such soil'as I have, 

it ing of the Jersey cow. that to plow in the fall is only beneficial 

iH Sowing the Seed. so far as plowing under second growth. 

if Thave been successful in getting a| Where there is not sufficient second 

{a good stand of plants by sprouting the| growth to warrant it, I do not plow the 

(2 seed in sawdust, and sowing it when|land in the fall, but prefer plowing 

well sprouted on newly fitted seed beds, | twice in thespring. The first plowing is 
t tramping it down thoroughly with the | usually done between seeding time and 

{ feet. And for covering the seed beds, I} corn planting, plowing quite shallow, 

+ have never known anything better than | and afterwards planking it down smooth. 

this so-called “tobacco cloth,” sold by | Then I apply all the manure I can get, 

agents through this section. It is very | which isthe only rule necessary in ap- 

thin and seems to be a sufficient cover-| plying manure toa tobacco field. The 

ing to hold the moisture, and at the|second plowing is done just before the 

same time thin enough toget the full| transplanting season commences, and 

benefit of the sunlight, and will keep| we then plow aswell as we know how. 

the plants a-growing right along. Last}The more dragging, pulverizing and 

_. spring I used this kind of covering side | Smootbing the better, as it is labor well 

by side with common sheeting, on plant | spent because it saves labor in the culti- 

beds that were sown at the same time, | vation of the crop, besides being in bet- 

and in all respects exactly similar. Aj ter condition for the transplanting by 

i marked difference could be noticed | holding moisture longer. Ihavenoticed 

| from the start. Those under the “to.| fields side by side, where transplanting 

bacco cloth” came up sooner, grew|could be done all day after ashow- 

larger leaf and healthier looking plants | er in the field that was 

from the start. and were ready for trans- | twice plowed in the spring and thor- 

planting fully ten days ahead of those | oughly fitted, while in the other field 

grown under sheeting. with the same amount of rain, but the 

: This cloth is sold through agents, and | ground was thoroughly fitted, the ground 

costs retail from 214 to 3 cents per yard, | would be too dry inan hour or two for 

and there is undoubtedly a large profit| transplanting. Therefore, if this was 

even at these figures, because the agents! the only consideration und benefit to be 

can be seen traveling through the tobac- | derived from thorough plowing and fit- 

co growing sections in as fine “turnouts” | ting the ground, it would more than pay 

) as any of the farm implements agents |for the extra labor. 

\y 
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Transplanting. let the plant develop too much before tbe 

In the last year or two machines for topping. Weare liable to be penny- Hy a 

transplanting have come into quite gen- wise and pound foolish in this matter of i 

eraluse. As to their merits over and|topping. Wemay go into the field with ye 

above the old fashion of back bending, | the resolution to top low. We take hold id 

Iam not prepared to say, as I have had| of a plant below a large leaf, we lookat 

only one season’s experience with a ma-| it, hesitate, and finally say to ourselves 

chine, and the crop also being destroyed “this will cure out,” and the result is Bit | 

by hail. However, I am going to use a| that the large leaves seen on the ground 

machine for setting my tobacco this| with the top when you first commenced Bo 

next year, and am of the opinion also/ to top, will gradually grow less in size ' F 

that the last acre has been set on my | and fewer leaves with the top broken off* 4 i 

farm by hand. My main reason for In topping low the leaves spread _ (44 

this belief is, to set more plants to the|more and makes leafier goods, and un- 4a 

acre. I believe the great fault with us| doubtedly gives as good a yield per acre, i ti 

here in not getting as fine a quality of| if not better than when topped high, yi ' 

~ tobacco as the climate and so'l will al-|and the top leat will be as good asthe 14 

low, lies in our tendencies to plant too! rest of the plant. it 

many acres and the plants too far apart. ‘When to Harvest. | ia 

If we would plant only six or seven acres Any experienced tobacco grower can 4 "| 

where we now plant ten acres we could | tel] a green tobacco field from one that i # 

by making the soil rich and strong, plant | it about ripe; but when itisripe enough | 

just as many plants on6 or 7 acres a8|is when we differ, and no wonder, be- ie: 
is usually set on 10 acres, and get a) suse we know by sad experience that i 

much better quality of tobacco, and a8| in some years our tobacco would cure a 

many pounds, too, as are usually raised | oyt padly, being full of white veins, fat ( ia 
on ten acres. I sawa crop the other stems, green leaves, black leaves, ete., FH 

day of the Spanish variety which yielded | s) most regardless of the time it had Mf 

2,000 pounds to theacre. Itwas set : 18| been allowed to ripen in after topping, ut 

inches in the row and the rows a trifle] 1+ ig usually conceded that the late to- es 

less than three feet apart. The usual | bacco will contain the most fat stems, iH : 
yield of Spanish tobacco is about 1,000 | put this year is an exception; the earli- tt 

pounds to the acre, and the average|..¢ harvested tobacco has more fat if fi 

yields forthe state seldom go as high 48) stems than the late tobacco. What is ae 

ei fae. a ance the cause? Can you tell? 1 certainly will | : 
= : 7 ioe not attempt to account for it. We have 8 

Z the weight of each individual tobacco| ... theories as to the causes of these 4 

plant, but that it weighs as much when unaccountable freaks of nature, but ex- if 

Closely set.as when eet far say besides perience tells us that our theories can i 

being usually a finer quality. not always be relied on. We all know i 

Topping. that to enable tobacco to ripen it must a 

When to top, and whether to top low or| be growing. In dry, cold and chilly i 

high, is a question that growers differ in| weather, when the tobacco does not ‘ 

greatly. I believe that the tendencies| grow, it will ripen less in twenty days y 

of the majority of those that believe in| after topping than it will in ten days { 

low topping even top too high, and also! with warm showers and a hot sun. 

; 7
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| Therefore, we canrot be guided by the] wind from all directions, etc., and also 
i number of days since topping, but by|what you think the curing weath- 

the actual condition of the crop, as to}er is going to be. The kind 

when it is ready for harvesting. of weather in the fall is the 
For inexperienced persons as good aj}main factor, but the grower does 

tule as can be laid down for them to| not know what kind of weather he is 

follow is to harvest when good-sized| going to have before it is too late to 
suckers appear the entire length of the | remedy his error in hanging his tobacco. 
plant. Another reason for the slow/I have « damp bottomed shed, and 
ripening of the crop is in allowing the} hang the laths usually from seven to 
suckers to grow until the time of har-| eight inches apart, [have in some sea- 

4 vesting. Tobacco can be suckered as|sons had shed-burn at this distance 
4 | much as five or six days before harvest- | apart, while these last two seasons it 
, I / ing, if well and thoroughly done, and it | would have been better for the curing 
. will not be necessary to go over it again |if the crop to have hung the laths only 
| | before cutting and harvesting. By keep-| half that distance apart on account 
| ing the suckers removed it hastens the|of the extremely dry weather. Thus 

ie ripening and thus enables the grower. to| we see that to procure a fine crop of 
i| harvest sooner and get his crops out of tabacco, requires experience and 

iy the danger of hail, wind and frost, | thorough work, good judgment, and a 
} which are elements that may change/considerable portion of good luck. 

fy the question of profit or loss in a day or ; Nevertheless an observant and thorough 
less. A grower feels comparatively safe | farmer—will succeed a part of the time, 
when the crop is harvested, but before it | but a shiftless grower—hardly ever. 
is harvested and safely housed he does 

: not know whether he will have a crop Beiwetng. 

or not. Tobacco should not be allowed - ——— —— — 
to wilt too much on the field before | 2° oe oe ee eee 
piling, because when wilted too much | has been cold enough to freeze the stalks, 

ft the leaves adhere to stalks and is more li- | because it evens up the colors in the 

i able to defects in curing than when wilt-|!eaf, when next time the tobacco 
} ed only sufficient for handliag without | Comes in cure. A tobacco stalk is green 
) breaking. The practice of leaving cut until it freezes and therefore does not 

|| tobacco out over night is also a bad| help tocolor the leaf, but after a hard 
practice, as you run the chance of hav- frost it becomes brown es color and 
ing a shower come up during the night when tobacco ms, 2m onre: ee fo oe 
to spatter mud on it, besides a heavy partially into the leaf and gives the 

daw ix sufficient to make dirt adhere to |” but this is only my opinion with ‘ 
A many other growers, while there are 

the leaves lying on the ground. fr oblisen hat jrraoling ant anes 

The distance between the laths in the | (yen 0, Cuore tat Practice Gnd advise 
shed is a matter that no rule can be — ee a ee me ~ a carly 

given for. There are so many condi- pote eo bee oe cae - ee a 
tions to consider, such as the location of | "8° Sins the\“dootars disagree on: 
the shed, whether it has a damp bottom Assorting. 

ora dry one, whether your shed is sur-| Very many growers get an erroneous 
} rounded by trees or is exposed to the | idea how tobaccois assorted in the ware- 
' 

\ 
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house ‘by the dealers. A grower | as well in the “bundle” before assorting at 

happening into an assorting room where|as afterwards, besides tobacco once ee 

@ poor crop is being handled by a packer| thrown carelessly together with the iq 

will wonder at the carelessness shown in| leaves sprawling in every direction, the he 

the assorting, and will gohome with the | tips of the leaves curled, etc., it is al- Ad 

conviction that the much talked of ware- | most impossible to get it back again into ' “a 

house sorting is a humbug, and when a} good shape. And such tobacco is fre- nt 

dealer afterwards should happen to say | quently sold for a cent or two a pound | « / 

to such a grower that his tobacco is good | less simply for the reason of its defective (ee 

but poorly assorted the grower will| packing. Pip} 

naturally think such talk is all nonsense —_ a 

because he has seen the warehouse men ee 

do it worse still! The fact in the mat- CORN CULTURE. i A 

ter is, thata dealer when handling a|By 0. S. Sisson, West Salem, La Crosse 
poor crop does not assort it all. He county, Wis. \ ‘88 

merely sets his men toevening up as to oe 5 ea 
length, called “sizing”, and ties it into The culture and production of corn ' 

“hands” and pack it and send it to Eu-|™4Y properly be divided into “three” ia 

rope for the foreigner to smoke, whose classes as follows: eat | 
sense of smell isnot 20 delicate as the| st. The soil and preparing it. A 
inhabitants of this country have. A| 2nd. Seed and plantiag. ee 
crop of tobacco that contains enough 3rd. Cultivating and tillage. es 

wrappers or even binders to warrant Preparation of Soil. i i 

spending time and laboron, you will find} In presenting to you the subject of fi 
the packer assorting with care every | soil and preparing it, we must say that a 

time. Andon this point is where the|in our observation as a farmer for the A 

grower frequently makes agreat blun-/ past 23 years, we find that there is too : y 

der by not spending necessary time and} much “hap-hazard’”’ and wrong ideas 4 

labor on a good crop, or sells it in the| maintained; that corn planted on any J e 
“bundle” for a song, or onthe other | kind of ground, with allof the different Pa 

hand spends a great deal of time and | kinds of soil that Wisconsin has, can be is i 

labor onan inferior crop, and likely a8| made successful and profitable to the i is 

not asks fifteen cents a pound for it be-| producer. a 3 

cause some neighbors has received such| Qbservation has led us to believe, that my 
aprice. Weshould study the require-| many fields are annually planted when ae 

mentsof the trade as it develops from | the fertility is poor; also on side hills ie 

year to year and spend our time and | that will wash away when the frequent : { 

labor judiciously and also be able to tell | rains come, or on low, wet ground which ' 

what quality of goods we are handling. | cannot be cultivated, and put in proper i 

Packing. condition for planting, at a date to fully e 

If there is one thing more than] mature in the fall before the frost comes: “i 

another that spoils the looks of tobacco | and lessens the crop from.one-third to fy 

and hurts its selling value it is careless | one-half. a 

and poor packing. Tobacco should al-| As has been proviously mentioned al] ij 

ways be laid away straight and closely | kinds of locations and ground are not d 

together at every stage of its handling,’ suitable for corn. i 

f 
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But we would dispel the “delusion” plowing which may be done in Septem. i that corn is not only “King,” but one of|ber or October, at a depth of five the best paying crops for the farmer, | inches, you will not find the soil in a and can be enormously produced on doughy and heavy condition; but in most any kind of soil, where the fertility | light and good order, which will pulver- is properly preserved; and this can| ize up freely and finely, and shouid be 
easily be maintained by the free use of | leveled with a harrow before the ground “clover,” and an annual ration of crops. | freezes up in the fall, which will greatly 
Should the fertility of the soil, through | facilitate the time in the spring, as well excessive crops or other causes, be ex. | ag improve the condition of the soil. hausted, sow to grain and seed down to In preparing the ground in the spring i clover, with not less than six quarts per | for planting, it should be commenced | acre of clover seed. The following| as soon as dry enough, or at an ample 5 ' fall and winter take the litter from the date to secure early planting. i horse stables, and cow stables, and haul Not waiting as old “fogy” notions | | directly to the fields and spread, as fast | would have it; for the sweet tones of the ol asa load accumulates. And continue in “Lark” and “Whippoorwill,” but com- i 80 doing until the fields are too soft in mence at once. The surface of the | the spring togoon to them, as they| ground to the depth of two inches if should not be trampled upon while the|should be thoroughly pulverized and } frost is going out, and not until they be-| made fine with farm implements. We He come quite firm and solid. If sufficient use the Gorham seeder and slanting time has not been secured to complete tooth drag, and go over the ground dressing of the field, itcan be continued twice with the seeder, and twice with (ordinarily) until about the 10th of the drag before marking, which is suffi- { May, when it should be thoroughly cient not only in properly fitting the dragged with a smoothing harrow, then ground. But in eradicating all early it will not impede the cutting of the| weeds that have a tendency to start, grass. 

This system of restoring “fertility” to M If the soil has a mixture of sand and] worn out land is just as applicable when p clay, great results will be received by | the field is used for pasture, and can be | sowing from 50 to 75 pounds of plaster | followed with corn with equal results. hie per acre, by which the clover will re-| Under the head of class second seed if ceive immediate benefit, which will also|and planting, comes a very important } help in restoring the fertility, part of the success of the crop, 
Make a specialty of cleaning up all of Seed. the old straw stack bottoms and yards} The seed should be selected from the where horses and hogs and cattle|loads at husking time when the have been kept, and finish dressing the | “best,” “choicest” and purest ears can field atter haying. be sorted out, and a place secured where No fears need be entertained by | the heat ofa stove will dry them out spreading of the coarsest straw or man-| sufficient to shell in about four weeks, ure,a3 the clover will soon grow up| and before it will sour or mold on the H through, when it will readily rot. and|cob, thereby injuring the germ or sprout, i furnish food to make strong and vigor- | which seriously retards the growth. In ous roots to the plant. And at your! regard to the variety we would say: It ' 

sa \
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corn is your principal object and you | rounds, as there was no time to fix pen® { i 

: wish to secure large yields, a staple var-| and fences and “pigs” were free com- ies 

iety of the “yellow” dent is highly rec- | moners. ii ry 

ommended. The weather being favorable it needed id 

Planting. only a few days before the corn began to ih 

Circumstances and conditions of the | C°™? UP- But, to the astonishment of A 

| ground sometimes make it preferable to the farmer, a majority of the hills were ‘isd 

plant in hills three feet eight inches limited to “ones” and “twos.” a 

apart, which is usually better adapted| He remarked, in the presence of his a 

in working the cultivator. If planted | Youthfulson, that the seed which he got Hh 

. in this manner an average of three and from his good neighbor must be poor, ; i 

a half stalks to the hill is sufficient. as the planters worked good twoor three aa 

As the seasons are not alike, we are | Years ago, and asecond tour was made to q; 

somewhat governed by the time and in-| the field for examination. He 

dications of the weather “prospective” to| The father yielded the point when the i 

: the time of planting. We have planted | sen showed him his hills he had planted ea 

2 as early as the 27th of April and as late | in his arrangement of the fox and geese He 

as the 12th of May, and in each case had ground; and he only put in two quarts if 

good corn. Though asa rule we con-|in each hill. i i 

sider late planting more risky, as three ru a 

frosts in the spring are preferable to one Sean i; iH 

in the fall, before the maturing of the “Cultivating and tillage” is the last 4 e 

corn. but not least consideration in which the a 

‘The best results are usually obtained | farmer leaves his crop in condition for a 

by not planting overan inch in depth, nature's “development.” oy 

also before the ground becomes too dry. And by so doing he will be in readi- ei 

Many fields are made a failure by late| "ess when the weather is favorable and He 

planting followed by a few weeks of dry the ground not too wet; and give the } te 

weather, in which thereis not enough field one or two good harrowings before ha 

moisture to swell the kernel and start , it. gets up, which should be followed by He 

a growth. weekly cultivating until the “tassils” are t A 

The utmost care should be used in | quite conspicuous. j 4 

regulating the planter, and watch the| Corn should be cultivated at least six tag 

depositing of the kernels as to the re-| times, we frequently run through ours the ro $ 

quired number. seventh. Cultivating after tassiling of 

We will give you one incident where a| out is beneficial if the ground is not ‘a 

farmer got behind with his plaating, and stirred to deep to injure the roots. Ks 

ina desperate hurry repaired to the Please remember when corn is three { 

field with helpers, when the click of ths to four feet high the roots are about of Yi G 

planters could be heard, showing a live- | equal length and form almost a solid d 

ly pace throughout the whole day in or-| mat from two to eight inches under ei 

der that the field might be finished. ground across the rows. ie 

Meanwhile the required amount of| With ordinary seasons and previous E fy 

seed had been taken to the field and good management, not much hoeing a 

placed incare of a six-year-old son to | need be done. There should be a few " 

watch while they were making their days of spare time between haying and # 

f 
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hi harvesting, when a person can go over | ter yields, which only can be done with t about five acres a day with a hoe, and | renewed fertility and proper cultivation, . i r cut down all weeds that have been left| In this system as given you, we have it and are likely to go to seed, which, if| been able to produce at one time, 8214 it left, not only help to use up the “fertil-| bushels of shelled corn per acre, from a i ity” neccessary for the crop in its ad-| field of 101% acres. The yield was as- \ vanced stage, but are serious “eye-|certained as follows. Each load was sores.” counted and set down as fast as husked, - e No doubt many of you who are pres- | Three average loads were weighed: ent at this meeting today, were observ-| First load weighed 25 bushels and 30 it ant of the fact that, owing to the repeat- | pounds. 
i ed frosts of last spring, some were in a Second load weighed 26 bushels “and ie state of “disparagement” and openly | 15 pounds. if avowed any possibilities of the maturing] Third load weighed 25 bushels and 7 of acrop,and many fields were thus 40 pounds. 

|i neglected. While those of you, who But they were called an aver, a 
i} did not propose to be thwarted, and let bushels oo the load. The oo 2 : 7 the weeds predominate, and took the | acres was ascertained by counting the i time and eradicated them were bounti-| rows each way, which would make it 
i fully Tewarded. aproximately correct. Last year we i a ees indeed, must be the — of | made an other estimate from a field con- i one’s business, wherein arises no time taining 13.acres. A double box found to 

for the “destruction” of “weeds.” “Ret- be 10 feet long and 26 inches deep would aoe surely overtakes wron g-do- hold 45 baskets. The total number of 
= poe wen loads was 52. Measurement of ground : a _— by rows, this yield was found to be 180 , Before closing this subject we wish to baskets per acre, 
inquire how many there are here, who 

| wish to be classed under the “head” of : These figures may seem rather astound- \ “average Wisconsin fcrners?” Who, |'2& t© some, but this may be some- i according to the secretary of agri- what lessened, when we stop and con- f culture says, only produce 2644 sider that there are 3,240 hills on an acre 
, bushels of corn to theacre. Let us see when planted 3 feet 8 inches apart. If fl where the profits come in. It costs six | they produce 4 ears to the hill, and each ( dollars per acre to raise corn. Add to | @f weighs one-half pound, you will have 

this four dollars more for rent of land—| 9234 bushels per acre of shelled corn, or which equals ten dollars, “actual cost.” | if you can grow three ears to the hill, Now, 2634 bushels (the average for with an average of one pound to the 
Wisconsin farmers) at; 30 cents per bush-|€8r, you can produce the “enormous” el, would bring $7.95, which shows a loss | mount of 276 bushels of ears per acre, of $2.05 per acre. which equals 138 bushels of shelled corn. Now, this estimate shows on the face| But, says one, can éars of this size be of it, there is something wrong, and such | produced? To this we would say “yes.” yields can not be tolerated with any de- |The fall of 1888 and the fall of 1889, we gree of success. Each and every farmer | had ears on exhibition at the Journal i should try and lay a foundation for bet- office in West Salem, that averaged over 

, 
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s pound anda quarter, which was. wit- each cow for the year ending September Fy 

nessed by many people. 15,1889. This statement is predicated 3 

Thanking you for your kind attention, | on butter product alone, not reckoning i 

Ileave the subject for your consider-| growth of heifers, calves, skim milk or KG 

ation. fertilizers into the account: a 

a Average Cost Yearly Keep of Cow Es- i 

: timated at $25.00. Butter for Test ef 

DAIRY EXPERIENCE. Year Netted About 19 cents per \ eae 

Ss Pound; Hence it Took 133 Pounds of te 

By Dr. C. V. Porter. Butter to Support an Average Cow. Pi 

[Read at the Viroqua Institute, Jan. 14-15.) ou i # 

Inthe winter of 1888-9 I commenced | No. 1 made 821 De. buttter, or 188 hs. over i i 

using Short’s test in a dairy of cost Of Keep.......e.ceceececeeeeseeesee $85 P 

twenty-eight cows. I did not purchase eee Ds. batter, or 50 Bs. over oe ‘if 

acomplete apparatus. I sent to Greiner, | no, 3 made 271 ths. butter, or 138 bbs. over rt 

63 Maiden Lane, N. Y., for a dozen bot-| cost of keep......-...ee0ererseerereeees OR ey 

tles graduated on the neck, and for a No. 4 made 174 tbs. butter, or 41 tbs. over . 

. «| Cost Of K@Op......seseeeceee reer sree seees 779 foal 

ten and twenty cubic ee Dt No. 5 made 217 Ds. butter, or 84 Ibs. over te 

pette, the smaller for measuring acids,| cost of keop..........--s-ceeeeerseeees 1598 e 

the larger for milk. The chemicals I| No.6 made 117 Bs. butter, or 16 Bs. less” il i: 

had prepared by our city druggist. The than cost of keep..........ceccceeeeeeees 8 00 i by 

alkaline solution is now made of one | X% — _- ibe. butter, or 10 ths. over ve ra 

pound Babbits’ Potash to two quarts| 1's made 185 ba. butter, or 2 bs. over f 
soft water. The acetic acid vsed should! cost of keep.............cs0-ccee00e eee 88 ts 

be the U.S. P. acid, sp. gr, 1,047. The | No. 9 made 143 hs. butter, or 10 tbs. over { i 

fin man make mea water bath (an eight | cost of keep.......- Se 19 ; Ks 

quart pail with copper bottom), for a) etisepr nc ccccccrecenee OT 
rack for thelong style of bottles I took | no. 11 made 127 Ds. butter, or 6 tbs. under id i 

atin maple syrup drum and made a} costof keop.........--+--.-----1-srere+ 1” Ne 

dozen holes in it for bottles and holes | No- 12 male e 152 tbs, butter, or 19 tbs. over Fi i ; f 

i, a cost of keep......-.---+-eeeceeeseeeerece {a 

in bottom ond sides to admit water. | > 15 made 149 Ibs. butter, or 16 tbs. over” - 
Thus for less than eight dollars I hada} qos of ene ee 8 04 t iy 

twelve bottle test apparatus with chemi- | No. 14 made 183 tbs. butter, or 50 Ibs. over v 

cals fortwo or three dozen tests. The| costof Bee een aes 950 f 

No. 15 made 186 tbs. butter, or 8. OVEr 3 

cook stove took the place of a lamp. cost of ee ee ees 1007 ‘i 

Fourteen of the twenty-eight animals | xq. 16 made 81 bs. butter, or 52 ths, under "| 
tested were half-blood Jersey heifers} cost of keep.......+.srcsscssteeerees 9B a 

19 to 28 months old. This accounts | No. 17 made 169 ibs. butter, or 95 Ds. over i 

i cost Of Keep..........ee cee eeeeeerer cree 62 

partly for anaverage yield of only 155 No. 18 made 185 tbs. butter, or 52 bs. over WH 

pounds. Gk of Bap. ie 

The following table gives approwimate | No. 19 made 185 tbs. butter, or 52 tbs. over i 

amount of butter made by each cow, ee a coe 98 a 
. jo. 20 made s. butter, or 8. Un ¥ 

together with number of pounds over or Sok tie ae ue 

under estimated cost of keep, and | No, 21 made 128 tbs. butter, or 5 tbs. under 1 

estimated profit orloss given by] cost ofkeep.........sesseeresrreeerrree % if 

. oi
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i No. oem de. butter, or 125 Ds. over ie milk which Short’s test showed contain- No.3 made ba. batin, or 18 Bas tae © (°4BUE 142 pounds, 4 der cost of Keep.........s..s00.00. .. 8@1| The results, however, in testing a whole i! No. 24 made 90 hs. butter, or 43 tbs. under herd fora month or a year, tally so \ COMO WOOD 0.05 asis: ns sonsse noescsaataas).| OIE closely with the churn yield that these 
} Pale tee ee Peg r4| differences are of minor importance, and No. 26 made 65 ths. butter, or 68 tbs. under perhaps may be due to some error in COst Of KeeP.........00+-se+seseeeeeeeee 12 92| the analysis. I believe the freshest and fea 27 mete cs bs. butter, or 20 ibs. un- a sweetest milk analyzes best, and the COBt Of KOOP. ...oose eeeeeos cee enis drops of acid left in the bottles from the Netter nity | Previous analysis cougulates’ the mill i 

when first put into them, and the bottles i If my tests are nearly correct it will| should be well washed after use. I have 
be seen that there are ten animals of | broken two or three bottles by allowing the twenty-eight that failed to make the | the water in the tank to boil, and find | 133 pounds butter necessary to pay cost | that adegree of heat little short-of boil- | of keeping them. Four of these were ing answers all purposes. 

i mature cows and six were grade Jersey 
Ft heifers. The four best cows paid 8 profit are 
i above cost of keepof $101. Thefour WHAT WE GIRLS WANT. 

Poorest ones, all mature cows, gavea 
i loss below cost of keep of $31. By mix- By Mrs. Saran W. Geronzrt. 

ing these ten non-paying animals with 
the eighteen paying ones, we see that (Read at River Falls Institute, December 2-8,] 

i No. 1 of the list, on the basis of A Wise Man. 
butter product alone gave $17 more We have not come before you my dear ' profit than all the rest of the herd save | farmer friends, to ask sealskin coats, Nos. 3 and 22. with oats at seventeen cents per bushel, How does this test estimate compare | neither do we mourn for the ten dollar 2 with the churn? The sum total of my| boots, when corn cannot be sold for 20 

a test estimates was 4,351 pounds. cents. When our hogs have to be 
i The amount of butter and cream sold | marketed for three cents per pound we 
i together with the estimated. amount, | will not speak of silk hosery; no, not 

4 butter and cream used in the family, | even of the gingham dresses we would i which was 365 pounds, differed but 25/like. °Tis not the articles that money 
Pounds from the test estimated for the|can buy that we want more than all 

year. else, though I presume the sound of 
T have not found this test sufficiently | “filthy lucre” would make a beautiful 

accurate for determining the amountof| jingle in our ears if it only could get 
butter some cows give inaday. Three| into the family pocket. 
tests made from 15 pounds milk well! I have read: “A wise man, one who 
mixed gave 72-100 of a pound each, while | loves his wife, will not tell her all his 
the churn test gave fully a’ pound of | business.” Why? I ask. Are we not co- 
twice worked, unsalted butter, from the| workers? What kind of a business firm 

; 15 pounds milk. The churn in another] would it be that kept each his own 
' instance gave 1.75 pounds butter from| secret opinion, did each one his owa 
' 

. u
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buying and selling without a word of|you, you know, and there will be no by 

4 eounsel? We are not babes; we have a| pang of regret when the time comes for a 

right to know and be consulted, and also | you to take the last look on the still H 

to counsel with our husbands in all of | white face, and thoughts like these pass ee 

the business of the farm, no matter how | through your mind: G 

large or small. “Pale withered hand that more than four score fa 

Ss Two heads are often so much better yeas, ae 
than one. You may be called upon Had rie a for others, soothed ths hurt of ie 

while yet in active life, while your} Rockea ventas cradles, eased the fever's ie 

children are to be supported, to leave smart, iit 

the business and the farm for the land | Dropped balm of love in many an aching heart; 4. 

where the sheaves are all garnered and — carte folded, ike eae oe i 

there is no thought of care. siases aa naaescadl since ok CinTiaaaes : Li 
A Business Education. In mute appeal they told of labor done, We 

Do you stop to think how your wit, it| Ara aw mat 
she were unlearned in the arts of your suenk, y oy 

trade, would keep the family together;| asif an Angel's kiss the while she slept had eo 

she with no knowledge of the work! smoothed the wrinkles quite away, ' 

The land could not be sold to help her ies — a ri eee Saacsiads — i 

in’ other wa; because she who has 2 hal 

worked a third more hours to get the Pmgee kage Hie seces he te een i ey 

home than you have has no right to sell arene ake i 
but her paltry third. The reason that| We all need to know the business of to 

law was made was because fathers kept | home making; then there will be no use 4 

% their daughters from becoming business | for the one-third law. We want a free } 

women, and husbands have not helped! use of the family pocket-book, whether ‘og 

them to broaden their education in that | it contains much or’ little, to know our | is 

direction as they should have done. We | husband’s work as well as our own. 4 i 

hope to live to see the time, when| Now, young man, don’t let me hear mh 

through the justice of men, andthe|yousay: “Yes, I guess there would not ney 

education of women, the wife will have | be much money left if a woman had the . } 

full control of all property left at the | handling of the pocket-book.” 1 
death of the husband. Well, it is your own fault if you choose t Hy 

Girls, you need to understand your|a wife who does not know the value of ie 

father’s business, both for his sake and | money as well as you do. If you will be i q 

your own. It may keep the silver locks | careful and mind these few don'ts you re 

from fringing that dear brow if you| will be quite aptto get a wife that will 

knowjust how the money comes, and|beahelp to you. If you goto visit the i 

how much of it there is.to be used in| young lady at meal time, and mother Pt 

the family expenses. You need also to|gets the dinner alone, while she sits 

understand mother’s care fur her house- | with you—don’t! If mother washes vs 

hold; to take her place at timesas|the dishes. while she entertains you— iV 

manager, and let her go away to rest. | don’t! “i 

Let the dear old hands that have labor If the young lady wears the better (3 

ed for you, be folded in rest sometimes | clothing, and mother takes what is left— H 

_ here. You could keep them longer with ! don’t. i 

| 
Bs 
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If she does not treat her own big | most. Then we will fill the first great want 
| brothers as well as she does you—don’t | of our girls’ lives. We want most of all k 
+ Choose a wife who is self-denying, and | material things, our husbands tobe al- 

be self-forgetful yourself, and there will ways our lovers, to know that the love 
be even pulling on the long haul of mar- you were so eager to express years ago, 

| ried life. before so many cares came to bring the 
Help Each Other. silver threads, and the “crow’s feet” are 

Now, big brothers, I’ve a word to say | Ours yet. 
i to you, Don’t leave your sisters to the} If aneighbor’s wife who has much care “of whom it may concern.” Your|™ore time and money to use than your 

sisters are only human, and if they tire | Wife has, does look a little more dressy, of staying at home, may accept the com- | don’t say to her: I do wish you would 
pany of young men of whom you are not | !ook as neat and trim as Mrs. B—. If 
altogether proud. Oh!” I hear you say, | her daily life is so full of care that there 

. “Two is company, three isa crowd,” or, | is little room left for self-culture, do not 
“I don’t go with my own sisters when I/ a8 you sit quietly reading to yourself | can go with other girls.” Who does| while she is mending the torn pants, or 
more for you than your own sisters? | darning the little mittens, venture to re- 

Think twice, boys, you are in a meas-| mark, that she has retrograded, while 
ure responsible for your sister’s welfare.|you think you have advanced, since 
We mothers all recall the thrill of de-| Your marriage. 
light tempered by pain when our wee| Ifshe cares for you, instead of the 
baby girls are for the first time laid|Sleep and rest that should come, her 
within our arms, there to learn their| mind will be full of ways for improve- first lesson in waiting. How tenderly | ment, her heart will hold a great pain ; 

} we hold them until they receive the| and there will be tearson her pillow that 
needed comfort, nor do we think to|never should have been there. | chide them if they weep. Remember, oh! husband, your sphere 

! Just so surely should our larger babies | is as large as the world; your wife’s does find comfort in mother’s arms. When | not reach beyond the garden gate. Your 
t your school girls come to you with a sor-| wits are constantly sharpened by whet- 
{ row, or the first tale of childish love or| ting against other’s outside, while hers 

some disappointment, don’t,oh! moth-|grow rusty by disuse. But of all our 
ers, say: “Ob! go along with your silly | needs, the greatest is a trust in each 
talk, wait until you are older before you | other, in our children; most of all in our 
talk such things.” Look backward into|God. “To feel and know that we may 
your own life when you were as young as | go where ere He leads the way.” 
they; and if you are honest you will find er 
feelings there akin to theirs. THE FUTURE FARMER AND 

A Mother’s Love. FARM WIVES. 
Hold them tenderly, heal their sorrows By Mrs. M. C. Omer, Osceola Mills. 

yourself with your own balm of healing. eure 
Do not let them away from you to seek} To the farmer of to-day in this new 
comfort and guidance from girls of their country, belongs the bone and sinew 
own age. Let us make our daughters| work of «clearing and breaking the 
know that mother’s love is first, lastand|land that their children, the fu- 

\ 
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ture farmers and farm wives, may|for a child to learn is to ask nothing ei 

come into possession of cultivated and | when nothing is given. Bs 

fruit-bearing lands. Those here who ig Peitick dnewaans a 

oo eee x} spelt are! Tt is not necessary to sendthe boy to i 

mostly on the shady side of life’s jour- college to learn something that will be 4 i 

ney. And should we ask the farmer, useful to him ou the farm. I think you A 

why are you toiling away the best years | 414 count on your fingers all the far- 

of sone. life to get the farm in good ait mers that are intelligent and successful wa. 

ae eee pes age comes on, he will that have ever attended a college or high ‘Ga 

answer: It will be a home for us old school, but there are many useful things ; 

foes, — een states hearted boys that could be taught in the public ¥ 
and girls will have what is left; the school. Ithinka few nailsande ham- i 

a. and ets aims being for the mer and asaw would contain a lesson rf 

good of their children. whose moral would help the boys ia the ES 

2 Yes, the farmers..of to-day = ch gal future repair of their farm buildings and hi 
ing homes for the next generation, and fences. Did you know that the boysand iy 

as you work to give them a goodly in- girls would take as much pride in keep- i Mi 

heritance, you ought to see that they | ing the school houses and fences in order v5 
have the training that would fit them to| jr you would create a sentiment in that jal 

properly fill the place; that is, give them | direction as they now do in tearing down ‘ 

a ter eee peactinn on and distiguring with their knives and a 

Sepreite cl yeas OxD Eee: pencils. I remember in one school i 

The Country School. where I taught the porch got out of re- ae 

The first lessons, almost, must be| pair and they had some lumber’ there § 

learned in the country school. While | left from a coal building and two of the a 

there are many things in them to be| boys worked every noon till they had a bid 

commended, there are also many things | neat porch built, and the board told them iff 

to be regretted, and many of the latter | they could build a walk to the gate, the | | 

cannot be well avoided, while many| boys wanted pay for their work and Bt 

more could be easily remedied. One of | said they would if the board would get he 

the greatest trials is the shortness of | usscrapers and they didso. I madea t 7 

the terms, which, till we get better able | suggestion that was followed, that a few bi 

to afford more school, cannot be well | tools be bought for the boysand I never a 

avoided, and for that reason a continued | knew a board to stay off after that, they a 

: change of teachers, which, if the teach-| took pride in keeping up the repairs t 

er be a good worker, is a great misfor-| and their parents were proud of their ng 

tuna. But herein comes another source | work. Try this and see if it will not i 

of ill. About half the teachers have no|be a saving experiment. Get some il 

interest in the school other than drawing | crash for one-half dozen towels, they : 

their salary and trying to dress in a|they will be a great comfort, 

manner to astonish the plain country|the girls will hem them, take them es 

folks. But the other half are the ones|home and wash them and will learn i 

that the school board should try to se-| something too, I don’t doubt that some y 

cure. Teachers that are honest and| genius amongst tbe boys would make : 

wish to earn every cent that you pay| you a roller to hang them on, and will | 

them, for ove of the very best lessons thus learn how to make one for his own ki 
f, 

Hi 
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home, and there are many useful things | the government, and with manufactories 
that a teacher whose aim is the good of|and industries. It will give them a 

. the children can bring in that will give| patriotic love and respect for their 
the children a respect for work and for | country. They will have such an un- 

. the vocation which will probably fall to derstanding of its needs that it will not 
their lot. take a smooth-tongued polititian and 

| Exalt the Farm and Speak Well of It. | perhapsa glass of larger beer to secure 
i But as the school hours are only from | 82 intelligent vote from them. 
} nine till four, there are the long winter Good Books and Magazines. 

evenings that the boys and girls are| Good books were never so cheap as 
bE left to you after the chores are done and|now. I havea catalogue where many 

mother has sat down to knit or sew,|0f the best authors well bound can be 
don’t forget to talk to the boys and girls| bought for 30 cents. Get good story 
about the things you have learned by | books for them when they are young 
experience, talk to them about your| and as they grow’older they will develop 
mistakes, and do not blame every fail-| a taste for good reading, just think, for 

! ure to the farm, or say that every oneis | three drinks of whisky (if any farmer 
: trying to swindle the farmers, for you | ever does indulge in such) you could buy 

only discourage them, and they will! a book which would cause enjoyment to 
think that the farm isa poor place, and yourseif and your entire family fora 
farmers are abused nobodies, but if you | good many long evenings, and bea 
ever do get discouraged and feel that lasting benefit to all. 
way, do not say a word to the boys, but| There is one thing to be carefui about 
go visit some of us that do not live on a| and that is these trashy magazines that 
farm and see if you are living off the fat | send out chromos to catch subscribers. 
oftheland. I think we will go home| I do not blame you for wanting the 
more encouraged, and advise the child- pretty cards for the boys and girls, and 
ren tostick to the farm. I believe the love of the beautiful is 
We must not forget that the life is| their higher and better nature coming 

more than meat and the body more|out. But goto the store and buy them 
than raiment, and aside from being suc-| the cards and fur the dollar which the 
cessful home-builders our boys and magazine will cost you can get the cards 
girls are going to be the society and| and two or three good books, but do not 
law makers of the future and their place | let your boys and girls waste their young ' in society will depend much on the home lives over the hair-brained adventures ‘ 
training and irflueace. There are few| of imaginary people who could never of us that do not want our children to| exist. It males real life a burden to them, 
stand amongst the educated and intel-| I¢ is hard to peal potatoes for mother, 
ligent citizens of the coming day and | after having been decked in diamonds there are afew that are able to give| and laces with Augusta Angelina. And them college educations. But in this| much of a man’s standing depends not day where a good paper can be had for | only on the intellectual, but his moral a whole year for $l, once a week, we| make up. 
ought to all take at least one and talk| Just imagine the rich man that is sor- 
to the boys and girls about the news, |did and mean in his dealings with his 
get them familiar with the workings of! fellow men. Be he ever so well educat- 

. 
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ed no one ever respects the man that re-| thorough knowledge of life, and ace 

spects no one but himself. So do not quire an education necessary for the 

point out the faults of the wrong-doers discharge of the duties which every hu- iF 

but emulate the good qualities of the | man being owes to each other, and the =|) 

successful ones, and make the boys and | facilities now within the reach of all the wa 

girls feel that honor and virtue will | inhabitants of these United States for 4 

surely be rewarded. so doing, is beyond, far beyond, anything “eg 

As we are looking at the man who is| our ancestors dreamed of. But those 7 

lying drunk in a ditch there are* few of | who from age or lack of sufficient means ' 

us, although we may frequent the sa-|cannot afford, or avail themselves of 1 

loon, that would not almost rather bury | those priviliges provided by the State, ; 

our children than see them thus. And| in our colleges have the blessed privi- ; i 

let’s be honest with them and tell them | leges of reading and studying the books, 

the dangers of dissipation and ‘excess in| which are accessible to all so “what , 

not only the saloons but other places / shall we read” is the subject under con- a] 

where there is no good and much of evil. | sideration this evening. 

What we want most is notso mucha} Among so.greata variety of books it { 

harder working class to fill the place of | is very difficult to make a good selec- ' ‘ 

the present farmer, as a class that will| tion, but as we farmers are supposed to , 

rise up and do justice to their parents | know very little of book lore, we can 

to requite for the anxious care they have | choose a few of the best, which will be 4 

had for them. sufficient fo enlarge our ideas of God, 4 

The farmer of to-day is doing a grand|™an, the world, and illimitable space, f 

and noble work for those that will come | 8nd to even take a peep into some of t 

into possession of their homes after they | the sciences. i 

have gone. And even though they may History. a 

make some mistake in the sowing of the} First, let us look at history. And be- \ 

seed, I doubt not in God’s good time, | yond all comparison we place the book * if 

the harvest will bring forth golden frui* | of books (whieh itis presumed the in- i | 

and our boys and girls, the future farm-| habitants of Green county are convers- ' i 

ers and farm wives, will shine forth| ant with) above all other history in ret 

asthe stars in the firmament. point of time or authenticity, as an able t 

ij writer has said: “Jt has God for its 

author, salvation for its end, and truth D 

WHAT SHALL WE READ?/|without any mixture of error for its 

— matter.” 

By Mrs. M. McCoy. And from this highly inspired pin- ‘if 

— nacle we step down to profane history. 7 

[Read at Belleville Institute, March 18:19.) _| Giving age precedence we have as ac- y 
Education and Progression. cessible to all readers, Rollins’ Ancient i 

We are told by a great philosopher | History. The style in which it is written t Fe 

that “A little learning is a dangerous| makes it most pleasant to the general 1 

thing,” and to avoid the danger we must | reader, and is in many parts like a work 

increase the knowledge. of fiction for readableness. 7 

It is of vital importance to all stu-| History enlargés one’s ideas of the a 

dents, how they can best attain to aljancient world, and we owe much to : 

16—Iner. 
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H : i those historians, who to fit themselves for | Bunyan, Luther are a great help to i their work must travel and find out all| stimulate spiritual life. 

i about what they write, about the colon-| Then we have Boswell’s Life of John- th ies, who started them, what led those son; Boswell, prince of biographers. 
colonists from home, why the Persians Next looms up the great prose writers 

Ke came, what they believed, what coun-| of fiction of more recent times. 
Hi tries they attacked, and of Egypt, what} Scott must be awarded the post of 
i about its sources, rivers, soil. About| honor. His novels, historically, cover -a i their gods and their belief, that all | period of 200 years, and who near his 
iN events were under the guidance of the lastsaid he had never written a line 
[ gods, so, we learn that there is an in- which he would wish erased. His pur- 
i stinctive consciousness of a supreme ity, humanity, and generosity, endeared 

being in every human breast. As every him to all his acquaintances. 
American should be interested in the Dickens, whose works were the means 

| history of his own county. Bancroft’s| of directing the attention of the “Powers t history of America ought to be within| that be” to the terrible state of gaols, 
! the reach of all. ‘ work houses, and tenements, in fact, to 

But to know how other nations were everything that would ameliorate the 
governed we must consult those which | distress consequent on poverty, and 
are notable for reliability, among which | made the wealthy and selfish to see the 
are Humes’ History of England, and | need of reform, and caused the thinking 
Gibbon’s Decline of Rome. Humes’ is people of London to think and act for 
perhaps too voluminous for the average | the down-trodden, degraded habitue of 
reader, who likes to have everything | the slums of his great city, his works are 
condensed, as it were ina nut shell. | a benefit to the human race. 
Gibbons is very readable and reliable, Every age has had its marked phases, 
but sometimes sneeringly suggestive of | The civil war in England broyght out 
skepticism. Then we have an excellent | such men as Jeremy Taylor, John Mil- 
history of Greece, by Grote, and of the| ton, John Bunyan, and their work re- 
French Revolution by Carlyle, and of | mains and will endure while the world 
the south of Germany by Yonge, but we | lasts, 
had almost forgotten the facile Ma-| Luther and Melancthon were the off- 
caulay, whose History of England is so spring of the reformaton, and we owe 
fascinating. much toit for the books we now enjoy. 

Micecnas, A book to be beneficial must bea 
truthful delineation of the times, and 

We next glimpse at biography, and] must be essentially human, and we must ? 
we must adjudge the foremost place to} trace the influence of Scott’s works to his “Plutarch’s Lives.” If you want to know recognition of the sympathetic in com- 
of the great orators, statesmen, soldiers: mon life. Our day has made an advance 
tulers of the ancient world, the king- in this line, we have annals that enter 
doms of Greece and Rome, by all means into all the bearings of discipline in form- i read “Plutarch.” It is very profitable to ing men and events, which make a true 
read the “lives of great men. They re- history of the times, and those who 
mind us we can make our lives sublime,” would benefit the race must be keen 
and the lives of such men as Baxter, observers of men, and enter into their
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forms of life and society, and those] I need not name theological works, as 3 
books which live through the ages are| each branch of the Christian church has : 
those which connect themselves with | its favorites in doctrine—some Armeni- iy 
human life and action. an, others Calvinistic, and some like sy 

Good Books, An Inspiration. Mrs. Ward’s Squire, who would like a 4 
Every good wise book helps us to under- | Christianity without a Christ, whohad 

| stand the world, or God, better. There| men of straw created for him to knock q 
are many who prefer sentiment to hu- |! down,a dishonest, misleading and unfair 
manity, and they will meet with authors, | manner of debate. 
who seeking a temporary reputation,| Youth is so susceptible that parents ' 
later to their appetites, but such works! should use all caution in regard to what | 
are short-lived. | is admitted to the home, and no ques t 

The beginning of the present era had | tionable literature should be admitted, * 
many noble minds, and some, though | In reading we should use discrimination, ? 
pagan, entertained ideas far ahead | diligence, and earnestness; we should 
of their times and a_ perusal of| tread for facts—quality of matter is the at 
their works, though only transla-|™ain string. We can be at no loss in it 
tions, will repay the student.| these days for variety in books. Do . 
Books can only be profoundly influen-| We want a “feast” of wit or “flow” of ia 
tial as they unite themselves with decis-| humor, we have only to take up Swift, . ive tendencies—our society has a great | T Lamb, or Wordsworth, or Goldsmith, I 
influence for good or bad onus. If we or Irving, whose Knickerbocker, ete, : move in an atmosphere of good, pure | i8 matchless for humor, and hfs Sketch a 
books we get the very best society, Book unparalleled for beauty of descrip- a 
needing no introduction, and can meet | tion and pathos. Cervantes, too, whose va 
them at leisure unchanged and un-| Don Quixote served Chivalry, as did is changeable. Such names as Bacon, Mrs. Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin slavery. ; 
Erasmus, More and others, rise in our| Zhen we have the immortal dreamer, * |} 
minds as superior to the average intel-| Whose Pilgrim’s Progress, which has i lect, and every age has its own typical been translated into every European lan- at 
life stamped indellibly on its institu-|&%48¢, thrills us with a view of the by 
tions. Christian’s course from the slough of t | 

It is pre-eminently fortunate when /|despond to the pearly gates and golden ; 
the contributions to one’s life comes| streets of the New Jerusalem. We dare 
from sometimes opposite and remote | not omit the imaginative De Foe, whose E 
points, so the stream is kept fresh and | immortal classic, Robinson Crusoe, con- | 
full by distant yet converging tenden-| sidered by many as only fit for the ay 

: eies. . young, and never think of reading it nm ia 
Modern Authors. mature years, yet if they did would ae 

We cannot omit our modern female! find more religion, philosophy and po- | 
authors as Hannah More, Charlotte! litical economy than in some works a 
Bronte, George Eliot, Mrs. Phelps, Mrs. | which bear the name. Jobnson’s Rasse- rf 
Stowe, Miss Willard; but their names las, and Goldsmith’s Vicar of Wakefield, e | 
are legion who have battled for temper-| have long been classed among the best iE 
ance, purity, freedom, and all that en-| English classics. ; 
nobles home life. Eber, Ware and others who have 4 | 

. : 
a
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written on Egypt, Greece and Syria con- poets, but ngne of them will give the 
vey through good fiction solid truths of | boys more pleasure than Scott’s “Mar- 
the habits, institutions, and life of the | mion” and “Lady of the Lake.” 

| people they portray. Books are a power Books of Travel. 
at work, silent but impressive compan-/ 7, travels we can scarcely make a se- 

_ ions, and in the retirement of our rural lection. ‘There are so many well written 
homes have through them anda healthy descriptions of foreign lands, and so 

aH semen sae aS es children’s felicitous in style that the most exacting intellectual and moral growth. taste must be eaten’ 

“Views Afoot,” by Bayard Taylor is 
Poems of the World. very interesting; but we have exceeded 

As we desire to aim at knowing the | our limits, and yet only mentioned a few 
best, we turn with pleasure to greet those | of the many that might be read with 
who have long been adjudged as the| profit, and to sum up all, if you will own 
greatest poems of the world. a good encyclopedia, a Webster's un- 

, First in point of time and matter abridged, a family Bible containing a 
F Carlyle, that great thinker, but dyspep- | Smith’s dictionary, Young’s concordance 

tic pessimist, places the Book of Job|/ and the many tables chronological and 
for sublimity and grandeur of descrip- informatory on different subjects, you 
tion. will be well instructed in all matters of 
Then we name Homer's Iliad and | essential importance, and you will have 

Odyssey, Virgil’s Anead wherein the boys| no time or desire for yellow-backed lit- 
can read of the affection Aneas bore to erature. 
his aged father, by carrying him on his — 
back out of burning Troy, though by the transaction he lost his wife. | THE BUSINESS FARMER. 
Next comes Dante, that superb Italian es j poet of the thirteenth century, whose ’ By. W. Sraprzs. 

“Divine Comedia” has had cosmopol- ie itan fame. [Read at Osceola Mills Institaue, Nov. 26, 1889.} 
Tasso, also Italian, of the sixteenth Looking Upward and Onward. 

century, whose “Jerusalem Delivered”| In speaking on a subject of which 
has fed the soul of many a scholar, with | You know but little about, it is much 
“thoughts that breathe,” and tells of his| easier to criticize than it is to advise, 
restless energy in the race after fame. | hence I will attempt to criticise the 

The unrivaled Shakespeare, whose | average farmer for notearning and wear- ® 
knowledge of human nature was un-! ing the title of this essay, and perchance } 

bounded. throw in a little advice on the side. 
Then Pollock’s “Course of Time” which} There seems to be enough advice: 

was dear to many of the past genera-| afloat from good and reliable sources, 
tion. but there also seems to be a backward- - Young and Thompson are still read|ness toward accepting anything but \ 
with pleasure. Byron’s “Childe Harold” | those old tried methods, that have 
and Moore's “Lalla Rook;” Gray, espe-! proved good in their day, but are en- \ 
cially his “Elegy;” Bryant, Longfellow, | tirely inadequate to the needs of the \ 
Tennyson, Burns, all these are good modern business man, and right here
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seems aslight mistake, the farmer is not | days unless he invests in printer’s ink, 

generally known as a business man, the | and the amount of work accomplished 33 

term does not seem toapply tohim; and |in his toil will be far greater for the 

no doubt you noticed that it sounded | moments spent in papers devoted to 

somewhat far-fetched in the former sen- | farm work. The household work will be f 

tence. Wesaythata person is a good far lighter if the magazine makes ite i 

business man when he not only accepts| weekly visits in the library, and the 

* and tries new approved plans and chores make light work for glad young a 

methods, but throws his individuality hearts when the round table is replen- _ 

into his business, and conducts it in a ished with fresh and wholesome reading 

little different manner than his compet- | matter every few days. 

itor, he buys as cheap as he can and sells} I have also known of a farmer who ; 

as cheap as he can afford, in fact he | sends his boy, a good, strong lad of six- 7/4 

tries to undersell his neighbor. How | teen summers, into the field to work 

often do you hear ofa farmer trying to| along side of the hired man, and ex- 

undersell his neighbor? His word is| pected that the boy would perform as ¥ 

as good asa bank note and his advice | much work for his board and clothes as Bt 

and influence is respected in the whole| the hired man did for one dollar aday; 

community. Sucha man, we calla good | and then when the day was done, the gail 

business man, and when a farmer (and | boy must do considerable more than his 7 

there are many such) conducts his farm | share of the chores and run on errands Fi 

in a similar manner, he, too, becomes, a| about the place until long after bed- ti 

good business man and usually a suc- time. Oh, what a blessed privilege it is 

cessful one. The farmer is to blame for | to be such a boy on such a farm. ty 

this distinction between men engaged| Mothers and daughters, also, do the ts 

in mercantile pursuits and those engag-| work incident to the household, taking id 

ed in tilling the soil. The difference is | care of the yard and garden, for their 

only imaginary, and the only way to|board and clothes,. while at threshing | 

remedy the imagination is by not only | time father hires a neighbor's girland ~ { 

“looking backward,” but by looking up-| pays her seventy-five cents for doing é 

ward and onwatd, in earning the title | about half the work the daughter does oe 

4 and wearing it with professional pride. | every day in the year. No wonder the } 

“Who's to Blame?” life of the farmer’s daughter has been 

Ihave known farmers to spend more peaeed i mse eres es he 
money for books, papers and periodi- beautiful girl clings so tenaciously to 

” 3 Pi the old homestead. Don’t make such @ 
cals each year than they did for tobacco, | _ . i bo a pivla aaa ‘ 

cigars and whiskey. How many do you matake: yey: Se hove = a 4 

know that do the same thing? Not their work; pay them a to their 4 

many. Then “who’s to blame?” if the worth; pay them promptly as You ale 
farmer is not generally known as a good and let them do as they choose with 

- their earnings. More farmers’ sons a 
business man. a - i 

e z . > ies would succeed the father in business H 
A judicious investment in this line 9 ies uld be better i 

will bring you in far greater returns oe <a Oe = i 

th: satisfied with their lot as farmers’ if 
an you may at first suspect. Noman| . if the latter plan be adopted. 4 

an make a success at anything now-a- = ° P P ; 

ti
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f Impractical and Unremunerative Methods. @ progressive and thoughtful compet- 
There is but little reason, justice or | itor. 

{ judgment in the present system of edu- The Usual Surroundings, "|. cating the boys to succeed as on’ the Poor fences, a littered door-yard, no 
{ farm; and the failure of the system is | trees or flowers, the little scraggy wood- shown by tho number of boys who are pile lying at loose ends about the place, anxious for anything but the farm, and | al) betoken shiftlessness, laziness and { the girls are also dissatisfied with the illiteracy. Hang out a better sign if |. farm asa home. you would be classed with business men. 

Ihave known farmers who never paid|A good business man never misses a the land for the crop it gives them year | chance to better his trade or condition | after year; they took off all they could| by the experience of others, he studies get, but never put a cent’s worth back | closely the trado journals, andthe new in the way of fertilizers, and then even | methods of advertising; he attends the wondered why they don’t raise as much | conventions and belongs to the associa- 4 wheat or potatoes on an acre as they used | tions that are held for the benefit of his to, when the greaest and only wonder is,| trade. But how isit with the average that they can get anything off of land farmer, he rarely attends and takes but that has labored so long for not even | little interest in the county fair, but board andclothes, we mightas soon ex- leaves the horse jockey to manipulate the pect our land to give us a crop without management to his advantage, he has proper fertilizing, as we would our bind-| no time for the farmers’ club, but leaves er would cut our harvest without oil; one | the routine work of that and preparing is as essential as the other. If you | for the institute to a few enthusiastic haven't enough manure to properly | villagers who have no direct interest keep up the farm, and the crop does not | therein. What other class of business warrant buying, then sell a piece of land| men, when meetings are gotten up for and buy stock with the proceeds, and thus | their benefit would allow another pro- make the supply equal to the demand. | fession to come in and transact the busi- You may steal ten dollars from the| ness of the meetings? Surely we know land in the spring but it will cost you of no other, but it is a” common thing twenty dollars by fall, and is far better | all overour land to see agricultural as- 4 to be honest and pay for what you get in | sociations and farmers’ clubs, managed 
this line as well as any other. by those outside the farm. 

‘ I have actually seen farmers who] Ihaveknownabusiness man—no,a far- 
didn’t have time to clean up their door-| mer, who hada thousand dollars’ worth yard, fix up a piece of lawn or set out a| of machinery exposed to the weather, 
few shrubs and shade trees; but they did| hunt an hour for a twenty-five cent. have time to go to the village every day | jack-knife that he had lost. ‘ 
or two to playa game ofcinch at the} Now, thisis not an absurd compari- 
corner saloon, or gossip with the horse-|son, but a true one, and if he had work- . trader an hour down the lane. ed that hour putting up a shelter for the 
Does a business man think he can do | thousand dollars’ worth of machinery, 

business ina slovenly, dirty shop? If) he could have bought him a bran new 
so he fails and finds out that his custom-| one dollar and a quarter knife with his 
ers have gone over to John Wideawake, | savings,
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Ihave known farmers whoclaimed that | standard of the farmer, and be able to A 

they are too poor to provide shelter for| wear with distinction and pride, the 3 

their cattle, and so let them run to the title of o good business man. a 

straw stack for fodder, seck shelter on i 

the shady side of a barb-wire fence, and es E 

drink ice water to quench their thirst, IMPROVING SANDY LANDS. ¢ 4 

during our cold and severe winters; by 

alittle fore-thought and the farmers’ Bt 

journal, they can see that shelter and Bx W, B. Ravers: d 

warm water costs nothing, comparative- [Read at Friendship Institute, January 21-22.) i 

ly, except a little labor; that to keep : 

stock warm saves 15 to 20 per cent. of Push, Clover, Fertility—Success, 

the fodder, and that itis unnecessary for} When we purchased the land on i 

cattle to run out for exercise in this cold | which our homestead stands, which is a 

climate. The increase in the value of sandy soil, or clear sand as most folks i 

the herd could be directly traced to | would call it, the part which was under 4 

the farm journal or the Farmrs’ Insti-| cyjtivation was so exhausted with poor te 

tute, which give us theory and experi-| farming that many people thought it f 

ence far cheaper than we can get it utterly worthless, and when, in the i 

ourselves. second year, we put up a large barn, # 

Intelligence and Application Bring Success | 36x45 feet, our neighbors laughed and fi 

There is no business that will succeed | wanted to know what we were going to i 

when the manager does not put all his | putin it. We told them that we would i 

time, energy and thought into it every fill it with black oak brush if we could Ei 

day counting three hundred and sixty- | find nothing better. HF 

five days to the year. Knowing but very little about a poor, # 

No business will thrive when the man-| sandy soil, coming as we did from the i} 

ager is continually telling that it does | rich, black soil of Racine county, we had : 

not pay—that he is running behind—| but one thought, and that was that the q 

that he is heartily sick of his business— | success or failure of a man was in the i 

and wishes he could find something else | style of farming he practiced, and I am Pi 

todo. Aman must like his calling be-| still ofthesame opinion. A man cannot hi 

fore he can expect any valuable returns | make a success of farming. either on . 

therefrom; and those who are lukewarm | clay or sand, and be half of *his time sit- P 

to their own interests, will find it far| ting on a dry goods box smoking cigars 

more congenial if they would take off; and drinking beer, unless he has more f 

their coat occasionally and help sustain | brains than the most of folks. Common a 

the county fair, the farmers’ club, the | sense taught us that we could not get i 

institute work or any other means by | something out of nothing; but we firmly i 

which the farmer may gain knowledge | believe that such land could be made 

without the slow, tedious and some- productive by putting on manure, sow- % 

times expensive, “actual experience.” | ing buckwheat or rye and turning it un- : 

Every business farmer should be pro- der when green, sowing clover, and fol- a 

ive and alive to the needs of his | lowing with a thorough rotation of crops. g 

| ession, and to the demand of the| The result has been that the land under 4 

: ; by so doing he can bring up the| our system of farming has been gradu- ; 

e 

af : 
- ,
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he ally improving during the seventeen | put well-rotted manure on sandy land 

133 years we have been upon it, and the | you need not expect much benefit from 
bee yield per acre as great or even greater | it as it will all be used up the first year 

is than upon any clay farm with which I} so do not leave your manure to lie ayear 

am acquainted. Our potatoes this year | or two in your barnyard, but clean them 

yielded 415 bushels to the acre; our corn | out every spring and eyery fall, and give 
170 baskets per acre; barley 50 bushels | your land, and not your barnyard, the 

} per acre; oats 60to 80 bushels per acre;| benefit of it. And mind, you spread 
4 clover, medium, 4 bushels, and mammoth | your manure as you haul it, so that 

; 5 bushels of seed per acre, and sorghum | every part of the land receives equal 

eI syrup at the rate of 200 gallons per| benefit. It pains me tosee a man waste 

} acre. his strength, waste his manure and spoil 

Conserving Fertility. his land by leaving his manure in piles 
Looking forward to clover as the prin- three orfour months. There will bea 

cipal agent in improving the soil we had | Patch about four feet sqnare where the 
first to do something to make the clover | TP Will fall down and rot, and the best 
grow. For this purpose we plow deep, | °f the ground will look as if no manure 

and sowed buckwheat early, and then | had been spread on the field. 
turned that under when in full bloom.| But asthe quantity of manure on the 
Plowing under old hay or starw or rye| farm isalways limited, clover comes in 
when green would answer the same pur- | 48 the farmer’s best friend, on which he 
pose. Then we sowed clover and got a | ™Ust place his chief reliance for enrich- 

fair start in the way of improvement. _| ing hissoil, and it is equally adapted for 
Mammoth clover is much the best | both clay and sandy soils. It possess- 

kind for restoring fertility to exhausted | °° the most nutritive properties for the 
soils, and great care should be taken | feeding of stock. By growing it you can 
not to sow too much seed. Having the| keep more cows, horses and hogs, all 
largest kind of clover, and so thin on | ¥i®lding present profit and making an 
the ground that each plant has room to| #bundance of manure for the future, 

| o its best, then the roots are large and | 80d when you plow it under, the rot- 
penetrate to a great depth, finding plant ; ting of the whole plant, including the 
food at a far greater depth than it reach- | ots, makes the soil in the best possi- 
ed by any other crop and bringing it to | ble condition for every kind of crop. 

the surface. * Then when that clover is Clover, Hogs and Dairying. 
plowed under the top soil is enriched] Ag farmers here are turning more of i 

with all the best elements of plant food | their attention to dairying since we had 
without the disadvantages of a clay) sucha prosperous and well conducted 

soil. cheese factory in this village, they will 
One of the best materials for enrich-| find clover the very best pasture for 

ing sandy land is fresh coarse barnyard | producing the largest amount as well as 

manure, when you have plenty of it, the | the best quality of milk, and it is also 

coarser and greener the better it is, as it| the best pasture for the hog, we may 

takes more time for it to rot and leach | assert that it is, on the whole, the most 

away, also holding the moisture and | profitable crop on the farm. 

making the land less liable to dry and} Our sandy soils should be kept ina 

burn with the heat of summer. If you! good state of cultivation from the start.
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For this purpose have a regular rotation | sition of the whole clover plart—roats 4 

of crops. When clover sod is broken up and top—and gives the corn or potatoes a 

it sbould be followed by a-clean, hoed| an early start and a vigorous growth; = 

crop and then seeded down again with then let the cultivator and hoe be freely 5 

clover along with the following crop of | used, allowing no weeds to grow, and j ; 

small grain: : you are pretty sure of a good crop, what- a 

On exhausted, sandy soils the firs | ever the season may be. Follow the ( 

start in improvement is the most diffi | next year with wheat, oats or barley, ta 

cult. As Isaid before, put on all the | seeding down again with clover. = % 

manure you can scrape Up, SOW buck-| I consider clover seed a profitable ; 

wheat or rye and plow under when in| crop to raise on sandy land, as the few 

full bloom; and to still further insure a | bushels of seed you get takes almost | 

good stand of clover, sow equal parts of nothing from the soil, and the rotting of a 

galt and land plaster, 100 pounds of each|the straw and the roots of the clover q 

to the acre at the time of seeding the | add an immense amount of fertility to 

clover. : thesoil. J would, in conclusion, say to 7 

Before plowing up aclover sod cover it | the tillers of sandy farms—Don’t get 

well with manure, either in the fall or discouraged, but go at it with a will to ey 

. early spring, and leave it as long as pos- | win; put on your manure, sow on your ia 

sible before plowing, so that the clover | clover, and attend well to the growing 

gets a good start, and you have quite a | crop, and Ihave no fearof your suc ; 

crop of green clover to turn under. This | cess. 
‘ 

causes quick fermentation and decompo- 
3 
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| ” DIRECTORY : BREEDERS’ D ‘ 

Catalogues and Prices of Stock will be Furnished upon Apptication. 

Write for Information. 

eee 

RNOLD, A. A.— UNHAM, M. W.— 
A 2 GALESVILLE, WIS. D 2 WAYNE, ILL. 
Short-horn Cattle and Berkshire Pigs. Percheron and French Coach Horses, 

7 APXOLD, LEVI- : D=2N stock rarm— 
PLAINWELL, MICH. STERLING, ILL. 

; Jersey Cattle (A. J. ©. C. H.R.) Resis-| Breeder of Aberdeen Angus and Red tered Merino Sheep and Poland China| Polled Cattle, ‘Trotting Horses, Shetland 
Swine. Ponies, Berkshire and Poland China Swine. 

ADAMS, B. C.— EPwarns, J. M. & son — 
MADISON, WIS. . -FT. ATKINSON, WIS. 

West Lawn Herd A. J. C. C. ——T General Nursery Stock. 

et ce ae a eae erd. St. im bert, ea an m2.) a 

blood finely represented. F OREGON, WIS. 
———___—____——————— | _ Standard-bred Trotting Horses, French BoxzPE®, W. E— Coach Horses, Short-horn Cattle, Shetland DELHI MILLS, MICH. | Ponies, Poland China Swine and Shrop- 
Short-horn Cattle, Merino Sheep and | Shire Down Sheep. 

Poland ChinaSwine. “The best is none too ;0ox, DR. PHILIF_-_ ~:~ 

ee eee MADISON, WIS. 
LELLAND, C. S.— Standard-bred Trotting Horses and C JANESVILLE, WIS.] shropshire Down Sheep. = 

American Merino Sheep. —_—— 
AHERRY PARK COT | GEERRISH ALLENS * 
(QUERRY PARK 00— . ST. CHARLES, MINN. 

CHESHIRE, CONN.| Duroc Jersey Swine, Pekin Ducks, Rose 
Cattle Club Special, Gold Medal Jersey | Comb Brown Leghorn Fowls., Send stamp 

Herd for four years ' Premier Albert (five | for “Breeders’ Memorandum ;” worth $1, 
lines to Albert 44); Happy Welcome, No. |——————————_"_——_ >’ F*_ 
15388 (1,000 tested cows represented in YATT, A. X.— 

pedigree.) H SHEBOYGAN FALLS, WIS. 
ToNVERSE. SAW *| _ Breeder of Dairy Cows, for revenue only. 

| ON VERSE, 8. A.— The milk pail, the cheese vat and finall, 
C CRESCO, IOWA. | the number of pounds of butter decides 
clmporter and breeder of Red Polled | the cow for profit. 

ttle. . jo tpeeneiadepicnnemapatade lg mastic pills ea oa hy 

ORVET THOMAS | eee, CHAS 
(CONVEY, THOMAS — way BARABOO, WIS. 

RIDGEWAY, WIS,| Registered Devon Cattle and grower of 
Poland China Swine and Plymouth Rock | gener! assortment of Nursery Stock, 

Fowls. oe 
eC 

ASS, JAMES D.— CASCADE P. 0., WIS. 
C BELOIT, WIS.| Everett’s New Golden Cross Wheat 
Shropshire Sheep, Poland China Swine | (Winter), $2 a bushel, or two bushels in 

and Fancy Poultry. new grain sacks $4. 
ee 

OE & CONVERSE — ERDMAN, WM., & SON — 
C TP. ATKINSON, wis. | H. ? ? “""RIX’S MILLS, 0. 
General Nursery Stock. Black Top Spanish Merino Sheep. De- 
ea in Act a aN laine wool z speciaity. . 

RAND, H. S.— poset toc A BA 
D® r RACINE, WIS. | FTILL, CHAS. E.— 

“ Lami » « DENVER, COL. 
ocin®? «Belle of Scituate,” ete” All regis: | Rocky Mountain Herd A. J. 0.0. Jerseys. Pogis,” “ o ‘y . C.C. 

tered in A. J. 0. 0. H. B, “st, Lambert” blood a specialty,
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OPKINS, WILLIS W.— ORGAN HORSE CO.— : 

H ALDENVILLE, WAYNE CO., PA. M DUNDEE, ILL. ‘ 

Breeder and shipper of choice Ayrshire Breeders and dealers in Morgan Horses. ie 

Cattle. Send for a catalogue. i 

PMNS Ue eS 
: 

SK Le ULROY, P.— i) 

re MADISON, WIS. M : HORTONVILLE, WIS. bs 

Jersey and Guernsey Cattle. Holstein Cattle, Lincoln Sheep and By 

ee a Poland China Swine. : f 

MAN, T. H.— 
ee 1 

ARSHALL, WM. G.— 

_ esa ae M 2 OWA CITY, IOWA. : 

Onitle. ‘Noted for their fine milking aaa Breeder of Poland China Hogs. Ae 

ies. —————————— re 

is eee a aan, De Wie sON— 

JONES: E. wW— M NASHVILLE, TENN. 4 

YOUNGSTOWN, ILL.| Jersey Cattle. See advertisement. 

Poland China Hogs carefully bred. ASH, L. Me 
i 

. Me 
pie we Ne CENTRALIA, WIS. i 

JACORS WH mapisox, wis.|, Sherer Pfaad Cains seinen Sage ina Swine, : 

Short-horn Cattle and Berkshire Pigs. | Sronze ‘Turkeys and Plymouth Kock f 

: KEE J c= Chickens, 
Fi 

= OREGON, WIS. | PALMER, N. N., & SON le 

Short-horn Cattle. P BRODHEAD, WIS. i 

_Short-horn Cattle, Registered Jersey Cattle and Berkshire i 

or ATEE, J.C— Sees Pigs and Plymouth Rock Fowls. : 

Standard-bred Trotting Horses and Large | PAC?» WILLIAM — IND. f 

Carriage Horses, Galloway Cattle 
BICKNELL, IND. ¥ 

Fowls. ~ " ee orien Chester White Swine, Fancy Poultry and 4] 

i | Oe Oe, 
Be 

LOU!S: THEODORE | svILLE, WIS. | PABST, FRED be ; , — a 

Raitt een ee 
CHAS. — P | 

TE abrapties! "DANVILLE, Wis. | PERRY, ELT— Fs 
, WIS. > y 

WAUPUN, WIS. a 
Short-horn Catt China 

i 

and Shropshire ae: Hogs | “English Shire, Suffolk Punch and Ham A 

andShropshireSheep. | pletonian Horses. A fine selection of draft ae 

L2SUE & BURWELL stallions. Hy 

COTTAGE GROVE, WIS. = EATS, Ob 

pete eer ROSENEBAUS O-ocoxomowoo, Wis. 
«“ffawthorne,” son of Black Arthur, the at 

Less, MRS. A. W.— Sentence Mititude, son of Almont. This a 

NEOSHO, WIS. | stallion has no superior in Wisconsin. ia 

M. B. Turkeys, Pekin Ducks, Toulouse | Send for cireular. fi 

Cette ace Uochins reheat Genaen of ~ ID ERO- —_ I 
an 

—_ 
¥ 

Peary. wee marotl JANESVILLE, WIS. ; 

=—_~ |" Giydesdales, English Shires, Hackney. | 

MitCHELL, JOHN L.— Homes and Shetland Ponies. Write for i 

} MILWAUKEE, WIS. | free catalogue. 
\ 

Standard-bred Trotting Horses and Reg- | J 1¢H yy 

oe en | as BICKNELL, IND. 4 
a rea 2a ed 

. ‘ 

McEERROw, GEO— Knox Herd of Poland China Hogs. Stock 4 

SUSSEX, WIS. recorded in ©. P. C. R. 
i 

Oxford, Shropshire and Southdown S ae 

sneep, Chester Hogs and Bronse Furkeyn.”| ROSS b ¥* JOWA CITY, IOWA, 
MOREHOUSE, H.— Importer and breeder of Red Polled €at- t 

SEI tle. Come and see stock, or send for cata- 4 

DLEY, IND. | # 1 

eet ON eee rE supr. GHEBLEY, 08% C-NCHORAGE, KY. j 
ap . = 

ELLERSLIE STOCK FARM, RHI
NECLIFF,N.Y. Breeder of A. J. ©. C. Jerseys of Signal, f 

o-2-| Stoke Pi ‘Comassee and Landseer Fancy 

Guernsey Cattle and Southdown Sheep. ae: } 

i 

. 
f 

Ww a > 
. 

4
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ae) TRerepErs’ DrrEcToRY. fe 
i 
3 TMARPLESS, THOS.— 2 Ss "cc. VeSt CHESTER, Pa.| [JIHLIEN BROS. MILWAUKEE, WIs. | Registered Chester White Swine and ; Grade Guernsey Calves. Trotting Stallions. { felt salen aeecbiaa cod Ee OS SEE Jp a acer ANE iN as \ PRINGER BROS.— — Ss SPRINGFIELD, 1LL.| [J NPEBWOOD, H. BEAVER DAM, WIS. Berkshire Pigs. Windsor Cas le, Man-| Jersey Cattle, Poland China Hogs, M.B. chester Lass, Hood, Sallie und other lead- acne onl ing families, bred’ at “Haw Hill.” Write | Rock bowie ee for free catalogue. ee eee eS ee CHROEDER, GUSTAVE — UHART, JOHN— . 8 a Grarroy, wis.| U®2 e RIO, WIS. Vietoria Swine. The best at reasunable | Holstein-Friesian Cattle. prices. asta naneeenecasiioteas aa ae MESS ie oe W4TEINs stock FarM— STRALeE, wM.— IONIA, MICH . BIRMINGHAM, MICH. S "| Shetland Ponies, Exmoor Ponies, Jersey Short-horn, Hereford and Jersey Cattle, Cattie, Poland China and small Yorkshire | Clydesdale and Percheron Horses, Shrop- | Swine’ cope nana Poultry. spire and Ontewold Shoop, | A WATERING 16 MaCion UT ‘dg, DETROIT, GUAFER, J. RB. & W. A.— MICH. MIDDLETOWN, 0810. | $§£$74[™————_ Importers and Breceers of Oxford Down | WARREN, GEO., & SONS— Sheep. A fine lithograph foc tore saan a 4 FOX LAKE, WIS. Postage. Trotting-bred Roadsters and Cleveland 

ae WHITEWATER, WIS arta a i ALBRIDGE, G. J.— Breeder of Guernsey Cattle, Young W* eo OLBY, WIS. ste of both sexes for sale. Stoc! ran- awansacecentes. ee Clydesdale Horses and Jersey Cattle. ee "PRUE, J. M.— ‘LIE, GEO.— . a BARABOO, WIS. yrs LEEDS, WIS. 
High Grade Percherons, Jersey Cattle,| Short-horn Cattle and Poland China Poland China Pigs and South Down Sheep. Pigs.



Y > GUIDE a BUYERS’ GUIDE. 4 
PANE Sees 

i Be 

. ‘Write for Illustrated Catalogue. 
3 

BEMEST Eo & S0N8— © ng ics JOHNSON & FIELD— pace, Wi d 
5 “ Lan , i 

sopping tooth Marrow, Walking, Plows, Fanning Mills and Land Rollers. 

1 Shapes, ‘ en tS ot ee 

~ any EYSTONE M’E’G CO— 
See eee STERLING, ILL. ( 

; , a Dise Harrows,~ Seeders, Corn Planters, Nig 

eee cee F°G CO » ong, wis. | Corn Drills, Ensiiage Dritis, Cheek Rowers; 4 
. Dise Cultivators, Hay Rakes (sulky am @ 

Ensilage and Fodder Cutters, Horse | side delivery), Hay Loaders, Corn Harvest- 

Pome hoot Cutt and ets, Cultivar — <r Huskers, Feed’ Cutters, Uorn he 
‘or! UO utters, arts, “a 

bas aad Harrows, Feed Mills, Bay Forks, Shellers, Horse Powers. 3 

Wagon Brakes, Wood Saws and Mangies. 
i 

ee ore METAL WHEEL, CO i 

ae 
, ILL. i 

Gee ee FULTONVILLE, N.¥+| Metal Wheels for Farm Wagons. At 
EE ut 

= for Farm, Mill, Factory, { Soak pons 
ont 

ce-House and other uses, Ensilage Buck- _ x 

tts, Post, Floor and other Pulleys. R z MEDINA, OHIO. 2 

anes See ee 
a 

Bee-Hives-and General Supplies for bee- 3 

DEDERICK, P- K., & CO.— culture. iy 
D TRARY, 5. ¥. | —————____ = i 

Baling Presses of all kinds, Agricultural | QTONE, P. B.— i 

Engines, Hoisting Engines, Railway or s7 WAVERLY, PA. ie 

Tread Powers and Wood Sawing Machines.| —___ A 
R 4 

( Q Sy nm 

XLEMING M’E’G CO.— E EOF “ 

F CONNERSVILLE, IND. & S] EXGELSIOR ce 

Carriages— Send for Catalogue. AY LEGS § 

ee oN a 

Furr e JOHNSON MEG CO—. aN ee a 

SON, . Gena 
tes 

Walking Plows, Sulky Plows, Gang 3 PAT-50 > it 

Plows, Cultivators, Hay Rakes, Mowers, Q t 

Corn Planters, Check Rowers, Tobacco ; 

Transplanters, Harrows, Listers. —~ Pe 

yam tla Aces 
if 

GpENESSEE VALLEY MFG CO— = a 
MT. MORRIS, N. ¥. i 

‘The Missouri Grain and Fertilizer Drill The Excelsior Spring Tongue Support. C 

and Shoe Drill, The Little Tiger fanning oe 
be 

Mill, Parson's Pat. Triplet Field Roller, | HE GEISER WEG _CO— } 

Fargo's “WV” Shaped Steel Tooth Harrow, ‘WAYNESBORO, PA. Bi 

Fargo’s “(urn sheller and Bodine Turbine | steam Gang Planing Outfits; Grain 

. Water Wheel. Threshers and Separators, Saw Mills, Port- 4 

Water Wnee___________| 
.iio"gngines, Unright Engines, Traction 4 

Weck & COMSTOCK — Engines. Statio.. .ry Engines, Steam Boll- 1 

MECHANICSBURG, PA. | ers and Horse Powers. cramuid Sorte Fowert! os ae 4 

Horse Tread Powers, Saw Mills and Lion 
Fodder Cutter and Crusher. pas VANDERGRIFT M’F’G CO— i 

ee JAMESTOWN, N. ¥. 

a & SONS— New Improved Western Washing Ma- ¥ 

LANSDALE, PA.|chine, American Hand Planter, Self- 

Manufacturers of their Patent Level Weighing Shot Case. i 

Tread Power Speed Regulator, Little ae ene ‘ 

Giant Threshing and Cleaning Machine T= H. C. STAVER MW’F°G CO— t 

with Patent Revolving Apron, Ensilage CHICAGO, ILL, : 

and Fodder Cutter with Masticator, Farm| Cutaway Disk Harrows, Horse and Tread r 

Feed Mills, Wood Sawing Machines and | Powers, Feed ‘Grinders, Tank Heaters, Feed
 

Corn Shellers. 
and Ensilage Cutters. 

j
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USIVEISAL WHERE Girne x i | WARBERPUSINELY OU 
Breed’s Universal Weeder. Champion Binders and Mowers. A ee 

a: orcad ENGINE AOUPAVEG TEL, en ee ce ee 
e 7m pi 

Feed Mills, Corn Shellers, Weed Catcers;| Mut Wheel Cultivators. ; Saws, Tank’Heaters, ete., ete. Wsulr WEG co— SEH oS 

WGP Co® WTEWRTER, wis, | wind, Mills, Pam Visterns, Water Task Mowers, Corn Drills, Feed Grinders, | Heaters, Creamery Tubs, Washing Ma- Wind Mills, Water Tanks and Churns, chines, Hand Corn Planters. 
asa 

' RAILWAYS AND MILEAGE IN WISCONSIN, 

DEC. 31, 1889. 

Lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R’y...............seeeeeeeee- 1,810.09 
Lines of the Chicago & Northwestern R'y.............ccecceeceeeeceeeees 946.55 
Lines of the Wisconsin Central Associated Lines...............ceecee0e-.. 641,47 
Lines of the Milwaukee, Lake Shore & Western R'y...........ssceceeeeees 571.57 
Lines of the Chi., St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha R'y.... ...........02--. 553.86 
Lines of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie By eno cssccceccs 

Lines of the Milwaukee & Northern B'y............0scseecececcesceee cece 254.50 
Lines of the Chicago, Burlington & Northern TR Uk ws.opans'oesvose secs surat eae 
Lines of the Green Bay, Winona & St. Pa soso ahle cas diese Soles ae 
Lines of the Illinois Central BOR... «vivetnnuole cane aebpu devceetecet ca cn 
Lines of Fhe Borthers Pacilio... «0.00 5.0 Sssscce te 84.30 
Lines of the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic...............ecesseccocececs 67.98 : 
Lines of the Sault Ste. Marie & Southwestern...............sceceeceeeteee 26.88 
Lines of the Milwaukee, Dexterville & Northern R. R.........0..es0ce e005 25.40 
Lines of the Eastern Railway Company of Minnesota...................0.8 « 20.70 
Lines of the Wisconsin, Pitteville & Superior. ..............ccccecceceecee 20.99 : 
Lines of the Chicago, Fairchild & Eau Claire River..................0..00. 16.00 
Lines of the Milwaukee, Menominee Falls & Western...................... 14.60 
Lines of the St. Cloud, Grantsburg & Ashland..................0cecceceees 12.00 
Lines of the Menomonie Fiona ce ansh a sodel omens ae eee 5.02 
Lines of the Goodyear, Neillsville & Northern R’y............0...0..0..... 5.00 
Lines of the Duluch Short Line R'y .........0...sccesscessceeccoe sees cscs 1.94 
Lines of the Prairie du Chien & McGregor...............0.0eecceeeeee sees 1.75 

Ata TORE, wn son 5s css nasrengeee hecee een em ee, fa 5,390.36 j
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WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES ~— 

SIXTY-KIGHT GOUNTIBS. a 

igs Se ee hen rn 

Acres of improved land...........+.seseeeeceeseeee eee seen ceed ones 8,115,333 a 

Acres of unimproved land. ..........00eeee cece cree cece ceeeceeeeees 4,583,715 

Acres of wood land...........sceee cere ceee cece sees eeee sees sees ence 8,660,198 

Wales le Gite aio Seca dnd be dnencdioweekug acca ouse dashes + 5ecs 4 ; 

Wideis of tacen inapleeionin;.-<ac.cccuelsucesss-toserscenneseseeree SAI 

Wo OF pwitie cscs. sess sac 900000; valued at..:.°2.,...-.) Se 

Mo. of cattle and calves.......-. 1,848.80; valued ob.......-.----+ 28,008,508) sll 

No. of sheep and lambe......... 1,429,187; valued at......c+---+-. $2,908,015 am 

No. horses and mules...:.....-. 498,182; valued at.............. $41,049,568 i 

Mas6l CWE. o. 5 oe ss0s 0<cewsee 700,000; valued at.......0...... $15,237,468 | 

Pounds of butter.............++ 50,000,000; valued at.............. $7,500,000 . 

Pounds of cheese.......++++--+ 45,000,000; vated at....s.seyee2+ $4,000,000 4 

Bushels of wheat............... 12,683,983 i 

Bushels of corp...........+---+ 88,058,857 { 

Bushels of oats........-.++++++ 48,298,415 aq 

Bushels of barley ............ 15,502,448 ‘id 

Bushels of rye......+.++eeee++ 5,049,784 ; 
Bushels of potatoes............. 13,492,108 

Bushels of apples.............. 1,903,699 to 

Bushels of cranberries.......... 289,145 — 

* Bushels of urxuleewen: 76,975 

Bushels of clover seed........... 61,871 : 
“Bushels of timothy seed........ 101,960 | 

Value of agricultural products annually..........ssceeeeeeeeeees+ $135,000,000 | 

Value of manufactured products annually..........ssssseeeeeeee» $200,000,000 I 

os . 
il
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i ' 
WISCONSIN PUBLIC SCHOOL STATISTICS. 

- 

& ‘ ADMINISTRATIVE. 

4 1 State Superintendent. 
42 City Superintendents. 

70 County Superintendents. 

43 Boards of Education, 
6,104 School District Boards. 

. 1 Board of Regents of the State University, 
1 Board of Regents of Normal Schools. 

SCHOOLS. 

University of Wisconsin and Agricultural College. 

5 State Normal Schools. 

165 Free High Schools. ‘ 
817 Graded Schools. 

5,931 Ungraded Schools. 

. RESOURCES. : 

Annual Income of 

Slade school fond 32 3295 5555. ooo ee leant $193,820.70 
Univewaty funds 536 202 ets ve eee eek 15,241.35 
Agricultaral college fand ........5.......s0cccecsescctsccoc 14,512.26 
Normal school fand << 265.0305. 2<c\cons edsacesczsessvss) OBESE! 

State Tax for 
Common achoola ... . «0-2: 0))sieinisyin sine vise ce Sotiate se cee ae 
Pree Wigh Gene og acaickis Sosa nce noes ues emer aaa 50,000.00 
SURE NEVO — oo co oss o - o natn sere ane ee 71,653.76 

Productive Fund of the 4. 

University of Wisconsin .................2ececeeseeeeess $187,948.32 
Agricultural college... 2: hc sdiauinwsene sss veuecrve-cpas 1 Oe 

Taxes by counties, cities and districts ...................2....2++2e+ °8,559,666.39 
Vaiue of school property in the state ............2.........20.2..22. 8,898,608.00 
Number of personswf school age (4 to 20)........... 02.0002. 577,123 
Number of teachers required... .............22.+22csecsecee 8,218 : 

Number of Teachers’ Institutes held (in 67 counties) ......... 91 

Btate tax for Teachers’ Institutes. ............00scccccesccescecccce 2,000.00 
Productive fund of normal schools...........sseseeeeseseeseeessees 1,478,248.55 

-
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Farmers of Wisconsin — 
ha 

SEND FOR A FREE SAMPLE COPY OF i tH 

if he Ohio Farmer, — 
at 

The most fearless and consistent-advocate of the farm- a 

ers’ rights and interests in the United States. It isa a 

16-page WEEKLY, printed on tinted book paper; has bi 

been established 43 years, and is the ri 

FARMER'S TRUE FRIEND © 
1a 

Under any and all circumstances. As a special offer | 

it will be sent every week after SEPTEMBER Ist TO q 

January ist, 1891, for. a 

ONLY 25 CENTS. } 

No back numbers will be furnished, so all should q 

send in early to secure as many papers as possibile. iF 
fie 

: : . | 

| Regular Subscription Price, $1 per Year. j 

Agents wanted, to whom we pay liberal 

cash commissions. | 

AvpRESsS, 4 

THE OHIO FARMER, ' 
CLEVELAND, OHIO. ~ 

‘ ' 

Mention“ Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. fj 
16 (241) }
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| SHROPSHIRES. | oF sh 
ti 

e 

i ih 
* i ee ie 

i The Shropshires are the hardiest of all mutton breeds —they are 
i | | wonderfully prolific. The first cross on a common flock of ewes will 
it i increase the number of lambs over 30 per cent. 

he The Shropshires grow a close, compact protecting coat of the 
f highest priced medium wool, of which the manufacturers of the 
; | United States import over thirty million pounds annually at a duty 
Ff of over 40 per cent. 

“ WoonstvE Frock has been carefully selected from among the 
: best flocks in England and Scotland. They are large, blocky, built 

HI with heavy bodies near the ground. They are beautifully covered 
| over the bodies, heads, faces and legs with fine, close even 

a fleeces. As an indication of the superior breeding qualities of this 
, | flock, I will say that in spring of 1890 the ewes had one hundred 
| and fifty-six per cent. of strong live lambs at foot when turned out to 

 erass. 
, Choice stock, all ages, both sexes, at prices lower than to be 

_ found elsewhere for stock of equally high pedigree and quality. 
7 A full registered pedigree and certificate of transfer furnished 

wih} free with every sheep. Stock crated, supplied with feed and de- 
7! livered at Oregon Station, free of extra charge. Special reduced 
i shipping rates for all my customers. Send for catalogue. 4 

of . Correspondence solicited. 

} A. O. FOX, ; 
' ORRKGON, Dane: Go, Wis. 

| © Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
| (242)
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F i‘. Woodside Stud 
na gp a 
We eae | 

. 
ie ’ p ] in 

1 4 i ‘Will always be found to contain a choice selection of young stallions from the ye best breeding establishments of France, They are all bought when colts and tay are matured and acclimated on our farm, so that the buyer has all the good there im is in them. They run at large in paddocks and are kept in plain flesh. 
‘tee | . SS ee toe 2 

4 HIGH QUALITY, *#rer, than Num- OUR MOTTO 
| sue ea Tt eae 

i i N WOODSIDG STUD -rz tHe 
‘ ie First Prize and Second Prize Winners in the Four Year old Stallion Class at the Fi i Great Horse Show of 1888. 
wih At the Minnesota State Fair, held at St. Paul, September, 1889, WOODSIDE uf STUD won Ist and 2d prizes on stallions 4 years old; Ist and 2d on stallions + 3 years old; 1st on stallion 2 years old; 1st on stallion 1 year old; also grand 2 A sweepstakes for the best Coach Horse, any age. 

3 ie At the Wisconsin State Fair, WOODSIDE STUD also won ist and 2d prizes 1 on 4-year old stallions; 1st prize on stallions 3 years old; Ist prize on stallions 2 re years old; 1st prize on stallions 1 year old. 

E rT ~ ~ ‘if WOODSIDE COACHERS ARE OF LARGE SIZE, 
, in! Weighing 1300 to 1500 Ibs. at 4 Years Old. 
_ 2 WITH PLENTY OF CLEAN, FLAT BONE, SOLID COLORS, AND THE 

i BEST OF STYLE AND ACTION. 

. PRICES LOW, TERMS EASY. ga 
re Special inducements for neighboring farmers to club together 4 
ae and buy on long time. 

H : gear 

aL Every Animal Guaranteed a Breeder. 
. Ty eee oan age eee , 

t CorEsPoNDENCE Soxicitep. SEND FoR CATALOGUE. 

qf A. O. FOX, Oregon, Dane Co., Wis. Ht ° 

: Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
! 244 (244) i | 
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he 
iy WOODSIDE STrupD 

| 
@ Of Large, Stylish, Standard-Bred 
a e 

| Trotting H orses 4 § 0 ’ 
i i Comprising the Choicest Yamilies, notably, 
ay @EO. WILKES, ALMONT, PILOT, JR, MAMBRINO PATCHEN, AND 
| i CLAY PILOT AND HILL'S VT. BLACK HAWK. 

ig i 
Ce 

r f | Our grect aim is size and style, backed by rich, standard inheritanee. 
Hh q Size ranging from 15 1-2 to 16 1-4 hands; weight from 
: fl 1,200 to 1,800 pounds. y vs 

Hy oe 
(| Stallions, Stud olts, Fillies, Brood fares, 
i H FOR SALE AT VERY POPULAR LOW RATES. 
PH All stock guaranteed breeders. Elegant tabulated pedigrees, suitably framed, furnished with * A every stallion. Special inducements to parties buying for track work. Come and get your pisk 4 ig) @* our popular low prices and easy terms. Correspondence solicited. Send for Catalogue. 
ay A. O. FOX, Oregon, Dane Co., Wis. 
a i tale 

=| SHORT HORN CGATTLE. i 

ae fi blocky, sh legged sort. Form and abili oa ——, etl food for e oaltne is our eaeaier web rahe en Ia va eur herd stands DeGRAFF’S SURMISE, a son of the eelebrated imported } sy BARON SURMISE, bred by A. Cruickshank, of Scotland. # Our stock is not Leer pre up for show, nor kept in expensive barns, and we 4 I , an therefore sell for half the money asked by other breeders. . 

i Good, Pure Bred Bulls, $50. " 
: ©€orrespondence Solicited. Send for Catalogue. 

A. O. FOX, 
; OREGON, Dane County, Wis. 
; Mention” Farmers Institute Bulletin’ when writing to ddvertisere. 
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Standard Trotting-Bred Staiiion WILCAN 6765. Buy; 164g hands; weight, 1900 pounds, 

Paorerty of A 9. Fox Orrcon Dawe Co Wra,
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; 
‘The following is a list of towns, classifieé Cheap Homes) wm 

‘WISCONSIN. ' Along the Extensions of the C., M. & St. Courtland (rma), Tomaha: Mi i P. Ry, on Easy Terms. 
me oe 

\ The, Chicago, Milwaukes & St Paul Ratt MINNESOTA. 3 ni dreds miles | of new road in lows Mae Wisconsin and Mapleton, Minnecota Lake, Okabena. 
} Sone So teeta oie uae South’ and North Dakota, f come prosperous inland cities within a few years. 

Barone, , Oldham, Erwin, Bryant, | paid S Tecting 0 of the = — - rae Garden City, * Butler, ‘Burton, | irecting that, “hereafter: wig fa nuoReed Langford, “Britton, . be laid ~~ — = Lars — the = Brampton, tt, t Birehoos and iat the toccparcment all Orient, “an Ez. In pursuance of this, the Land Department 
_ hited ana is now offering lots forsale in feral treaty nent ony rm ee + a Jess than REG Tie roifsarie eke Oat ewan i of priate speculacore. All these towns are Gladsone, —— Haverhill, t im the centers of prosperous farming commu- | Sea cehante B60 poeta act MOMurme, Onin, Marly Menta, while mechanics and au classes of Seg Bagley, Bayard, Dedham, i labor obtain employment. 
wall, 

1 ey oe pa. — Manilla, / thew tov ean alse ha an gett of Portsmouth, Persia, "pee thove, | Towa, Minnesota and Wisconsin, which | Mands are also for sale on reasonable terma, mas gm Ay : mafornplats, descriptions, prices and other Peru, Cedar Rapids, Highiacd Center. 1 
i C. A. PADLEY, 

MISSOURL } or General Land Agent, | M.G. HAUGAN, eee ee, Bari \ i Land Commissioner, 
x Cowgill, Elmira, \ 

; MILWAUKEE, WISCONsI: “iow. 

&® Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
(48) d 
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/ i / la 
MILWAUKEE a th 

a 
i" Stpauh if ey if 

Gro, / ° 1 < oH 
Fast Mall Line with Vestibuled Trains ' 4 

between Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and He 
Minneapolis. 

a 

Trans-Continental Route between qi Chicago, Council Bluffs, St. Paul 4 and the Pacific Coast. 4g 

Creat National Route between Chi- : ' cago, Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo. on u 
700 Miles of Road reaching all prin- i 

~ cipal points in Ilinow, Wisconsis, Minne. im 
sota, Iowa, Missouri, South and North Sa 
Dakota. ‘Ba 

( 
For Maps, Time TasLes, rates of passage ( 

and freight, etc., apply to the nearest station t 
agent of the CuicaGo, MILWAUKEE & St. PauL if 
RalLway, or to any Railroad Agent anywhere ig 
in the World. i 

A. J. BARLIFG, 4. Y. A. CARP&NTER, if 
' General Manager. Gen’! Pass. and Tkt. Ag 4 

CHICAGO, ILL. iB. 

sae fa For information in reference to Lands and | 4 ‘owns owned by the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & i f 
St. Pau, Raitway Company, write to H. G. ri > Havuean, Land Cou..nissioner, Milwaukee, Wis- it 

consin. 4 

a Sepepaaignanaeso se masanemenasnaaa ace ee i i 

‘ 
4 

eee eis Lee { Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing te Advertisers. iG 
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1 
Ae : | ~WATGHES i 

' @loeks Ame Dia- ‘ ey fae ee rr 3 

) Silver-| we 
| Ware, ey’ | ewelry 
it ‘SPECIAL STATE AGENTS FOR THE JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

r ! ' Dueber and Hampden Watches, 
; i The Greatest any at Pw at Reasonable Prices 

: Send to Us for Prices on Anything You Want a at either Wholesale or Retail. 

‘| [Manufacturing Repairing 4 

| 
Y 

A SPECIALTY WITH us. 
“ 

) OL Rosenkrans & Thatcher Co, | hi 
100 WISCONSIN STREET, : } MILWAUKEE, ____WISGONSIN, F © Mention “ Farmers’ Inst ute = ”* when Writing to Advertisers,



FRED. PABST, © 
: 7 ita 

: i 
IMPORTER AND BREEDER OF ia 

4 

Percheron j 
_ Horses, | > 7 

INVITES THE ATTENTION OF FARMERS AND OTHERS INTERESTED B® 4 
HEAVY DRAFT HORSES, TO HIS i 

Medel Percheren Herse Steck Farm, 4 

Situated in the town of WAUWATOSA, three miles west of the city of Milwaa- i 
kee, Wisconsin, where some of the most carefully selected famous a 

1 ' a 

Percheron Prize Stallions Mares | 
Two to three years old and over, all of my own Importation, ‘} 

iM 
ALSO A LARGE NUMBER OF if 

Pure Native Bred Percheron Horses J 
> and Colts \f 

rome Mite eiio toy a, 
ih) 

, FRBAD. PABST, 4 
Office of Pabst Brewing Co, is 

MILWAUKEE, Wis. 4 

@" Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 4 
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7) Te TCC a ae Re 

_ AChance to Make $25.00 
lt in Five Mih ! ‘| In Five Minutes 
| i } ——A GRAND OFFER TO OUR READERS BY—— 

‘ D i l r. Valerius &Co., 
16 ~—— IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF 

a 
. . . i Clydesdale, English Shire and 

Ab Percheron Norman Stallions. 
z Ph = fase ates ty art ual res eer, nd ey 
iH! We will thon write to the nara whose names See ane ay to cell thon eaten Te we i sell one stallion to any one of them we will you -five dollars for your trouble as soos as the sale is made. And for additional ‘stallions sold to tere party, OF others on the blank | : you send, we will pay you twenty-five dollars more for each Stallion 
He Your name will not be mentioned unless = request it. If you are not satisfied that we will do bs 98 we say , you can write to the Wisconsin National Bank, of Watertown, Wis., for information. ri If it should so happen that the same name be received from more than one person, and s sale is tia fortes nthe pe feo wil go t0 ss one whose blank is received first. It is therefore best to fill 

; Nour corespondents ‘sometimes wonder how we can make this liberal offer and yet sell better a horses and cheaper than our competitors. Our answer is that we simply spend the money this Pr i ‘way instead of paying tens of bss a every year for newspaper advertising. 
it . 

DR. VALERIUS & CO., Watertown, Wis. 
: —— —————— 

Name. Post Orrice. | Coun zy. Stats. 

: ° . oe seer Peweeweee . oe 

4 OO 

i BRON. - —----- -o2e wesetarennsescnesser serene AMMOMMDE scree se ssceee eee 
i OWI aioe aa 2 Sivonen ee ME eee aed 
A @@Wention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when Writing to Advertisers, 
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#CHOICE* " 
t 

GRAPES | 
' 
i‘ 

FOR THE TABLE, | 
rer | 

Pure Native Wines. | 

SELECTED VARIETIES OF H 

Best Adapted to Wisconsin. i 

Catalogue Sent on Application. a 

Correspondence in English or German will receive : 

Prompt Attention. | | 

WILLIAM FOX, Baraboo, Wis.. ' 
Proprietor Mt. Airy Vineyard. i 

Mention ‘‘ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,”’ when writing to Advertisers. 4 
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Mention“ Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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BE 9 APS 
§ Ye WI AASS 5S i 

cy fs "és > A oi 
ay y ; PVN" BY a 

A ey | SERVICES i 
ear NW! i 
a 

i Bi aii sn = \\ ' 

oe 2 pep eT BS \ 

Tt prouaawr SS.  Bertcen\ iy 
VORGANIZED. ~~ faye \ } 

(j s({HICAGO i 
fe FULLY + 
y| QUIPPED. SrP4ue* MINNEAPOLIS, \ i 

YW CouNCciC BLUFFS * OMAHA: i 

a “DeNvER* THE BLACK HILLS. 

a 5 AL POINTS IN H 

NB Sees OUTH DAKOTA “ 
Soret or i 

Sa ee GOLORADO, - ii 

meeps CALIFORNIA, i 

gee esucaf OREGON * WASHING % | 

net “ seers eonnetiin ey sg tx , | 
TONS, SA 

eae information nt ge? pee as y) { 

“Through Tickets over this greal arg Bt GEN =f /) a 

‘ms “ema IY 
6 BAGETLARK 8 =a a Wee . i 

i MW HOMMRER, EPWsorf. a hi YALE : 

\\ Gérl Mang Taf Mange Gert Passe Agi. ee a Ast is ’ 

TI, sh SS RPE SN d 

TIN SSAA ER RSS 
Ny | SSS SSeS ax if 

2s ee 
er Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to Advertiser: { 
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_ : . | 
i : fi —=C HEAP 

» RAILROAD LANDS! 
| pete 

|! MINNESOTA, DAKOTA, NORTHERN 
I WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN, 

| i —FOR SALE BY THE— 

ij ‘ | 
|| Chicago & Northwestern 

W Railway. ; 
a Some of the Finest Agricultural, Timber land Cleared Lands in the 
: i Northwest are Now for Sale by this Company at 

ail 
Ce : 

i Exceedingly Low Prices! — 
, | And on the Most Liberal Terms. 

b}{ ‘TITLE PERFECT, PLENTY OF GOOD WATER. 

Farm Lands adapted to all kinds of farming. First class 
§}| ° market facilties and everything necessary to make 

i | 
1| Farming Easy and Profitable. 

| Bes Maps, prices, terms and all information furnished on appli- 

1 cation to 

C. E. SIMMONS, 
* Land Commissioner C. & N. W. R’y. - Chicago, Ill. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
1 | (420)
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THE BEST OF THE ; 

ACRICULTURAL # WEEKLIES. j x 

: 
DEVOTED TO i 

Farm Cropé and Processes, 
Horticulture & Fruit-Growing, ll 

Livé Stock and Dairying. | 

| Whil€ it also includes all minor departnients of Rural interest, such | 

as the Poultry Yard, Entomology, Bee-Keeping, Greenhouse and 

Grapery, Veterinary Replies, Farm Questions and Answers, Fireside _ 

Reading, Domestic Economy, and a summary of the News of the — 

week. Its MARKET REPORTS are unusually complete,, i 

muéhi attention is paid to the Prospects of the Crops as thro 4 

light upon one of the most important of all Questions— When to { 

and When to sell. It is liberally Illustrated, and by RECENT EN- } 

LARGEMENT, contains more reading matter than ever before. 

The subscription price is $2.50 per year, but we offer aSPECIAL ~ 

t REDUCTION in our 
4 

Two SUBSCRIPTIONS, in ote remittance.....-...---cssceeceeeeeeeee 

‘i SIX SUBSCRIPTIONS, do. do. -evevseeeesseeseeterserseses ee ! 

TWELVE SUBSCRIPTIONS, do. do. pe 
(= SPECIMEN COPIES FREE. 

If there is a better agricultural paper, I should like a sample copy! B. N- i 

i White, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
i! 

Beaver Dam Citizen: ‘‘The best and most reliable Agricultural paper in the 

United States.” ; 
‘ 

1 
Address, 

: 4 

LUTHER TUCKER & SON, Publishers, — 

ALBANY, N. Y. : 

Mention“ Farmers’ Institute a when writing to Advertisers 

256a) |
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1 BREEDER AND IMPORTER OF 
i 

| CLYDESDALES. 
i The Largest Drevin Establishment in Wis- 

consin, and one of the most important 
HO on this side of the Atlantic. 

il THE MATCHLESS 
oh 

| | “McQUEEN” 
| ———_ AND 

i Y Marmi /| Young Marmion, 
: AT THE HEAD OF MY STUD. 

— 

j 
“| YOUNG STOCK , 
{ Representing the best types and most fash- 
a - ionable breeding, of both sexes, constantly 
: on hand for sale. Correspondence so- 
a licited, and a personal inspection | 
‘ _ of my animals invited. 

. R. B. OGILVIE, Madison, Wis. 

€@ Mention * Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when Writing to Advertisers. 
ce \257a)
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| REID BROS 
i , ) . 
a ———a | a | t | iss 
| 

i JANGSVIEiE, WISEONSIN. 

English Shire, 
| Clydesdale, and 

Cleveland Bay 

SIXTY HORSES ON HAND. 

| First-clams Horses at Moderate Pricos, Seven First Premiums as Wisconsin State 

POLLED ANGUS CATTLE 
‘ oo 
: Shetland Ponies. | 

Come and see the stock. Correspondence soricited. 

i (2 Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when Writing to Advertisers, 
(259a) :



spc a cat al vere 

1 

Chicago & Grand Trunk Ry, 
—S==~~— 

MONTREA Ls He nearest por to(? H] CAGO 

FOR THE DEBARKATION OF HORSES FOR 
OCEAN STEAMSHIPS. 

The Palace Horse Cars owned by the Grand 
Trunk are the best in existence. 

THE STABLES OF THE 

J CHANGE MONTKEAL HORSE EXC 
Are unequaled in capacity and excellence. Horses can be held in 

bond, and transferred from ships to cars. Customs 
regulations, loading, etc,. are attended to 

by careful and experienced men. | 

MR. DAVE DUGGAN, Manager of the ) 
Stables, waits personally on the arrival of the | steamships at Montreal. 

For further information apply to either of the undersigned: 

JOHN BURTON, H. C. TELFER, 
General Freight Agent. G. T. Py. Supt. Horse Exchange. MONTREAL, QUE. MONTREAL, QUE, 

DAVID BROWN, GEO. B. REEVE, 
Ass't Gen'l Ft. Agt., C. & G. T. Ry. Traffic Manager, C. & G. T. Ry: CHICAGO. CHICAGO. 

= R ‘ = 4 Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
(260a)
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. AND Ri 
iH 

-NORTH -WESTERN 

———_ BY PROVIDING ——~—> 

SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT and TRAIN SERVICE FF 
HAS ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS 

THE FAVORITE LINE / 

BETWEEN ALL PRINCIPAL POINTS IN 

The West and Northwest. gl 

SOLID VESTIBULED TRAINS serween ii 

CHICAGO anp COUNCIL BLUFFS, OMAHA, Sr. PAUL, na 

MINNEAPOLIS, DENVER anp PORTLAND. a 
4 

1a 

FREE RECLINING CHAIR CARS BETWEEN s 

CHICAGO anp DENVER anp PORTLAND. j | 

aes re 

THROUGH PALACE SLEEPING CARS BETWEEN 4 

: CHICAGO anp*SAN FRANCISCO. : 

COLONIST SLEEPING CARS BETWEEN a 

CHICAGO anp PORTLAND. i 

SUPERB DINING CARS on ALL THROUGH TRAINS 

a For information in full detail apply to any Agent of the Chicago & North- i 

western Ry., or to the General Passenger and Ticket Agent at Chicago. ‘] 

W. H. NEWMAN, — J. M. WHITMAN, W. A. THRALL, : 

8d Vice-President. Gen’l Manager. Gen’l Pass. and Tkt. Agent. i 
ern 3 

Mention ‘' Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,’’ when writing to Advertisers. 4 
17 , (257) :
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| TrottingStalli iy _ TrottingStallions 
4 Alcazar 5102 by - - - - Sultan. 
i Gobebic 8556 by - -. _Red Wilkes. k Allencon 9342 by - - Lord Russell. H Brighton by - - - Electioneer, 
i Wertheim 7462 by - -  Allandorf. 

1 oa Manipulator 9341 by - - - Nutwood. 
a Increase 9405 by - Mambrino Patchen. 
i King Piedmont by - - - Piedmont. 

ie Electrification by - - - Electricity. 
ie 

ih SS 
a 

 Uihlein Bros,’ Stock F | Uihlein 10s. Stoc all, 
| TRUESDELL, WIS. 

, 4 Located on Main Line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, 32 miles A i aout ae yas — from Chicago. Send for Catalogue giving descrip- 

4; 150 Fine Bred Stallions, 
Al BROOD MARES AND COLTS. 

ALSO, PURE-BRED NORMAN-PERCHERONS AND CLYDESDALES. 

| Young Stock, by our own and other Stallions, out of great mares, for sale. 

i] UIHLEIN BROS., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Ht HENRY LAUGHLIN, Supt., ; 
7 Truesdell, Wis. 

i Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
Fi * (258)
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eg) THE LATEST. 
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eee, | THE Best. | 
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[HRESHING * * | 
iW 

©eGO000 CG i ° MA HINERY. — 
MANUFACTURED BY = a hi 

FAsvance Thresher (0. eB, _5/ i 
; Rune Cea ns a ee ee Ne A a ee 

_ = = BATTLE CREEK, MICH. | | geet cas "y i 

for Panpiets and ful patclars, address | ARC Ps Sea a a 

‘B. H. HEATH, AS SAAS | 
Madison, Wis. a Ly : | 

Mention “Farmers' Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers | 
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i. | | 
| | THOMAS GONVEY 

t i —— BREEDER OF 
i} 

/ High Class Poland Chinas, 
j i Only First-Class Pigs Shipped on Order, and a Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

: | Visit My Herd and Make Your Own Seleetion. 
i! ‘Cedemaiaiad Solicited. 

| | Plymouth Rock Fowls. 
! COME AND SEE MBE. : | 

il THOMAS CONVEY, : ih lowa County. : Ridgeway, Wisconsin, 
ai Mention “Farmaré Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advatliaoe (260) 
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JOHN URQUHART, | > a 
—=<¢-Breeder of =t— 

i 

Holstein and Jersey Cattle. 

Milk and Butter a Specialty. © 
ae | 

I have in my herd some of the best butter families in the world, 4 

Satisfaction guaranteed. A choice lot of : 

Bull and Heifer Calves for Sale, | 
a. 

° AT REASONABLE FIGURES. \ 

COME AND SEE THE HERD. | 

i Correspondence solicited. 

JOHN URQUHART, Rio, Wis. ‘ 
"Mention “ Farmers’ resi a when writing'to Advertisers, j
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Hl \ i a , 

ft oe 
is 8 There is no line so handsomely equipped for Through Passenger 
ie Service as “ The Northwestern Line.”—C,, St. P., M. & O. Ry. tt All well posted travelers between y it 
ol " THE 
f Twin Cities and Chicago take this line — particularly favoring the 
/ “Vestibule Limited,” which carries the finest sleeping cars and 
it coaches ever built, and also all classes of passengers, without extra 
t fares. On the Lake Superior portion of the line, between Minneap- 

bl olis, St. Paul and Duluth, and St. Paul and Ashland, Pullman 
ae | Sleepers are run on night trains, and parlor cars on day trains. oH : 

| NORTH-WESTERN 
i Fast through trains are also run between Minneapolis, St. Paul and 

ft Kansas City, via Sioux City, with Pullman sleepers the entire dis- 
tance, St. Paul to Omaha, Kansas City, Salt Lake, San Francisco and 

if Portland. Dining cars are on all through trains over this line be- 
| tween Minneapolis, St. Paul and Chicago. Besides being the best 
Hi 
t | LINE 
| between these principal cities, the Chicago & North-Western system 

4 of lines, composed of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, 
i} Chicago & North-Western, and Fremont, Elkhorn & Mo. Valley 

3, R’ys (all advertised as the “ North-Western Line ”), offers the quickest 
; means of reaching all cities and towns in the territory intersected by 
; it. In connection with Union Pacific the Cy SP BES, Ry. also 

5 forms a through line to the Pacific coast, operated as the Lake Su- 
4 perior, St. Paul & Union Pacific Line. All particulars, with maps 
A and time tables, may be obtained at any station, or at following . 

{ principal offices: ° - 
ST. PAUL: 159 East Third Street. . ; 

' MINNEAPOLIS: 13 Nicollet House Block. 
\ DULUTH: 332 Hotel St. Louis Block. 

{ CHICAGO: 208 South Clark Street; 
} Or, address 
| Tt. . TEASDALE, 
ity General Passenger Agent, St. Paul. i aoe Me Fe Ro . | i Mention “ Farmers’ Institute "a when writing to advertisers Hi (262) 
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L.S.,ST. P.& U.P. © 
— 

! 

These Letters are the Initials of the New 

Line through Wyoming and Idaho 7 

to the Pacific Northwest. if 

This line is composed of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis et 

& Omaha and Union Pacific Railways, and reaches more Far 1 

Western Cities than any other line, as follows: 
i 

Hailey, Boise City, Moscow, and principal Idaho points. H 

Walla Walla, Colfax, Farmington, Rockford, Spokane Falls, i) 

and numerous Washington points. 

Baker City, Pendleton, Portland, and principal Oregon points : 

Ogden and Salt Lake City, the largest points in Utah. el 

San Francisco, Los Angeles, and all California points from 4 

Mt. Shasta to San Diego. 
Fy 

And this line also reaches Butte, Anaconda, and many other ‘ 

points in Montana. 
2 

i 

Also note that by this line accommodations are furnished in i 

Pullman Family Sleeping Cars at very low rates to holders of i 

second-class tickets going to Washington, Oregon and California. 4 

When you get ready to go West, before deciding upon your i: 

route, call upon the agents of the Co Se PB, M&O: Ry., who i 

will cheerfully furnish rates and all information about through t 

car service over the “ Lake Superior, St. Paul & Union Pacific i. 

Line” and connections, or address 
i 

. T. W. TEASDALE, 9 

____Gonerat Passenger Agent, St Paul 
Mention “Farmer's Institute —— when writing to advertisers 
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| i : , ae | 

my | 

i | : : 5 Ae Milwaukee County, Wis. E a. | PROPERTY OF JOHN L. MITCHELL. \ 
‘ et Sa 

=~ 2 ai «~STANDARD-BRED~ yt ° : i | ° ) LPottin orses ft 
ee | 

il — 0 a ———= staal i >= REGISTERED = 
, ic 

4 

ay 
e 

"i ! iy 

| : SiS ane aER, | —= STALLIONS: =——_ | 1 | ALFORD, by Nutwood (2.183); Dam, Alta (2.283), by Almont, aa] KELLY, by Gen. Wilkes (2.21%), son of Geo. Wilkes: (2.22); Dam, by Bost- ; i| wick’s Almont (2.29), son of Almont, 
} AMONG THE BROOD MARES ARE: ei f CATHARINE (2.283), by McDonald Chief, son of Clark Chief; Dam, Fanny | (am of Jewett 2.14), by John Innes, 

ai CZARINA (2.273), by Egbert, son of Rysdyk’s Hambletonian; Dam, Dolly omy |” (am of Director 2.17, Thorndale 2.224, Onward 2.254), by Mambrino Chief, 3 ; t MAZOURKA (2.402), by Administrator (2.293), son of Rysdyk’s Hambletonian; ! Dam, Cachuca, (Dam of Catchfly 2.183), by Almont. | MARY SPRAGUE (2.21), by Governor Sprague (2.204), Dani by Goldsmith’s ‘te Abdallah (2.30). a 
ae 

ry At the head of the J ersey herd stands the bull Harry’s Riorer, bred by Camp- ¢ i bell Brown, of Tennessee, Sired by Nancy’s Rioter, out of i Queen Mary, a cow tested at the rate of 18.02} j y pounds of butter to the week. 

~~ YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, ===~~ ! ; 2 “ , . oy spe . 
! Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when urtting to advertisers, Hil (264) " ih 
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ALEX. A. ARNOLD, | 
i F > 

Eastville Farm, Galesville Wis., ia 

4 Co Soe F ' 

ae sy 4 
ee eee i 
gO agli e: | — 

alas SERA * . 
; +BREEDER OF + . 

—AND— : 
; : a 
+t BERKSHIRE HOGS. ® " 

RECORDED CATTLE>—— 5 
— AND— 

hie 
A 

—<REGISTERED HOGS | 
OF ALL AGES AND SEX, CONSTANTLY ON HAND. 5 

ct iq] 
aie pi 

Stock Kept Constantly Thriving, | 
BUT NEVER PAMPERED. Wi 

MILKING QUALITIES MADE A SPECIALTY i 
IN BREEDING SHORT-HORNS. 4 

oat SSE SES OSS i@ 

The Short-horn is standard for beauty and utility and the most valuable breed 4 

for the average farmer. ‘| 

The Berkshire is also the standard hog, and weighs when mature, about 500 | 

pounds, it furnishing, when ready for market, the best pork of all breeds, for the } 

reason that the skin is thin, the bones firm and comparatively small, with more te 

muscle or lean meat than any other breed. They mature early, are good mothers, Hy 

prolific breeders, and when crossed on the large breeds produce best results. i 

COME AND SEE THE STOCK. — i 

; Correspondence Solicited. A. A. ARNOLD, ql 
GALESVILLE, WIS. : 

(Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Balletin'’ when Writing to Advertisers. a 
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\ ie 
))) @@R@THE THROUGH ROUTE 1 eaten Cae ie vt) 

|| Gee Great Northwest. if 
ian : - : '| Pullman Vestibuled AND Colonist Sleepers 

i) _ Chicago to Tacoma, Wash., Portland, Ore., i) i : —— AND THE —_ 

| J2AGIFIG * COAST | 
| WISCONSIN CENTRAL and 

ah NORTHERN PACIFIC LINES, 
iH Without Change of Cars. 

|| CHICAGO == MILWAUKEE 
i Waukesha, Chinisiewis Falls, 

Oshkosh, Eau Claire, 
i) Fond du Lac, Ashland, 

f Neenah, Duluth, 
ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS. 

: PULLMAN SLEEPERS ON ALL THROUGH TRAINS, 
j 8. R. AINSLIE, J. M. HANNAFORD, a Gen’! Manager, Milwaukee, Wis. Gen'l Traffic Manager, St. Paul, Minn. 

H. C. BARLOW, LOUIS RCKSTEIN, 3 ‘Traffic Manager, Milwaukee, Wis. —_Ass't Gen’l Pass'r & Tkt. Agt., Milwaukee, Wis. 
4 | Mention“ Farmers’ Institute ‘oa when writing to advertisers.
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“ 4 Z aa” i 
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“ 

JOHNSON & FIELD CO. 3 
: 

+ 8 
eo 

RACING, WIS., 7” 

MANUFACTURERS OF : i 

THE RACING 4 is 
if 4 

é 

FARM AND WAREHOUSE 
Fi 

é : vo i 
= i= Will do more oH 

The MillisGuar- (aaa Eat les work thoroughly || 

Prt ht ; . “Bt 

anteed to do -a= ( A mati and has greater q 

° ee he ity th (5 

more and better Pas he Carre = wm 
Si Le any other Mill. 

work than any ce aN 4 Warranted to i 

ar. a t Zs give satisfaction x 

= SS Se jy Agents wanted. a 

a 

—AND-— 
i 

The Best, Cheap- awe Send for 7 

est and a eee a 
__ a Price List and © 

Strongest Land aa eas 
Hh 

4 Rollers in the aes Se | Cree i 

Market. ol ae x, before you buy. % 

Se 3 Se 1 

“Rollers. | Land JX<ollers. | 
AGBNTS WANTBSBRD. 

4 

St ee ee 
3 

; Mention “Farmers Institute al when writing to advertiser: | 

2 4 
a | 
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) A.D. BARNES. 
4 | —PROPRIETOR or — : at 

| Waupaca Arctic Nurser a 

fe 
—AND— 

iy ; 
iti FRUIT FARM. ii 
i 

, | i The best stock grown for the Northwest. Thirty years’ experience in Wis- it H consin orcharding. 
af 

| | Patronize Home Industry and Get fcclimated Stoek. A 
} Hy MY MOTTO: 
Al LIVE AND LET LIVE, 
Tin PLANT A TREE AND MAKE IT LIVE. Hk : a 

: ' A FINE STOCK OF 
a) 

: i) WAUPACA COUNTY SEEDLINGS, 
ah Westone | i Give me your patronage, 7 on erate to Plant, Cultivate, 

}) au Mail Orders Will Receive Prompt Atten. : \ tion, and Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

i WAUPACA, = . WISCONSIN, 
Ht "Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers, ‘ , ii (268) 
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Te ae SOS! Sere ee eS ere oe oS 1 

way 

ie 

a 
i 

# 
Og 

7 W r ETc, ha 

: HIS, LI ne 
532Qe JEVERYFARMERSSMILLER | 2 WIND MILLS — 
> a Ncyour owe Shelling and | <-S Gam THe HALLADAY MILL 
36 a Grinding at Home, svingwolls | Ll & MB is acknowledged the Standard Wind Hf 

‘aod teaming to and from | >= S Will of the World, snd is made in 18 ‘ 

o . the Grist Mill. Thiswork | yey xe > sizes, § to 60 ft. diameter, | man to 40 horse ity 

Pas Excel Fi can be done rains, windy | 7 ly ‘wer. It is adapted to pumping water for is 

=) Jae 5, Tes days, when out-door work of) Bock ‘and Dairy Farms, Ornamental and oy 

=< Geter ay) ||| ees is suspended on the farm. iit P Village Water ‘Supply and Fire si 

Baer Man seen Lette The same Mil, will cut ‘ wy ee Protection, Railway Water Sta- ih 

Pe oe eee ee corn stalks, saw wood.rme Was OPN, tions, Irrigation, Drainage, Bte- a 
ae churn, grindstone, pamp ‘skal ie “THe HALLADAY is a 

eee iA oes eT ——— Sa eS Bisa ih wae upon honor and a 

Reig ie HALLADAY Say eS cuaranteed The Most 

4% CEARED WIND MILL | cogiaiynenred==: Powerful, Durable : 
fan yin II sizes, 135 to 40 horse | SERREGRE SPS Wie) and Best Regulated 

eo ae and GUARANTEE | “Sigeiiyceemes Storm-Defying Wind j 

Pa Re Wey ave oon ee Mill on the market. Bf 

ts for Power, Darebiliy = 
"Hy 

ees and = Storm-Defying a | 

ee ey, U.S, SOLID WHEEL a 
oe RPE come And STANDARD 

ii ee Horse Powers Nee VANELESS at 
BD a. both singleand Es = ae 

Be al eZ AS ey ants as WIND MILLS 3 
CANS & te ‘These Mills are guaranteed f 

me IX CORN Sheller Nuit the BEST of tne clase “Ate q | 
be artes SAPD v0 ply, ea 4 

| ee) 2 HOLE SE 2 mt cea ction, THe are Tap 4 
n i ) Adapted to ran by hand, horse, steam idly taking the lead of all Solid and ws 

i pi or wind power. eet cheaply made, ‘Vaneless Mills on the market. 
Y}) bur strong, durable an ve i 

Adie | ) PO MPS aed (~~ cons similar to 
Saeed We make a complete line of ¥ 

SS 2 Hole Sheller om the market. WIND MILL, HAND and on 

6 f WwW POWER PUMPS, Iron. , 

don] SAW ABLES Brass and Brass-Lined @ 
eee Both Swinging and Siding \ CYLINDERS. Our 3 Way 4 

w a Pp Tables. We. spied Sew Table \\ Force Pumps have no equal. 

bt SA lone. poles. ial care 1s ; Gt 
EAL: 1035, Ro nce these machines TANKS y 
p= strong and durable. We make the largest assortment of Tanks q 

=) THE IxX1L. i ‘on the market, consisting of Round, 5 

ia Mara Vail Hound and Square Stock Tanks, 
Neri 9) E> Milk Cooling Tanks, Storage and House ‘ 

——— ane STALK CUTTER | EES Tans.” Special sizes made to order. Ri 

Pr a— a 1 

| LOSI Made in 5 sizes, with Safety | Siena? SERRE y df 

ea folhg Fly ‘Wheel, Safety Lever, et Of cr: s ccons Prmereacaam of z 

ae ani all late improvements. HE hee ie j @ 

IXL IRON FEED MILL] O STANDARD{ _ SAX RO O STANDARD) | 
3 sizes, both Belt and Geared Mills. Can berun by 7S fl, 

any power, and especially adapted to Wind Power. fet : umonmanara os | AA PHAY TOOLS \ 
running and most effective Feed Grinder made. ee Tir caching ont to Sake end \ oH 

EF mowing away in barns. The @ A) a ‘| 
a use of a good Hay Carrier == ay 

‘and Fork a few hours before 3 

ES For warming water in Stock Tanks. mses ney save many Cees a 

Pa Made of ine best quality of iron cast ae ies Morse May i 
a] in one piece, no sheet iron to rust or Troals on the marker, consisting ut 

SJ solder to melt and cause leak. Will of Anti-Priction, Swivel, Revers- 4 

, burn any kind of fuel. It is very ef- | ible and Rod Hay Carriers, Har- P 

BP | fective and takes less care to operate | poon and Grapple Hay Forks, cf 

== than any other Heater made. | Pulleys, Floor Hooks, ete. a 

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED. SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES. ] 

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED in all Unassigned Territory. 4 ‘ 

U. S. WIND ENGINE & PUMP CO. © 
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS, U.S. A. 4g 

BRANCH HOUSES:—Kanscs City, Mo.; Omaha, Neb.  DEPOTS+—Fort Worth, Texass Boston, us 4 

i a a  — a 

Mention “Farmer’s Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. a 
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; mpoor. &§ Bg mi OodOz & = ; fai | :, a S mp Ors %o s I, YY eq | oy a i Oo — QO 

1 E = 2 & = i Tad I O = = Q | ice) BY Pe | { (jae Bm £0 Ss, 2hs eee, | So 2S he ee] ee: | = mS 0 = | EP reis 1 | © EquurdsS | cee | = i = i | | ® aScoL fo Fe Ht | MN =ovdIn= E Bi gk slezee | er ' 
el — OD o i Q ~ ar E a a2 = | tEO> i] : ee So vw. WSS | ens j it Cse8 cts ata 1 ty S~Fo S {Bae a O 2ze50/s - Gis 

ah | Ss oo Oi 4 ae i pty ; Y 
| TH eS fe = 1 fi . . A | a Res Sh S| mee aH = = j Ge E>: S = 

om 2 Z a i a a a 
| Qa ie pas 

; i tu ae | ; i > ¢ a 

a) e fo ia 8 6 eee 
Al = Me. SS ' — «= Beg IMPROVED BUCKET CARRIER ri See & DISCHARGER 

Warranted stronger and more durable and of greater capacity with equal : i power than any other line of Cutters manufactured, Liberal inducements to a. agents. Send for large illustrated Catalogue, free, and six cents in stamps for ; new 160 page book, ‘“ Information on Ensilage and Building of Silos.” ah Address 

THE E. W. ROSS CO., | Manufacturers, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U. S. A. 3 

5 i Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
i (270) 
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“The Burlington.” | e Jdurbington. © 
THE VESTIBULED LINE TO i 

ALL POINTS NORTH, EAST, SOUTH AND WEST. § 
—THE— 

t 

8 
a 

Chicago, Burlington & Northern Railroad, 
AND CONNECTING LINES OF THE # 

“ 
| 

GREAT BURLINGTON ROUTE,” | 
Offers to the traveling public the most expeditious and comfortable means of reaching a 

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Peoria, Kansas City, 8t. 4 

Joseph, Omaha, Lincoln, Denver and Cheyenne, : 

i From all the Principal Places In Wisconsin and Minnesota. 4 

Its road bed is unexcelled, the grades are light, enabling fast time to be made, and the equipment i 

is of the very best. 
| 

Starting from Minneapolis and St. Paul, its line runs along the east bank of a. 

the Mississippi to Savanna, Ils., whence one branch diverges east to Chi ,the || 

other south to Fulton, Ills., connecting with the Chicago, Burlington, © Gone
e 

4 RR. Pullman sleeping cars to Chicago and St. Louis without change. Peerless 5 

dining cars on Limited trains, furnishing an unapproachable cuisine at moderate + 

prices. For tickets, information, etc., apply to any railroad ticket agent, or f 

address, 

GEO B. HARRIS, 
w. J. C. KENYON, 4 

Vice President. St. Paul, Minnesota. Gen. Pass. Agent. i 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute —". when writing to advertisers. i 
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He 
eb 

| : ASR SOLS <Feee wae iAnTIT ‘ H| Aaa Short Line a eaiem sae v1 

: i Between 
Wl it 

| [ CHICAGO (ia C., M. & St. P.) 
| i Wi. AND 

i MILWAUKEE 
oe AND 

a | Marquette, Wich, Negaunes, ‘Mich, "Shes way Ishpeming, Houghton, " 
Pay Hancock, = ['Anse, % 

Hi Red Jacket, Calumet, : 
hi Republic, Champion, . 
Hh Iron Mountain, Gladstone, . 
i Menominee, Sault Ste. Marie, ” 
| i Green Bay, Wis, Ft. Howard, Wis, 

| a Marinette = Depere, Praca 
ai) Menasha, =” Neenah, . 
a Appleton, Plymouth, : 

New London, ” Grand Rapids, |” 
See te te Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 

on all Night Trains. 
i Ee aa eee gaa Ee 

/ C.F. DUTTON, Ww.B. SHEARDOWN, . i Gen’! Manager. Gen’! Tkt. Agt. if MILWAUKEE 
| 

Hi 
i &@ Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute (73) when writing to Advertisers. _ 
Hi 

: 
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EN Minneapolis 
i a M1 P . ' 

e O @) St. Paul = 

AM Sa Sault St. Marie 

aa Railway. | 
SERVICE UNRIVALED IN ALL RESPECTS. 

NEW ENGLAND, © 
5 —— BOSTON.-——_- 2 t 

Atlantic Coast Points, | 

CANADIAN PROVINCES, © 

NEw BRUNSWICK, | 

~ «NOVA SCOTIA» } 
- Favorite Route for Summer Tourists. Through aa and Dining Cars to the Atlantic: 

FO UMBEREPRlnaaer| meres | NGRTAEOEa rt. act | 
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i fF | “ 
; eh # 
mph: 

it e | D. H. ROE & CO, 
i i 54--60 N. CLINTON sT., CHICAGO, ILL. 
i SOLE WESTERN AGENTS (Excepting Iowa), for 

4 

| | DeLaval Cream Separators i 
i 

| ew 
nt — _ Bei = 
ae) EASY TO CLEAN or 5 CREAM DON'T FOAM 

hl f TO REPAIR. | YIELDS MORE BUTTER 
' i THEY s : i THAN 

4 i ‘NEVER BURST. Fi ANY OTHER MACHINE. 
a i HAVE GOT [ O fee ‘ CAUSE 

; i 200 FIRST PRIZES, 7 NO PATENT SUIT. 
Aah at Pe 
Bl || =s eas = 

qi Se 

Y | i De Lava! Turbine Separator. 

} ! Also General Western Agents for 

ba! CHR. HANSEN’S DANISH 
al ee Sa fi Lt ie 

4) Cheese Color, Kennet Extract. 
f Rennet Tablets, Sample by mail, 50 Cts. 

' UNIFORM, PURE AND STRONG, 

| i Manufactnres and sells everything pertaining to the 

i THE DAIRY, THE CREAMERY AND THE CHEESE FACTORY. 

' ; i} Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List to 

| i D. H. ROK & GO.,, 
4 il 54--60 NORTH CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO. 

i Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
Hi (274) 
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‘. Our Machine says “YES” to each question. None other can. # 

1. Do the knives cut down? it 

Globe Feed Cutters, Feed Mills and Powers. i Bother Sit ot lr lng 4 

SQAMEVERTSCHRAGE | EERE GE oe 
aR SHEBOYGAN %. Is the plate against which the kalves out of | 

Say A! GSarsa 
aa fectly, without winding? i 

CO il —— b> 10. Is the device for throwing the feed rollers a 

TRE “3a | Ds, Me Eives tnelo sim Pier width of ch, a 
BEST sl) Sr een a etetandeasietaheat 

. i 1. Bee, the automatic safety fy-whell sr | 
Write for Catalogue, Article on Ensilage and Prices. 

with the pulley? t 

ooo Hy 
H 

Dr. Wm. Morrow & Son, | 
NASHMNILLC, TONN.. 4 

Breeders of Registered * 

JERSEY CATTLE i '@® + 

The following Cows are the Dams of our Service Bulls, and F 

we think no other herd in the world can i 

: . show such a list. 5 

PRINCESS 2d 8046, test for 7 days, 46 Ibs., 1234 ox. butter i 

ETHLEEL 2d 32291, Se ei ag. Sige ee 2 a 

LANDSEER’S FANCY 2876,“ “ “ 29 “ % “ € 

FILLPAIL 2d 24388, 6208 OBR eo Oe 7 

CHEROKEE ROSE 20921, “ “ “ 33 . mao < 2 

OONAN 2d 1485, wae ag BE iy Soe 5 

ETHLEEL 18724, it het eS N98 1g - 4 

SILVER ROSE 4753, OR Ree Og OF * i 

DIANA OF ST.L.6636 “ “ “ 16“ 8 “ + i 

GERANIUM 3963, “ “« “ 14 “ ° “ “ 

In the above list are the dams of sixteen tested cows, six of " 

them over 20 lbs. We have sixty-five tested cows in the herd, two t 

sons and twenty daughters of Tormentor. 3533, and other good ones. i 

yee jh ee t 

ONLY YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE. { 

se 

Mention “Farmers Institute —— i writing to Advertisers, 
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ee ‘Cc —_____ : SALZER'S former crom SEEDS 
3 ‘ Fic be} a arin WAX Y wom |) A ~_~ 2 “ rT eras beh pe Fe AAS \ “ ACPLR Ark RR 

g ei A Be = 2: WE \ Ay Ye \ \ WA: pad Zp a OR AAA a wel ia eS $22 UW R\\ SS Wee AN ein oO i MN | RAAC AS \\ SPAS a \= ee Fa RES MS <n wa \\ = . eer | SOW Ais ite j ae Oy BANS VGA E i OUI ZB OSE a en 
xX ESO AN WS MAW AN ad Sera Sow: . shows nae 

EX COM 
ie : : segeg ah } WwW \\ inte | ay ONY <\ Ba GOs? 2 JuTRODUCED py ee | ec tt bS, Be al SOHNA,SALZER 
F SS SS ee 

5 | 
= a 

E THE GOVERNOR RUSK POTATO. bey + | tay Grand potato, named. in honor of the great Farmer Governor of Wisconsin, should be vat | — on ever farm in America. It is a Potato that will sweep the country in yields, and take 
i ae ol yor ait a eeuty and form of tubers and good quality everywhere. See iy catalogue, it will ie || tell you all about it. ie | | 

REMEMBER 
ay | That we grow and carry continually in stock the most complete line of Farm Seeds, as Wheat ee: | Oats, Barley, Corn, Rye, Potatoes, oo and Clover Seeds, together with hundreds of varieties of 
fat, Flower and vegetable seeds, which we sell at very low rices. 4 | Pamphlet on grass culture free. Catalogue free. Write now. 

eA } 
JNO. A. SALZER, La Crosse, Wis. el | a aaa pages eo oT The Southern Cultivator i t | AND DIXIE FARZER,. } ee 

° | Established in 1843. Leadingin 1890. 48th Year, 125,000 Readers. ) i 
{ } The most popular and reliable journal of its kind in the south. Endorsed by the press and 
, 1 People as u journal for the farm, fireside and counting-room. It goes to every part of the south be and south-west. It isa first-class advertising medium. The recognized organ of southern agri- culture and the industrial progress of the south, Farmers, Lawyers and business men read it. 

' 
f 

SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION, $1.00. i 
THE CULTIVATOR PUBLISHING CO., Proprietors, 

§37" Address all communications as above, Drawer M, Atlanta, Georgia. 
ae ° : i 2 os oe ; §" Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin when writing to Advertisers. ; (276) Be 
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o LABOR’ > ((PACHINERY. 
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pale | > Feed 7 WERPATLOWERELEVATION —¥__ SNe ceeeamnaaa 
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oe eee [Rae Fe eioenh 957 en th jaws 

AA a eee 
SSS ee ew 
~ ees QuTTERMON TRAE go ON 

(sel / Bap ar Low fae =f By. PFh 
EAT = W one Bory yy “eS ese fF | 

* | a Srcen | Say a Hl Ae Acad C 

ee toe a * fe) oe ~ Cay 
¢ . eee + - ) = =p - <e 

CE LLERS ie es sap FODDER (UTTERS. gy gLIGHTESy Gnu = 2 Y ey Ensuace® rsoncesr ae 
= P eo (ARRAMTED TBE 

ENSIASEMACHN ay” eo lS" d Seageee "tea = 
> PECK'S HUSKING 4 SHELLING ATTACHMENTS. prt SIZES 9 oe Mitts. | 
24.000 OF OUR MILLS,NOW IN USE.ALL GOODS WARRANTED ANDO SENT on TRIAL, 

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEND FOR HANDSOME 112 PAGEILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 9° Setcint Pmceed Tess 

APPLETON MANUFACTURING @. 19-21 So CANAL Sr. (CHICAGO ILL 
aan ee bs 

¢ 
Factory: APPLETON, WIS. 

Branch: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. i 

ee) Vics ee Ce re ee Le eee 
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i RASS SEEDS | G 
a a 

i TIMOTHY, CLOVERS, FLAX, HUNGARIAN, MILLETS, 
i i h RED TOP, BLUE GRASS, LAWN GRASS, ORCHARD 

| i GRASS, BIRD SEEDS, ETC. 

il POP CORN Md 
an 
al 

| it We make a specialty of all kinds in large or small quantities. Hy} 
Bl 

/ ENSILACE CORN 
i ALL STANDARD VARIETIES, in car load lots or less. i 

i Hi: OUR SPECIALLY SELECTED MAMMOTH SOUTHERN Wi SWEET or FODDER CORN has proven itself fully equal thej 
| best known. Also, SHEEPS’-TOOTH and RED FODDER. pay 

r hd i 
eee 

4 PLEASE CORRESPOND BEFORE BUYINC. 

i: 
ji FLAX SEED. wh ‘ 

i Being dealers, we do not handle on commission, but buy and sell for- ai our own account. Any one having Seed to dispose of is requested to send. te fair average sample, stating quantity, and we will endeavor to make , \ a satisfactory trade. 

REFERENCES: First National Bank, Mercantile Agencies and Merchants generally, 
j i eure. : 

__ THE ALBERT Dickinson Co 4 

ag iy 
71 

iy SEED MERCHANTS, 

WAREHOUSES: OFFICES, 115 KINZIE ST., a) 115, 117 & 119 Kinzie St. | 104, 106, 108 & 110 Michigan st. i 198, 200, 202 @ 204 Wevins = “ACO, Thi. ne” Michie ” Enruiesw? Ricci EL Le | 5 Mention’ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,’’ when writing to Advertisers, 
i 2° 8, We (9"8) 
a i in lee aan
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Peg] MILWAUKEE, ' 

fswn) LAKE SHORE q 
' - & WESTERN RY. © 

Beatie sas? Siete See \e 

e i 

Through Palace Sleeping | i) 
—AND— 

‘ 
e 

Parlor Car Line, | 
—BETWEEN— 

: 1 

CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE, q 
—AND—. 

if 

APPLETON, WAUSAU AND ASHLAND. a 
a ae cen 

ian 

The Gogebic, Penokee and Montreal Iron and Mineral Ranges, Hurley, Irew 

wood, Bessemer and Wakefield, and the manufacturing centers and lumbering i 

districts of Central and Northern Wisconsin. 
“9 

Sheboygan, Manitowoc, Kaukauna, Apple- © 

ton, Wausau and Rhinelander. is 

oe Inducements and Facilities offered for the location of Manufacturing if 

Establishments. 
; i 

TO SPORTSMEN. 
a 

‘The most celebrated Fishing Resorts for Bass and Muskallonge inthe North | 

west are all reached by this Line— 
a 

@OGEBIC LAKE, TOMAHAWK LAKE REGION, TWIN LAKES, LAKE VIEUX DESERP iB 

THE EAGLE WATERS, PELICAN LAKE, THE ONTONAGON, BRULB | | 

AND OTHER TROUT STREAMS. 
F 

Guide Books, Maps, Time Cards, and full information furnished on appioasiom i 

te any representative of the Passenger Department. 
ial 

Cus. L. Rypze, Gen’l Agt. ‘A. W. RUSSELL, City Pass. & Tkt. Age. 4 

197 Clark Street, Chicago. i 

Milwaukee City Office, 95 Wisconsin St, / 

LF. WITCOMB, F. P. REGAN, a 

Gen’l Manager, 
Chief Clerk Gen’l Pass. Dept. i 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
! 

Mention “Farmer? Institute =" when writing to advertiesrs. 4 
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y) 6T. L. KELLY & CO, el | - e e "9 

| : { 89 & 91 Wisconsin St., and 385 Broadway, Milwaukee. 

i 

' i 
e i Lee ot aS Learn pe 

| The greatest variety of useful goods, the best arranged departments, and 
4 He = . 

| The Lowest Prices in the State. 
} f ) Dress Goods, Silks, Velvets, Cloaks, Shawls, Flannels, Blankets, Merino and All ra Wool Underwear, Ladies and Children’s Muslin Underwear, Hosiery, Gloves, ' ik Corsets, Laces, Ribbons, een Dress Buttons, Handkerchiefs, 

Prints, Ginghams, Gents’ Furnishing Goods, House |: Furnishing Goods, Etc., Etc., Etc. ay 

| _ SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION. 
i i Goods ordered and left to our judgment to select, may be returned by express at our i expense if not satisfactory, if returned immediately and in good order, and other goods will | t be sent in exchange or the money refunded, as the customer may desire. 

| Every Lady Visiting our Store Should go through and Examine our 
Hh 

: i] House Furnishing Department. 
i | i She will there find hundreds of useful things for the 

aH 
_ KrrcHEN AND Dininc-Room, 
h That she had never thought of, or had neglected to purchase, 

fi and which she will not be with out when she sees them 
it! and realizes their usefulness and ascertains the 

|: Low Prices at which we are selling them. 

: : A VISIT TO OUR ESTABLISHMENT WILL BE INTERESTING / i AND PROFITABLE TO YOu. 

i T, L, KELLY & CO, 
a tetas 60 po gg any ee i a | | Mention ‘' Farmers’ Institute — when writing to Advertisers, 
Nh (280) 
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A Great Railway. a 

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company now ownsand 

operates fifty-six hundred and seventy-five miles of thoroughly equipped | 

; road in Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, South and i 

North Dakota. Each recurring year its lines are extended in all diree- f 

tions to meet the necessities of the rapidly populating sections of coun- { 

try west, northwest and southwest of Chicago, and to furnish a market f 

for the products of the greatest agricultural and stock raising dis- 

tricts of the world. In Illinois it operates 316 miles of track, in 

Wisconsin 1,309 miles; in Iowa 1,572 miles; in Minnesota 1,122 f 

miles ; in Dakota 1,216 miles ; in Missouri 140 miles, and the end is | 

not yet. It has terminals in such large cities as Chicago, Milwau- f 

kee, La Crosse, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Fargo, Sioux City, Council | 

Bluffs, Omaha and Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo., and along its | 

lines are hundreds of large and small thriving cities, towns and vil- f 

lages. Manufacturing interests are cultivated, and all branches of 

trade find encouragement. The Railway Company has a just appre- Fl 

_ ciation of the value of its patrons, and its magnificent earnings are E 

the result of the good business tact which characterizes the manage- 

ment of its affairs. 
| 3 

The popularity of the line is attested by the fact that notwithstand- 5 | 

ing the strongest kind of competition of old and new lines, the Chi- | 

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway continues to carry the greater i 

portion of all the business between Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and ki 

Minneapolis. It is the best patronized route between Chicago, ‘i 

Council Bluffs and Omaha and to and from all points in Wisconsin, ; 

Minnesota, Dakota and Iowa, and its Kansas City and St. Joseph | 

line will undoubtedly take equal rank with the older lines leading to ie 

and from the Southwest. 

t On all its through lines of travel the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. i 

Paul Railway runs the most perfectly equipped trains of Sleeping, i 

Parlor and Dining Cars and Coaches. The through trains on all its a 

lines are systematically heated by steam. No effort is spared to fur- i 

nish the best accommodations for the least money, and, in addition, He 

patrons of the road are sure of courteous treatment from its employes, i 

Rr ee. 
: 

©& Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to Advertisers. 9 
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|| €aee Free Catalogue gtam i} ; fe 
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Pe 
= Sawa SS ome GRown== Se Li 

| Northern Seeds, Plants, Bulbs, ete. 
Ay ALL FROM NEW CROP--TESTED AND PURE. 4 MARU TESTED AND PURE. |) NO OLD BOX SEEDS. 
fl i My Prices in Packets from 2 to 5 cents. In quantity as low as any / / 5] Responsible House in America. 1 Sere ‘ 3 VAAN 15 cop rae Hl AORTA SENT NR ee Pak arcane, rat , Pate lh ras ie ANT Sg ET ME SS a = ea heeds 5 he oh Be Rr ro E re ie hey eee eo y i r bs * ay kit ME SR Bp ee Seaga A Hie ee SP idle 0 7 Sere C7 al vw Fah Hi Be Nc OA Me ea ate eed a ai iY eh Ne Ry: Fd A Es ~ & i it L ha ee 2) ne bs ey rane ip te i ok ies ee Care NY HONS 6 aaa Xa | 8 freee eae rd i pay nk aa eed Ws jj EA! NY BAG = Nea an Matec a ae es } AO eee eae: pose : | . t PEA Sa Pe" ; oe ia Ten. 
| i ne aad \ Beit hea , 

ae bck! a eos. tL eee eee Lh ‘ St ys ys ee ee ee ee e) . 

1 ng Sh oe es ame: ee 
‘ Ls Bg a “ Poe a e < mee oa _ E 
a) é ae CARI ee eT ae -. 

i on eae EE Seth came ana, RS TP 
i Had radishes in 2 days trom Blaming.” = plese inp. fa ag ; 

. N. yr ote iveb-iew. seed. Those I bought of you last — were 
t es Perfect. ot one failed to grow trom $1.09 1) Been, Facute ss Pamela : i Your Cauliflower seed the pet ever used. & STACY J. POTTER, 

i A. R. AMES, Madison, Wis. Hie eho. Sa Uo 
eee lt Mention“ Farmerd Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertiser i (+2) Hl 
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Road the opinions from 4 f3w of its Toadors, Sps22 will got alio y us to puolish thousands u1 vurcm 
{ 

INDEPENDENT, NON-PAR TISAN, FEARLESS and ALERT. i 

Tha Uatiriag A ivocate of all cae rigats vf Agricuttars: Communities; an Expoavatot Agriculture =| 

in the United States. 
é j ¥ 

ESTABLISHED IN 1841. \ 

} = ' _ = 4 marae > ly ie 
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THe FARM. ORCHARD AND FiRESIDE. | 
Published by THE PRAIRIE FARMEK PCB CO, 150 Monroe St . Chicago. a 

SUBSCRIPTION, 8109 A YEAH. - - - IssUED EVERY WEES. i 

PUBLISHED IN THE INTEREST OF PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE. ~ 

EVERY DEPARTMENT HAS ITS SPECIAL EDITOR, a 

——Davoted to—— 
bt 

ACRICULTURE, LIVE STOCK, CAKY, HORTICU TURF. ENTOMOLOCY, VETERINARY, CACD.N ALD LAWN, 

4 MOTTE ARMEN'S GLUE. : , 

And We'eome in the Home for its —— 
ils 

HOUSCHJLD, POUL ’RY, APIaRY, WEEK'S NEWS, YOUNG FOLKS, PUZZLES, MISCELLANY, ETC. rt 

Original Eagravings in every issu give additional iaterest to the well written Articles. a 4 

THE OLDEST AND BEST @GRISULTURAL PAPES id THE WEST. if 

WHAT OUR PATRONS SAY: 
f ! 

The familiar face of Tas Pratare Fanwae has bocom> on2 of the family, having visited uscontin- || 

ually for the last 20 years. 
J. A. Puarr, Clay Co., lowa. | 

We highly appreciace Taz Paani Faawer, ani think itis a over that should fied its he into $ 

every farm-house. 
GB Moneea, Livington Co, L ea 

Tam highly pleased with Tas Prarare Farwer, aad consider it ths best paper of the kind that I ; 

have ever seen. 
R.H Baser, Pike Co., lil. + 

Iam well pleased with Tas Prairte Farmer. Itis the best paper I have ever read. i 

C. S. Goutp, J«sper Co., Iowa. +] 

Have taken Tue Prataie Farmer 30 years, and it seems to grow better and better. i 

D. J. Parker, Whiteside Co., Ill. ig 

Ihave taken Tae Prarare Farmer every year Since Jaauary 1. 1819, and mast say that under its [7] 

present managemsat it is batter thaa ever bafore. NicaoLas Minter, Scott Co , Iowa. 4 

‘Tue Prarris Farmer itself is perfect, and the king of farmers’ papers. 
ei 

Ww. A. Jerrersox, Boone Co., Ia. Ke 

Tue Pratrie Faruer is jast wast every far ner s20ald sadserida for; ibis iateresting forevery- || 

body, old and young. 
R. 8. Harrea, Kane Co., Il. + 

Ihave read many farm pap2rs, and the general make-up of Tae Prainre Farwer suits me the best ‘si 

of any [ have read. 
Avex xoge Davis, Madison Co., led. ‘ 

f Ilike Tae Prarate Fanwea well. It is a thorousaly practical farm paps. ch cx full of useful in is 

formation. 
I. A. Patric, Clay Co., TL ¥ 

I consider Tae Prarris Farmer a model pap2r, well suited to the mass of farm-rs. 
7 

j 
A. W. Reeves, Cook Co., Til. } 

iss Tur Paarnte Parwen is a good paper and keeps up with the tims, A’ter looking for a paper for I S 

my family, among ali ochers selected it as the best. H. ©. Luorseten, Warren Co., Towa. 4 

Farmers are being waked up to the real situation of affairs by such articles as appear in Tax Pra 77] 

me Farwer aad are uaitiag for business. Keep on in your good work. 
7 

S. P. Fuswine, Cass Co., Mo. { 

Success to Toe PratRis Farmer. You- paper is a good one. N> farm rougat to be without a copy 

of same. 
Mr O'Dovgusux, Seward Co., Nebr. i 

Your tone on the great economic questions of the day are so pat wo the ark thar Imust hold canto | 

THe PRaIRi£ FARMER. 
J. F. 8. Surra, Antelope Co, Neor. i 

‘Last year I carried an ad in your paper and also in three poultry jouraals; but as your rates serm- | 

ed high, I concluded to advertise oaly in th-poul rv vapersth 8 year Accordingly ( made our contracts — 7] 

with five of those journals the first of the year. But I have coo -luded that my little ad. io THe Prarmih | 1 

Farmer paid me best in the end, as Tam still getting an occasional order from that sures. HH 

H L. Bataan, McLean Co., UL | 

Send for Specimea Copiesand Terms. Rates of Aivertising, etc , to 
i 

THE PRAIRIE FARMER PUB. C2 , Chicago, Il. a
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~ Green Bay, Winona & St. Paul RAR. 
—1s THE— a 

—_FROM— ; 

e 

GREEN?BAY | 
‘And all points in EASTERN WISCONSIN to 

NEW LONDON, MERRILL, STILLWATER, a 

STEVENS POINT, WINONA, HUDSON, t 

GRAND RAPIDS LA GROSSE, EAU CLAIRE, 
WAUSAU, CHIPPEWA FALLS, i 

St. Paul, Minneapolis, Sioux City,Omaha 7 
AND COUNCIL BLUFFS, 

And all points in Minnesota, Dakota, and, all points on, the NORTHERN 4 

PACIFIC RAILROAD and ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS & i 

MANITOBA RAILROAD; is the Hi 

From WINONA, LA CROSSE, and all points on the CHICAGO, BURLINGTON a 

& NORTHERN RAILROAD, NA & ST. PETER RAILROAD q 

‘and SOUTHERN MINNESOTA RAILROAD, to H 

MERRILLAN, + STEVENS POINT FOND DU LAC, i 

NEILLSVILLE, APPLETON, SHEBOYGAN, Y 

GRAND RAPIDS, OSHKOSH, GREEN BAY, i 

: 
—AND ALL POINTS IN— s i 

Eastern Wisconsin, Northern Michigan and Lake Superior Regions. : 

Passengers from all points—West, Northwest and Southwest—will find the . i 

G. B., W. & St. P. R. R. | 
The DIRECT LINE to all the above points. ei 

THE PASSENGER EQUIPMENT of this Road embraces all the mod~ } 

ern improvements and conveniences that tend to make traveling by | 

rail safe and comfortable. 
i 

tarBe sure your tickets read via the 
i 

GREEN BAY, WINONA & ST. PAUL RAILROAD. a 

§. W. CHAMPION, Superintendent. J. B. LAST, Asst. Gen. Pass. Agt. ib 

i a EE ee i 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. i 
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wil WHAT WILL THEY Do?| Often Save Plowing. ama ii PUTIN GRAIN ano MANURE “AlWAYS Pulverize if © 4 * ah ON CORN STALKS, STUBBLE». et a7) i FALL OR SPRING: SO ee qi PLowING: 5 Crixdeiems +a) ) } Gees and Manure ro the: H | cu ial 0) 2 Od Wa F Bade F : | att ae Ta P aaa UE a OFS Roars TET dg La Aa 
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{ GaN PLANTERS, Drruis, (HECK Rowens, EHSIAGEDgius 
ii D LARGEST, LINE IN THE WORLD. (STONE . | Sr mea ae ds F eg MBINATION Peay ON yo st jot 

i tive \ SO gal fA vcserd a wine 4 MTS a 
| Lf ee jo ee YY 7 need eee rata a tes Sonen ee Gee i Rahs) Lam Learner ati te | | gee T ; 1 Rai eee Dea eed < & 

a aooness KEYSTONE -MF'G:CO.. steruina i) BPANCH AND SUPPLY HOUSEG: COMVENJENTLY LOCATED(MENTION THIS PAPE Rm 
| 

f | eas kK Hand.) HELLERS ay) ALL, \ \ aad ¢ i \ . IZES. 
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Ade | 2 
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“KEYSTONE” 4 

Corn Husker and Fedder Cutter 
——_—_ COMBINED.——— tf 
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IT 18 A SUCCESS. SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. ($1 

cai i a 
A VOICE FROM KANSAS ABOUT THE HUSKER. i 

©. C. Gardiner, of “Bright Side Stock Farm,” Bradford, Kansas, writes ms Le 

June 19, 1890, in reference to the Corn Husker: 
la 
| 

“J had some trouble in adjusting the Corn Husker to my two horse tread ‘4 

sere but after experimenting some, Presto 1 Eureka! we got there hands and fe 

eet! The horses traveled nearly natural, but still a little slow, but it gave all {%: 

- the motion to the Husker that was necessary. ‘When the fodder was dry we Fy 

could run it through as fast as it could be put ers the pee 
tB) 

« The corn went 60 bushels to the acre an the for der was large. | Tt had Se fy 

‘ be fec! on the jump to keep the Corn Husker up to its capacity. It one man bs 

F to lo-d on table as fast as the Corn Husker would take it. We could not have \ 

hushed more if we had had an engine. It worked us hard and we were obliged 4 

to reduce the speed. We fed one large load through in 80 minutes, aud we were i 

obliged to rest 20 minutes before starting again, we were 80 exhausted. a: 

%«T was using two 1200 Ib. horses, "and we have husked 150 bushels in 4 iff 

hours. By using a tread rr instead of an engine or eter power, we sav HH 

one man’s wages and the fuel for an engine. I raise from 150 to 200 acres, and | 

it has been an unsolved problem with me fora sore many years how to handle i 

the fodder crop, but it is now solved by using the Keystone Corn Husker and | 

Fodder Cutter. I make ita vas to utilize the ‘ by” products of the farm, a 

such as straw and fodder, and to which I attribute my success in farming.” a 

Petes eee nee ee
 eee H 
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‘| ‘Superb Train Service, _ 
ah Good Connections, 
aa Fast Time and No Delays 

ele Can all be secured by taking the 
fa i 

!| Northern 
wet e 
wie i Pacific R. R. 
; a BETWEEN THE EAST AND 

|| Dakota, Manitoba, Montana, 
ie Idaho, Washington Territory, 
ni British Columbia, 
a Oregon and California. 
Hi | THIS IS THE 

|| Yellowstone Park # Dining Car Reute. 
Tia! 

| iil The NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD is the SHORT LINE to HELENA, 
Hie TACOMA, SEATTLE; and PORTLAND, ORE.; is the ONLY LINE running 
ti i PULLMAN SLEEPING CARS to FERGUS FALLS, GRAND FORKS, GRAF- 
i i TON, WINNIPEG, FARGO, HELENA and BUTTE CITY, and is the ONLY 

: | j LINE reaching JAMESTOWN, BISMARCK, MILES CITY, BILLINGS, BOZE- 
/ } MAN, MISSOULA, SPOKANE FALLS, TACOMA and SEATTLE. 

4; Pullman Sleepers, Dining Cars, 
t! AND - 

E FRAAK CGOLONIST SLARPRRS 
ihe ON EXPRESS TRAINS DAILY. 

| This Line Offers Special Attractions to Cal- 
ifornia Tourists. 

nat For full information concerning rates, time, etc., call on or address your near- est ticket agent, any traveling passenger agent of this company, or 
Vd CHAS. Ss. FBB he Gen. Pace, and Ticket Agt..N. P. K. R, | : 

. PAUL, MINN. ee 
? | i (2 Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’? when Writing to Advertisers, | (288) 7 i} 
| > aati
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ONE OF THE FIRST PAPERS TO PUBLISH A FULL 

Containing Alliance news from all parts of the United States, and a 

weekly discussions of Alliance principles, will be ' 

Ot Free Lr OUP UONSCCULIVE WEEKS © ia 

to any farmer who will send his name and address on a postal card © 

to the 
| 

HOMESTEAD CO., DES, MOINES, IOWA. Is 

At the end of four weeks it will be discontinued without notice, ib 

unless subscribed for in due form at the rate of $1.00 per year, | § 

invariably in advance. ih 

SSSS==_ 
i j 

. &t hd a THE HOMESTEAD ; 
° is 

is a twenty-four page weekly, devoted to the advancement of the i 

agricultural interests, and claims to be the cheapest agricultural paper ‘| 

, in the western states. Whether this claim is well founded or not can iH 

be ascertained by any farmer at the expense of one cent, by sending : ' 

his name and address on a postal card to the i 

HOMESTCGAD CO., id 
P DES ZSOINES, IOWA. i 

te he 

Moation “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 4 
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He C.S. Clelland, g my, 
ae JANESVILLE, Wis. (fees z 
ai #REGISTERED#® ‘ oe oe 

i. ——— Spee Ge oor AAD os MR 

He ) 
ain = as be a aa 

a er a= 08 

ti 350+ REGISTERED + SHEEP. 
i TWENTY-SIX YEARS IN THE BUSINESS. 

Ri). LARGE SHEEP, STRONG CONSTITUTION AND A HEAVY FLEECE OF FINE WOOL ; 
i ~~=== COME AND SEE THE FLOCK. ===~~ 
li i ee 

a. ~~ ATTEND=s— 
a a 

Wi n } | he Dorthwestern Business Gollege, 
if} 

| i ACADEMY, AND SCHOOL OF SHORT-HAND AND TYPE-WRITING. 

' | | Want a Good Business Education. 

Ne, Want to Learn Short-Hand and Type- Writing. 
; i Wish to Improve in Penmanship. 

\ Wish to Prepare for the State University. oi 
" IF Wish to Prepare for Teaching. 

a Wish to Obtain a Practical Education. 

We The Commercial and Short-hand Departments are open during the entire year, 
} and Students can enter at any time. 

| F The Fall Term of the Academy Commences September 1, 1890. 

SF" Catalogue containing full information sent to any address free. 

} DEMING and PROCTOR, Principals, 
Wt MADISON, WISCONSIN. 
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Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 

AGRICULTURAL & GARDEN IMPLEMENTS. 
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, “CREAM CITY." ! 

Imtroducess of this famous Potato; conceded by all growers as the best early Potato i 

new in the market. It is a large yielder, cooks quick and dry very much like the old | 

Snowflake. The fiesh is pure white. As a keeper it is unsurpassed, showing no disposi- 5 

then te sprout until late in spring. 
; 

CURRIE BROS., Seedsmen and Florists. Milwaukee. Ir 

STORES: 108 Wisconsin Street and 312 Broadway. i 

GREEN-HOUBSES: Cor. State and 27th Sts., and Cor. 10th @t. and Grand Avenue. ‘i 

ustrated Catalogue furnished free on application. 
Q 
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| > Over 400 Prizes in Three Years. 
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e t Oxford Down, Shropshire, 

he i — AND— ie 
ari | n é Hl SOUTHDOWN SHEEP, is ; 
pa, Cheshire Hoosand Bronze Turkeys rr i Of Extra Quality, Bred and Imported by 
i ] GEO. McKERROW, Susser, Waukesha Co, Wis, 
an Velvet Chaff and Turkish Red Winter Wheat. a] Our Morro: “Tue Best 1s None Too Goon.” 
ot R. R. STATIONS-Templeton, on Wisconsin Central, and Pewaukee, on yi 

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. ie COME AND SEE US, OR WRITE. WH Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writin to Advertisers. (292) . bE 
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aie os Oe huged >/1 CHEESE COLOR, 

| ps} ugh 'E Butter e Color. ° 
Ae yy hapa) 1 
aa a i vA Hee a 
1h. r y ; 4 ig] Rennet Tablets by mail, 50 Cts. 
nie Fa fi uc Over 100 First Prize Medals. 

aie v “a Ty 
tie i % Ae)’ % 4 UNIFORM, PURE, STRONG. 

ag tie) oe * ge 
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Het eee aim Freer. PATRONS ARE INTERFSTED IN THEIR 
i Bee ost generat a eae FACTORIES USING THE BEST ONLY. i pee ee EE a 

wy. “<2 Order of the nearest dealer or of our Western 
| i i ee oe Denes Dat roenste foe Copenhagen ‘Agents, or 

ia D. H. ROE & ving Creamery Package Mfg. Co., 
iki 51 to 60 N. Clinton St, oe i 26 N. Clark St. : 
| ¥ J. H. MONRAD, Western Representative CHR. HA SEN’S LABORATORY. 

a O_O re ee 

| Extra Good Victoria Swine and Jersey Gattle. 
hie. iui 
We Gg pura ge i i" ZL Zz Aas: ate aa xg mi t2Z7Z7za po th i Zz 

Hi g hi REESE AERRCR SES. ‘ | Pa Re 
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SO tes pe eer ae or 

a0 a 
ve First-class Pigs shipped and satisfaction guaranteed. Visit my herd and make your owm 

ih, selection. All stock recorded. Correspondence solicited. 7 
‘ i GUSTAV SCHROETER, 

i Grafton, Ozaukee Co., Wis. 
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MORGAN'S LINENS ° i] 

i ate eh Recoenizinc the fact that it is a some- fi 

a what difficult thing for our out of =| 
Cae SoSSa Wen ‘ | 

axe F pees nao ae town customers to make selections of } 

; RE is \ acne a Linens with out seeing the goods, we 

ss AY las submit to their notice a few which ; 

a ye ei aurea, = are specially desirable. Send a sam- 

eal Ne eee pie order, and if the articles be not : 
y ed ay Ea é : Hf 

[ANSE 4 entirely satisfactory you can return 

Onn eae Meg = them at our expense. A complete i 

aa . if VANS fia price list of Linens and White Goods : 

ay raya eA will be found in our “Summer Sup- i 
Vas ba ” * + 

Sees td plement,” which you can have free by i 

=s ot gate === mail on application. ¥ 

TABLE DAMASK. | 
Our 62 inch wide yard-bleached cream Table Damask, extra heavy, at only 

BOc'a yard, is a decided bargain. Large and varied assortment of patterns im be 

square and floral designs. 
\3 

Our 63 inch wide and 66 inch wide extra fine bleached Table Damask, at i" 

7Bc and $5c a yard, respectively, cannot be surpassed. New and elegant | 

es comprising large and small polka dots, checks and floral and running vine i 

ns. 
‘On $1.00 a yard heavy bleached Double Damask is ene value, and a 

ee of which our sales are very large. The patterns jot ese goods are some i] 

oice novelties, in fruit, floral, leaf and geometrical des gns, and are confined to if 

our own trade. 
% 

avs We have 20x20 and 24x24 Napkins to match most of the designs of the A 

above damask.*,* 

TABLE NAPKINS. i 
Our 19x19 bleached Table epee at $1.50 a dozen and 20x20 bleached : 

double Damask Napkins at $1.75 and $2 00 a dozen are very cheap. These 3 

goods ampure with the wenliee: 
| 

Our 23x13 double bleached damask Napkins at $2.00 a dozen and our 98x28 4 

double damask Napkins at $2 50 a dozen are splendid values. $ 

Our 24x24 bleached double damask Napkins at $3.00, $3.50 and 4.00 a : 

i} @ozen are both choice and cheap. 

TOWELS. a 
eon 18x36 all-linen Huck and Damask Towels at 12 1-2c each are extremely & 

popular. 
‘4 

22x45 all linen Huck and Crepe Towles at 20c each are much below regular ; 

Prices. 
E 

Our 25c line of Towels comprises Huck, Damask, Crepe, Basket Weave, etc. ~ 

This line is the best that can be had at the price. & 

We pay freight or express on all Linens sent to points In Wiseensins i 

JAMES MORGAN, f 
386, 388 AND 390 E. WATER ST., MILWAUKEE, WI, ' 
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Hi FORT ATKINSON, WIS. aie 
| b 

» | »  W. D. HOARD, Eprror ‘anp PROPRIETOR. 
iki 

ee ir A Weekly Twelve-page Paper Devoted Entirely to the Dairy i and Dairy Stock Interests. Circulation distributed 
1h throughout the dairy districts of the United 
Hi States, Canada and in Europe. 5 1) pense 
A The Official Organ of the Wisconsin Dairyman’s if Association, 

a ONE OF THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISING MEDIUMS iN 
i THE UNITED STATES. i 

: i Rates furnished upon Application. aie) 
i) Subscription Price, $1.00 a Year. 
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‘JREYouTH's GMPANION 
Established 1827. 

Comes ee a\l2 / FINELY 
Every WEEK. 7 = e = & ILLUSTRATED. 
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€ s Olai\s 5 s é $/g/</2\5\3\4\” For ALL s/s s Sia os Onty $1.75 i 
THE FAMILy. . S 2 A YEAR. 2 

. ~~ d 

‘i See 5884 TORI a 4 

s . i 

Two Million Readers. 
<ctiiiaaieditaaincatiiantiaiinanttinstiaiideiy | 

The Figures in the illustration above show the number of yearly subscribers ‘ ; 

to THe Yours’s Companion in each of the forty-two States. It is interesting to i 
note how generally THE Companion is distributed throughout the country. i 

Subscriptions can begin at any time of the year. Price $1.75 a year, poste : 
paid. Illustrated Supplements nearly every week. SAMPLE Coptes FREE. Address, | 

THE YouTH’s COMPANION, Boston, Mass. : 
(end Check, Money-order, or Registered Letter at our risk.) : 
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| DOC BERKSHIRE SWINE DOO 
mae 
alr + 

ae W. H. JACOBS, Madison, Wisconsin, 

H : Importer and Breeder of the Large, Improved 

Wee : Bae : 

ve : 
a Pe 5 ign a 

Daa S a ‘ : ” q 

; i AN NS Niassa SR Rin fly : 

| : ' a | English Berkshire Swine 
i i I have now over Two Hundred head of Swine, every one either 
ih Registered or Eligible for Registration. I have at the head of my 
hy herd 

| IMPORTED PRINCE REGENT. 
RE Have a large number of young Boars ready for service now. 
iy None but the best kept for breeding purposes. I use the knife 

: i freely. I have shipped to many different states this year. Have 
Wit, special rates by different express companies. All stock delivered at 

nih express office free of extra charge. I guarantee all stock sold by 
aay me breeders, and always sell at lowest prices possible. I breed 

My Berkshire because they are an active hog, better calculated to follow 
i cattle than any other breed. Commission men ‘in ‘Chicago say that 

i they are worth more per cwt. than any other hog. Easily moved 
ee from one pen to another. Less cripples and dead ones in a car than 

Hi” any other breed. Packers as well as experience tell us that they 
i have a larger per cent. of lean meat than any of the other pure breeds; 

i t and they are always ready for market it properly fed. 
= For prices and particulars address 

He W. H. JACOBS, 

Ht, Madison, Wie. 
yee Or, call on P. WAKEM, Manager of the Farm, Burke Station, five 

} miles from Madison on the C., M. & St. Paul R. R. 
ee eee 

Mention“ Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to 4dvertisere. 
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a FF ME PM, WM. H. JACOBS, 

«5 lathe ie Madison, Wis., Importer and Breeder of 

SHORT HORN CATTLE. | 
My herd consists of such families as Barringtons, Princess, i 

Kirklevington, Fennell Duchess, Roan Duchess, Mazurkas, Adelizas i 

and a number of other very useful families. Headed by the imported | 

bull Welcome Guest 101271, bred in England, assisted by the Booth 

bull, british Ensign 96490, and the two Bates bulls, Lord Kirk- 

levington, of Erie, 1399193 and Marquis of Kirklevington 99395. 

My ambition is to breed low down, blocky animals as well as i 

great milk producers. My herd won forty-four prizes last yearat | 

Iowa State, Minnesota State, Wisconsin State and Dane County fairs. 4 

Included in this number are nine sweepstake prizes; four of them i 

being for herds bred and owned by exhibitor. I have won sweep- 

stakes on bulls and grand sweepstakes on herds at State Fair for last 7. 

three years. All females exhibited by me last year were of my ow 4 

breeding. I have always at my farm a large number of young f 

bulls to select from, as well as cows in calf, for sale at all times at | 

reasonable prices. We make a specialty of always keeping a number H 

of young animals in show yard condition, so anyone desiring show a 

animals can always find them here. Parties wishing to purchase 7 

either single animals or in car load lots will always find a large ‘ 

? assortment to choose from, and at prices where you will always re- i 

ceive good value for your money. Send for catalogue. Address i 4 

WwW. H. JACOBS, 4 
R Madison, Wis. | 

Or, call on P. WAKEM, Manager at Farm, Burke Staties, # 

five miles east of Madison on the C., M. & St. Paul R. R. i 

Ample time given responsible parties. j 

Bide eee ee ee j 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute ——" when writing te Advertisers, 
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ip re awn eae Se +OUR MOTTO 

Wit - se ij First-Class Plants i FF OBE ee Ss 
my od A At Reasonable Prices. i Re SS 
Hh eae iy ALL THE LEADING VARIETIES OF 

a STRAWBERRIES, 
|| Red and Black Raspberries, 
| |) BLACKBERRIES, CURRANTS, i 

| GOOSEBERRIES AND GRAPES. 
i i 

ALSO 

| Fruit + and + Ornamental + Trees, 
14 DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE. 

j i Special inducements offered to men to take orders in their own vicinity. Write for terms. 

Hi, J. M. Edwards & Son, 
i| Ft. Atkinson, Wis, 
| Mention ‘' Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,”’ when writing to Advertisers, ih (300) 
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For Less Money Than Ever Before. ; 

Ges }} 3 eg) | 

Ne “yD 
VE SES ae rel, ea; ! NV rain | —— | IN ZR GRAN XCM 4 a Se Sl ee 

Largest Factory «State. 
Great Variety, Elegant Styles. fl 

Prices Very Low as to Quality. 

Send a Sample Order. Prices and Catalogue on Application. f 

McFARLAN CARRIAGE CO., 
Connersville, Ind. i 
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| AverageWeekly Circulation i) y 
i) ; 

| 
1 OVER 190,000! 
i 

ae 

i : ieee Ry 

ae WE bie nO 

ih ~~ ROCHESTER, N.Y. 
| Wl 6 PAGES. 48 COLUMNGE. 

i THE BEST WEEKLY FARM AND FAKILY td PAPER IN THE WORLD. 
| i ESTABLISHED 1871. 

a octteaitinis Pl teal rice Gene Hl) iiaSecea Apiatere.and Dent Dea 
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: | ii Fa ye SME BSE 
Bil! ‘Rochester, N.Y. s 
ie 
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3 “THE MAPLES 

Herd of Jersey Cattle. | 

Ne ao. 

Bees a 

Ni a E,  eeN aeE | 

= = = 4 - ce Si - = 
Ee ge ae ia Femme NS: sc tana Leen . 

3 prea ot eee $ tose Sie eee sles “ are 

tees ee | 

IDA OF ST. LAMBERT, 24990. Property of Miller & Sibley, Franklin, Pa. ; ‘ 

Mr. Fuller See see a ee Os eee Her 
blood is stroagiy in “ The Maples” herd. 

. . . . 

The Profit is inthe Dairy. | 
H 

SE iH 

THE BEEF BUSINESS IS DISCOURAGING. | 

6c ” * s 4 

The “General Purpose” Cowisa Delusion | 

“The Maples” farm, the home of ‘The Maples Herd of Jersey Cattle,” is x 

situated at the eastern city limits of Madison, Wisconsin. It is easily accessible 4 

from the city, as any street car going east will take you within a few moments’ 
walk. We would be glad to have you come out. whether you wish to purchase i 

or not; you will feel repaid if you enjoy looking at fine Jersey cattle. The a 

choicest strains of Jersey blood are represented in this herd, and the cattle have ; 

individual merit. _ & 

We trust your visit will be something pleasant to remember; it may result in i 

your thinking of our herd should you ever want anything in Jerseys. 
Very truly yours, 

Madison, Wis., 1890. C. B. MILLER & CO. : 
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1856. THE 1890, é 

: Ss. L. SHELDON Cco., 
MADISON, Wis. 

i THE LARGEST GENERAL STOCK OF 

i i d e Standard Farm [Naehinery 
i IN THE NORTHWEST. 
. A SPECIALTY OF EVERY DEPARTMENT. 

ei eG ae ee ES a 

ir topes ey, ' 
| ee ease Zn ae ee ee ee ye rae i: Bee reat el eon ee eee Oe PD tet aaa vay ee eee ae ae we ae ee Be He Hea i fi FS eee it ee] tee poe ee fee Re OA ee BASE, 

4 reaenauere eee FE LD O;N rece Be bae P! | 12 Bean ie See Be A ST Pose” rien ey 

z Par ee io eae, gc rae 
i FE ae yg al tn) Oh ee aaa Se ae aa eS Fe eT — a ee Sa Sees Fc 

a : OFFICES ano WAREHOUSES,MADISON, WISCONSIN. Waseca 
ri Lawn Mowers. Garden Seed Drills and Hand Cultivators. Plows and Soil preparing Tools of fiw | every kind. Drills, Seeders and Planters. Double and Single Row Drills oj Ensilage ie “proved and Bow Harstatee uaumgaattey and Tabac, Callus, ate tm r | = Fodder and Ensilage Gniers glee ‘Tread and Lever Horse eh Powers or Engines to operate them. 
F WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF FEED PREPARING MACHINERY. : Write for catalogue and copy of “Facts for Farmers,” 

| BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, FARM @ SPRING WAGONS, 
! | Farm Trucks, Carts, Road Machines and Road Scrapers. 

fe | WELL DRILLING AND STUMP PULLING MACHINERY, DITCHING ‘: MACHINES AND TILE MAKING MACHINERY. 
i Come and see us, write for Catalogue, Circulars and prices for anything in our line. 
t —ADDRESS—— | 

. ‘ i THE S. L. SHELDON CO., Madison, Wis. 
) &" Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin ’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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Fert nen oe See 

Me Gi tear re —— anp — 

ee mg ae ruit Grower Ft A F 

EN ated : 

SE eit FORT ATKINSON, WIS. 

‘¥ ri Small Fruit Plants, Grape Vines, Frult 

4 3 y 6 Trees, Ornamental Trees and 

ae Shrubs, Flowering Vines 

» and Bulbs, Seeds and 

5 Seed Potatoes. 

FRESH FRUITS IN THEIR SEASON. 

EVERY family that occupies a piece of land, whether a two rod garden or a thousand acre farm 

should grow fruit. We mention a few of the leading varieties that are easily grown, hardy, pro. 

ductive and every way good and reliable: 
5 STRAWBERRIES Jessie, Bubach, Warfield, Haveland, Wilson, Crescent and Park 

eauty. 

BLACK RASPBERRIES—Tyler, Souhegan, Ohio, Nemha and Gregg. 

RED RASPBERRIES—Turner, Brandywine and Cuthbert. Shaffer's Colossol: —& 

Red Raspherry that does not sucker but grows like a Black Cap. 
Improved Dwarf Juneberry. 

BLACKBERRIES- Stone's Hardy, Snyder and Ancient Britton. 

COOSEBERRIES- Houghton, Downing and Industry. 

\ CURRANTS Red, White and Black. 

, GRAPES~ Moore's Early, Worden, Brighton, Niagara and Concord. 

Wr, We also have Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Roses, Flowering Shrubs and 

- —-Vines, Bulbs, Etc. 
wo 
4 Progressive Farmers find it pays to 

ie 4f change their Seed Potatoes frequently. as 

aN Fy | We are making a specialty of growing oat F 

a A choice varieties for seed. 4 

f eA Send for one of our Catalogues which eee 

A aay Y tells all about the varieties of Plants, 2258 oe 

UWA/! { Trees, Shrubs, Ete., that we have to sell ie 

; i} and gives prices on them. We will be 2s ee 

7 1 ; 1d Iie SIAN Sp 
Fr if glad to send it to youfree, and should like | GSES aaa 

\ | iy to correspond with you if you find any- 3 Be es 

Wee ay thing in it you want. We want a good \\' RRA vey Py hl, 

EME! # local agent in every county. Write us for Ry Be ee 

7 terms, ete A Be e Jae. CH 

4 We y/ Xa ect ln t 

COE & CONVERSE, SCR a ae 
MS Reda ho cas ae ae 

; FORT ATKINSON, WIS. BS ie Sao nae 
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a THE FARMER’S FAVORITE, | } 
———oOooSaSaSaaaqaqaqaqaasaaa EE ap 

<2 ~ : : )| The Improved Angle Sieve Fanning Mill ie) 
a The ONE and ONLY True Principle for Separating ‘ Ae Oats from Wheat or Barley. j 
SHE 

i Seree et peer g lhe 7 i s i bs es ea ie 7 8 fe : ents! 3s a 3 i 3 Vay Rr A —_—~- 3 
A > a ae: Die, ee a s EL EIS & 8 i a Ss s 4 ee ECL gs ee 3s ee | Astaro Ca ‘ a en!) eel @ | Bec es ya g ee ss Bie ane 23 jj ; oe i sf 3 SS ON En] x &§ 1 = Perens ei EI sé a 8 ' a ee} Bl ee 3 S 

HL 8 i, pens = fe 2 | = ty eee S | ie . oe 1 
Hi: By recent Improvements made in constructing the Angle Sieves and changing the ie motion of the Shoe, the separating capacity has been increased ie ONG HALF. 
i We can now offer Farmers a Mill that is Unsurpassed or Unequaled as ~ | i Separator and Cleaner of every description of Grain and Seeds. ni Sales ate i 

Y h THIS 18 NO HUMBUG! . ONE THOROUGH TRIAL ALWAYS CONVINCES! 

i Special inducements offered Dealers and Farmers. 
I Agents Wanted Everywhere. 

j I, Address all orders and inquiries to 
Hi The J. S. Rowell Mfg. Co., 

i Sole Manufacturers of the Improved Angle Sieve Mill, i BEAVER DAZ, wisé. I 
ee K Also manufacturers of the largest variety of Seeding and Cultivating Machines of any con” ae ‘ern in the Northwest. The “Tiger” Broadcast Seeders, Hoe Drills, Shoe Drills, Spring Tooth y ie Field and Corn Cultivators Combined. Hay Rakes and the “Tiger” Separators and Powers, i eal Send for Illustrated Pamphlets, 

| ig Mention” Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. Ae 306) He 
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Fleming Manufacturing Company, 
Fort Wayne, Indiana. 

LEADER ROAD MACHINE ste, 
FE as i 

AGENTS WANTED. Cty «xl 
Farmers Preferred, qeimguees L 4 Mian an A205 | % 

Sega NS oth | 

eeciea:. “s)  \ ve 
MEG, CO.ip Clapp come sy 

fort Wayne, Ind. Ses Send for Catalogue, aman f 
——MANUFACTURERS OF —— i 

1 1 | 

Improved Road-Makiné Machines, 
The “Leader” (Four-Wheel) Road Grader, 4 

The “‘ Walk-Away ” (Four-Wheel) Road Grader, 3 

The “Boss "’ (Two-Wheel) Road Grader, 

: The Wood Frame Reversible, The Steel Frame Reversible. ; 

ROAD PLOWS, DRAG SCRAPERS — 
AND EXCAVATORS. i. 

MACHINES SENT ON TRIAL. — 

Mention “Tarmard Incite Bulictin” when writing to ddvertiars
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) Ddaint Paul & Duluth R. R. a 

1 000,000 AGRES i 9 ’ 
We / OF TIMBER, AGRICULTURAL AND GRAZING 

ei: > 5 ea as. | =LANDS& ae = ——s 1 Rieti 
| i i Situated in the most fertile and productive portion of the state of 
\) Minnesota. These lands abound in NATURAL MEADOWS, inter- 
ih Spersed with numreous Lakes and Streams, and are unequaled for 
i raising stock and all agricultural products. These Lands are 
i) located between the cities of St.Paul and Duluth, and afford the pur- 
|) chaser a choice of markets, at a low rate of freight to 

} 1] : 
ali 

Ait) ‘ } 

id THE THREE BEST MARKETS in the west for grain, stock and 
Hall farm products. é 
i hy These lands are for sale on easy terms and low prices—Maps 
[ ’ and circulars showing location of lands and terms of sale will be 
Ni sent free upon application to 
ie 

a HOPEWELL CLARKE, 1 i LAND CO”7KISSIONBR, 
| it SAINT PAUL & DULUTH R. R. CO., SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA. ie) aK. Oe | i © Mention “ Farmers’ Institute oo "* when writing to Advertisers. i (308) he 
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J. 1. Case Threshing Machine Go. © 
RACINE, WISCONSIN. | 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

IRONSIDES + AGITATOR 

ee \ 

are ieee 
SEPARATOR, | 

Automatic Swinging Straw Stackers, | 
Woodbury ye a — — bapa Powers and Saw fi 

SAW + MILLS, | 
TRACTION, PORTABLE AND SKID 

| =ENGINES2= 
FROM 6 TO 80 HORSE POWER. “a 

CATALOGUE MAILED FREE. 

Mention“ Farmers Institute wy when writing to Advertisers.



i ‘ald 2 ) TheFarm, Field Stockman 
| eres 

i THE MOST POPULAR 
Py FARM AND FAMILY JOURNAL. 

/ i . PUBLISHED BY : 

|| Howard & Wilson Pub. @o., 
i| CHIGAGO, ILL, | 

) PRICE ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR, Hi) With 20 Parcels of Choice Seeds Free to f ‘ Each Subscriber. 

| Splendid Inducements to Club Raisers. 

}) 2 ()() Sect PRENTCAS Fak‘ () () TARTAN cous 

| | am Stapp for Sample Copy and Lo 

i 
ie
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SILVER SPRINGS HERD i 

Hi 
4 
Ht 

e ii 

i} Fe vo P= 

\ : 

y 
* a | 

Hi Soteg i i. ; : 4 i 3 

eo geen, i oe ' 

Se esenh eeeeeeaeee eae 

MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT. i 

‘The foundation of this herd was selected with great care, only animals of great dairy merit ; 

wore ane foundstion jor foolishness was allowed to prejudice us in mating selections ‘The fee 4 
were admited. No color ood for an annual averaze of 50) pounds of butter each. The herd &® 
Beaded by the two 

PRIZE AND SWEEPSTAKES BULLS, } 

JUMBO OF RIVERSIDE, © 
SIRED BY PEDRO, A SON OF EUROTAS, 

AND OUT OF A GRAND-DAUGHTER OF JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE: AND 

FAITH’S PRINCE POGIS > 4 
Sired by the only son of the famous MARY ANNE of St. Lambert, and out of | 

r FAITH OF OAKLANDS, 

__—_-S WEEPSTAKES COW OVER ALL CANADA.—— 

The ageregate weekly butter record of the dam and sires dam of FAITH’S PRINCE 

POGIS is ove: pounds. ; : 4 

CIS is over \wividually have no superiors and but few if any equals. They are large 

symmetrical, tigorous, muscular and strong in constitution, ‘Their breeding combines the 

of the great cows: 
i 

ne ery DELLE OF SCITUATE, 705 pounds of butter in a year; EUROTAS, 778 pounds of | 
pOEESEY BELLE ORY ANNE OF ST. LAMBERT, 876 pounds of butter in @ year, amd | 

batter in. 8 fa bis pounds, 9 ounces of butter ima year; FAITH OF OAKLANDS, 17 pounds, 4 ; 

eunces of butter in a week, 9,265 pounds of milk in 365 days. 
j 

Stock is the very best; not overfed or “doctored,” and always gives satisfaction. 4 

T. L. HACKER, Madison, Wis. 
LR VR ie Sikes: A Gace ae Pepe 

Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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i Circulation 36,000. Price Only 50 Cents a Year. \ } : 
nee 

cases 
4 Year. y il, ime | Farm, Stoek and Home, s 

ae 
| i Minneapolis, Minnesota. NM iby 

_ One of the Foremost Agricultural 
i Papers in the Country! . 

i Se a : ie 
i Hy eh 

: . 
‘ a \| Practical, Reliable, Entertaining. ei 

: He a 

| Hee On Its Editorial Staff are the following: John Gould, of Ohio, the cele- ee brated Dairy and Silo specialist; C. L. Gabrilson, of Iowa, an “all purpose ” | | fb farmer of distinction; Theo. Louis, of Wisconsin, the eminent swine, corn and ae clover grower; J..S, Harris, of Minnesota, the widely known and able Horti- 4 a) ih culturist; U. G. Cox, who, he thinks, must have been “born in a hen oon” : a and L. H. Wilcox, the Apiarist, represent their respective interests, 
i He Contributed to by practical and intelligent farmers, their wives, sons and » / iW daughters, from all parts of the country. 

| ie Public Questions of vital interest to farmers are discussed with absolute Wi freedom from partisan bias. Questions of all kinds answered. An ably con- ! ri ducted Veterinary department. ae 

e/ aye The Home Council is of sbecial interest and value to the home, the wives Pi and daughters. , & 
a, isa 16, handsomely priuted j b- p MMIRLSIOGE SD SaPERG in ap Sadtoney pte jor, pu S a year. 

i Valuable Premiums for Clubs! ae 
he: Cash Commissions to Agents! & 
if Extraordinary Inducements to Canvassers | “A 
; Sample Copies Furnished Free on Application. | Address, 

i, FARM. STOCK & HOME, ‘ i j 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

7 i Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers 
: (812) 
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300,000 PLANTS. | 
= ~ 1 i 

gost i 4 ] i 
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Wy ae or RV JS ae 

ea Tre § 
<> \ aL Fala ACtel 

a ia ees yu 5 « ia wy i 
SE A Cae? RP \ De ee +AND} Fe 

ew a Vee Sc alle eas Lots of Them 
» EGA ; Re ' 
ety Chey CAN BE GROWN \ 

= ‘ Pa? By procuring plants at H 

s+RIPON AND SPARTA FRUIT FARMS,® |) 
C. H. HAMILTON, Prop., Ripon, Wis., M. A. THAYER, Sparta, Wis., 

Who cultivate and have for sale plants of the 
eri following varieties: : 

: € cee Britton and Snyder Blackberries 2 

oN am Di ; ANNE esc SRoY Esiktegn, tyler, 
aan ss Nemaha, Carman, Johnston’s 4 

A OUFICS Sweet, Earhart, Everbearing, 

hea OS ete Marlboro, Hansell, Cuthbe 
Catena! = Cat = Golden Queen, Rancocas, Red 

MEANS = Downing, industry, Triumph ied | CSGcuion Sgoseerriog 
i 179 Fay’s Prolific, Victoria, Cherry, 

« wf White Grape. La Versellare, 

MME Sisok Gurante: 1 ana'2 yre. old 
7 ENN NSS Grapes-All the Leading varieties. 

* . oe < : 7 ‘ ‘ ' ai 

x \ eS es . " ~ 

i y ~¥ 4 

IV 9 2m a ee : 

Large Stock of First-Class Plants, and at reasonable prices. Correspond with me, if yeu 4 
wish to plant, and get prices. Yours truly, j 

Cc. H. HAMILTON, RIPON, WIS. | 
SEE SPARTA AND RIPON FRUIT FARMS, PACE 321. 

Mention ‘* Farmers’ Institute —, when writing to Advertisers. | 
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| i ON ITS MERITS 

whe 

le Mas built up the Largest Circulation of any paper of its Class in "| the World. 

hE erates +4 i 

a BY ITS MERITS } et 

; I i It holds it. It is without doubt the brightest and best farmers wih paper published to-day. 
Hh 

ee 
| Fl With its 24 pacrs and 24 DEPARTMENTS every week it is also the a | H cheapest paper in the country. It is devoted entirely to the farmers’ a i interests, has no axes to grind or hobbies to ride, is clean, fresh, reliable, j ft and right up to the times in everything. The market reports are alone ai) worth many times the subscription price to the enterprising farmer’ in The best agricultural, live stock and dairy writers contribute to its it columns every week. All the live stock and agricultural news of ah the country is found in its pages. 
fii In short, it is THE paper for the FARMER, and if you want to keep iy) posted “right up to the handle” in your own line of work and Hi chosen occupation you want to take Tue STocKMAN. 

i “All this being true, what more do you want?” 

i ee 
4 SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION, $1.50 PER YEAR 
; In Clubs of Five, $1.00. Samples Free. 

1 _—_ 

| TRY IT A YEAR AND SEE WHAT IT Ig, 
iF Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when uriting to Advertisers. ih (314) . a
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A. CLARK TUTTLE. — 
CZ ; 
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BARABOO, WIS. 
Headquarters for 

ADAPTED NURSERY STOCK. | 

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS ~— 
AND PRICE LISTS. 

If you can induce your neighbors to pool 
é their orders with yours, send them in, 

and save you all considerable 
expense. 

«WRITE @ FOR @ BISCOUNTS. 
Potted Strawberry Plants if ordered Early. { 

GOOD MEN FIND IT AN OBJECT 10 CANVASS FOR MY GOODS. 
Mention“ Farmers’ Institute oo when writing to Advertisers.
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He . Chicago, III. 
HH a i 4 The leading Agricultural Journal of America. 

i} The acknowledged authority on Crop and 
le Stock statistics. 

| i b Original Articles on all Farm Topics by the , am best informed and most Practical Writers. 
i F Full and Authentic Reports of Shows and | He Conventions. or 

| thas The best Advertising Mediun, as it has the 
Ih largest paid circulation of any Weekly Agri- 

Wd cultural Paper in the United States. 
ath The only Weekly Agricultural Paper pub- 
He lished in America that furnishes proof of Hie circulation claimed. 
I) phar sire cnetevee tec 

| Subscription Price $1.25 per Annum. 
\, Specimen Copy free on Application. 

|) HANNIBAL H. CHANDLER & CO., Prop. 
i Chicago, Illinois. 

| | ; Mention “Farmers’ Institute a when writing to Advertisere ae) 
1 
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GENESEE SALT COMPANY. I 

MERCANTILE - hve PRODUCE 

EXCHANGE, oy EXCHANGE, | 
an 

" NEW YORK. ee 4 CHICAGO. 

WORKS AT PIFFARD, N. ¥. | 

Manufacturers of the Justly Celebrated i 

Genesee Factery, Filled Dairy Salt, | 
, IN SPSCIAL GRAINS FOR i 

BUTTER, CHEESE AND TABLE USE, — 
‘The only Dairy Salt that does not lump, harden or gather moisture, ( 

THE BEST, veceuss' it's 
THE PUREST, 

THE DRYEST, 

THE WHITEST, 

; THE STRONGEST, 

And Most Uniform Salt in the World. 
FREE FROM PAN SCALES. , 

Fe enn ot 1 tS Sr rin come Paci THN Ooh wae 
WISCONSIN, IOWA, MINNESOTA AND NEBRASKA STATE FAIRS. 

Eight First and Four Second Premiums at th« i 

AMERICAN FAT STOCK AND DAIRY SHOW. ' 

First Premium at the Iowa State Dairymen’s Association. Second Premium at 4 

P the Wisconsin. Grand Sweepstakes at the Illinois. First 
Premium at the Michigan. 

An Unprecedented Record by any salt in the history of Dairying. . 

This salt is made from a natural flow of clear, fully saturated Brine; is im 

its natural crystal, and is not ground. It is now used by the 

Largest Creameries and Cheese Factories in the Country. 

Samples, Price Lists and Testimonials Furnished on Application. 

("Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin," when Writing to Advertisers. ‘ 
(317) <i
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| _ LOOK HERB! 
iE : DO YOU WANT AGRICULTURAL PAPERS 

He ——IF so,_—. 

The Stockman & Cultivat 11 
i WILL GET THERE FOR YOU. 

READ OUR OFFER. 
ie We will give you THE STOCKMAN and i f i CULTIVATOR, published at Omaha, Neb., i Ea semi-monthly, 16 pages, 50 cts. per year. hei THE FARM J OURNAL, published at Phil- ee a Pa! rey 24 weno” per year. Hh HE WESTERN SWINE RD, published | FE at Geneseo, IIL, monthly, 20 pages, 5O cts. per ny ear. 
1 f ” THE LADIES’ HOME COMPANION, pub- ie lished at Springfield, Ohio, semi-monthly, 16 Wi pages, 50 cts. per year. 

Gee SRS i ae en ome erg | a offer has ever been mae and eae offer can be made by any other combins- aie i tion of papers. 

_ SEND $1.00 FOR THE BIG 4 
, —-TO THEB— 

| STOCKMAN AND G4LTIVATOR, 
iF OMAHA, NEB. 

I) ron we ilk you SSS UE ts STOORMAN AND CoLmYA 
| i Mention “Farmers Institute — when writing to Advertisers ie 
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Vacuum Pan Dairy Salt 
J i 

Ip Purity, ge EM, it is the 
trenet 4 THE (Sy 

. S ng b, i puREST : Purest, 

Evenness of Be See Hl elcanest, 
. “a WA) | 

IST he =~ Grain and is % ae Strongest, 

‘ ‘ ie cme le  fatserte a Cheapest 
. ea ENN A dt 

ropertics, PiaW) Ja Udtboy/y and 
oT | GNIS on . 

Surpasses ‘om 4 SET DAIRY SAL 
y SAL q In the World. 

fll Others [RintHe WORLDS 

At Wisconsin State Fair 1889, Butter Salted with VACUUM PAN SALT was i 
awarded 12 premiums out of 16. __ | 

At Walworth County Fair 3 premiums out of 4 * 
At Waukesha County Fair but one premium en Butter was given, it went to 

Butter Salted with VACUUM PAN SALT. 
‘At Columbus State Dairy Association Meeting, 1890, four packages of Butter 

Salted with VACUUM PAN SALT was awarded $ premiums. 
At Belvidere, Ill., 1890, at the State ae Association Meeting, but one pack- 

age of Butter Salted with Vacuum Pan it was on exhibition, it was awarded 

First Premium in dairy class. 

REFERENCES. 

A. R. Hoard, Fort Atkinson, Wis.; Marr & Kachel Bros., Whitewater, Wis.; a 

©. B. McCanna, Burlington; Harris & West. Spring Prairie, Wis; J. G. Flack, 4 
Elkhorn, Wis.; Hon. Hiram Smith, eee Falls; H. K. Loomis, Asst, 

: Dairy Commissioner, Madison, Wis.; H. D. Morse & Son, Winona, Minn.; H. F. i 

Pierce, Monticello, Iowa; A. J. Dunham, Almoral, Iowa; Geo. Whyte, Paton, q 

Iowa; J. A. Decker, Fulton, Mo. 

Butters & Peters Salt and Lumber Co., 
LUDINGTON, AXICH. fi 

—<e<3+-For Prices Apply toa fi 

R. M. BOYD, Agent, Racine, Wis. 
ee 

Mention“ Farmers Institute — when writing to Advertisers. j 
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i ,A PAPER.FOR THE MILLION. 
i ; ) The arest and ve ot toxing. "YD AMERIGAN STOCKMAN. 

} 7 PRICE $1.50 PER YEAR.---LESS IN CLUBS, 
; Please compare THE WESTERN RURAL with any other Agricultural and t Live Stock ao in the United States. | i Instructive, Entertaining and Useful to all Members of the Family both a6 . Young and Old. 

1 ini ited the Farmers’ Alli: Movement ten », and it is now pt RU RAL ipsngurate producers in the Nation. “This ‘ofgtuization has done wath ge i — reforms which are already pesinniee = ssyeties into needed legislation. The low lo | farm products and the disadvantages under wl h the producers are struggling render the | i more important that farmers should stand together for their rights, : i THE WESTERN reas cn the Tabet oe eats front the battle against the ee aggressors wuicu threaten the interests of the productive classes. This Journal is ] 7 entitled to the et eee ee Ary ee percart the best interests of the Nation. i ns busin eart, port great farm terest j 4 eens good, We want an active Tepresentativein e neighborhood in the Union, every inion, | if te whom we offer special terms for clubs. 
i , THE RURAL is making a substantial gain in circulation and with the plan we are now } a porte intend by your help, reader, to double our already large subscription list. We reach the people at any cost. For particulars address, 
| ie MILTON GEORGE, Publisher, 158 Clark St., CHICAGO, ILL. i a 
t ; RULES OF ORDER AND RALLYING SONG BOOK. : , Our Rules of Order and Railying Song Book for the farmers’ organizations. The accepted | standard. Thousands sold. It contains history of the Farmers’ alliance, Parliamentary Rules for ie Soaducting meetings, and a large number of popular songs with music. Price 60 cents, ten or 7] f more copies 35 cents each, post-paid. ; 
aie POCKET DICTIONARY. 
mye Pocket. a and a little work on Rural Architecture. The two books sent post-paid for ee ®@cents. The work on Architecture c ntains ——— of @ fine barn on Rural Glen Farm donated by His the publisher of Taz Western Rurat to the School of apne and Manual Training for hang OA } The street waifs of the city of Chicago are educated trained to good citizenship on the Vee: acre farm. Also a large number of plans for houses and out-buildings 

| Be THE WESTERN RURAL YEAR BOOK. rs ‘The Western Rural Year Book and Encyclopedia of Reference, price $1.75. We will send the | i sh book ssprems paid = for afvest Malet yioee pay ye ion a oe breeds of i domesti rina: partment, and treat other rtant teresting sub- j Me Jects not found in any other book No farmer can afford to be without it. : 
| a FARMERS’ ACCOUNT BOOK. siacri ji taining fift; or * dois eather record an rately arran, ‘or i ie see secoulite, Price, $03, Pricste th womrtncee ‘Co-operative Union, 75 cents, ae 
él CAREER OF THE STOLEN BOY CHARLEY. it ij The Career of the Stolen Boy Charley, in cloth and 1 gold, @ $1.25 book —_ for 60 cents. 4 ii! For above orders, address Mitton Groner, Pub., 158 Clark St., Chicago, Ill. a: 

tee ne 27a ee ee 7 a ; 

i THE FARMERS’ SUPPLY CO. AND CO-OPERATIVE UNION. 
; i 158 Cl ARK STEET., CHICAGO, ILL. 

[ h izatic to buy f1 first hands at the least . Havil HBF special arrangesnonts with wholonsio houses handling diferent classes of goods, we ean fumih Whe: wholesale, Dry Goods, Clothing, Boots, and Shoes, Watches, Harness, Buggies, Guns, Hardware, : Paints, Drugs or nearly everything a farmer needs. 
a We call attention to our High Arm Sewing Machine, $19.50; Scott's Charcoal powders highly te medicated, for all kinds of stock. Also Binding Twine at lowest figures. When Groceries are ordered in ——— contained in — packages a great saving may be made by farmers, i We help the farmers to buy and sell, 

Write for price of what you want, _ Binding Twine at Anti-Trust prices, 
1 We supply the farmers with any kind of merchandise, or handle their grain in car lots with 

i) Peat your ortece for gopds or comsigumentaiet grain to our address, 
i ' THE FARASERS' SUPPLY CO., 

a MILTON CEORCE. Treas., 158 Clark Street, Chicago, Ill. 
i * * sys . | Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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SS e : ; 

Choice Frults, and Small Fruit Plants of Best Hardy Varieties. i 

. 55 AGRSS | 
In Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, Gooseberries, 6 | 

Currants, Etc. | 

500,000 PLANTS FOR SALE. } 

- THE LARGEST STOCK OF 4 

SS PLANTS Sa 
IN THE NORTHWEST, OF THE FOLLOWING HARDY VARIETIES. 

STRAMWBGRRIGS. 
800,000 PLANTS. 

Crescent, Wilson, Buback, ser) ny Captain Jack, Gandy, Haviland, Cloud, H 
essie, Warfield. 

RASPBGRRIES. 5 
200,000 PLANTS. f 

Gregg, Nemeha, Ohio Souhegan, Johnson Sweet, Carman, Shaffer’s, Colossal, | 

Golden Queen, Hansel, Marlboro, Cuthbert. { 

BLACKBERRIES. j 
200,009 PLANTS. f 

> Ancient Briton, Snyder, Stone’s Hardy, and Lucretia Dewberry. : 

CURRANTS. 
100,000 PLANTS. : 

Fay’s Prolific, Victoria, White Grape, White Dutch, Long Bunch Holland, 

Prince Albert, Red Dutch. 4 

GOOSEBGRRIES. q 

10,000 PLANTS. Downing, Houghton, Triumph, Smith’s, Industry. | 

GRAPES.—All the Leading Varieties. ' 

‘We sell plants of above varieties, and cultivate only such as are hardy, and do well in a northern 4 

eliimate. Immense stock of plants. Make your orders early, and buy Home-grown Plants. 1 

Correspondence solicited. 
mw. A, THAYGR, SPARTA, WIs. i 

ie a err 

Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers 
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bt 5,000 FARMERS y / 3 a 
oy ‘Throughout the United @tates and Canada have bought and used the past season / 

| ’ , ‘ 
qe 

| i 
. L For weeding and cultivating corn, Potatoes, beans, peas, and all standard farm crops. For harrow- : ing in all kinds of grain and grass seed, leveling and Ww it has no equal. } j ‘Read what well-known farmers say of the weeder: eet eee = 

Sumurr Co., O., June 10th, 1890, ‘UnrversaL Weuper Co., No. Weare, N. H. 
i Dear Sirs:—I have used your weeder now two seasons. One would think such a light harrow ‘would do little good such a season as this, but it has been very valuable tome. After our potatoes ‘ ‘were planted it rained heavily and quite constantly for nearly a month. This packed the ground } very bard, so hard the weeder could hardly touch it. As soon as we could see the rows we culti- ‘vated the field and followed with the weeder, which hoed the strips along the rows left by the culti- vvator, nicely oe every bit of soil. There was one outside row, too rough to use the weeder on ; ‘lowed nearer the fence than usual), which my man hoed by hand. While he was hoeing that row my son hoed with the weeder and one horse.,more thoroughly, 36 rows. We had harrowed the piece i ‘between showers so there were no weeds. We had a shower last ea gr and my son is running the f ‘weeder over more than an acre an hour to-day, doing the hoeing an cultivating — as deep ag we want it done now. Iam sorry we have not another weeder so we could get over the grouse hile it is just right to crumble nicely. Must have two next year. [have not used the weeder om “corn except on sweet corn in the garden. It worked all right there. T. B. TERRY. Es ——— Burigr Co., Ono, June 12th, 1890, a) “Mayvracturers or Breep's Unrversat WEEDER: : Dear Sirs:—The spring has been most unfavorable for the use of your weeder, as there have been ten or fifteen days ata time that it rained continuall: , and rags time we could work the dand it would be packed and weedy. I have for these reasons feen unable to use it on only one — [ ‘out it has there given entire satisfaction, keeping the land clean and mellow, and is just what : Shave been wanting for years—an implement that would enable me to break the crust just at the sright time after a rain, and thus stop the growth of weeds and check evaporation by furnishing an : earth mulch. We find that with rows of fair length we can work two acres an hour with it, I think B it would be especially adapted toa dry season, as the land could be worked,level and kept mellow i $0 as to largely control evaporation. “We are using the weeder to day on a field of potatoes a foot E high, and it does the best work it has done yet for we have hit just the right condition of sil q paeeeniene WALDO F. BROWN. ae Uyrversa, Weeper Co., No. Weare, N. H. 

ee De@r Sirs:—Your favor of the 9th received. We did not use the weeder immediately after the es Planting, as the season was very late and we were obliged to put on both harrows and continue har- ey: Towing until the corn was up. ‘The woriting capacity of the weeder being only 6 ft. 6, would not A cover as much ground as the harrow. We think the weeder should be made considerably longer in ' fi order to do the same amount of work that the harrow will. After harrowing the ground thoroughly He rains came and delayed the work for a week, corn was now 8 inches high, too high for the harrow, ra and the ground had become very compact and the weeds had got quite astart. My men looked ‘ with a sort of contempt on the weeder, and I let them 5°, to work with their cultivators while I rsonally took the weeder, my object being to see how clzan I could make hil! culture in a separate Be Rela, The corn being about 8 inches in height, and also about one acre of potatoes which had been He cultivated between the rows, but were very weedy in the hills. Indeed I was astonished at the re- ie ‘sult. The loose soil between the rows enabied the weeder to take hold in the hills and rooted out ie ‘the weeds and exposed them to the sun with little harm to the corn or potatoes. If used rightly Hd a and intelligently in a field ‘hat has received proper cultivation, with favorable weather, it has no i i ‘equal in weeding all hoed crops. I do not think anything can beat it in potato culture. T went into ae a where ———- were 12 inches high and it did the tops no harm white it eradicates all the + we . Ihave no hesitation in recommending it for general use. My only objection is that it does 4 not cover as much ground as I should like. With a good walking horse, a man with judgment, un. ire derstanding the art of cultivation, will get over 10 acres a day and do oe work. hie THEODOR LOUIS, Lovisvitiz, Wis. (The weeder can be made any desired length.—U. W. Co.) 
} 

j Tue UniversaL Weeper Co., No. Weare, N. H. 
aah: Gents:—The Breed’s Universal Weeder I bought from you this spring is one of the best tools I y ‘ever used in the early cultivation of corn. Early and often is the motto of the weeder. I lave had it twice over 35 acres already, and shall make it follow the cultivator crosswise once more. 4 i Respectfully, A.J. EMERTON, Portace, Wis. i eee 

ih ‘G. R. Medlaugh, Woodbourne, N. Y., writes that the weeder is as near perfection as possible. / ] Let every farmer desiring clean, perfect culture and wishing to lessen expense in the cultivation ] } “of his crops, inquire into this matter. Circulars met gov the work of the weeder and giving tes- | t timonials ivan termes from all parts of the United States sent toany address free of expense, i general agents or from the home office. 
i GENERAL AGENTS—Lindsay Rros,, 121 & 123 Clybourne St., Milwaukee, Wis. i Lindsay Eros., 104 & 106 3rd Ave.. N., Min eapolis, Minna. Manufactured and sold hy 

] The Universal Weeder Co., No. Weare, Hillsboro Co., N. H. 
Oe a ee 5 . ope x | i Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers 
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CONCAVE KNIFE. STRAIGHT KNIFE. , 

‘We have three different styles of Knives, two shown on this page, and one (con- 
vex) shown on all prints of Machines. 

Belle City Manufactur’s Co i ny 

RACINE. WISCONSIN. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and 
Price List. 

5 kel ee 

re way , { 

ROX : 
5 COMBINED CART, CITY TRUCK CART. | 

For box or barrel. 1 

Mention “Farmers Institute oa when writing to Advertisers’
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| j ° ’ _ The Belle @ity Manuf’¢ Co., 
RACINE, WISCONSIN, 

wn lly send their illustrated catalogue and price list of Fodde id Ensilage a Hoes Paes. Root Cattoss Feed Grinders, Water Certs, ‘Truck Carta, 4 Marrews and Cultivators, and other implements, to any who may write for it. 

4 Be 

: i. a (me 
. pees ee ae B [ wt ene i od Be | Pa f Fe —— , | av @ Byes = 

Leesoeeetnt ie, Aan. ; y ee. - oie F : x By hier 
fi z aa i = “i 4 ahs f iY = bi s 

age! POWER CUTTER, FRONT VIEW OF POWER | With Chain Feed Attachment. MACHINE. 

ie , 
Ne & i 
Hh Raa SC ee i OT in Shean 
i ™ Seoceeeniet oe i fp tian ie fae ee i. « et ae 
bite: TWO AND FOUR HORSE POWER, 
ta With two sweeps. 
a : ; ba) 

ein 

ii Set LS ) a yet Pia) eg | ee Hh; i es in) ay 
i a ef abe: eet eel Pare \ pt Pie | te ea as 

See 5 i " SF sa a ae J oe eee 5 a | e Boe cae ih _— a 

i) TWO HORSE TREAD POWER, | if See Opposite Pa Ze. With Patent Governor and Brake. 
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Power Machine ip 
With Carrier Run by Rope. he9 

, Carriers run in this way are giving the best of satis- fg 

; faction, especially in long lengths. hes Zz 

gas einaies reo Aa | 
ieeicoted: Cobningen, sak the pees mooent: Sipersence wiht hs fe 

hi | 

hs, 7 i 

hs / 
f 

fg 
hi re 

i 

hi, | 
hi vy / 

3 fag / BELLE CITV | 
Ww (4 s DOUBLE ACTION i 

, (4 fly 
| 

| @G / XOOTCUTTER | } (ses 
i 4 y For Power or Hand Use. 

(4 a 6 Different styles and smaller sizes fur 

; M4 ad nished, if desired. 
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Dee “< ,. 
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PROFIT _IN .THE DAIRY. ae] aaa — a SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 

West Lawn Herd, 
—— ae 

OO 

The time has passed when Jerseys were considered only as expensive playthings for wealth few “Ploy are tig euatie into the hands Creel men, rod om hae é a not aly great cream and butter producers, but because they produce cream and butter fat in greater proportion to the food consumed than common stock. This is the vital point im the whole question of stock selection. The farmer who wants to make money believes im the Jersey because when he puts a dollar into her in the shape of feed he can get more than a dollar out if he handles the product properly. The cheap cow is the one that pays the in- terest on her cost, and a large profit ate Teed and care. The expensive cow is the one- which does neither. The most expensive cow can fr uently be bought for twenty dollars. A cheaper animal can often be bought for one antral dollars. A common cow costs $2 and will produce 150 pounds of butter per year worth $30 at creamery prices. A ‘oor B Jersey cow can be bought for $125 that will consume no more and ees 300 pounds of butter worth $60. ‘The difference in first cost is $100, upon which the interes: char; is $7 year. The difference in value of butter products is $30 per year, in favor oft the c Righ- priced cow; deducting the interest on the difference in Price we have a difierence of $23. This leaves the calves out of the question. The ome calf of the Jersey is worth rf! $30. The average calf of the common cow is worth $3. The revenue from the common. hs cow will just about buy feed —~ to keep her. The Jersey yields enough to keep her ye: and two more just like her. Can the sa! man afford to keep a poor cow? 4 My stock has been selected largely for dairy s, aud has been inseaged upon the p idea that the most valuable dairy stock is aed ee cows that are brought near their Len Himit of butter production. They have never been pampered or overfed, or subjected to td) any other treatment than is aes upon all good dairy farms. A test of fourteen mature i cows taken on the morning of July 9, 1890, at the Staie Experiment Station, indicated an average of 4) per cent of butter fat. This in the hottest month in the year, when the ay- q rage is unusually low. The butter yield indicated by this test was 140 pounds per week ? for the fourteen cows, or 10 pounds per cow per week. A single handful of shorts was fed twice each day. 
The bull angel head of the herd is a pure St. Lambert, solid dark fawn, jinent He es, deep bodied, and with every indication of the great constitutional arch fis family. if Riphea blood is largely represented in the herd, and some Strong line sf Omaha, Lady Mary 6 and St. Lnmbert. 

| West Lawn Farm adjoins the city of Madison on the southwest. It is one mile from the bi Mil. & St. Paul R. R. depot. Visitors will be met at trains any time, upon notice, and i taken to the farm. Send for catalogue and descriptive circular to 

H. C. ADAMS, Madison, Wis. 
H SIR HUGO OF ST. LAMBERT (18726), who stands at the head of my herd, was H dropped Jan. 12, 1881. Bred by R. H. Stephens, St. Lambert, Canada. He is of solid color; black tongue and switch. A very rich Victor Hugo-St. Lambert bull. See his. 1 i Pedigree and notes on opposite page. 

y : “DD * * ses. . | Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. / (826)
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: Victor Hugo 197 } 
Victor Hugo has contribute® 

of his blood to the follow- i 
ing animals, with records ; 

a of over 14 tbs, in addition 
2 | to those shown under the i 

Lord Lisgar, 1066. .... .. heading of Lord Lisgar of 
Great grandsire of Rubano, this pedigree: i 

y 8806, sire of Mermaid of St. Lambert, i 
Duchess of St. Lambert, 5 Ibs. 1344 ozs. i 

15 bs. 18 ozs. in 7 days. Niobe of St. Lambert, i 
Clematis of St. Lambert, 21 Ibs. 8 ozs. 

14 bs, 8 ozs. Rioter Pink of Berlin, , 
Jolie of St. Lambert, 19 Ds. 10 oz. 3 

i 15 Bhs 1334 ozs. Melia Anne, 
Sweet Briar of St. Lamovert, 18 Ibs. 12 ozs. + 

Orloff, 3143......... ... 22 Ibs. 12 ozs. Crocus of St. Lambert, “| ’ 

Sire of Lord an 1066, sired the | 17 ths. 12 ozs. oh 

Carrie Pogis, 15 Ibs. 9 ozs. dams o! Dido Miss, at rate of 

Matchless of St. Lam-| Ida of St. Lambert, 17 ths. 102. i 
bert, 24 gts with third 80 tbs.,2%6 ozs. Cill of Glen Rough, | 

calf. Cowslip of St. Lambert, 16 hs. 6 oz. ! 
é Grand sire of 17 Ibs. 12 ozs. Moth of St Lambert, 

Niobe of St. Lambert, Minette of St. Lainbert, 16 ths. 2 oz. i" 

o 21 Ds, 914 ozs. 17 tbs. 4 ozs. Coquetie of Glen Rough, 
. ®& 1] soNell of St. Lambert, 48 | Brenda of Elmhurst, 15 Ds. 144 ozs. 

o De. milk, first calf, two 17 ths. 434 ozs. Nordheim eee i 
= we old. Diana of St. Lambert, 14 ths. 7 ozs. 
. 's Stoke oes, who 16 Ds. 6 ozs. Nancy of St. Lambert, 

& sold for $5,000. His Nora of St. Lambert, 14 bs. 5 ozs. 

@ daughter gave 45 bs. 14 bs. 7 ozs. Pearl of St. Lambert, 2 

wl of milk day and Moss Rose of St. Lambert, 14 bs, 2 ozs. si 

a sold for §1,650. 14 ths. 34 07. | 
Juliette of St. Lambert, Pauline, 494, 

= 18 bs. Maternal grand dam of j 
s See of St. Anne's, Melia Anne, 18 bs. 10}4 om 

with 2d calf, 14 tbs. 10 ozs. Grand dam of j 

3 Jessie Brown of Maxwell, Duchess of St. Lambert, 4 

e rate of 14 bs. 7 ozs. 15 tbs. 13 ozs. i 

on gr ar of St. Lambert, Clematis of St. Lambert, e 

Lord Lisgaceson, Lord Ay Jolie of St. Lambert, rr "s son, yl. ie of St. ’ 

6 es Melia Ann, 18 15 Ibs, 1314 ozs. i 

Ds. 4 oz Sweet Briar of St. Lambert, 4 

° Lard Clagar is gg. sre ot 14 ths. 3 ozs. 

Ss Mary Anne of St. bert, Great er dam of . 
36 Bs. ao in 7 days; Niobe of St. Lambert, 

2 : Naiad of St. Lambert, 2 21 Ibs. 936 ozs. 
= tbs. 202s in 7days; Judith 

Colman, at 2 years and 11 
« mos. old, 17 Ibs. 5 ozs.; Al j 
e deph Juriea, 15 Ibs. 154 ozs. ( Om L. of J. 

ee a rk Ls | 
of Maggie of St. Lam- 

Ber ol for $5000, Toe | eee rent. of her blood te sold for $3, cent 
oe Briar of St. 

sary o ox xamnert, (“SS BEER wo pe sack SC tamter of Lam! ve mo ie of St. 

eos Srentocs butter come: Baa 15 Bs, 13 ozs. *: 
Dam of tests from 14 tbs. 2 ozs. to Pearl of St. Lambert, 

Cora of St. Lambert, 36 De, 1214 ozs Among 14 tbs, 2 02s, 
20 Bs. 8 ozs. them he =— 25 per cent 

‘ Nancy of St. Lambert, to Ida of St. Lambert, 30 
y 14 Bs. 5 ozs. with sce- | Tbs. 246 o7s.; 95 per cent to 

ond calf 3 yrs old. Sweet Briar of St. Lam- 

Pet of St. Lambert, who bert, 22 Is. 12 ozs.; and % 

isdam of Diana of St. MES core a aes AEee $ 

Lambert, 16 tbs. 8 ozs., Lambert. 
who is dam of ee On I of J. 

of St. Lambert, 13 tbs, 
4ozs., with second calf | Lydia. 495 ................. 
yrs. 3 mos. old. Grand dam of Clematis of | Bonnie, 491. } 

Grand dam of St. Lambert, 14 ts. 3 ozs., Dam of -Bonnie 2d, belie 

Cowslip of St. Lambert, who is dam of Honey- 14, ozs.; Grand dam 
17 tbs. 12 ozs. suckle of St. Anne's, 21 Ds. Ui 4748, 14 De. 10 ozs, : 
—— St. Lambert, 12 ow. 

ozs. 
Allicot $c’ Lambert, who 

we 53 tbs. milk per 
Say and tested at 2% 

. ‘Ds. 12 ozs per week. 

en ee LUE EEE SPE 
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THE DAIRYMAN’S MANUAL i. 

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DAIRY. 

Including the Selection of the Farm, the Cultivation of Crops, the Selection and Breeding of Cows, Management of the Milk, Making Buiter and Cheese, ‘ and the Trcatment of Diseases Incident to Dairy Cows. 

~ Br HENRY STEWART, 
ADTEOR OF “THE SHEPHERD'S MANUAL,” “IRRIGATION FOR THE FARM, GARDEN, AND ORCHARD,” BTG, . 

; TaBLE oF ConTeENTs. ‘ 
1 Chapter I.—Dairy Farming. Chapter XV.—Milk. rr Chapter II.—Dairy Farms. Chapter XVI.—Cream. Chapter Iil.—' ows for the Dairy. Chapter XVI.—Milking and Milking Apparatas, Che oter IV.—Breeding and Rearing Dairy Cows. | Chapter XVIII.—The Care of Milx. Chapter V.— Crops for Dairy Farms. Chapter XIX.—Cream and its Peculiarities, Chapter VI.— Grasses for Pastures and Meadows. | Chapter XX.—Uhurning and Churns, Chapter VIL.—Soiling and Soiling Crops. Chapter XXI—Butter. 5 Qhapter VIII.—Ensilage of Fodder. Chapter XXII.—Creameries, >, Chapter IX.—Daury Buildings. Chapter XXIIT.-- Iee-Houses. : Chapter X.— Water Supply. Chapter XXIV.—Cheese Making, Chapter XI.— Foods for Use in the Dairy. Chapter XXV.- -Milk Dairying, Chapter XII.—Feeding Rations. Chapter XXVI.—Winter Dairying. : Chapter X1I(.—Management of Cowsin the Stable | Chapter XXVIL—The Famuly Dairy, q Chapter XIV.—Rearing Calves for the Dairy. Chapter XXVIII.—Diseases of Cow i Illustrated. Cloth, 12mo. Price, Postpaid, $2.00. 

. HOW CROPS GROW. 
4 NEW EDITION, RE-WRITTEN AND ENLARGED. 
q A treatise of the Chemical a. Struc- | standard authority in its field. For the past two 4) sure, and Life of the Plant. This book is a guide years Prof. Johnson has been engaged in revising i to the knowledge of agricultural plants, their | it. The work has been power rewrittes Somposition, their structure, and modes of devel- | throughout, and brought down to date. as com, é t opment and growth; of the complex organization | tainiug the’ substance of all knowledge’ on the , BE plants, aud the uses of the parts; the germin- | topics presented. The book is an invaluable ome i ation of seeds, and the food of. plants obtained | to all real students of agriculture. With numerous , both from the air and soil. This great work has | illustrations and tables of a By Prot. stood for nearly a quarter of a century as the | Samven W. Jounson, of Yale College. 

Cloth, 12mo. Price, Postpaid, $2.00. 

i Tone t 
i ’s H Feed ii onnson’s Ow Crops Feed. 
ij 4 companion volume to “How Crops Grow.” Illustrated. By Prof. Sauce. W. Jonnson. Cloth, / \ I2mo. Price, postpaid, $2.00. 

i IN PRESS—Cider Makers’ Hand Book.—A complete guide for making and preserving cider, ! Illustrated. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00. ; 

| oO dd C y. range Ju ompany, 
| 52 & 54 Lafayette Place, New York. 
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New American Farm Pook.—Originally by | House Plans for Every body.—By §.B.Reep. 

e L ALLEN. New res bed and jcnlarged edition Designs of dw ellings are given, costing from #58 

* EN. e first edition of is wor Sy , with estimates o! articl ia i 

was regarded as the best upon the subjects of | buildings. Cloth, $1.50. 
, 

weenie treated, and the later edition, revised | Barns, Plans and Out-Buildings. — This 

and enlarged, maintains its place in the front | work is the cheapest for the price ever issued up- 

rank. Cloth, $2.50. on the subject «f which it treats, It abounds ia 

canon s parsers Cottle” ite ploy hints and suggestions, and contains 275 illustra- F 

reedi nn ie" Ta r. jons, Moth, $1.50. 
7 

tion, By Lewis F. ALLEN. Llustrated. Cloth,| Barry's Fruit Garden —By P. Barry.—New 

12mo, $2.50. 
edition, thoroughly revised by the author. From / 

Gardening for Profit._By Peter Hexper- | its first issue, this book has held a place in the ; 

ear Fes oaks in his Wbrary. front rank aga standard at oy ehbers long, a 
e of thes ; v s, and the author's long, i 

Ever since their publication, down to the Jatest | practical experience, which is here related 

weror Svised editions, they have been regarded as | makes this work of the highest value. Cloth, $2 4 

the best books upon the subjects ‘eeated Cloth, | American Grape-Growing and Wine- 

Tame, ©. Making. By Grorox Husaaxx, Napa City, cal 

jening for Pleasure.— Clcth, $2. New and revised edition No one stands higher 

ee F joricaltare. a Zl Foi as an authority upon grape-growiug and wine : 

silage age.— making . Husmann, and we have here @ : 

teeatiwe on the Ensilage of Fodder Cora. By | record of bis own experience, and also that of 

Maxie, x Muss, M. D., etc. Llustrated. Cloth, ae of high reputation. Illustrated. Cloth, 

0, BOC. 50. 
Ne cg Talks on Manures.—By Josera| The Dogs of Great Britain, America and 

Hunais. Tre latest elition of this work contains | Other Countrys.—New anc eularged edition. 

achapter especially written for it by Sir Jobn | The breeding, waining and management of doy | 

Bennet Lawes, of Rothamsted farm, and has also in health and disease, comprising the concakae } 

been revised and enlarged by Mr. Harris. Cloth, | parts of the two latest standard works by STONE- } 

§ Pirris on the Pig.— Cloth, 12mo, $1.50 ENGR, Te gives the Pater pos che best unting™ 
Fuller’s Small Fruit Cititarist. By A. 8. | grounds in America. Over 100 meanings Cee 

Fouzer, author of * Practical Forestry,” “Grape | $2. 

Guleurist, ete. New edition. The standard au-| "Fences, Gates and Bridges.—A much-needed | 

' thority upon small fruits. Fully illustrated. | and valuable work, ‘The descriptions are abund- 

Cloth, $1.0. rape Culturist. Cloth, 12mo, $1.50. one ee The hook oe eee “oe 
§ , $1.50. ce e é 

porhts in Poultry. Useful and’ ornamental | Over 200 engravings. | Cloth, 12mo, $1. 

breeds and their profitable management. This) Our Homes; Flow to Beautity Them.— 

et a contains ~ ones experience a y ilustrated = 150 engravings One 

‘a number of practical men in lepartments | of the most interesting and useful books for ev- 

of poultry raising. Tt is profusely illustrated, | ery family Cloth, 12m, $1. ; 

forms a unique and important addition to| Practical Taxidermy and Home Decora 

< our poultry literature. Cloth, 12mo, $i. pen By oars H. Barry. wie Te 

The Shephera’s Manual.—By Hexay Srew- | {°F collecting 3° mounting <a 

rhe Staal en gupe ee er Aun | "Cratagen very. Mas, Ny (vem Mare 
eae pene Doctor —fegetber with Blaine's Veterinary Ar, 

ce ‘i and numerous recipes. valuable and compre- 

EES One ie ais So tar hensive guide for both the professional and gen- 

experience in the management of a single milch eral reader, with the fullest and latest infyrma- 

SePetlod the suggestions made will be valuable tion regarding all diseases, local: injuries, lame- 

to those who keep one or more cows. Cloth, $1. = operaes. eons Spe 

‘Coburn’s Swine Husbandry.—By Hon. F.D. | tio EEE ee Aearice a ee 

Cosa. ‘This most valuable work on the man- om aitton. One Se eccearo Vala Sioa 

Speman of eae a Anage Seer half morocco, $7 50. 5 

their diseases, en thoroughly revised and | Armatage’s Every Man Bis Own Cattle 

gunrge by tucnthorinienww itn Cloth, Doctor. fall moroevo, $7.50. 

75. erbert’s Hints orse- keepers.—This is 

wear ne es Reapine wh Spe i Of the best and most practical works on the 

The mysteries oF Licy years experience with the | Clorh, [one ane ia 

ing the resweries abd iventions, presented in the |" The Family Horse.—Its Stabling, Care and , 

most oe abi gethods, forming Fone hun Feeding. By Geo. A. Mantis. A practicakman- 

guide to succosstuand @ portrait of M. Quimby. a ee ay inforastcn: 

Wew and revised edition. Cloth, 12mo, $} 50. Diseases of }2mo Stock —And their most eff- i 

nee Houses.—By_ 8S. B, Reep, author of | cient remedies, includiag Horses, Cattle, — ! 

“fiotse Plans for Everybody.” For village and | Swine, Dogs, ete. By Wa. B. E. MintER i 

@ountry homes, with cee? plans and specifi- | Luoyp V. Testor. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 8vo, i 

ations. New edition. Cloth, $1.25. $2.50; Sheep, $3.00. { 

Our New Illustrated Catalogue of over 300 Books mailed post-free toany address. ‘ | 

ORANGE JUDD CO., New York. 
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) BUTTER-MAKING ’ 

|| Reduced to a Simple Science 
| l ; —BY— 

1 . ' . + | Boyos Process of Rireninc 
i CREAM OR MILK. ; 

ean PRICE LIST. f 
| ca SS» 10 Gal. Vat, $18.00) reRMEN } ie oS ———————— 157 #00 ING cana, 

ea Penvosud 20 « 24.00 } 1 Gal $4.50 \ ; meee cowar el 8680) | || (7 U0 
ese teed i000 Roe CRPAMMAES 100 «© G29 {2 Gal. 5.00 

Reese Cee wer 150 48.00 3 “ 5.50 | = SS See SS 300 ~=—«66.00 6 7.00 | zi if eovosiit 400 - 75.00 8 “ 7.50 ; 

i Leg 's Etenssaudaee John i yt AN) | . 8 Boyd’s Patents, 
peers Nos. 406,081, 429,186, 429,197, 

» Adapted to the Creamery and Dairy. 33 
ie 

eee 

il In small and moderate-sized dairies, the best results in both 
q quantity and quality of butter is obtained WITHOUT the use of 

{ ICE. The CREAMING OF MILK also rendered unnecessary. 

Hon. Wo. H. Girpert, President of New York Dairy Association, 
i said at a recent dairy conference, in reply to the question, “ How 
| do you ripen your cream?” “I use John Boyd's Process. At first 

i I rejected it, but have been converted; not by FAITH, but by 
! WORKS.” 

JOHN BOYD, Patentee and Man’f’r. 
j 

199 LAKE St., Chicago, I, 
q Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers 
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PHILADELPHIA, PA., | 

Now in its fourteenth year, was started and conducted on @ f 

: plan of its own. 

el 

OUR EDITORIAL PLAN. | 

It is our constant endeavor to treat all subjects in season; to be 1 

concise and to the point; to be practical, rather than theoretical, and | 

te exclude long-winded discussions and fine-spun theories of fancy } 

farmers. 
The editor was born on a farm and reared at the plow handles, ; 

and our contributors are mostly practical men and women, who write : 

with their sleeves rolled up, and who briefly and plainly tell the best 4 

and most profitable way of doing things on the Farm and in the i 

House, as learned from actual experience. 

It is through strict adherence to this plan, in every department, 

that we are enabled to present much useful and acceptable informa- * 

tion to our readers. 

It is boiled down. It is cream, not skimmings. It is clean, 

You do not have to hide it from the children. Its advertising 

columns are carefully scanned, and no quack medicine, snide or 

fraudulent advertisement is inserted. 

The subscription rate is 50 cents a year in advance. In clubs 

considerably less. Write for free specimen copy and blank. 

Address, 

FARM JOURNAL. 
. WILMER ATKINSON, Editor and Proprietor. 

CHARLES F. JENKINS, Associate Publisher. 
ne nn a RR 
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ow or omer | W.K. STARFORD & ¢ ‘ ’ 
3 ! 414, 416 Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, + WISCONSIN, 1 
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" CHIINA, POTTERY, GLASS AND LAMPS, 
| Oe > SR — Gye EES elit Fo ites 5 Leste Sty: | ey ki 2 4 Gs A oO s ee ey tee i : 5 25 me f Sc 

pie ee a E ze ee ps i “2 ‘ae ES) t 
& . ai Cr ey 

i 0 = Ne Cee 
a WN IMPERIAL... 
at DINNER SETS SreeRy 4s Our Great Specialty. Aa Eatest productions in TEA SETS, TOILET SETS, COURSE é) S| SETS, GLASSWARE, HANGING AND TABLE 

tS Ce 
LAMPS. ROCHESTER LAMPS in great yy ee 4 variety, at lowest prices. Five \ 2 PIANO, or FLOOR LAMPS, i 

oad Over 40 beautiful patterns in stock, from $10 upwards, 

OF ALL. KINDS, CALL AND SEE US 2 | ee ecees’ ‘pa feo 
i WHEN IN MIL- gr] ARETE Tm ee eee: s SeiuligSee eee ene Ste er ego WAUKEE, Ree ie edie oe Seite eral } 

eet. 4 eh il a NA Prices Guaranteed Reel tt fy ; THE LOWEST NSE at et ap In the City. agit eet ter a 
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SATGR WOOL BEA PLOW 
{| 

. Lawpsie View, Snowre Hanpie B.:ace. hi da | 

Soft Back Mouldboard; all Steel on the Front.—The illustra 
| 

tiom shows “Sater * wood beain plow—landside view, show- 
| 

ss handle braces. These braces enable us to detach handles 
removing bolts in mouldvvard. 

ai ‘ i 
EP 

| 

a 5 et: 
| 

aa a, | 
a : ee i 

¢ 
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a: Ge ast i 
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PATENT FRAME —The Sater plow, as wellas wheel plows, covered by patents, is made i 

on frame, consisting of walleable iron frog, steel landside, { 
Milieable mouldboard brace and landside brace. These are { 

, formed in a die, and are always the same form, and the 
SS moulboard and share fitted on, so that the plo vsare as nearly : 

SS uniform in shape as it is possible to make them. 
Suowine Patent FRaMe aND MOULDBOARD BRACE. 
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‘The above cut shows the Patent Frog and Mouldboard Bracing used on our “ Sater.” } 

THE SHIN.—No other plow manufacturers even pretend to shin the soft back mould- | 

boards on the front. Ours are Siimed on both front and back, thus making a genuine triple shin, | 

board Ticear much better than any other. All our stubble plows have the soft back m idboards ' 

Gniess otherwise ordered, and all have the patent heel plate that has become s0 popular, Every ' 

Walking 1tinch plow and all larger sizes is furnished with horse clevis, #0 that either two or | 

three horses can be used. 
i 

a PED a , 

GZ OC OD Oa 
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Y ima a 
rae ae PLOW STEEL. . 
atti fee gm The abovecuts represent the different ways Plow Steel is 

Be fe 2 worked into plows, The cut at the right shows the irom } 

Pan) | ete conten, oF as some plow manufacturers make plows; the oneat 

Be) Wied ‘ve lett shows the soft steel back, or ax we make our plows, \ 
in It will be readily seen that there is double the material thas i 

ii ii can be utilized in our plows that there is in those of other | 

aR makes, Farmers will find it of great benefit to buy plows | 

i made with soft back and extra case-hardened mouldboard. | 
fend for circulars of Cultivators, Planters, Mowers and i 

Rakes, Tovaceo Transplanters, Dise Harrows, etc., manufactured by 

FULLER & JOHNSON MFG. CO., Madison, Wis. 
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il We ure now sh owing a larger and finer cessorément of 
i 

e 

°@e i 
° 

i than ever before. All departments are completely filled with goods 
i pertaining to them, and * ORDERS BY MAIL,’? for either 

F goods or samples, will receive prompt atte tion, t BELOW WE GIVE DIRECTIONS FOR ORDERING: Ist— Write name and address distinctly. 2d—State gnality and measurements clearly. rd—Say 
i how you want goods shipped. 4th Pat ic samples when possible. 5th—Enclose Bare Draft, 

Expres Order, P. O. Order, or send currency by Expros or ina Resistered Letter, Othe-Oeety 
Bm eetC, 0. D. when desired, but by remitting withers Collection Charges will be saved 

{ Small parcels wel ching 4 Pounds or less can be sent by mail at the ratest itor per pound 
urchaser taking the risk of loss. i) in ordering from samples, please make a second choice, in ease the first choice should in the. xin ondoring Samples of Silks, Dress Goods, ete., state prices and colors wanted and also what 

dof goods. 

T. A. CHAPMAN & CO., I 
MIL WAUKEE, WIs. 

; Mention“ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. (839) 
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This book may be kept | 
FOURTEEN DAYS 

A fine of TWO CENTS will be charged 
for each day the book is kept overtime. 
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